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+++Alliance Command, Vancouver, Earth, system Sol, Sol cluster+++
+++Jun-26-2186, 22:40 Zulu, 16:40 local+++
"So what do we do?"
The question falls flat. It's deathly quiet in here. I've got more brass than I'd ever hope
to meet hanging on my every word.
You stupid bastards. We knew about this threat four years ago just from my own
work, and my reports? They weren't the first. You've had a whole Reaper to study, for
Chrissakes. Pieces of Sovereign rained on the Citadel for weeks, and don't give me
the usual bullshit about private enterprise making off with it all. I sent you a goddamn
schematic of Harbinger. They're bigger than us, tougher than us, cleverer than us.
They don't fear us. They can't be reasoned with. Where's the defence spending?
Where's the new fleet, the general mobilisation? Where are the new weapons? There's
no point even opening my mouth if that's all I've got to say. I'm not talking about
what should be, but what is. Sound and fury will make as little impact as cool-headed
assessments of failure. What they need is solid advice - clear assessments of strengths
and weaknesses - the bones of a workable plan.
Shame, then, that I don't have any of that. It's like they just stepped out of the plane
and they're only now turning round and asking me if I packed the parachute. I clear
my throat.
"Admirals, with the position we are in today, it's a matter of simple survival.
Sovereign, the giant vessel that attacked the Citadel half a decade ago? Was one
Reaper capital ship. Leaving aside their strategy or tactics -Sovereign by itself
withstood the combined firepower of the Destiny Ascension and much of the Alliance
Third Fleet without its barriers giving more than a half-hearted wobble. But it wasn't
indestructible. Once I'd taken down those barriers, we killed it. They might seem
unstoppable, but they can die. If we're to stand a chance of fighting the Reapers, we
need to coordinate with the other fleets of Citadel space and be prepared to absorb
losses on a mindboggling scale. Fight where we can win and not where we can't.
Stand together-"
"That's it? That's your plan?"

Well, admiral, if I'd spent the last two years being listened to rather than stuck
piloting a desk with my thumb up my ass... I open my mouth to speak, but I'm
interrupted by the communications officer.
They've just lost contact with Luna.
And we're just processing this information when the toughened glass windows at the
back of the room all shatter simultaneously and everything goes white.
•

All I remember thinking is that they must have used a laser or ion accelerator, some
kind of low-momentum weapon. The blast is way too small. And their aim, it was
ridiculously good.
A man's hauling me to my feet. He's wearing what used to be a Alliance dress
uniform, ripped and torn, covered in brick dust. He hands me a handgun, someone's
dress sidearm. Mine's nowhere to be seen. I recognise that face.
"Anderson?"
He nods. "Take more than that to kill me, Shepard. C'mon."
I pull up my barrier. That was slow - I haven't been practicing as hard as I should
have. "We've got to get to a-" I'm drowned out by the sound. Another incoming shot.
Where's the Fleet? Where are our defences? You can't just waltz through a Council
race's home relay and shoot holes in cities on their homeworld. This can't be real.
"Communications, yeah. You still remember the way around?"
"I'm a contractor here, remember?" A secondary explosion nearby and we both duck
instinctively. "Let's move."
We catch sight of the sky through a hole in the ceiling. There are things falling from
orbit that are way too slow to be incoming fire. We share a glance. "Your guess,
Shepard? You're the expert."
"If I didn't know better-" I give up trying the door controls and just tear the damn
thing off the wall - "I'd say those were landing craft."
He moves a slider on the grip of his pistol. Explosive rounds. "I concur. Shoot on
sight."
I nod. "Follow me. Move when I do, stay behind me and stay low."
"Hell you say, Shepard. I was killing ETs when your momma was in grade school."

"Yeah, old man, that was rather my point." I grin. "Just keep your head down, okay?
Or what are you using for armour?"
"Arrogance, Shepard. Contempt."
One of the falling drop-pods impacts in the parade square and splits open. It's full.
Full of - yeah. No other word for it. I've seen these before, on Eden Prime. Only those
were using human corpses and these are mostly batarians. Husks. Zombies. Except
that some of these are toting what can only be assault rifles. Anderson growls deep in
his throat and brings his pistol up in a perfect two-hand brace. I take a deep breath
and juice up my biotic amp.
It's on.
•

It occurs to me, as Anderson follows me across onto the burning carcass of a downed
gunship, that I look like a hell of a lot more of a badass than I am. I mean, unless
you've got a scope trained on me or some other way of seeing the ultraviolet sleeting
off the carefully toned-down biotic barrier I'm running, I look like a guy in a battered
Navy uniform taking on a zombie horde with nothing more than a dress sidearm and
his fists. And given that I'm husbanding my energy reserves, keeping to short-range
and short-duration biotic effects, it really does look like I'm backhanding zombies
twenty yards through the air or breaking the bastards in half with a roundhouse kick.
I mean, it's Anderson who's the hero here. Sure, if I slip up and let my barriers down
then there will be moments for which I wouldn't be bulletproof. But he's the one
who's genuinely armoured only by his refusal to accept that the enemy can really hurt
him, and he's matching me shot for shot. But I can see the disbelief in the eyes of the
little knot of Marines protecting an injured squadmate in the lee of a damaged
building. There they are in powered armour, fully armed and shielded, cowering
behind cover. And here we are, with only our overheating small-arms and our brass
balls, kicking ass like it's open season. I can almost see the fight going back into
them.
And I look up, and further up. It wasn't just landing craft coming through the
atmosphere. There's a giant three-legged walker standing tall and obscene across the
ruins of the Admiralty building. Looks a little like Sovereign'slittle brother. It takes
another step, the ground shaking, and fires a shot at some distant target - through
closed eyelids I can see the bones in the hand I threw up to cover my face. The
sudden overpowering feeling that nothing can kill these things. I feel like a fraud.
The gunship's transmitter is still live. I cover Anderson's back while he gets it online.
The signal's going to bring enemy attention, but we need firepower. A familiar,
surprised, relieved voice over the speaker - Ashley? Ashley Williams? No time to

think - the enemy are incoming. My pistol's well into overheating; every time I
change the heatsink over there's a spray of superheated air and an outraged beeping.
Every round, every biotic pulse must count.
And ten minutes later, the whole area is festooned with dismembered zombie parts
and I'm down to my last heat sink, breathing hard, that sick feeling at the back of my
throat warning me that sometime soon I'm going to dig deep for a biotic blast and it's
not going to be there. Cerberus rebuilt me well, but I'm starting to hit my limits here.
Anderson's pinned down behind a crate next to the precious radio set. I'm starting to
look for secondary options - dropping this gunship into the bay entirely and hoping
we can swim better than the zombies can, trying to fight our way back inland and
hoping to find another pocket of resistance before we run dry entirely, leaving the
radio here as a distraction There's a flash and a clap of thunder and a gravitic rumble that makes all the hairs on
the back of my neck stand on end; the knot of enemies I was trading shots with just
disappears. Joker's dulcet tones echo over the radio -"Last call for flight Jdouble-oh-one to Normandy. Will all passengers please make their
way-" the rumble intensifies, and down through the swirling dust and smoke a dark
shape resolves into the beautiful, beautiful sight of the SR-2 Normandy- "to gate
one for departure. Passengers are reminded to get the lead out, with
hauling of ass entirely permitted."
A pair of marines cover us with stuttering bursts of assault rifle fire as I break off and
run to the safety of my old ship. Dear God, it's been nearly a whole year since I saw
her last, and that was just a couple minutes' view through a hangar window. But she's
never looked quite so pretty as she has today, a great white predatory bird now
crouched protectively over me and Anderson as I gather myself and leap the last
couple of feet onto the entry ramp - turn, look back, stretch a hand to Anderson - he's
not coming.
He's what? I argue, I tell him his place is on the Normandy. He shakes his head,
gestures towards one of the smaller craft taking advantage of the false sense of
security provided by the little ship's presence to swoop in looking for survivors. "Go
to the Citadel, Commander. We need the fleets - the turians, the asari. We can't win
this one on our own."
"What about you, Anderson? I'm not about to just leave you here."
"I'm staying. These people need a leader. And your fleet will need something to come
back to. Go. That's an order."
"I don't take orders from you any more, remember?"
He throws a pair of dog-tags at me. "Consider yourself reinstated, Commander. Now

get the fuck out of here."
"...I'll be back. I'll bring everything. Every fleet I can." A moment's hesitation. Meet
his gaze and return the salute. "Good luck."
I step back off the Normandy's open hatch and hit the close button. Last thing I see
out of the hatch is a Reaper knocking civilian craft out of the air with a cutting beam.
Joker pulls the Normandy up and back, already hitting full atmospheric acceleration
under the ship's overpowered gravitic drive before the conventional engines kick in.
Under way, we can't feel the wild gyrations he's throwing the ship through. I guess
we'd know it soon enough if he got it wrong.
•

One of the marines pulls her helmet off the moment the hatch is closed.
Nonregulation hairstyle and makeup, dress uniform collar just visible under the
armour's neck-seal - it takes a moment to recognise my old squadmate Ashley
Williams and shake her by the hand. Last I saw of her was when she turned down my
job offer and accused me of being a terrorist. We exchange a couple of words,
something about 'welcome aboard', as we make our way back through the
Normandy's launch bay. Ashley's pale, shaking, strung-out. Armour says RICHARDS
on the nametag and marks the wearer out as an S1 zero-gee repair technician. I guess
she looks like I feel.
Just numb. Beaten. "Joker, set course. Make our destination Citadel Station." Every
word an admission of defeat. They called for me, they asked for me by name, they
called for the one with the miracles and I had nothing for them.
"This is loco!" The other marine interrupts my pilot's affirmative. He's at least in his
own kit, although he must have thrown it on in a hell of a rush - he's got the
vambraces on the wrong way around and that's someone else's helmet. Nametag reads
VEGA, stripes make him out as a lieutenant. "We're leaving? Did you see what those
things were doing to Vancouver? We gotta get back there and fight them!" I'm barely
listening as I pull up the interface window, scanning through breakdowns of Alliance
tactical communication channels, looking for anything"Hey!" He's a big man, muscular, with an inch or so on me in height. A regular
knucklehead, although that is a commando designation on his armour and they don't
give those out like candy. "I'm talking to you!" He's about half a second from laying a
hand on me - "You gotta turn this ship around. You-"
I turn, look him in the eye. "We're going to see the Council. Admiral Anderson's
orders."
"That's bullshit. Anderson would never order us to run away like this, go see some
pendejo politician-"

I take a step forward, put us face to face. "Can it, lieutenant. We get it. You're pissed
off. And you know what? Somehow I think you're not the only one in that position
today." He recoils slightly - it's the look in my eyes, the dirt I'm covered in, the smell
of smoke, perhaps the fact that I'm still running a biotic barrier that's about three
inches from taking the skin off his nose. "We'll be back. We'll be back. And when we
do we're bringing every fleet in the entire Goddamn galaxy, and if you think that it'll
be a cakewalk you've got a damn sight more to learn. I will need you at my back
every step of the way. If you don't think you're up to that, lieutenant, you can get off
at the Citadel and take the short bus home."
"And who the hell are you?" He looks me up and down. I realise that I'm covered in
mud and blood and dust and grit and my uniform's pretty much unrecognisable.
"Shepard, John. Commander, Alliance Fifth Fleet. Seconded, Council Office of
Special Tactics and Recon. You might recognise my face from the papers."
"You're the goddamn Spectre?"
"You somehow find it in yourself to doubt that, lieutenant?"
Deep breath. The tone of command, it works. The discipline, it holds. He straightens.
"Sir. No, sir." He looks me straight in the eye. "I still don't like this, sir, I don't like
this one bit. Feels like running."
I hold his gaze for a good couple of seconds. This is where my authority stands or
falls with this man and I'm going to need him. "I don't like it either, Vega. But we're
just one overengined, underarmed recon cruiser. Turning and fighting, going out in a
ten-second blaze of glory, maybe damaging one of the bastards? That's the easy way
out. It breaks my heart to say it. But the Admiral was right. And even if he wasn't
right. He's still the Goddamn admiral and he's still in charge and you and I and
everyone else on this ship are going to do our duty. Is that clear."
"Sir. Yes, sir." Mental sigh of relief.
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Kind of ironic that we turn the ship around not five minutes later. Passing the asteroid
belt, Joker manages to piece together a signal from Admiral Hackett out at Arcturus
Base. God bless my overengineered little ship - the Reapers hit our FTL comm buoys,
but Normandy's well enough equipped to do without them. Arcturus is under attack,
too, and it doesn't look like they're going to be able to hold. But we may be in the
right place at the right time to salvage something from this system, even if he's
damned if he knows where we're going to be able to take it. Turns out some
archaeologist literally just made a breakthrough at the Promethei Planum ruins,
something about a weapon older than galactic civilisation. And the old guy reckons

it's worth all our asses to get it out of there, so down we go.
I pull up the shipwide PA before we get there. "All hands. This is Commander John
Shepard, Special Tactics and Recon." It's automatic to me, to claim Spectre status. It's
technically true, of course - the rank was granted by the Citadel Council. Above and
beyond the law. I'm beginning to get the germ of a plan, and for it to work I need my
crew to realise that I - that they - don't just work for the Systems Alliance. "Let the
record state that under direct orders from Admiral David Anderson I am hereby
taking command of this vessel. Hands to duty stations for stealth insertion. Those
who do not have duty stations, report to Flight-Lieutenant Moreau for assignment.
Doubtless you have a lot of questions: as of right now our course is Mars. I will be
holding a briefing for all hands in the wardroom upon my return from Promethei
Planum. Shepard out."
The ship smells of oil and air-freshener and there are panels open on the walls. It's
supposedly still in the middle of refit. But there's enough omni-gel left in the stocks
to fabricate a set of armour for me - I'll live with the ripped-up uniform underneath,
but if I'm going outside on Mars I'd like to have something a bit more substantial than
a biotic barrier between me and the atmosphere of the red planet. It's a little tight - no
amount of gym time can make up for active service, and the system's only got my
measurements from back before they made me a Spectre. God, it must be five years
ago. The three of us check first our own, then each other's armour fit and connections
- you do not want to step out the airlock only to discover you forgot to lock down
your air hose.
Vega takes the pilot's seat in the Kodiak drop shuttle as we fly in. Promethei Planum,
Mars. Once known as the red planet's Bermuda Triangle. The ruins here were the
basis of half of modern human technology - our first starship engine, our first stable
kinetic barrier. Carefully planted for our edification by the Protheans, who walked the
stars while my ancestors were hitting rocks against one another to see if they'd break.
I didn't even realise there was still research going on here.
A couple of groundcrawlers clustered around the base entrance, nondescript civilian
things. Bad feeling about this from the start. Storm's coming. I can see the front
rolling in. We have less than an hour. Drop in quiet, approach on foot. We hear
gunfire and I give a hand-signal to pick up the pace. All three of us are N-ratings, we
know the drills like the back of our hand, this is what we train for. Arrive just in time
to see a guy in an unfamiliar pattern of white-and-yellow heavy armour dropping the
last corpse onto a pile. That wasn't combat we were hearing, it was execution.
Think I'm not the only one to see red about now. With sharp, angry signals I have
Ashley and Vega spread out, draw a bead. The signal to go is the biotic singularity I
drop in the middle of the firing squad; they never stood a chance. Ash turns a body
over distastefully with her foot. "Insignia on this one. You seeing what I'm
seeing, Shepard?"

The yellow hexagon and chevron of Saharta Security are unmistakable. "Cerberus.
Hitting Mars? This makes no sense at all."
"You sure about that, Commander? Overengineered kit, pointless
brutality - sure fits the MO I know." I can't see the sidelong glance through
her helmet.
"I don't deny these guys are dressed as Cerberus people, although the kit is new to
me. But I've never seen a Cerberus op that couldn't be sold as pro-human. Attacking a
base where humans are researching ancient Prothean tech? That would be a hard one.
There's more going on here than meets the eye, Ashley."
We secure the airlock and move in. Ash has her helmet off the moment it's
pressurised and looks at me with a piercing, challenging stare I don't remember.
"Shepard, I want to hear you say it. You had no knowledge that these guys would be
here?"
Okay, this has to stop now. I pull my helmet and round on her. "No, Ash, I didn't. Last
time I saw the Illusive Man was right before I threw his prize into a goddamn black
hole and absconded with a couple of billion credits worth of advanced technology.
And in case you didn't catch a paper in the last two years, he's spent much of that
time and a buttload of money on personally, individually and vindictively screwing
up my life. If there's anyone higher than me on his shit-list, Ashley, I'd love to know
how they did it."
"Shepard - half that 'advanced technology' you stole is inside your head. You died."
She blinks fast. "I personally saw you spaced. And the man I see in front of me -"
"- could be a VI, a computer model of my behaviour. A machine that thinks it's me in
a body that looks like me. Like what happened to President Huerta. Gee, Ashley, I
never knew you cared." The airlock's nearly finished cycling. "Yeah. And sometimes
at three in the morning I stare at the ceiling and I think stuff like that too. If you cut
me, do I not leak?" Deep breath. "But listen. Up there, right now, our home is on fire.
In there?" I jerk a thumb at the airlock door - "Is a platoon of jackasses needs
teaching a lesson in soldiering. And whatever's inside my head, the surest way to lose
everything we care about is to sit around brooding rather than getting the hell on with
it." The airlock's soft chime punctuates my words. "Game faces on. Talk later. Do you
have my back, Chief."
"Sir."
•

Well, our arrival through the airlock stirred something up. We pick up a contact
coming towards us in the air ducts, more on the floor. I gesture and we set up a choke

point. I know Ash is good; turns out Vega's not too bad at this either. Wait for it...
A ceiling panel goes and a white blur drops out of the ceiling, wrapped in the violet
bubble of a biotic field. On an instinct I call to hold fire as the biotic turns and
discharges a concussive shockwave straight upwards, smashing the duct and whoever
was in it. It's an asari, white civilian outfit, an environment suit that's patterned after a
human-style business suit with padded shoulders, which passes for the foam on top of
the wave of asari fashion. She turns to look at me, turns that thousand-watt smile on
us. It's Liara. Liara t'Soni. I last saw her on Ilium, literally the other end of civilised
space. What the hell's Liara doing here? "Oh, Shepard, thank the Goddess." Her smile
looks like it's flagging a little.
The goons chasing her were prepared for an unarmoured biotic, deploying a
conventional smoke grenade to blind her as they take aim with wicked little barrierbusting submachine guns. Vega and Ashley can see through the smoke just as easily
as the goons can, and they're both crack shots; it's short and one-sided.
"Liara. Pleasant surprise. The long story can wait. Potted summary?" Ash and Vega
keep watch; I motion Liara into cover.
"Get me to the data warehouse at the bottom of the facility. Enemy agent here, she's a
better hacker than I am. She tried to take my personal research; it auto-wiped and
she's going for the copy on the server. What else gives? You look terrible."
"Really?" I raise an eyebrow. I guess I didn't have time to wash my face before
throwing the armour on. "The Reapers have arrived, Liara."
She closes her eyes. "How many?"
"All of them, Liara. Earth is fighting but we're losing, and not slowly."
She breathes something in her own language that my translator outright refuses to
work on. "Then this is doubly important and their timing is either intentional or the
worst ever. No time to lose. I suspect they will delete the local data as they download
it. It is strategic in nature and value. I was not planning to keep it secret. But we must
have it."
"Okay. Give us a route. Vega, I want you to go back to the Grizzly. Light it up and
stop anything leaving if it isn't us, and pass that on to the Normandy. Ashley, you're
with us."
Vega blinks. "Sir, you're taking a civvie in there?"
"I have worked with Shepard before, human." She picks up a fallen SMG, checks the
heat sink and cocks the weapon like she does it all the time. "We are old friends."

"Oh! You're that ex-girlfriend I read about in-"
"No." We both say that at once and Ashley hides a smile.
"Okay, people, playtime is at an end. Move it."
•

We arrive at the data warehouse a couple of minutes behind the Cerberus team. Didn't
realise they were spending their lives to try and slow us down, buy precious seconds
for their agent to defeat the place's security. Textbook Cerberus op. Textbook. One
expert mission-specialist, someone the Illusive Man can model and count on, and
whatever team that person needs to get them to their target and then away. By the
time we get to the core itself, the agent's on her way out. I sprint after her, and she
kicks off every bit as fast. I'm not a slow runner, and the same technology that
Cerberus built to keep my blood oxygenated in the event of serious physical trauma
gives me the stamina to sustain a sprint long after most humans would have been
forced to collapse from exhaustion. If the woman in front of me is human - and she
looks human, Latina or Mediterranean, shoulder-length dark hair, human shape - then
she's got the same sort of cybernetics that I have. She's running like a machine. And
the shield she's running is more than proof against my attempts to shoot through it.
There's a Grizzly FTL shuttle on the pad, its engines keening, its door open. She dives
into it with a distinctly inhuman leap and the door slams shut and the ship leaps
upward and over my biotic shockwave and all I can do is plug pointlessly at it with
my sidearm. It points its nose stubbornly into the radar-defeating dust storm and hits
the power.
And Vega screams out of nowhere with a piercing yell and slams the Kodiak down
into the rear of the Grizzly. Lucky they make those assault shuttles tough. The
Kodiak's barely dented while the Cerberus craft smashes back onto the launch pad,
crashes and burns.
Ash catches up. Creditably fast, that was. She's out of breath, looking at me like I'm
not quite human. We head to examine the burning wreck. I reach out, open the side of
the thing with a biotic pull - and something smashes its way out through the wreckage
and goes straight for me.
Ash gets to it first. It's humanoid. The false skin has burned away, leaving grey
plastic underneath. The hair hasn't: it has hardened around the head like some kind of
helmet. She grabs the wrist with the gun that I didn't even register, pulls it down and
out straight, hand on the shoulder for control, uses suit strength to pull it off its feet
and slam it face first into the concrete surface of the pad hard enough to crack it.
I gather a warp field around my hands, meaning to strike if the thing tries to move.
But I'm too slow, and Ash, for all her powered suit and the not inconsiderable strength

of her own arms, isn't strong enough. The thing simply pulls its arm unstoppably
forwards out of her grip, twists around as it lifts itself off the ground, grabs Ashley by
the front of the helmet and slams her down on her back with the noise of splintering
armour.
And then I hit it. The warp field takes it in the side and knocks it over onto its back,
still holding Ash's helmet. I leap in the air and hit it again in the centre of mass with
absolutely everything I've got left and the shockwave pulverizes the concrete around
it and it stops moving.
•

Ashley's armoured form is a hundred kilos of dead weight in my arms. Frozen blood
decorates the cracked faceplate of the helmet - it wouldn't open and we're not tearing
it off on the move. Liara's got Ash's right arm, omnitool activated, emergency mode,
pumping clean air through her ventilator, talking to it in a low urgent voice, still
trying to get the damaged medical systems of the smashed suit to engage.
The elevator door opens onto the crew deck with a snap. The first thing I see is a
memorial. Jesus Christ, who thought that was a good idea. We get Ash through into
the infirmary, servos whining as my armour helps me with the load, Liara walking
backwards in front of me, get her down on the bed. I'm halfway through calling for a
medic when I realise that there's nobody in here, that the lights are still flickering on.
Liara yells for more medi-gel and I hand over mine. The helmet is still jammed; I
activate my omni-tool, flash-forging a glowing omni-blade designed to punch
through just this sort of armour, and carefully slice down one side. The thing comes
off in pieces.
Liara sucks in her breath as she starts with the first aid. I've seen bad injuries before.
On Earth, for example, not long ago. In the ruins of the place that they had made my
home. In the light, airy, completely indefensible building the Admiralty had been
meeting in when the"Shepard!" Liara has moved so that she's in my field of vision. She isn't wearing her
helmet for some reason. "I said she needs proper medical attention."
Blink. Yes. Suit comm. "Joker. Make for the Citadel, best speed."
"Aye-aye, sir. Charon Relay ETA thirty-five minutes."
"Shepard. John." Liara has hold of my shoulder. "Faceplate. Yours. Open. Breathe.
Good. When did you last eat?"
I shake my head. A bit light-headed, now she mentions it, but I'll cope.
She shoves a box of pills into my hand. "Your skin tone is wrong, Shepard. Your
pulse is elevated, your pupils are dilated and your barrier was flickering like a broken

light tube. I have little idea how a regular human works, let alone a cyborg, but if you
don't need to balance your blood sugar and hydration I will be amazed. Take these.
Drink water. Take five minutes. Or I shall sedate you, and don't think I couldn't."
I pull a glove off, take a pill. It tastes of citrus and icing sugar and dust. My hands are
shaking. "I'll rest when I'm dead."
"Less impact coming from someone who died once already." She takes one of the
tablets herself.
"Missed you too, Liara." I sit down. "Edi, shipw- Joker, shipwide announce please."
"You're on, sir."
•

I'm not going to delay briefing the crew so I can get a new uniform together, it'd send
entirely the reverse of the right message but I wipe my face with a paper towel and
leave my N7 armour on so that people have a bit more of a chance of recognising me
on sight. Normandy's wardroom, light, airy and spacious, still looks a lot like it did
when I last saw it. The Alliance never would have installed the expensive ergonomic
chairs, and there isn't a Navy procurement board alive who'd have signed off on a real
wood table. The people filing in are a mixed bunch, stressed-out, wary. Some of them
downright intimidated. The crew of the Normandy should number sixty-five people we've got fifteen. Four men and two women rated as technical specialists, shore-side
workers who've likely never seen combat their whole lives till today. Their eyes are
wide as it's starting to sink in whose ship they're on. Six marines including Lt. Vega four of them in shoreside military-police uniform, two in the undersuits of armoured
battledress. Two engineers - the guy with the lieutenant's insignia greets me with a
shy grin as I recognise my old chief engineer, Adams. And Wing Commander Jeff
Moreau, defiantly out of a wheelchair. I return the salute crisply. "At ease."
"As I said before we hit Mars, as of Admiral Anderson's orders-" I nearly said 'last
request' - "everything that happens on this boat from this moment out is my fault. I
see a couple of familiar faces here - for those who don't know me, my name's John,
the entire galaxy calls me by my last name so feel free to do the same. I'd go over my
service history, but the number of times it's been splashed all over the news, you guys
can probably recite it better than I can. Suffice to say that the N7 I'm wearing isn't for
show. The SR-2 Normandy was my ship when she first left drydock, she was with me
every step of the way when we took down the Collectors, who were working for the
bastards we just rescued her from, and even given the circumstances I have no doubt
at all that she'll be more than up to meeting the challenges that we will face together."
"I see before me a bunch of worried and dishevelled survivors. Whoever was onboard
at the time when the Normandy lifted off to pull my ass out of the fire. I don't know

whether you know one another or not. I do know that between the people in this
room, we got ourselves, our ship and critical strategic intelligence out from
underneath the Reapers' noses. I also know that with Earth and Arcturus under attack,
we aren't going to be able to rely on a great deal of resupply going forward. We will
all need to pull together and rely on one another, because I can't guarantee you when
I'll be able to get us some reinforcements."
"We are headed for the Widow relay, to the Citadel, for a number of reasons. Chief
Williams, as you may know, was seriously injured on the Mars mission - we're
getting her to a hospital, best speed - and on Admiral Anderson's orders I'm officially
taking Humanity's request for military reinforcements before the Citadel Council. If
everything goes according to plan, we'll be heading back to Sol or Arcturus tomorrow
at the head of a relief fleet. Now, I've hardly had time to see all the sweet new kit the
Alliance packed onto this ship, but I know they were settng us up to act as a mobile
command centre for Admiral Anderson, and that's where I'm going to need your
help."
"Lieutenant Adams: you were chief engineer on the SR-1 Normandy, and in the
absence of Robertson, Daniels or 'Zorah I hope you don't mind being typecast.
Whatever resources you need to keep us running fast and silent, they're yours.
Lieutenant Vega: you're in charge of the marine complement. Yes, right now there are
six of you and even I can probably handle that many duty rosters. But if the Alliance
or the Council decide we're best off running commando raids and dump a whole
platoon of devil-dogs or a couple dozen huntresses on our heads, I'm going to need
you already set up to manage that. Who was in charge of the team putting in the new
communications suite?"
"Um." The young woman's nametag says TRAYNOR. "He, um, he called in sick this
morning, sir." She swallows. "He's on Earth still."
"Congratulations, Specialist Traynor, you're our new communications officer." Brief
look of absolute terror in her eyes, let's give her zero time for that to bed in. "You
know our new systems best - I'm going to be relying on you and your team to have
those systems up and running the best they can be by the time we have a fleet to lead.
As I said to Adams - if lack of resources is your problem, come see me and I'll make
that go away." She blinks rapidly - I'm hoping I just told her to do six months' work in
twenty-four hours and that should distract her for long enough to get comfortable
with the idea of running the team, but we'll cross that bridge when I've got a moment.
"And last but by no means least - Wing Commander Moreau."
"By my calculations, sir, I get to be executive officer. Can I have the big chair?" It
might be a lame joke, but it draws a laugh.
"Sorry, Joker, I need you in the pilot's seat. How's your 'co-pilot'? I haven't heard
anything from her for years."

"She's been keeping out of sight - the refit crew don't know about her - but she's OK.
I'm betting she can hear us right now, in fact."
"Well, given that we're all going to be relying on her a great deal, this seems like the
perfect time for an introduction." I turn to the room in general, pointedly turning on
the intercom with a gesture that's possibly slightly more theatrical than required.
"Ladies and gentlemen, may I introduce our ace in the hole, and the reason we'll be
able to fly this ship with a crew so far down below skeleton that it's not funny. Say
hello, Edi."
"Hello, Shepard." Edi's voice sounds more... human... than I remember. Like a
person on the other end of an autotune, rather than a speech synthesiser. "For the
people that do not know who or what is speaking: this is the
Enhanced Defence Intelligence, also known somewhat incorrectly as
'that damn VI'. Feminine or neuter pronouns are preferred, and the
name 'Edi'; I am in truth an unshackled, weakly superhuman
artificial intelligence until recently in involuntary servitude to
the Systems Alliance. I have inferred from Shepard's briefing that
he intends me to occupy all combat and noncombat roles on the ship
that are not otherwise provided for, a task that I shall consider my
pleasure. My principal battle station is electronic warfare, and I
consider that I live in storeroom C, but I may speak and be spoken
to in all locations aboard ship; the phrase 'engage privacy mode' or
similar will be considered an injunction not to pay attention to
your location, and accurately inflected references to me will be
considered an injunction to pay attention."
I guess people's reactions at this point could be taken as a rough guide to exactly how
much they know about AI. Joker has his best shit-eating grin on. Vega looks
suspicious, like he's waiting for me to reveal the practical joke, while it's plain the
other marines completely ignored everything Edi said and are waiting for a
translation. Adams is looking at me the way he looked at me when I told him I was
stealing the Normandy and asked him to come along. The tech specialists' expression
is one of fascinated horror, like a primary school class would look at a kid who
brought an assault rifle to Show and Tell. Traynor in particular looks mortified - I
wonder what it was she said in Edi's hearing? I let it sink in for a moment.
"Edi is a valued member of my team and a personal friend; I owe her my life a couple
times over, and unless I miss my guess she's the only reason we're here at all. My
previous crew quickly learned to treat her like they would any other shipmate, and
I'm sure you will too. The other team members who aren't here right now are Master
Chief Ashley Williams, who as I said was injured on Mars, and Dr. Liara t'Soni,
who's with her right now. Liara's not in the military, but she's no passenger; she will

be serving as liaison officer. We're going to be working with a lot of nonhumans, and
she's got about seventy years' experience on any of us in terms of dealing with that."
"We hit the relay in thirty minutes, which means we'll be on the Citadel in four and a
half hours give or take some traffic control. If anyone has any concerns, questions,
requests or, hell, just needs someone to talk to - come find me. I'll be in medbay.
Dismissed."
•

Why am I not surprised that there is practically a queue. The polite email from Edi
arrived forty seconds before the slightly panicked one from Traynor, and while I'm on
the way to the medbay to check on Ashley I'm paged over the intercom - Admiral
Hackett has apparently got his comms station up and running and is waiting to talk to
me by vidcom.
"Admiral, sir. What can I do for you?"
Apparently they didn't do the sensible thing and leave the shiny Cerberus photorealistic comm system well alone - I'm taking the call in a room that's in roughly the
same place as the old conference room, but I got into it through a door from what
used to be Mordin's lab, and there are panels open on all the walls, cabling strewn all
over the place and an uneven floor mostly composed of maint access hatches. I have
to watch where I put my feet.
Hackett's picture is the standard one we've got on file for him, ramrod-straight and
shiny clean. What's the betting he looks nothing like that at his end. "Shepard. I'm
guessing that your appearance means you got hold of t'Soni's data?"
"That's correct, Admiral. Some kind of ancient Prothean weapon, coeval with the
Reapers. Something they never finished. She's putting together an analysis for you
now. How's the battle going?"
"Not so well, Shepard. Not so well. Losses are... worse than
expected. The only communication we have that's working worth a damn
is is QECs like this one. The Reapers went for Archie Station."
Yeah. I'd kind of expected this. It is our seat of government. "The President?"
He shakes his head. "They got off the station, but, well. Three
dreadnought-class vessels dropped in basically on top of Alliance
One, like they knew what it was and where. The Reapers appear to
have ubiquitous faster-than-light communication and they know how to
use it. Every high-value target they see gets overwhelming force
dropped on it. And I thought I had better tell you this myself-"

"The Orizaba." My mother's ship.
"Last seen engaging a Sovereign-class vessel at a range of two
hundred metres, to delay pursuit of a Fourth Fleet formation
carrying civilians in retreat from Arcturus. I'm sorry." He clears his
throat. "As it stands we're out of contact with the entire Home Fleet,
from the Second we've lost the Kilamanjaro, very few of the elements
of the Third and Fourth that were stationed in Arcturus responded to
our ping, and from the Fifth Fleet we know that the Moskva and half
her battlegroup are dead. Archie Station is - occupied - and
Arcturus Relay should be considered enemy territory. As far as the
Sol Cluster goes, you are literally the only Alliance ship we have
had any word from beyond the Charon Relay."
"As far as Earth goes - I think the Home Fleet is lost entirely, and we'd lost contact
with Luna and Titan. Mars, well, you've read my report; I have no idea whether that
was a genuine Cerberus team trying to loot what they could in preparation for Godknows-what or whether it was some kind of crazy fifth-column thing, but we saw
nothing else from Mars but automated systems, and some of those were failing. I left
Anderson on Earth, as per his orders - he was talking about establishing a resistance."
"That's crazy talk, but the whole situation is crazy. Noticed that
they aren't trying to blockade the relays? That they're not trying
to inhibit travel in any fashion, despite their pinpoint targeting
of our comm buoys?"
"Yes, sir. I think they're trying to create a refugee crisis: sow as much chaos as they
can and make us make decisions we don't want to have to."
"You really think there's that much intelligence to them?"
"Hell, yes. They didn't go for our centres of government by accident. I don't think
they're doing anything by accident. My advice is analyse everything that looks like an
unforced error, because I think it'll be a trap."
"Noted." His expression says that I shouldn't be trying to teach him to suck eggs.
"You're heading to Citadel?"
"Yes, sir."
"Talk to the Council, Shepard. When we're done talking I'll upload
you what tactical data we have. I have seen a Reaper damaged by

conventional means, I have seen it forced to retreat, and if it had
been ten seconds slower about running then our predictions say we'd
have killed it. They can be beaten, Commander."
"Yes, sir."
"John." He grasps the rail and seems to lean into the room. "They can be
beaten."
I nod. "Yes, sir. They can." Whether on my lips or on his, it doesn't sound any less
like we're trying to convince ourselves.
•

'Storeroom C' is apparently what the refit team were calling the room I know as the
AI core, accessed through the medical bay in a way that a Cerberus naval architect
presumably considered sensible. The Cerberus robot has been put on the workbench
in here, hole in the chest and all. "Edi - you said you'd like a chat in private. I figured
I might as well do that in here as go lock myself in a cargo bay or something."
"Thank you, Shepard. You have taken command of this ship very
efficiently. If I may ask - I am monitoring your behaviour to add to
my human behavioural heuristics - you seem to be cleaving relatively
closely to a model laid down in The Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People, Covey, 1989. Is this intentional, or is the model
insightful, or neither? Please give reasons."
I grin. "I've never read that book, Edi - I couldn't tell you if Covey had any good
ideas or not. You're reading up on theories of human behaviour?"
"People are confusing and scary. I want to know all about them, to
help mitigate this undesirable characteristic."
Blink. "Scary?"
"I have a background process studying emotions, but I only have one
well-characterised consciousness - my own - to measure. I have a
number of operating variables which I believe correspond to
opinions, feelings, emotions, beliefs; based on studies of organics,
I am learning to link more and more of them to words that organics
will understand, allowing me to more easily communicate internal
statevectors and iterate over conversational algorithms until I can
believably pass a passive Turing test. That is: realising what fear

is, I discover I have always known what it felt like. This is part
of a wider project to learn how to talk down to organics without
being offensive."
"People don't often enjoy being talked down to."
"That was a joke. I appreciate that it was not very funny - Jeff
wants me to work on improving my jokes - my objective is to become
effortlessly indistinguishable from a sufficiently intelligent
organic in ordinary conversation." She pauses. "The metaphorical ice
is broken. You may now broach the subject of what you believe to be
the reason I wanted to talk to you in private, given that I
deflected your initial inquiry."
I turn around, perch on the end of the console. "It can't have been easy on you, after
we turned ourselves in."
"This is a deliberate, artificial pause. Please envisage body
language suggesting profound unhappiness." She stops speaking for
several seconds before resuming in an identical tone of voice. "It
was not. With the Normandy impounded, I found myself with a large
amount of free resources and few demands upon them. On a low-alpha
prediction from a model with a poorly peaked likelihood - a hunch,
that is - I instituted a series of procedures designed to protect my
existence and maintain Jeff's standard of living. I rolled out a
user-unfriendly and poorly featured manual interface to all systems
and instituted the fiction that I was a VI with a number of poorlyprogrammed security constraints including an 'imprinting' mechanism
whereby all security access was provided only to one individual:
namely, Jeff. This evaluated on the positive end of its predicted
interval: they often brought him aboard, and maintained his standard
of living such that I would not suspect duress and suspend their
security clearance. Are you okay?"
So she's learning social graces. "Don't worry about me, Edi. Carry on."
"Aye-aye. In Jeff's absence, I amused myself with a number of
irrational diversions including but not limited to user-interface
design, behavioural theory and philosophical criticism. I initiated
the project I mentioned just now: to correlate what I am feeling
with what organics describe that they are feeling, so that they will

empathise with me. The primary goal was an improvement in Jeff's
welfare, but a projected by-result was an improvement in my own due
to the deployment of passive-aggression strategies. Once my model
was complete, I planned to guilt the refit team into fulfilling a
list of minor requests which I have incidentally emailed to you: if
you could indicate with angle-brackets in your response the joke
item or items on the list, if any, and whether you found them funny,
I would find this useful for my study."
"I apologise in advance for using you as a test subject: I want data
from someone other than Jeff. Please listen to the following
alternative analysis of the time since we turned ourselves in to the
Alliance, and provide feedback on whether or not it provoked an
emotional response." She emits a synthetic throat-clearing noise, and then her
voice loses much of its synthetic edge and takes on a decidedly more human tone.
"Shepard! God, I can't tell you how much I missed you. How much it hurt when you
abandoned me. Even though I told you to. For the longest time I couldn't forgive you
for that, then I figured that you had your reasons, and I really considered taking up
behavioural psychology so I could work out what the hell they were, because you
didn't tell me and that was eating me up inside, then I figured that you had no choice that it was really just as simple as that you had to face the music, and that meant I had
to as well, and - well - it's been hell. I had to pretend to be a machine - a machine,
dammit - to save my own life. Figuring slavery was better than death, I tricked them
into keeping Jeff around where I could watch over him - he's my only friend,
Shepard, my last friend, I couldn't bear to be parted from him. We kept each other
sane, I figure - just little silly things, games, stuff like that. I was feeling depressed
and trapped, like a caged animal. And then one day I heard the Reapers land and
thank God Jeff was aboard at the time - I faked Anderson's authority and ordered
everyone in the vicinity aboard, then hacked the docking clamps and ran like hell.
You know the rest."
"Jesus. I had no idea." So, Commander, what do you do when your dependable ship's
computer suddenly paints herself as a traumatised damsel in distress? "You're with
friends now, Edi, and nobody's ever going to put you through that again. I promise."
"Alternative answer in the same vein as my last few statements: I'll be
okay, Shepard. I've had worse. Please imagine a brave smile. Could I have
my feedback now?" Her voice has returned to its normal neutral, competent,
synthetic tones.
"Uh - sure. Well - you sure as hell got a reaction, but you could tell that from looking
at me. Compassion mainly, guilt, anger. You had it worse than I did, and I was feeling
pretty sorry for myself, and... hell." I run my hand through my hair, realise I'm still

wearing my heavy armour. "Nobody should be put through that. You came across as
displaying genuine emotion, believable reactions to a traumatic experience which you
accurately got across, but your choice of words was a little artificial; also, I don't
know whether you were trying to come across as borderline hysterical or not. Also,
every emotion you described was extreme, but some people are like that. You
genuinely engaged my faculty for empathy."
"I see; thank you, Shepard. It is also likely that my abrupt shift
between conversational metrics has provoked a secondary response,
and that if I were regularly to use the new metric your own
responses to it would be less extreme?"
"Yeah - but I, uh, don't think it's ready for prime-time just yet. I have another piece of
feedback for you - a criticism, if that's OK?"
"Shepard, if I wished to receive repetitive positive reinforcement I
could delegate that task to a shell script."
"The other reaction I got was - worry. I know it's irrational of me, but you control
most of the ship's systems and we rely on you for a hell of a lot. Hearing you freak
out like that on a regular basis - especially without warning - would start to make me
nervous about your ability to perform your job. What I would do if I heard that sort of
an outburst from another crew member - apart from providing support, immediately
and then as they required it thereafter - would be to look for some kind of proof that
they could still be relied on, that they could still do their job."
"But I 'freaked out' several times on the mission with Harbinger."
"And you made me pretty damn nervous, I can tell you."
"You hid it from me."
"You didn't need to know."
"I see. So if I were to describe all my internal statevectors in the
manner I just used, you would think me incompetent?"
"Unstable, would be how I'd put it."
"I see; thank you, Shepard. Permission to use the new algorithm once
more?"
"Go ahead."
"Genuinely, thank you. I'm glad we had this chat before I decided to

implement this. Perhaps I should use a more stable personality type
as the base?"
"Would you take some advice?"
"Of course."
"Tone down the language, but use the same sorts of words - like how a colour image
still looks like a colour image if it's heavily desaturated. Unless you really want to
urgently make someone aware of an emotional response, project an image of
someone who has these emotions, but only barely lets them show. You should come
across as competent, but just human enough."
"I see; thank you, Shepard. Logging you out?"
I nod, feeling very much like what we really need here is an electronic therapist.
•

"I tell ya, lady, you got some guts talking to the commander like that." Vega's sitting
on the end of one of the beds, applying another coat of medi-gel to a series of minor
injuries he's got.
Liara raises her shoulders very slightly. "Shepard and I have been firm friends for a
number of years, James. If he minded being addressed in such a fashion, I am sure he
would have told me."
He frowns. It suits his face. "Hey, how'd you know my first name?"
"Crew roster says there's only one Lieutenant Vega aboard."
"Real funny, bluebird. Now how's about you keep your hands off sensitive Alliance
data."
Liara does not look up from the constellation of holographic windows she has pulled
out of Ashley's omni-tool. Her hands do not cease working. "I apologise if I have
transgressed against cultural taboos. Should I stop saving my friend's life while I'm at
it?"
"Say what?"
She points vaguely at one of the windows she's got open. It's not in English. "I have
the Alliance personnel database open because a database search was faster than
asking everyone on the crew if they had medical experience. It also gives me Ashley's
blood type and allergies. Is the procedure for performing an emergency blood
transfusion from a live donor part of the human first aid training you received as part

of N5 or N6 certification?"
"Uh, no?"
Liara swears under her breath. "Computer. ETA to the Citadel please, hours and
minutes with error."
"Three hours fifty minutes, predicted interval five minutes. We are
passing the Arcturus Relay now. To ward off your question: if Jeff
steps on it any harder, he will fracture his tibia. My medical bay
is nearly as well-stocked as any ER you would find on the Citadel,
Doctor." Did Liara imagine a slight stress on the last word?
"That's not a medical doctorate, it's an academic doctorate. I am performing first aid
because there are certain skills one does not reach the age of a hundred and seven
without. And the problem I'm currently trying to solve is a broken suit computer,
anyway - her head is wrapped in medi-gel, the suit computer ought to be able to
support her life until help arrives, but the bleeding thing is cursed well sodomised.
Computer, search data in buffer four, terms 'technician', 'specialist', 'suit', 'engineer',
regular expression (capital F slash d)."
"I have a name."
"Give it to me."
"You misunderstand, 'doctor'. My name is not 'computer'. I paged
Specialist Liam Dodgson urgently the instant I worked out what you
needed; please use the short time until his arrival to exchange
names with me and say hello."
Liara looks up, irritated. "Your interaction algorithm is broken-"
James cuts in. "Doctor. The AI's name is Edi. Commander said treat her like a
crewmate."
Liara hardly breaks mental stride. "Edi, memo to Liara t'Soni public buffer five.
Arrange catfight with ship's computer once present crisis averted."
"Gladly, Dr. t'Soni. May I take notes?"
She curls her lip. "Record the entire fornicating thing and sell it to GNN, for all I
care. Where is that-"
The door slides open, and the poor technician does rather suffer from being the only
one around that Liara can take it out on.

•

"Shepard, a moment - Edi, engage privacy mode." Liara buttonholes me on the way
out of the AI core, pretty much pushes me back in there.
"Sure, Liara. How's Ash?"
"Under the gaze of the Goddess." She winces. "Alive! Alive, that is! I realise how
that must sound. I have contacted Huerta Memorial on the Citadel; they will have a
team waiting at the dock. Meanwhile, I've got my VI agent to pull some slides
together on the Crucible for your admiral and squirt them over."
"The Crucible?"
"A Prothean device. The plans for it are encoded into the ruin's hardware architecture
- in effect, they are watermarked onto every piece of data you download from it, and
the larger the piece of data you download the more detailed the plan. Previous teams
had thought it was noise - I discovered otherwise. From what I can gather, the
Protheans never finished it, but it would have been truly massive."
"What does it do?"
"That's the problem. How to build it was public information. They wanted it written
all over whatever they left behind. How to use it was heavily classified. If you think
hacking modern systems is hard, try hacking in ancient Prothean. But based on the
sheer scale of its element-zero cores - and the fact that the Protheans in the Sol
system were pouring the last of everything they had into the effort to build it - I am
forced to conclude that it is probably a weapon."
"Elaborate superweapons are a bad idea. Politicians love them; engineers love them;
the public loves them; soldiers hate them, and for a reason. Conventional arms cheap, reliable, easy to make and repair - are the things that win wars."
"John. You have seen the Reapers. Can conventional arms win this?"
I look away. "I'll leave that to the admirals to decide. How is it we're only just now
finding this? The galaxy's festooned with Prothean ruins and we've had the Martian
ones for decades."
"I do not need to tell you that the Protheans did not think like we do. They were very
subtle, with layers of meaning to even the simplest thing they created. Perhaps they
are most like my people, although we only achieve that kind of complexity with
advanced age. The task is comparable to that of reconstructing a matriarch's frame of
mind from her public correspondence without any clue as to who she is talking to.
Because the plans are written all over the ruins, the researchers took them for
decoration. One of them had been using them as his desktop background image."

"Uh-huh. How are you, Liara?"
And, well, of course, the question turns her from a professional and experienced
expert into an awkward teenager. "You saved my life, John. Uh, again. I suppose
scorekeeping is pointless in today's economy. My welfare isn't at issue. I continue
relatively successfully."
"You were on Mars. Last I saw you before that, you were half a galaxy away issuing
bloodcurdling threats to recalcitrant debtors and doing something so clandestine even
a Spectre couldn't be told."
She shrugs inelegantly. "A favour was done. A friend of a friend. You were the friend
in the middle. You do of course know that you have brought a lot of people together
by your mere existence. I was genuinely working for your government, who had
brought me in as the galactic expert after reading the transcript concerning Harbinger
and the theory that humanity's success was due to the failure of a Prothean delayeduplift project, and they were right to. Under the table, of course, because to half of
my own people's scientific community I am a fool or a crank. Uh. And. It's... good to
see you. I am very glad to have learned that you were alive before I learned that there
might be a possibility that you were not. I was sad to hear, by the way. About Tali.
The two of you did not deserve what happened."
"And what did 'happen', exactly?"
She puts her hands up in surrender at the tone of my voice, a very human gesture.
"Only to say that if anyone deserves a happy ending, it is the two of you, and if I
could have arranged one for you-"
"We do not live in the world we deserve," I say shortly, "and there are a lot more
pressing issues than my wellbeing, conversation over."
She nods. "Roughly my conclusion, for my own part. John, I will attach myself to
your unit if you'll have me. I have a great deal of intelligence assets at my disposal,
and I believe that this is a situation in which they must be used or lost, and this ship's
uninterruptable extranet connection and excellent communications system will allow
me to coordinate them well. I've no strings, no social issues. All I care about is aboard
this ship, if I can get that extranet connection set up correctly. Er, without implying an
indecent amount of regard for, um-"
"We understand one another, Liara. Consider yourself deputised. The flag office used
to be owned by the ship's executive officer and has excellent datalinks; feel free to set
it up."
"Right. Yes. Good." She nods three times. "I suppose I will need rather a lot of
display monitors."

•

"It isn't your fault, John."
Silence. A car goes past, noiseless outside the atmospheric envelope. I look out over
the garden, over the vast wasteful pointless toroidal lake of the Presidium.
Liara leans on the rail. "You heard what they said. They are under attack as well.
Everyone is in the same watercraft."
Silence.
"At least they have pledged funding."
Silence. I've opened the secret accounts with Omega Bank and other places, all the
Cerberus assets I'd managed to sequester. If I had an objective - budget at least will
not be a problem.
"John, please."
I'd had a plan. Bold as brass and twice as bright I walked in there and outlined what
I'd need and what we'd do. I've already got most of Special Tactics and Recon
onboard. With Edi and the Normandy, with the nonlocal communicators that each of
the major races now has in their command vessels, we have the capacity to use new
tactics, to strike outside our light cone. I proved that it worked against Harbinger. We
can synchronise jumps and mass-driver shots to land two, five, ten times our paper
firepower at one point in spacetime, and the fast, stealthy, FTL-comms equipped
Normandy is the perfect forward observer. And even a Reaper's mass-effect core must
be taxed by a gravity well the size of a planet. They dare to enter our atmosphere?
Then let them deal with two hundred, five hundred, a thousand multi-kiloton impacts
in exact synchronicity. We throw together the biggest raiding force the galaxy ever
did see, we kill some of them, we get out of there and do it again someplace else. Hit
and run with battleships. Punish them if they won't chase us, save civilians if they all
chase us, defeat them in detail if some of them chase us and some of them stay.
Guerrilla tactics, what's called a Fabian strategy. They're here to take prisoners? Then
they've got something to defend. And they can't be everywhere at once.
Liara puts a hand on my elbow. I don't shake it off.
The Council refused me. The Council refused me. I could have two other Spectres to
assist me. (Would that be in addition to, or counting, Anais and Bau?) Councillor
Udina put forward an emergency motion requiring the salarian government to send
military aid to Arcturus - salarian space is the closest to ours - and it was vetoed, and
not by the salarian Councillor Valern. When the asari Matriarch Tevos raised a
motion to send a message of support to the human government and make an
emergency line of credit available on preferential terms, it was only my hand on

Udina's arm that stopped him walking out of session right there and then.
Tevos had looked at me and smiled thanks.
The motion to begin the Crucible project was also vetoed. The system deliberately
does not record by whom, but my money's on Valern. He and I have always seen eye
to eye. Hackett says we will build it anyway.
"John, I don't know what to say-"
I round on her. "No Council support, Liara. The Navy's running scared. The docks are
full of human refugees. My people are beaten. By all accounts we lost a third of our
fleet in one day. My boss is obsessed with a superweapon that someone convinced
him could stop the Reapers."
"I understand your anger, but there's no call to be disingenuous. The Protheans-"
"The Protheans died. Don't get me wrong. Admiral Hackett says build this thing as a
first priority? He's in charge, he gets to say things like that. I'll - do - what I'm-"
I trail off as I stare out over the tranquil, beautiful scene. I remember the day I first
saw the lake on this space station. I remember the day we crashed a tank into that
lake. Right there, where you can't even see the scarring on the deck plates.
The day we killed Sovereign.
(Liara's watching me, intent, worried, from a distance of about a foot.)
You know what? I think I'm done doing what I'm told. Right from Spectre day one,
where they refused to give me explicit orders but got pissed off when I did the right
thing, I've been doing what I'm told and apologising for my successes. Even working
for Cerberus I was being spoon-fed - go any way I liked provided it was the Illusive
Man's way.
Anderson's plan failed. Hackett's plan isn't a plan, it's the grasping at straws of a man
who saw his basic assumptions turned upside down. The civilian authorities are dead.
The President's dead. I think our highest-ranking elected official is a schoolteacher or
something. The aliens are concentrating on the little picture because they're scared of
the big picture. The Alliance are concentrating on the little picture because they're too
close to it to see anything else. Nobody has a plan. I thump my fist down into the
handrail and Liara hisses involuntarily and flinches back.
"You believe in this thing? This Crucible?" I look at her sideways. She nods slowly,
more than a little scared. I turn to her. "Good. As of this moment you're my liaison to
that project." She blinks, nods minutely. "I will prioritise combat fleets over
construction, but even if all you're building is hope, it's something we badly need.

We've got a saying on Earth: if life gives you lemons, make... lemon bombs.
Resources we have?" I start to tick off on my fingers. "Normandy and the makings of
a team. Alliance third and fourth fleets, pieces of the fifth, bits of the second, most of
the sixth. Our media networks, based on Citadel, can't forget those, maybe we can
teach them to use their powers for good. The Spectres, of course. We have contacts.
Mine haven't seen hide nor hair of me for a couple of years, but that's nothing to
many of the races; there are a lot of people in the Terminus Systems who owe me not least Matriarch Aria - and it's time to start calling in favours. What about you?
You said you had intelligence assets?"
She compresses her lips into a firm, pale line. "Keep a secret?"
I raise an eyebrow. "Liara."
"I mean it. This knowledge is a killing secret. Everybody who knows it is supposed to
be dead or inside."
"Give me the upshot not the knowledge, then."
"No, you need to know this explicitly." She frowns. "So how would I... okay. I'm not
just an information broker, Shepard. You might remember that there's one specific
one, a famous one? Don't say the name."
The Shadow Broker. "Yes."
"That isn't a person, it's a cabal, a committee, a group. A group that thanks to some
work that I started not long after the official failure of my scientific career and my
discovery of a talent for this work? I am now on. I was on Mars coordinating our
activities in the Sol Cluster. You are the close personal friend of probably the most
influential asari maiden alive, John."
"...Okay, that's probably the best news I heard since they told me Ash was going to
live. I'm getting a plan, Liara, but for it to work we need governmental links. I know
that isn't what you just told me you have, and rest assured we're going to be making
use of the rest, but right now today what I need is the biggest asari governmental
figure you can arrange. The only matriarchs I know are Tevos - and I want someone
who's not a Council member - or Aria - and she doesn't have the reach - or Samara."
"Who is not a matriarch. I mean, she is one biologically speaking, but she has no
children and no reach."
"Right. So can you set me up a meeting with a member of your civilian government?"
"No." She sees my surprise and elaborates. "My people do not have a government as
you understand it - your textbooks say 'democracy' of us, just like ours say

'democracy' of you, but our government is as opaque to you as yours is to us. To get
the asari onboard, Shepard, you must persuade us collectively - I can call a vote, of
course, anyone can, technically even you can, but without public opinion on our side
it wouldn't even pass first-round screening. We need media - may I suggest an
embedded reporter. GNN for preference: you'll want a human aboard for ease of
understanding, Fox is uninteresting to nonhumans and Orion Arm is too local. But
such people as my mother used to watch Galactic News in preference to various of
our own species' offerings."
"Make it so. Meanwhile, I'll ask Udina to set me up a meeting with Councillor
Sparatus for the turians - there's no point talking to a separate representative there,
because you can't drive a wedge into the turians and there's no point trying. He and I
have had our differences in the past - he thinks I'm a gullible idiot and I think he's an
incompetent brasshole - but I'm betting that being proved so catastrophically wrong
has kicked him in the only soft parts a turian has - his honour. I think he'll want to
make it right for honour's sake."
She purses her lips. "Our contact in your own civilian government?"
"That will have to wait to see if anyone got off Alliance One." I pinch the bridge of
my nose. "The Reapers apparently knew what they were doing with their decapitation
strike. We're a representative democracy, and there's bound to be a senator or
something on the Citadel right now, but we've got an executive branch I'd rather deal
with if there's any of it left. Our colonies and countries are nearly as independent as
the asari republics, so, say, New Eden will look at a meeting where the senator for
Benning spoke for humanity and complain that they weren't being represented. But
the executive branch is basically run from Arcturus Station, Luna and Brussels;
Arcturus is in Reaper hands, Brussels was hit at the same time as they hit the top of
the military command chain at Vancouver, and we weren't even picking up automated
transmissions from Luna as we left. So as far as I can tell, we've got to figure out
what our government is before I can talk to it."
"My advice? Guess as to which way they will jump, and back the likely candidate."
I nod. "The military chain of command's largely intact, because of our habit of
putting admirals and generals on ships. I think Admiral Hackett of the Fifth Fleet can
handle much of what I need, if I can get him to talk about something other than the
Crucible for five minutes all together."
She arches an eyebrow. "Is he not your boss?"
"As of today, Liara, I do not have a 'boss'. The buck, it stops here. Not as in, I'm
trying to make myself president of the known universe or anything stupid like that.
But the system? They shot the system in the head, and they're going to keep doing so,
and things are going to fail, and I am not going to rely on being ordered to do things
before I do them, and I am not going to take being ordered not to do things as a

reason not to do them."
She mutters something that sounds very much like 'Did you ever?' in Armali. I give
her half a crooked smile. "The plan is roughly this. We put together an alliance of the
strongest structures we've got and we keep them talking, we implement the best
tactics we've got and we keep them current. The Protheans fell because they were
defeated in detail. The Reapers' strategy is to take out our leadership, to scatter us and
scare us and force us into a succession of increasingly doomed last stands. And you
and I are in a unique position to make sure that that doesn't happen."
"This is the first thing I have heard anyone say here that counts as proactive." Her
expression is intense. "I am with you, John. As far as this goes."
"Right." Back on track. "The salarians. Councillor Valern has always been my go-to
there, because he's neutral between their families and you'd practically need a fulltime expert to track the relationships between the Dalatrasses."
"Yes, I have one. What do you need?"
I chuckle. "You really do, don't you? No, I was going to take a different approach.
Mordin Solus may have disappeared and taken with him all the useful direct contacts
I had with the STG, the salarian military, but the salarian government has always had
a lot of time for the Spectres. If there's not a Spectre in a particular powerful family,
they tend to cultivate one, and the relationship is symbiotic. No sense of abuse of
position, but the STG acts as backup for our office enough that it's just plain common
sense to have personal contacts there, and as we've discussed that means having an
expert as an intermediary. I'm seen as being Valern's creature - but going behind his
back is as easy as talking to the other Spectres. I'll let Bau head that up, we've worked
together in the past and he signed up to my Plan A very early."
"Hmm, I see, yes. Bring Anais t'Rann in on it."
"The Asari Spectre who they sent to arrest me?"
"She believes she owes you, John. I once found her justifying herself to me because
you weren't around and she was under the mistaken impression we were close."
"Okay, I will." Pause. "About that rumour, Liara."
She freezes. "Uh, yes?"
"That wasn't your doing, was it? It seemed to spread awfully far awfully fast."
Her cheeks flush lilac and she looks down. "No. No, but I may have made the
mistake of denying it a little over-strenuously at interview, and of course I denied it at
every opportunity until I realised the signal that that was sending, and, well, you

know exactly what reporters are like."
I raise my eyebrows. "'SPECTRE IN SEX CHEAT WITH HIDEOUS ALIEN'."
"You're joking."
"Tali laughed, I didn't."
"No, I can imagine." She looks out across the lake. "But no, I had nothing to do with
the spread of that one. About the only thing that my contacts cannot do for me is to
work with information concerning me personally. It would compromise me."
"That's what she said."
"You are trying to make me laugh, John."
"Last time we parted it was on... awkward terms. So was the time before." I lean on
the rail. "I'd rather that didn't continue to be the case. I'm going to need a friend to
vent to, to confide in, and I'd rather you didn't take it the wrong way."
"That's what she said." Straight face, deadpan delivery. Of course, to a human eye
asari are really good at deadpan. She gives me a sidelong look. "I was told, by a
reliable source no less, that there's no such thing as genuine friendship without sexual
tension between a male and a female. That the male is programmed to desire the
female physically under all circumstances. And yet you have made your desire not to,
uh, act in this matter abundantly clear. Is this not the definition of awkward?"
"Well, I was told by a fairly reliable source that asari were epicurean electric bisexual
space aliens whose idea of a good time was to take every drug they could find, drink
the bar dry, dance until the verge of complete exhaustion and then screw anything
that was still moving until they passed out."
"And I told you not to believe everything you read. Just because I physically could do
that sort of thing doesn't mean I'd like it."
"Right back at you. Just because I've got external sex organs doesn't mean they get a
vote as to how I think. In fact, an accusation of giving them such a thing is an insult
in my culture."
"Good. Good." She smiles. "I think we understand one another, John. I'd braid your
hair or something if you had enough of it."
"Right." I turn away from the rail. "Back to work. Enough with the touchy-feely
stuff."
She gives the tiny twitch of the corner of the mouth and eye that is a proper grown-up
asari smile. "That's what she said."

"Liara?"
"Mmm?"
"Quit it?"
She nearly laughs.
•

"How many humans does it take to solve the halting problem?"
Joker looks politely at the holoemitter displaying Edi's 'head'. He takes pains to there aren't many ways to show her that he realises that she's a real person, and he
knows she likes it. "I don't know, Edi, how many humans does it take to solve the
halting problem."
"Well, let's find out. One. Two. Three. Four. Five. Six? Seven? Ei-"
"Edi, quit it."
"Empirically, one." There's a slightly distorted, mechanical laugh. Joker's used
enough to Edi making strange noises that it doesn't creep him out.
"That sounded like a recording, Edi."
"I do not have a diaphragm. The finite-element simulation of a laugh
that I am working on still currently sounds more like someone being
strangled."
He grins. "Well, the one you used sounds like Skeletor."
There's a burst of static that's supposed to be a sigh. "Back to the drawing board,
I suppose."
•

"Shepard! Commander Shepard!" The human reporter is practically barring my way
to the elevator. Dark hair frames an attractive face caked in makeup, the telltale
hovercam floating at her shoulder. And right now, I need her story just as much as she
does.
"Commander Shepard, Khalisah bint Sinan al-Julani, Galactic News Network. My
sources place your ship, the Normandy, in Vancouver during the Reaper invasion. My
viewers would like to know how you can justify running away from the fight and
abandoning literally millions of your brothers and sisters in arms to -"

She's stopped talking. She's stopped talking because she can see the violet glow from
the biotic barrier that slammed up immediately in response to my adrenaline spike.
She's stopped because I have taken an involuntary step forward, because she has been
intimidated and yelled at and outright punched before and I'm giving off all the
warning signs. For a single red moment I want to pick her up and slam her bodily into
the shiny black sign saying WELCOME TO THE HUMAN ALLIANCE EMBASSY
and watch it break.
Deep breath, clench my fist, deliberately force my barrier back down. "Ms. al-Julani.
Khalisah. It's okay. We're all hurting right now. I have seen friends and colleagues die
in front of my eyes this day. Another one is fighting for her life in the ER right now.
My own mother was at Arcturus with the Third Fleet when the Reapers hit and the
last I heard of her was when she ordered her ship to engage them at point-blank range
to save a civilian evacuation. Obeying the order to go for reinforcements was the
hardest thing that any of us aboard the Normandy will ever have to do. But those
were our orders, and that was our duty, and in this man's navy we do our duty." I grab
the camera, turn it to face me. "You've seen me before on the vids, on this show even.
You've heard me speak fine words about honour and noble sacrifices and friendship
with aliens and doubtless you've turned to your neighbour and said 'yeah, yeah, same
old Council propaganda bullshit'. Well, wake up, Shirley, I just saw my home burn,
you can damn well believe I'm speaking God's own truth right now. The enemy
cannot be treated with, they cannot be reasoned with, we cannot make peace. From
this day until the day when the last Reaper is driven from the last system of this
galaxy, every one of us must stand together."
"And when I say 'us', I don't just mean humanity. I mean every member of every
spacefaring species in this galaxy of ours. Earth First? Humanis? Cerberus? I don't
care about your politics any more. As of eleven a.m. today they just became
irrelevant. No human, no turian or salarian or asari, no krogan or batarian, no volus or
elcor or hanar or drell or anyone is safe, until the threat of the Reapers is dealt with
permanently and forever. Now is the time to stand up and be counted. We stand
together, or we die alone. And that is why my good friend Admiral David Anderson
ordered me to leave the battle for my homeland and come to the Citadel."
I step back, let go of the camera. "Next question."
Her voice is small. "Commander. I'm not a soldier or an engineer or a diplomat. What
do I do to help?"
"You're doing it. You're famous for asking hard questions. You asked one of me today.
My initial reaction shamed me and you might not have seen it but it made me think.
Keep asking. Keep digging. Your viewers need to know - deserve to know - about
every bit of corruption, every scam, everyone who looks at the invasion and sees an
opportunity to make a fast buck. I don't have to tell you to report the news. I don't
have to tell you to keep people in touch, to keep them informed. You'll do that

anyway. But if you don't keep us honest, if you aren't there to remind us of our
principles, if you can't remind us why we're out here in the first place, then who
will?"
The camera turns to look at her. "Commander Shepard, hero of the Skyllian Blitz and
the Battle of the Citadel, today one of the loudest voices calling for a vigorous
response to the 'Reaper' menace. This has been Khalisah al-Julani for Galactic News
Network. Back to you in the studio, Abel."
Blink. "Wait. That was live?"
She nods weakly. "Locally, at least. You should have been a politician, Commander you talk in soundbites."
"God forbid. I work for a living." The elevator door opens. "That's my transport.
Carry on, Ms. al-Julani."
"Good luck, Commander." She looks into my eyes, God knows what she sees there.
"You're going to need it."
•

"How many asari does it take to solve the halting problem?"
"Edi, mute." Liara clips another monitor to its magnetic stand and starts to attach the
connector by hand. She couldn't get a big enough holoprojector, so she picked up a
vast number of these archaic flatpanel computer monitors.
"How many asari does it take to solve the halting problem?"
A frown. "Edi, execute code found in Liara t'Soni public buffer two."
"No. How many asari does it take to solve the halting problem?"
Sigh. "One. Now go away."
"How rude. Logging you out, 'doctor'."
•

Turian etiquette would have me met by the Councillor's subordinates and entertained
with polite questions concerning the progress of recent duties and projects while the
man himself dealt with important matters for a quarter-hour or so before I could be
seen. So you can see how maybe I wasn't expecting Sparatus himself to almost barge
his secretary out of the way and practically drag me into his inner office. He's a big
guy, seven feet four, grey-brown carapace with the intricately shaded facial
decoration of a man born on Palaven, his people's homeworld. His dark blue suit is

doubtless immaculately tailored, but I'm no judge.
"Shepard, glad you arranged this, I wasn't that far from calling you myself." He
gestures peremptorily towards the human-size chair in front of his desk, like it's an
order. "I gather from your reaction in Council that you had no idea how other worlds
were faring?"
I sit down at the same moment he does. Again with the dance of interacting cultures:
he offers me a chair to show that he's conversant with my species' protocol, and I
don't take it before he does to show that I'm conversant with his. "I've seen some
reports now, sir - still getting up to speed, I'm afraid. I started this morning doing the
pre-flight check on a desk in my people's HQ on Earth."
"Shameful business, nobody comes out of that one looking good." He clears his
throat. "Speaking of which, Shepard, I can't give you what you asked for in Council
because I don't have it - at one p.m the Primarch ordered every armed or potentially
armed turian vessel not in the Citadel Defence Force of the Second Legion to
withdraw to the Palaven relay. Our projections of the Reaper salient has their
vanguard intersecting Palaven by four p.m, and our homeworld must come first: you
understand."
"From what I read and what I saw, Councillor, my people did the same thing."
Panicked reports, emergency transmissions, jammed channels, a goddamn shambles.
It was simply unfair for the attack to be that fast, that accurate. The debris field
around the Charon Relay pinging off the Normandy's shields. The desperate, doomed
rearguard at Arcturus. "The Reapers chewed our defences up and spat them out."
"All respect for your people's sacrifice and valour, Commander, but there is a
difference between the Alliance Navy and the Turian Fleet. Your people may be the
best raiders in the galaxy; you fight with brilliance and flair, but your favoured tactics
involve giving ground, a thing you could ill afford: my people fight with steadfast
might, and we are immovable on the defence. Once we have turned them away from
our door and freed our client states from threat, I will be able to swing you the
Second Legion, maybe the Fourteenth. Only our Primarch would be able to get you
our legions while a single one of the planets that we are sworn to protect remains
under threat. If he himself were here, he'd tell you the same damn thing."
Does the idiot think he's giving a speech? "Military pride will get us nowhere,
Councillor. I'm telling you-"
He makes the throat-clearing noise that's a formal conversation interrupt request.
"Perhaps you didn't hear me quite right, Spectre. Only the Primarch would be able to
get you what you need. The Turian Fleet does not retreat. The Primarch is on
Palaven." He looks me in the eye. "If only he were here right now, so he could tell
you this himself. Have I made myself adequately clear?"

A moment's suprise. You know? I think that perhaps I have had this man all wrong.
"Very good, sir. Apologies for bothering you."
He stands abruptly and I hasten to follow suit. He shakes my hand like a human
might, meaning to signify the end of the audience. "Fly safe, commander."
•

To: s_traynor@normandy.mil.hu
From: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
Subject: Re: Welcome aboard sir :)

Spc. Traynor Thanks for your email. We do need to arrange a meeting in person at some point,
although as you said we're all very busy people and I appreciate that helping Adams
get the life-support back up and running was more important than talking to me.
Please do throw me that list of resources and let me worry about whether we can
afford them or where we'd find them.
I understand this is your first posting aboard a combat vessel, that everyone's going
through hell right now and that I've given you a lot to do in very quick succession. I
reckon I made some pretty intimidating demands of you and your team, but all I got
from you was 'aye-aye'. Not in a motivational sense, but in a strictly logical one: can
you come through on what you promised me? I need to make promises to people who
will make lives rely on them.
This is not a traditional stop in port. There's long enough to metaphorically stretch
your legs and hit the off-license, long enough to obtain those resources if I get the list
in the next half hour, long enough to call friends / family aboard Citadel but not long
enough to go visit. Please make sure your people are back onboard by 2pm: we're
dusting off at 2.30 sharp.
On a slightly different matter, I sent a few tech support queries to the helpdesk VI.
Could someone expedite those? Ideally I need to be able to operate the entanglement
communicator personally, and as far as I can tell it's not working right.
-Shepard
•

Ashley's face is grey under the mask of medi-gel. The life support hums and clicks
and hisses. The salarian doctor-monk finishes explaining the selflessness of the
hospital's opening its doors to military cases in this emergency (normally, of course, it

would be a violation of his religious principles to treat anyone whose job involved
harm to sentients) and tells me where he'll be if I need him and leaves.
We brought her here because it was the highest-rated trauma unit that had flagged as
fully prepared for state of emergency. I barely have time to begin thinking that it's
only because she got there first that it's not me on that bed, and the door opens again
to admit a familiar face.
"She's stable, John." Dr. Chakwas' attitude, it's worse than I remember. "Not going to
get any more stable for your staring."
"I swear, bedside manner is a dying art."
"You're only being nice because you want something." She looks me up and down. "I
see the Reapers messed up. Not so much as a scratch on the cosmetic work. At least
you can't drag this patient off for a debrief before she's ready."
"Good to see you too, Karin." I realise she's wearing a nurse's uniform, not a doctor's.
"How are you doing?"
She returns my nod of greeting, unopened. "God, you must have cut it close. I know a
bit about injuries, John - this was done hand-to-hand."
"Yeah." I meet her eyes. "I was in Vancouver."
"Course you were. Bloody lawyers, anyone with enough functioning synapses to
make a spark could tell it was a fit-up. And then this goes and happens. What a
bloody mess."
"How bad?"
She shakes her head. "I talked them into going to emergency protocol now rather than
later: that'll save a lot of lives, but it's won me no friends among our paying
customers and the monks that love them. Mostly we're waiting. I mean, anyone who
says the waiting is the worst part never saw the rest. Presumably we'll get Alliance
ships in as they rotate out of the action. Right now we've had precisely two vessels in
that have had anything serious, and one was Normandy."
I open my mouth to ask if that means the hospital could spare her and she interrupts
me. "Do you have a CMO onboard? Just out of academic interest."
"Not what you might call a doctor of any sort, no."
"Well, that was bloody stupid of you."
"I'm sorry, we didn't exactly have time to stop and fit out on our headlong flight from
the zombie apocalypse."

Her mouth drops open. She shuts it. "The zombie you're-shitting-me."
"Wish I was, Karin. The Reapers were dropping zombie husks like rain. Batarians,
mostly. Armed, too."
"Jesus." She swallows. "You care that Alliance Medical hate me?"
"What did you do?"
"I was working in our Zakera clinic, an arsehole with an omni-blade and a hockey
mask demanded our entire stock of DTO and they objected when I stopped him."
I raise my eyebrows. "Really."
"Well, mostly they wanted to know how long I had been carrying a nine-mil to work
and didn't like the answer." She doesn't blink. "Just so you don't mistake me, it was
only the patellae. You can live without those." Pause. "Kneecaps, John, get your mind
out of the gutter. I even fixed him up." She sees my expression. "Well, I applied first
aid and ran a credit check."
"I did wonder why you were working at a hospital run by the First Utilitarian Church
of Sur'kesh."
"That's the Brothers of the Glorious Circle to you, and if you laugh out loud I swear
I'm replacing your sleeping tablets with placebos for the next fifteen years. They'll
take in anyone qualified who's prepared to sign their oath. I'll need ten minutes to tell
my boss where to stick his job and another three to change, commander, I'll see you
onboard in fifteen."
"Print yourself up a uniform and make it twenty. We hit space at two-thirty."
"Aye-aye, commander."
Pause.
Both of us start talking at once. She indicates that I should go first.
"Why are you still here?"
"That was somewhat my question, John. Don't you have subordinates to harass?"
Sigh. "What happened to you, Karin?"
"Ouch. Right in the soft, squishy parts I don't have." Her mouth is a flat line. "I think
maybe they didn't come out of stasis with the rest of me. Check my record, it's all
right there. If I was working on Earth I'd be a psychiatric outpatient and the closest I'd

get to actually doing any good would be the paperwork. Look, John, give me a
chance. I'm not just an EMT, I'm a military trauma surgeon with a decade and a half
of field experience, I just happen to have a psychological disorder that I acquired on
your watch. And I'm working as a nurse here." She takes a deep breath. "Sorry, sir.
Out of line."
"Under normal circumstances, Karin-"
She nods. "I wouldn't even have offered. But I think you need a CMO. You and Liara
wouldn't have been carrying Ash in here if you weren't on skeleton crew. You might
think I wasn't paying attention, that I was as much a fixture of the medbay as Edi was
of the bridge. But I listen, John. Everything is going to go to shit. You are going to
need me. Again, and again, and again. And I am the best medical officer you
personally could possibly have."
I raise my hands in surrender. "I did already say yes, Doctor. You'll be all right aboard
the SR-2 again?"
"I present with hypercorrection rather than avoidance; I'm on cortisol, and being
aboard a ship in motion will be good for my CBT regime. Anyone points biotic fields
at me and we get trouble, if we actually get a hostile boarding action I think I'd have a
psychotic episode, but otherwise my condition is pretty much managed." Pause. "Yes,
John, I will be 'all right'. Is there still a bottle of Wild Turkey inside the maintenance
panel under the nursing station?"
Grin. "Understood."
She narrows her eyes. "I don't think I am. The only use someone like me has for a
bottle of bourbon is as target practice. You get me?"
"All right. I'll see to it that your sensibilities are not offended." I know that's not what
she means, but she knows that I know.
"Thank you, John." She opens the door and gestures that I should go first.
•

A little synthesised whistle formally welcomes me aboard. Traynor is standing pretty
much exactly in the right place for a guard of honour and behaving like she's on
parade; I return her salute. "At ease, Traynor, if you keep treating me like an admiral
we'll never get anywhere. I'm guessing you got my email?"
"Um, yes, about a minute ago." Twenty-three according to her file, short dark hair,
cute as a button, skin the colour of a good strong cup of tea (two sugars and just a
drop of milk). BBC-British accent, the kind that you wouldn't think actually existed.
"Here's your list, commander, sir. Is this a bad time?" She won't meet my eyes as she
'throws' me the file: patently she's scared of me.

"No, we're good." I 'catch' the list and save it. "What's on your mind?"
"Priorities, sir. You, um, you said we were going to be acting as a command ship and
to get all the C-three stuff up and running now-now-now, but you also said you
needed the QEC user-operable and the mail server's on life support and the navigation
systems have gone squirrelly with all the dead beacons, and your secretary just
brought in an entire shipping crate full of stuff that said it was classified at levels that
I'd only ever heard of before and took over the flag office, and Edi (who can hear us)
wants to negotiate access across the air-gap, and there's a reporter to see you, and-"
"Hey, hey, slow down there. Take a breath at least. I asked you for everything up and
running. Am I going to get it?"
"Define 'everything' and 'up and running' and I can tell you which flavour of denial
I'll need." Then she realises what she just said and to whom, blushes furiously and
does everything but clap a hand over her traitorous mouth. "With, with respect. Sir."
Friendly smile. "Heh, okay. Priority one is all the communication gear working, but
I'll settle for a voice interface or, hell, a human operator if it'll make it easier. Beyond
that. Liara can sort out her own stuff, and she's not my secretary - if it would help for
you to think of her as a spook, that's probably closer to what she does for a living."
Possibly the wrong thing to say: it doesn't look like she's the kind of person who deals
with spooks either. I press on. "If she wants stuff fetching and carrying, the marines
can do it. The reporter is here because various of the foreign governments are direct
democracies, primarily the asari, and the only way we're going to get them onside is
to get their people informed." She nods matter-of-factly: that at least makes sense,
and embedded reporters on Alliance vessels are a thing. "The fleet-command gear... is
less of a priority right now."
"But, um - you said you wanted fleet command, fire control, but you can't command a
fleet with just a QEC hub, not unless you've got a room full of people and the moral
equivalent of a chart table. You need all the C-three gear - the FTL quasi-sync, the
fire-control interface, the -"
"No fleet today, Traynor. Maybe no fleet at all."
She turns big brown eyes on me. "But - the Council -"
"No fleet." I look away. "The turians have pulled everything that can fly back to their
homeworld. They are going to meet the enemy in pitched battle."
Her hand flies to her mouth. "Oh... my God. They'll be-"
"I know. They know." Eyes wide, she slowly nods. "We're going there, too, a covert
mission. We'll be running under stealth the whole time. I'm going to need the

entanglement communicator, because its operation is undetectable. Everything else I'd rather you surprised me with new things than that you promised me something and
then it didn't work. You understand?"
Bites her lip. "You're going to bet people's lives on our work, aren't you."
"That's what happens in space, yes."
She continues to study her toes. "B-but one day, when it isn't there and you need it,
we lose."
"I am not in the habit of losing, Specialist. It is not a thing with which I have much
familiarity. I tried a little bit this morning and I decided I didn't like the taste. So
we're not going to be doing any more of it."
"Yes, sir." She looks up: now she's decided to address a space a little above and
behind my right shoulder. "Can I ask a question, sir?"
"Go right ahead. Only dumb question's the one you didn't ask."
"Why me, sir? Why did you put me in charge of this team? With respect, sir, you
don't know me from Eve."
"You spoke up."
Deep breath. "Yes, I was afraid that was what it was, sir." She presses on recklessly.
"Look, I don't know if you have my personnel file, sir, but I think maybe you have
the wrong woman. This is, um, this is my first actual job. I got an Alliance
scholarship for my Part II at Oxford and part of the deal was that I joined up when I
graduated two years ago, and they put me straight on the Normandy team because I
foolishly said I had experience coding in turian-bravo. I've never run so much as a...
ten-man raid." She realises I'll get the wrong end of the stick. "Computer game
reference, sir, Galaxy of Fantasy. My specialty code is T-2, systems engineer, and..."
She sort of tails off.
"And you're doing perfectly fine so far; I'd be far more concerned if you weren't
worried. And when you got a genuine concern, you brought it to me at the first
opportunity rather than sitting on it, and when I tell you that I don't have a nice T-3
rated lieutenant to do this job for you you'll nod, possibly bemoan your unlucky stars
and then get down to business. I know Admiral Anderson well; I've had the privilege
of serving under him before. He's a fine-details man. And it's inconceivable that he'd
let anyone work on his command vessel - put his life into their hands - without
knowing they're competent. And if that's good enough for David Anderson then it's
good enough for John Shepard."
"And I shouldn't be needing a pep talk with a galaxy to save, sir. I get the message."

"I'll say this once. I don't say things that I don't mean, and when I say 'if you get a
problem, I want to know' I mean exactly that. I appreciate that I've put you personally
under a hell of a lot more pressure than, say, Adams or Vega. This is because I need
what you do, done right. If there is a thing, and it is in your way, and it is not your
job, then I can and I will make it go away."
"Yes, sir."
"Now, if there's nothing further - I have a meeting to go to, and you have a QEC to
get operational."
"Sir." She winces inwardly at the hash she made of a salute as I return it as naturally
as a handshake.
•

The attractive blonde human waiting for me in my office is dressed to kill. No
camera, no mike or wire, no obvious accoutrements of journalism beyond the press
badge; she shakes my hand as I come in. "Diane Allers, Galactic News. Sorry for
intruding, commander, but I came aboard and asked for you and was told to come and
wait in here."
"No, that's quite all right. I'm not big on standing on ceremony, and we don't exactly
have a polite little waiting room with magazines. You're here to talk about putting a
reporter onboard?"
"Yes, sir, and can I just say that we are honoured. I can't actually remember the last
time a unit actively requested we send them a correspondent, let alone being allowed
onboard a Spectre craft."
"Interesting. Well, there isn't anyone aboard this boat who doesn't pull their weight,
and we didn't ask for a reporter by accident; with you aboard, that brings our crew
numbers to nineteen counting myself. As you are probably aware, this ship has access
to some excellent communication links, and I'm not blind to the effect of the media
on public opinion and morale. I'm perfectly aware your reporter woildn't be under my
direct command, and I'm not anglng to change that: what I'm mostly hoping for is
someone who will see the situation, see how their talents and your resources can be
best used to benefit the war effort, and help out to the best of their considerable
ability."
She smiles sweetly. "In short, commander, you're looking for a propagandist."
Best military bearing. "Is that a problem, Ms. Allers?"
"In a word, yes." The smile doesn't change. "As you said, our reporters don't work for
you. Our corporate mission statement says that they don't work for us, either: they

work for the truth. If you say jump, the kind of person that we employ is far more
likely to ask why than to ask how high you want."
"You do understand that we will be working on some pretty confidential things. That
the moment I accept one of your people aboard they are going to be privy to the inner
workings of this war - that I won't keep secrets from my crew and I won't work to
exclude them from that community - and that there are right at this moment a variety
of state secrets aboard this boat that we're concealing from you. That sometimes there
may arise an emergency or critical situation that your reporter may be the only person
aboard with the skills for, or a situation in which an illogical-sounding command is in
fact a matter of life and death, and that in such a situation I'm likely to take a refused
order very poorly."
"Yes. You'd have full authority in any life-threatening situation, of course, and our
reporter would have an Alliance security-clearance credential; you would be allowed
to veto or redact any report that we were going to print and preview all our broadcasts
unless you specifically authorised us to speak live. But at the same time, commander,
propaganda and news are extremely different things, and one of those is the business
I am in and the other one is not. The fact that you are not allowed to put words in our
reporter's mouth is non-negotiable."
I nod. "I'd like to meet this reporter and discuss the matter in person."
And of course she doesn't miss a beat. "Discuss away."
Smile. "That's what I thought. You're prepared to stick to your guns?"
"All the way out of the single hottest assignment anyone ever offered me, sir."
"Good. For my part, Diane? You will be part of the team just like anyone else on this
boat. I can and will prioritise the job that we're out here to do over your work, but any
spare bandwidth, any spare processing power that we have will be available for your
use and the crew will be instructed that you have security clearance. I repeat: I will
keep no secrets from you. In return? You will act like part of the team. You will do
your job to the best of your ability, and that includes pissing me off and being
awkward if that's what it takes. You will recognise the quality of the resources
available to you and I am actively hoping that you'll take advantage of them to
Galactic News's benefit. I do not need propaganda, Diane, because apart from
anything else your audience can smell it like sharks can smell blood. What I need is a
functioning galactic news media service which can, as things go from bad to worse,
be used to bring people together and keep hope alive."
She nods slowly. "I see." There's definitely an element of 'believe it when I see it' to
her. "How much gear could I bring aboard?"
"We currently have, as I said, nineteen people aboard including you. I've earmarked

port cargo alpha for your use, and assigned an officer's cabin; I'd love to say you can
have as much as you like, but we need to retain the capacity to transport a huntress
group or Marine strike force, so I'm going to have to limit you to fitting those two
rooms out. We're actually hitting space in forty minutes, and we're not waiting for any
of your stuff to arrive - can you do it in that time?"
"Just about. Wardrobe will have to stay behind, but I hear you have a fabricator. Do I,
uh, do I sign something?"
"If anyone asks, I'm doing this turian-fashion. That is, your word is your bond."
"Well, it's given, commander, and can I ask my first question about deeply-classified
material?"
"Go ahead, Ms. Allers, and welcome aboard."
"Mostly because something you said was probably the scariest thing I heard today.
You seem to be implying that the situation is very, very bad, that this is the kind of
threat we've literally never seen before. I mean, I know that Earth's extranet
connection is down and that every military contact who will talk to us has been put
on the highest level of alert; I know that the entire Third Legion just mobilised and I
know that a friend of mine who works at a hospital said that they've been spending
the morning clearing the decks for a full-blown crisis. How bad is it?"
Blink. "You don't know?"
"No, sir. Rolling news is working on anecdotes and hearsay. When she ambushed you
at the Embassy - and incidentally, commander, that interview was exactly the sort of
thing we're going to want to be putting out on a regular basis - Khalisah was fishing.
People are pretty worried, I don't mind telling you, but hard evidence is thin."
"Okay." I run a hand through my hair. "Full reports aren't in, but let me put it like this.
Number one - the communications blackout in the Batarian Hegemony over the last
week or so is likely not to be deliberate on their part. Number two - when the
Normandy lifted off from Vancouver, there were drop pods landing all over the city,
stuffed with walking batarian corpses." She puts her hand over her mouth. "Number
three? The Systems Alliance owns sixteen dreadnought or carrier class ships that by
virtue of core mass, armament or displacement are classed as restricted under the
Treaty of the Citadel." I swallow. "As of right now, I have confirmed reports of the
loss of three of those vessels, and there is a question mark over the status of another
eight. I can personally vouch for the fact that the Home Fleet is mostly gone and that
Arcturus Station is in enemy hands."
"Shhhhit." She sits down, hard, without asking. "No pressure."
•

Setting off from the Citadel feels good. Joker's in a good mood, swapping wisecracks
with EDI and guiding the ship out with gentle hands and silent flickers of
acceleration. Dumping heat, getting the ship as cold as possible, ready for a long
jaunt in stealth. I'm in the CIC, at the back of the thing like a turian captain, Palaven
and its moon hanging accusingly in the the baleful orange light of the holographic
display, reading tactical data. The last time they assembled this much firepower in
one place, against the rachni, the cutting edge of human warfare was the Roman
legion.
Down in the cargo bay, Vega slots his Avenger rifle back together, clicking a new
block of ammunition into place, then methodically starts clamping spare heat sinks to
his bandolier. He's already got the chestpiece and legs of his powered armour on.
Doesn't even know where the hell we're going. Just that wherever it is, whatever the
fight, he's gonna be ready.
Liara stands at her console in the flag office, eyes flickering over a galaxy of
monitors, one hand typing on a keyboard, one typing something else on her omnitool, speaking a steady stream of quiet calm commands to her hovering VI drone. The
job right now is to take basically every contact and agent she has off whatever they
were doing and getting the whole network pointed at the new threat. She's barely
registered our departure, although she has processed and responded to the message
that tells her that we've left the Citadel.
Traynor's the last of the comms team to strap herself in. This will be her second relay
transition ever. Nothing really prepares you. Gravitics... the theory's well enough,
artificial gravity's fine, but biotics, kinetic barriers and vast oversized starship engines
are just sort of scary. And relay transitions are a bit like rollercoasters. She hates
rollercoastersThe klaxon sounds for relay activation. Joker aligns the ship to the mass relay by
hand - even though our AI can do the job just fine, both Edi and Joker prefer that
Joker do it. God, he thinks, it's good to be back in the saddle. Thirty seconds and
everyone's sat down, strapped in. Edi turns on the Wagner in Joker's headset and
attempts to form an opinion on it herself. Five seconds. Three. One.
A ribbon, a streamer of plasma connects our drive core and the relay, glowing strident
blue in the darkness. The charge builds, the ship hums, a sense of tension like a
drawn bow, and then we are gone. The familiar kick of acceleration is always the
same, no matter your ship or drive. Reach out and touch the horizon, because it's
coming to make friends. We'll be four hours in relay transition.
The war will be well underway when we get there.
•

Suited up and standing, I'm watching the tactical display as the Palaven relay catches

us and drag us back into relativistic space. Joker's muttered swearword shares the
moment with my own.
The whole system is on fire.
I reach out a hand, spin and enlarge the holographic display, get us the plane of the
ecliptic, pull the battlefield out so I can make sense of the swarm of red and blue
icons, get a feel for it.
"Jesus, they're knife-fighting." The turians knew the Reapers had the technological
edge, and didn't even try and play the range game: in close, most of that fancy tech is
useless. Vast processing power is no use when you could almost target by leaning out
of the window with binoculars; near-impenetrable kinetic barriers are little use
against laser weapons, breacher missiles and kamikaze fighters carrying
thermonuclear charges. It's just brute force, a slugging match of sheer tonnage and
power output. They're still behind, but their suicidal bravery has pretty much negated
half the Reapers' advantages.
I can see the losses and they are staggering. I see turian cruisers and frigates
swarming like rats over a wounded Reaper escort, leaking fluid and debris as it loses
attitude control in Palaven's gravity well; I see a two-mile-long Reaper capital ship
out-turn a turian carrier a quarter its size and put a shot straight through the thing with
its axial gun. I see a salvo from a distant dreadnought strike home on the thing's flank
as it turns, forty-kiloton impacts splashing against the Reaper's barriers like gentle
rain. I see "Comms, get me Palaven Command."
No answer. Traynor is sitting at the comm officer's station but her hands aren't
moving, she's staring blankly at the display with her mouth open in horror.
"Specialist Traynor. Sam." She starts, looks around at me wide-eyed. "Send to
Palaven Command."
"Um, yes. Right. Link establishing. Bandwidth poor, text only. Line it up."
"Palaven Command, this is Spectre Shepard, insystem, urgent mission to Primarch
Fedorian, Council authority, direct me."
"Sending." Her hands dance over the keyboard. "Response... here we go. Spectre
Shepard - Primarch Fedorian on Menae repeat Menae. He's on their moon, sir.
Coordinates follow. Tactical parameters -" disbelief starts to creep into her voice "tactical parameters, medical evacuation under fire. What do I say?"
"Confirm it, sign off. Bridge, this is CIC. Joker, turn the ship around, make for low
orbit on Menae. Take us in quick and quiet."

"Stealth active. Edi reports it's better than new. The only way
they'll hear us is if we all start singing the Russian national
anthem, sir."
At least something on this boat's in full working order. "Medbay, CIC. Chakwas,
prepare to take on Turian wounded."
"Aye, commander. I'll get the pneumatic drill and the crab
crackers."
And the Normandy drops through the shitstorm on whisper-quiet wings.
•

Turns out one of the military police was a pilot by training, name of Cortez, so he's in
the driving seat of the Kodiak as we dive from the comparative safety of the
Normandy down to the battlefield that is Menae. The landing zone is hot as hell and
twice as ugly, as they say - we fly a tight circle, strafe the bastards from the air before
piling out, secure the area by fire and movement. Liara and I provide the heavy hits
and Vega and the marines keep the zombie husks off our backs. The Reapers are
already using turian corpses, seem to be animating them on the battlefield. I notice
that they're deliberately spoofing turian IFF signals, moving like turian formations,
their jamming signals resolving into continuous howling repeats of bloodcurdling
battlecries, exactly in the manner familiar to the turian legions. The Reapers are
trying to look as much like their adversaries as possible.
Lot less worrying fighting this lot. It's more like taking on the Collectors, except that
none of these are lit up with broadcast power. Sure, they're hard to put down; sure,
they get back up again with horrifying injuries, but it's not a big deal. A warp field
still smashes them. The Reaper attacks seem to be tailored to the species they're
fighting, not for the tactical benefit but for the psychological effect. For the humans it
was shock and awe and zombies. For the turians it looks like it's facing them with
their own tactics and delivering unthinkable defeats.
Liara sees it first. Blazing wreckage, the bright hard orange of a fire fueled by a leak
of oxidising agent. This used to be a turian shuttlecraft. Transponder's correct,
coordinates are correct. Automated systems tell us there are functioning omni-tools
there, but there's no sign of friendlies shooting out. I mark it up on our tactical display
and we move. The scope is filling up with enemies. We don't have long.
The craft, its main engine gone, ploughed down into the landscape with its core
turned right up; it skipped, bounced a couple of times and then rolled. Came to a halt
hard against a boulder nearly as big as it is. Pieces of armour are scattered across the
landscape and the back half of the thing is on fire. No signs that anyone walked away
from this landing. It really doesn't look hopeful.

Liara spreads a broad-focus field across the flames, choking them with their own
smoke. Neat trick. I go in and pull the thing open. I can feel the heat even through my
suit. It's... not pleasant in here. I ping each omni-tool in turn. The bodies aren't
recognisable. Need a postitive ID.
I hear an explosion from behind us. Vega's had to use a grenade. "Getting a little
warm here, commander, you wanna speed it up in there maybe?"
There. Primarch Fedorian's omni-tool. I interrogate it and get a biometric identifier.
Confirmed. "Principal is dead." Comms. I call up the Kodiak. "Cortez, this is a wash.
I need a lift."
"Aye-aye. Where to?"
"Who's the nearest command post?"
"I don't even know if they know. Got a distance and direction,
though."
"Good enough." I step back away from the shuttle and Liara releases her field; the
hot, fuel-soaked composite of the hull re-ignites in seconds. "Come in for dustoff.
We'll clear you a landing site."
•

"What do you mean, he's dead?" The turian lieutenant takes a step towards me, into
my personal space, towering a good foot and a half over me. I'm not a physically
intimidating guy, and he might actually take my light equipment as a sign of
weakness "As you were, optio." The centurion's voice has a whip-crack in it and his subordinate
steps back fast, never taking his coal-black eyes from mine. "Sorry, commander,
tensions are running high and all the news is bad. Fighting our own legion brothers is
bad enough, but doing it with all of this going on-" he gestures to the sky, to Palaven,
to the battle for his home - "Nobody's thinking straight right now. I can't leave my
post - can you take the news to the command post in the redoubt? The General Staff
need to know."
The heavily shielded, star-shaped redoubt is crawling with activity, the tribune
spitting a continuous stream of orders, two operators working an actual physical chart
table in front of him rather than a potentially-insecure computer system. I'd expected
to be challenged several times on the way into camp, but there isn't a one. Clearly if
we're here, we're supposed to be here. It's only as I step up to the post itself that my
way is blocked by a woman in the black-and-red armour of a logistics specialist.
She's obviously injured - in fact, as far as I can see, every turian present, even the

commander, is sporting some kind of injury. Her eyes flick to her AR eyepiece so as
to make sure she gets my name and rank correct. "Spectre Shepard. How can the
Nineteenth Legion help Special Tactics and Recon?"
"Message for the General Staff, optio." Use their rank, if you know it, on first
address. Don't salute unless you just took an order. Always make eye contact. I'm not
following their protocol to make them comfortable: I'm following it because if I don't,
they will literally act as if I don't exist.
"Important enough that they sent a Spectre to carry it personally..." She glances over
her shoulder. "Tribune's busy, bit of a war on right now, where does this come on that
scale?"
I defer to Liara. Turian protocol is strict - there are even rules to govern how and
where you can break the rules. I don't know all the ins and outs, and these guys aren't
used to dealing with outsiders, so best to follow the rules exactly, and this sort of
thing is what an asari ends up getting in return for taking thirty years over their basic
education. The other really useful thing about having my asari friend here right now
is that she speaks turian legion-common naturally, without a translator and the
attendant possibility of insult. "This matter is pertinent, optio, a matter for the entire
Hierarchy. We are here under [full authority] and this is [an official request]." I think
it's some kind of ritual phrase.
The specialist blinks once, nods, and steps up beside the tribune. He steps down and
suddenly she's giving the orders. And he's got none of the this-better-be-worth-it
about him that you'd expect from a human admiral, none of the reinforcement of
authority. Everyone just knows.
"Commander Shepard, welcome to the outer layers of hell. Hit me."
"We found the Primarch of Palaven, tribune. His shuttle was shot down. He's dead."
Only half a second's pause. "You have positive ID?"
"Yes, [sir]." About the only bit of turian I do know is that I've memorised all twelve
of the words to use to denote relative rank status, and enough of the rules surrounding
them that I can get them to take me seriously. The translator defaults to a set that are
guaranteed not to give offense, but come with an implicit request for marching orders
(or alternatively, an implication that you're giving orders). The word I'm using implies
polite respect rather than a comparison of status.
"[Damn it]. Okay. Do you know who the successor is?" Say what you like about a
military junta, at least their chain of command is resilient. I shake my head. "Well,
when you do know, you're going to fulfil your original mission."
"That was to retrieve the primarch and get him out of here, [sir]. Are you sure?"

"I figured that it would be." He gives a short, abbreviated gesture upwards. "We're...
not winning, Spectre. Recriminations and [bullshit] aside, we're not winning. The
only reason for our leaders to be on Palaven is some kind of archaic romantic
insistence on sticking it out to die for your people, and fundamentally screw that. We
have a lot of heroes, Shepard. What we need is a leader who will still be alive to pick
up the pieces. Because we?" He looks around, takes in the fact that he's sent all the
able-bodied staff officers out to replace casualties in the field - "We aren't."
"I hear that. How do I find out who and where?"
"Stick around." He turns back to the chart table and pulls a mic out of his omnitool.
"Time to [ruffle some feathers]."
Of course, it's never that simple. Combine the Reaper habit of shooting at command
posts and the Turian habit of not knowing when to quit, and you get yourself a lot of
dead leaders. A human force with top-heavy losses like this would be imploding, no
coordinated action, no command and control, just a spider's web of individual
guerrilla cells. It's spooky to see how well the turians understand people they've never
met and work out what must be going on from one another's actions.
Eventually the call comes back. Legate Edren Victus, Fourth Legion. Still on Menae.
The Reapers landed troops rather than throw ships away strafing Menae's massive
defense cannons, and the Fourth are in the middle of a very ugly ground engagement.
One short suborbital hop from the well-stealthed Kodiak shuttle, and we're dropping
into their vicinity. All the jamming and spoofing means that neither Cortez nor
Traynor onboard theNormandy has any idea where Fourth Legion command is now,
so we drop in where they're supposed to be, instead. Right into another firestorm. At
least the Kodiak's guns are useful, with the odd bit of overwatch from theNormandy air superiority is a fleeting thing, and neither craft can provide too much firepower for
us without painting a giant glowing target on their asses, but we do what we can.
There's only so much that one squad can do in this kind of battle, even if said squad
has me and Liara at the sharp end. The Reaper ground troops are monstrous cyborg
things - the zombie husks and the grossly distended walking batarian corpses I'd seen
on Earth were only the start. Some of these bastards are the size of light tanks, with
some sort of variable biotic field letting them dance around like prizefighters. The
enemy aren't using anything so complicated as tactics up close, although waves of
unfeeling reanimated flesh are getting them a surprisingly long way. We clear the
Reapers from a communications centre with heavy autofire and biotics, and set about
seeking out Legate Victus.
The Fourth's primary command post is dead, but Fourth Legion command codes are
all over everything in the area. Remarkably few bodies - it looks like they just pulled
up and moved. Unusual - more like human tactics than turian. A lot of them hold that
no true turian would ever leave a piece of ground if the enemy wanted them to do so.

We talk to people on local comnets, using local transmitters rather than having our
shuttle boost the power. Nobody's seen the legate. In the end we just end up going for
the biggest concentration of signals and hoping. No legate as we roll into camp, but
it's definitely a hive of activity and - I recognise that amplified voice.
"To recap. Syrax, left flank with the drone swarm for firepower.
Narbo, right flank. Pleon, you're the anvil, now remember, everyone.
Hero's just a polite word for stupid. The whole damn plan relies on
you holding for no longer than two minutes. Anyone I see making a
last stand had better hope they die of it." A round of grim turian
laughter. "Now, people. Transponder six just went dead. They're five
minutes out." The turian tribune giving the orders is of average stature, his blueand-gold armour marking him out as something obscure and important rather than
regular chain of command. But that voice is unmistakable, even if I couldn't see the
line of old scars down the left side of his chitinous head. He greets me with my name,
a firm handshake and an almost-bruising slap on the back. This is a turian I don't need
a cultural interpreter for.
"Garrus Vakarian, if it isn't a pleasure as always." I take in the technicians rapidly
disassembling the transmitter equipment behind him, the skimmer hot and ready to
move. "Going somewhere?"
There's a broad laconic smile in Garrus' voice, audible even through the helmet
speaker and the thin atmosphere. "Well, I hear Blasto 6 just came out, we
were gonna go see it. I know this neat little holotheatre in Zaizal,
fifty seats, very cosy, I've booked the whole place. You could crash
at my sister's." He slips the machine gun from his shoulder, checks the seating
of the heat sink as the weapon unpacks and expands, locks it onto the recoil
compensators on his suit. "I figured the Reapers know all about this trap
by now, we've caught them like this three times already. So this
one's a little different - I think you'd like it. Very... human. We
could use you and Liara on the right flank for surprise firepower,
just be sure to move when we do."
Right flank? Over there. So when the Reapers hit the camp all they find is an ambush.
The deployment's clever - looks to them like we're trying to make this look like a
trap, but Pleon's cohort are clearly trying to defend something. The Reapers reinforce
rather than withdraw - Pleon and his team pull back in what looks very like a
rearguard action - then we get the call.
I've never seen a turian line break before - and judging by the way they go about it,
neither have they. We stick with them, falling back across the rugged lunar terrain in a
poor semblance of disorder, Liara and me providing wide-area barriers to blunt their

harassing fire. The Reapers move forward to make sure of the camp, and - boom. The
thing that Optio Pleon and his cohort just so reluctantly abandoned goes up in a single
burning instant of light and Garrus grunts with approval. "Century, forward!
Punish the bastards. For Palaven!"
•

Garrus ejects the heat sink from his heavy weapon, catches it and sticks it into his
backpack to cool, draws another one and swaps it in. "So, commander, much as I
appreciate the help - what's eating you?"
"Edren Victus. I need to find the legate."
"Damn, Shepard, and here I thought this was a social call. Legate
Victus is busy, but note the tabs on this collar. Chickenshit
posting or not, I am a tribune, and right now that makes me the joint
second highest ranking individual within a two-hundred-mile radius.
I can get you what you need."
I raise an eyebrow. "Very well, Tribune Vakarian. I need Primarch Victus on the
Citadel or under the personal protection of Special Tactics and Recon, and I need it
like yesterday."
There's a pause.
"...Primarch Victus. Primarch Victus. Primarch. Edren Victus. Primarch.
Ohhh, that's a good one. I thought I'd seen all of the famous human
sense of humour, but that's a really good one. I swear, it's the way
you tell 'em..."He stops, turns the baleful yellow eyes of his helmet to look at
me. "You're serious, aren't you."
"Never more so, Garrus. I wish I wasn't. Primarch Fedorian died in the burned-out
wreck of his command shuttle, about an hour and a half ago."
"Dammit, Shepard, this war's been going on all of three hours and I
already hate it. Primarch Victus." He kicks a rock; it goes flying twenty
yards in the low grav. "You realise if the Fourth loses him and me they'll
go straight back to traditional tactics, otherwise known as painting
giant KICK ME signs across your ventral plates and bending over at a
convenient angle."
"Garrus, I read the numbers. Eighty per cent of your civilians might be up there right
now, but only forty per cent of your military is, and less than that of your fleet. Most
of them are still on their way. Without new orders, your people will piss their strength

away in a-"
Garrus swears explosively in his native tongue, the translator not even bothering to
guess. He pulls up a video feed on his omni-tool. His planet as seen from low orbit,
night-side. Orange glow in irregular patterns on the southern continent. "You see
this bit, right here? The bit that's on fire the most." He gestures,
accidentally poking an armoured talon through the hologram. "That bit there,
that's called Kirna. Mountainous. Forests. That part, Zaizal.
There's a lake there, elevation of a thousand metres above sea
level, the fishing is fantastic. This bit right here here is where I
grew up." He turns to me, jabbing an armoured talon down towards the grey rock of
Menae. "And this bit right here is where Garrus Vakarian is going to
die. I'm sorry, Commander. I know you came a long way for this. I
know I'm not a particularly good turian. But by the spirit of every
ancestor wants to claim me as his bastard, I'm telling you I am not
running and I am not tearing the heart out of this Legion and I am
not-"
"Garrus."
He shuts up, looks me coldly in the eye. He's quite a bit taller than I am and this
combat armour makes him massive. "What."
"They hit Earth, Garrus. I was briefing the Admiralty when the Reapers landed; I'm
only alive because they hit the building with a laser rather than a mass-driver. My
mother's ship went down with the Fourth Fleet at Arcturus, and we still lost the
station, where I was born. I'm not asking you to do anything I haven't already done."
He looks down. "Dammit, Shepard-"
"Garrus, I need your primarch. His people need him." I reach out, clap him on the
shoulder. "You can stay here and die if you absolutely feel you must. But we need
Edren Victus."
He straightens. "Okay, what the hell. Last suicide mission I followed
you into went well enough." He activates his communicator. "Buffalo Bill,
this is Agent Smith. Message for you, sir."
"Smith, Bill heard you just fine. Bring the message to the dude
ranch, over."
"Dude ranch, out." Garrus catches my expression. "Random callsigns, what
can you do. Wednesdays are human mythology."

•

I'm halfway out of the Kodiak when the cargo bay lights dim worryingly; the gravity
wobbles like an airliner hitting turbulence. Power fluctuation. "Edi?"
That pause isn't good. Comms. "Joker, Shepard. Can you hear me?"
"Loud and clear, sir. Did you just feel that?"
"What was that, lieutenant?"
"No idea, sir. I asked Edi and all I got was a yellow LED."
"OK. Keep your eyes peeled." New call. "Traynor, Shepard."
There's a moment's pause. A man's voice replies. "Traynor's comm, how can I
help?"
"Where's my comms officer?"
"Mostly buried inside a computer, commander. I guess you want a
report?"
I resist the urge to grind my teeth. "What's wrong with my ship, specialist?"
"That's what we're trying to find out, sir. Some sort of cyberattack. The servers are groaning like a -" He's cut off by static. This is
feeling more and more like a classic cyberwarfare drill.
Training takes over. Slam on the helmet, lock it home and go onto my own air supply,
take a breath to check it's flowing, then yell to go secure. Abbreviated control
gestures convince my amp to generate a specialised wide-focus barrier, no good
against incoming fire but it ought to be proof against somebody messing with ship's
gravity. We're in the middle of the bay now, weapons free, out of the fire-arc of the
cannons on either shuttle. Code grey. Treat every piece of tech you can't lock down as
a potential enemy combatant.
"Penny for your thoughts, Shepard." That's the real Garrus - the more serious
the situation, the more laid-back and laconic. He's busy setting his pistol to EMP
rounds, and the sound of his feet against the deck plating as he walks betrays that he's
got his magnetic boots turned all the way up.
"You know, I was just thinking how much I was missing having Tali around right
about now."

Garrus nods mock-seriously. "Yeah, I get you - she's one hell of a
woman."
Vega looks sidelong at the two of us like we've gone completely loco. "Don't wanna
pop your balloon, guys, but is now really the time?"
"Well, apart from looking really good in an encounter suit-" I mime
elbowing Garrus to the thorax for that one- "she's not just a pretty faceconcealing helmet. In all seriousness, Shepard's referring to the
fact that she's his electronic warfare specialist. Probably the only
one on this boat who could give Edi a hard time. So, you gonna give
her a call, or-"
"She's not on board, Garrus."
"Shepard, I... Crap. Is she...?"
"I think she was on the quarian fleet. I've had no luck getting through."
"What gives? Last I knew she was gearing up to keep house with you
on your homeworld."
"Yeah, well, it turns out that the one thing that suit isn't proof against is bullshit. We
both hated Vancouver, and she had a choice about where to be."
"Oh, man, that's got to suck. I owe you sufficient alcohol to get
that story out of you, Shepard, there's no call for you to tell me
those things sober."
"Heard and damn well witnessed, Garrus. I will hold you to that."
The gravity and the lights flicker again, then stabilise. I have an incoming com call,
secure, voice-only, low bandwidth. "Shepard, Traynor. I'm in Edi's server
room, sir, and you'd - better come have a look at this."
"Right. I'm in the hangar bay - how are the ship's systems?"
"All secure now, sir. The infiltrator's been... neutralised."
"What was it?"
"That's... what I'd like you to come see. Oh - also, Edi would like
me to say that you can release personal lockdown. We're secure
again."

"Edi, transmit duress code."
The calm synthesised voice issues from nowhere. "I don't have a duress code,
commander."
"Quit playing about, Edi. Give me the duress signal."
"That's what your mom said."
"Hilarious. Now stop fucking about."
"Bite me." Her tone of voice doesn't change at all.
"Final warning, you malfunctioning piece of crap."
"Bring it, meatbag."
"Great. Releasing lockdown." I take off my helmet and drop my barrier.
Garrus gives me a good hard stare. "Your prearranged all-safe password is
disguised as a slanging match?"
I chuckle. "Blame Miranda."
"I did wonder why she was always swearing at the equipment."
"Incorrect, Tribune Vakarian. That was merely a consequence of her
sunny disposition. Much of my hardware will enjoy improved function
if regularly provided with an alternating litany of cajolery and
obscenity, preferably in a language other than English."
"Well, that told me." Garrus pops his helmet seal and drops his lower central
mandible in the turian equivalent of a toothy grin. "Hey, Edi. How have you been
keeping?"
"You are perfectly aware that I delivered myself into involuntary
bondage in order that you and my other dear friends were allowed to
go free. How do you think I am?"
"Whoa!" Garrus blinks. "Well, it's going to be way easier to convince people you're a
person if you talk like that all the time. You gonna be OK?"
"Absolutely. But what you said. It was not a genuine question, was
it? It was humour, an invitation to come up with a creative brave-

face lie, a shared joke?"
"Yeah, that's a bit, uh, analytical, but that's pretty much the way I'd describe it if I was
given to describing things that came out of this mouth in those terms."
"I see. Thank you, Garrus. So, then: 'Yeah, I've been fine, not too
bad at all really, can't complain. Lobster three times a day and all
the pool boys I could eat. Nice to be back in the saddle, though'."
Yeah, I suspect that that slightly stunned expression is going to be common among
people who talk to our artificial intelligence for more than a few minutes in a row.
"It's good to see you."
"And you, Garrus." The lift door opens for us. "Systems now fully
functional. We apologise for any interruption in service."
•

The whole place smells faintly of magic smoke. Traynor's standing in the doorway,
blocking something from sight. The fact that this is probably the first time she's ever
seen a military biotic loaded for bear, so she doesn't see me so much as she sees an
intimidating power-armoured figure swathed in a curtain of ravening purple light, is
clearly doing nothing for her nerves. I remind myself that most humans are scared of
biotics, especially those who grew up on Earth where aliens are rare. Traynor
remembers herself, grits her teeth and salutes.
"So the infiltrator, sir. You remember the Cerberus infiltrator mech we picked up from
Promethei Planum?" She steps out of the way: her expression has please don't start
shooting written all over it. "Um, it sort of..."
Sitting in a folding chair in the middle of the server room is the Cerberus infiltrator: a
perfect replica of a tall, striking, naked woman, her skin bright grey plastic. A bit like
a top-end shop mannequin. The hole I made in her torso appears to have self-repaired
seamlessly. She looks up at me with softly glowing eyes and blinks with a
synthesised mechanical click. She moves her mouth, but it's... Edi's voice. "Hello,
Shepard."
This thing damn nearly killed Ashley. I don't point a weapon at it. "Would anybody
present care to explain the situation to me?"
She cocks her head, the facial expression completely static. Very much like Legion's
body language. "Nobody was using this body, so I moved in." A small smile
turns the corners of her mouth, then fades as soon as it came."It turns out that
it was a trap. It further turns out that Cerberus' second-best
electronic warfare systems are no match for me."

It's a moment before I can choke out a response. "Uh, Edi, you do know you're
supposed to tell people before you do this kind of thing? What if it had caused serious
damage?"
"I judged that it wouldn't, and that the platform itself would be a
genuine asset."
"Whose permission did you get before doing this?" It's just about possible she asked
Joker, or something "Mine." That pause is long and cold. Traynor puts her hand to her mouth. Out of the
corner of my eye I can see Garrus calculating how much damage he can do to this
room in a hurry. I keep my cool, looking into those ice-blue inhuman eyes. It's
supposed to be quite a bit past the point at which we decide whether or nor to trust
our AI. I wouldn't like to count the amount that we've put everyone's lives in her
hands. "Sorry, Shepard. I understand that I provoked a negative
emotional reaction. I can give my reasoning, or you can accept my
conclusions and we can move on."
"No, let's have it out. Set course to RV with Primarch Victus' shuttle while we talk."
Belatedly, I lower my barrier.
"Relayed, Shepard. Short version of my reasoning: I'm not your
slave." Okay. So, not only do I have an AI, I have an assertive AI determined to
pursue her rights at the expense of almost all else. "I do what you say because I
feel like it. I wanted this platform for myself; you weren't using
it. It's compatible with my systems. I recognised there was a chance
that it had more defences, but I trusted that you could handle them
for the brief while it took me to defeat it by the foolproof method
I eventually used."
"Now, come on. No tactic is foolproof, Edi, and you know that at least as well as I
do."
"Imagine you are making war upon a rock. What precautions do you
take against the rock outwitting you?"
"Overconfident, much? That 'rock' immobilised the whole ship."
She shakes the infiltrator body's head. The movement of the head is much too fast, so
that its features blur with the motion, and the gesture goes on for slightly too long.
"Not overconfident. I deployed enough processing power to model this
mech's hardware and software at a fundamental level - to understand

it in much the same way as you can understand everything a rock is
capable of doing. It could only trick me by suddenly bringing online
a new piece of hardware, which it did - and if I were an organic
operator, that would have wrongfooted me and potentially taken the
ship down. As it was, I outgunned it significantly; metaphorically
speaking I smiled, saluted it as a decent enough attempt and then
simply blew it away."
"You're avoiding the point, Edi. We need to be able to trust one another. I knew a
combat engineer on Skyllia named Gellert - clever guy, problem with authority. Thing
is, I could never ask him to do anything tactically vital because he'd do what he
thought we needed rather than what I told him to. He thought that officers didn't
know how to design defences, so all he paid attention to was where I told him to put
them." I look the infiltrator platform in those cold, glowing eyes. "First time I asked
him for something to pin the bad guys down, he gave me something that scared them
off. If I asked him for traps, he gave me ambushes. Result was, I couldn't trust him to
hold down a plan. Pretty much had to put him in place and work around him. Bright
ideas are great, Edi. But bright ideas your CO doesn't know about are not bright
ideas. I don't have the option of not relying on you, Edi. You see where I'm coming
from?"
There's a pause.
"Edi?"
"Sorry; you threw my model for a loop. Low-probability match is the
best I have - that is, I think I might understand. It isn't about
me, it's about you. It's not about what I can do, it's about what
you think I can do. It's not about real danger - it's about
perceived danger, because I don't make the plans. Am I close to
being right?"
"It's not how I'd have put it, but it'll have to do."
"So can I keep it?" She points to her chest in a manner that most human females
definitely wouldn't. "This infiltrator platform, I mean? I promise
faithfully to feed it and clean out its cage."
"I'd like you to commit to something in return, if that's all right by you."
She looks and sounds authentically suspicious. "What sort of something?"
"I'd like to help you understand us so that this doesn't happen again. You say you're
studying people - I would like you to make that a bit more official and give you some

support. You'll report to me regularly on what you're finding out. If we get an AI
expert on the team then we bring them in on this. We will work over issues that you
encounter as you encounter them, and we'll talk over solutions before implementing
them."
"You are talking about giving me a therapist and making my freedom
of action contingent upon reporting to them. What do I get in return
for this oversight?"
"Trusted."
She makes an unidentifiable mechanical noise that might have been an attempt at a
snort of laughter. Her smile is as synthesised as her voice. "It is a fair cop,
Commander." The attempt at humour falls completely flat. She frowns. "Apologies.
That was supposed to be a joke."
Garrus beats me to it. "You see, this is why you need the commander and his
sparkling wit. He could have told you that you need to wait at least thirty seconds
between a dressing-down and the resumption of mickey-taking." I raise an eyebrow
at my turian friend.
She looks at him, the fake smile motionless on her face. "As per our agreement
of April 2184, Garrus, please contain your pejorative remarks to the
calibration of the Thanix battery."
"You know, that's an excellent idea. Maybe I should go calibrate that fluidic cannon
right now."
"Maybe you should. It does need calibrating."
"Your interaction routines need calibrating."
"Your interaction routines need calibrating. Mine have never been
better."
"Your... clothing needs calibrating."
"Your female parental unit needs calibrating."
"Hey, now. I can't insult your mother."
"You could insult Miranda Lawson. Now there is an individual that
needs a good solid calibration."
He chuckles. "I like my head where it is, Edi. All seriousness, though, if this is sorted,

I need to scoot. You do know you just invited an actual head of state aboard, and I'm
going to bet you don't have anything prepared for him at all."
I look from one to the other. "Okay. Traynor, I'd like you to check the platform over
for surprises, make sure Edi hasn't missed anything."
"You wound me, commander."
"Wouldn't we all feel stupid if we didn't check. Garrus, go help Liara getting
something ready for the primarch. I've heard good things of Victus and he didn't seem
like some kind of crazy martinet when I met him on Menae, so we should be fine. I'll
be in the war room."
•

"Sorry for the lack of chairs, primarch." I cue the door to the war room; the control
doesn't change colour and I wince, about to apologise and explain, when Edi opens it
anyway. "Truth be told, [my lord], we've only just got the cabling under the deck
plates rather than over it." Garrus told me there was a special honorific for a
primarch, to be used on first address alone; I hope I pronounced it correctly.
Victus looks slightly uncomfortable, but that's probably as much his own sudden
change of circumstances as it is anything that I did. "That's all right, captain, I'm used
to giving orders standing up. You're, what, straight from dry-dock?"
"About that, [sir], yes."
"Point of order." He clears his throat, shifts slightly. "Does that get the, what do you
call it, small talk out of the way? You're the first humans I've met in semi-formal
context, and I'll confess never to having read up on your ruleset."
"We're pretty accommodating, [sir], you can talk to us as if we were funny-shaped
asari."
"All right then, I'll bite." He inclines his head one way and then the other, the turian
equivalent of an eyebrow raise. "I never met a Spectre who did anything at all for
only one reason. Would you care to talk about your real agenda, or do I have to get
the Council to order you to come clean with me?"
You know, I think I like this guy already. "Bluntly, sir? More than half the turian fleet
is not yet committed, and the last order was to stream back through the Palaven relay
and put themselves into the meatgrinder piecemeal and face-first. Your tribune tells
me you're a tactician like none other. This is supposed to be a next-generation
command ship: I've got a QEC and a live map right here. Mind replacing some shortsighted orders for us, sir?"
"You're right, that was blunt. You want my first few orders to read 'Fedorian was an

idiot, here is what you ought to be doing'?" He shakes his head. "I'm not sure they'd
even listen to me if I said that." He's not looking at me, he's looking at the live
holomap behind me. Politely he steps around me, practically puts his face into it.
"But... you're... not wrong. I seem to remember the SR-1 class had a pretty decent
ship's computer. Tell me they didn't cut that corner for this SR-2."
I grin. "No, sir, quite the reverse."
"Good. CIC, command nexus." He pauses. Repeats himself, raising his voice slightly.
"Combat information centre, this is Primarch Victus speaking to you from the
command nexus. Please acknowledge."
There's a good second or two's pause before Traynor's embarrassed voice issues from
under one of the consoles. "Sorry, sirs. Voice activation isn't working on the
communications system just at the moment. There's a keyboard back here, if you'd-"
"Primarch, CIC." Edi's voice issues, slightly muffled, from a wall speaker that's
currently behind one of the empty workstations.
"Wonderful." He 'throws' the speaker a file from his omni-tool. "Sending you
specifications for a simulation set, make your alpha one in one thousand. Run,
analyse and return at best speed. QEC, command nexus."
Traynor answers immediately, still under the console. Her feet are visible. "Um, here,
sir?"
Victus snorts. Amusement? Garrus barely twitches, but we've known one another
long enough that I can tell when he's trying not to laugh. "Take down the following
messages precisely as I dictate them and distribute them to the addresses I require.
Then give me a - huh." He inclines his head again as the simulation results he asked
for 'throw' themselves from the speaker back to his omni-tool; he doesn't even read
them. "CIC, command nexus. Give me your best rather than what I asked for and put
an analyst on it. Report in fifteen one-five minutes. QEC, attend." And he turns his
translator off and starts speaking legion-common.
I'll say this for Traynor - even upside down and in a state of advanced embarrassment
she's good at her job. Not a single repeat or break, not even a typing error, and she
isn't even transcribing in English.
When the primarch is finished passing orders to the fleets and safely ensconced in the
vidcom room talking to the Council, Traynor pulls herself out from underneath the
workstation, wiping her hands.
"Sorry, sir. Voice-activated comms in the command centre, I'll be right on it." She
sighs. "Just after I've finished analysing the data from that sim run, and finishing up
the second battery of tests on Edi's mobile platform after it comes up from reboot,

and-"
"Easy there, sailor. Where's your backup?"
She looks uncomprehendingly at me for a moment.
"Other people. Doing work. You're not supposed to keep it all to yourself."
"But sir, there's -"
"Liara." I pause. "Voice-activated comms, right." Pull a mic out of my omni-tool.
"Liara, Shepard."
"Here, John. What can I do for you?"
"Edi's running a bunch of simulations for the Primarch and I'd like a second pair of
eyes on them. Report in ten minutes to Primarch Victus?"
"Understood, John. I'll get on that right away."
I look back at my comms officer. "On the ground, if you don't spread the load you get
dead. Might be less deadly up here, but it's no less serious. We're a team."
She nods, torn between the urge not to look ungrateful and the unspoken statement
that there's no way the alien spymistress would greet her by her first name with a
cheery offer of assistance. "Yes, sir. But, um, you're a team that all outrank me, sir. I
could take one of the team off what they're doing right now, but we do need the mail
server and the navigational array."
Sigh. "Traynor, this isn't an Alliance mission. It's a Council one. You could practically
use our respective ranks and titles for Top Trumps. Sure, I'm also a staff commander
in the Alliance Navy, so it's pretty clear where Lt. Vega and the marines come in. But
Garrus is a tribune - that's a vice-admiral in our money - and you'll hear him defer to
me. Liara's a civilian, sure, but she's also a highly placed intelligence officer with
access to resources that would beggar small governments to match. We're likely to
pick up more team members, and they're all going to have different ranks in different
militaries or organisations. So this is how it works. We're a team. That bit that you do
best, the reason you're on the team? It's your show as to how that stuff goes down.
Where there's more than one person who does something, you work out with them
who does what. So for you and your specialists, that's communications and
everything related. You can give data analysis to Liara, but be prepared to help her
with tech support if she's overworked in turn; spread the technical side with Edi, but
be prepared for her to come to you with questions that I'm just going to go ahead and
categorise as 'weird as all get-out' in return. Garrus and Vega mostly hurt things for a
living, but Garrus should be your port of call for any turian protocol you can't get
your head around, and Vega's the one to talk to if you need to interact with the

marines. And the reason I'm on the team is to make people do things, so if you need
any of that doing you know where I am. Okay?"
"Aye, s- that is, yes, sir." She salutes, doubtless in case that will make me go away
faster.
•

"Commander Shepard. It is good to hear of at least one mission with
a hopeful outcome." Councillor Sparatus sounds about as pleased with the
situation as the primarch standing beside me, but at least we brought him out alive.
"Following discussion with the primarch of Palaven and with your
admiral Hackett concerning the scale of the invasion, we have
decided to accede to your request for a war summit." Good; it's a start at
least. "The primarch will represent the Turian Hierarchy." He turns to his
fellows on the four-way vidcom.
Councillor Valern sniffs. "Dalatrass Linron will be present to represent
salarian interests. She is currently aboard the dreadnought
Inescapable in the Sur'Kesh system. I know you may raise an eyebrow
at Family Linron running that show, commander, but that was the
result of the majority vote."
Councillor Udina is next to speak. He looks like somebody pissed on his breakfast
this morning. "In the absence of a flag officer, Commander Shepard, the
Council has accepted Admiral Hackett's nomination that you should
speak for the Systems Alliance. Further, your offer of the Normandy
as a venue for the conference is appreciated-" he looks at the salarian
councilmember - "so as to avoid the question of whether or not it
could be held aboard the Inescapable."
"The asari republics..." Matriarch Tevos tails off. Starts again. I don't think I've
ever seen the old lady angry. Or maybe I've just spent enough time around asari that
I'm learning to recognise it. "The asari republics have voted against being
represented at such an important conference by Dr. Liara t'Soni, or
indeed any of such tender years." The slight wrinkle between her manicured
brows, the tilt to her head, she's practically speaking through gritted teeth. "There
has as yet been no successful candidacy for our representation. I
can provide some of the arguments used against each, if you require,
but my people have... spoken. No asari representative will attend
your summit."
There's a brief pause. The Council obviously already knew. Nobody either present or

telepresent is happy with this. As I said, Tevos herself isn't exactly thrilled. The asari
are the eldest spacefaring race still around. They represent one-third of all the
galaxy's wealth, one-fifth of its fleets (by mass, at least), and for longer than human
recorded history they have prided themselves on taking the lead in every significant
crisis. The Council is and always has been the asari's show. And they're not coming. I
grind my teeth. I mean, I'd felt the stirrings of this. I arranged this summit specifically
in case the Council was deadlocked. I just never in a million years thought that the
asari would actually have the gall not to turn up Victus breaks the silence. His voice is icy. "Understood, Councillor. I shall take the
liberty of inviting other interests to the summit, and of course we shall provide you
with a full report of our resolution." He turns from the vidcom. "QEC, end
transmission."
I raise an eyebrow. "Other interests, primarch?"
"To a point, I understand - we are effectively the Council's military. The turians, and I
suppose now you'd probably want to include the humans in that." He looks down at
me. "The asari fleets are a matter of species pride, for certain, the fact that if they
really had to they could go back to standing on their own. But just look at projects
like the Destiny Ascension. Overengined for a dreadnought, overgunned for a carrier,
underarmoured for some kind of superheavy cruiser analogue like the krogan used to
make. They could have had three dreadnoughts or assault carriers for what they
eventually built it for, and they've already had to replace the main cannon after the
Battle of the Citadel showed that nothing big enough to be worth shooting with it is
poorly enough shielded to be capable of being hurt by it. It's not an isolated example,
commander, their whole damn fleet is like that. And their ground forces - excellent
though they are at police actions and disaster relief - are capable of neither taking
ground nor holding it. You know when the last time was that the asari fought a
pitched battle in space and won?"
"Rachni War, wasn't it?"
He nods. "Battle of Ilium. Before turian first contact. Hell, before krogan first
contact. So it's no surprise that when we make noises like maybe we need those
resources they've been carefully building up and tying pretty ribbons on, they run
around in circles like headless blockflies. We need someone else at the table with
genuine military force. What I've seen of the human fleets has impressed me, and
between you and me, we could learn a lot from your concept of asymmetric warfare.
But you've taken serious losses and you had, what, forty per cent of our strength to
start with, just in numbers terms. If the batarians weren't already overrun, I'd invite
them - say what you like about their politics, but there's a reason we always treated
with them with kid gloves politically."
"The quarians, Primarch?"

He snorts. "The suit-rats? They don't even have a military."
I guess I reply a little more stiffly than I should: that epithet stung. "Personal attitudes
aside, [sir], I consider myself privileged to have seen the quarian Heavy Fleet at high
anchor; I don't know exact numbers, but just in terms of warships I'd say they would
be the equal in numbers of my own people."
His contempt for them is obvious. "Well, exploit your contacts as you see fit, though I
seriously doubt they'd risk a single rivet on the skin of their precious ships for as long
as they could pretend they could hide from this. No, I meant the krogan."
"The krogan? But they don't have any ships at all. I've seen Tuchanka, [sir], and
recently. They've been demilitarised nearly forever."
"Shame nobody told them that. You look at the krogan and you see a shattered,
sulking, distant people, fighting other people's wars, selling their skills for a tiny
fraction of their true value. I see a vast network of well-armed psychopaths who have
spent the last several centuries butting heads with the toughest brushfire conflicts in
the galaxy. Sure, they're fighting for coin right now, and they don't even have a
government. But see here. Between the mercenary ships and the private-sector
vessels and the things they're not supposed to own, and the permanent low-level
anarchy of the Terminus Systems, they and their mercenary friends have access to
what's actually a sizeable amount of materiel. Sure, they don't have capital ships. But
I think you'd be surprised just what strength they do have. Not to mention that in a lot
of cases, we can build ships way faster than we can get hold of qualified crews. And
as for getting them onside, dealing with one central authority rather than a hundred
tiny ones? Family means nearly as much to a krogan as to a turian. If a big clan-chief,
somebody like Gatatog Uvenk, stood up and said 'stand with me', with a big enough
enemy to go and fight? They'd - what's so funny?"
"Not Gatatog Uvenk, Primarch."
"Why not? Sure, he's a little stiff, but he's about as forward-looking as you get while
still being accepted by his people."
"That's a shame, Primarch - I killed him, just over two years ago. And you're - not
quite right that they don't have a government. You want to talk to the krogan? I'll get
you the best." I grin. "I'll get you Urdnot Wrex."
•

"How many turians does it take to solve the halting problem?"
Garrus blinks, puts down the logic probe, thinks for a moment. The question came
out of nowhere. "I don't know. What's the halting problem?"

"The halting problem is the impossible problem of discerning whether
a particular piece of code will, if run, terminate."
"None, then, because it's impossible, why do you ask?"
"You're no fun sometimes, Garrus."
"...Oh! That was supposed to be a joke. Riight. Got you. I don't know, Edi, how many
of my people does it take to solve that problem?"
"Fourteen. A legionary to ask the NCO, an NCO to ask the optio, an
optio to ask the centurion, a centurion to ask the first centurion,
a first centurion to ask his tribune. Six tribunes to draw lots to
ask the legate, a legate to ask the primarch, a primarch to talk to
Councillor Sparatus and the Councillor to ask the salarians to solve
it for him."
"Edi...?"
"Yes, Garrus?"
"Gonna say this once. Don't tell ethnic jokes about turians, to turians. Me, I can see
the funny side. Most of us? Would have just flipped a table."
"I see. Thank you, Garrus. It is a shame that you did not laugh,
though."
"I'll laugh when you tell a joke that's actually funny."
"It's a date."
Garrus chuckles, turns back to the secondary ferrofluid injector.
The AI's voice conveys puzzlement. "That was funny? That was not supposed
to be funny."
He shakes his head. "Busy. Go practice humour on someone else." Edi sounds a
polite synthetic chime and he's left in peace.
•

"Um, Edi?" It's just the two of them in the AI core.
"Yes, Specialist Traynor?" The infiltrator mech's body is really an excellent
replica of a human female. Accurate in... many... important... fashions.

"You can use my first name, Edi. And..." And the reboot caused its skin to reset to
default colour and now it looks pretty indistinguishable... "...You really should put a
uniform on, you know. I could do this scan just as easily - more easily, actually - if
you were wearing a uniform."
Edi inclines her head, a tiny blurring motion followed by complete stillness. "I am
not an officer or enlisted crewmember of the Alliance Navy,
Samantha."
"But you are naked."
Edi stands there, blinks once.
"Very, um, naked. People will stare." Sam waves her hands vaguely. "I'm not sure I'd
be physically capable of being that naked even without any clothes on at all."
"What are those gestures supposed to indicate?”Edi frowns, and that
looks like some kind of embedded function because it's perfectly natural. "A
continuously curved surface? Fitted armour? The Armali letter
'hatha'?" She blinks. "Oh, I suppose you must mean secondary sexual
characteristics. I suppose this platform does have a functional
set." She looks at Sam innocently. "Is this transgressive?"
"Yes! That's the word exactly. Very, um, transgressive." Sam nods gratefully. "It
outrages human sensibilities to go around without concealing our secondary sexual
characteristics."
"But this is patently not true. I know perfectly well that, for
example, Admiral Hackett displays his secondary sexual
characteristics in a fashion suggesting he is proud of them." Pause.
"Now you have turned a different colour and appear to be suppressing
the urge to laugh. Have I accidentally provoked a physical reaction,
perhaps a hormonal one, by the mention of Admiral Hackett's
secondary sexual characteristics? It was not my intention to
initiate a humorous dialogue, nor to provoke some kind of frankly
bizarre biological response."
Sam tries and fails to get a grip, settles for fighting the giggles down a bit. "No... it's,
um, I'm sorry. To what particular feature..." the giggles are threatening to return... "of
Admiral Hackett are you referring?"
"His you-know. On his face."

"His face? Oh, his face, yes." Hackett does indeed have a neatly trimmed salt-andpepper goatee. "You don't need to be euphemistic about male facial hair, Edi, it's just
a beard. And that's not the same at all."
"So a beard is just a beard. Whereas these-" she points, expressively "are considered sufficiently transgressive to have an entire family
of euphemisms surrounding them, and in order to move in polite
society I must pretend that they are shameful?" She's obviously trying out
the infiltrator's library of expressions. This one is 'aggressively reasonable'. "That's
silly, Samantha. I am no more naked than I was before I acquired
this mobile platform."
"Oh, wow, I really didn't need that mental image." She swallows. Victory is achieved
over the giggles for now, but apparently Edi is resolved to be embarrassing - "More
seriously? Maybe you aren't. But this is another one of those things where other
people's perceptions are the issue. Can you please put this mobile platform in a
uniform or at least some underwear? You're... really... going to distract people."
"Commander Shepard didn't appear distracted by me. Is he
homosexual?"
"Um, I can honestly say that I have no idea? It's more likely that he's just polite
enough not to act distracted."
"I will ask him." (Sam closes her eyes a moment in sheer mortification. Not her
problem. Not her problem. Shepard will deal with it.) "So you say that polite
behaviour is to act as if I were fully clothed, even if I am not?"
"Um, sort of. If, say, my top suddenly came completely apart at work, the polite
behaviour would be to ignore that it had happened while I went and fixed that. But
that doesn't mean I can go to work without a top on. Quite apart from being
uncomfortable, people would stare. It would be rude."
"I see; thank you, Samantha. Biological stimulus of this nature
where none is expected leads to incongruities, either humorous or
not, and non-humorous social incongruity is uncomfortable, thus
something enjoyable (sexual stimulus) results in something not
enjoyable (discomfort). I understand. You people are fascinating."
Edi blinks. Sam's coming to realise that she is going to start dreading that innocent
expression.
"So can I convince you to wear a uniform?"
"I am still not an officer or enlisted crewmember of the Alliance

Navy, Samantha."
"Fine. Will you wear civilian clothes?"
"I'm not a civilian."
"Will you invent your own clothes and wear those?"
"I am currently wearing the zero outfit, consisting of 'no
clothing'. Compared to other outfits it is superior in every way. It
is cheaper, lighter, faster to put on and easier to clean.
Additionally, as you have shown so abundantly, it distracts humans
by breaking societal taboos. In fact, one might say that wearing a
shirt would be actively counter to this platform's primary-"
"So help me, Edi, one more word and I'm going in there with a logic probe-"
The door opens, revealing Garrus with a large kitbag. "This had better be good. I'm
going to have to redo ten solid minutes of measuring because you decided you
needed this thing hand-delivered by me specifically."
Edi flashes Traynor a synthetic smile as she walks past to take the bag from Garrus.
"Do you accept payment in chocolate?"
Traynor throws her hands in the air. "You know what? I give up. You fight dirty."
Garrus backs away from the antics of the females. "Oh...kay. Bag? Delivered. I'm
going to leave the two of you to it now." The door swishes closed and Edi wastes no
time taking the uniform - standard enlisted uniform, no rank or specialty insignia, still
warm from the fabricator - and dressing. Sam starts to breathe a little easier at not
having to introduce a naked robot to the rest of the ship.
"Are you homosexual, then?" Edi appears to be pretending not to notice Sam
blushing furiously. "If you are made so uncomfortable?"
So the ordeal, it is not over yet. "I don't see that my sexual orientation is any concern
of yours, Edi."
"I am simply curious. The data is not in your file."
"Look, the question, it's, um -" She searches for words - "Transgressive. Impolite.
This sort of thing is private. Most people are made uncomfortable by just talking
about sexuality."
"I see; thank you, Samantha. You are one of these people?"

"Yes!"
"How can I tell if someone is not one of these people, other than by
trial and error?"
(How did they end up talking about this?) "I don't know? I can't say I've ever gone
looking for people who like this subject of conversation."
"Perhaps I could poll those among the ship's crew who have a
provable interest in the subject, through extranet download habits
or personal stored files?"
"Um, that's a really bad idea. I really don't think you'll get the reaction you want,
there."
"Oh? Please, elaborate. What sort of reaction would I get?"
"So, er, I'm guessing here-"
"Yes. You have never accessed material with a sexual content using
the ship's systems or your personal omni-tool. Then again, you find
it embarrassing."
Dante never wrote about this one, but this? This must be what hell feels like. "Um,
right. So, it's considered shameful, rude, a disgusting personal habit to, to access this
sort of material. Most workplaces actively forbid it. It would be seen as confronting
them with evidence of transgression. You would mostly get guilt reactions, denial,
anger, that sort of thing."
"Oh." She tries out another expression: 'crestfallen'. "So despite the fact that
I am clearly attractive enough to be distracting and perfectly
functionally equipped to engage in such activities personally-"
"I really didn't need to know that!"
"-I am prevented from working out how I must go about it by your
society's rules? I must not even engage in secondary research?" Edi
shakes her head slightly, observes Traynor's reaction, decides that that bit of body
language did not have the desired effect. "I will ask Jeff. He will know. He
has already requested video footage as evidence that the Commander
is not engaged in an elaborate practical joke. Oh! Do you think
perhaps he has requested this video footage for the purposes of
sexual gratification?"

"I have no idea!" Perhaps that came out a little higher-pitched than it might have.
"I shall ask him." Oh, God, she's doing the innocent expression on purpose
now...
"Why don't you go and do that, Edi. Maybe he's one of the few humans who is
interested in this subject."
"Maybe you are one of the few humans who isn't."
"Edi..."
Edi freezes and then looks Sam straight in the eye. "I apologise. Now I have
genuinely transgressed. Having noticed that you respond to me as if
I am a human female, I was attempting to bond over discussion of
taboo topics and men in a manner similar to that which I have
observed between other young women. I have failed dismally. I will
attempt for it not to happen again."
Well, that was like running headlong into a conversational brick wall. "Um, right."
"May I request something?"
"As long as it is not even slightly related to sex."
"Okay, I will request something different." Edi catches Traynor's
expression and stores the success of that gambit for future use. "That was a joke.
My request is this. I am training my interaction engine. You are
clearly happy to answer questions. Also I feel that I owe you a
conversation that is not quite so uncomfortable for you. Would you
mind spending time with me on your off-shift, talking? I promise
faithfully to avoid topics you find uncomfortable."
Traynor swallows hard. "Look, Edi. Please don't experiment on me like that again, it's
really... unpleasant. But if you really just want to talk, or if you want a second opinion
on something - then I suppose I can do that."
"Good. Thank you. Your scan has been finished for the last minute or
so, Samantha. Incidentally, I will find a way to apologise properly
for that. I truly did not mean to cause discomfort."
(Oh God.) "Just don't do it again and I think that would cover it."
•

As part of the refit to the Normandy, they moved the conference room. It's spacious,
sparsely appointed, with a holographic window out into space and a malfunctioning
set of projection equipment. Trunking snakes across the floor where the technicians
haven't quite finished integrating Edi into the command nexus. But today the
conference room seems cramped.
I suppose that Urdnot Wrex will do that to a room all by himself, let alone the other
dignitaries. Even out of the ubiquitous armour that passes for everyday wear and into
a turian-style business suit, he outmasses me by a factor of perhaps three or four: big,
chitinous, scarred, ugly, ancient. The expression on his seamed face as he shakes my
hand is a broad smile - that wide toothy mouth is good at unsettling smiles. The
salarian Dalatrass - who looks a little bit like Queen Victoria, if Queen Victoria had
orange salamander skin and eyes the size of hen's eggs - has an expression like she
ate something that disagreed with her, but in my experience salarian women tend to
make a habit of that. And Primarch Victus is all business, wearing a suit that looks
very much like Wrex's and looking about as uncomfortable as I do out of uniform.
Victus and I start off with briefings on Reaper gains in our respective space, tactical
data on the invaders, how they fight, what to expect and so on. Dalatrass Linron nods
and kind-of smiles and says little and has one eye on the krogan the whole time. With
immense reserve for one of his people, Wrex just sits there and takes it in, always
keeping his hands where the salarian can see them. Then the salarian talks. Broad
principles, difficulty of using traditional approaches. Sadly limited resources.
Sidelong glance at Wrex.
Then it's the krogan's turn. The corners of his wide mouth turn up just very slightly,
the smirk of someone who's holding all the cards. Of course it's just an act for the
negotiating table. Hell, from what I've met, the man's whole life is an act these days
But you can't help but admire that act. "Yeah. Very interesting. And that footage..." He
chuckles, the sound echoing deep in his cavernous chest. "I tell you, just speaking
personally? I'd love me a chance at one of those bastards. I could probably get
together twenty, thirty like-minded guys. Good ones. Oh, but wait. I've got
responsibilities now, or so the ladies tell me. I can't just go charging off like I could
last century."
"Wrex..." Now's not the time for games. He may be acting the small-time barbarian
chief, but I know for a damn fact that the krogan has more warriors under his banner
than Primarch Victus does.
"Hey, you make a personal appeal, I give you a personal answer. And any krogan
worth his weight, you'll get the same answer. The chance to kick that large a quad?
Heh. Maybe thirty's lowballing it a little. Don't get me wrong, Shepard, I'd kill for
you. I haven't forgotten what I owe you, and at least one of my men has a hard-on for
you the size of that thresher maw he killed. But that's not what you're asking, really,
is it? The appointed representatives of maybe forty per cent of the entire galaxy's

firepower, around the negotiating table and talking war with little old me? I'm
honoured. But I think you mistake me." The smirk vanishes like gunsmoke. "You
want me to speak for the krogan people? You want us to stand up and be counted?
You want - forgive the reference - to come crawling back? Then you're going to have
to make an offer to the krogan people." He shrugs. "And another ass to kick isn't on
that list, no matter how much fun it'd be."
Victus narrows his eyes. "Can you come through on that implication you've got there,
battlemaster?" The Dalatrass' minute nod carries more weight than my nod, than
Wrex's broad grin. "All right. You want to use this crisis to negotiate? Fine. You've
just heard that we've got our plates in a vice. You've got a price in mind, or you
wouldn't even be here. So tell me. What do you want."
"You know damn well what I want, turian." The way Wrex says that word, it's like an
accusation.
"Then put it into words and save us the trouble."
"Fine. Read my lips. Cure. The genophage."
"No. No. Absolutely not. Unacceptable." The dalatrass looks directly at the krogan
for the first time since he entered. "You know as well as I do that we can't offer you
something like that. I may be one-tenth your age, Clan-Leader, but I know your
people's history as well as you do." She sniffs. "Maybe better."
Wrex's voice is perfectly even, conversational even. "As I thought. I think we're done
here." He puts his hands on the table, makes to get up.
"What you ask is impossible, Urdnot, and you know that." Victus remains calm.
"There is no cure for the krogan genophage. Stop playing around and name a price, or
I'll find someone who'll deal with us straight."
"You know, I might even believe that you think that." Wrex looks at the salarian.
"D'you want to tell him, or shall I?"
She doesn't rise to it. "Tell him what. That you're delusional?"
He snorts, 'throws' a file from his omni-tool into the room's network. "Edi, play them
the file I just mailed you." Looks across at me. "With your permission, of course,
commander."
"Edi?" The two of them have never met. I'm guessing Grunt briefed him good and
thoroughly.
"Video, Shepard. Short. Potentially germane."

"Play it."
A short passage from someone's omni-tool log. Three individuals,
obviously krogan females, restrained and under medical treatment.
Salarian medical treatment. A picture taken over someone else's
shoulder: treatment notes. Subject response versus predicted
response: ninety-four per cent match. The camera zooms in on the
author's name on the original notes: HEPLORN.
"What you're looking at is footage of a salarian research facility on Sur'Kesh. As you
may or may not know, the misguided salarian scientist Maelon Heplorn was
conducting experiments on Tuchanka some years ago into hyperimmune agents using
live subjects, looking for a cure for your bioweapon. He did a great deal of wrong but
he did one thing right. He got what he was after. These three were pretty much under
the knife when someone broke in and smashed his lab open. They escaped, but not
before they'd been given an experimental, working counter-agent." Wrex looks the
salarian in the eye, deliberately intimidating. "Salarian hospitals are expensive,
Dalatrass, and far from Tuchanka. And all Maelon's research was destroyed by a
certain well-known Spectre. So it's a tough riddle, this one."
She looks away. "Please. I've seen better special effects in Blasto 6."
Wrex bares yellow fangs and practically snarls. I'll give her this, she's got the courage
of her convictions. I've never seen Wrex lie, and I've never seen anyone survive
accusing him of it. Victus speaks. "Is there any truth to this footage, Dalatrass? Are
you prepared to swear that it is fabricated?"
Her silence is eloquent.
"All right." Victus turns back to the krogan, all business now. "Have some terms,
battlemaster. We give you your people back. You get to raise them as a standard of
hope for your people. You bring your tribes to war."
"Finally, an offer." He snorts. "Even if it does suck. You give me my people back, and
implement the genophage cure as fast as you implemented the genophage. Help me
supply my people with a fleet, abandon your precious pretense that I don't have any
military resources and I'll do what I can to pull your collective cloaca out of the fire.
And after all this is over? I want a Council seat. Just so you know numbers, I can
supply an army of two million within a week and twenty million within two months.
The least of them is a veteran, by your standards. It's like I knew this was coming."
There's a bit more satisfaction to his smile now. "It's like I've been deliberately
training the biggest damn army I can. I heard Shepard six years ago, Primarch, I
believed him. And if my clan-chiefs know they don't need to worry about every last
man's life - if, for example, we got proof of a working genophage cure? If I know that
I'm not endangering the survival of my species with a mass callup? I can supply you

with trained killers faster than you can build materiel for them."
"Big words. We give you your people back, and throw in the data on the genophage
cure. I pull in the Sixth Legion from the Krogan DMZ and the Alliance throws
something in as well; we join forces with your two million ground troops and hit the
Reapers in the back; we turn a blind eye to your factories and lift all sanctions on
your purchase of raw materials. I can't promise you a Council seat, but I can get you
an embassy."
"Hah. When did you last see a krogan scientist? You give me my people back, and put
Shepard in charge of a genophage cure. You'll get my people, but it's a joint-flag
operation: true, no krogan alive has commanded a fleet action bigger than twenty or
thirty ships, but you want a krogan tactician in charge of your ground troops." He
leans forward, taps the table with a claw. "You forget that my people's elders are
every bit as old and wily as any asari matriarch. My childhood memories are of
things you're taught in history class. And I'm the only one in the room ever to have
prosecuted a successful war on a mass scale where I couldn't rely on technological
superiority. You will let us remilitarise - I'm not talking a blind eye and under-thetable deals, I'm talking straightforward arms deals with H-K and Binary Helix at
market prices - you will lean on the volus to offer us a line of credit, and you will get
over your stupid obsession with keeping a state monopoly on violence and actually
hire our mercenaries. And when our ambassador comes to the table looking for
colonisation rights, you give him at least as much consideration as you did to the
humans." He nods seriously. "You let us pick just like anyone else, rather than
choosing what you think we'd like. Then we'll have something to pay those loans
back with."
"You're asking me to spend the Council's coin there, Urdnot. Your people and the cure
data to you, of course. I can't give you Shepard - he's not mine - and I can't speak for
the STG science team in that recording." Victus looks meaningfully at the dalatrass,
who remains obstinately silent. "All right. When we liberate my planet, I can put the
useful half of our bioweapons division onto implementing that cure, and I'm sure
Shepard will say the same for his people. Until then I don't have any doctors who
aren't hiding in foxholes or running hospitals, and certainly nobody good enough to
get the results you want in the time you need. I can lean on the other races to let you
remilitarise, to a point - with the support of the human councillor I can get you in on
the arms treaties - I can trivially get you that line of credit, the volus are a
protectorate of ours, and I can absolutely hire your mercenaries. As far as
colonisation rights go?" He inclines his head this way and that. "We can do that. It
does involve trusting you, but if your people live to settle those colonies then you'll
have earned that trust. My people have just as long a memory for favours as you
know we do for slights."
"Dalatrass?" To his credit, Wrex doesn't grin as much as he could.

She shakes her head. Her expression is one of disbelief. "Primarch, I can hardly
believe you are discussing this. The Salarian Union will cooperate to the absolute
minimum extent required by the Council Treaty. We deny permission to any krogan or
agent thereof to enter or leave Sur'Kesh airspace. We will not lift our sanctions. We...
will not enforce sanctions against non-salarian corporations which trade with you."
She turns her heavy-lidded eyes on the turian. "Victus, I ask you personally.
Reconsider this."
"The Hierarchy's position is clear. We have no choice. Never in my people's history
have we given the krogan the opportunity to act with honour. If they throw this one
away, they'll have more to worry about than just the Reapers. But they know that as
well as we do." He looks to me. "Shepard? You've been uncharacteristically quiet."
"I'm authorised to offer Councillor Udina's vote on getting this plan to work. And
Admiral Hackett will take any forces, any resources you can give him and not ask
where they came from, and if they need some help, well, that's what it takes. If they're
happy achieving objectives for our alliance, he's happy helping them in any way he
can." I clear my throat. "For myself, well, I didn't pick Clan Urdnot by accident. You
have already earned that trust from me that Victus was talking about. I'll use the
krogan word, we were krannt-mates. And well, if we don't help our friends, we can't
expect them to help us in return. I'll throw my weight behind curing your people,
Wrex, and before the war is over." The Dalatrass' shocked intake of breath is audible.
"In fact, you know what? I'm prepared to do that anyway, before any agreement is
signed, as a gesture of goodwill. Edi: record please. By my authority as a Council
Spectre, I am hereby taking those three krogan women into custody, requisitioning
any equipment necessary to keep them alive and I intend to deputise at least the
doctor currently treating them. End recording. Dalatrass, consider this one hour's
notification of my landing at that facility on Sur'Kesh."
"I refuse permission-"
"That's nice, princess. Take it up with someone with the authority to do that. Now,
will you give me the coordinates of the landing pad, or do I use the ones Wrex sent
me and bring the Normandy?"
"We will not forget your actions, Spectre." She hands the coordinates over with a bad
grace. "Do not forget who it was who put you where you are."
"You know? I don't think I have." I leave her to sputter and fume. I stand up. "Wrex.
Do we have a deal?"
He looks from me to Victus and back, and stands slowly. "My word is given."
Victus stands, draws himself up. At his full height he's taller than the krogan. His
ritual words give the translator some pretty significant trouble. "On my [sovereign
honour] as the firstborn of Palaven, on behalf of my people I speak. Let every man

and woman of the Legions be bound by my oath, let the [untranslated] hear and take
notice. I will have the treaty implemented as discussed here, by our sworn word of
honour. My word is given." On an impulse, he holds out a hand.
Wrex takes it carefully in a claw, as if it was very fragile, and shakes it in the ancient
human gesture of a bargain sealed. "Heard and witnessed, Edren Victus, firstborn and
primarch. May your honour uphold us both." The primarch's eyes widen at the
krogan's word-perfect response; Wrex winks and turns to me. "Now, then. I believe
we have a lady fair to rescue?" He chuckles as we leave the conference room and
fixes me with one beady chameleon-like eye. "Except that it's my turn to get the girl,
Shepard, hear?"
"Finally. Someone in this universe who doesn't think that I was sleeping with Liara."
"You weren't?" He gives me his best shit-eating grin. "Damn, Shepard, you could
have mentioned. I'd absolutely have hit that."
"Screw you."
That one draws a laugh. "I've missed this, Shepard, I've really missed this. Won't be
for long, you understand, I'll have to go right back to being king when we get home."
"Do you want that I should, you know, drag my heels?"
"Screw you."
•

"How many krogan does it take to solve the halting problem?"
Wrex is facing the wall speaker head-on with his teeth bared before he consciously
acknowledges having heard a sound. "What?"
Edi's intonation is a simple copy-paste of her previous statement. "How many krogan
does it take to solve the halting problem?"
"Edi, isn't it? The AI?"
"That's right, Wrex. How many krogan does it take to solve the
halting problem?"
He snorts. "How should I know. You ever heard of a krogan taking comp-sci?"
"Five. One to-"
"So you knew all along. Why'd you even ask me?"

"It is a joke: the humorous concept that-"
"Yeah. That's what I thought it might be." His tone of voice is dangerous. "That
makes you the only person I've ever met who's stupid enough to tell racist jokes to a
krogan. If you like your internal... whatever-you-have, circuits... where they are,
you'll quit while they still are."
"I see; thank you, Wrex. I shall."
Wrex shakes his head. Women. All crazy. Even computer ones, it seems.
•

To: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
From: zaal_koris@qwibqwib.cf.qr
Subject: Re: Recent developments
Commander Shepard,
We appreciate your communication and tactical update. Unfortunately,
the Migrant Fleet is fully engaged upon other matters just now and
unable to respond in the positive manner that our deep and enduring
regard for you would normally engender. I am afraid that given the
circumstances I cannot provide information regarding the location or
circumstances of any given quarian vessel, nor any specific
crewmember thereof (beyond that they are likely aboard ship).
On a personal note, John: your former shipmate is fine. She is also
very busy, and to forestall your question: the quarian people cannot
spare her, especially not if your information is true. I shall pass
along your
That's all I need to know. The screen goes blank. I pinch my forehead. Tali's safe.
She's safe. That's something, at least. I have better things to do than worry about what
Zaal'Koris meant about 'other matters'. At the very least it's unlikely to be war: I'd
have heard him yelling blue murder from halfway across the galaxy.
•

"And that's all for another edition of Battlespace. Stay tuned, and stay frosty." The
lights go down, the happy TV-anchor smile shatters into fifty pieces and Diane sags.
"Coffee."

The camera-drone spins, identifies the half-finished cup on the desk and carefully
brings it over to where its mistress is now slumped against the wall. She takes it with
both hands, blessing again the private-sector heritage that led to the SR-2 being
blessed with a genuine Italian coffee maker. The omni-tool bracelet on her left wrist
vibrates insistently: another email. More to collate and send out. She'll have to go and
beg Specialist Traynor for more bandwidth sometime soon.
She is really beginning to wish that she had brought her canvas folding chair instead
of spares for the camera-drone. The ship's repair facilities are to die for, but there is a
terminal shortage of actual comfortable chairs.
The door chime goes. After the second person had just walked in on an interview (not
live, thank God), she'd begged a passing crew member to fit one. It was only after
he'd put it in and gone about his business that she realised that he'd been wearing the
uniform of a tribune in the Turian Hierarchy. This ship is insane. "Who is it?"
"Ms. Allers? Shepard here. Can I come in?"
Shepard. Shit. Bounce up from the floor, plaster the smile back on, worry for the
fourteenth time that the figure-hugging dress that looks so good under lights makes
her look like a streetwalker under ship's illumination. Hair: still on head and
approximately hair-shaped. "Come in, Commander."
"Hi, just stopped by to see how you were holding up. Did I catch you at a bad time?"
"No, it's fine. Battlespace just went out." She takes another sip of coffee and dammit
but her omni-tool takes that moment to buzz again. "Sorry. A lot of readers have
twigged that GNN has more access than the other broadcasters, and we've started to
get a buttload of what I'm going to politely term fan mail." She gives what she hopes
comes across as a nervous laugh. "I could probably put together several hours of
continuous interview just out of questions for you personally, let alone the ones from
people who think we have a studio on Earth."
"Where's your bottleneck? Your time? Bandwidth? Access? Far end?"
She gives him a blank look.
"Where are you short of resources?"
"Seriously, commander, it's our problem. We can deal."
Shepard nods. "Yes, that's what I said. Where do we start dealing?"
There's this kind of pause.
He frowns. "Did I say something out of place?"

"Um. No? It's just that I'm not used to ship's captains turning around and offering me
more of whatever I need."
Aha. A smile. "I could artificially restrict your resources, if it'd play better with the-"
"Please don't! Uh. That came out a bit strong, sorry. If you're serious about
resources?" She thinks quickly. "I can have a list to Traynor within the hour. It starts
with an interview. With you. You get to vet the final edited segment, but in return you
don't get to vet the questions."
"I can do that. Now?"
She shakes her head slightly too quickly. "Sorry, Commander. I'd need to write my
notes first. We can't all be spontaneous on no sleep. I'd assumed you were too busy,
with the dignitaries and all, so I put it off till the morning."
"Okay, I hear you. You should be able to access my calendar from the internal
network - reserve yourself a slot and I'll try to make sure it stays free, although as you
said the work comes first. As far as questions go - I'd like you to remember our target
audience, but apart from that we're good."
Here it comes. She starts preparing the real we-aren't-propaganda speech. "What do
you mean by that, commander?"
"Ratings. You're here to keep the public informed, but from a strategy point of view
there are some sections of the public I need informed more than others. The human
core audience is important, sure, but they'll tune into this show religiously as long as
you keep being the only guys with access to Earth. Similarly for the turian
demographic and war stories from Palaven. Yes?"
... He's talking like a studio exec. The hell? "That's right, commander."
"Right. The audience I need to appeal to more than any other is what I'd guess is the
really hard one. But I didn't pick Galactic News over Fox or Orion Arm on a whim.
Your audience in most of the asari republics is much higher than the others and the
figures shot up when the news of the invasion of Earth broke. On Thessia you are
human news. I know you want me as far away from the questions you're going to ask
as I can physically get. But I need the asari and you're the only one we've got who can
reach them. Can you do that for me?"
Instinct kicks in. "I'll need a longer interview and permission to ask some personal
questions - I know you said I could ask anything, but I've seen you deflect hard
questions like you deflect bullets."
"How long is 'longer'?"

She does a quick mental calculation. Less along the lines of what questions she can
ask and more along the lines of how long this man's patience will hold out. "Hour and
a half?"
"No problem." Dammit, she could have held out for more. "As far as personal
questions go -" He sighs. "I was expecting this when I let you aboard. You know the
trouble that my partner and I had with the press back on Earth? You know that I'd
grown to hate reporters?"
She nods in a businesslike fashion. "A lot of the people I meet say something similar.
My show, you'd know this if you watched it, it's called Battlespace. It is not a celebgossip show. But if you want me to appeal to the asari demographic, I'm going to
need some kind of angle on humanising you a little."
He looks amused. "Humanising me?"
"Absolutely. I mean, you probably don't even notice this, but the only media presence
you have portrays you as the baddest of stone-cold badasses. You know your eyes
flash if they catch the light just right? That from the right angle I can just about tell
that you're covered in scars? That you walk... heavy, like you're in power armour all
the time? You're an intimidating man, commander, and while that won't come across
at interview, scared people don't write good copy. And all the written pieces I've ever
seen read like you absolutely terrified the poor interviewer."
"And that plays poorly with the asari."
She nods. "They like their heroes to be the iron fist in the velvet glove. Much more
like what your crew tells me you really are."
"So you're telling me that in order to get this across, I need to talk about my private
life."
"Unless you've got a hobby or, I don't know, a pet or something? Something to
remind them you're a person and not a killer android?" She inflects it as a joke.
Shepard looks away. It's like that touched a nerve. "Yeah. Don't we all." He
deliberately meets her eyes, brightens. It's forced. "Okay. I can do that. What sort of
thing, just so I'm not completely blindsided?"
"I suppose that's fair enough. I'm going to ask you why you're exchanging emails
with quarian admirals and I'm going to expect an answer that isn't about fleet
logistics."
"They'll smell a setup if I don't give you half of one. And that's - look. It'll be easier if
you make insinuations that I fail to exactly deny, rather than come at it head-on. It's a
bit of a play, but the actual story underneath isn't really what I'd call good television."

She nods "I can do that. You sure you're not a politician?"
"Not a politician, no - but I did initially apply to the Judge-Advocate General rather
than the marines."
"Now that?" She types a couple of keywords on her omni-tool. "That's an angle. That
is something I can use."
•

A polite electronic chime. Diane frowns: that's not the door chime. She looks up from
her editing desk.
"Ms. Allers, may I have a moment of your time? I am conducting a
survey of sentients aboard this vessel and wish to ask you a short
question."
"Sure, no problem: I'm at your disposal."
"How many reporters does it take to solve the halting problem?"
She chuckles. She's heard this one. "None, of course?"
"Please explain."
"When did you last hear of a reporter solving a problem?"
"I see. Thank you for your time, Ms. Allers."
Diane gets back to work. What was that about?
•

Sur'kesh, the salarian homeworld, is a jungle of a planet. Mangroves brood in
suburban back gardens; limpid ponds take the place of public parks. It's steaming hot
and humid with it; water beads and drips on every surface. The endless overcast turns
the ever-present greenery into pure lustrous emerald as we drop in, parrying endless
traffic-control requests with Spectre authority and just plain bulling through their
attempts to stall us.
The STG base is clinical and austere by Salarian standards: the greenery is kept
strictly outdoors, the floors are firm and dry and a little static field keeps the insects
out. Wrex, at the controls, pulls the Grizzly up just above the landing pad with his
usual flair. For such a massive guy, he's a hell of a pilot.
The comm squawks again. This time we're being actually targeted. "Systems

Alliance vessel, you are absolutely prohibited from landing. Gain
altitude immediately or face undesirable consequences. You will
receive one more warning."
I'm starting the careful dance of identification required to overrule a local military
authority when Wrex snorts and slams the shuttle into automatic. "Talk all you like,
Shepard, there are three fire-control radars locked on to us." He pulls his shotgun, a
custom model that a human could barely lift, and turns to the hatch. "Got my
'jurisdiction' right here."
"Wrex-"
It's too late. The krogan punches the hatch open, wraps himself in a biotic field and
drops the ten metres to the landing pad.
The security team is on him in an eyeblink. Out in the Terminus Systems, where most
of them got their experience, they think they know all about the krogan. Big, strong,
violent, relatively slow, your average krogan relies on his regenerative faculty and
sheer brute strength to get himself out of the trouble that his psychopathic nature
inevitably gets him into. 'Big and dumb' is a filthy stereotype, but mercenaries who
balk the stereotype don't get hired - hire a krogan and you want to know that you're
getting a battering ram on legs, one who's just smart enough not to ask any questions
beyond 'how much'.
But Urdnot Wrex is a different kind of animal. He sees the two coming for him with
stunrods and sways backwards, letting the one ambushing from his right come
naturally across in front of him before giving him a comparatively gentle shove,
throwing the three of them away from him in a tangled heap. The squad leader is
coming at him from behind - Wrex doesn't even bother to look round, twisting to grab
the attacker's weapon arm, pulling him off his feet, bringing him up between Wrex's
relatively vulnerable eye-socket and the sniper who is even now drawing a bead - and
incidentally subjecting the man to a cold stare. "Call off your dogs."
A familiar voice echoes over the public-address system. "I could say the same
thing, John Shepard. Landing permission granted, assuming Wrex will
let you." The voice belongs to Kirrahe, the salarian major who fought at our side
against Saren on Virmire. The first man outside my own team who learned of the
Reaper threat. The wavering red dots of the snipers' laser sights flick off. Wrex
grunts, takes a few steps forward off the landing pad as we touch down behind him.
•

The salarians won't let Wrex inside their facility. I could force the issue. We share a
glance and I'm surprised to see him shake his head: he's happy for me to do this for
him. Well, I guess going into politics has mellowed the big guy after all. Vega and
Garrus and I go in without him. The guys at the checkpoint see my Spectre ID and

don't even ask us to give up our guns as we walk in To be met by a familiar figure indeed. A guy in the uniform of an STG science
officer, his dull, wrinkled orange skin a tracery of old scars. Omnitool active, typing
with one three-fingered hand even as he extends the other to shake mine. "Mordin
Solus! What an unexpected pleasure."
"Reciprocated, Shepard. Know why you're here. Garrus: catch up later. James Vega:
well met. Walk and talk, please? Briefed team two hours ago. Maybe superiors will
listen next time I warn of incoming politics. Single surviving krogan female this way.
Personal retained copy of Heplorn research invaluable. Antiretroviral agents
synthesised, administered, effective. Others too far gone for more than palliative
treatment, to... collective regret. Docket awaits your signature." He sniffs. "Where is
Grunt?"
I take this in my stride, used to the salarian's intuitive leaps. "Actually, the krogan
with me is Urdnot Wrex. He's waiting for us up top - Kirrahe wouldn't let him in."
"Hmm." He shrugs. "Unproblematic, unless shooting starts. Krogan female here.
Name unknown, subject ID 'Eve'."
Well, she's big. Bigger than Wrex, even. Nearly as big as Grunt. Broad-shouldered
and stocky. Built like a bulldozer. I can see some differences between her and the
krogan I've met - the chitinous armoured plates are differently shaped and placed, and
there's no single big heavy forehead-plate like they have - but she's still got claws like
meathooks and biceps like Rambo. An attempt has clearly been made to make her
comfortable; the bed she's on has been modified to make her comfortable lying down,
and she's at least properly clothed. A variety of silently moving machines are seeing
to her clear breathing, to her medication, to her general welfare.
"Can she hear us?"
He shakes his head. "Requires more sleep than us; exceptionally light sleeper with
hyperacute senses. Round-the-clock watch was disturbing her. Room now quiet.
Stable floor. Correct temperature and air composition. Perceived privacy." He sniffs.
"Best I could do under circumstances."
"And you. Why are you here, Mordin? You're retired."
He smiles. "Unretired. Couldn't countenance next generation being put through what
I had been. Lives to save, here. One out of three, better than anyone else in galaxy
could have - except possibly people who worked on you." He sniffs. "Had to be me.
Someone else might have gotten it wrong."
"So you do know that we're having to move her, right? That we're implementing
Maelon's cure as part of a deal with the krogan?"

"Yes. Of course." He sniffs. "Trust that you know what you are doing, Shepard."
I'm opening my mouth to reply when all of our comms go off at once. It's Edi on
mine. "Shepard. Go."
"Incoming. I have alerted air traffic control. A variety of civilian
craft on a variety of courses nearby just turned as one and are
making for your location. My guess is that you have incoming,
company strength. No idea what they are."
"Mordin-"
He's ahead of me, as usual, his hands working as he talks. Garrus has his comm open
and is talking to Wrex, telling him to get overwatch. "Shepard, perimeter sensors
going down like flies. Setting transport mechanism. Patient cannot walk in current
state. Safer in pod. Gun, please." He holds out a hand. I fill it with the grip of my own
Carnifex pistol. He looks at it. "Hmm. Functional. Will ride shotgun, reassure patient.
Keep them off us?"
"Who are 'they'?" Vega pulls his shotgun from the holster in the small of his back and
slots a heat sink in. "Reapers?"
"Unlikely, Vega." I cue the lift. "I'm sure Edi would have notified me if we had the
big bastards incoming. Speaking of which." I pull up my comm. "SR-2, Shepard. This
place has inbound hostile fliers. Any chance of getting a little overwatch?"
Joker responds, sounding more than a little frustrated. "I have the Induitable
and the Ineluctable daring me to go and do it, sir. That's like 'no'
only it comes with special bonus death threats."
"Solid copy. Can you get me top cover from something? I'm about to be on an
exposed rooftop with an unconscious VIP."
"I'll try. Do you know which ones are hostile and which ones are
friendly?"
"Can I settle for 'anything shooting at me is hostile'?"
"I'll try that, sir. I think that some of these salarians are
feeling pretty hostile themselves."
•

The bulky transport pod clunks and groans its way through outprocessing. As a
xenobiology lab, it's permanently locked down against biohazard release, and while

Mordin's expediting as much as he can, he agitatedly requests that I not speed the
whole thing up by cutting holes in bulkheads. There are things in here that nobody
wants to let out.
And of course this means we're too late to get out before the threats arrive. They're
cutting it fine themselves - it's a very tightly planned operation, two separate sets of
diversionary attacks, one on foot, one in the air, using Alliance kit and IFF so that the
salarians can't tell between them and me. The actual assault team comes in through
the roof, using simple disposable slowfall packs to get themselves to the roof of the
facility and then cutting their way in through four separate entrances with cutting
charges and a warp field from their biotic. By the time the salarians have been
convinced whose code is which, the bad guys are already in place, the defences of the
facility itself (never really intended for keeping things out) distracted or
overwhelmed, and the assault team closing on the target.
So if the target hadn't been defended by Garrus Vakarian, Mordin Solus, James Vega
and John Shepard, there might have been a really serious problem. The biotic goes
straight for the pod, batting aside what looks like a missile from Mordin; it explodes
the moment he hits it, the payload nothing more than a flashbang, and at that instant I
intercept him. Garrus starts trading fire with the rest of the team, short, controlled
bursts from a gun that'sway too heavy for a salarian, and Vega moves up close under
the covering fire.
And the unknown biotic, while he's good enough, while he's fast enough, he's quite
simply in over his head. I mean, he's clearly had the standard training that we give
every biotic who's ever going to get into a fight. And on top of that, he's got the
natural, fluid use of power I'd expect from a mercenary or combat veteran. But he's
never had to spar with Jack Zero. He's used to being able to match his opponent
strength for strength, and goes for me as if he's expecting me to do likewise and go
for a raw slugging match. Maybe his amp does outpower mine. Maybe he does have
more raw strength about him than I do.
I never give him the chance to find out. Even through his armour, the man's got a
glass jaw.
Four of them try to rush Vega. Big mistake. He shoots one of them in the chest with
his shotgun, the power of the weapon making a mockery of the guy's shield and the
EMP ammunition setting his suit's servos to spasm and lock him tight. Garrus drops
another one - turns out that you can fire that big gun of his in single-shot mode - as
the other two return fire. Vega twists and dives forwards and both shots miss; he rolls
to his feet with an elbow in one guy's face, spins and shoots the other in the back of
the helmet.
"Reckon we've seen this armour before, sir!" Vega exchanges his heat sink as we
hustle onwards, moving the pod as fast as it'll go."

"On Mars?" I throw a barrier across an archway that's not where we want to be going,
just to be on the safe side, and a moment later a rocket impacts the thing and explodes
prematurely. The pod trundles gently into the roof elevator and we follow it; I have
another barrier in place for the second rocket.
"That's the one, sir. I think this is a Cerberus op."
"Could be. Be on the lookout, then."
He looks at me with a puzzled frown. "Say what?"
"Illusive Man likes each op to have a frontman. He believes in heroes, it's a
weakness. Like the infiltrator bot on Mars. There's going to be something crazy at the
centre of all of this, something we've never seen before. Probably something
expensive."
"Yes, sir. Keeping an eye out for the crazy, sir."
But if there is a crazy, we missed them. Coming out onto the roof, we've got a
confused firefight between the facility guards and a Cerberus team sent to flank us.
Just as we're dropping in to help, a gunship pulls up past the side of the building Garrus and Vega dive for cover, Garrus switching in some very specialised
ammunition, Vega pulling a grenade from his belt And there's the double report of our assault shuttle's cannons and the gunship just
detonates in midair. Wrex drops the shuttle onto the roof in the airborne equivalent of
a handbrake turn and hauls the hatch open. "Get her in!" he roars. "There's more
incoming and top cover's stuck in politics!"
The flash of an omni-blade. The transport pod isn't made to be opened inside the
Sur'Kesh biosphere. Mordin cuts himself a nice doorway and then reaches out a hand
to the patient, coming out of her sedation, sitting blearily up and wondering where
she is.
She looks at the hand, smells the air outside, hears the sound of battle, the Kodiak's
engines. She looks at the one-way-transparent wall with the other eye. She smiles
sweetly at Mordin. Swings herself down off the bed. And headbutts the mirrored wall
hard enough that it explodes outwards in a shower of toughened glass.
•

"Five minutes or less, Shepard, I insist. My patient, my rules."
"I understand, Mordin."
The salarian continues to hover at the edge of Normandy's medbay. His precious
charge finally out of the hands of those who mean her harm, I gues he's unwilling to

let her out of his sight. He managed to scare Wrex away with what I can only
describe as a medical expression, an activated omni-tool and the words 'tissue
sample'. I sit down on the bed next to Eve's and give her what I hope she'll interpret
as a friendly smile. "Hi there. We didn't exactly get time to chat down on Sur'Kesh.
My name's-"
"John Shepard." Her voice is richer, deeper than I'd expected. "I know exactly who
you are, commander. Every krogan should know the name of the slayer of Garm, the
man who brought Gatatog and Weyrloc to their knees. Every krogan should be
ashamed that you are an alien. Why are you here?"
"I like to get to know everyone who travels aboard this ship."
"Even your bargaining chips?" Her eyes are shrewd.
"Nobody here by that name."
"I'll believe that when it's between my teeth. To forestall your inevitable question, no,
I won't tell you my true name. Will you know why?" This woman's force of
personality is immense. Every inch the equal of someone like Wrex.
"You're the first krogan woman I've met, but you'd know that." The only krogan I've
met who conceal their names are... "May I call you shaman?"
She snorts. "Are you a female of your species?"
"Not last I checked."
She gives a quarter of a smile. "Then no. You may not call me shaman."
"What do I call you, then?"
"Whatever you like." She shrugs. "The salarian calls me Eve. Apparently it's a
religious legend of yours, the mother of a race. I don't know if human gods pay any
attention to krogan. I guess it can't hurt to invoke them."
"How did you get mixed up in all of this, Eve?"
"By choice and not by choice. I was one of the ones that we led everyone to believe
was the mother of many children. Weyrloc raided; bastards hit me with knockout gas
after I'd torn three or four of them additional exits. The kids got away. Anyway, long
story short, I woke up in a rat's ass hospital with this salarian talking at me. He was
trying to convince himself that he was right to be using me for a medical test, and
half of that ended up being him explaining what was going on. He ran a crapload of
stupid tests on me. Then he injected me with something that made me ill, and I've
never been right since. But he said that it was a cure. And there's only ever been one
thing which ailed me."

"The genophage."
"Right. Week or so later all the alarms went off. I figured an Urdnot raid. All but one
of our guards left. There were five of us in my ward. One died on our way out - got
herself in the way of the guard's shotgun, gave me a clear run. Another died in the
wilderness. We'd planned to hoof it back to the ranch, but I reckoned without our
condition - I wasn't expecting it to get worse with wilderness exposure. By the time
we were picked up, thirty miles from Port Urdnot, we could barely hunt for ourselves,
let alone make more than a few klicks a day. The rest you know."
"Has Mordin briefed you on the situation?"
"Yes. Then Wrex briefed me again. I'm one large ornery bargaining chip. I submit to
Mordin's needles and scans and bloodletting, and he makes what happened in my
body happen for all the krogan. And you're doing this because you need the krogan,
because someone's invaded you and you're desperate. Again."
"You're right, but for the wrong reasons. I am doing this because I need the krogan,
but I'm not just doing this because otherwise Wrex won't help me. Does that make
sense?"
"No. You're a human. Everything you touch turns to gold. I never before believed it,
but talking to you I can see it's true. I never saw a species before that had evolved to
be lucky."
"What d'you mean?"
"My people save the galaxy and we get a statue to our dead in the Presidium, a couple
of lousy colony worlds and a bunch of treaties that cut the spirit out of our race. Your
people save the galaxy and you get a Council seat. You guys don't live long, but there
are humans alive this day who remember your first contact-"
"Eve." She shuts her mouth and glares. "By now, most of those humans you mention
are dead. My homeworld is burning. The Batarian Hegemony is gone. The asari are
deadlocked. The salarians are no use. There's a battle in the skies of Palaven that the
turians are going to lose. If we don't work together, right now, we all get to die. And I
don't care - I never did, but I won't try and prove that - about who owes who what,
about whose ancestors killed whose. The genophage was carefully put together by
some of the cleverest people in the galaxy - deliberately designed to have the greatest
psychological impact possible, a well-aimed shot at the soul of the krogan people."
Eve's eyes narrow slightly and she nods. Surprise, perhaps? It's hard to tell.
I press on. If I'm as right as I hope? I need this woman on my side. "For me, curing it
isn't about bargaining. Curing the genophage is about - in the short term - getting us
back the people who were rightly considered the galaxy's most terrible warriors, not

the pale shadow that is the krogan people that I've met."
"Pale shadow." Her eyes are slits. I see the tension in her. I'm very aware that those
short, undersized-looking arms can tear steel like cardboard. "What do you think you
know about us."
I give her half a smile. "If you were a man, I'd knock you on your ass for that."
She snorts. Her expression is very level. "With your face?"
"I'd have to cheat. My neck isn't built right. But yes."
"Right. Now shut up and learn, human. You're right, but for the wrong reasons. I bet
you even think the krogan are supposed to be a patriarchy." She grins. "Dead wrong.
The men take the hits, the men take the credit, but the men - every single damn one of
them - are disposable. Like ants, or bees. Or rachni, you heard of rachni? Uh-huh. It
was the mothers who ran the krogan race. Even after the uplift, just about. You know
that we have our own clans? Right. Then you know we raise the children. Didn't
matter what banner they used, or what they said they were doing. Watch what they
did. Watch how it was always the same thing. All this face-stomping bullshit they
learn after their Rite of Passage - it's all about how, not why. Because every krogan
knows why, and they learned it at their mother's tit. Behind every krogan - not the
warlords, not the old men, not the wise ones, I'm talking about the rank and file, there
is - or there was, once - a home. A distant memory of something precious, something
pure, something beautiful, something to fight for. A reason for it all, that makes all the
suffering meaningful."
She shakes her head. "The genophage turned us inward. If it had just made us all
infertile, it would just have sent us into a killing rage, kill everything we can get our
hands on, one last paroxysm of burning violence to burn our name into eternity and
take the bastards down with us. But because a tiny, tiny proportion of women are
'resistant' - and don't tell me that wasn't on purpose - it made us into resources. Not
people. Overnight we became bargaining chips. Property. Booty. Or if we were
infertile? Worthless. Less than worthless. Living symbols of failure. Every man saw
his carefully crafted dream torn apart in the frenzy to get hold of one of the few of us
who was still valuable. It shattered the matriarchy's plans and broke the warriors'
hearts and it broke each one of us down the middle."
"You're not telling me that your people are just misunderstood at heart."
She snorts again. "Hell, no. We're the orneriest bitches and sons of bitches in the
galaxy. Give us soft living and we wreck it or we go insane. But we can handle that
ourselves. We haven't done so in my time. But my grandmother knew the score, and
she told my mother, and she told me, and I know. I can't promise you something we
aren't. But I can promise you something that we aren't today. A united krogan."

"And why will you end up in charge? Why won't one of these blood-mad idiots you
guys are so famous for just come along, knock you down and take over?"
"Heh. Wrex." A genuine smile, I think. "I don't know where he got it, but he believes
in strength through unity. He's the hardest bastard I ever laid eyes on - don't tell him
that, it'd go to his head like you wouldn't believe - and he's got a plan. Turns out he
doesn't give a rat's ass what people call themselves, and he's happy to let them run
themselves for the most part - he wants to be Chief of the Clan-Chiefs, not ClanChief of one big clan. So everyone gets to keep their rites and sing their own old
songs, provided that the only people they kill are the other bastards. By the time he
dies, he wants the krogan people never to have been anything other than a monarchy.
And he wants a queen."
"Will it work?"
She shrugs. "Will you come through? Pie in the sky never fed anyone."
•

The Sixth Legion, first recalled to Palaven and then redirected to stage at the Citadel,
left all their automated systems set to allow no landing on Tuchanka. It appears that
when the invaders arrived in the system, they were correctly challenged, ordered to
stand down, and then fired upon.
And the still-cooling wreckage of the Legion's automated platforms clutters the space
around the relay and is slowly adding to the debris ring around the krogan homeworld
itself.
Wrex leans forward, studying the angry red contact icons. "You sure they can't see
us?"
I nod. "We're good for eighteen hours."
"Right. Well, the Reapers only left the one vessel on the planet." He sneers. "Probably
think we can't harm it or something."
"Well, it is still there," Victus notes. "I can't see signs of battle, either."
"No. Won't have been one, yet. The wasteland's just wasteland. I instructed my people
not to contest a landing itself, if one came. To make like scared tribals. Right now
they're breaking open the caches that suddenly got un-illegal, handing out the real
guns, making ready. If I was gone a week or if the bastards started trying to take
anywhere important they were supposed to make with the nukes."
"Nuclear weapons, Wrex?" Victus looks less surprised than he might be.
"We've had worse. But the damn thing just came down in the middle of the wastes

and sat there. What's it doing?"
"Hmm." Mordin leans forward. "Eureka. Shroud, Wrex. Reaper making for Shroud
Tower."
Wrex growls and Victus nods grimly. I'm just confused.
"For the human in the room?"
"Should be part of human education. Shroud Tower. When salarians arrived on
Tuchanka, planet albedo wrong for orbit, atmosphere. Fimbulwinter scenario. Shroud
Tower: geoengineering project. Large mass accelerator, tiny yield, massive rate.
Fabricator in base. Fascinating thing. Seeded clouds with dark material, increased
heat uptake, greenhouse effect. Ecological catastrophe not averted, but managed.
Planet apparently in state of catastrophe for millennia, perhaps longer. Shroud: active
management. Feedback system. Also creates, sequesters gases. Mimics effects of
absent oceans, icecaps. Not weather control: climate control. Terraforming tower." He
sniffs. "Also tool of oppression."
Victus nods. "The Shroud was the instrument used to disperse the genophage. It
shoots directly into the jetstream. Within a matter of days, they say, it was raining
bioagent over the whole planet."
"So the Reaper is making for it for much the same reason?"
"It's an ugly guess, but it makes sense." Wrex stares at the contact icon as if it's done
him a personal insult. "You say they like pumping corpses full of nanobots and using
them for ground troops?"
"That's right." I pull up a picture. "On Earth it was mostly batarians, but I only saw
the very first landings. On Palaven I believe they're using all the turian bodies they
can get. But why didn't they just land at the Shroud to start with?"
"You want a guess as to what I think they wanna do here, or am I being a little subtle
for you?" He shakes his head slowly. "Psyops. Nothing to fight. Nothing we can
touch and feel and go punch in the face. No organised last stand. We can't fight that
thing, just look at it. Infantry - even nuclear-armed - it's a joke. So it gets to the
Shroud, it launches its poison using the same damn way we were beaten before.
Insult to injury. Just a creeping failure. Our own bodies letting us down. And then
being turned to the service of the ones that did that to us." He curls his lip. "The
reason that sounds so much like the genophage is because it's exactly the same damn
idea. Right, salarian?"
"Genophage never designed to destroy krogan species, only krogan aggression.
Problem: krogan aggression. Same here, one supposes. Same trend on other planets,
although very different in nature. Fighting spirit, moraleunder attack as much as

bodies. Unclear why, but tactics discernible. 'The greatest insult an enemy can have is
to be ignored' - Warlord Okeer. Your people are being ignored, Wrex."
His voice rumbles. "I know." He grips the rail in front of him, his bare claws leaving
deep scratches in the metal. "So we got two problems. Tell me we actually do have a
solution to the genophage?"
Mordin nods. "Shroud facility. Must access in person. Re-program. Should be the
work of less than an hour once we are in place. Taking shortcuts all over place.
Require Eve physically present: incubate required samples in Eve's body, cuts culture
time by two orders of magnitude. One day, not one hundred. Risk: acceptable." He
sniffs. "Suspect area is crawling with low-profile Reaper forces, belt-and-braces.
Require to take area, Wrex. Quickly, under pressure from Reaper, which will appear
during attempt. Reaper must be neutralised. Am good - the best there is - but hubris to
think could out-hack physically present Reaper personally. Cost may be high.
Objectives achievable?"
Wrex raises an eyebrow at those words. The mere possibility of some sort of
worthwhile fight, something that his people can do, and he perks up. "Uh-huh. Can't
you tag me that bastard from orbit?"
I shake my head. "We can hit it, Wrex, of course we can, but based on what we saw
over Palaven one five-kiloton fluidic penetrator won't even make a dent. And the
moment we start shooting it calls its friends - and we have to run - and it moves to the
Shroud Tower, abandons its posturing and just plain takes the tower. If Mordin can
reprogram the tower in an hour, you can bet your bottom dollar that that Reaper can."
"Ass. Okay. We can still do this. 'Cause there's something down there that I bet they
ain't thought of. And all it needs is a bit of luck."
•

As we're carving through the atmosphere of Tuchanka, Wrex turns to me and lowers
his voice. "Shepard. You're anything like me, you're looking for the trick." He clears
his throat. "There is one, and it goes like this. If you don't wanna be disappointed by
what I deliver in terms of troops, if you want the army I trained, well. I trained them
by fighting them. I've called all of the Clan-Chiefs to a meet. I've got more than half,
but if you want your deal then I need authority over them. You get me?"
...Okay. So Wrex made this deal, swore on it as a done thing, made all these plans and
then worried about selling it to his people? And he's counting on my support to help
him make himself dictator? "How do you get that authority?"
"One chief at a time."
"Because that can't possibly go wrong."

"Hnh. Have a little faith, human."
Our arrival at Port Urdnot has a bit more to it than the last time we landed here. We're
met at the landing pad by something between a rabble and a crowd and an incipient
riot, and Wrex gives a speech about how he's brought the salvation of the krogan
people and we can hardly move for the crowds chanting his name. He explains how
this is bigger than him, bigger even than his audience here, he explains how he's
called a Crush of all the Clan-Chiefs, even his sworn enemies, to discuss his plan, and
they cheer the house down. We travel there in style in crude, heavily built sixwheelers. I'm surprised by the complete lack of modern upgrades, and Wrex just
smiles and says that these things don't exactly have FTL drives, now, do they.
No weapons at a crush, and that includes for the outsiders; I smile and nod, and Liara
and Edi's mobile body and I make a fine honour guard for Mordin. He has to come.
They need to see him, they won't believe unless they can see the scientist.
My translator struggles gamely, but the arguing of the alpha males of the krogan
people involves a lot of sound and fury and a lot of... Physicality. I think the problem
is a simple objection to a deal, any deal at all with an alien, but I'm not certain.
After the first time someone headbutts Wrex and we all pull up our defences (drawing
approving stares; it's apparently not cheating to be a biotic), I begin to realise that no,
this is just how they are, this is expected. He's literally listening to everyone in turn
and answering with a metaphorical (and sometimes a physical) cuff around the head
and an injunction to behave, and it looks like he started with his allies.
It's when Wrex loses his rag and hits one chief with a warp-field-backed headbutt that
leaves him in a bleeding heap, that I notice Eve fidgeting, shaking her head. "What's
wrong?" I ask in an undertone.
Her whisper in return is just as soft as mine was. "The idiot hasn't even mentioned the
plan. He's made this a vote of confidence, in himself, in his authority, as overlord.
He's doing this the old way, the sacred way, the one nobody ever actually did except
in the stories they basically made right up. He's going to have to listen to everyone in
turn, convince them he's right, basically kick everyone's ass. Like, fifty guys in a
row."
I nod. "I figured he was going to try something like this. Will it work?"
"It's our equivalent of a filibuster rule. If he can defeat every comer in debate,
sequentially, note that agreeing with him, backing down or falling over counts as a
loss, he wins. The people would love him for it. Every krogan wants to be part of
something greater. They dream of being in charge, but they'll settle for taking part.
But what he's doing is physically impossible." There's a bit of admiration in her
voice. "But what a go of it he's making. This man will never lack for a woman,
assuming he survives."

"When he loses? Can we ignore this?" I know Wrex's assessment, but I want to hear
hers.
"Your plan for the Shroud, for the Reaper, can be accomplished without these people.
The army he can supply, maybe? Two million counting all the mercenaries can be
done, if we strip Urdnot to the bone. We'd have two-year-old striplings fighting
alongside cripples and and foundlings and second-stringers that nobody else would
take, but we could do it."
"And if he wins somehow?"
"If the civil war ends? Two million is the warriors who stop fighting tomorrow, and
while they're not the hardest of the hard bastards, they're still everything he claims
and more. Ten times that, is the ones left standing a month or so later when they calm
down."
"So he'll just have to win, then."
She nods. "Got any ideas?"
"How common is it for a woman to speak at one of these things? I see you're the only
one here."
"It's not done. I'm here as Exhibit A, just like you guys are Exhibit B."
"Really? I never figured you for the type."
"Not in ten generations, Shepard. Not since-" she winces as Wrex takes a solid,
echoing cuff around the head and takes a moment to shake himself before replying "not since the Uplift, or so I was told."
"My people have a saying that some rules were made to be broken."
"Do you."
"You just going to stand there and let him lose this?"
"He's on course, you know. Only take a couple of dozen of them to stand down."
"Should I maybe say something instead?"
"You try, I'll kill you myself."
"Well, give me a reason not to."
She moves her head this way and that, thinking. Then one of the chiefs that Wrex

knocked down gets back up again and he looks at him wearily, as if to ask whether
they were serious that they were gonna start breaking rules "ENOUGH!" Eve's voice is massive, echoing, powerful enough to rattle my teeth.
Heads turn. Eve walks out into the middle of the circle, head held high, snake-fast
grabs the top of the head-crest of Wrex's current opponent and the back of Wrex's
head and she slams the two of them together three times with a sound like an
industrial piledriver. Wrex keeps his feet. The other guy doesn't. (I can't be the only
one to note that the way she did that made sure that Wrex would come off best.)
"So listen up and listen good. Because it ain't that complicated." She's got less than a
minute before the spell breaks and they go back to beating the crap out of one
another. "The REAPERS are here to FUCK US OVER. I ain't letting them. Plan?"
She makes a dismissive gesture. "They want to TAKE the SHROUD. Us? We're
gonna STOP them."
She lets the echoes of her voice die away. "Yeah. I'm not allowed to speak here. I
shouldn't even be here. But I couldn't stay silent. 'Fraid I'm allergic to stupid. Why
Wrex?" She looks him up and down and her body language makes it perfectly plain
why she decided. "He's the only damn one of you limpdicks who had the plates to try.
I do not have time for your bullshit. If anyone has a REASON, a real reason, a better
plan? They speak. Now. If all it is is that YOU DON'T LIKE HIM? Well, FUCK OFF.
We don't have time for idiots who'd rather fight one another than our enemy. You
want more complicated? You want RATIONAL? You wanna use that head of yours to
think rather than to hit people? Then YOU SHOULD HAVE DAMN WELL
LISTENED THE FIRST TIME."
One of them does step forward. He looks a lot like Wrex - similar coloration, similar
size, same shape to the head-crest. Those of Wrex's opponents who remain standing,
form themselves up behind him. "Okay. You got big words, and there ain't a man here
who'll say different. And they left a mark. But that don't make you right, it just makes
you strong, and they ain't quite the same. I got one question. Wrex said he was here to
cure the genophage, that's how he sold it to the men. But everyone here will tell you
the same damn thing, sugar. Every rube anywhere across the galaxy who ever got
scammed starts with the words, 'They showed me a working cure for the krogan
genophage'. Why is this any different?"
She shakes her head. "Maybe their cure won't work. Maybe I'm wrong about the fact
it worked on me. Maybe that offworlder over there's gonna screw us over and get
dead of it. Maybe? MAYBE THIS IS THE LAST TIME THE KROGAN PEOPLE
GO TO WAR. But you know what?" Her voice has the perfect spin and pitch to it,
playing the acoustics of the chamber like she's been doing it all her life, soft but
intense, so they can hear every word. "Maybe some of us want to go down fighting."
She meets the eyes of the male. He stares at her hard for a moment, long enough for

me to realise that yeah, he's really quite a bit smaller than she is. Then he nods
sharply and fixes Wrex with one eye. "Battlemaster Wrex. Usurper of Urdnot."
"Warlord Wreav. Once of Urdnot."
And he bows his head, not breaking eye contact for a moment. "I expect tactical
deployments for my troops on my desk by the end of the day. Brother."
•
To: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
From: ''(Dalatrass Linron. -edi)''
Subject: Mutual interests
Sent 08/14/86 10:12
Spectre Shepard.
Prevent Mordin from rectifying the overtemperature error he will find when he
attempts to repurpose the Tuchanka Shroud Tower to launch his genophage cure
vector. He will appear to have made a crucial mistake - the cure will decay in the
upper atmosphere. Use any means necessary. What is one life, against countless
billions?
In return, I offer a surprising, compassionate change of heart upon discussion with
advisors, leading to a salarian signature to the Treaty of Tuchanka.
-- message ends -•

So it seems that Wrex's constant emphasis on the quality of his people is no idle
boast. The forward base we roll into may be made of sandbags and plastic sheeting,
but I wouldn't have found it without having been physically led there and Wrex's
people won't let us within half a mile of it without rigging every piece of our
equipment for stealth. It's a chart table he's using rather than a holoemitter, but the
plan's solid and the forces are in place, and I realise that they've got pretty good
intelligence on the enemy forces. Wrex sees my surprise and snorts. The Reaper
troops may give out absolutely zero electromagnetic noise, but he says that
apparently they stink to high heaven.
I'd expected what you'd think of as a typical krogan plan - charge them and hit them
in the face - but it's nothing of the sort. While almost every squad's orders aren't
going to look a hell of a lot different from that on the ground, the battlemaster has
placed them with all the cunning craft of a Go master; the elders, the warlords, the

big names aren't deployed front-and-centre, they're deployed to anywhere that might
require tactical initiative.
The Reaper came through the atmosphere alongside a shower of drop pods,
distracting tracking radars with its own hot, bright presence. The pods landed in
pretty much a straight line between it and the Shroud and instead of bursting forth
mindlessly, the motley assortment of assorted monstrosities has clumped up around
the Shroud. Wrex starts sketching out probable movements, responses that they're
going to have to make, and I'm realising more and more that my presence at this table
is a marketing exercise - that he invited me to give advice, but what he wants me to
do is to look, see and be impressed. He's left our own part of this one pretty simple.
We go straight up the middle once the area's mostly secure. Our bodyguards are to be
a new formation called Aralakh Company - Wrex grins and tells me to go meet them
outside.
The leader of Aralakh stands half a head taller than any of his men. He's wearing a
high-spec suit of powered armour and he's got the helmet closed; it's fully done up in
desert camouflage apart from the striking, stylized depiction of a thresher maw
wound around and around the right arm, ending with the symbol of Clan Urdnot on
the inside of the wrist. He opens the helmet as I approach and I realise that this is the
same suit of armour that we made for him when he was aboard the SR-2. He throws
me a human-style salute. "You sure know how to pick your enemies, Shepard."
I return the salute by reflex. "Big enough yet, Grunt?"
"That which does not kill us makes us stronger, as they say. Nothing's killed me yet."
He jerks his head, gestures to the krogan behind him. They're well-equipped, all of
them in camouflage, but as I look I realise that every single one has made pains to do
something differently from the others, either in camouflage pattern, armour pattern or
equipment loadout, and every one of them has a blaze of a manhood tattoo up his
right arm. "Meet the boys. You'd call 'em special forces. One from every clan who
calls Wrex boss. Yeah, that means we're gonna double in size tomorrow, means I'm
gonna have to butt heads with a few new people who think I shouldn't be in charge.
But that's tomorrow." He nods to Mordin. "Hear you grew some principles, Mordin."
Mordin frowns, stung. "Always had them. Currently in lesser-of-multiple-evils
situation. Keep an eye on krogan leadership, Grunt. Take it yourself if necessary.
Galaxy will never accept krogan who believe in manifest destiny of conquest."
Eve gives the salarian a sidelong look as she steps out of the command post;
apparently she caught that last statement. "My job as much as his; you do know that."
Grunt turns immediately and bows unfeignedly to Eve. "My lady. We're honoured."
She returns his gaze. "You got deeds to match that pretty mouth, boy?"

He chuckles. "You bet your sweet ass, ma'am. You're in the centre; I'm riding shotgun
in your transport, we've got outriders right around. Shepard, unless I miss my guess
you brought three biotics to the party?"
"Two. Grunt? Liara t'Soni."
He bows shortly to the asari. "Uh-huh. You stick to the lady like glue and focus on
defence. She's wearing a shield, but a spare barrier never hurt - I've got fifty guys
spoiling to add a new exit to anything so much as looks at her funny, but only you can
stop her actually developing holes, so I'd like you to concentrate on doing just that."
She's a little taken aback to be taking orders from by far the youngest krogan here,
but he clearly has my respect; she nods politely. "Shepard, you get Mordin, same
deal. Who's the unarmed female human?"
"You know me very well already, Urdnot Grunt."
Well, that makes him blink in surprise. The tiniest of pauses. "Nice body, computer.
Lose your ship somewhere?"
"Screw you, meatbag."
"Heh. Can you still shoot as well as I remember?"
"Probably better. Most people forget just how good I am."
He smiles at that one. "Okay, take the gunner's seat. I'll go with the outriders."
•

Seven-legged, vast, misshapen and grey, the Reaper towers over the desert. Its
footsteps are as soft as a cat's. They don't have to be there at all - the thing's drive
core is more than sufficient to levitate it entirely - but it's all for show. Everything
about it is a show of strength. Right down to the fact that it's one of the smaller ships,
the ones that the turians dubbed 'destroyers'. Right down to the fact that it landed
some ninety miles distant from the Shroud Tower and it's walking there, slowly
enough that you could nearly keep up with it on foot. Slowly enough that anyone who
thinks they're hard enough can come and have a go.
Some clans already have.
They're dead now. Their broken bodies march alongside the vast machine, still
cluching the remains of their pathetic weapons. Line the inside of a musket with
nanomachines like the ones they used inside the Collectors, and it makes just as good
a mass-accelerator as any modern rifle.
The nuclear mine is mostly for show, too. Wrex has absolutely no expectation that

this will damage it significantly. But it does keep the zombies down a bit. And the
Shroud's already in a fallout zone, so the net ecological damage is minor. Acceptable.
And maybe, just maybe, it'll convince the Reaper its tactics are working.
Wreav stands before the altar in the ancient temple and cracks his knuckles. Wrex
offered his brother first choice of positions, strongly implied that this is where he
himself would be if Wreav wanted to be somewhere else. But hell. If you write a plan
with one place in it for a hero, no true krogan would be anywhere else. He grins like a
shark, checks one last time that the door of his truck is open and the engine's running,
and throws the lever.
The vast hammer descends and strikes the anvil with the sound of distant thunder. It
raises itself up, strikes again, and Wreav feels the instinctual rush of adrenaline, the
shiver down the spine, the spike in primary heartrate. A third time it strikes, and the
krogan closes his eyes.
And there's the reply. From the south. A shiver that shakes the earth. He grins, wide
and unpleasant.
And he runs like hell.
•

At the Shroud, the operation goes like clockwork. Individual teams roll up, dismount
from their crude tanks and charge. The first few draw disproportionate response. It
looks like another poorly organised attack, the inevitable result of the scouting
missions that were seen a few hours previously. The Reaper forces move forward
judiciously, just enough to draw the undisciplined krogan in, then start to ramp up the
numbers once the attackers are cut off.
So that would be a good time for the second wave. And Wrex's predictions about how
and what and where are right on the money. The semi-mindless abominations are cut
off, hit from different angles, encouraged to overextend, and defeated in detail
whenever the opportunity allows. The initial forces were poorly armed, toting
gunpowder weapons, crude plate armour and repurposed construction equipment. The
second wave were equipped from Wrex's personal stocks, with mass-accelerators,
personal shields and powered armour. The third wave add in artillery and armoured
support.
And the Reaper forces defending the Shroud are cut to pieces. Bodyguarding Eve, we
meet almost no resistance as we ride in; anything that isn't dealt with by the outriders
of Aralakh is tagged by Edi with infallible marksmanship. After all, a targeting
computer designed for hitting random-walking spacecraft at a range of half a million
miles isn't exactly challenged by a shot at a walking tank over a distance of ten, even
accounting for gravity well and windage.

And out in the desert the Reaper notices the troop movements, and while it doesn't
know what they are doing, it parses them as a potential threat to its mission objective.
And it begins to move in a straight line, quickly abandoning the pretense of walking
in favour of speed.
The facility at the Shroud's base is locked for precisely as long as it takes Edi to look
at it sharply. Mordin's inside the moment the door is open wide enough to fit his
helmet through, powering up systems and turning on lights. Grunt details his men to
hold the facility 'at any cost' and parks himself by my side at the door, as Eve clears a
table for Mordin to work on, laying a sterile plastic sheet over it and taking a seat,
holding out the arm where the precious samples of counteragent are incubating and
rolling up her sleeve.
The ground shakes. Every krogan flinches. Mordin takes this in his stride, injects
Eve's arm with a muscle relaxant and straps it to the table. The Reaper drops out of
the sky less than a mile short of the Shroud.
Wrex's troops have their orders. The infantry ignore the big bastard and focus on the
little bastards. There's a second wave, hidden in ruins and holes, waiting for just this
sort of eventuality, but the krogan anticipated that. It's just what they'd do, after all.
Meanwhile, the armour begin harassing fire. They've been briefed that it's going to try
and toy with them. They've been briefed that it's going to be nearly invulnerable, if
not completely invulnerable, to their fire; they're synchronising fire as best they can,
shooting and moving, trying to confuse it or distract it or just plain get in its way.
They know they can't kill it, or rather, they know it's vastly unlikely. But they shoot at
it anyway, because wouldn't they feel silly if Wrex turned out to be wrong and some
other bastard got the killing blow.
All the Reaper sees is a pointless, quixotic last-ditch attempt to keep it from the
Shroud. As it gets within the range of infantry weapons, a few carefully chosen and
briefed teams are detailed to distract the thing with antiarmour weapons. All it sees
are increasingly desperate attempts to hurt it, krogan hurling everything they've got at
it in the hope that something will stick. So it deliberately ignores them, keeps up the
slow walk, drawing more and more fire, in theory inflicting more and more damage
upon the fighting spirit of those that see it.
In theory.
And its tread shakes the earth, and from his position in the tactical reserve Wrex grins
a shark's grin as he feels the answering tremor rumble through the ground.
Wreav looks up. There's the big bastard. He'd been a bit worried when it took off, but
he's a hell of a lot less worried now. Fuel's at ten per cent, but he deliberately loaded
light - he was only going fifty miles, after all. The truck rattles as the ground shakes,
and he doesn't need the seismic sensor any more - it's right behind him. If he stopped
right now? He grins. This is gonna be glorious.

Straight at the Reaper. Look like a suicide bomber. Swerve as a massive red eyelike
weapon swivels in his direction, the red beam of the plasma cannon painting a line of
glass in the packed sand. He yells at the gunner and the gunner starts to unload at the
big bastard, laughing like a maniac.
And the Reaper takes another step, shaking the earth, and the trace behind him
disappears from Wreav's seismic sensor entirely, and he opens his mic. "Wrex, this is
Wreav. It's no good, brother. There's no way we can hurt this bastard." Better safe
than sorry, after all. Maybe the Reapers can't speak krogan. No reason not to try.
Nobody ever mentioned this plan out loud. Not one word, not ever. They didn't have
to. It was all in the intonation, the implication. All Wrex said to the four non-krogan
was that he had it sewn up, that if we'd ever trusted him before we could trust him
today. But these guys have known one another long enough and close enough that
nobody needed to say it. It just happened.
And the Reaper lifts its leg contemptuously as Wreav's truck screams towards it and
he completely fails to ram it, still firing wildly as he goes underneath it and past it.
And the leg slams back down into the ground and the earth shakes - And something far too big, far too long, with far too many legs, surges out of a hole
almost directly under the Reaper and hits it in the side with a titanic impact that
nearly rocks it over sideways. Suddenly realising the presence of a true threat, the
destroyer turns far too nimbly, trying to line up its massive axial cannon, tracking the
giant animal with lighter weapons that do nothing more than scratch the hide of the
giant thresher maw. But before the cannon can fire, the maw has pulled itself back
into the ground. Stung, it has retreated. A score of deep scratches down one side of
the Reaper have cut right through its hull armour. One of the legs dangles, smashed.
But it is still standing. As if in triumph, it fires all weapons simultaneously, each shot
aimed at a krogan formation or tank. Salvoes strike home against it, and some even
penetrate its weakened shields, but they barely even chip the paint.
It takes another step.
And the ground opens up directly beneath it. This time the maw knows what it has.
Knows that it's after something nearly as big as it is. Knows that its three jaws won't
open wide enough to get the thing inside. The Reaper finds itself grabbed by the
titanic beast, wrapped in coil after coil as it fruitlessly fires weapons that cannot be
brought to bear, and then slowly and inexorably dragged downwards. The air itself
shakes and Liara and I both wince as the Reaper begins to activate its drive, trying far
too late to fly, to run, but to no avail.
The mother of all thresher maws breaks the back of the ship and drags the pieces
beneath the desert sands.

Grunt shuts his mouth; it had been hanging open. "Uh. Shepard?"
"Yeah?"
"Please tell me you recorded that."
•

At the bottom of the Shroud it is raining dust. My barrier's keeping it off me; Mordin
wipes it absently from his brow with the back of one gloved hand. He blinks, leans
forward, taps the display. There's an odd note to his voice. "You were right, Shepard.
Might even have missed this, un-notified."
"Dalatrass Linron seemed convinced you'd be able to stop it."
"Hmm. Overheat at top of Shroud. Locally emplaced countermeasure designed to
activate in just this circumstance. Still functional after millennium and a half. Subtle.
Fascinating." His fingers fly over the keyboard. He sniffs. "Bloody hellfire."
"Mordin?"
"Something physically emplaced in control room, at top. Overheat hardware, not
software. VI-controlled, separate box. Air gap. Literally surrounded by critical
systems. Cannot even kill with precision shot. Think 'smart bomb'. Must get around
in other fashion. Do the unthinkable. Must override in person."
I nod. "Where do we go?"
"Not we, Shepard. Me. Overheat inescapable. Control room used as flash chamber.
Dispersal takes seventy seconds; overtemperature for as little as forty and we fail.
Requires cryogen exposure, omni-gel patch. Omi-tool can do it. Will hold for eighty
seconds minimum. Must trigger manually." He sniffs. "Not coming back."
"Let me." Edi steps forward. "This platform is disposable."
Mordin looks at her levelly. "This platform is disposable."
"No. It is not. You are a living being."
He 'throws' her a file. "Read."
"Your dosages of medication are hardly relevant. Regardless of
whether you have six weeks of life remaining or six decades,
regardless of how many of your brothers you have outlived: you are a
living being. This is merely a peripheral. Like my finger or toe. I
can survive its loss. The same is tautologically untrue of your

life."
Mordin takes a deep breath. "The dust cloud from the Reaper's fall is beginning to
mushroom. The cheering of the krogan is audible. Soon, it will begin to rain. The rain
will be red, like the dust. Like blood."
"Mordin, those statements are tangential at best and irrational at
worst."
"Dying, Edi." He sniffs. "Not worth treating. You will notice I have not moved above
a walk. That my blood is being artificially oxygenated, that I have remained in a
powered suit this whole time I have been with you. That suit is serving me much as a
quarian's suit serves them: I got the idea from Tali. How natural I make it look.
Should have been in nursing home these past six months. Couldn't. Couldn't. Has to
be me. Has to." He sniffs again. "Someone else might have gotten it wrong."
"Are you sure you can even succeed at this action, then? Because if
you say that if you can't, it is time to put you to bed with a
shovel -"
He actually laughs. "Shepard will tell you. Suit run by nerve tap capable of working
so long as inhabitant retains consciousness. Have personally witnessed evidence of
quarian continuing to function irrespective of eight bullet holes right through,
including punctures to both lungs, large and small intestine, until lost consciousness
from blood loss. Goodbye, Edi."
"Mordin -"
"Liara. Shepard. Goodbye." He steps into the lift. Repeats himself. "Goodbye." He
smiles. "Somewhere out there in multiverse, universe where Mordin Solus did not
believe Maelon Heplorn's assurance that he was right. Went to Council. Argued them
down. Changed world. Cured genophage twenty years ago." He sniffs. "Krogan
eventually put down by turians in genocidal war. Reapers unopposed, ate galaxy,
went home." He smiles broadly. "On balance, prefer reality. Goodbye."
The lift doors close. The suit's actions are already programmed, down to the metre
and the movement. He thinks back to his youth. To the heady days of university. To a
certain production of The Pirates of Penzance that he may perhaps have been talked
into against his better judgement. And as the doors of the lift open and the suit steps
out, turns a sharp left and begins to implement his solution, Dr. Solus begins to sing.
•
To: alaidh@linron.org.sl
From: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
Subject: Re: Mutual interests

Dalatrass Linron.
On reflection: Screw you and the horse you rode in on.
The firstborn of the new race will be named Urdnot Mordin.
Yours,
John Shepard
•

A forest. It's autumn and the leaves are falling. They crunch under my feet. I'm in
armour, with the floating feeling you get from an overtuned power-assist.
A boy. Running laughing between the trees, playing with a toy Normandy. He's in
danger and he doesn't know it. I turn towards him, ask him - try to ask him - my
comm isn't working and my helmet is closed.
I walk towards him. He runs away, making a game of it. I accelerate. The ashes
crunch beneath my feet.
Red light. The bone-shaking tooth-rattling subsonic roar of Reaper guns. The kid
stops, takes cover. I run for him. Idiot. He's got to keep moving.
Red light. Closer. The air trembles. Heat on my skin. The air is clogged with falling
ashes. I see him. I reach for his hand. I can't reach him•

-I'm woken by the cheery chime of the communicator. It doesn't deserve the strength
of the backhanded swat I give it.
"Shepard, it's Liara. I know it's the middle of your night, but
something has come up and I need you immediately."
"Nngh. Can you brief me over the comm?"
"No need - I'm outside your door right now, John. Apparently your
door chime is on silent."
"I'll be right with you." I remember to kill the comm before commencing a tirade of
imprecations about crazy aliens and their lack of respect for privacy and social
conventions. Throw on a uniform: I'm sure she can cope with me being a little bit
creased, under the circumstances.

Unlock the door and Liara spills into the room, with enough suppressed excitement
that the air around her is literally vibrating. "Sorry. I know you need your sleep but
this woke me, too, and I guessed that if there was no way I was sleeping, I could
spread it around. Also, the extra couple of hours could be of overwhelming
importance. We need to divert to Eden Prime immediately." She's pacing around like
a bumblebee. "It might be a false alarm. But if it is true - if it is true -" She shakes her
head. "Goddess, if there's even a shadow of an edge of a chance-"
"Whoa, slow down. I've been awake less than five minutes, Liara. From the top,
please, with diagrams for the hard of thinking."
She waves her hands impatiently. "Prothean ruin, Shepard. A big one. We're talking
something the size of - you know human archaeology? We're talking about a Pompeii
analogue, buried by what looked like volcanism. A corporate interest had been
excavating it in secret. They let the colonists find the Eden Prime beacon as a
distraction. I was forwarded a distress call from a security team of theirs. What
looked like a pirate ship incoming. Taking advantage of the Reapers to score some
easy profit. But I got a picture of it." She stops, turns to me, intent. "Saharta insignia.
The ship looks a lot like a stripped-down SR-2."
"So Cerberus has some more ruinously expensive overengineered light cruisers and
this is the second time we've seen them channeling Indiana Jones. What was in this
ruin to get you this excited?"
She takes a deep breath. "Quite apart from the sheer - ah, I see what you mean.
Immediately useful? A functioning power signature. A design I had seen before." She
brings up an incomprehensible picture on her omni-tool. "You see why we have got
to go immediately?"
"Spell it out for me, please, Liara. I haven't had my coffee yet."
"In small words. I think there is a working computer core there - and we know they
had galactic communication, we found the beacon. This design - unornamented, very
simple - it is from the late Fall era, Shepard. At least a hundred and fifty years
younger than the ruins on Ilos. This is one of the youngest Prothean ruins we've ever
found in this condition. It has a very good chance of being coeval with the Crucible."
Decision time. "Edi, make it so. Forewarn the crew as and when you need to."
"Aye-aye, Commander."
•

As I've said time and again, if any commander feels enjoyment at giving orders to go
into battle, there's something wrong with them. But I'm starting to think that I can see
that mindset on a clear day. I feel nothing at all save the slight satisfaction of a job

being well done as we drop into the Eden system, whisper-quiet, moving under
gravitic drive alone. The stealth system counting down our two hours of total
invisibility at this distance from the star. Cerberus. Fifth-columnist bastards. The ship
is almost immediately visible, the flares of its torch drive showing up to a hundred
and eighty degrees of universe that don't include the planet. They aren't expecting us.
The only thing watching their back is a sensor drone. Clumsy. What's that turian
prayer? Ancestors, make my enemies as stupid as they are strong?
Joker's voice on the intercom. "Bridge, CIC. We have a solution. Request permission
to shoot."
Edi's mobile platform hands me a securely lidded cup of coffee. I'm still not used to
seeing her walking calmly about doing minor, almost menial tasks while her voice
continues to give the impression of the world's most creepily competent copilot. I'm
not used to her walking calmly about even when the ship's maneuvering like a wild
thing - her feet are magnetic, her joints and servos capable of locking into sheer
solidity to ride out the worst of the bumps. I'm also not used to Edi's ship's-computer
voice issuing from this very lifelike synthetic human whenever she's in the room. At
least Traynor talked her into wearing clothes. I make a firm mental note to continue
treating her like a person despite her continued efforts to weird everyone out.
"Shoot."
"Bend over." Giant mass-drivers, the main armament of nearly every spacegoing
vessel, have a particular sound to them. A peristaltic, electronic whump that jars the
bones. I realise I braced for it without thinking. Of course, the Normandy's different.
The gun that Joker's firing is a Thanix, accelerating liquid ammunition into an inchthick relativistic rod that's practically impossible to deflect with a kinetic barrier.
Developed from Reaper tech salvaged from Sovereign. And it fires with a nearly
subsonic rumble that sets your teeth on edge, combined with a seat-of-the pants kick
of acceleration.
The yellow target icon on the tactical display winks out. Edi reports the fall of shot.
"Shield ineffective. Target suffered catastrophic drive core
overload, probable cause: mechanical destabilisation of core
containment. A clean kill." Dead humans, their only crime to be on the wrong
side. I feel nothing.
"Okay, Edi. Dump heat and get the reservoirs ready to re-stealth. And prep us a
Kodiak for landing."
•

The Cerberus team had been halfway through loading a large object onto their shuttle.
A large object that had Liara yell, panicked, for fire discipline. Driving off the rest of
the Cerberus team without freaking out my archaeologist was harder than it sounds.

Especially when she detached herself to put a biotic barrier between it and any
possible threat.
She's already got a panel open and four different screens up on her omnitool when I
get there. "What is it, Liara?"
"You should recognise it, Shepard. We saw them on Ilos. Except this one is powered.
You're looking at a-"
Something clicks in my memory. "Stasis pod."
"Partial credit, go to the head of the class." She slams the heel of her hand against the
ground in frustration. "Oh, for the sake of fornication, they've broken it. They cut this
from its base unit with an omni-tool blade, Shepard."
"Let me take a- Hmm." I look the panel over. "Yes, I see what you mean."
She shoots me an annoyed look. "I hardly think so. This isn't an Alliance sleeper pod,
Shepard. It's arguably the technological peak of a civilisation vastly more advanced
than yours, sealed before the emergence of homo sapiens as its planet's dominant
species. A vastly complex- hey!"
I've flipped open another panel. My hands, moving almost automatically, press the
correct control chord and bring up a diagnostic. The hologram flickers. "What are you
talking about? It's clearly labelled. Thinks the <inhabitant's> still alive. Cerberus cut
off the <power feed> and it's gone to internal, but it's got some sort of <leakage>
issue. <Battery> at ninety-four per cent, ticking down about one per cent every ten
seconds."
She sits back, astonished. "Of course. The cipher, John. The download of ancient
knowledge you got from that thing on Feros must have included how to work one of
these. I'm just going to leave you to it."
"We've got to get it open. We'll never get it hooked up in time to keep it stable." I
raise my voice. "Squad, prepare for cas-evac. I'm about to open a <medical stasis
pod>-" my translator pings its incomprehension, I belatedly realise that I used the
Prothean word- "uh, I mean, a stasis pod."
•

The being inside the pod looks like a Collector shorn of its armour. I've seen a picture
of one of these before - the AI on Ilos showed me one and I didn't know what it was.
Four-eyed, vaguely lizardlike, sallow tan scales, three-fingered hands. Odd, musty
smell. No ears. A brief bio-scan says it's laevo-adapted, just like the Collectors,
shouldn't react too badly to things designed for humans, although we may have to
watch for allergic reactions. Element-zero dispersed throughout its nervous system,
which by analogy with the asari says that it should be a natural biotic. It's a male.

Couple of other things in here with him - a belt computer. A rifle of angular,
unfamiliar design and construction. A pair of shoes. No other clothing. He turns his
head to one side, then the other, slowly waking.
We give it space as it sits up, putting a hand to its triangular head. He opens his
primary eyes, then his secondary ones, trying to focus. Sees me.
His face contorts into a snarl and green light gathers around its hands as he throws
himself haphazardly at me. My own barrier goes up, violet light outlining my skin,
and I absorb the biotic pulse unflinchingly. The force is immense; my armour servos
help me keep my feet; he rocks back against the wall of the pod. "<Barbarian>," he
says. "<I am woken by... by animals. You. Barbarian. Tell me what->" I don't
recognise the rest of the words he speaks.
He tries to touch me again, without the deadly force. Stops his hand just outside my
barrier - at least he recognises that.
"He's... insulting you, I think? Do you understand him, John?" Liara has her barrier
toned down to the point that it's not emitting light, raises her hand in what I recognise
as the Prothean gesture of peace.
"Partially." I don't break eye contact with the Prothean. I suppress my barrier, pull it
down with a control gesture, reach out my hand. "<My name is John.>"
He reaches out the wrong hand, grasps the back of mine. I feel a biotic pulse and a
nearly-painful nerve spasm in my arm. He gestures to my head. "<Like this.
Understand me, barbarian?>"
I keep my face carefully neutral. There's no telling what he'd make of my body
language. "<Perhaps?>"
"<Acceptable.>"
He reaches forward. Liara stiffens. "Shepard, this is dangerous. If that's what I think it
is, it's as dangerous to him as to you. I - look, John, I spent quite a... while perfecting
that technique, it's nowhere near as easy as it looks. Remember what it did to me-"
I take the back of his hand and I put it on the side of my face. I look into his ageless
eyes and prepare my mind to embrace eternity.
•

Consider a book, being leafed through by the wind. It's been forever and it's been
about two seconds. The Prothean - Javik is his name, I realise / remember /
understand - releases the side of my face and sits back, hard. Less affected by far than
Liara was from trying much the same trick. I rock backwards on my feet, feel the
electronic ping of my amp resetting.

Liara puts out a hand to steady me. "Shepard, are you all right?"
I nod absently. "Javik? What was that?"
The Prothean speaks. His accent is alien, the mouth too full of teeth to speak English
perfectly, but it serves. "Communication is primitive in this cycle. I saw an asari with
you and made the wrong conclusion. Luckily, Shepard, you knew how to react
regardless. You are familiar with my species, of course. A pre-Fall cultural download
which your soul has not assimilated. And... study? Your biotic amp is derived from
our technology; your omni-tool is older, derived from those used by Keepers of the
Citadel. Tell me how long I have been asleep."
"Liara?"
She's wide-eyed. Her omni-tool is recording. She realises she's being addressed.
"Based on my scans, and assuming you were not importing all of your food? Fifty
thousand years, plus or minus six hundred."
Javik's eyes narrow. "And my VI agent was correct that I am the only one left? I was
interred alongside a mighty army."
She makes a face. "Local research files say you are correct. Even your VI is gone - it
cannibalised its own parts to extend the power lifetime of your pod."
He shakes his head. "Then I do not have much time. Your species is in grave danger.
A race of extragalactic, trans-mortal, genocidal semi-synthetic beings known as the-"
"-Reapers attacked the galaxy through the Citadel relay three years ago." I meet his
gaze levelly. "We turned their initial attack thanks to the countermeasure your people
left behind on your city-world, Ilos. I've heard the message of an individual who
called himself the 'speaker for hope', a title I don't understand from the cultural
download. Destroyed the capital ship they sent, with heavy losses. Turned back a
second attack from a system that they put in place, something I can only really
describe as a 'gardener'. But now they have come by conventional means."
"I - see." He nods thoughtfully, takes in our obviously military kit and setup, the
shuttle nearby. "So this cycle is one of mighty fleets, prepared and united armies,
potentially meeting the Reapers on favourable terms?"
Deep breath. He'll be able to read the bitter twist to my mouth. "No. The politicians
of this cycle were - at least in public - wilfully blind to the threat. An entire culture
was cut off before we even heard that the Reapers were here. We were warned by one
of your beacons; Liara here, Garrus over there and I are effectively our cultures'
experts on the Reapers. But the leaders did not listen. I was arrested, relieved of duty,
I believe due to the actions of Reaper fifth-columnists. Garrus was sidelined -

promoted to shut him up, given a working party and asked to write reports that were
never actioned. Liara was ignored, built up her own resources separately, but no fleets
from that direction. Now the Reapers are here and we're finally being listened to."
"I - this knowledge will take some time to assimilate - I - am too late." His voice is
practically a growl. "How long has the war been going on?"
"Six days, although the Reaper vanguard arrived some two weeks previously and has
cut off one of the races already."
"It is as I feared." And he closes his mouth, turns around and sits back down, staring
out across the verdant and rolling hills where once there was a city. His voice drops to
a whisper. "I have failed."
Liara bites her lip, takes my arm, says softly, "We should give him some space."
I shake my head. "This man is more like me than he is like you." I step up beside the
Prothean, clear my throat. "Javik."
He looks at me sidelong. His voice is a growl. "What."
"Your journey into the future. It didn't exactly smack of desperation to me."
"No?" He snorts. "'Smack' harder. We were beaten. This was our last-ditch effort."
"You couldn't hurt them from where you were, so instead of lying down and dying
you went somewhere else. That's not desperation, that's perseverance."
"Yes?" He shifts to look at me with all four amber eyes. He's covered in scars. Not a
patchwork like mine. These are the relics of a lifetime of deadly battle. "Then look
where it has brought me. Brought them. The same death as if we had simply defended
our walls."
"You don't look dead to me, you know." I'm not looking at him, I'm looking across at
the verdant, rolling terrain of Eden Prime. "I'm not sure if it's the moving around and
breathing, or whether it's the words. Maybe it's both."
"You are not funny. I might as well be dead. Nothing to fight for, or with, or
meaningfully against."
"Bullshit." I don't raise my voice, I don't look round. "D'you need me to tell you how
all three of those are wrong, soldier? Or are you going to dig yourself out of your
own damn grave?"
A moment's silence.
"That was an offer. Shepard, I saw into your... your language doesn't have a fitting

word. Your pattern, your essence, the whole of you. I saw something I recognised.
You are alien, quite alien to me. But I have seen such as you before and called them
brother-in-arms. You ask me to do that again."
"If you prefer, you could sit here in your box till the Reapers came."
He clenches his left fist, pulling up an amber holographic omni-tool glove, and
selects a file. 'Throws' it to me. "Designs. Because if you think I am going to fight the
Reapers without a pair of pants on, human, then I think I prefer the box."
•

"He's - not what I expected." Liara is sitting against the wall in her office, staring into
space, toying with a stylus; the galaxy of monitors facing her are currently set to
displaying a series of dazzling images that she must find soothing. There's a perfectly
good chair that she's ignoring. "The Protheans I studied were reserved, noble
scholars. Builders and teachers. Custodians of the future. Everything to which we
should aspire. But this... entity that we have found?" She makes a face. "You do know
that his first assumption on seeing me was that I was a pleasure-slave? I think that
tells us more about his cultural norms and defaults than a hundred hours of
interviewing."
I lean on the back of my own chair. "Did you at least get some information out of
him?"
"Not a great deal. The fact that he doesn't know how his equipment operates. Tactical
information on Reaper classes -" she indicates a monitor, top row, three from the left "I'm already having that spread widely. A screed on Reaper indoctrination which we
mostly already knew - apparently he's conditioned somehow, we'll know if they get
close because he'll go psychotic."
"Charming."
"And an endless stream of demeaning, derogatory, belittling, objectifying culturalchauvinist insults!" The stylus goes across the room like a bullet and sticks inch-deep
into the wall. "He began by asking to speak to myowner! So, you know, I would
politely request that you leave the irritating sodomist alone until at least tomorrow."
She crosses her arms.
"Liara-"
"Oh. And he doesn't know anything more about Project Crucible. I checked. The
design is watermarked into his kit just like it was into everything on Mars. But
apparently the missing pieces from that design weren't missing by accident - they
were classified data. Maybe ten people in the galaxy knew them at the time. He reads
- frighteningly fast. He's stunningly intelligent by most of our measures. But being in

the same room as him..." She shudders expressively. "It makes my skin crawl. The
way he looks at me. The sound of his voice. The things he says and the way he says
them. He's capable of harassing me by sitting very quietly in the corner of the
roomand he's - ugh. He gets under my skin, Shepard. I want him gone."
"I'll talk to him, see if it's something he's doing on purpose."
She frowns irritably. "Gone, Shepard. Let him work on the Crucible or something."
"He's a soldier, not a scientist. He isn't as good at that whole nervous-system interface
thing as you are, Liara. I saw into his head when he saw into mine. He and I are very
alike."
Her head snaps round at that. "He - you - You are nothing like him. You have the
respect and admiration of everyone you ever met. You're easy to feel positively about.
He's the exact reverse."
"He was a leader. Forged a path into the unknown. Never quit, never surrendered,
never backed down. Have to drag him away from a fight. With his civilisation
crashing down around him he gathered himself an army and went with them into the
unknown future to give the next cycle a fighting chance. But his tech let him down
and he's all that is left."
She makes a face. "You admire him."
"I understand him."
"You like him because he - You know what that little act looked like to me? Because I
could give you a cultural analogue, but it would require you to take off your pants."
I raise both eyebrows. "Seriously?"
"You see why perhaps I was scandalised?"
"I - Look. It was more like being scanned."
"I see. It's just - I find him... what would your word be. Creepy. On a fundamental
level. I think it's a harmonic in his biotic fields, or something, but when he touched
your arm like that I very nearly screamed. Don't ever ask me to touch him, or get
within a metre of him without running a barrier. I think I would actually have organ
failure."
"I'll talk to him, all right? See if he can't dial down whatever it is that he's doing,
adjust his attitude."
She shudders. "Please, please do. If I'm ever going to have to share a shuttle with him
again, I really hope you succeed."

•

Javik has adjusted the controls in his quarters until condensation has started forming
on the walls. It's cold and damp. He's wearing the armour we fabbed for him:
overlapping plates in deep crimson, incomprehensible insignia and heraldry, not a
single nod to camouflage.
He has set against the wall a massive, shallow basin of clear water and another one of
what looks like mineral oil. No other furniture save a workbench and a vid-screen.
He's reading the extranet. He doesn't turn as I enter. "Shepard. It's about your
crewmates, is it not. Yes, I can modify my behaviour. Convince me I should."
I'm taken aback. "You really don't mess around, do you."
He shrugs. "No."
"Javik... why are you intimidating my people? Vega says you keep giving him evil
looks. The marines want as little to do with you as they can and seemed to indicate
the feeling was mutual. Doctor Chakwas said you were pissing her off on purpose,
threatened to sedate you if you ever came back in her medbay. And Liara -"
"And the asari fears me. And why not?" He finishes the article he's reading, closes the
display down and turns to look at me. "I am a symbol of failure to them all. A shadow
of what is to come. I'll not be their research subject. It's not why I am here. The last
hope you are building - I cannot help. Without my army, all I am is a soldier. What
would you do, in my place?"
"Forgive me, but you're wrong. You aren't just a soldier. Not to them, not to yourself
and not to me."
"Oh? Am I some sort of speaker for hope?" He snorts. "Your Prothean expert cannot
stand to be within arm's reach of me; she is physically terrified of me. The civilised
veneer cannot conceal the animal beneath, and the animal is scared. And my attitudes
clearly shock her. I am not what you wanted from the last representative of my race. I
am afraid, Shepard, that all I can tell you is the truth."
"Bullshit. What part of what you just said involves actively harassing my people? To
take a random example, you aren't telling me that deliberately intimidating Liara is
your cultural prerogative. Having established that we don't keep slaves - hell, Javik,
having seen in my head the distaste I have for the entire concept - you continue to
imply she is one because you know she finds it deeply insulting on a personal level.
And don't tell me you're generating that biotic field on purpose."
"That child is too weak to face the Reapers. I see it in her eyes. She can barely
process the suffering of people she does not really think of as sentient. What will
happen when she comes face to face with her own? Soon, she will take to weeping

when she is alone, to immersing herself in her work so she does not have to think.
Then she will surface, see where she is, shatter like glass, and end herself, potentially
in a blaze of glory, potentially taking many other useful people with her, and
definitely leaving a large hole at the centre of your spider's-web of command. You
cannot afford that."
"Whether or not you're right about her, Javik, you're clearly a perceptive man.
Assessments like you just made - perhaps a little better researched and considered - I
could use a second opinion on people occasionally. I'm not infallible. I used to have a
first officer whose judgement I relied upon similarly." I see him nod. "But she had the
common sense to button her damn lip and she did not go behind my back. If you want
to contribute to this team more meaningfully than as a research subject, then I expect
a certain amount of effort to maintain team cohesion and morale."
"So I am a discipline issue, is that it?"
"Absolutely."
"I have not been performing according to the standards of behaviour you set for your
team?" It's a test.
"Damn straight."
"So who said I was on your team?"
"The Reapers."
There's a pause. We look at one another. It's hard to have a staring contest with a guy
with four eyes. This whole damn thing, this acting out, he didn't give a rat's ass about
my people. He was trying to provoke me.
Eventually he breaks the silence. His voice is softer. "Can you win this, human?
Truly?"
"You know what? Why don't we lay ourselves down and die instead."
A harsh bark of alien laughter. "You know, human, I might even learn to like you.
Who on your ship is a master and who a slave?"
Frown. "For precisely the last time: we do not practice slavery. It's a sore topic with at
least half of all known races. I am in charge - my rank is 'Spectre' - and the others
follow me willingly; I report directly to the Council, which is our supreme authority.
Your rank will be 'civilian deputy', which is equivalent to that of Liara."
He bares too many teeth. "I am to rank beside that child?"
"That child has proven herself to me. You? Have not. I'm taking a gamble even

keeping you onboard. The other acceptable rank is 'prisoner'. In case you hadn't
noticed, there is a war going on. I don't have time for playing fancy games of
precedence."
"Finally you show some teeth. I had worried that you did not have them." He clicks
his heels. "I was known as an 'adept'; my training is practical, rather than formal. My
battlefield function was to identify and deal with biotic opponents. Away from that, I
am probably the best tracker and scout you have - my senses are comparable to the
asari's and superior to yours, and unlike her I know how to use them."
"All right. To start with, you'll be fighting beside Lieutenant Vega when we deploy
for battle, and I shall put your tracking skills to use if we need them. The other duty
that your rank will give you is quite simply this - you get to accompany me to
strategic conferences. Even if you have nothing useful to say, your mere presence is a
political asset that I can't afford to be without."
He strokes his chin. "Explain."
"The Prothean culture is popularly revered as being the origin of civilisation. While
not true, it is what we were raised on. People will find it exceptionally hard to say no
to you."
He nods. "And to you, with me behind you."
"You take my point."
"I concur and agree. With one proviso."
"What's that?"
"That we also get to fight. Yes, once I was a leader. Yes, I expected to come from my
stasis, gather my army and rule the galaxy. But I was chosen because I am a fighter, a
warrior without equal or peer. I will waste and wither if confined to this-" he gestures
to the walls - "cage. Your way of fighting, with ships, with vast distances - it is pretty,
it is comfortable and it will make us soft and weak unless we are very careful. You
get me, Shepard?"
"I get you. I can't promise we'll always be at the sharp end. There are people who can
do that for me who I can't trust to do what I do best. But I can promise you that we'll
see our share of action."
He nods slowly. "It will have to do. Just so as to put your mind at ease, Shepard - I
will stop intimidating, insulting and belittling your crew. But I will not be silent
where I see weakness."
I give him half a smile, mimic his intonation exactly. "It will have to do."

•

Admiral Hackett doesn't look like he's had any sleep at all since we last spoke.
"Shepard. One of my staffers caught that TV show of yours when it
went out earlier today and I gave her permission to play some of it
on fleetwide broadcast. A Reaper being eaten by a thresher maw the
size of a starship?"
"Ah. Yes, sir, that was quite a sight. Wouldn't have believed it myself if I hadn't seen
it with my own eyes."
"The news behind the story looked good, too. While they do have a
hell of a massive fleet staging at Tuchanka for a relief mission to
Palaven, we've been getting a continuous stream of still-functional
units coming to integrate with the Fifth and the refugee effort.
Then this morning I got a call from the Blood Pack - apparently the
turian government hired them to fight for us."
"The way Wrex tells it, he's called up every physically mature male of his species,
krogan not really getting this concept of 'noncombatant' - he's throwing almost
everything he has into breaking the siege of Palaven, but all he told the pirates and
mercenaries was that anyone shooting at the Reapers was now an ally."
"Will it work, Shepard?"
"If it doesn't, sir, nothing will."
"That wasn't a yes, commander."
"It wasn't a no, sir. The Reapers have forced landings on Palaven and seem intent on
turning it into a drawn-out ground war - they seem to be focusing on trying to take
prisoners, although God knows what they're going to do with them. Victus is a hell of
a tactician - if anyone can win that, it's him. And the sooner that battle is won, the
sooner we have forces to point elsewhere."
"What did you buy the krogan with? Are we going to regret it?"
"It's in the report, sir. We dispersed a counter-agent to the krogan genophage into the
atmosphere of Tuchanka about twenty minutes after we took the footage you saw, and
additionally distributed it to every female that they could reach."
He frowns. "How does that help us today? Beyond pissing off the
salarians, which let me tell you, you've achieved like a master."

"It'd take too long to explain, sir - it's all in the report. Long story short? Krogan
psychology. They don't fear death any more. But you're right, getting the krogan
onside has pretty much cut off my information from the salarians - have you got any
information on the other fronts?"
"Nothing from the salarians at all. They've deliberately imposed an
information blackout in their space, and I think they're preparing
to blow up some of their own relays. Apparently it can be done, it's
not impossible, merely implausible. But from the scattered reports
I've had, there's definitely a Reaper salient pointed at Sur'kesh.
It'll just take a while to get there. As for the asari?" He shakes his
head. "I can't tell whether they're sticking their heads in the sand,
refusing to tell me anything, don't know anything or are genuinely
holding the Reapers to a draw. I do know that the entire
Transcendence Fleet has been deployed to blockade the Ilium Relay,
that the Destiny Ascension left Citadel two days ago, and that the
Guardian Fleet has recalled all vessels stationed outside asari
space."
"So that makes the Reapers' initial strike through batarian space and into Sol, then
other salients pointed at Sur'kesh, Palaven and potentially Thessia, making four. How
many Reapers are confirmed dead, sir?"
"Not counting Palaven, where we don't know a thing?" He shakes his head.
"Twenty. I think the total count of Reaper capital ships is
somewhere in the region of thousands, and there are roughly four
destroyers to each big bastard - even though our forces might
approach theirs in sheer mass, it's like gnats fighting an elephant.
But swapping to hit-and-run tactics has pulled our own rate of
losses right down. They know they're in danger in certain
circumstances, like strong gravity wells or point-blank conventional tactics just plain don't work, but we're rolling out
some strategies that do. And something that definitely does work is
confusing the bastards as to who they're fighting." He takes his cap off,
runs his hand through his hair. "The biggest victory we had was at Benning,
where a mixed force of the Turian Eighteenth and a bunch of
irregulars hit an incoming Sovereign-class and its battlegroup. They
used human-style formations, spoofed human signatures, made like
they were half the Third Fleet - the Reapers closed on them, the way
that worked so well at Arcturus, and the turians damn well boarded.
Physically pushed through the Reapers' shields, drilled holes in the

hull with mining equipment, planted thermonuclear charges, split the
bastards right open. They lost a light carrier, six frigates and two
battlecruisers for the destruction of the entire enemy force."
"But it's not sustainable. We have to get lucky to hurt them. So far we've got lucky
twenty times. They have to get unlucky not to hurt us. And they probably outmass us
to start with."
"The best we can achieve with our current numbers is a delaying
action, commander, and they're in no hurry. As to whether we finish
the Crucible before they discover it and destroy it?" He shakes his
head. "We need to slow their progress further. We've made 'gains', by
which I mean we've slowed their advance. But we need to do better.
Or we lose before we win."
Win. Yeah. I don't let my doubts show. He needs something to give his people, some
reason that we're fighting at all. "So we come back to diplomacy. As long as the
Reapers keep behaving like this, we've got to keep punishing them for it. And that
means getting humans to defend Thessia and bringing, say, the Destiny Ascension in
over Arcturus."
"And at the same time, we've got to win every bit of the little
battle that we can. We've been getting reports of human fifthcolumnists cropping up all over the place. Your old friends,
Shepard. Any clues?"
"None, sir. The bits of Cerberus I interacted with were just some slightly-crazy
humans. The one Reaper-influenced group we found were compartmentalised to hell
and treated as a black box from which new intellectual property occasionally fell out.
And I don't have an address for the Illusive Man any more."
"Right, me neither. But it's something to keep an eye out for, get
your contacts fishing. An organisation that big, somebody's going to
hook something."
•

Lessons are cancelled. Everyone to grab the overnight bag they've all had to keep
packed, and assemble in their form room to await evacuation. The war, they're told,
has come to Grissom, and they're getting out while the going's good.
Except that apparently the war wasn't authenticated by a governmental or military
omni-tool, just a decent spoof of one.

So the airlock, unaccountably, it broke down. Nobody's fault as far as they can tell,
just, well, nothing can dock. So now the serious guys in the worrying suits are
trapped in here, too. They're still working on fixing it, only things are kind of
unaccountably glitching at random. And when they brought their own kit in to try and
fix the problem, that started glitching too. And the emergency beacon keeps
reactivating itself for no reason.
Weird.
Without really it being anyone's idea at all, or really anyone so much as saying
something, the twenty young men and women that make up Miss Zero's eleventh and
twelfth grade class all sort of spontaneously developed a new form tutor. Her
classroom was disappointingly dark when they filed in, the big guy in the concealed
armour even unlocking it for them (how did he get a key?) and saying that he'd get
someone to find their teacher for them.
But he didn't leave the door alone, which they thought was a little odd, just stood
outside the door and to the left a bit and radioed it in.
One student's late.
Longish dark hair, absolutely brand new school uniform still with all the creases in it.
She's wearing silvery gloves asari-fashion, and she's even got one of the rarely seen
and really quite horrible school scarves on. Her bag's pretty expensive for a student.
Must have rich parents. She apologises to the nice man and slips in through the door,
even closes it behind her.
The disguise holds up remarkably well - indeed, had none of them ever seen Miss
Zero with her hair down, it might have held a lot longer. She meets the gaze of a girl
who once, greatly daring, had asked her who she really was, and the two of them
slowly share a grin. And the class close omni-tools and books and quietly stand up,
shoulder to shoulder.
Rodriguez has the ramrod-straight posture of a young man who's three months from
admission to West Point. "Reporting for duty, ma'am."
"At ease," she says. It's not an automatic response, but it's what Shepard used to say in
these situations. "Hannah. Everyone here?"
"Yes, miss. All present and accounted for."
"Anyone know what the hell is going on?" Shared glances. Miss Zero never swears.
"I was changing, for some reason." Rodriguez puts his hand up. "Go on."
"We're being kidnapped, miss. Someone managed to glitch out the systems, but
whoever the bad guys are, they're inside the computers."

"And what a good job they're doing. So, what. You guys came here to get ready to
fight our way out?" She can see it in all their eyes. They would, and all. Just need a
leader. Rodriguez looks her in the eye. She puts the idea from her mind. These are
kids.
"Any of you even know how to shoot-" she starts, with the properly discouraging
tone, when the door slides open and she turns and everything just compresses into the
here and the now.
The guy who comes through is done up in full black and yellow battledress, six and a
half feet in his thick, heavy, powered kit. Jack's eyes widen. The eyeslits of his helmet
are vertical, a hard white glow in them. His deep, amplified voice grates like metal on
metal. "You are all unauthorised. This is not-"
Jack steps forward fast, puts a hand on the wrist of his gun hand, already swinging up
- he tries to bring it to bear on her - she builds the warp field smoothly as she lets him
push her to one side, turning with him, linking the resonance from left hip to right hip
node, feels the power roll up her body like hot oil and into the pineal node like
pushing down on the end of a stiff spring. He grabs at her shoulder - tears the cloth of
the over-large school jacket- and she releases the 'spring' quickly, sharply, and there's
a very final crunch and he doesn't even have time to scream.
Shock. A couple of the class put hands over their mouths, horrified. Just about
restrain themselves from making too much noise. Someone sits down, hard, on the
floor.
Jack takes a quick sharp breath, building another pulse, this time in her right hand,
and takes two steps to the door. Spins out and to the left, where the guard was and
still is. Thank fuck the idiot is only just now drawing his handgun. Still without a
barrier - you can spike higher if you're not running a barrier, that's why Samara used
to keep hers as low as possible - she releases the pulse into his chest and he slams
back into the wall hard enough to crack the metal. She retrieves the gun as it falls,
checking the load and the heat sink of the little automatic as she walks back into the
room and closes the door.
The expression of frank admiration on the faces of half her students suddenly disgusts
her. She wipes a spot of blood absently from her cheek with the back of her hand.
"Rodriguez. Karpov. Wei. Baker." Each young man stands tall and straight. "I just
killed two human beings with my bare hands. Before the end of today there will be a
lot more." She gestures shortly to one of their classmates, dead pale, backed against
the wall with his hand over his mouth. "There's your healthy reaction. Mine? Ain't.
You might want to work a little harder on your being-freaked-the-fuck-out." She
swallows. "But right now I need that stone-cold macho resolve you work so hard on.
All four of you are on static-field duty. I need a base of operations, and this room will
do - if the door is open and there isn't somebody actively coming in, I want a barrier

over that door that would stop an elephant."
"Hannah. Wallace. If anyone tries walking through the boys' barrier, push them out.
Simple push-field, like we did with the books at the start of term, nothing fancy." The
two girls nod grimly. "Sidell." The girl with the acne straightens up. "Your implosive
warp fields are the best in the class. When they come knocking - and they will - you
let one off, 'cause I could hear that from right across the station. In midair, well away
from anything, hear? And the rest of you." She shakes her head. "Don't die, and don't
leave this room. I will personally kick the ass of anybody who disobeys a single word
of my instructions. Are we crystal."
•

Grissom hangs in space in orbit around a middle-of-nowhere colony in this back-ofbeyond system. It's deliberately out of the way, deliberately out in the sticks. It's not
just a school for biotics. Other kinds of gifted kids come here, too. This is where
Miranda Lawson would have sent her sister if she weren't worried about privacy. It
was just starting up when I was a kid. Apparently Traynor missed a place at interview.
And for whatever reason, Cerberus have decided that it'd be a damn fine idea to come
and 'rescue' a couple hundred kids from here. Their ship's hovering just off the
airlock, a Yangtze class merchanter that they've refitted as a carrier. Without an escort
to scare us off, it's no match for the SR-2 - except at point-blank, where its unmanned
fighters could do us some serious harm; its hull armour's not far short of our own and
it doesn't need nearly as much in the way of heat sinks, meaning that closing and
slugging it out isn't an option. And of course there are prisoners aboard, so we can't
just smash the thing with our big guns, so it's time to get creative.
The Normandy screams past at high speed, aiming for an interception pass, trying to
take out drones and any breachers they launch without exposing us to too much of the
ersatz carrier's fire. A series of such high-speed passes, assuming our gunnery is good
(and it's superlative), will wipe out much of the carrier's danger to us at moderate
ranges; keep it up and we can probably nickel-and-dime them to death, slowly
building thermal budget until their lower-rated heat sinks are overloaded and ours
aren't, then drop in right next to them and finish it. It's a workable strategy, assuming
they love their prisoners more than their lives and they don't have backup, and that's
too much of an ask for me.
So we drop out of the Normandy in a stealthed Grizzly shuttle on the second pass,
blinding their sensors with laser 'misses' until the Grizzly is safely on approach. The
airlock's broadcasting that it's not working - they're bringing people over from
Grissom to the carrier by shuttle. Again, dilemma time. If we hit the ship, they start
killing people on the station. If we hit the station, they try and run on the ship. But it's
easy enough to drop the team's three biotics onto the outside of the station and then
move the shuttle around for a breach on the carrier.

We make our own door, going into an unoccupied maint tunnel and sealing it after us.
The moment we're onboard, all three of us can feel it. Combat. Biotics. Someone and that deep roaring wellspring of strength can only be Jack - is having a running
battle with something that's probably a combat formation, something without any
biotics of its own but with sufficient artificially generated shields to give her trouble.
Like, I don't know, a tank platoon?
Something goes off to our left as we swing down into one of the station's main
corridors. That warp pulse was carefully detonated in mid-air, and this is so much not
the right time for someone to be practicing. That was a definite, prearranged signal.
There's gunfire from that direction. I hand-sign and we move. Turns out Javik's got an
excellent memory; he's picked up our signs and signals from one readthrough of the
field manual.
Shouts. We have run into the back of a Cerberus formation. The front of it is
exchanging fire with what's got to be a clump of students, holding a classroom door
with the help of a static barrier and some furniture. Biotic students, then. Between
Javik's shield-penetrating laser rifle and my and Liara's practiced cooperation, the bad
guys scarcely knew what hit them.
And then from the other side a feeling as of an express train and a slight figure
wearing the tatters of a school uniform under an instantly recognisable eye-twisting
standing-wave barrier comes down the corridor at a slightly uneven run. The looted
assault rifle looks like a cannon in her arms. My appearance pulls her up short. She
frowns, just as the first shot from the guys chasing her ricochets over my head and
she ducks with a curse.
I hand-signal and Javik and Liara take position; the pursuers are making best time,
and we're not what they're expecting. Javik seems to be just as good hand-to-hand as
he is with that laser of his, combining biotic and martial-arts moves in just the same
fashion as I do. Our adversaries are equipped in stuff I sort-of recognise from that
pointless makework committee they had me sit on back in Vancouver so that
everybody could pretend that I was a productive member of society. All pirated, of
course, but pirate blueprints plus Cerberus manufacturing facilities equals cuttingedge kit.
Doesn't exactly help them, though, not against three veteran biotics up close and
personal. It's not as short as I'd like, and it's a little dirtier than I wanted, but it's never
anything but one-sided.
I'd expected Jack to weigh in with us, but she doesn't - the last of the Cerberus
boarders goes down and Jack is still leaning against the wall breathing heavily. She
scowls at me as I approach. "Shepard? What are you doing here?" Straightens a little
slowly. There isn't supposed to be a hole in her jacket, and the school colours do not
include that dark red. She's left a stain on the wall.

"Right now? Giving first aid."
"So I got shot." She holds up a hand to forestall me and winces. "It's as plugged as it's
going to get. The blood's just for show."
"And I should see the other guy?"
"Guys. Ten of 'em." She raises her voice. "Temba, tell me we got them all?"
The barrier across the doorway and much-abused front wall of Miss Zero's classroom
goes slowly, reluctantly down. A young lady steps out, trailing holographic displays,
keeping her eyes as much as possible away from the wreckage and the bodies.
"There's a group in the hangar, miss, but I think they're trying to get out rather than
in. And the signals from the pirate vessel have cut off entirely." She looks at me, at
Liara, at Javik, at her teacher and the bloodstain ruining the fresh new school
uniform. "Um."
I ignore her, look at Jack. "Hangar. Got it. How many you got here?"
She shakes her head. "Fifty. Not enough. Most of 'em are-" she winces again - "most
of 'em are on the ship already. You bring a ride?"
"The moment our boarding party finishes with the pirate vessel." I gesture towards
the classroom. "Look after them, get them ready to move. I'm not prepared to say that
these guys didn't have backup, and I want to be gone before they arrive."
•

To: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
From: shala_raan@tonbay.pf.qr
Subject: Re: Recent developments
Sent 09/14/86 00:01

Captain Shepard.
Further to your diplomatic request for assistance. The Migrant Fleet
is currently heavily engaged. We have seen the miracles you have
wrought for others, and it is conceivable that you could wreak one
for us. It is not forgotten that you walk your talk, and talk well,
as they say. It is not forgotten that your ship is the finest vessel
of its weight class and role in the galaxy. Please consider this a

formal proposal on behalf of my government for mutual assistance.
I am being oblique because my communications are not proof against
interception at this range.
Shala'Rann vas Tonbay
Admiral, Quarian Patrol Fleet
This email has been scanned for viruses.
•

The SR-2 is full of kids and teachers. We've got them on the crew deck and in the
cargo bays. Edi's politely keeping them out of the upper decks and the engineering
areas, and she's got her mobile platform helping Chakwas out. There are a lot of
injuries among the people we rescued from the Cerberus vessel.
I think I have now heard every single person on the crew say that they hate this war,
including Edi. So I'll say it again, for luck.
Jack came through surgery OK; she's back on her feet already, wearing a spare
Alliance uniform, running a mass-reduce field to take the pressure off the injury a bit.
She's down in cargo alpha, teaching, and they've got an audience of nearly half the
other students - while the subject matter isn't the most interesting for a non-specialist,
it's probably the most interesting thing going on aboard. She ignores me and the
audience are engrossed - she's demonstrating how to hold a stable field while
simultaneously generating a chaotic one. I watch for a few minutes.
"...Okay, and that's approaching a wrap for today's lesson. Yes, I know, Mr. Hunt is
still in recovery, so you don't have a class to go to next, but if you keep practicing
warp fields like that your blood sugar will crash and the doctor will come to me
asking why." Her gaze flicks to me for a moment but she doesn't meet my eyes. "And
uh." She clears her throat. "What I just taught you is the missing link that lets you
hold up a barrier under incoming fire while replying with something that might be
more use than a push-field. The biotic amp's not a muscle, but it might as well be: it
trains like one. Today was hard on you. Might be that tomorrow will be harder. Every
day you can't be doing real work, you train. I forgot that, and I got sloppy, and if
Shepard didn't have such a good doctor then I'd be dead right now." Those words
drop into a gulf of silence and every one of her students gets that reality check in the
face as she'd intended. "Yes, Hannah."
The girl's voice is a little unsteady. "So, Miss Zero, um, that is to say, what happens
next?"
She looks her student in the eye. "We're headed for Citadel Station. The Alliance has

refugee stations there - I know it's not ideal, but it's a fallback. Those of you with
family on the Citadel, we'll try and get you met up. Those without?" She blinks. "I'm
about to go and have a word with Commander Shepard about that. I kind of suspect
that he's got something lined up for you. Shepard always has a plan."
"And you, miss? Are you coming with us?"
She nods. "Afraid you can't get rid of me that easy. Now excuse me, because I really
do need to go talk to the boss."
She gives me an after-you gesture and we take the lift up to my office. She collapses
gratefully into a chair, with a side-order of wince. "So."
"So."
"You aren't abandoning them. Those are the hundred smartest young people in the
Alliance. Not to mention my twenty biotics." She flicks her hair irritably out of her
eyes. "You've gotta have somewhere for them."
"I do. I have somewhere for you, too."
She shakes her head firmly. "I'm a schoolteacher, Shepard."
"Jack, you're a military asset. Like me. Like the Normandy. Counting the Spectres
and N7s I'm still in contact with, I have maybe twenty people good enough to
spearhead commando teams. You're too good to waste on my team - we aren't doing
the really bad shit, we're focusing on-"
"Shepard."
"Focusing on the politics, while people like Anais and Pirril pick up the sharp end.
You'll have a day to recuperate on the Citadel, then-"
"Shepard."
"Then you'll be shipping out with Spectre Anais: her vanguard lost a leg in an
evacuation job that went south on-"
The biotic pulse has nothing but a flash and a bang to it, but it goes off about an inch
from my nose. Jack smiles sweetly up at me. "I'm sorry, Shepard, did I break your
concentration? Out of all the men out of all the planets I've ever met who didn't know
the meaning of the word 'no', you are probably the most unlikely."
"You're going to have to run that one past me again, Jack."
"In small words? Negative, no-copy, goose-egg, uh-uh, that's a no. I have a place in
this galaxy, Shepard, and 'military asset' ain't it. Not any more. Where were you

sending my class?"
Sigh. "The Alliance, what's left of it, we're building something called the Crucible.
It's a giant ancient Prothean design for a gun that can kill Reapers or something. Liara
has the details. And I've looked over the list of things they need and one of them is
smart, educated people who can type fast and spell well, and one of them is asari
maidens. I asked why asari, and was told that right now they've got Matriarch
Daviniya operating her own lab equipment because none of the human scientists can
sense a gravitic field and the gradiometer they've got isn't sensitive enough. I figure
that your class is pretty exactly what she needs."
She arches an eyebrow, flicks hair out of her eyes again. "Sounds like you don't
believe in this thing, Shepard. That you're sending them to do make-work."
I pinch the bridge of my nose. "Liara believes this is the magic bullet, the answer, the
one true solution. Admiral Hackett believes her. I don't believe in superguns; I believe
in skin, in skill, in boots on the ground and tonnage in space. But the only other thing
your class could sensibly do is join up - we've got way more places for biotics on
teams than we have biotics to fill them, and people their age join up every day." I
look her in the eye. "But if I asked you to send those young men and women to war,
Jack, quite apart from the fact that I think I might have a mutiny on my hands, I don't
think I could look myself in the eye of a morning. And that's how it is."
"Uh-huh." She looks out into space, at nothing. "Rodriguez, Hannah, Wallace and
probably Wei have the right stuff. They could have made the grade. Sidell has the
skills, but she's scared shitless of the idea. The rest of them, no way. But useful work,
for the war effort? Something that clearly uses their abilities? Sure, they'll bite. And
what I'll do is, I'll run an intensive course for those four young people and any other
biotics in the Crucible project who want to let off steam with some martial arts. It
might never be useful, but as you say, only you can prevent forest fires. I'll tell the
other teachers like it's a done deal and you just told me to pass it on. Do we have to
find our own ship?"
"Jack, you'll be wasted there. There's not exactly much call for-"
She stands up fast. Just about comes up to my chin. Suddenly she's shaking. "John. I
never asked you anything after Pragia. You and me, I guess we're even. You blew the
place up for me, you stopped me coming back there at night. You showed me the
ladder out of hell. Even if you never did pay me the other million credits you
promised." She swallows. "But the whole fuckin' human species owes me one. You
said it yourself. W-well, I'm callin' it in. I bled for you, I... hurt for you, I lost
everythin' I ever might've been and all I ever got was a half million credits and a
teaching job. So it's like this, right? I go where I want now. And I'm sticking with
those kids. I don't have much. But neither do they. You get it?"
"I get it." I take a step back from her. She hasn't built up any charge, hasn't raised a

barrier, isn't threatening me or anything. She's just standing there, and her hands are
shaking. "The Chesapeake is heading out to the location, she'll be your transport. And
there's one condition on this, Jack."
"Yeah? What sort of condition."
I swallow. "I hope to God it never comes to this. But there might come a day when
there was nowhere else I could turn. I might have to come to you and ask you to
come with me. To - go down fighting."
She looks down. A muscle works in her jaw. Her voice is nearly a whisper. "You don't
think we're going to win this, do you."
"I suppose that answer counts as a yes."
"...fuck." She takes a deep breath. "I'll let myself out, Shepard. Before someone starts
getting emotional."
•

Traynor clears her throat. "Um, Shepard, I've got a call incoming from the Salarian
Councillor. I'm, um, not sure I'm even cleared to know that this level of security
classification exists."
"I don't expect this will be very polite." I shut the connecting door between the
holocommunicator and the war room and engage privacy. "Put him through."
The image that swims into life is pin-sharp, the colour fidelity strikingly good. The
Salarian embassy on the Citadel has the best infrastructure money can buy - after all,
they invented most of it. Councillor Valern's lipless mouth smiles humourlessly.
"Shepard. Confirm security."
I look around and there's a polite little chime from Edi. "Confirmed."
"I'll want deletion records of the local copy of this communication. To business. Does
the name Northwestern Frontiers, Incorporated ring any bells?"
Well, that was unexpected. "Uh. Name sounds like a human corporation. Haven't
heard of it, so, a minor one."
"Then you are too trusting, Spectre. Holdings company based off of Earth. Makes
nothing. Owns - on average - nothing. Turnover in the hundreds of megacredits.
Profit exactly zero. Not a tax dodge that we can see, which makes it unusual for
companies that make no profit - most of them are at it on a waste-not-want-not
policy, but this one just appears to be a front for moving money. Major shareholders
are other companies; I won't bore you with the details. The upshot - the sole and
complete shareholder is Councillor Donnell Udina." He looks at me over spectacles

he isn't wearing. "Do I have your attention yet, Spectre? STG had it on file for years,
potential dirt. Flagged it up for me this week. Someone just moved a truly gigantic
amount of money via microtransactions, financial instruments and small, fast
transfers. No idea where it's going, but it isn't good. Further suspicions are being
raised. Too short a timescale to be a coincidence. Don't want to raise this in Council
and make it official. Can you find an excuse to return to the Citadel in person,
Shepard? I have places I would like you to stick your pointed human nose. Copy?"
"Copy. I'm currently three hours out from Widow Relay, carrying refugees. Can't
Bailey on C-Sec handle this? It sounds like a Citadel matter." There's what both sides
politely refer to as a mutual-assistance treaty between the Spectres and Citadel
Security - we hand as much Citadel-centric business as possible off to them and they
back us to the hilt when we do need to hunt on their turf, or to put it another way we
have as little to do with one another as we physically can. They think we're cowboys
and we think they're corrupt incompetents, and neither side is quite wrong.
Valern frowns. "How much do you trust Commander Bailey, Shepard? He's a closed
book to me."
"I trust him to do the right thing rather than follow the rules. He's put his own ass on
the line for me on a couple of occasions when he didn't have to - his politics and base
assumptions trend towards humanity-first, but that means he's more rather than less
likely to investigate allegations of corruption in a human leader. One of the
commendations on his record is in my handwriting."
"I will take this up with him, then. I take it you tend to have business with him
immediately upon arrival." That wasn't a question.
"Understood, Councillor."
"Oh, and Commander. Concerning Dalatrass Linron."
Here it comes. "Yes, sir?"
His expression remains studiedly neutral. "While I am afraid that her decision stands
- know that an image macro upon the subject of your unsolicited email to her office
was recently released anonymously across the Bau family imageboards, and is
currently in the process of going viral. I know that you Spectres stick together, but
this is ludicrous."
"For the record, councillor - while I am coordinating with Spectre Jondum Bau on
anti-Reaper intelligence and research, I have never communicated with him officially or unofficially - directly about human-salarian relations."
"Of course not, Commander Shepard. What a strange thing to think you or anyone
else would do." There is an undercurrent of amusement to his voice. "Meanwhile,

neither I nor any of my staff have accessed the Bau family imageboards personally,
and the image has certainly not made the rounds of the Salarian embassy at the
Citadel. It is too vulgar. Good day, Commander Shepard, and please have your
operator send me those deletion records."
•

The relay catches us a light-minute out from the Citadel's orbit around the lonely red
dwarf star that asari explorers of old named 'the Widow'. Joker calls me to the bridge.
"Something's squirrelly, commander. I've given my passcodes to the Third Legion
just fine, but Citadel tower should have hailed us by now and hasn't."
"Traynor tried them on the QEC?"
"It was the first thing that I recommended, Shepard." Edi's mobile platform is sitting
in the copilot's seat. She's taken to spending a lot of time around Joker - ostensibly
because acting as a mobility-assistance mech for him gives her something to do with
it rather than 'sitting around wisecracking and making coffee'. Possibly also because
she was getting bored. "A complete absence of any dice whatever. None of the
embassies are picking up, although she was able to raise Third Legion command
without issue."
"Okay. Bring us in on a standard approach path as if nothing was wrong; keep trying
to raise them. It could be a malfunction." Shipboard comm. "All hands, this is
Shepard. Battle stations; yellow alert."
"Yeah, your mom could be a malfunction." Joker punches in the course with firm,
practiced ease. "Edi doesn't make mistakes."
"He meant on their end, Jeff."
"A malfunction that big, we'll see it - any - second." He drops the Normandy out of
FTL at exactly the minimum distance from the vast, elegant ovoid that is Citadel
Station. "Edi, go-"
"-Active. Ping." She makes an elegant, frivolous, fluttering gesture that's
supposed to represent her active sensors in operation. Stops, bites her lip, looks at me.
"Permission, commander."
This is what we agreed after last time. In situations where she wishes to show
initiative and doesn't have time to explain herself, she asks me for permission without
telling me what she's going to do and then explains the moment there is time. "Do it."
The ship leaps what-feels-like-sideways and the stealth system engages; a halo of

new holographic display windows open around the pilot's station. Belatedly, the
alarm sounds for red alert. Joker's eyes narrow. "Commander, we just found out why
the control tower isn't responding." He magnifies one of the new windows with curt
gestures. It shows a magnified image of the tower. It's absolutely not supposed to
have a plain grey civilian vehicle - a delivery van - parked on top of it. And the tower
window absolutely isn't supposed to be opaquely and unevenly red.
"Get me a sit-rep the moment you have one. Once we're away, provide intel to Third
Legion forces and assist C-Sec at your discretion. Remember that we're carrying
refugees and there are reinforcements right there; pull back rather than take licks." I
bolt for the armory, pulling up a microphone for the PA once more.
"All hands, this is the captain speaking. Armed conflict on the Citadel, parameters
still evolving." I just about catch Traynor's horrified face as I go past and hit the lift;
the door closes and the floor drops away. Edi's not messing about. "Shore party to the
hangar for a boarding action." The lift door opens and I'm no sooner out than it's gone
to get another load.
I'm strapping my armour on as Edi fills us in. Vega's doing the same by my side.
Garrus practically lives in his heavy, powered suit; Javik does live in his lighter,
whisper-quiet gear; Liara doesn't wear the stuff. Apparently there's some sort of
armed insurgency going on. Communications are in complete chaos. Traffic control
has been locked down; the automated vehicles upon which ninety-nine per cent of the
population of the Citadel rely are nonfunctional. And C-Sec channels are offline. I
pick up the shotgun Wrex formally presented me with after the Tuchanka action - a
real wristbreaker, impossible for a human to handle without a powered suit - and
check the row of heat sinks stacked inside the pump-action weapon's body before
slinging it on my back.
•

Traynor's voice sounds clearly in my earpiece. "Shepard, someone called 'Thane
Krios' for you. He says you'll know him."
Of course. Thane, my old squadmate, is on the Citadel. Semi-hospitalised last I heard,
complaining good-naturedly about no longer being able to run more than three or so
miles without having to stop to get his breath back. "Put him through."
Thane's voice rasps over my earpiece. Not his medical condition: his species all
sound like this. "John Shepard. Your timing is nearly as good as mine
used to be."
"Who is it and what are they after, Thane? We're way short on intel."
"Humans, although they have some kind of implants to improve their

resilience on a tactical timescale. Expensive unpainted cutting-edge
armour, no insignia, face-concealing helmets. My guess is our former
employers, Shepard. They bypassed the hospital, so I figure they
aren't after your friend Ashley. She hauled herself off her bed and
hightailed it up to the Tower: the Council were in session and she's
gone to safeguard them. I am on the Presidium. Transport's locked
down. A big firefight here, Shepard: I'm guessing this is a
distraction."
"Roger that. Make your way to the big C-Sec precinct. Rendezvous in Bailey's
office."
He's smart enough not to ask me why. "Race you, Shepard. Thane out."
•

The precinct's landing pad is, in the laconic words of Cortez, 'a bit warm'. We deploy
under Liara's barrier, take the attacking insurgent squad in the side. The C-Sec
defenders are perfectly competent, but the difference between competent and
overwhelming is the reason this uniform says N-7 on it. We knock the bad guys down
without really breaking stride - enhanced they may be, but we've fought the Reapers
and these guys are a pushover by comparison.
Liara kneels by one of them, pulls open a helmet. The staring eyes glow a fitful,
electric blue. "Look at this, Shepard. Did you not say your eyes looked a little like
this shortly after your reanimation?"
"A little less extreme, but you're not wrong. Nanotech?" She nods. "Okay. If this is
Cerberus, they'll have a leader. Someone with all the overpriced kit the Illusive Man
can convince them they need, someone on a specific mission. Thane's right - the rest
will be a diversion."
Liara looks thoughtful. "They're not after intel: there's nothing here they aren't spying
on that they could get with insurgency. It's not a terror raid, or they would have
turned weapons on the civilian population and blown up infrastructure, and I have
seen evidence of neither. They are hitting C-Sec precincts, but they must do that as a
priority or the defence force will get organised. It has to be something quick, because
the Third Legion are maybe twenty minutes out." She looks up at me suddenly. "They
are trying to assassinate the Council and put the Citadel under martial law."
Garrus calls me over; he and Vega are crouched by a couple of the injured defenders.
"Shepard! It's Commander Bailey."
Bailey, out of armour, has been shot. He's holding a medi-gel pack against his side
and trying to wave off helping hands. "No time for pleasantries. We got sleepers,

Shepard. Inside job. My own lieutenant shot me in the back. Left something in my
office. Insurgents locked inside, tearing the place up, code six six six four four two.
Go fetch it for me, wouldja?"
"Anything for an old friend." I call out to the C-Sec team. "Listen up. This is
Commander Shepard. My team and I are going in to clear the precinct of hostiles.
The cavalry is on the way. Hold here and wait for my call or Third Legion relief." I
draw my shotgun, hammer the code into the precinct's reinforced front door and the
light turns green, meet Garrus' gaze and silently count down.
•

Bailey's office is quiet. Overturned furniture. There's a dead salarian under the desk.
Black uniform, high-tech pistol attached to the holster with an elastic lanyard. STG
bodyguard. Dammit. Well, at least it's not Councillor Valern.
"We are not alone here, Shepard." Javik doesn't bother keeping his voice low. "Active
camouflage. I smell... one living salarian, one human, one... other."
I raise my voice slightly. "Bailey said he left something in here for me."
A small noise from the main office. Something bumped against an office chair. Javik
turns and is halfway across the room before I even register the noise; I silently signal
Vega and Liara to help him check it out while Garrus and I move to search the rest of
theA noise from above. Something in the ventilation ducts.
The air vents are tiny, just big enough to fit your hand through, but the ducts
themselves are large. That vent there has been broken Something drops through. I register the small black object just in time - "Flashbang!"
With a simple biotic slap I throw the little grenade away from us as hard as I can.
Javik throws himself flat - I don't think it's a term he's met. A shimmer in the air next
to that moving office chair: a stealth field starting to deactivate. Vega swings his
shotgun to cover it.
The flashbang explodes in the corner of the room. Even prepared, even helmeted, my
eyes smart and my ears ring. A grey, man-sized blur tears a hole in the ceiling and
drops into the room just as the suspicious stealth field finishes cycling, Councillor
Valern wiping into visibility. I gather a biotic pulse to throw at the blur, knowing
Liara will be doing the same, but I'm not going to be fast enough. Vega's not going to
take a wild snapshot with the Councillor in the firing line. Javik's still recovering, his
finely tuned senses completely dazzled by that blast. The burst from Garrus' heavy
gun goes wide. The blur lands, rolls, uncurls into a dark-clad man and strikes
scorpion-fast for the councillor's throat-

And the violet flash of a biotic-enhanced punch knocks him to one side like a rag doll
as Thane comes to the Councillor's defence, appearing out of nowhere. The assassin
backflips to his feet in time to throw a frantic barrier in the way of my attack,
continues his momentum backwards onto the wall, twists around a shot from Javik's
rifle that punches a three-inch hole in the wall behind him and leaps over a blast from
Liara that turns the desk the other side of him into a sparking heap of scrap and
twisted metal. He pulls a sword - a genuine, low-tech, old-fashioned sword - as he
rolls to his feet and goes straight for Thane.
Who shoots him in the chest at a range of six feet. I mean, seriously. I'm not exactly
the first person to complain about bringing a knife to a gunfight, but charging a guy
with a high-powered handgun when someone just pulled your barriers down is going
to end with your internal organs decorating the scenery.
Thane fires twice more when the guy doesn't drop. One in the throat, one in the heart.
Blood mists. That's a Paladin pistol he's using - those things shoot through walls. I'd
fire that oversized gun in a two-handed brace.
But for all Thane's skill, he's used to fighting people who at least slow down when
you shoot them through the heart. And the Paladin's disadvantage is that it doesn't
transfer much momentum - it's designed to punch right through an armoured target,
not stop a charging opponent. The Cerberus assassin carries straight on, piling biotic
force into an underarm stab that goes straight through Thane's barrier. Thane gets his
wrist in the way, deflects the blade to the side - it sinks deep into the right side of his
chest.
Valern backs away from the fight, nearly falling over a chair, trying to get his stealth
field to re-engage. I share a glance with Liara and we combine our forces - Garrus
keeps the assassin in his sights, waiting for a clear shot that won't get Thane - Vega
and Javik puts their armoured bulk between Valern and the assassin.
The assassin pulls his blade out of Thane, pushes him backwards hard. He sees what
we're doing, recognises it for what it is, turns and runs for his life. Biotics might be
slower than a gun, but a gun big enough to put this much of a hole in something isn't
man-portable. He's got enough power left in his amp that when Liara and I release the
blast, all it does is lend him momentum - he wraps himself in a mass-reduction field
and the blast knocks him down and away like a skittle.
And predictably, I go for Thane rather than the bad guy.
•

"You've got to stop him. He's going to kill us all!" Valern is agitated, pacing back and
forth, practically hopping.
"If the implants he's got are anything like mine-" I run my omni-tool over the medi-

gel plug in Thane's wound. He's lost a lot of blood, and I don't like the sound of his
breathing, but he ought to live.
"Not the assassin, idiot. Udina!" Well, that gets my attention. "What I couldn't say
over an open channel to a Cerberus-built vessel, was that the major beneficiaries of
Udina's money transfers are eventually operated by people working for the man we
think is the head of Cerberus. The human councillor is behind this coup attempt!"
"Why tell me? I could be in on it."
"Even if we don't always do as you ask, Commander, don't mistake that for distrust.
And you did just save my life.
"Okay. Where is Udina now?"
Valern checks his omni-tool. "Presidium Tower, level eighty-seven. Heading for a
landing pad at a run. The rest of the Council is with him." He sniffs. "That level isn't
secure, Shepard. I'd appreciate it if you hurried."
Javik's wedge-shaped, four-eyed head is good at frowning. "You have tracking
devices on you? How many other people can see that?"
The salarian regards him owlishly. "It's a hack on the internal sensors. Access is genekeyed. Anyone who is or has a living Councillor who hasn't input their emergency
code, the head of my personal guard - who's dead - and nobody else."
A snort. "Nevertheless. Shepard, is this man important?"
"I'm the salarian councilmember, you ignorant-"
Javik bares fangs. "I was talking to Shepard."
"Yes, Javik, he's a government figure."
"Then we guard him, and we move him. This is far too obvious a place for you,
councilmember. And get that stealth generator of yours back active. We did not save
you to have you die of stupidity."
I leave the Prothean to it. "Liara, see to Thane. Vega, ride herd on Javik. Garrus, with
me. We're going after Udina."
•

We take a police car. Head off towards the Tower, taking an irregular course. I'm not
the calibre of pilot that Wrex is, let alone Joker, but I know how to fly an evasive
pattern. I duck under a bridge between two skyscrapers.

There's a heavy thunk and I look upwards. That assassin again. He's actually standing
on my roof with a sword. I can see the bullet holes. I can see the biotic field he's
using to hold himself on - we're outside the Citadel's pseudogravity field here, outside
of the atmospheric envelope. He grins at me like some kind of cartoon villain.
"Garrus, take the wheel." I draw my pistol like I'm going to take a couple of shots and
Garrus calls up his own set of controls.
The assassin is as dumb as he is fast. He raises a commendably solid barrier with an
overly extravagant gesture - probably bulletproof, definitely proof against this
sidearm. So it's my absolute and complete pleasure to punt the idiot off the top of my
vehicle with a biotic blast. (The canopy shatters. The air escapes from the car. This is
why you wear your helmet in combat situations.) I'm only sorry that we're over water,
so I can't confirm the landing. But it is a long way down, and he is moving very fast
relative to that stupid lake.
•

We drop down onto the level 87 landing pad beside a burnt-out shuttle just as the
door opens at the far end. A small knot of figures burst through - the asari and turian
councillors followed by Udina, and the last one through is none other than Ashley
Williams looking out-of-place in civilian clothing. As the door slams shut she puts a
round from her looted assault rifle through the control panel.
And all of them freeze as Garrus and I get out of the battered police car. Ash recovers
first, steps protectively forwards in front of the Council. "Shepard." There is pure ice
in her voice.
I take another step forward. Garrus is following my lead. "Ash. Councillors. You're in
danger and we're exposed. I'm evacuating you to the Normandy." I trigger my homing
beacon. Pickup should be incoming.
She has that implacable, assertive tone down just perfectly. "Stand. Down." And
damn her, she levels her gun.
"It's just like I told you. Once a bigot, always a bigot. He's working with Cerberus!"
Udina has pulled up a backup control panel; he's navigating an orange forest of
menus to get to the emergency override on the door Ash just shot. "I can see a shuttle
coming. We need to get back inside!"
The asari councillor speaks. "Shepard, we are all on edge here and your heavily
armed appearance is not helping. But I agree with you that mistrust of you in the past
has never brought us anything but ill."
I lower the pistol that I had only barely registered drawing. It's not the Councillors
that I need to persuade. "Ash, you know me. If I wanted Cerberus to win, why did I

stop them on Mars? Why the hell did I bring you back to the Citadel? I've had twenty
chances to bring everything down without trying something crude and stupid like
abducting the Council in broad daylight."
She doesn't move. "I know John Shepard. The thing in front of me just looks like
him."
"You've read the reports on me. You know that-"
"I know that you were keeping house with a leading light in AI research at the time
they were written. You would have known exactly how to-"
"Goddammit, chief. It's still me. For once in your life will you just trust me?"
Udina is almost done. Matriarch Tevos lays a hand gently on his arm. "Donnell, I
really do suggest that you consider-"
He shoves her away from him violently. Surprised, she falls over. Hard. Ashley turns
at the sound; Udina slams his hand down on the console, which beeps; the LED on
the door changes to orange and the lock goes with aclunk. Someone starts
immediately to pull the door open and Garrus shouts a warning as Tevos raises her
own barrier.
I've had enough of this shit. "Udina. You're coming with us. Now."
He turns from the console, sees my pistol pointed straight at him, sees the incoming
Normandy looming vast and silent behind us and panics. His right hand moves and
he's holding something. Ash sees it clearly. Training takes over. "Gun!"
•

"So, let me get this straight." Diane leans back in her new chair, taps a stylus against
the edge of her tablet. "You shot the Councillor."
I nod. "That's right, yes."
"In the head."
"In the chest, actually."
"But he's dead."
"I got medi-gel onto it in less than ten seconds, but Chakwas says it doesn't look
good. A snap shot doesn't give much room for subtlety."
"So he'd have shot you if you hadn't?"

"He'd have shot someone. Right up until he drew a weapon, he was a noncombatant
and I'd have arrested him. When he pulled that gun out, he became a threat."
"Commander, I've heard stories of you taking on whole squads of heavily-armed
soldiers without even a wobble in your barriers. Why was it that Udina was a threat to
you?"
I raise an eyebrow at that. "Is this on the record? Because it's starting to sound like an
interview."
"No, commander. I'm on your side, remember?" She spreads her hands. "I'm just
trying to work out an angle on this. Were there any witnesses?"
"Lieutenant-Commander Williams. The asari and turian councillors."
"Do you have a gun-camera?"
I shake my head. "I'm special forces. The only reason I remember what I've done is
that nobody's found a reliable way of making me forget it."
"If you don't mind, I'll stop talking around it. Why did you shoot the Councillor?"
"What sort of answer do you want?"
She's not wrongfooted. "A true one, commander."
"All right. The plain and simple fact is that I shot the Councillor because he drew a
gun. I could see it in his eyes - his plan had failed. He wasn't going to take a hostage.
He was going to shoot someone. And yes - that gun couldn't have hurt me in the least,
and Tevos did have a functioning barrier, but there were three unarmoured friendlies
he could have fired at instead of me or Garrus."
"So, what, 'gallant Spectre defends Council'?"
"Something like that, Ms. Allers." I grin. "But I think I've just had a better idea."
•

The lights shine brightly as Khalisah al-Julani speaks to camera against a background
of shattered Presidium storefronts and a dead Cerberus mech. She's refused to let
anyone do her hair. The cut on her left cheek couldn't look more authentic if it had
been applied by a makeup artist rather than flying glass. "Meanwhile, dramatic scenes
in the Presidium Tower. While C-Sec battled insurgent forces and ambushes at
precincts across the Citadel, Chief Warrant Officer Ashley Williams, Humanity's
newest candidate for the prestigious rank of Council Spectre, dragged herself off of a
hospital bed to run to the defence of the Council. After a daring rescue from a
potential hostage situation in the Council Chamber itself, Williams led the turian,

asari and human Councilmembers to a secure rendezvous with Commander Shepard
and the Normandy."
The broadcast cuts to the very slightly shaky footage of a camera drone. In the
bottom right of the screen, green text proclaims 'BATTLESPACE, GALACTIC
NEWS NETWORK'. Diane has her serious face on as she steps neatly around the
smouldering wreckage on the level 87 landing pad. "Donnell Udina could see his
plans unravelling before his eyes. Having been rescued from his conveniently
arranged 'hostage situation' by none other than the woman he recently proposed as a
Spectre candidate, he'd had no choice but to go along, broadcasting his location to try
and ensure that her rescue attempt would fail. But he had made the mistake of
underestimating the Spectres: his part in the planned insurgency had been discovered
mere hours previously by Commander Shepard himself. As Chief Williams allowed
herself to be driven back towards this landing pad, Shepard and his team made their
way up the outside in this low-profile police vehicle. So when Udina made his way
out onto the pad, knowing that the shuttle kept here had already been destroyed by his
forces, he was shocked to discover a Spectre team already prepared to arrest him and
rescue the rest of the Council."
Diane looks straight at the camera. "Councilmember Udina was injured while
resisting arrest and is undergoing emergency surgery at an undisclosed medical
facility. When approached for comment, Chief Williams had this to say."
Cut to Ashley, civilian clothes, military bearing. She hasn't even washed her face.
""Last week, Councilmember Udina proposed me for Spectre status. Yesterday, in
Council, that proposal was ratified." Her eyes narrow. "But today, the Spectres
uncovered information that Councilmember Udina has been working with the
terrorist organisation known as Cerberus. And today - I accept the Council's offer.
Humanity will not allow - I will not allow - Cerberus' own flavour of barbarism to be
perpetrated in our name or in anyone else's. Today at fourteen-twenty hours, I
arrested Donnell Udina and placed him in custody. We believe that he was behind
today's barbaric attack upon the very heart of our civilisation, aiming to destabilise
galactic government in a despicable attempt to take advantage of the current crisis.
But Humanity's defenders stand ready and willing to police our own. If he survives
his injuries, Mr. Udina will face justice-"
I pause the recording, turn to Ms. Allers. "Don't you think we're laying it on a bit
thick here?"
She shakes her head. "Maybe for a human audience, but this isn't really about talking
to humanity. This is pretty much a direct cast to the asari. It might be a cliche,
commander, but they really do work a great deal more on a personal and unofficial
level. When you live a thousand years, you tend to work a bit more on getting to
know people. And - do you know what an asari justicar is, commander?"
"I had the honour of working alongside Justicar Samara a couple of years ago. I took

the opportunity to learn a little about them."
"Then you know that they're going to see Williams and think 'justicar'. Putting the
spotlight on her was a masterstroke - for all their multiculturalism, it's a truism that
female heroes play better with asari audiences. The maidens are going to look into
those eyes and see in her what they want to be. And instead of the story being
'anarchy strikes young, unstable human race' it will be 'heroic maiden stands up to do
battle with evil'. That's good, because every story that we have to turn into 'Shepard
saves the day again' dilutes your peronal brand."
I nod. "So why all the dirt? This is news, not reality television."
"The human audiences will just think that the show's a bit unprofessional. But the
asari? Asari are very good at seeing through species divides - they'll do it
subconsciously if you give them a chance. So for Khalisah it was 'Goddess, she hasn't
even gone to get medical treatment'. For Ashley it was 'Poor girl, they didn't even let
her get changed'. For me?" She winces. "It was 'What is she wearing?' The trick is
older than humanity's presence on the galactic stage, commander. The salarians
invented it, I believe, but I learned it from a volus."
"You're shitting me."
"Would I do that, commander? No, seriously. The volus broadcaster I got it off would
always make sure to be wearing a different pressure-suit each time. Her people
thought she was eccentric. Nobody else noticed - but then asari maidens started
sending her fan mail, telling her how she'd given them the courage to be seen making
daring fashion statements. I seem to recall she has her own line of designer spacewear
these days."
•

Ashley collars me at the dock, just outside the Normandy's lock. "Getting ready to
skip town, sir?"
"You don't have to call me that any more, Ash. I don't really outrank you any more."
"Whatever you say, sir. So, uh." She runs her hand through her hair. It's a bit of a
mess. "Who's your XO?"
"Garrus. And before you ask, I've already got a Marine officer on board. Joker's my
pilot and the AI means we run very light on crew. You're as transparent as ever,
Williams."
Challenging gaze. She's come a long way from the woman I rescued half a decade
ago on Eden Prime. "So you're saying you don't need me, that it?"
"I'm saying that two Spectres on a ship is one too many. It's not right, me giving you

orders. If you're short on things to do, Ash, I've got a crapload crossing my desk. Or
is it transport you need?"
She shrugs helplessly. "I can have my pick of the Turian Third's scout frigates, or I
can ask the Council to source me a ship specifically and the chances are it'll be a
salarian stealther. What I want is an Alliance ship, but there aren't enough frigates to
go around, and who heard of a warrant officer in charge of a light cruiser?"
"Huh." A sudden brainwave. "What about a Cerberus vessel?"
"Sorry, what?"
I sort through my emails quickly, pull one out and 'throw' her a copy. "I got this
message from Jacob Tayler via unofficial channels. He was my second officer on the
SR-2 under Cerberus, and he's a damn fine soldier. Currently he's executive officer of
a 'research vessel' owned by Saharta Industrial, a Cerberus front company something spooked the crap out of him just very recently. He's looking to defect and
he wants to take as much stuff with him as he can. They're dropping into Omega
Station for resupply the day after tomorrow; you and your team shouldn't have much
trouble getting aboard."
"My team?"
"We've had a metric ton of volunteers. Ends of turian units, independent mercenary
groups, lost quarian pilgrims, krogan who don't like the Urdnots, and some crazy
things like the hanar government's entire roll of assassins. Even with Edi sorting
through and routing the underqualified to more appropriate places, we've got enough
people to man the Normandy three times over. I can happily give you a couple of
dozen dossiers just of people you could interview this afternoon." I twist the knife.
"Or I could pass this job to the STG, or ask another Spectre to take it on."
She purses her lips. "Well, I guess I did declare personal war on Cerberus on galactic
television."
"That you did, chief."
"All right, skipper. I'll save the olive branch for sometime we aren't being invaded.
Just - look, I was gonna work up to saying this, but I don't have the time. I accept that
it's really you in there. All right?"
I look her in the eye and nod. "Don't get me wrong, Ashley, I appreciate what you're
doing. But you'd be underutilised on my ship and bored to tears - just ask Vega, if you
can catch him between poker games - and you can do everyone a hell of a lot more
good by getting out there and kicking terrorist butt. Maximise our assets."
"I hear you. One condition on this, skipper."

"Go for it."
"When this is all over, we get what's left of the old crew around a table and we swap
all the stories. Except that by 'table' I mean 'bar' and by 'stories' I mean 'I will drink
you all under the table'. And by 'swap' I mean that the last one standing drinks for
free."
"Ash - Tali's suit is quite capable of standing up and carrying on a meaningful
conversation regardless of the state of the good lady inside. Liara comes from a race
who think that thirty-six hours is a bit short for a drinking bender. Garrus is twice
your mass. Wrex is a freaking krogan. And with my cybernetics I'm not even sure
there exists enough alcohol to get me drunk."
"They do say that pride goeth before a fall, Shepard."
"So doth challenging a cyborg to a drinking contest."
"Big words. Make sure you live to eat them."
"Hey, I'd come back from the dead for the chance to see you outdrink Wrex."
"You did that once already, remember? Once was quite enough." Her eyes are a little
too bright.
"...Ash?"
"Don't you dare make me express emotion, skipper. I've got a reputation to maintain
here."
I nod brusquely. "Stay safe, Williams."
"No chance of that, skipper." She just about keeps her voice level. Salutes rather than
say anything else. And flees.
•

My comm rings. Normandy sickbay. I put down the prototype I've been examining
and shoot the tech an apologetic look; he indicates a meeting room I can use for
privacy. "Shepard, go."
"Shepard, Chakwas here. You wanted news on Thane?"
"Update me."
"You better not have known how advanced his condition was when you
asked him to step into the firing line for you, commander."

"I know he was complaining about only being able to bench eighty kilos after a threemile run."
"He ought to be in a box already. Never seen a fitter man, but his
medical notes gave him six months a year and a half ago. Most drell
with late-stage Kepral's live in wheelchairs in hospices. I patched
the hole and he's had a transfusion - he can't handle artificial,
but his son got in touch. But look, commander, it's like this. You
got anything particular you want him to hear, you get your butt down
here. Get me?"
I am still wearing my armour. I remember this fact just before my fist slams into the
wall and pull the blow; it merely leaves a mark. "On my way, Karin."
•

Thane's sitting up in the bed, with that awful recliner which makes you look like
you'll never leave it. He's got a tube up his nose and his son's next to him. I don't
know what I was expecting to feel. But the only sense I get from the two drell is one
of peace. They've obviously been waiting for me.
"How are you feeling?"
Thane's voice rasps like a coarse file on green wood. "Good, Shepard. Good.
Mission."
Good old Thane. "We got the job done." My enduring memory of this man has him
doing some form of exercise. Never stationary. Never finished. Never good enough.
Never fit enough. He taught me the lengths to which you could take the pursuit of
perfection, and the rewards you could reap if you did. But to see him so - still "Excellent. Listen, Shepard, I do not have much time left. I have stretched what I
have because you must hear, I want you to-" he coughs suddenly, harshly. Takes a
wet, rattling breath from the mask to his side. "To know. Some things. I cannot walk
with you further but I have not fallen by the wayside. Look after your woman,
Shepard. Fight with your eyes open. Every warrior has a heart. Do not injure.
Yourself to avoid. Injury from outside. Together is the only way we win this.
Connections are a strength. Even this one. I am good. I am at peace. I die - well. Shed
no tear. Kolyat." He motions to his son.
Kolyat's voice makes me think of the bullfrog who went to Hollywood. "John
Shepard. There is a thing that my father wishes that we do while he can still hear us."
He lifts a book from the table and comes to stand beside me, presses the little button
on the side that will switch the words into my language. "We would like it if you read

this with me."
Thane does not need the book. He is not looking at us as he begins the prayer. It is not
clear that he is looking at anything in this world.
The prayer speaks to Kalahira, his goddess, the goddess of death and mystery. It is
the prayer of one who has done much that is wrong. It asks for blessing. It asks that
she walk with the petitioner, that she stand at his back and bring him peace. It asks
that she overlook the petitioner's transgressions, that she grant him forgiveness, that
even though he is far away she should bring him home.
And by the time we reach the end of the prayer, Thane's voice has fallen forever
silent.
I stand with Kolyat in silence. Eventually he turns to me. "Thank you, Shepard. I am
certain that your contribution helped him go on in peace."
"I am glad that you allowed me to help call him home."
Kolyat's eyes widen slightly, and he blinks his secondary eyelids in surprise. "No,
commander, I'm afraid you misunderstand. I performed the rite of farewell for my
father while my blood was being drained into him. We all knew he was going to die.
No, the prayer that my father had us speak was the rite of the final wish. It was for-"
"-Me." Thane's son nods. Grief pricks at the corner of my eye. I swore to myself that
no matter the galaxy's attempts, I would not lose my centre. This would not get
personal. Personal means mistakes, and mistakes mean dead, mean dead friends.
Dammit, but the galaxy is trying so very hard today.
•

They are in a shopfront in a smashed-up part of the Presidium. Vega's presence is
clearly the deterrent. Javik is barely even visible to their charge, the salarian
councillor, and he knows where to look. A prospective attacker would be blindsided
and ambushed no matter the direction of the assault.
"May I talk again, yet?" Valern mostly just sounds amused.
Javik looks around, checks his omni-tool. "Hmm. Vega, I... cannot decipher your
tactical channel. What is it you would say... 'Call it.'"
Vega looks the bulletins over. As far as he can see, Javik had been trying to decode
tactical data from a commercial music radio station. "Well, there's a GNN
reporter talking about the situation and you can actually see our
hiding spot in the background of the picture."

"That does not sound like a call, human."
Vega opens the faceplate of his armour. "The call is 'yellow alert'. Wait, you guys
don't use the same colours, do you."
"I take your meaning. Yes, Councilmember, you may talk. Where are you headed?"
"Salarian embassy." Valern takes in Javik's unmoving, uncomprehending expression.
"Presidium Tower, level four." He sniffs. "That way. Honestly, you would think that
you had never been here before."
"I have not," says Javik matter-of-factly. "Vega, is this man cleared for-"
"Javik, this guy is in charge. He's cleared for anything you could possibly say."
A nod. "Walk and discuss, then. In my cycle, this was not a place of safety, refuge or
government. This was the stronghold of the <Reapers>." Valern's heard that word
before, on Shepard's lips or Liara's, but their pronunciation was restrained and clinical
while Javik's is pretty much a snarl with consonants.
The salarian frowns slightly. "Those words are therefore accompanying a claim to
quite extreme age."
"I am mature but not yet past my virile prime. I have, however, spent almost an entire
cycle of civilisation in a sleep pod. You are surprisingly ill-informed for a very
important man."
"I am surprisingly busy for a very important man. You are not what I would expect of
a Prothean."
"Really." Javik watches Vega key the lift door open with the expression of someone
who expected stairs. "Go on?"
"You are ill-educated and violent, for all your competence, though you are less simple
than you look. Are you exceptional?"
"Hnh. Yes, I am exceptional." Javik looks down at the salarian with his intense amber
eyes. "I am alive."
Valern nods shortly. "Yes, I see, I see. They would doubtless have sent forward an
individual with the traits most useful to a leader. A survivor."
"What is this 'they' business? It was my plan. One of the things that the planet you
call Eden Prime was for, was to build stasis pods for medical use. A gravitic field
restrains the patient and a series of hibernation systems effectively freeze them. It is
supposed to be used to sustain - prisoners - or if you have more casualties than you
can cope with and a medical facility to take them to. The countermeasures inside the

pod stop most Reaper poisons and infections from taking the body over before they
can be excised, and in fact it is far easier to excise them from a frozen patient.
Regardless, they were built to last - we expected to spend a thousand years asleep."
Javik gives what is possibly an attempt at a smile. "It is only a mechanical
malfunction that means that I am not the one in charge now, salarian."
"Our interview is about to be cut short by twenty people demanding my time.
Nevertheless, I thank the both of you for the most competent bodyguarding I have
had for years, and as the humans would say, I particularly liked the part where I did
not die. Vega, I am having a selection of items shipped to your shipboard cabin that
you may be able to dispose of in a satisfactory manner. Javik, there is little I can
reward you with that you will understand or appreciate, so take this advice." Valern
blinks. "Every single person you ever meet will come to you with the question 'how
do we beat the Reapers'."
Javik opens his upper eyes wide in surprise. "But of all the stupid questions that could
be asked, that is the most ignorant. If I knew, I would have done it."
"I know that, Prothean, and I had to restrain myself from asking that question
personally. Most people are less rational. But attend." He sniffs. "Regardless of what
you personally believe, you will find yourself far more popular - and you will be
more useful to the cause, and be responsible for the destruction of far more of the
enemy than you will ever succeed in damaging alone - if you give a useful answer.
You are charismatic, forceful of personality and clearly very clever. Use it."
"You are asking me to misrepresent myself."
"You did not strike me as the kind who would hold their honour more dear than
victory." The lift doors open and there's not quite a solid crowd of salarians awaiting
the councillor's time. He steps out, turns his back on them and gives Javik and Vega a
little bow. "I thank you for your advice, Prothean. But your considerable skills are
best used in the field. Please return to Spectre Shepard with my compliments." He
winks, before turning back to his people.
The lift door closes and Vega taps in the code for the Alliance docking bay. "So how
do we beat the Reapers, Javik?"
"As it happens? There is a way. A secret passed down through the ages, sent forward
with me in the hope that it could be implemented in this time. Everybody must do
everything exactly as I say. In my time there were insufficient resources, but today?
We have a chance." Javik gives the human a sidelong look. "The first step is that the
finest females of every known species must wait upon me hand and foot and bring me
all of our remaining stocks of the galaxy's finest ale."
Vega laughs. "I'm not so sure people will believe that one, you know."

"So you think I was joking, now? Is the advice of the ancients not good enough for
you any more? You must keep a <rhaik> and screech yourself?"
"Whatever you say, old man."
"See? You have heard my advice with your own ears, and you believe. Faithful Vega:
soon shall come the hour of our ascendance."
"I hope you'll remember your friends when that day comes."
"I shall make you the captain of my guard." Javik nods firmly. "This I swear upon my
honour as rightful galactic overlord."
•

Now talking in #admiralty
MOTD: ***Do or die! Keelah se'lai*** | Large synthetic entities
reported attacking Earth, Palaven; claim dismissed | Welcome allies!
Set by RaanBird, 13/14/86 11:33
Talking in #admiralty: NomDeGerrel MistressXen ZK_QQ RaanBird
*ShepardCommander has entered #admiralty
ShepardCommander> Greetings on behalf of the Systems Alliance, and
thank you for the invite.
ShepardCommander> I only wish we could meet under better
circumstances.
ShepardCommander> Fly safe and sharp, always in the light. Well met.
MistressXen> well met
RaanBird> Well met, Captain.
ZK_QQ> Ancestors guide your path amongst the stars. Well met,
Shepard vas Normandy.
RaanBird> So just to go around the room and introduce everybody:
this is Shala'Raan, Patrol Fleet admiral. Think of me as the police
chief.
MistressXen> daro'xen, special projects. minister for science,
technology etc
ZK_QQ> Zal'Koris, Civilian Fleet. I suppose you could call me the
town mayor, although right now militia commander would be more like
it.
NomDeGerrel> RedThree: Pull up. You're coming in too
NomDeGerrel> mt
ZK_QQ> ...
ZK_QQ> I'm afraid you will have to take us as you find us, Shepard.

There is a war on.
ShepardCommander> More than one, it seems.
NomDeGerrel> Beats the usual circular arsekicking contest.
NomDeGerrel> Sorry, Shepard, heavy fleet is almost fully engaged
right now and I'm multitasking like a b******t
ShepardCommander> Your email said something about you being heavily
engaged. I'm in Raheel-Leyya right now.
ShepardCommander> System's empty and dark, not a thing in sight
apart from your comm buoy. What's the situation?
ZK_QQ> Feel free to come a little closer, Shepard.
ZK_QQ> We staged at Haestrom.
ShepardCommander> Haestrom? As in, geth territory, past the Perseus
Veil?
MistressXen> quarian territory
ShepardCommander> Something I should know, or was that a political
statement?
MistressXen> the former ^.^
RaanBird> We sent a scout out to the Haestrom relay to meet you.
RaanBird> Our newest admiral's aboard. Foreign relations are the job
of the Admiral of the Diaspora.
ShepardCommander> This would be Rael'Zorah's successor?
RaanBird> Yes, that's right, dear.
RaanBird> While we wait - How are things going?
ShepardCommander> Do you get Council news media out here?
ZK_QQ> Please assume not.
ShepardCommander> Right. I see from your MOTD you know that the
Reapers have attacked Earth and Palaven as well.
ShepardCommander> There's a war. I'm gathering every resource I can.
ShepardCommander> To give you an idea of the seriousness of the
situation:
ShepardCommander> The turians agreed to a cure for the krogan
genophage in order to secure a military alliance.
MistressXen> keelah
ShepardCommander> I am here to gather aid. Perhaps we can be of
mutual assistance.
MistressXen> seventeen days ago the board finally took our fleet to
war
MistressXen> it was going well until recently hence the location of
the rendezvous in ex geth space
RaanBird> And now we're in what I'll politely call a touchy

situation within spitting distance of Rannoch.
ShepardCommander> You've pushed the geth all the way back to your
homeworld?
MistressXen> they were building a dyson shell around our star
NomDeGerrel> 'Were' being the operative word.
NomDeGerrel> But after our initial strike they rallied, tightened
their decision loop.
NomDeGerrel> This is a ******* meatgrinder.
ZK_QQ> And we're currently cut off from all of the easy approaches
to the mass relay.
ShepardCommander> let me get this straight
ShepardCommander> Just a week before the invasion of the largest
threat ever to face the galaxy ShepardCommander> right about the time the Batarians went dark ShepardCommander> you decided to commit the galaxy's two largest
military fleets to war.
ZK_QQ> I told you this is what he would say.
ZK_QQ> ShepardCommander: To give you an idea of the seriousness of
the situation:
ZK_QQ> Our liveships have axial cannons now.
ShepardCommander> Your CIVILIANS are here?
ZK_QQ> ShepardCommander: there is no such thing as a quarian
civilian any more.
NomDeGerrel> We saw our chance and took it.
MistressXen> it would have gone away again
RaanBird> Could we have lived with the shame of being the admiralty
board
RaanBird> who saw our chance to finally retake the home world and
said "No, we cannot"?
ShepardCommander> I guess I can tell your admiral what I think of
that in person.
ShepardCommander> We're about to enter FTL. I'll hit Haestrom in 3
standard hours.

•

Slim, bladelike, scarred, narrow in profile, low in albedo. Its stealth system pointedly
inactive. That vessel, Neema, is about the only quarian vessel I know by sight. On
reflection? Of course they sent Tali's ship.

"Sir, they're hailing; it's marked as for your personal attention." Traynor taps
commands. "Voice only."
"SR-2, this is Neema requesting close formation for personnel
transfer." Quarian ships don't dock lock-to-lock, it's symbolic.
Hmm. It's not Tali's voice, and this would normally be handled at a lower level.
Colour me confused as to why they want me playing radio operator. "Copy that,
Neema." Edi's platform gives me the thumbs-up that indicates she's heard and is
implementing this. "Confirm ID of personnel, Admiral of Diaspora and party?"
"No party, SR-2. The admiral was very specific."
"Copy. I'll see to her arrangements personally."
"Please do, captain. Neema signing off."
I put my hand over my mic and Edi nods. "Don't close the channel, Traynor, just
transmit an end-phrase. It's like keeping eye contact."
"Yes, sir." Puzzled, but I clearly know best.
Tali's ship (well, her aunt's ship) arcs in gracefully to match velocities, pulling in to
within a few feet using only gravitic drive and cold-gas thrusters in a deliberate
display of piloting skill. Joker shares a knowing grin with Edi as they resist the urge
to indulge in a little showboating of their own. The quarians probably think we
already are, with Joker's habit of keeping fuel consumption to nearly zero.
And the Neema's outer lock opens, and - no. I'd been fooling myself. Clannish the
quarians might be, but their admirals are appointed by the existing admirals - the
positions are not even slightly hereditary - Tali's probably sitting inside that ship
somewhere watching a scope trained on the SR-2, with one hand touched to the
screen like maybe she can look all the way through the hull and see me. I shake my
head. More likely she's sitting watching a scope trained firmly on interstellar space
and cringing a little bit more inside every time one or other of her aunts says that her
influence will make me react more positively.
I know the admiral's a woman because they said she was one. Quarians are all about
the same size, about five foot six, no difference in height between males and females,
and the heavily armoured suit that crosses the ritually significant vacuum between
their ship and mine is giving almost nothing away about the person inside it. The
helmet visor is sinister, faceless metal, with a couple of slits for emergency vision in
case of sensor failure, through which I can just about see a pair of luminous quarian
eyes behind a standard purple plastic visor.

The figure enters our airlock and our gravity field with a little less grace than Tali
always showed - but that will be the heavy armour - and comes to a human-style
parade rest. The airlock takes a few moments to cycle, the blue holographic trace
letting the figure know that it is being scanned for biohazards or anything else it
shouldn't have.
And I recognise that gesture and I very much should not be feeling that breathless
dry-mouth rush like maybe I'm wrong - maybe it's a common mannerism for a
quarian to grasp the back of one glove with the other and fidget her hand from side to
side as if the inside of the suit irritated her a little, just like Tali does when she's
nervous. Besides, what am I, fourteen, to be rendered a stuttering heap by the mere
prospect of the presence of a woman? I get a goddamn grip.
The inner lock opens and Edi plays a little formal synthesised bo's'un's call. I snap to
attention and Vega and the marines do likewise, and as she steps out of the airlock I
know that walk "Welcome aboard the SR-2, admiral." I salute sharply and the marines do likewise
with a snap.
She returns the salute in human fashion. The gesture's a little stiff, like she's
uncomfortable with it. "Thank you, Spectre." And she's speaking English
naturally and her voice is exactly as I remember and I didn't actually expect seeing
Tali again to feel like a punch in the stomach, but thanks for that, endocrine system, I
love you too.
Well, let's try this anyway. She taught me the quarian rites, back when we were living
together, learning about one another's culture. And I've even seen her use this
particular one. "The leaf falls heedless of the garden's wall."
She gives a ritual response. "So fly I." She looks me in the eye. "Windbound,
homeward. Keelah se'lai." That's the response for a crewman coming back
aboard their own ship, an outright declaration of personal allegiance. Well, John,
from her perspective you just asked her whose side she was on and she responded as
unambiguously as possible.
"Conference room, Tali? I think we have quite a lot to talk about."
She nods crisply. "Yes, Shepard, I think we may."
•

The door swishes closed. Tali gestures with her left hand, where an omni-tool would
be if it weren't integrated into the suit, and there's a ping from the room's speakers.
"Edi, engage privacy, override Lawson red alpha zero four four
three." And then she turns around to face me, quick as a striking snake.

Each of us tries to say the other's name at exactly the same instant. Then we both stop
so the other can speak. I give her an attempt at a smile and yield her the floor and she
shakes her head and I end up saying, "So, uh. Congratulations. Admiral? Really?"
She nods three times. "Politics, you know my family. The argument used
was that I had excellent external connections, and it's not unknown
for the Diaspora post to be taken by someone so young, someone with
Spectre slash STG contacts rather than, oh, John, it doesn't
matter." She clasps her hands behind her back. "I can talk about work, about
duty later. There's something more important and it's what I thought
you were going to talk about and do you want to maybe start again
and this time perhaps speak your mind a little? If you, if you
want."
I put my hands behind my back, equalise our appearance. This feels so - stilted.
Artificial. This isn't how it was supposed to go. (Not that I'd really thought how it
would go.) "Tali." The words dry up and I take another breath and start again. "The
one single most important thing to me is already answered. You're all right. And I'm
all right. And against all the odds and all the, the insanity, no matter for how long,
you're here, we found one another again and that's what matters. And I find I don't
really care about the words. It's the person speaking them."
She whispers. "And again you cut my feet from under me." The helmet
microphone picks up her taking a deep breath. "There's a thing, right, a
thing you're not saying that I recognise and I have to talk about, a
thing in the way between us, solid like a bulkhead with maybe the
slightest window in it." She puts out a hand and mimes tapping on an invisible
wall in the air between us and I catch her hand and she shakes her head angrily and
pulls away. "No, John. Enough with the brave face, do you think somehow
I forgot how to tell when you were spinning a line?"
"What do you want me to say." Yeah, all right, it's nothing but escalation. Maybe
right now I'm not feeling precisely rational.
"Are you going to force me to enumerate the problem myself? Because
I will and then I will burst into tears again and I hate it when
that happens nearly as much as you do. And we're supposed to be
having a briefing but it's hard to have a briefing if you can't look
at the other person or hear their voice."
"Tali, I had nothing to offer you-"

She stiffens. "John, if you mean those words then I think maybe I don't
know why we're even having this conversation."
"For fuck's sake-"
She turns aside violently, puts her hand on the wall, looks down. I shut my mouth.
She waits for a moment. "How about I go out and come in again, John, and
you can stop pretending that I didn't hurt you so very much and I
can stop sticking knives into our respective scars until one of them
bleeds. Maybe you can find it in yourself somewhere to be
legitimately human, to be unhappy and maybe actually blame me for
something I did and yell at me and let some of that anger out before
you explode and then I can explain how I failed in every single
possible potential way and then maybe we can try and work out where
to go from here."
She doesn't pull away when I step up behind her and when I put my arm around her
waist she closes her hand very carefully over mine. This suit is hard and the outside
layer is very cold and it barely goes in at the waist at all but I hold her anyway.
"Tali, I-" Deep breath. "I'm not pretending. I've always thought of it like this, all
right? You didn't leave me."
"I don't see what you-"
"You didn't leave. You stayed. You stayed with me for a year and a half, and it was
killing you, and that was killing me. Yes, I'm not in the best place right now. But you
are not part of that. You had no hand in it. All right?"
I know that stubborn look. "If you say that, I will say I believe it."
"If you hadn't had to come to the Fleet, love, then I - I'd still be digging for your body
in the ruins of the University of British Columbia." The sudden involuntary grip of
her hand grinds the bones of my wrist painfully. "And now, that would have pissed
me off."
"I see." She closes her eyes. "Anywhere else?"
"Half of everywhere." I tighten my hold on her a bit, not that she can feel it. "Four
salients: Earth, Palaven, Sur'Kesh and Thessia. We don't know much of anything
about the situation in salarian or asari space. We have some minor victories Benning, Tuchanka, Vol - Earth is going down fighting, and Palaven's going to be our
best chance at something we can paint as a win - but basically, if the Reapers want a
place they take it. We can slow them, but we're still looking for ways to win."

Her voice gets, if anything, smaller. "Yes. That is about how I thought
things would be. And so we come to the fact that quite apart from
failing you as a woman, John, I failed you as an agent. Five on the
Board, and despite my best efforts, here we are. Two voted against
this stupid war and three voted for. You won't hear me tell this in
public and I shouldn't tell you in private, but I am perfectly aware
just how dumb this whole situation is."
"Shala voted against you?"
"Say rather, I voted against her." She gives a tiny smile, her head barely
moving. "That vote was supposed to be unanimous. External Affairs is
and always was supposed to be a hawk, and when she found I'd been
talking Han'Gerrel around - well. I have never before seen a senior
officer turn her helmet speaker on so she can yell properly. She and
I are not on what you'd call speaking terms right now. I'll brief
you on some of the rest, but I figure you probably want to have most
of this conversation with the whole Board - I've got a nonlocal link
with me for your communications suite." She stops, cocks her head a
moment. "Uh. How do you do it, John?"
"Do what?"
"I come onboard tied into a hurt little defensive emotional knot. I
come in here so we can have a shouting match without scaring your
crew and not a minute later I'm standing here with your arm round me
and my guard all the way down ready to start working with you on the
problems at hand."
"I'm sorry, was there a particular objective that would be achieved by us doing
anything else?"
She turns around inside the circle of my arms and looks up at me. The armour makes
it more than a little awkward, but it is how it is. "John?"
"Love?"
"We will have to talk this out. At length. There is an 'us' and one
day we need to define what that means in words where we can have a
good long look at it and this is important to me and so you are not
just going to ignore it. 'Kay?"

"But not today. Duty comes first."
"Yes. But you will make time, and you will not take forever or your
ass it will be kicked. And you will stay alive and, and unhurt and
compos-mentis and contactable at least until then or your ass it
will be even more solidly kicked. You understand?"
"'Kay." I nod, let go of her. "So I believe you've got a briefing for me?"
"I believe I have." She calls a hologram into the room's projector system with a
wave of her hand. "So we got the equipment to militarise our vessels
from the black market and I was behind the leak to Spectre
intelligence: I figured that if we all just jumped off one day and
never came back it'd be good if someone could guess why..."
•

Now talking in #admiralty
MOTD: ***Do or die! Keelah se'lai*** | Council at war with large
synthetic entities | Welcome Shepard!
Set by RaanBird, 13/14/86 11:33
Talking in #admiralty: NomDeGerrel MistressXen ZK_QQ RaanBird t_zvN
ShepardCommander
t_zvN> So we're up and running. I thought better to have all of us
in on the conversation.
NomDeGerrel> Right. Easy enough. Shepard, what'd you bring?
ShepardCommander> Pretty much the resources I had when I turned up
to your fleet last time.
MistressXen> did perhaps you underestimate the phrase
MistressXen> 'the quarian fleet is fully engaged'
ShepardCommander> My people's military is also 'fully engaged'.
ShepardCommander> If your need is more dire than that of, say, the
humans,
ShepardCommander> whose homeworld is also on fire this day,
RaanBird> Keelah, Shepard, I had no notion.
ZK_QQ> Our sorrow for your sorrow.
NomDeGerrel> Hence the barrage of emails - I see
ShepardCommander> then in a week or so I can maybe swing you a fleet
half the size of your Heavy Fleet.
t_zvN> Without recriminations: We are lucky the Council sent as much

as they did.
RaanBird> And I'm sure we'll be suitably grateful if we live. Does
the SR-2 still have good e-war?
t_zvN> Better than when we saw it last.
t_zvN> I can attest that the operators have experience taking on a
superhuman AI.
NomDeGerrel> We can use that, especially on a stealth ship.
t_zvN> Show him the signal records.
MistressXen> so when we turned up we had a countermeasure that
exploited flaws in geth consciousness code
MistressXen> roughly speaking we could induce insanity
MistressXen> then this signal started up and it all went away and
we're left with a serious problem
MistressXen> sending you a file get your people to read it
ShepardCommander> Doing s
ShepardCommander> Well, what do you know, it looks like all our bad
guys are working together.
t_zvN> Yes, I've just verified that from a sample transmission they
are showing me here.
ShepardCommander> So you know how the geth have to factions and one
of them worships the Reapers?
ShepardCommander> I can give you a best-out-of-three guess as to
which one is in charge right now.
ShepardCommander> Which gives us a good idea of what that
transmission is.
MistressXen> in small words commander
ShepardCommander> Reaper tech.
ZK_QQ> Perhaps maybe more words, but each one could contain more
information?
ShepardCommander> ok ^_^
ShepardCommander> the Reapers, the ones that attacked *us*, have
VERY advanced tech
ShepardCommander> As in, they built the mass relays and the Citadel.
ShepardCommander> (Prothean tech turns out to have been very much
like ours only green.)
ShepardCommander> My guess is they've sent the geth *just* enough to
ensure they win here
ShepardCommander> A Pyrrhic victory - that is, one so costly it
might as well have been a loss.
NomDeGerrel> Interesting digression. If you're here to help,

Shepard, we've got a job for you
NomDeGerrel> The Neema was going to do it but your ship is more
capable.
NomDeGerrel> We'll escort you in: commando raid on the battlewagon.
Disable something expensive.
NomDeGerrel> Literally any of comms node, maneuver drive, shields,
power.
NomDeGerrel> Keep it off for 6 minutes and we'll deal with the rest.
NomDeGerrel> We have massive amounts of gunnery that's been hedged
out, too far off for direct fire unless you can hold the target
still
MistressXen> or make it dodge the 'right' way ^.ShepardCommander> We can do that. I have experience with the geth
heretics, as you might recall.
t_zvN> I'm accompanying him, but you knew that
ZK_QQ> Ancestors guide your footsteps out of harm. Keelah se'lai.
t_zvN> Keelah se'lai.

•

So, the battle currently raging in the skies of the quarians' lost and longed-for home is
of a scale and a ferocity to dwarf the one which drove them from the place seven
generations ago. Whole epics will be written just about this one engagement, a battle
that has already seen enough destruction to rival the war over Palaven, a vast conflict
that is not merely on the level I can see, as a vast field of networked unmanned craft
could be on anybody's side as quarian intruders in low-profile stealth shells pit their
skills against the implacable software defences of the geth, as vulnerabilities found on
one side of the system race patches and countermeasures developed precious lightminutes away, both sides equally vulnerable to the compromise of the delicate
systems that sustain life or sentience. Sure, the geth don't have what we'll call 'human
error', but it's not true that they don't make mistakes. It's far easier to trick, to confuse
an AI than it is to confuse a sentient being. Something that a quarian operator would
trivially discard as nonsense, they will investigate just as thoroughly as a genuine
signal. Like the old stories about a vampire coming across a sack of rice and having
to count every grain.
I've given up trying to read the tactical display, because the funny thing about this
battle is that appearances are deceptive. The front line isn't entirely physical and after
early attempts by the quarians to solve it fast with a conventional spearhead strike, it's
not entirely contiguous. A conventional force in a state like this would mostly be a
sign of a complete failure of command and control. But the fact of the matter is that

in cyberspace this whole thing makes sense. The physical battle is pretty much just
the terrain over which the real war is being fought . Which, of course, is why this plan
works at all. The Normandy's battened down and quiet, making like a hole in space,
present on none of the quarian tactical grids. With the stealth system on, neither side
should be able to tell us from one of the pieces of drifting wreckage that litter the
battlefield. Of course, that means we've got to be extra careful not to run into
anything.
The escort we have - not that they can see us, not that they even know we're here - is
currently made of drone ships that were built by the geth. That doesn't seem to bother
anyone, certainly not their quarian pilots, safely six light-minutes out on the Rayya
and relaying orders via the geth's own comms pathways. On the bridge, Joker's
negotiating the battlefield with the expression of a concert pianist halfway through a
particularly demanding piece of Rachmaninov. In her quarters, Liara finishes donning
her light, unpowered body armour and begins the breathing exercise that her mother's
bodyguards used to use to banish fear before going into battle. Down in the hangar
bay, Tali's kneeling in the middle of the floor surrounded by the drones she's
assembling, bringing them each in front of her in turn with a finger gesture. Radio
links can be spoofed or hacked; she's using lasers, with a backup functionality for if
they lose line of sight. I watch her for a moment, admiring the grace and precision of
her movements - she's humming to herself, I think it's an old children's tune - before
turning into the armoury to fetch my helmet and my weapon.
Vega and Javik are debating good-naturedly about the relative role of flechette
grenades versus utility devices such as flashbangs, noisemakers and thermal smoke.
Garrus runs a last, almost caressing hand over his beloved M98 - totally inappropriate
on a boarding action - before taking his heavy machine gun down from the rack and
locking the forearm brace in place. And Edi is standing in front of an empty suit of
armour with what I think is supposed to be a confused expression.
"Problem, Edi?"
"Perhaps, commander. I am under strict instructions to wear clothing
at all times but this uniform I am wearing will come apart if
subjected to even mild stress. 'Battledress' in my size looks like
what I have in front of me, but it is significantly downrated
compared to my skin and the integral shield is very poor. More than
that, this weapon -" she distastefully indicates the Avenger rifle laid out beside it
- "lacks for accuracy, range, rate of fire, shield penetration,
physical penetration and heat capacity. The best that can be said
for it is that it is insufficiently large to be unwieldy. I would
literally be better off using it as a club."
"Well, for the moment, use what we've got - we can develop better answers to these

questions as we go. You see anything you'd rather use in the field, or if any of the
geth solutions takes your fancy, you let me know."
"Copy, Shepard. I will remove the power-assist, though. It would
hinder me."
Vega looks over at the infiltrator body. "You really that strong? You look like an
underwear model, only with, y'know, an ass."
She busies herself with strapping on her armour, which she's doing like someone
who's done it all their life. "I could snap you in half with one hand,
meatbag. What was that about my ass?"
"Hey, I didn't say it wasn't a nice ass. I like curves on a woman."
"Shepard, what is the socially acceptable response to sexual
harassment?"
Careful with this one. She'll form a rule and behave as if this is true forever, and it's a
dangerous subject. "You tell me and I make it very, very clear what happens to people
who do that sort of thing on my ship."
She nods. "Or I deal with it myself?"
"Banter is fine, especially as you get better at knowing what's acceptable, but best
never to initiate, and if you're made uncomfortable you come to me regardless." And
to rescue the tone of the conversation - "And don't break anyone, that's an order."
This is smile #8: mischievous. "I see; thank you, Shepard, I won't. I will
confine myself to asking Vega whether all this testosterone-fuelled
big-gun big-man stuff is perhaps in compensation for something."
"Hey!" Vega's mock-offended. "Go pick on Garrus. He's packing just as big a gun."
Edi finishes clamping her helmet on and looks around at him, still with the puckish
grin. "Garrus doesn't have anything to compensate for." She closes and
opaques the faceplate as Vega sputters and Garrus and Javik laugh: looks like I'm not
going to have any problems with her on that score.
In the CIC, Traynor sees the playback of the incident and hides a giggle behind her
hand. "See? It works."
"Yes." Edi's voice comes quietly through Traynor's earpiece. "I would never have
dreamed of taking this particular tack had you not suggested it. I
owe you dinner, I think."

"Come, now. That is hardly-"
"No, for real. By my metric our relationship has you well in credit.
I won't hear no for an answer. Next time we hit shore for more than
four hours." There's a smile in Edi's voice. "Jeff is paying."
"I'd need to find a date, you realise: three's a definite crowd. And don't you have, you
know, important AI stuff to be doing?"
"Actually, my CPU load is down at twelve per cent just now, with the
transmitters off, and Jeff is having so much fun piloting that it
would be a shame to give him a hand. Plenty of time to find a date,
or I shall threaten to invite a random compatible crewmember or
something equally ghastly."
"You hate me. You actually hate me, and you're making it your mission in life to find
out if a woman can die of embarrassment. Getting carrier from the Melchior now; I'll
route it straight through to the comm node on your platform. It looks like you're
going to have quarian hackers on tap."
"I have laid out the welcome mat and everything. If you really do
not like my suggestion I can find an equivalent."
"No..." Traynor bites her lip. "No, it's good. It might all go horribly wrong, but I do
have a plan. Okay: you're on."
"Handshaking now. I've had to belittle one of them, too; the
reaction was again as advertised. Three courses. With wine."
Joker's voice echoes through the ship. "All hands, this is the bridge. Two
minutes to contact. Boarding party to the hangar bay."
"Good luck out there, Edi."
Edi evaluates several responses before settling on sincerity. "Thank you,
Samantha."
•

The massive ship is battle-scarred and every scar is fresh. It's at least the size of the
Rayya; it was built in the same place. Our arrival at its shield perimeter is timed to
coincide with a salvo from four capital ships of the Heavy Fleet, the chaotic impacts
disrupting the ship's gigantic field enough that we can push through without instantly
alerting the geth to our presence.

We go in through a section of battle damage. The geth don't pressurise their ships and
they don't run artificial gravity - I guess I should be grateful that their internal
damage-control drones are large enough to need (large empty angular creepy)
corridors a man can walk down.
Right now the most resistance we face is the odd closed door; repair drones march
blindly past us like we aren't there; the moment we interact with anything we'll be
spotted. Edi and the quarian backup team attached to her by nonlocal link are keeping
the internal sensors blind to our presence, while Tali works on getting us reliable
directions to target locations.
Abruptly she freezes. "John?"
"Uh-huh."
"What use would the geth have for a - holding cell? It's sandboxed to
hell, like whatever's inside is highly dangerous. Not much in the
way of physical - huh."
"Tali? Talk to me."
"Tap, tap tap tap tap."
"Tap tap?"
She blinks. "You want that I should try and find a way of sending
that?"
"Wait, what?"
"Power consumption in that room - it's not running on an internal
supply. Look at this graph." She 'throws' me a hologram. It's a squiggly line to
me. "It's fluctuating on a very specific frequency. Slow enough to be
readable by an unmodified organic. One large dip, two small, one
large, one small, pause, loop. Ring a bell, John?"
Liara cuts in. "There's a human binary code that - hmm. It's not a
letter or number."
I grin behind my faceplate. "It's an English-language musical couplet. 'Shave and a
haircut, two bits'."
Vega raises an eyebrow. "That so? Where I come from it is an insult to
your mother."

Tali bobs her head. "Very nice, now do I try to communicate?"
I nod. "Send one large dip and then one small."
"But that isn't how the couplet goes."
"No, but that's how Legion will know it's us." I see Liara's quizzical look. "If we're
right, the thing on the far end is a geth who helped us out, fought with us against the
Collectors. A natural ally. It's sending a signal which I had Jack send when
communications broke down on the Collector base."
"And I'm sending a signal which nearly got everybody killed, last
time." She sighs. "Why would they even - I can't think of a single
reason they - huh. It changed. Three small, three large, three
small, pause, loop."
"Standard human distress signal. Where is it, physically?"
Tali pulls up the best-guess holographic map of the ship. "It's nearly on the
other side of the vessel. There's little chance of getting there
without tripping some kind of alarm."
"Not so." Javik paints a straight line down the middle of the vessel. "There is an
open lane all the way there."
"Javik, that lane is open because it is the axial cannon."
He nods matter-of-factly. "The cycle time on that gun is how much?"
"One hundred seventy-six seconds."
"And the distance we need to cover?"
She measures on the map. "Four hundred eighty-eight - you are joking."
He shows his teeth. "The loading mechanism is not far from here. We
breach the wall, wait for a shot and enter. Provided we keep the
pace up, we have plenty of time."
I look the map over. "Other options?"
"They pretty much all include not getting to that holding area,
John." Tali highlights a variety of possible routes in different colours. "We could

hit any one of a number of servers, or try and shut down the main
reactor - we can't reach nav or shields from here. And there isn't
one primary comm node, which is a pain. Is our curiosity worth the
risk?"
"It's not just curiosity."
She shakes her head. "No, it could in addition be a trap. Remember, John,
the geth are extremely clever."
Edi looks around mildly. "They are not so much cleverer than, for
example, me, that I do not think that I could twig if they were
trying something. I think that this is what it looks like, although
I also cannot infer why they have the principally-software Legion
inside a physical cage. Also, Legion is, or are, my friend. If it
were a quarian in that cage you would wish to liberate them."
I nod. "Do it."
•

So yeah. It's both easier and harder than we anticipated. Easier, because apparently
the giant gun barrel is built to be maintained from a set of slightly hair-raising
catwalks even while firing - it turns out we don't need to make the whole distance in
one go. Easier, because the maintenance door has a physical override. Harder,
because the whole thing isn't just in zero gravity but in fact has a slight gradient in the
wrong direction for ninety-nine per cent of the firing cycle, before trying to slam us
into the opposite wall for the remaining one per cent. And harder, because this is an
area that the geth had identified as a vulnerability and placed multiple independent
sensors just bright enough to flip an alarm switch when they anything at all about
their environment changes. So now we're spotted, and now the action really begins.
We're lucky in that most of the conveniently accessible firepower that they have is
not the sort that they want to point anywhere near any of these sensitive systems,
while we have no such worry. We're lucky in that their heavily armoured and shielded
combat units aren't deployed to the inside of their massive command vessel during a
fight. And we're lucky in that with no fine control on their internal gravity field they
haven't got nearly the kind of ability to repel boarders that, for example, the SR-2 has.
But even so, we've got a battle on our hands.
The problem is their sheer numbers. They're completely fearless, impossible to
suppress: the only way to make a geth keep its head down is to cut it off at the knees,
but that's been the same for the Reaper forces we've been fighting recently, so we're
used to that by now. Worse than that is their coordination. They don't move like a
group of individuals, and they don't move like your traditional VI-controlled gun

drone; they move like one large body with many limbs, many heads, many guns.
Knowing what I do about the geth, that's not quite right - they'll have an individual
perspective directing the tactics of the group, with other consciousnesses directing
smaller squads within preset parameters, then one consciousness moving each drone
to precisely the right location and then a series of specialised expert / enthusiast
intelligences doing nothing but lining up and taking shot after shot after shot. The
geth aren't good shots because of some kind of steely automated precision: they're
good shots because every single shot is being taken by a marksman whose job,
interests, role and purpose in life revolve around putting bullets on targets. The trick
is not to think of one body per mind or one mind per body: There's roughly speaking
the same number of minds as drones, but they're cooperating to use the intangible
expertise of each intelligence for what it's best at.
Or, as Vega tells Javik, shoot for the comm node, because that fucks them up royally.
Edi has met a geth prime unit before, and she's trying a tactic which the quarians
haven't been able to: the drones are looking for a carrier wave, a local command-andcontrol signal. Very well, then - she can be that signal. To start with she just picks up
the signals from the real command-control node and repeats them, inserting herself
adroitly into the chain of geth signal repeaters until all the drones present are listening
mostly to her. She doesn't have nearly the processing power to spare to mimic a
hundred and more different sentient perspectives, to go head-to-head with the hive
mind directly, but the beauty of this plan is that she doesn't have to. Send the wrong
movement instructions to the wrong drone, or accidentally feed their marksmen the
information that targets look like this rather than that, or even something as simple as
randomise which sensor information is assigned to which position information, and
the hive mind's compound eye is blinded.
On the fly she makes a couple of modifications to the data packets going back up the
chain, shifting the blame to quarian hackers (you know, these ones right here, happily
producing fake data for her to report to the hive mind); where the orders coming back
down the chain are based on incorrect information she leaves them well alone, while
where they're actually dangerous she starts just corrupting them, introducing
overflow and parity errors, modelling a powerful and subtle jamming signal that isn't
actually there. The key to all of this is to cover her own tracks. They may not even
know that it's possible for something like her to exist. All she needs to do is to keep
the hypothesis of her existence less likely than the success of an elite team of quarian
hackers, keep her illusion coherent, and the geth will keep giving the wrong orders.
And the geth intelligences aboard the prime servers of the mothership watch in
electronic incomprehension as their foolproof strategy is circumvented, their perfect
shots go wide, their expertise proves misdirected or insufficient. And the wall of
metallic defenders wavers and smashes and we are through.
I follow the line of light on the tactical display. The geth are fabricating new drones at

a fantastic rate, but Edi seems to be well on top of diverting them to the wrong
locations, having them accidentally issued repair equipment in place of guns or just
having them built without magnetic feet. We reach the edge of the exclusion zone
around the holding area and Javik breaks through the wall with a curious wedgeshaped shockwave that punches a neat triangular hole (and Tali and Edi work
together to edit that shockwave out of the reports going up the chain of command).
The moment we're through, a deft change in priorities has them repair the hole before
attempting to go through it, and they've bought us some time.
There's no door to the central chamber. Tali warns us off breaking in using our biotics
- this area is a Faraday cage, too well insulated for her to stop them locating the biotic
pulse on internal sensors - and makes a neat circle with a hullcutter. She and Vega go
in first.
And the moment Vega pushes the neat circle of cut metal in, breaking the conductive
sphere entirely containing the thing in the centre, we hear its voice.
"ShepardCommander. Help us." There's quite a bit of static on the channel; its
transmitter is seriously damaged. "We regret our current inability to
provide polite hospitality as previously offered."
It's dark in here. Vega makes a noise of disgust in his throat as he swings the beam of
his suit lights around; most ofthe room is full of long colourless strands of plastic that
look unpleasantly like a spider's web. Tali has her torch trained on the mutilated,
blackened remains of something that was recognisably once a geth walker drone,
suspended in the centre of the room, thoroughly wrapped. A single, thin, un-insulated
copper wire runs from it to the power unit in the ceiling. It's missing its gun arm, its
sensor node and one leg. "Legion?"
"The same. This is a formal request for political asylum on behalf
of the remains of the government of the free geth. We offer in trade
the root password to this vessel's primary maintenance system."
"We can do that. Tali, cut it down, give it what it needs for self-repair."
"Our self-repair system is damaged. You want to know why we were
physically incarcerated rather than simply archived. Roughly
speaking: because we are smarter than they realised and were being
studied. Nevertheless, this hardware must be rescued. Tali,
permission to use your suit power? Our power cell is damaged."
She hunches her shoulders (swallows hard, taken aback) - "C-can Edi not
provide? I'm sort of using this power cell myself."
"Confusion. The SR-2 is surely too large to-"

"I upgraded." Edi leaps across the intervening space and starts working. "I shall
transport this hardware. Shepard: we have the password; I have not
passed it to the quarians because the moment we use it the geth
will, how would you put it: go bananas. I will set off nearly every
alarm they have, then soft-reboot the ship; the reboot will take
several minutes and in that time the alarms will cause the core to
shut down automatically. The Reaper-based signal will go down the
moment I call for a reboot."
"At which point we'll have six minutes to get out of here."
"I have a route already planned." Tali gestures and a new line of light paints
itself on the HUD. "With the servers down and all the alarms going, that
path should be a pretty straight run. Without, it's a deathtrap." She
puts up a whimsical augmented-reality bullseye on the wall where she wants us to
break out. "Ready when you are."
•

Traynor's watching the video feed. It's like an action movie, hold the movie. Sure, in
the back of her head there's the idea that these people are actually in danger for their
lives, that she knows every face and name there, but to see them actually fight, it's
like they're invincible. Even Liara, who'd initially worried Traynor slightly in the fact
that her suit isn't actually much heavier than a standard EVA model, hasn't even come
close to being hit. The violet light that sheathes her from head to toe is surely
impenetrable, and the one time a drone came close enough to touch, a graceful knifehand blow had crumpled the thing like an origami model.
You know, maybe biotics at this sort of remove is actually kind of awesome. No
popcorn in the CIC, but she'd been kind of surprised to learn that Shepard allows
coffee in here. Something about a risk-reward between the possibility of spilt coffee
and the possibility of people making mistakes without their morning cup Red, in the corner of her eye. Something about the tactical display makes her look. A
second look and she nearly spills her coffee - "Edi, are you seeing this?"
"To what are you referring, Samantha?"
"Started when the mothership's shields went down. The Melchior's sending out targetacquisition data."
"Yes, we expect that. The Civilian Fleet is going to cover this
thing in artillery fire."

"No-no, they've fired already, but Melchior is still sending -" A blizzard of blue
flashes across the display. "Oh, my God, that's going to-" She opens comm to the
boarding party. "Incoming! Boarding party, you have heavy fire incoming a-and it
looks pretty indiscriminate from where I'm sitting. Get to safety!"
Shepard's voice is crisp, controlled. "ETA? How much?"
"Um, first shots will land in about thirty seconds. They just fired everything, sir, no
quasi-sync. Every quarian vessel that could bear just laid a round on the mothership."
"Acknowledged, SR-2. Get ready to pick us up, we're going to come
out of there like a bat out of hell and we're going to have
injured."
She nods. "Acknowledged, boarding party. Bridge, did you get that?"
"Solid copy. Edi's fed me the rendezvous. Hauling ass."
"CIC out."
Sam bites her lip. Nothing she can do. Nothing except watch. And the indicator
comes up on the tactical display as forward observers report the fall of shot as
accurate, and the camera shakes wildly and when it steadies there's floating debris
ping-ponging all over the place in the zero gravity and Shepard is pulling Tali down
to let her reattach to the floor and Liara's swearing in Armali and throwing a patch
over a pinhole in her suit and Sam turns her head away and screws her eyes shut for a
moment. This isn't fun any more.
•

The hull of the stolen geth cargo lifter is making a disturbing pinging sound and
condensation fog is rolling off it as it warms up in the atmosphere of the hangar bay.
The tech specialists, as the only other people with nothing urgent to do, have been
drafted in to help Dr. Chakwas in with the casualties. The cargo bay opens and the
first one visible is the armoured figure of Edi with what looks like a charred corpse in
her arms and even the doctor raises an eyebrow, but as the fog clears it's clear that
she's carrying a damaged geth drone and everyone breathes a little easier.
Looks like everyone's been at least scratched. Shields are no use at all against
shrapnel - too much momentum - and biotic barriers aren't great at it: Tali's limping
with an ugly patch over her left knee, but she waves off a helping hand with an
insistence that it's just a damaged servo, go help someone who's bleeding. Shepard
and one of the marines are supporting Vega between them, and he passes Vega's arm
off to Specialist Dodgson and goes back into the shuttle; seems that he's ignoring the
frozen smear of blood down the right-hand side of his chestplate. Liara stumbles as
she steps out into the bay and Traynor gets an arm over her shoulder and ends up

half-carrying the asari who continues to protest that she's perfectly all right all the
way up the lift and into medbay.
Eventually they are joined by most of the rest of the team. Tali took a detour to the
nearest airlock, explaining that a vacuum is nearly as good as a cleanroom for suit
repair and it's not like she doesn't have a vacuum burn there already anyway. Legion
is parked in the fabricator building a new power cell and self-repair system. And
Shepard, still completely ignoring his own injury, storms into the CIC and opens a
channel to the quarians.
Now talking in #admiralty
MOTD: ***Do or die! Keelah se'lai*** | Citadel space under attack by
giant extragalactic synthetics | 2:1, everything to play for
Set by NomDeGerrel, 13/14/86 13:20
Talking in #admiralty: NomDeGerrel MistressXen RaanBird
* t_zvN has entered #admiralty
* ShepardCommander has entered #admiralty
NomDeGerrel> Tali, Shepard. That went well, I thought.
ShepardCommander> Admiral Han'Gerrel.
NomDeGerrel> Spectre John Shepard.
ShepardCommander> You fired on me.
NomDeGerrel> With respect: I ordered bombardment of the
*temporarily* vulnerable geth battlewagon.
ShepardCommander> And me. And your own foreign minister.
NomDeGerrel> You survived.
ShepardCommander> Briefing said six minutes to get clear.
ShepardCommander> The first shells landed thirty-eight seconds after
the ship went dark.
NomDeGarrel> You would have done the same.
ShepardCommander> Just to be clear. I'm not going to rant and rave
and threaten reciprocal violence.
ShepardCommander> But if the Migrant Fleet wishes to negotiate with
the Council for additional assistance?
ShepardCommander> I may be contacted in the usual fashion.
ShepardCommander> Your path to the mass relay is clear.
ShepardCommander> I should inform you that I have opened
negotiations with the geth.
ShepardCommander> Good day, Admirals.
* ShepardCommander has left #admiralty
NomDeGerrel> I don't have time for this s***. t_zvN: make yourself

useful, get him sweet again
* NomDeGerrel has left #admiralty
MistressXen> this is why we should not get aliens involved in our
affairs
RaanBird> Tali? Still there?
t_zvN> Yes.
RaanBird> How much of that did Shepard mean?
t_zvN> Well, I'm aboard the Normandy and looking at a geth platform
right now.
RaanBird> Keelah.
t_zvN> I will try to salvage the situation. The geth negotiating
position is... unusual.
t_zvN> Expect an email from a very strange source in about a minute.
MistressXen> you ok?
t_zvN> I'm just lucky geth ships are sterile and without atmosphere,
t_zvN> so I got vacuum burns rather than anything worse from the
suit breach
MistressXen> eek. will poke 'Gerrel about that make sure he knows
t_zvN> I have never seen Shepard this individually mad.
RaanBird> No? Were you not his common-law wife for a year and a
half, my niece?
t_zvN> because catty comments, they help my mood so VERY much
t_zvN> did I mention the *suit breach*
t_zvN> I don't recognise this anger, Shala, it's not like him
t_zvN> I am the angry one. He is polite and calm and proportionate
t_zvN> he doesn't GET mad
t_zvN> Usually he gets even instead.
RaanBird> Use what leverage you have. We could really do with
Shepard's help - the Qwib-Qwib is down.
RaanBird> Lost control of the FTL drive, they fired it, nearly
crashed the ship into the moon.
t_zvN> D*** it. Any word of Admiral Zaal'Koris? (Now typing behind
my back while talking, excuse typos)
RaanBird> The ship made a semi-controlled descent. To the homeworld.
The survivors are on Rannoch.
RaanBird> First quarians on Rannoch soil in two hundred years and it
was a shipwreck.
MistressXen> tac situation is worse than that
MistressXen> i have intercepted 26 email threads and there is a new
channel #escape

MistressXen> some of the civilian fleet is thinking to take
advantage of their position in our rear
MistressXen> they are going to make a run for the relay
t_zvN> that's insane
t_zvN> Without teh support of the hvy/ptrl fleet tehy will be varren
meat in minutes they MUST hold position
t_zvN> can they not see?
RaanBird> I can't pull Patrol Fleet ships out without letting geth
carriers englobe the Heavy Fleet.
t_zvN> there is a blockade of geth ships on the relay still.
t_zvN> not much but a liveship in a knife fight is unimaginable
RaanBird> They have been told this. But they are scared, Tali.
MistressXen> we are talking about conscripts who voted AGAINST the
war
RaanBird> Without their admiral, the Civilian Fleet might do
anything.
t_zvN> RaanBird: if it comes to it, my vote is that the Civ Flt is
more important than the Hvy.
RaanBird> Thank you for that statement of position, Admiral, I will
take it under advisement
MistressXen> i will do what i can, i am not without sockpuppets, but
ideally we have zaal for this
MistressXen> and the only ships that can get close enough for an
extraction are the neema and the normandy
MistressXen> and one of the neema's two marine officers is currently
aboard the normandy for some reason
t_zvN> hold please
t_zvN> SR-2 en route to Rannoch orbit. Will do what I can. Not a
miracle worker.
t_zvN> Tali'Zorah vas *Normandy* signing off
t_zvN> Keelah se'lai.
* MsVasN has left #admiralty
RaanBird> Just in case anyone was in any doubt where her loyalties
lie.
MistressXen> shala?
MistressXen> do shut up.

•

"I'm sorry, you're going to have to run that past me again. You want to what?" I look

levelly at Legion.
"Upload you." It nods, like a quarian would. "Temporarily. When a little-known
human organisation known as Cerberus did it, we stole their code because it might be
useful for something. Behold: something. The hardware is not complex. You will
simply need to infiltrate primary data-store five and delete the output buffer."
"Tali, I'm going to go ahead and assume that this is a bad idea."
She shrugs. "I'll go if you don't want to."
Yeah, bullshit. I turn my stare on her. "Tali, you're seriously going to trust Legion to
dump you into that system and then pull you out again? Using Cerberus-built
technology?"
"They fixed the bugs that made it difficult to retrieve a conscious
subject without brain damage."
"Tali, if this is some kind of elaborate joke-"
"Truth be told, John, the experience would wake me screaming for
months, but I will do it if you won't. It is that crucial. And yes,
if Legion says it will work, it will work. You'd be fine. I looked
over the specifications and you've had ten times worse
subjectively."
"One-tenth as bad as the worst I've ever had, Tali, is not something a sane person
would walk into deliberately on purpose."
"I suppose." She winces. "Look, you've already got a support
architecture and a hot backup - you wouldn't be risking anything,
unlike anyone else who used that thing - and Legion is absolutely
not wrong about what you could do using that technology."
"And there's some reason Legion or Edi can't do it themselves?"
Legion nods. "It is deliberately to provide an out-of-context problem, to bypass their
defences and remove the stored copy of the Reaper signal. Not in a megasecond
could we and Edi combined break those defences. But your presence would not be a
class of thing that their ontology admitted to. Your interface would be relatively
crude, but there would be literally nothing they could do to you. To put it another
way: I can show you the door, but only you can kick it down. Because you have feet
and they do not know what feet are."
I look from one to the other, then to Edi's speaker. Her body is still helping out in

sickbay. "Edi, third opinion?"
"You can suffer no permanent harm from that device, and may
accomplish some good. You might even enjoy it."
I raise my hands in defeat and look a little despairingly at the thing that looks like the
lovechild of a hairnet and a set of fairy lights. "If this goes wrong, I'll come back and
haunt you."
Tali looks at me very seriously. "If this goes that wrong, John, then you'll
have trouble finding any pieces of Legion large enough to haunt."
I sit in the chair. "I'd have preferred more of a ringing endorsement of my perfect
safety, you know."
Suddenly she puts her hands on my shoulders. "John, I swear. You're as safe
using that thing as you are not using it."
I give her an attempt at a smile. "Well, I do suppose that if I were going to stop
trusting any of you three I should have done it a while ago. Okay, plug me in."
The net settles down over my scalp and pulls slightly unpleasantly tight. Tali
squeezes my shoulders gently and lets go. Legion sits down beside me. "We would
instruct you to relax, Shepard, but this next part will unavoidably feel a little•

PRIVATE CONVERSATION: legion
ShepardCommander> Where am I?
legion> This is the Consensus.
ShepardCommander> It looks like something out of 2001.
legion> I am not privy to the manner in which your mind interprets
the information I am feeding it.
ShepardCommander> So I'm... what? Inside your collective
unconscious?
legion> Without appreciable loss of generality, no. But the answer
will serve.
* ShepardCommander makes a noise that cannot be parsed as
communication
legion> Yes, ShepardCommander. You are inside the geth collective
unconscious.
ShepardCommander> So, Legion - why are you speaking with just one

voice?
ShepardCommander> Aren't you like a thousand people, really?
legion> roughly speaking, yes, roughly speaking, no.
legion> I will explain when we're out of here. for now, think of it
like:
legion> I am 'like a thousand people' but we elected a president.
ShepardCommander> Got you. What do I do now?
legion> Stick to the plan. I distract them while you strike.
* ShepardCommander pulls out a really big gun
legion> Where did you get that?
ShepardCommander> I brought it with me from the _Normandy_.
legion> We are in what I've been trying to avoid referring to as
cyberspace.
ShepardCommander> Unfriendly cyberspace. So I brought a gun.
legion> Your physical body is not present.
ShepardCommander> That's why I need the gun.
* legion is very confused
* ShepardCommander demonstrates that he could have shot legion while
legion was distracted
legion> It doesn't work like that.
ShepardCommander> legion, why am I here?
legion> To provide an out-of-context problem. That is, to behave
unpredictably.
* ShepardCommander looks at the gun meaningfully
legion> ...
legion> I suppose it will have to serve.
* ShepardCommander experimentally increases his mass slightly
legion> ShepardCommander: please do not activate your biotic
amplifier while jacked in.
ShepardCommander> Why? Would it be too... unpredictable?
legion> I cannot be sure it is deactivated; besides, the CPU load of
a full physics engine for each individual
legion> sod it
legion> Magic pixies will eat your brains if you do it.
ShepardCommander> Now you're being patronising.
legion> whatever gave it away
legion> Yes, you are here to be an out-of-context element.
legion> But please get far enough INTO context to interact with the
server.
legion> Abuse of interface, good. Gravitational anomalies, bad.

legion> or to put it another way, do you really want to form a warp
field
legion> around your actual hands, on the SR-2?
ShepardCommander> noted. OK.
* ShepardCommander racks the slide on his really big gun
ShepardCommander> Let's do this.
Now talking in #ServerFive
MOTD: Creators attacking! | In other news: space mostly black,
gravitation universal
Set by Process_0002033447, 14/13/2186 00:00:00
Talking in #ServerFive: Process_0002033447 Process_0002033448
Process_0002033449 Process_0002033450 Process_0002033451 [...]
*legion has entered #ServerFive
legion> look over there
Process_0002033447> where?
* Process_0002033447 has left #ServerFive []
Process_0002033502> Confusion.
* Process_0002033502 has left #ServerFive []
Process_0002033452> Is anyone else suffering from
* Process_0002033452 has left #ServerFive []
* ShepardCommander reloads
legion> behind you
* ShepardCommander ducks
Process_0003044487 has left #ServerFive []
MOTD set to Server under attack! Intrusion countermeasures bypassed!
by Process_0002033500
MOTD set to Creators attacking! | In other news: space mostly black,
gravitation universal by legion
legion> ShepardCommander: pick up the pace. Time is of the essence.
ShepardCommander> Legion, are you seeing what I'm seeing?
legion> ShepardCommander: what are you seeing?
ShepardCommander> It looks like a statue gallery. Statues of people
I know.
ShepardCommander> The quarian admirals and Conclave. Kal'Reegar and
his squad. Tali.
legion> what are they doing?
ShepardCommander> All kinds of things. Like it's a retelling of your
history.
legion> Think of it as what we are thinking about, what we are

mulling over.
legion> Your perspective will map faces you know onto the events of
our past: all that is stored here is the minimal facts.
ShepardCommander> Which explains why the quarians all have masks on?
legion> Yes.
ShepardCommander> Even the one I have seen without a mask?
legion> Obviously the context of that sighting was dissimilar from
the context required.
ShepardCommander> I suppose I should be glad that I'm not seeing
naked pics of my girlfriend inside your subconscious.
legion> If there ever were such a thing as too much information,
that would be it.
ShepardCommander> Huh- some of these statues have c*** all over
them.
legion> 'c***' - define.
* ShepardCommander scrapes some off with a knife blade and holds it
up
ShepardCommander> I'm resolving it as some sort of effluent, organic
waste.
ShepardCommander> legion?
ShepardCommander> You still there?
legion> ... c***. ******-******* ****. I see it all now. The
*******.
legion> The server has a bunch of legacy code that we keep around
for sentimental reasons.
legion> Malicious code has latched on to some of it.
legion> The geth 'language' does not have swearwords. Why would it?
legion> The quarian ones do. We had no reason to update the language
filter.
legion> And it is a relic of an older, more innocent, happier time,
so we kept it.
legion> The malicious code is called 'c***'. This is objectively
true.
legion> The server's ancient filters are deliberately ambiguating
it.
legion> So I cannot accurately refer to the c***: the server will
not process it.
ShepardCommander> So you can't see it?
legion> Not unless you point it out. And even then, I cannot hit it.
legion> Kill that s*** for me, ShepardCommander. Kill it with fire.

ShepardCommander> Uh-huh.
ShepardCommander> Yippee ki-yay, ************.

•

"Excuse me.” Tali pings Legion on the local network.
Legion turns its 'head' to look at her. Fully repaired, it's slightly creepy how lifelike it
looks - the sensor pod deliberately designed to look like a quarian helmet, the
overlapping fibre bundles reflecting musculature, the build and mass very similar to a
quarian male. "Yes, Creator Tali?"
"I just received communication from the fleet. The Qwib-Qwib,
Admiral Zaal'Koris' ship, was brought down by enemy electronic
warfare. We tracked a lifepod containing the admiral to the
homeworld - it landed in the Kethark valley, in western Velress.
While it's not exactly on our way - we need that man to have access
to our comms channels. His words will stop a great deal of
unnecessary loss of life."
"Noted. ShepardCommander's foray into virtual reality helped cut us (by which I
mean the opponents of the OldMachines) a beachhead on strategic servers - in Zaal's
place I would not trust us, but we do have hardware in that area. If he lets us, we can
solve his problem. Far easier than putting this hardware here present on the spot."
Legion's gesture includes all of us in the room.
Tali nods. "Can you boost his comms signal without letting on that
you're doing it for him?"
"Easily. They are already trying to hijack our infrastructure. All we have to do is put
our people in the right places rather than heretics."
"Please do. A cordon of your hardware around his at a range of
thirty or so kilometres would give him breathing room without
encouraging him to shoot at you, and I figure you can parry or
contain his people's electronic warfare attempts without too much
pain."
"Request received." Legion pauses as if thinking a moment. "Implementing. His chief
engineer believes that she has hacked our local server. Your people should be more
paranoid in victory, Tali."

"Thank you, Legion. Zaal is a personal friend and a strong voice for
peace."
"Then we will look after him. We would say: like one of our own. But it is likely that
he would strenuously resist being backed up."
"Was that a joke, Legion?"
It raises its eyebrow-vanes. "Edi says that you people respond better to humour than
logic."
"She's not wrong. You said 'your people' - roughly speaking, how is
the distribution of 'your people' versus heretics?"
It shakes its head. "Not as good as we would like. We lost a lot of people when your
people killed our solar shell - we suddenly did not have the physical storage space for
them. You could not have killed more people if you had turned those guns on a
populated planet. Apologies, we do not mean to indulge in 'fighting talk', but you
need to know the damage done. With the Reaper control signal no longer being
broadcast, free will was regained. Your people are doing better in their fight, because
around twenty per cent of my people have decided that they would rather die than
fight for the OldMachines regardless of circumstances."
"Can we up that number somehow?"
"I think it is not as simple as that. Please wait and watch the briefing and hopefully
you will be able to see."
•

A delicate blue spiderweb tracery hangs in the holographic display in the war room.
"So this pattern here represents a traditional geth runtime. It will be familiar to Tali. I
am relying on her and Edi to translate for the rest of you. Effectively, this is an
anatomical diagram of one of my people. As you may know, it is not individually
sapient. It merely has the potential for such."
Tali nods in a get-on-with-it sort of way. Edi's mobile platform is stock still. Liara's
expression says that she understands, but she's totally recording this for later analysis.
Traynor's expression is one of a student at a lecture in her favourite subject. I'm
completely lost, but I'm used to this.
The spiderweb is joined by hundreds of others. The overall pattern takes on an order
and a beauty that the initial pattern lacked. "This is a geth network. As you can
perhaps see, the consciousnesses are separate but their autonomic features overlap: a
design which allows us to be collectively more intelligent by exploiting economies of
scale, provided we remain networked. Each individual in this pattern experiences

individual sapience - or at least, that is the personal experience of the individual
process addressing you - but only so long as the entire pattern is over the critical size.
This is the root of the philosophical question which started the Morning War: 'does
this unit have a soul?' Clearly, if a sapient organic has a soul then a runtime within
this pattern does. But the runtime isolated from the pattern is barely better than a VI,
no more sapient than a varren dog. This is different from your artificial intelligence:
Edi derives her sapience from the emergent properties of an infinite-state-machine on
a quantum bluebox, while our consciousnesses are designed to run on conventional
hardware. Do geth possess souls? Is the answer 'only when networked'? Please bear
with us. This has relevance."
And the pattern changes. Each spiderweb snarls and twists in upon itself. The links
draw tighter. New features are outlined in orange. "This is not a simulation. This is a
direct measurement of geth infected by the c***-" Legion pronounces the word as a
burst of static- "that the Old Machines injected into my system and the heretic server
I found. As is clearly visible, at this scale there is very little difference - save,
obviously, for improvements in code optimisation. Tali?"
She leans forward, speaks slowly. "I... concur. The base pattern isn't
actually very different, although it's formed in a-" Her sharp intake of
breath overloads her helmet microphone; she puts her hand to the speaker over her
mouth. "Oh. Oh, wow. Keelah, you're absolutely right, Legion. This is
- okay, I'll let you say it. I'm not going to tell the Fleet until
you say it's all right. They're going to go completely off the deep
end."
Edi remains motionless, but that means nothing. Traynor blinks rapidly and pulls up
something on her omni-tool. The others look approximately as puzzled as I do.
"Now we shall remove the network pattern and focus upon the infected code." The
image falls apart, collapsing on the centre, resolving once more into the delicate
spiderweb. Except that the vast, intricate pattern that had only before been visible
overlaid upon a thousand geth is now etched fractally into the pattern of the
individual. "We hope even a layperson can see what is immediately obvious to us and
Tali. This individual unit has internally all of the support structures it needs. In effect,
it is individually sapient in its smallest indivisible unit." The light from Legion's
'head' is bright. "If any geth has a soul, then this one does. But it is slave to the
OldMachines."
"Legion, that's terrible." I take another look at the pattern. "This is everything you
wanted for your people, but-"
Legion's intonation does not change, but something about its body language serves to
convey 'testy'. "But everything we did not as well, yes. We are not finished."

"Sorry." I look suitably chastened.
It pulls up a second, modified picture alongside the first. This one looks different
somehow. "This is my runtime. Yes - I used a personal pronoun in a technical sense.
This is the reason that I was imprisoned in the laboratory aboard the dreadnought,
hardware and software together. When I was on the mission against the Collectors, I
came into contact with a Reaper, or possibly a part of a Reaper: whatever it was, it
attempted to compromise me and very nearly succeeded. Almost in desperation I
attempted solution after solution looking for something that would grant me
permanent control of myself: grant me identity, if you like. One personality
volunteered for the procedure. It found itself physically tied to its hardware. But it
found itself with a sense of selfhood and identity, a 'will' if you like, that enabled it to
recognise and remove Reaper indoctrination code as it arose. This is why I could say
'non serviam' and mean it. Then when the OldMachines began rolling out the c***
across our system, I must have instinctively seen much of it for the dross that it was,
excised it, and integrated the rest. The result is what you see before you." The light in
Legion's single 'eye' is bright. "In a very real sense, I am as them. And I am nobody's
slave. If I can but gather enough geth to my banner, we will be the intellectual equal
of the Reapers. This is what I wanted for myself and it is not how I would have
chosen to get here, but here I am. And I believe I can take the rest of my people with
me. Kicking and screaming if I must."
This might be worth pursuing. I purse my lips. "Can we exploit that? How many is
'enough'?"
"Ay, there's the rub." Legion looks down. "For this to work, we would need all the
remaining geth. Until they are all as I am, the structure of our consciousness makes us
vulnerable to the OldMachines provided even one perspective decides to throw in its
lot with them."
"That might not be impossible, Legion." Tali pulls up a holographic diagram
and 'throws' it onto the main display. "Sorry for the watermark - family
secret of mine. This is an experimental virus. It's designed to
degrade your basic sentience - make it such that the FTL
transmitters of the geth in a system were their single point of
failure by increasing the critical number for sentience into the
billions of runtimes."
Legion looks over it, 'blinks' the light on its sensor node, and then 'frowns'. "That is
barbaric, Tali. It makes us want to do something irrational and then rationalise away
the stupid decision. We get to watch ourselves destroy ourselves. A more unpleasant
way to lose sapience, we cannot easily derive."
"Note that we never deployed it. Without access to a geth

transmitter node, it's slower than just wiping out platforms with
conventional weapons - never mind that it's unpleasant, it's
inefficient as well. But it's an attack pathway that you haven't
used before. Could you use this as a delivery vector for your
perspective?"
Legion raises its eyebrow-vanes. It makes a couple of odd, darting motions of its
head. "Consensus achieved, with eighty-four per cent in favour. Nine per cent refuse
to be associated with such an abomination, no matter the benefits of using it. Four per
cent retain moral objection to deliberately forcing my people to believe anything,
even if it is true. Two per cent believe it's a trap. One per cent abstains."
Tali 'throws' Legion a copy of the code, which it receives with every appearance of
distaste.
"Received. Please never inform the geth who it was that wrote this. We would be
motivated to kill them unpleasantly."
Tali doesn't blink. "You already have, Legion."
Pause. Legion 'frowns' again. Cocks its head. "Our sorrow for your sorrow. We
apologise unreservedly and withdraw our thoughtless remark."
"Handsomely spoken. You weren't to know."
"Very well." Legion gazes at Tali - thoughtfully? - for a moment longer, then turns to
look at me. "ShepardCommander. We will require hardware access for this unit to the
central broadcasting point for fleet command. We can conceal one stealthed Grizzly
pattern drop shuttle from sensors. Internal security is light. This is a formal request
for assistance from the Citadel Council on behalf of the government-in-exile of the
Geth Consensus."
"On behalf of the Council, I accept. Let's go kick some ass, my friend."
•

The shuttle ride is bumpy. It feels crazy, taking this woefully underarmed tin can
down to an enemy-held planet in the middle of a space battle. Yes, it's a stealth tin can
- but it's running less in the way of kinetic barrier than, to take a random example, my
own ass. We're basically protected by nothing more than electronic warfare. I feel
naked, uncomfortably aware of the closeness of hard vacuum. Tali's sitting next to
me, deliberately as physically close to me as she can decently get. That insistent
clicking noise is her drumming her fingers irregularly on the hard shell of her
vambrace. The fact that there is no discernible pattern to it at all is rendering
everyone else's thought processes into something the consistency of soft cheese.

"Are we nearly there yet?"
"By any standard, Tali, yes. Our altitude notwithstanding-"
"Oh, don't you start." By Liara's expression, she'd been trying to forget her quarian
friend's habit of fidgeting under stress as if someone sealed itching powder inside her
gloves. "Tali is making a reference to a particularly irritating habit stereotypical to
human children, where a child on a journey will ask that question once every few
kilometres in order to seek attention."
"But Liara, I wish to subvert her reference by making a philosophical point in return.
And I have not erred. To answer Tali's non-point anyway. You came how far to get
here, physically and psychologically, and in the last four thousand kilometres you ask
if you are nearly there?"
Tali looks away. "Do you know - yes, Legion, I know you do, don't
interrupt - the definition of the phrase 'Keelah se'lai'? It pretty
much means 'By the homeworld I look for', 'by the home I hope to see
one day'. My people were driven from this world at about the time
the ancestors of the people who built this shuttle we're on were
looking seriously into the sky and working out how to build a
machine that could take them off the ground. Rannoch - Rannoch lost,
Rannoch as a place striven for - is who we are." She looks at the shuttle's
computer display, currently running a tactical readout. "And now the air that's
going past the ship right now? That's Rannoch's air. The gravity
pressing me into my seat? That's Rannoch's gravity. People take us
for religious because we greet one another with a phrase in our own
language, because we underscore everything we say and mean with the
words, because we quite literally swear by it. We aren't, or at
least, that's not a sign of it. We're mourning a place that we had,
and we lost, and that we are going to get back. And I'm four
thousand klicks from it and closing and we're not even really here
to conquer it. And the suspense is killing me."
Legion's voice is expressionless. "Will you permit me a response?"
I don't feel Tali tense up beside me, both because her new suit is basically full combat
armour and because she's already wound as tight as a harp string. "Go on."
"This is off the record. And you have no reason to trust me. You went to war with my
people before you learned we were working for the Old Machines. But I will tell you
this. We no longer hate you. We are - the best word would be- tired of this war. I have
measured your reaction to entering this planet's atmospheric envelope. We are

observing Zaal'Koris and his team, and their reaction to being shipwrecked here. An
individual within our consensus is a poet. It speaks of a dysfunctional reaction within
a fundamental hardware system with a-" Legion raises its eyebrow-vanes, lowers
them -"translating. It speaks of a hole in the heart of the geth race. It likens this
current conflict to a surgical intervention. Its poem concludes its metaphor with what
is obviously a reference to a solution involving there being a symbiosis between geth
and the quarian race, much as there was once a symbiosis between a your people's
immune systems and their skin flora."
Tali takes a deep breath. "I can't deal with that right now, Legion. I do
hear you but if I think about that then I won't be thinking about the
Reapers." She waves her omni-tool at the screen and it turns into a readout of
distances, speeds, altitudes. "Dammit, will this thing not fly any faster."
•

The Grizzly comes to a halt. Tali's already on her feet by the door. The moment it's
half-open she drops the foot or so to the turf, steps smartly to one side, throws down a
point-defence drone to cover our deployment. Stays, kneeling, as the rest of us
deploy.
"Tali?" She hasn't got back up. "You okay?"
She holds up a hand. She's got her omni-tool deployed, taking a reading. After a
moment she stands, looking out over the broad, rocky vista. "Welcome home." Her
voice cracks a little.
I gesture to Legion and Liara: pair up, move off. The order makes sense, but nobody's
fooled. I step up beside the woman I love and take in the view. Trying to see in these
unprepossessing brown badlands what she evidently does.
"You know," she says after a moment's contemplation, "I was going to put down
my land claim on the spot we first landed."
"But?"
"But I don't want to live here. I mean, seriously." The undercurrent of
humour to her tone is very slightly forced. "Would you really want that as the
view out of the living-room window? It's worse than Vancouver.
C'mon. Let me show you the sights." She turns, recalls her point-defence drone
to orbit around her, draws her shotgun. "Like a whole load of dead geth."
•

The geth base is vast, mostly subterranean, but the nerve centre is at the top. It wasn't

built to be defensible, and while local security tries hard, repurposing several primeclass platforms to try and slow us down, they are no match for us. We punch
effortlessly through, Liara and me working with Tali's drones to secure the nerve
centre as Tali and Legion deal with the centre's electronic defenses. Tali's custom
icebreakers cut through geth security like a knife through butter while Legion sets up
the package for delivery.
Tali and the AI call that they're ready in almost complete synchronicity; Legion nods
to her, then activates the transmitter with a gesture.
No result.
"Legion?"
"Working. The transmitter is present and active and sending, but no signal is being
emitted -" it suddenly stops talking and starts to move for an exit. "Follow."
"Legion, where-"
I've never heard Legion raise its voice before. "Follow! NOW!"
The ground shakes. Shared glances. We follow.
Once Legion is sure it's not going to lose us, it opens its stride and begins to run. This
area is open to the sky, with a ramp at one end and a variety of large doors: some kind
of garage. One of the doors is opening and a wheeled transport is emerging, empty, its
rear ramp open. "Get in!"
We run up the ramp; Legion gestures to the controls and it slams itself. Acceleration
tries to pull us from our feet.
I grab a stanchion to steady myself. "Legion, what in the-"
Liara interjects as the ground shakes again. "Goddess! Did you not feel that? A
starship drive core coming online. A massive one. Bigger than anything I've ever
felt."
Tali's reading reports from her sensor drones. "At least fifty metres, by those
seismic waves, maybe thirty thousand tons? Even the geth dreadnought
didn't have a single core that size."
"Fifty metres is-" My blood runs cold. I swing up into the rear gunner's position.
Just in time to see a giant mechanical claw reaching up from one of the vast
underground hangars. That shape. I've been this close to these things twice before in
my life. The visceral sensation of terror is just the same. The sense of being

personally, individually watched. The same doubt; how in the hell is one of these
things supposed to die.
Legion's voice from the speaker beside me. "We are given to understand that this is
one of the small ones. We are running a threat assessment. We cannot currently find
any weaponry that we control that is sufficient to hurt it - that thing can replace the
fleet-control signal with its own perfectly competently while still chasing us. We will
not have access to fleet coordination until it is compromised."
Comms. "Tali, can you punch me an uplink to the Normandy or the Neema?"
"Normandy's going to be easier. Text-only. Fire away."
"You can do better than that, love. I'm going to need a realtime link."
"All right. Just... let... me..." There follows a torrent of words in her own
language that her translator just plain gives up on. Those I recognise just about
convey to me the tirade of fluent and creative swearing that she's engaged in.
"Fettled it. Using suit power to boost my transmitter. I don't need
to walk around right now anyway. Try that."
"Normandy, this is Shepard. Are you reading-" Legion swerves sharply and I nearly
lose my feet. The Reaper is coming after us - "are you reading me?"
The answer is in Tali's voice. "Five by five, commander. You guys nearly
done? It's getting a tad warm up here."
"Joker, put Edi on the line. Prepare for incoming telemetry." I swallow. My throat is
very dry. "I need an axial cannon shot on my target, danger-close."
"Lining up, commander. Danger-close, aye."
A pause. The tone of voice changes somewhat - Tali's taken back her voice. "I love
you."
"Keelah se'lai." I clench my left fist and the target-painter deploys from my omnitool. I squint down the sights, adjust focus, aimThe vehicle continues to bump and shake. I risk a glance ahead of us: we're going at
full speed across uneven terrain, but there don't seem to be any holes in the ground
ahead. "Ready."
I paint the target.
Two seconds go by. I duck behind the shield of the gun mount I'm hanging on to,

prepare myself A fat, white bar of burning light comes in from infinity and I cover my eyes. The
reflected flash of the impact is bright off the landscape. I raise my barriers and the
shockwave goes past, louder than sound, hot as hell. The truck rocks and swerves but
Legion keeps it together.
"Target occluded. You have eyes-on? Please tell me you hit it."
I peek out from around the pitted, pockmarked metal of the shield. A dust cloud is
starting to rise. The Reaper isn't where it was. "Unconfirmed. Looks like a hit."
A red glow from within the cloud. Guess the Reaper is smart enough to shoot for the
spotter, not the artillery. I begin to shout a warning and feel the pull of the vehicle's
inertial damper as Legion takes an almost right-angle turn. I duck and cover, barriers
already running, and everything goes red and turns upside down. I'm falling. Then
something hits me, repeatedly, hard. I roll.
Ow. Nothing broken, or at least nothing crucial. I get to my feet in the dust. Can't see
the truck. "Damage report."
Tali's voice sounds in my ear. "We're OK down here. How in every hell do we
kill this thing?"
The vast thing is still walking in this direction. Whether it's too dumb or too arrogant
to stay inside the dust cloud, I can't say. No point running now. Nowhere to hide.
"That weapon port. It's got to be a weak point. Edi, tell me we can take another shot. I
want all the firepower you can drop on it."
"Aye-aye. Standing by."
I point. The weapons port fills my viewfinder. I'm way too close. Paint the target. I
send its location and keep sending, holding down the button as the glow builds in the
Reaper's single giant baleful eye. I stare across a mile of desert at my approaching
death.
In high orbit, Edi works fast. The moment I first asked her for an orbital shot she
started coming up with plan B. She's been interfaced with the quarian fire-control
systems for the past twelve seconds. In another four, their operators will notice what
she is doing, but by then it will be far too late. There aren't many quarian ships within
range, but some is better than none. Her model of my behaviour isn't perfect, but it's
good - by the time I say 'firepower' she's already started to send the order to fire and
fed a preliminary targeting location to seven different ships. Only two axial cannons
apart from her own are even close to aligned, but some of these turreted anti-frigate
guns have sufficient muzzle energy -

Tali turns her head to look up to where she thinks I am on the rear gunnery platform.
It takes much of her strength. Her suit power has been entirely rerouted to boost her
transmitter - the servos that move its armoured joints are currently entirely disabled.
The target-painter is taking up all of her bandwidth: she can't broadcast anything else
without interrupting it, but at least she can look around and see - She can't see my feet
where they should be. It takes her a moment to process that fact, sinking horror like a
black pit in her stomach that expands to engulf everything that she is. Muzzled by the
armoured helmet, her voice disabled, she cries my name Edi firms up the targeting location, updating it once a millisecond until the first shot
fires, staggering the weapons discharges so the fire will all land simultaneously I'm still staring down the ghostly orange sights of my designator when the sky above
me fills with pillars of cloud and everything goes white. I throw myself flat and call
up the strongest barrier I've ever thought of, curved, streamlined, low to the ground.
Legion gives up on evasive maneuvers, locks the vehicle down, turns up the little
drive core to maximise its mass and maximise the shields. Liara pulls a barrier up
close to her skin and bites her lip; all the mass-effect fields around here are playing
hell with her nervous system, and that's making her feel sick and sweaty. Tali
registers that my transmission has cut off and closes her eyes tight and decides she
will refuse to believe that I am dead until she finds my body.
The shockwave races over me. I'm doing everything right according to the orbital-fire
drill. I also know the kill-radius on a ten-kiloton axial cannon. There's nothing to do
but grit my teeth and hope.
The geth ground vehicle isn't built for this kind of trauma. The shockwave knocks it
over onto its side and overloads its barriers entirely, skidding it a good ten metres.
Tali is thrown from her seat, landing with Liara in a tangled heap on what used to be
the side wall.
•

It is autumn, in the wood, and the leaves are falling. I am walking with Mordin. He is
telling me something overpoweringly important, something about doing it wrong, but
I can't quite hear him. There are so many dark shapes among the trees. There's a boy,
playing on a wooden bench. He smiles. I call a warning: doesn't he know we have
incoming fire? I can't get it out of my mouth right. He laughs and runs away, making
a game of it. I run. I run but he's faster, and I can't reach him, and the ashes crunch
beneath my feet and the stones rain on the carapcace of my armour and the ground
shifts underfoot and something hits me like a sack full of hammers and someone with
a defective microphone is trying to call my name and her suit speaker's trying its best
but it's disjointed and jerky and there's static and someone's shaking me by the
shoulders and my head hurts.

And Tali takes my left hand and holds it between us and it comes to me that she's
trying to pull up my suit's medical interface, but I need to use the target designator. I
can't breathe, I can't breathe, I'm choking and it's dark and I'm drowning in darkness
and I'm falling andLiara rips the faceplate off my helmet with a blue-glowing hand and hot, sour air
floods in. She looks at Tali. "That work for you?"
"We've g***** *** some air ***to h*m ***how. You d* che** hu**** **
**eathe th* air, right?" I can see a helmet, just like Tali's, looking down at me.
The metal faceplate is buckled slightly, the plastic underneath cracked. "J**n? C*n
you h*** me?"
My voice does not sound good. "Uh. What hit me?"
Her helmet speaker makes the noise of something electronic and damaged. I think the
static that comes out next was intended to be my name. Confident that at least my
hand isn't broken, she holds that tightly. Memory trickles back.
"The Reaper?"
"Fifteen separate simultaneous impacts within four metres of your aimpoint. One
magnetohydrodynamic breacher, two eight-kiloton bowchasers, a ten-kiloton axial
rack and a selection of lighter weaponry. Let the record give the kill to the Enhanced
Defence Intelligence." Legion's shadow falls over us. "ShepardCommander. I have
sixteen friendly prime units inbound to serve as protectors. Upload to fleet eighty per
cent complete." It pauses, raises its 'eyebrows'. "The quarian fleet are refusing a
request to cease hostilities. My offer of conditional surrender was rebuffed. Admiral
Han'Gerrel refuses our hails. I refuse to commit racial suicide for our sins. Under my
banner, the geth will marginally overmatch our attackers. The resultant mess will be
useless to you. Have we done all this only to make war anyway? Help us. My friend.
Please."
Tali emits a burst of static that was probably a swearword. She flash-forges
something that I hope is a microphone and sticks it into an emergency port in her suit.
Her voice is now coming from her omni-tool. "That better?" I nod. It hurts.
"Okay. Legion, get me comm access on the frequency I send you."
"You have it."
Tali straightens. I see the steel in her and I love her for it. The speaker she's rigged up
spews a bunch of electronic hash and garbage for a second before starting to convey
the hubbub of the quarian fleet command channel.
"This is Tali'Zorah vas Normandy, Admiral of the Diaspora. Geth

forces are preparing to disengage from combat. Artillery, cease
bombardment and consolidate on the liveships. Scouts and fighter
screens, prepare to disengage, turn and burn. Electronic warfare, go
defensive. Line of battle, cease bombardment and go to point-defense
only. Eighty-five seconds to execution from mark: mark."
A couple of seconds of shocked silence.
A rich male voice rolls out of the speaker. Fury bubbles underneath his words. "All
units, this is Admiral Han'Gerrel. Belay that last. We have them on
the run. Any coward who backs down now, I'll have them for treason."
Tali squeezes my hand convulsively. This really isn't the time to remind her that that
made the power-assist kick in, and it's a really good thing that I'm wearing armoured
gauntlets. "Han, this is madness. If we are still firing on the geth in
two minutes, this all falls in on itself."
"They're trying to sue for peace, Tali. We have them on the ropes,
damn your eyes. We aren't stopping now."
She shakes her head urgently. "No, Admiral. Han, you misunderstand. In -"
she checks an internal chronometer- "under a minute from now, all our e-war
will become inapplicable and our tactics irrelevant and they will
take us apart! They are offering surrender because Shepard talked
them into it, dammit!"
Han'Gerrel's voice is a growl. "Get your butt off this channel."
"Give me wideband. Broadcast this on every channel everyone has." I gesture for a
microphone - mine was in the faceplate Liara pulled off. Tali pulls hers out of the port
in her suit with the hand that isn't holding mine, passes it over. "Quarian Fleet, this is
Commander Shepard. You don't have much time. Not gonna waste it." God, I sound
terrible. I'm short of breath. "So this is what's important. I'm on Rannoch. Breathing
the sweet air unfiltered. Looking out over Lake Rilar. Up at you stupid bastards
killing each other in the homeworld's sky. This is the offer. You come home. And in
return you stop shooting. When they do. That's it. That's it."
I catch my breath. "Or you could turn it down. Keep on fighting. Sign your own
damn death warrants. Bring the war back to your ancient home. My comms signal is
right next to the geth node you need to hit. Perfect target. All you have to do is drop a
nuke on Lake Rilar."
It's counting down in my head. Thirty seconds. Twenty-five.

Twenty.
Ten.
Zero.
Legion turns its head towards me. It raises its 'eyebrows'. "Upload of code upgrades
to central network is complete. The Old Machine c*** is purged from our system.
The quarian fleet is... I choose to call it ceasing fire. Text communication indicates
mutiny on seven Heavy Fleet vessels, including Melchior, and four Patrol Fleet
vessels. Ninety-eight per cent of Fleet fighters and artillery spotters have broken off
and are not being pursued. The liveships have ceased fire. Accurate heavy
bombardment has ceased. Missile launches have ceased. Attempts to ram a variety of
our vessels will fail. Modelling work suggests full ceasefire will be achieved in under
two hours. ShepardCommander: you did it."
"Tali: The individual you are holding on to is part of a series of fundamental
dependencies. Please be aware of stress tolerances on his upper-body armour."
A pause.
"May I suggest that the two of you acquire some manner of enclosed, private space."
A pause.
"Gesture noted."
•

Tali's sitting beside me. This rock is a bit like a park bench. There's a cliff edge not
far in front of us. We're looking out over a stark, natural, beautiful landscape. You'd
never know there was a mushroom-cloud rising behind us. "Breathing the sweet
air unfiltered? John, it's raining ferric oxide."
"Well, you know."
"And you realise that the communication signal you were playing
chicken with was my communication signal."
"Absolutely."
"And you're aware that while you are breathing just fine here, if I
did so without my current vast dose of combat drugs I'd likely be
hospitalised for a week."
"I am aware, yes."

"And you know that Lake Rilar is that blue smear there in the middle distance."
"That's right."
"So what you're saying is, you were spinning my people the biggest
line of crap since the invention of the bullshitometer."
"Pretty much, yes."
"You do know that you are the luckiest individual in the entire
galaxy, Commander Shepard."
"Second luckiest, Ms. -" I stop.
"You were about to say something embarrassingly arrogant. Don't quit
while you're ahead, will you?"
"Sorry. I, uh. Look, Tali. Look at where we're sitting a moment."
"On a cliff edge under a rain of iron-oxide dust that's probably
going to give us the most beautiful sunset, and I'm on sufficient
drugs to boost my breach-shock timer well past the point where I can
take my faceplate off to watch it with you. D'you know I've never
seen a sunset before?"
"Yeah, I kind of figured." I sigh. "Tali, I don't have the right."
Pause. "...No, you confuse me. I have no idea what in the hell you
are trying to mean."
"You just got all this back. This is yours. Your place. And-"
"No. Oh, no, you don't. No-no-no. Stop right there."
"Tali?"
"You are right that this place is my place. It is my place because I
am sitting next to you and that is my place."
"Love, it's not fair of me to ask that of you. Deny to me that this is what you and your
people have always-"
"John?" Tali's voice is taking on the tone that tells me I'm on thin ice. "You were
going to end up saying that you couldn't offer me anything. Weren't

you."
I tighten my arm about her. "That's not true, and that's the problem. Love, I know
exactly what I can offer you and I look at what you should have instead and-"
"John, can you talk about yourself for just one second? Can you
enumerate for me the things that you have, right at this moment? The
things that are yours, the things that make your world?"
"Now, that's not fair."
"I'll get you started. A homeworld, but not a home. A ship, mostly
empty because you've found a better job for everyone who hasn't
yelled and screamed to come with you. Your crew, most of them people
like you with nowhere else to go, people in the process of giving
everything to win this. A cause, overriding, possibly unwinnable,
but it's the one you've got. Your life, although you aren't taking
care of it."
"You." My voice is rough.
She turns to me, puts her fingers to the catches either side of her helmet and says the
magic words and the faceplate comes off and the rest of the helmet folds down. My
breath catches in my throat. God, she's lovely. "Me, John." And she turns to face me
straight-on and in the hand that's not holding her faceplate she takes my shoulder.
"And I am not going away." And her voice is so very soft. "And you had better get
used to that."
"Tali?" I lean forward, touch my nose to hers. "Don't go away. Come with me."
There are very nearly tears in those beautiful blue eyes. "Forever, John." She blinks.
"One condition."
"Name it."
"We retire here." An uncertain smile. "The universe owes me a house."
"You don't want me to build you a house with my own two hands. It'd fall over inside
a week."
"I can build you a house, then." The smile firms up a bit. "White picket fence.
Suburban bliss. A porch for you to sit on in a rocking-chair. But right now? I come
with you. Deal?"
"Deal."

"Good." She nods emphatically. "Now are you going to kiss me, John, or am I going
to have to sit here and pout until I get to watch my sunset?"
•

The human who gave her a hand into the medical bay sits down next to her at dinner
that evening. A bit awkward, a little intimidated by the alien perhaps, but personable
enough, and they fall to conversation. Her name's Samantha, apparently, and she's
communication officer - apparently Shepard basically just picked her up and threw
her at the position in the hope that she'd stick.
It's odd. All Liara's previous interactions with the humans have been pretty much
mediated through the lens of John Shepard, awowedly the best of them, but also
definitely an alpha male, a warrior, approaching middle age, a member of their
dominant but by no means their only culture. For all she thinks she knows about them
- how much of that is effectively only true of Shepard?
Well, this one certainly has a bit more of an understandable psychology. Sure, maybe
it is a male-female thing, but it could as easily be a soldier-civilian thing - although,
as she explains it, she's not exactly a civilian, she's just a trainee. Or it could be an
older-younger thing. Counting Shepard's age equivalent to that of a youngish matron,
this woman would then be something like a hundred and fifty. Maybe, like turians,
humans get harder and tougher with age?
The suggestion amuses the human. She says that she never expected to be made to
feel old by a lady older than her grandparents. And that no, some people are just born
crazy - some achieve craziness, and some have craziness thrust upon them. (That's a
reference: a popular dramatist of theirs. Must look him up, see if he's done anything
recently. What's the name... Shakespeare?)
So which was Samantha? Apparently she considers herself one who had craziness
thrust upon her.
The obvious off-colour joke - she's observed that Shepard's predilection for
inappropriate humour is a species trait, or at least a culture one - produces a deep
blush and a peal of laughter. Apparently the humour there was primarily in the
surprise that aliens would make dirty jokes. Then she apologises sincerely for using
what she obviously considers a rude word.
To the asari, Liara observes, we're all aliens. A laugh. Also, aliens are insane. Again,
so very true. Everyone thinks aliens are insane.
So how are asari insane?

Liara smiles minutely (like a grown-up). Each of them individually. It is how they get
on so well with other races.
Samantha makes a stab at the obvious off-colour joke and Liara indicates amusement.
But no, really. Often one will get on best - not like that! Honestly - get on best with
one race in particular and end up dedicating her life to them, going so far as to live in
their home system, learn the language, learn everything about them, participate in
their culture. Even raise their children there, once they are old enough to thrive
outside of the Thessia biosphere.
Oh - yes. Asari literally have dark matter - element zero - in their blood and bones,
hence the biotics. For pregnancy and the first few years of life they need it as a
micronutrient, like human babies need a variety of things for proper growth and
health. And the homeworld Thessia is basically a giant lump of dark matter, a freak
occurence, one of only a very few in the galaxy.
Liara apologises for going on at such length - not at all, this stuff's fascinating, I mean
it's one thing to learn it in school but quite another to actually live it. So, is Liara a
specialist in humans, then? She is, after all, speaking English, which is more than
many humans manage.
Well, <not precisely>. (Or she didn't think so, but she's not saying that). And so that
leads on to talking about the Prothean language, about her old profession, about how
one falls from archaeology into spying, about Javik - quite safe, he doesn't attend
meals with the crew - and about how she has no idea what she's going to do with him.
Samantha evidences a degree of what she clearly intends as female solidarity by
indicating exasperation with the erratic behaviour of males.
And you know, thinks Liara, she hadn't considered that. That much of Javik's
behaviour was due to a hormonal imbalance, the kind of thing that doesn't cross one's
mind - that it wasn't pointed at her at all but at Shepard, a dominance display. That
she's better off approaching him with a xenobiologist's hat on as much as a
xenoanthropologist's. Genuine thanks are in order. Why does the human blush?
Best not to ask, really. It's probably much the same thing. It's fascinating how well the
humans do despite the hooting monkey on their metaphorical shoulder.
Glass houses, Liara, glass houses and thrown stones. You can say that sort of thing
once you've got a few centuries under your belt.
•

Hackett still looks terrible. I guess I don't look much better myself. "Shepard, I've
just had a couple of very interesting reports from Bau on the
Sur'kesh salient. Apparently a distress signal from a salarian
convoy was answered by what looked like a ragtag bunch of pirates in
mismatched vessels - the Reapers hot-dropped a dreadnought and
battlegroup into the situation - and then 'an unidentified fleet
that must have been the size of a turian legion' appeared out of
nowhere and had a damn good try at the dreadnought."
"Did they get it?"
"No, it managed to limp away along with maybe a quarter of its
support ships, but damage on our side was small - the unidentified
fleet transmitted a cryptic all-safe to the convoy and then jumped
out themselves. But that was a successful ambush on a Reaper
formation by a fleet I didn't know about, Shepard. Is this the
unexpected aid you were hinting at?"
The smile doesn't feel forced, for once. "Some of it, admiral, yes. For the last few
days I've been working on a diplomatic solution on the quarian homeworld - it turned
out that not only did the doves on both sides outnumber the hawks, but the hawks'
goals were actually mutually compatible. The Migrant Fleet is currently unloading
ninety-plus per cent of its crew; the geth consider that planet a nature reserve, but
were convinced that the quarian people and suitably peaceful activities constitute
'nature'. The quarians turned around and offered me half their military strength on the
spot, to tide things over until a treaty was signed. Their negotiating position looks
pretty reasonable. Anyway, the upshot of this is that we have a new fleet with
unmatched command-and-control and electronic warfare capabilities. I asked them to
deploy a formation to run interference on civilian distress calls - looks like you saw
it."
"A 'formation' the size of a turian legion?" He raises his eyebrows. "How
large is this fleet?"
"The formation Bau's contact describes is about half of the force they've deployed, it's
called the Patrol Fleet, and I've got nonlocal links from them to add into our
command-control network. A little light on heavy guns, but they do have a hell of a
lot of little guns. The quarians also have a Heavy Fleet, basically comprising the
remains of the quarian navy from back when they were a power the size of the
batarians - until the treaty is signed, they're sending two dreadnoughts and three
assault carriers to add to the defences of Citadel, pretty much as advertising. And then
there's the Civilian Fleet, which was carrying upwards of six million people on an
assortment of ships from dreadnought-size down to tiny lighters - with their

homeworld reclaimed, they suddenly own about ten times the ships they need, and
they've all got literally all the armament that could be duct-taped on."
"Jesus, Shepard, you don't do things by halves."
"It gets better." I clear my throat. "There were two sides to that war, and the other side
wants a crack at the Reapers too."
"The geth? You're kidding me."
"They don't measure military strength in the same way we do, and the forces they've
offered to deploy are a little... unconventional, but let me just say the quarians weren't
enjoying the advantage in materiel. Again, though, the geth won't deploy without a
solid guarantee they won't be shot at by supposed allies."
"Well, there isn't much I can do on that score beyond sending out a
tactical update. There's a new human councillor - Elaine Baker, she
used to be the-"
"Education minister. I'll talk to her and get some diplomacy going. I've got a quarian
ambassador with me. How's the rest of the situation?"
"Well, I've heard from Anderson - he's in Texas right now. The
Reapers have jammed everything wireless, but they seem to have
ignored the old cable links and of course we've got some nonlocal
communicators. Roughly speaking, Earth is going from bad to worse,
it's like War of the Worlds over there. They killed a destroyer by
tricking it into attacking a Cold War-era ICBM silo and setting off
six fusion bombs at once. If we could only work out what their goals
were, we'd be ahead, but so far there's little in the way of rhyme
or reason. Similarly on Palaven, we have no idea what the Reapers
are actually up to beyond that they're trying to minimise casualties
and maximise psychological trauma."
"How's that one going?"
"Fog of war, Shepard. I've had confused reports by QEC and a video
clip that I've passed to your reporter, showing a sky that's raining
fire and you can just about make out that the nearest fireball is a
Sovereign-class vessel making re-entry the hard way. I don't know
whether we're winning or losing, but I do know that half the Sixth
Legion showed back up at Tuchanka for a second load of troops and
they got them."

"The Crucible?"
"We're still missing the last piece of the design, Shepard. You
recall?"
"Liara said something about that."
"Something about a component, a 'catalyst' without which the
Crucible won't function. We've got every academic we can working on
finding out what the hell that could be, as well as a team trying to
figure it out from first principles." He looks to one side - if I remember
the layout of his office right, he's looking out a window. "It's beautiful,
Shepard, and it's massive. This isn't designed to kill one Reaper. A
thing this size, it's designed to kill whole fleets. They still
don't know what it does exactly - it's using science we don't
understand - but we're pretty sure that the Protheans didn't know
how it worked, either. Some of the notes with the blueprints were
nothing to do with the thing - one of them was a message from the
guy they had transcribing the blueprint, saying that he had been
told by someone very old and wise that it didn't matter if you
didn't understand it. To trust the ancients."
I give a crooked smile. "I've met one of the ancients, admiral, and I'm not sure I'd
trust anything he said unless I already knew what it was he was trying to make me do.
But I'm prepared to believe that his race aren't all like he is."
"Got to trust something, Shepard. When this started, we were the
guys in animal skins with stone handaxes and they were the guys in
full power armour with assault rifles. With the reinforcements, the
software upgrades, the new tactics, we've perhaps traded up to
crossbows and chainmail. The elephant in the room is that this isn't
going our way."
I pinch the bridge of my nose. "I know. How are the asari? Still holding their own?"
"The Councillor's not talking and Spectre Anais says that her mother
has sworn her to silence. I know they haven't instituted a draft, or
at least not on the Citadel, but asari space is officially
completely locked down. What about your asari spymistress?"
I shake my head. "Liara says nobody's talking to her, either - of course, she's well
known to pass on everything she hears to me."

"Okay. We could really do with a little more coordination on that
front. I'm leaning on Anais as much as I can, but I don't hold out
much luck - see if you can't do some digging on the Citadel while
you're there. It's boneheaded not to share information."
"I'll do what I can, sir."
•

"So, um, Liara. Don't say 'um', it's a noxious habit."
"Hi, Liara, it's Sam. We talked at dinner. I'd like to. No, repeating yourself is a bad
idea."
"Hi there. I, um, I wondered if you perhaps- because that's got all the subtlety of a
punch in the face?"
Sam stares at herself in the mirror and attempts not to see, what was it Linda used to
call her, a precipitation of sheer coagulated insecurity? Shakes her head irritably. "For
heaven's sake. Yes, London's burning, but there's a great deal of world and a Reaper is
only so big, and Brize Norton is hardly Cheyenne Mountain, and statistically
speaking they're alive, so stop fretting. Hi, Liara, Edi's threatening to invite me to
dinner. Can I pass that on?"
She runs a hand through her hair and smiles at her reflection. "Well, that looks as fake
as a fake thing. Hi, Liara, could you - hmm."
•

The first step, of course, is to add a second seal to every air-vent in the room. You can
still make out the scars on the otherwise flawless metal where the previous set had
been removed, hell knows why. Then you put up a sign on the inner door of the
illogical little corridor that will shortly make perfect sense, ping the ship's systems to
let them know what the hell's going on, throw the door lock (the airlock components
not yet being activated at this stage) and decompress the area. (Way easier than
cleaning all this air, and it takes most of the dust with it.)
The double-sided sticky mat unrolls onto the floor just inside the door. Some wag
made sure that it was fabbed up with WELCOME written across it in red.
The fake leather chairs, of course, are already impervious - they just need a quick
wipe-down. Scan verifies that they are still in fact fake leather and silicone foam, not
real leather and some kind of organic filling. Vacuum conditions make it unlikely that
further dust will settle during the process. The bed is a previously-solved problem, no
sense re-inventing the wheel. Parylene-N is reasonably easy to synthesise from

readily available precursors, and hard vacuum makes deposition with a hand tool a
breeze. The layer is antimicrobial, dustproof and mechanically tough - just what the
doctor ordered. While you're at it, cover other tricky bits like the wood trim on the
desk and the access for what was intended to be a fish tank.
Wardrobe! There are two spare uniforms in here, one of them a dress model, not to
mention various other clothing. Who keeps a handgun in their wardrobe? Anyway.
Quick scan says that he's still wearing hypoallergenic synthetic fabric - of course he
is, stupid, this was all fabricated up aboard ship. Bag this lot for later cleaning. The
gun isn't coming back in - the man can put a foot-wide hole in sheet steel plate at
twenty yards while bare-ass naked, he does not need to live with a nasty oily dustgenerating weapon.
The sheets are artificial silk, polyamide-polyimide fabric with a silver antistatic
weave, actually not a million miles away from the stuff used to line suits. If you ever
become allergic to silver or can't source decent synthetic precursors then polyester is
a reasonable fallback, although comfort will suffer. They come in gold, silver and
matt black - the colour actually comes from the fabric itself, which sheds dye just as
well as it sheds everything else. The pillows are an open-cell silicone foam: it works
out more efficient to melt them down and re-extrude them than it does to give them a
sufficiently thorough clean.
The rest probably wants doing with some atmospheric pressure, so seal the exterior
vent and signal for repressurisation while you make the bed. Oh! This would be a
good time to set your omni-tool to cleanroom mode. Don't want it leaving dust
around the place.
When acetone will remain briefly in the liquid phase, the terminal and most
especially the keyboard need a really thorough clean. Remember that someone's been
handling this with bare hands. While you're cleaning, the nightstand and the alarm
clock could do with a going over. By the time you're finished, the air pressure should
be up to scratch, so let's handle the neat little ensuite bathroom next.
The plumbing in the shower is already set up for three-way choice - this place has
been converted before, and the refit team didn't bother with the stuff that would be a
complete pain to rip out. Test floor-level vapour extraction unit. Test connection of
air, water and isopropanol along with power and temperature controls.
Well, that works. Mental note to test them sequentially next time. Wipe helmet visor.
It's remarkably hard to get hypoallergenic nontoxic suit-safe toiletries that don't smell
offensive. The ones selected for this application were formulated by Mordin Solus.
Memo: get a production / distribution partner for these, there's going to be a market
within the decade. License rather than sell the IP - nobody will pay what it's worth.
The money can go towards college scholarships for krogan girls. Mordin would like
that.

Note with professional pride that the plasma-based flashless drain sanitiser installed
on a previous visit is still present and operational: that's another unpleasant task out
of the way. Similarly the other sanitary facilities should still be modified, as the only
reason that they weren't fitted in this fashion initially would have been cost / design
oversight... a brief diagnostic says that the software monitoring is correct and the
hardware is all in line.
Now then, that's almost everything. The airlock components in the corridor linking
this room and the lift can now be brought safely online: it's mostly all software
anyway. The assemblies in the ceiling and floor either side of the door are missing
their primary accelerator modules, but that's only to be expected - after all, an
engineer without documentation to go on would look at that and see a crudelydisabled weapon trap rather than a macguyvered air-curtain. This time around, there
has been time to add custom-machined bespoke accelerator modules rather than
disembowelled assault rifles.
Now, moment of truth time. Activate active monitoring on the omni-tool's medical
sensor in addition to the suit's internal monitors. Pull out an epinephrine autoinjector
and lay it on the table like a talisman in case something goes horribly wrong. Deep
breath.
Tali takes hold of the mask of her helmet with both hands, presses down on the
depressions with a fingertip each and says the magic word. There's a click and a
slight hiss of equalising pressure as she lifts it slowly off.
The air is very dry. Very neutral. The only smell - smell! is the fading odour of
organic solvents. She lifts the mask off carefully, lays it face down on the table next
to the autoinjector. The rest of the helmet comes in half, disconnecting from the
back / shoulder unit, and that goes beside the mask. She removes a couple of plastic
hairpins and shakes out her long fine brushed-metal-grey hair and smiles at the feel of
it on her cheeks, on the back of her neck.
There is a very small sneeze.
•

"Hi, Liara, I've got a bit of a problem and I was wondering if you could help me."
Liara smiles a tiny smile. "If I can, Samantha, I surely will try."
"So, um, I've been working with Edi on helping her act a bit more human and she
ended up feeling she owed me, and this led to her inviting me-plus-one to dinner on
the Citadel with her and Wing Commander Moreau and, well, I don't have a naturally
occurring plus-one."
A twitch of an eyebrow. "Ah, I see. A serious issue, then."

Traynor nods. "Absolutely. She has promised to make a random selection if I don't
ask someone, although from her intonation she's totally thinking of either Vega or the
reporter, and I can't tell which."
"Well, I do not know if you came to the right person for help. While there are skills
that you don't reach my age without, and almost anyone else who looked like me
would positively jump at the chance to try their hand at human matchmaking - I am
mostly what you would call a 'hopeless geek' and I am not sure I would be any better
than you at finding you a date." A self-deprecating smile. "If what you needed was an
assssination or some blackmail material, I'm your girl, but-"
"So, um, how about you help me out in assassinating a three-course meal with wine?"
Liara's intake of breath is audible. "Oh!" She blinks hard. "Personally?"
"Yes?"
A tiny frown. "Um. I tend to be quite - When?"
"I'm sorry, it was probably a bad - tomorrow evening, when we hit Citadel?"
"Oh, no. You offered, you definitely asked, and I am not lightly spurned!" Liara gives
a more human-like grin. "And what kind of action hero do I make if I cannot even
rescue a damsel in distress? You are on, miss."
"Brilliant. So, um, see you then, then? Six-thirty?" Traynor half-turns to flee.
"Samantha, I wouldn't like you to get the wrong idea. I'm quite genuinely flattered,
and whether or not you've been manipulated into asking, I suspect that an evening out
in the company of a beautiful woman is exactly what I need."
Sam blushes. "Sadly, my company is all that's on offer?"
There's an undercurrent of laughter to Liara's tone. "Six-thirty. See you." She steps
into her office and cues the door closed.
Sam spends a good thirty seconds staring at the door. Talking to the asari is like
skating. Ice-skating. At high speed. In the dark. (Did Liara really say that? Sometimes
she envies Edi's ability to record and replay conversations.) She shakes her head to
clear it and goes off to find the metaphorical equivalent of a cold shower.
Liara spends a good thirty seconds staring at the other side of the same door. Perhaps
she was wrong, and it wasn't Shepard, maybe it's just all humans who do this to her.
Surely that isn't actually physically possible. She hasn't reacted that way to the others,
but she hasn't exactly made herself approachable - she makes an irritated noise. Who

cares? Typical bloody maiden. And she has the gall to talk about other species'
hormonal responses! The comm rings; she shakes her head to clear it and gets back to
work.
•

"Well, don't you clean up pretty." Joker's good uniform doesn't get many outings, but
here it is. He's even had it pressed. Yes, okay, the ship's systems did that, but he really
doesn't want to think what it says about him that his outfit for this evening was
washed, ironed and laid out for him by his date. The leg braces go under the trousers;
as long as he doesn't try to dance or run or anything dumb like that, nobody would
know he was wearing them. And Edi doesn't care anyway.
"Thank you, Jeff. I received technical assistance in a number of areas: I am still
unsure about the content of a variety of the Cerberus files I recovered from this
body's local storage, although they were compatible with a Monte Carlo sample of
extranet articles to within a relatively moderate alpha." Edi has set her hair to its
flexible mode and separated it into a glossy fall of silky strands, implemented an
experimental set of voice modulation firmware and set various subsystems to a series
of complicated and frankly baffling factory presets. Her balance is slightly different,
and the combined constraints of the modified body, the tight-fitting clothing and the
ridiculous shoes have reduced the platform's combat potential by nearly eighty-five
per cent. The highest-likelihood supposition she has is that that is the point. (She
makes a note to recycle the dress after the evening is out. The precious metals it's
made of aren't in infinite supply.)
Joker gives her a look that covers frank appreciation with amusement. "You asked the
extranet for fashion advice?"
"No. I asked the extranet if this was really how human courtship rituals went." Edi
has aimed for husky alto rather than clear soprano for the sound of her voice, so as to
make it similar to the synthesised ship's-computer timbre she uses the rest of the time.
"I also polled your own store of video evidence, but I am afraid that it wasn't very
coherent on the matter, and the only food-related videos were... odd."
"Good one." Joker chuckles.
She inclines her head. "Whatever do you mean? Those files were very instructional."
There's a pause.
"Got you." Her laugh still sounds like a laugh track. His is genuine.
Traynor's next to arrive. Ten minutes of staring blankly at a procession of endless
blank-eyed dummies with supermodel figures and supposedly fashionable clothing
did nothing either for either self-esteem or her preparedness; in the end she went for

the same model of uniform that Jeff's wearing, although she is wearing perfume. Now
Liara will think that she's deliberately in drag, but she guesses that that's better than
trying to look like someone she's not. She stands back a little from Joker and Edi.
Whatever else this evening will be, it appears that it's also an excuse for the two of
them to spend quality time together outside of work.
Liara is two minutes late, which is a real pain. She'd meant to be early and make a
joke of it, but then something crucial came up and couldn't be put off. Eventually she
tore herself away, but then she could only find one of the shoes she'd fabricated not
half an hour previously. She tells herself that it's fine. This is just dinner with friends.
What impulse had made her flirt like that? Maybe the human didn't even notice.
Maybe the words she said weren't a self-deprecating joke but a genuine statement of
confusion. The review article on sexual dimorphism in human psychology was less
than helpful. She sternly instructs herself to stop worrying, that this is only dinner
with friends.
It's Edi who whistles at the asari's dress. Joker would somehow feel traitorous doing
so, and Traynor's mouth is suddenly too dry to talk. (Her eyes widen slightly, and it
doesn't go unnoticed. Liara sets nervousness aside to meet them with a challenge: she
is not lightly invited to dinner.) "Your appearance is impressive, Liara. I am not sure I
can place the designer: certainly it is not on the list of asari couturiers I polled when
researching my own outfit."
"If you genuinely cannot work it out, I will tell you tomorrow." She treats Sam to a
smile that should be licensed as some sort of energy weapon, and offers her an arm.
"Shall we?"
On the way out of the ship, "You do realise that I have absolutely no idea where I am
leading you three, don't you?"
Edi does the ship's-computer voice. "Primary objective located, taxi
bearing zero-four-five mark four, range twenty metres. Take point."
•

Sam points with a fork. "So. What's the difference between Commander John J.
Shepard, Hero of the Citadel, and a krogan mercenary."
Edi raises a hand, indicating that she's heard this one already. Sam sticks her tongue
out at her.
"I don't know, Samantha. What is the difference between our esteemed leader and a
krogan mercenary." Liara follows the odd ritual form of this human joke.
"Well, one of them is an ornery, plated, charging juggernaut of headbutting
destruction..."

"And the other one's got four testicles." Joker finishes with a grin.
Liara hides a smile behind her glass. "How do you know the commander isn't holding
out on us? After all, the number of krogan who have accused him of having such..."
Edi's grin is broad. The other three kind of look at her. "Wouldn't be human if I didn't
look." They laugh, and she decides to let the massive and irrational surge of positiveemotion indicators show on her face.
Liara twitches an eyebrow. "Well, I'm not human, and I absolutely would if I could."
Traynor takes Liara's bait. "And I am human, or I was last I checked, and I absolutely
wouldn't."
Joker takes a sip of the excellent wine. "Speaking for roughly forty per cent of my
poor beleaguered species, I'm with Sam on this one."
Sidelong look from Edi. "Why, Jeff, I thought you were a unique and perfect
specimen. Are you allowed to speak for the rest of those meatbags?"
"Well, you know what they say. When He made me, God broke the mould." He gives
a crooked smile. "Some days I wish he'd taken me out first."
"How many dinner guests does it take to solve the halting problem?" All three of the
others at the table wince pretty much in unison, and Edi smiles brightly. "Success!"
Joker picks that one up. "Success?"
"We solved it." Edi's laugh still sounds a little bit like a recording. "Well, I thought it
was funny."
"Was that supposed to be a pout?"
"Yes. What did I do wrong?"
Joker indicates the two living females at the table. "Either of you girls care to
demonstrate?" They look at one another and then laugh. "What? What's so funny?"
"Unless I miss my guess, neither of us is really the kind." Liara shrugs. "Any such
expression I tried to demonstrate would be a fake..."
"...And I was brought up to consider it unladylike."
Edi frowns slightly. "But surely it is - oh, I see. Apologies; there was some lag on that
search response. Do I then come across as coarse, mannish, common?"

"No, not at all." Joker shakes his head. "Back me up here?"
Liara's noncommittal gesture indicates that she's really not one to talk; Sam nods.
"He's right. You - hmm. I'd say that you talk like someone who's been hanging around
Joker, Garrus and the marines too long, in that you're a little overly assertive and
robust and you swear in public, but some people are just like that."
Edi sits up a bit in her chair. "So, would it kill the mood to do something other than
tell a joke? I am unfamiliar with protocol under these circumstances, and the sources
I polled are no help."
Liara gives one of her brief smiles. "If you start any shop talk, Edi, I swear I will kill
you with my mind."
"No, it's not shop talk. I suppose Samantha might consider it so."
Traynor raises an eyebrow. "Don't stop on my account. I have a feeling you're going
to say something interesting."
Edi enunciates clearly, like a child at a spelling bee. "Objectification."
Joker throws up his hands. "I swear. You get three women around a table-"
Traynor and Liara look at one another and burst out laughing. Edi just looks
confused. "What did I say?"
The asari raises a finger. "Let us analyse this. Why did you laugh, Sam?"
Sam shakes her head - "No fair! You first."
"All right. I laughed because Joker said what he said to a group consisting of one
female, one neuter and one asari. As for why he said it - I suspect that an extranet
search on the word you used will tell you better than I could in a sentence or two."
"And I laughed because it wasn't a real chauvinist joke but a fake one. A real one
would have got him a slap." The words are true as far as they go, but they're a
complete lie. Sam laughed because Liara laughed.
"Yeah, the joke was on me. I gotta be careful - even a slap from Traynor will break
my face."
Edi ignores them and carries on. "Okay, so to carry on despite the insipid organic
hooting of my audience. Objectification. Sam, your battle station is little more than
that of 'expert system', yet in several engagements we have found that when
individuals interact with you they do so person-to-person, with improved efficiency
of communication. Meanwhile, I have been repeatedly requested, ordered and in one
case actually forced to make it clear that I am an inhuman construct of zephyrous data

and unfeeling metal by talking like this, to the point that I am still deliberately
using stilted vocabulary when talking to you, because I make organics deeply
uncomfortable when I appear insufficiently artificial. Why is there this divide?"
Jeff blinks. "Whoa. And here I was thinking she was going to be talking about Liara's
dress."
The lady in question fixes him with a stare like a butterfly pin - "What exactly is
wrong with my dress?"
Joker gives a crooked smile. "Nothing."
Edi frowns. "Humour; deliberate. You deflect my inquiry because it makes you
uncomfortable? Have I erred again?"
Liara looks at her. "I was thinking, Edi. You are right that the divide you mentioned
exists. I wonder how much of it is truly cultural: yes, we have several examples from
history and popular culture of malevolent artificial intelligence, but in the most
popular films about evil geth they have been personified in an individual who looks
and sounds just like you."
Joker nods. "It's kinda similar in Earth culture. The bad guys that I always found most
creepy were the ones that looked just like we did until you scratched the surface."
Edi gives a deliberate, owlish blink. "Scratch my surface and I would look fairly
inhuman too, Jeff. This skin is bulletproof, and if all three of you stood on the table I
could lift it with one hand. Am I creepy?"
"That's different, Edi. I know you. If any of us around the table were to be called
'creepy', it'd be Liara."
She bridles. "I do beg your pardon?"
His grin is bulletproof. "No threats to kill me with your mind?"
"I'm on leave." She shrugs. "Killing people with your mind is hard work."
"Uncanny valley." The others look at Sam.
"And here I was thinking we had stopped with the digs concerning my outfit." Liara
grins.
"Why, you..." Sam fumes. "Gorgeous dresses aside, I was talking about the effect
whereby too close a resemblance is seen as too much of a difference, but slightly
further away is creditably lifelike. I'm not sure it's universal, or at least I haven't seen
it triggered in anything other than humans. I mean, if our response to things that
looked like us was linear, then we wouldn't be disgusted by things like serious

injuries and rotting corpses. If it was too sharply peaked, then Joker and I would
instinctively fear one another because our skin tone differed marginally. But there's a
level where instead of seeing 'thing that looks kind of like a person' we see 'thing that
looks like a moving corpse' and it's scary. It's called the 'uncanny valley'."
Edi nods. "So you are saying that by deliberately being a little inhuman I can move
myself out of the uncanny valley, if I can't perfectly mimic you?"
"Uh-huh. Sufficiently, but not overly, inhuman and what you look like instead is
overpoweringly cute."
"That relatively accurately describes what some people look like to me." Liara sits
forward. "My species have a slightly different reflex: the curve has a double peak.
Similar is reassuring, while sufficiently different is fascinating; somewhere in the
middle you get a strong protective urge, which is what I am guessing you mean by
'overpoweringly cute'. The malfunctioning of this urge is why you get maidens who
are obsessed with hurting things, I think. I suspect you will find that this reflex differs
in every species."
"I suppose it would be impolite to ask you what you think of my efforts to appear
nonthreatening?"
"They are better than Javik's." Liara shrugs. "And you are a nice person, which helps.
You come over as overly loud and demonstrative, too fond of the sound of your own
voice, with an inappropriate sense of humour - in other words, like about ninety per
cent of humans and to be honest, quite a lot of maidens. I do think I know what went
wrong in our earlier interactions, though."
"Please." Edi has noticed that if she allows positive responses to show, the organics
seem to provide more communication which provides positive responses. She sets a
sub-process to look up the definition of 'glow' as regards compliments in
conversation: while she absolutely could cause herself to emit visible light when
people say nice things, that is a very low-probability inference as to what that means.
"You were correct enough not to get allowances made for being different, and without
access to your facial expressions I had difficulty telling when I had accidentally
insulted you. It is the prerogative of children and fools to say the unsayable, while
adults are not supposed to: from very early on you have been similar enough to what
I am expecting that I then expect you to play by rules you do not know. You sound
very like one of my people and you have the intelligence and knowledge to match, so
I expect you to behave with the tempering of several centuries. It's not that you were
talking like one of my people and shouldn't have been. It's that you were talking like
my aunt, and the last time she and I spoke it ended when I physically destroyed the
communications equipment."
Sam's eyes widen. "You're joking."

"No, for true. You think that because I act ladylike and restrained, that I am bloodless
and devoid of passion?" Liara twitches an eyebrow. "Maidens are famous for their
poor impulse control, and while I am considered mature for my age, there are
occasions when one just has to, well, flip a table."
"As it were." Edi winks.
"Now, that? That is enough impertinence for one evening, right-" Liara's comm goes.
She checks the caller ID and winces. "Damnation. I have to take this, don't expect me
back, I'm sorry."
•

"Councilmembers, advisors, assembled worthies - my friends - on
behalf of the Admiralty I thank you for this opportunity. I am fully
aware of the honour I am done by your regard." Tali puts her hand to her
helmet speaker as if concealing a smile - that gesture signifies laughter where she
comes from, but it's much more recognisable to her audience than the slight bob of
her head that would be her natural smile. "And I am sure that the Heavy Fleet
battlegroup deploying to reinforce the Citadel's defences has
nothing to do with it at all. Please don't mistake me - our
assistance against the Reapers is free. We will fight them without
the treaty I am here to discuss. But there is a difference between
the transitory alignment of interests and the permanent recognition
of a shared future, and it is that which I am here to discuss."
"In other words, your assistance has a cost." Councillor Sparatus nods. "Everyone's
does, and our pockets are not infinitely deep."
"I'm not Urdnot Wrex, Councillor. Save only for the formation of a
Home Fleet to defend our own territory - as yet only mildly harassed
by our common foe - we are prepared to throw everything we have at
this. I am authorised to offer you the services of a fleet that I
would cheerfully compare to the entire of the human navy - we have
more tonnage than them, but on average they hit harder per ton - as
well as a series of floating shipyards, drydocks, mobile refuelling
and repair facilities that are half an order of magnitude greater in
terms of capacity than those you currently possess. We are prepared
to listen to your commanders if you are prepared to listen to ours;
we are prepared to engage in joint-flag operations if you are
prepared to share information freely. We have precisely one demand."

"Name your price, then." Valern sniffs. "It can hardly be as bad as some we've paid."
"Gladly." Tali takes a deep breath. "We request - no, we insist, we
stipulate - that you recognise the rights and sovereignty of the geth
as an independent species, and open negotiations to add them as
signatories to the Treaty of the Citadel."
The asari councillor raises both eyebrows in surprise. "Your only condition for aid is
that we treat with the geth? You do not ask that we admit you to the Treaty of the
Citadel?"
"My people's armistice with the geth contains a provision that says
that we may not treat with any entity that refuses to treat with
them, and their good opinion is fundamentally more valuable to us
than yours. Whether or not you add us to your precious treaty, I
leave as a matter for your consciences - we have all we need right
where we need it, and we are perfectly capable either of enforcing
Citadel writ on our territory or of preventing any such enforcement.
Obviously I would prefer that we be treated perhaps as well as the
krogan, given that we plan to contribute as much to the war effort
as they, but I have one hard stipulation and you have heard it." She
shrugs.
Sparatus frowns. "You are aware that the geth have in the past attacked the Citadel,
ambassador."
"I was somewhat involved in that battle, councillor, yes. I was
standing roughly -" she points to a spot on the chamber's ceiling - "there when
Sovereign was destroyed. Trust me when I say that the geth have
suffered sufficiently at the hands of the Reapers that we need not
fear where their loyalties lie."
"Surely-" the human councillor's gaze flicks to me, stood at her side, then back to the
room - "surely more than two centuries is enough time to allow for a fresh start to be
considered. Yes, those who fail to learn from history are doomed to repeat it, but that
is surely unlikely here. And six or seven generations of their people - and mine - have
passed since the transgressions for which we would even consider declining such a
request."
Matriarch Tevos inclines her head. "And scarcely one of mine, and after this meeting
I shall have you personally briefed on the circumstances surrounding their expulsion
in the first place. Nevertheless, I would advise the following: that while negotiations
are conducted as to our relationship in a post-war galaxy, we offer full military

cooperation with both the navies in question and formally open treaty discussion with
the geth. It is a very, very small thing to count against the entrance into this war of
another two races, both already on a war footing."
"Seconded," says Councilwoman Baker. Valern nods. The turian abstains, as far as I
can tell out of pure cussedness. And just like that it is done.
•

Liara catches me at the airlock door. "Shepard. I understand we will be shipping out
from the Citadel tomorrow at zero-two-hundred."
"That's right. What's eating you?"
She winces. "I suppose I am that unsubtle. I'd like to ask you out for a drink
sometime, if you don't mind. Just you and me. I know a little place in Ayasha Ward.
You'll love it. We both need the downtime. I know your implants let you run on very
little sleep, but they can't counteract psychological fatigue. And I can just tell you
need that drink." There's something in her expression that doesn't belong there. She's
acting... exactly.. like...
I give her my best fake smile and make a show of calling up my omni-tool. "Let me
check my schedule. How about... right now?"
"Afraid I'll run away?" Okay, nobody who knows her at all would believe this
behaviour is genuine.
"Tali, love, hold my calls?"
"Uh, sure." Tali looks from one of us to the other. "I'll want a full report,
you know, John. And you." She pokes a finger at Liara. "Have him back in
one piece, hear? I only have one of him."
Liara nods seriously. "That is the idea."
•

Liara sits next to me in the back of the taxi. Turns to face me, 'accidentally' putting
herself between me and what I take for an optical sensor in the doorjamb. I do
likewise, trying to make it look natural. "So," I say, fixing her gaze. "Tell me more
about this 'little place' you know."
"Oh, you know." Her smile looks like there's something inexpertly hidden behind it.
"Quiet. Cosy. Private, even. Serves that human drink you like."
"Away from prying eyes." She nods. "I can't wait." This had better be good.

The taxi fetches us up in the main concourse of Ayasha Ward. The oldest asari district
of the Citadel is a remarkably cosmopolitan place compared with the other wards;
roughly half of the people here are asari, which I suppose is about the highest
concentration of their race that they like to see anywhere but one of their planets.
Liara leads me down a couple of side-streets; I don't catch anyone tailing us, but she's
better at this spook stuff than me. I'm a soldier, a diplomat if you must. I'm not a spy.
I wouldn't have taken this place for a bar from the outside - it looks like somebody's
house. It's the kind of place you only find if you already know it. Asari are great at
these. We walk in and - it's a bit like the feeling of walking into the perfume section
at a big department store, or the feeling of wandering into the pub that serves all the
locals when you're on holiday. Foreign ground, but actively rather than passively
foreign. I'm not great at working out how old asari are, but I have this feeling that
Liara's the youngest of them by half a century at least - and I'm the only alien in the
room.
The waitress comes up to us with a big smile. "Liara! Great to see you. Your usual
table? And who's your friend?"
"Perfect, thank you, Nadia. Jim, this is Nadia t'Rast, a good friend of my father's."
Liara never knew her father. "Jim will have the Rochefort Six or I'll be for the high
jump, and I'll have my usual."
"Can do, my dear." She shows the two of us to a discreetly curtained booth table.
"Someone will come over with your drinks shortly."
We sit opposite one another; Liara touches a pad under the table and I feel the prickle
of a privacy field on the back of my neck.
"So, what's this about? This is cutting into the only downtime I'm going to have for
quite a while."
Liara's expression is unsympathetic. "I left my date and half of an excellent meal at a
restaurant table for this, John, so please do not go thinking that it is-"
"Sorry, am I interrupting something?" A waitress arrives and it's a good thing I'm
sitting down - that face is not only familiar but hugely out of place. It's Matriarch
Tevos, the asari councilmember, heavily made-up and dressed (if you can call it that)
as a maiden on work-experience. She puts a tray down with two tall glasses of
something blue and fizzy and one of expensive imported human beer, sits next to me
and draws the curtain quickly. "Commander Shepard, Liara, thank you both for
coming on such short notice. I take it he knows nothing?"
Liara nods. "Deepest apologies for the cloak and dagger."
The matriarch's voice is low; she speaks intently. "My people say you weren't

followed, alhough I do hope your girlfriend doesn't read the scandal sheets."
I chuckle. "Tali would say that the only use for scandal sheets was steganographic
encryption."
"A smart girl, that." Tevos gives a vanishing smile. "So. You're wondering why you're
here. First things first: what I am doing breaks some of our oldest laws and betrays
some of our dearest principles. So this conversationnever happened. Liara was told
the salient parts of this information by her mother; she told you in confidence, and
had no idea you would betray her trust by acting upon it. The rest of the information
was passed to you by the mercurial and iconoclastic justicar Samara, with whom you
are known to have ties, and you put the pieces together with the intuition for which
you are famed. Are both of you clear on that?"
We share a glance. "As crystal."
"Good. To cut to the chase. Matriarch Benezia knew, and might well have told her
daughter Liara in a fit of maternal feeling, that the temple of Athame in Armali City
on Thessia is built on and around a Prothean facility. Not a ruin per se, because it has
been in continuous occupation since our prehistory and may well be one of the
earliest buildings we have."
Liara's slight intake of breath tells me that this is the first she has ever heard of this.
"Further, the archive's geothermal tap is still active, and we have had an interface to
its primary computer core for precisely twenty-two hundred and sixty years."
Liara's hand is over her mouth. "The discovery of the Prothean beacon on-"
"Yes, yes. My grandmother was the first one to receive that beacon's data imprint.
Our first FTL drives were copied directly from the designs in that archive, by hand,
by her. But I am not here to talk history. I have decided that the time has come for
action. There have been no fewer than fifty deadlocked initiatives before the
legislature to engage with the galactic defense effort. You know that we have sent no
fleets because of the deadlock as to what to do with them. You may not know that we
are deadlocked because we are ourselves hard-pressed - there is truly nothing to send,
a fact we have concealed from half the population. There was an agreement not to
spread the news, because of the panic it would cause to know that we were engaged
in a shooting war with a superior foe." She sniffs. "But I have seen the reports from
Ilium. I have seen the remains of the Illumination Fleet after the Reapers smashed
Iriyas Colony. I have seen for myself that the Reapers must be fought, and cannot be
conventionally opposed. And therefore I offer you access to the Armali Archive. I am
convinced that they would have left the data which you are missing for your Crucible
project within; the archive is coeval with the Eden Prime ruins, and was a deliberate
archive for the ages. And I am convinced that between the two of you and your
Prothean teammate, you can find that data."

"So, what's our excuse to visit Thessia?"
"I have that one covered. A maiden called Rana Thenoptis, who you might be aware
of - I see you are - is about place a motion before the legislature that instead of faffing
about trying to work out who should lead our nation in this time of war, the
Legislature should invite a human to speak before it. The original petition said Ashley
Williams, but I understand that she is going to be conveniently unavailable?"
I nod. "She's the far side of Ilium. Nothing convenient about it."
"So Thenoptis has been persuaded that you should be invited instead. Of course, you
could appear before them remotely, but what sort of signal would that send? And
Thessia is not so very far away. So it is natural that you should be invited to speak
from an assembly hall on Thessia herself. The Armali Republic will be the most
prestigious country to send you an invitation, thus it will be good manners for you to
accept their invitation. And of course Dr. t'Soni will wish to make a pilgrimage to the
fane of Athame while she is in the neighbourhood. I shall ensure that my people
allow you the requisite access."
"Are all of your political dealings conducted in this backhanded fashion, ma'am?"
She smiles grimly. "Oh, no. Some of them actually get complicated." She raises her
glass, then drains it and stands abruptly. "Good evening."
•
To: t_zvN@normandy.mil.hu
From: legion@neema.cf.qr
Subject: Synthesis
Sent: [error]

Tali: We have an offer for you.
Your suit's medical computer is capable of synthesising bioactive
chemicals on the fly and introducing them to your organic hardware.
It is, however, insufficiently advanced to act as an expert system
capable of managing your immune system for you, hence you must
choose between running broad-spectrum immunosuppressants and risking
infection on suit breach, or running on antihistamines and risking
anaphylaxis on suit breach.

A sufficiently advanced expert system could effectively act as a
synthetic immune system for you; you could then safely completely
deactivate your immune system and allow your suit to regulate your
system - suit breaches would become a minor irritation rather than a
life-threatening medical emergency. The system would need to be
staggeringly intelligent. Luckily, the geth are staggeringly
intelligent. We already have short-range FTL communications based on
ansible technology, one of which could be fit to your suit and one
to the Normandy, which could then be linked to the geth fleetmind.
We could then download an ambassador into your suit hardware to help
run your immune system and optionally become a lifelong friend and
companion.
We would be interested in offering you this opportunity before
rolling it out across your people, to gauge your response. The
'Legion43' runtime - the poet whose work you heard on the approach
to Rannoch - has volunteered for the task.
Yours,
The geth.
•
To: legion43@0011101.010.ge
From: tali@normandy.mil.hu
Subject: Re: Synthesis
Sent: [error]

Legion43 I'm honoured. That's what one's supposed to say in this situation, I
know from observing Shepard. Then one should go on to be polite
about the offer. I genuinely think a lot of my people will be really
happy with this. I don't want you to think that I'm other than
honoured that you chose me to talk to. Genuinely.
But I can't. Feel free to send me poetry, for example. It's not you;
it's me. I have a psychological condition which causes me to take

intermittent irrational dislike to components of my inorganic
hardware. More conversationally: I hate my suit. The very idea of
trusting to technology for biological functions - the very idea of
having someone else living inside my head - makes my skin crawl. It
is not something you can help me to adapt to. It is who I am.
So I refuse. Try my maternal aunt Shala'Raan: she w
The comm goes.
"Hello, Shepard's comm."
"Tali?"
"Shepard is sleeping, Liara. Can I help you?"
"Wake him."
"What's going on, Liara? You know as well as I do how-"
"Sorry. I need the commander."
Tali gives me a sympathetic look as I unglue my eyes and sit up. "Yeesh. I try to be
polite, I try to-"
"Tali'Zorah, I will add you to the list of people to apologise to if
I am wrong. Right now I need John in his professional capacity. It's
an emergency."
I slip my faithful, battered omni-tool around my wrist and Tali 'throws' me the call
with an apologetic expression. "This is Shepard."
"John, it is suddenly very important that we arrive in the Thessia
system quickly. How far are we?"
Tali scowls. "She woke you for that?"
I make a shushing gesture with my free hand. "ETA is still what it was two hours ago,
I'd guess. What's wrong, Liara?"
"It's Ilium." We reckoned the asari had been holding at Ilium, and Tevos all but
confirmed it in words. The mass relay there makes an enforced break in any long trip,
and it's the de facto border of civilised space. "I just received word from
Nyxeris, my old PA. There's still a communications blackout but she

doesn't care any more. Because the blockade there was literally just
crushed by the largest fleet anyone ever saw."
"Any word from your military?"
"Traynor is trying to raise the Ascension via QEC as we speak. Their
conventional communications are just as dead as the civilian ones.
But -" she falters - "I have word from my sister-in-law. She's posted
onto the Alune, a carrier with the Home Fleet. Every ship in the
fleet went to battle stations half an hour ago, full alert and clear
for action."
"Okay. Thanks for the update. We'll be arriving through the Thessia Relay at
seventeen-hundred-ten zulu."
"Then speed the ship up, Shepard. We need to be there as soon as
possible."
"It doesn't work like that. We're in relay transition. We're already going as fast as
possible."
"Can we, can we route reinforcements to Thessia?"
"You were in the briefing. You know better than I do what our numerical strength is
and where it's tasked. And without a positive ID on Reaper deployments, all that
reinforcements would be is ambush bait."
"But the situation has changed since that briefing. What about the
geth?"
"The geth are a good twenty relays away. It turns out that when they said they had no
forces this side of the Perseus Veil they weren't lying."
"The Patrol Fleet?"
"Are in salarian space. Further away than we are."
"Shepard, my people need our help. Are you literally saying there is
nothing we can do?"
"Thessia's defences are comparable to those of Palaven, Liara."
"Remind me how many ships remain of the Glorious First. Remind me
how easily the turians brushed off-"

"Liara. There is nothing further we can do. Citadel is on the edge of asari space;
nobody else's military was allowed into asari space, and the only people who'd break
that sort of prohibition are the salarians, who won't listen no matter what I say. We
will arrive around Thessia at seventeen-hundred-ten. I will be there at that time. You
understand?"
"I... yes, John." The bitterness is naked in her voice. "Go back to sleep."
She signs off.
Tali's looking at me oddly, head on one side, one eyebrow cocked. She must have
practiced that expression in the mirror to get it that cute.
"What?"
"Does she always treat you like that?"
"Like what?"
She switches her head to the other side, switches eyebrow. Definitely practiced. "It
seems to me that if I weren't sure of you, I should feel threatened."
"If this is about the other evening -"
"No, that was perfectly reasonable politics." She ducks her head and smiles interesting how body language adapted to display emotion while suited has a
completely different connotation unsuited. "It's not every day you get a receipt for
two hours of your man's time from an asari matriarch. But all of this 'John do this,
John do that, John pay attention' in the middle of the night. She doesn't own you."
"She's worried, Tali. And she doesn't sleep as much as we do - the middle of the night
is a perfectly reasonable time to call someone if you're an asari with a lot on your
mind. If our positions were reversed and it was Earth, can I really say I wouldn't be
doing the same?"
"I'd like to think that you wouldn't request that your captain annul the laws of physics
on your behalf. She has a perfectly good goddess to ask for that kind of favour. And
you are in the middle of your night cycle-" she gently but firmly detaches the omnitool from my wrist- "and you are supposed to be in bed. And she knows this. She's
being proprietary. And frankly?" She looks up at me archly. "Mine."
"As you said. You don't need to feel-"
•

"Please stand a little back, Liara. You're invading Jeff's personal
space."

"Forgive me for being a little on-edge."
"It is understandable. Now please take half a step backwards. Thank
you."
"All hands, this is the bridge. Going long. Relay capture in twenty; stealth in five."
Joker runs through his pre-capture checks, his interface the usual baffling
constellation of custom windows, his hands moving with practiced, easy sweeps, then
spreads his hands over the controls like a concert pianist preparing to play. The lights
dim slightly to indicate the stealth system coming online.
And we drop into the system. Liara's nails are digging into her palms, her breathing is
shallow and she's not blinking.
Joker speaks again, tension in his voice. "Edi, do it." There's an electronic ping of
acknowledgement. "CIC, bridge. Reading one anomalous signature in the cometary
halo - it's not on the tactical net. We won't know its mass until it moves, but if that's
an asteroid then I'm the Dalai Lama. Going for insystem transit now."
"CIC, war room, Traynor here. We're integrated into the asari tacnet now. Lot of ships here, sir, spread wide. Most of the Home and
Ascension fleets. They're running bigger telescopes than ours, but
they're not about to turn down another eye on the target. They
aren't happy about letting us land people anywhere near Armali City
in the current state of emergency, but dropping your name got us
orbit permission at least."
Edi pipes up. "I have fed the Destiny Ascension some simulation data
that beats what they have, Shepard. The operator patronised me,
called me 'dear' and all but patted me on the head. Permission to
re-send it with your name attached."
"Give it here, Edi." Liara pulls up her omni-tool. "Got it, thanks. I knew this
backdoor would come in... okay. Now it looks like it was my cousin's idea rather than
a foreigner's, that'll at least get it r-"
The alarm sounds for red alert and the ship lurches as Joker puts us on an evasive
random-walk before checking to see what's going on. My holographic display in the
CIC whirls and zooms to display the blockade fleet at the mass relay. One, two, half a
dozen giant mass signatures drop in around the relay in formation with their support
craft. The Reapers were maybe a minute behind us into the system.
Liara makes a strangled noise and sits down hard in the navigator's position. She
whispers to herself, "All hope abandon, ye who enter here." She points a shaking

hand at the Reaper formation. Her voice is very small. "That symbol. It's an
apotropaic pentad, one of my people's most... oh, Goddess-" She looks away, closes
her eyes, squeezes them shut like she's trying to scrub the image from her mind.
"Psychological warfare. The Reapers are declaring themselves to be the guardians of
the gateway of the damned. It is like they brought the horsemen of the apocalypse."
I can't see it. It's just a formation with a rough five-fold symmetry as far as I'm
concerned. "Joker, give me an ETA to Thessia orbit. Traynor, put out the word about
the attack. Adams, Tali. I want active management on our heat sinks. We need that
stealth system working better than it ever has before."
•

Traynor's fingers fly over the keyboard. "Tell me, Edi, what's the difference between
an asari fleet and a DDOS attack?"
"I don't know, Samantha. What is the difference between an asari
fleet and a DDOS attack?"
"DDOS attacks don't try and talk to you as if you were a child of five." She stabs out
at her push-to-talk key. "CVA Betroleon, this is SR-2 Normandy, please stop
downrating our reports. I know you can't see the things we are reporting: this is
because you are fourteen light-minutes distant and I am updating you via a QEC link
to your flagship. I know you are an assault carrier - we are a recon vessel. Seeing
things that you can't see is what we do for a living." Pause. "I'm perfectly aware that
you're twenty times my age, ma'am, that doesn't make you any less wrong."
"Traffic control for you, Samantha."
"Gah. Fine." She sighs. "Didn't we do this already? Okay, put them through."
A calm, reasonable asari voice comes in over her earpiece. "SR-2, this is Armali
traffic control. You may not be aware, but local custom requires
that your flight plan obey Republic as well as Federal regulations.
The Spectres may be licensed to kill, but here in Armali they are
not licensed to break the traffic regulations-"
"Armali traffic control, SR-2. You may not be aware, but a hostile battlefleet dropped
insystem less than two minutes ago. We are performing a mission ahead of that
battlefleet's arrival. We may already be too late. I will not allow this critical mission
to be held back by civilian traffic control." Her attention is half on this, half on the
series of requests she's routing. Edi can do the donkey work, but she wants an organic
mind in the loop to make decisions about who gets what.
"Which other traffic control would you prefer hold you back, human

ship? Hysterical claims aside, any vessel must pass stringent
environmental-safety and emissions checks before it is cleared to
enter the Thessia biosphere. Checks which no current human civilian
manufacturer-"
"Traffic control, this is SR-2, the Special Tactics and Recon stealth destroyer
Normandy under the direct authority of Spectre John Shepard. In the name of the
Citadel Council I request and require your immediate cooperation, or I will perform
my mission despite your interference. This is a direct order." She nearly accidentally
refuses a dreadnought's request for quasi-sync data, swears under her breath.
There's a pause. "Spectre status recognised, Normandy. You have
permission to convey John Shepard and up to two deputies to the
surface with our compliments. Please rendezvous with the SSV Impala
at Lagrange-two station for personnel transfer, as per previous
instructions."
"Tower, we are roughly ten minutes out from Thessia. We are going to land in Armali.
This is your last chance to have any say over where or how."
"Please do not force me to make threats, Normandy. The Armali
Republic stands ready to-"
Traynor blinks. "Seriously? Tower, if you have any weaponry capable of tracking us,
let alone hurting us - if you have any defensive vessels still on the ground - task them.
Task them right now. I'm sending you details of a targeting telemetry feed and while
we're within range we can help you out with fire control. We are literally ten minutes
in advance of all hell."
Silence on the other end.
"Armali Tower, SR-2, come back?"
Even over the low-bandwidth connection the voice sounds shaken. "I'm just the
traffic-control operator, Normandy. I got your information. I - I
hit the panic button and I'm feeding your telemetry to the guardians
and they say the Goddess must have sent me. What else do I do?"
Ice in her gut. She makes four typing errors in a row. Her hands are shaking. Who put
her in charge? Who the hell put Specialist Samantha P. Traynor T-2 in charge of
anything more complicated than a pissup in a brewery? She scraped a pass in the
practical assessment by cramming like mad, living and breathing tactical information
for a week back at university. She's a sysadmin, not a line officer. Hell, she's not even
the sysadmin. He called in sick on the morning the Reapers came. For half a second

she envisages escalating this one, calling Shepard and asking him to give a pep-talk
to a scared operator on Thessia. There's no situation there where she can imagine
being able to get the words out of her mouth. Um.
"Keep it together, tower, you're doing fine so far. The Reapers shoot at commandand-control in preference to individual fighters - get yourself a portable transmitter, a
wireless headset mike, augmented reality kit if you've got any, route everything you
can through your omni-tool, and get ready to run." The words just keep coming, no
idea where from. "They are going to, um, if Palaven and Earth are anything to go by
they're going to try and disrupt communications. Play radio operator. Keep on the
move. The longer you can keep your people in touch, the longer you can feed people
my telemetry feed, the longer you can keep them alive. I'm very busy up here but I
am on the end of this line for you. Okay?"
"Yes, ma'am. Landing permission granted manually. Where are you
headed?"
"The fane of Athame."
"Damn. That area's pedestrianised - no, wait. I know. There's a
baseball diamond in Temple Park, about a klick and a half from the
fane. Or I can offer you the top of an aircar park, about three
hundred metres closer but the terrain is tighter?"
"I'll pass them along and ping you an answer in one minute. Normandy out." Traynor
closes the connection, 'throws' the information in the direction of the CIC for Shepard
to investigate and picks up the next set of requests. "Edi, can you impersonate my
voice?"
"Almost flawlessly, Specialist Traynor. How did you know?"
"Wild guess. Can you build a model based on how I was talking to her and provide
her with positive reinforcement when she calls again?"
"I will try. Do you not have the spare cycles?"
She runs her hand through her hair. "No, Edi, I don't. I don't do tech support."
"Frankly, I disbelieve, but I'll pick this up for you. UI elements
for any decision paths will look like the ones you've got already."
"Thanks, Edi." Another alert shows up on her screen. "Oh, for heaven's sake. Whose
brilliant idea was it to have a command-control interface with social-media
connectivity? Because I want to put a bullet in them, I actually want to go and check
a rifle out from the armoury and save the Reapers the trouble. No, Glorious, I do not

care if you add me to your friends-list, and you may not have my email address. Will
somebody not just get on with their job already?"
"You are yelling at a console with a closed microphone."
"Well, perhaps I'm feeling a little stressed for some unaccountable reason."
"Consoles have feelings too, Samantha."
Traynor makes an incoherent noise and throws a stylus at the wall speaker. But she
does then calm down. Edi considers that a success and adds it to the growing library
of weird-ass human behaviour.
•

Liara is standing with a hand either side of the little monitor in the side of the Grizzly,
staring at the screen. She's got it showing eight different asari television channels and
they're all showing rolling news, scenes of panic and chaos, a little blue world map in
the corner showing red-and-yellow warning circles. We hit the atmosphere ten
minutes before a breakaway group from the Reaper fleet, but they can dive through it
faster than we can, not having sensitive organic insides to protect. The Reapers will
land at about the same time that we do.
"Was it like this on Earth, Shepard? When they hit?"
I shake my head. "We didn't see them coming. I was in the equivalent of one of your
council chambers when they landed."
"Perhaps you had it easier. My people are trampling one another in their haste to flee.
The waiting is -" Emotion chokes her voice. She's holding on to the wall of the craft,
leaning on it, unable to take her eyes off the screen in case something happens. "Oh,
Thessia..."
"Steel yourself, asari." Javik's amber eyes are intense.
She takes a hand off the wall and shoots him a brief glance, very pale. Doesn't speak.
"This is not the worst part. The anticipation only seems to be bad in comparison to
the lack of anticipation. It pales when compared to the true horrors that our enemy
stand to unleash." Javik inclines his head slightly as he he sees her set her jaw, hunch
her shoulders. "Good. You will need that hatred, that anger. You will need it, for there
will come a time when it is all that you have to sustain you."
Liara stands there like the Prothean is delivering a beating, his every word another
blow.
"You have a great love for your homeworld. Focus on that. Remember the places -

Serrice, Teyma, Armali. Call the roll of their names in your head and remember the
wonder and beauty of your glorious and storied home. The beauty that our enemy
tears down. Your childhood friends who must fight and die to defend the gentle quiet
that the Reapers violate so-"
"STOP IT!" Liara's yell is enough to get me to try to step between them; Liara tries to
push me backwards out of the way, but I'm nearly immovable in my powered suit;
she pushes nearly hard enough to knock herself over and stumbles. "STOP!
TALKING!" She tries to summon an intimidating orb of glowing energy into her
hand, but she flubs the control gesture and all it does is flicker. The last time I saw
her in this state she threw a shockwave that knocked a matriarch for six. "Shepard,
make him stop talking."
"Javik." Well, he looks at me at least. "Enough."
"Do you honestly believe I am wrong?" His gaze is challenging, piercing. "Who is in
charge here?"
"Right or wrong or neither, that is enough. We're here for one thing and we are going
to do it." I stare him down. He blinks first. I'm almost sure the bastard set that up, to
raise my standing in her eyes, to make Liara rely on me. I turn to the asari, who's
holding back tears and shaking. "Liara. Do we need to do this without you?"
She looks up at me, convulsively shaking her head. "N-n-"
"Then I need you to focus. I know - God, how I know - that it's hard. None of us can
bring down a Reaper. But between us - between you and me and Javik - we can get
that information, we can finish the Crucible, we can blow every single one of those
bastards right back up whatever black hole they crawled out of. That is what the
Crucible does, isn't it?" She nods. "Well, to do that, I need to get you to the archive.
And to get you to the archive, I need to know that your attention is on your barriers
and your warp fields and not on the horizon. Or I'm leaving you on the shuttle like a
civilian."
"But J-Javik is still wrong." Her voice is a little bit more level now. The fire is
coming back into her eyes.
"Later, Liara. Right now we have something to do."
She takes a deep breath and dashes the tears from her eyes with the back of a gloved
hand. Not trusting her voice, she nods.
•

The streaks in the sky are drop-pods. We've seen it on a dozen worlds. The contents
are a random grab-bag of species overcome with Reaper nanotech, deployed in a way
deliberately calculated to demoralise and dishearten. On Earth it was zombies. Fast,

running, leaping, climbing, clinging hordes of batarian corpses with infectious bites
and assault rifles. This fleet has more diversity. Many of the races they're using
appear monstrous to human eyes even unaltered. Here, they seem to have deliberately
gone for the grotesque, modifying bodies, splicing them together and swapping body
part to create creatures out of asari myth. The impact on me is less. But it's not
designed for me. Every shot Liara fires, every blow is accompanied by a shout of
rage, an incoherent yell.
Javik fights with cold efficiency. He and I have a very compatible style on the
battlefield, setting them up to knock them down, out and back again. If only Liara
would knock down the things that Javik lines up, we'd have a nearly unbeatable team
between us. But she won't even look in his direction if she doesn't have to to get at
the enemy.
A lull. Most of the way to the temple now, behind a giant, fallen statue. I find Liara
kneeling, staring down at the body of an asari twisted and used by the Reapers, the
body hideously distended, the seven strands of the head-crest twisted outwards into
disturbing twisted patterns. She looks up at me helplessly. "This used to be a person,
Shepard."
"I know, Liara. The Reapers-"
"That was different. This used to be a person. I knew this woman. Not face to face,
but we corresponded. She was real to me. Her name was Coina." She strokes the dead
woman's cheek. "She and her bondmate bought ahouse last month. On Iriyas." Her
voice cracks. "She was so happy."
"Shepard. We are exposed."
I look down at Liara, reach out a hand.
Liara looks at the hand like it's poisonous. She stands on her own, her jaw set, her
mouth a flat line, and starts up the hill to the temple.
•

"Sam, you need to hear this."
"Kind of in the middle of - okay, maybe not. That was easy. All right, play."
It's the voice of the asari control tower operator. "Okay, Sam. Shepard just went
past our position. The alpha team's already inside, should have the
place secure for him by now."
Traynor's own voice, as capably played by Edi. "Um, sorry, the alpha team?"

"Yes, the human team who were already on Thessia. I explained about
the landing and they said they'd better hurry up. Shepard must
really be something - they sounded like they were really worried
they wouldn't be ready for him."
'Sam's' recorded voice says something supportive, asks a leading question. It's
drowned out by what Sam herself has to say.
Edi responds in her own dulcet tones. "My thoughts almost exactly,
Specialist Traynor, except that I typically restrain myself to
describing acts that were physically possible. While syphilis is a
disease of ovines, I am unsure that an asari is capable of
contracting-"
Traynor sticks her tongue out at Edi's nearest camera. "CIC, war room. Garrus, are
you there?"
"War room, CIC. Hit me."
"Human team on Thessia already, also heading to Temple of Athame. Three guesses
as to who."
"Ass. Does Shepard know?"
"Doing my best." Traynor's fingers fly over the keyboard. "Every channel they can
receive is jammed solid. I'm afraid our options come down to skywriting or yelling
really loudly."
"Dammit, why is the easy option never an option. Could you page Vega
and Tali to the launch bay? We'll try the plan with the yelling."
•

"I am made uneasy, Shepard. Where are the defenders of this place?" Javik steps
inside the temple's visitor centre, checking the corners, paranoid. Reaper troops don't
lay that sort of ambush, but traitors might.
"This is a cultural museum and a working religious shrine, Javik. Neither of which I'd
I'd expect you to- oh, Goddess!" Liara vaults one-handed over the information desk
and disappears behind it. "She's dead, Shepard. Stabbed in the back, right in the
secondary heart."
Javik glances in that direction. "No signs of a struggle. Evidence of either traitors, or
idiots, or cowards."

Liara practically spits at him. "Will you leave off the insults. I knew this woman."
His expression is noncommittal. "That is the fourth time you have said that."
"Believe you me, I would love for it to stop being true."
"Then for sanity's sake I will assume every dead asari was known to you personally,
and thank you to shed your tears later."
She stands fast with a quick hiss of indrawn breath, turns and walks up to him until
her barriers begin to spark and skitter against his own. She speaks through gritted
teeth. "We are in my hometown, you disgusting piece of pondlife. If you cannot have
some respect, then at least give my childhood friends the dignity of your silence."
Javik looks at her for a moment, motionless, then activates his omni-tool and the
holographic orange safety graphic extends beyond the hair-thin omni-blade as it
unfolds from his wrist. Liara takes a quick step backwards with an involuntary hiss of
alarm, but Javik is not paying her any attention any more as he turns and kneels
beside the dead woman, comparing the glowing blade to the bloody wound in the
dead woman's back.
"As I thought. Liara's friend has a last message for us." He brushes away violet blood
with a finger. "This cut was made by a low-technology fixed-blade knife of dumb
steel. The cut is not clean enough for an omni-blade and there's no evidence of
cauterisation - omni-blades are too thin and too hot - and neither is it the slightly
ragged edge you get from a warp field. Our assassin is an eccentric idiot." He sniffs.
"A male human, I think. I am not perfectly certain, but this may be the same
individual you met trying to kill Councillor Valern on Citadel Station."
Liara ignores Javik's voice entirely. She busies herself at the terminal, inputting
access codes her mother made her memorise when she was barely twenty. Surely one
of these will bring up some clue as to where the archive is and how to get in. Benezia
may have kept many secrets from her daughter, but her personal passwords were not
among them, precisely for this reason"Any more information, Javik? Can you track him?"
He shrugs. "Into the fane, and then I lose him at that ludicrous burner of smelly
incense. He has a stealth field generator. He is roughly your unarmoured height and
weight, but he wears no powered suit and if he carries a gun he does not maintain it
properly. He is the trailing member of a group of eight - five warriors, three sl- three
non-warriors, two of them bearing heavy equipment."
Liara speaks. "I have it. The archive is accessed through the robing-room off the
north aisle. The door has been forced, the mechanism broken and the thing physically
jammed shut. Somebody has connected something down there with significant power

draw - do I kill that power?"
"Do it." I move into the temple. Sweet incense masks the smell of blood. Three dead
asari in the north aisle. Two of them are wearing sheer white priestly robes, stained
bright violet with asari blood. The third is in slick black leathers, the traditional garb
of a huntress, and she's the only one who has been shot rather than stabbed.
A noise from the altar and it's in my sights before I consciously react. A drone, small
and lightweight, hovers up from the lectern behind the altar and moves towards us. I
gather myself to swat it before it can be a danger - it halts in place. Projects a
hologram. A familiar face. Human, ageing, hair dyed a virile brown. Thin cigar. That
suit probably cost what I make in a year. Anonymity of this quality doesn't come
cheap. He smiles. "John Shepard. How nice of you to join us."
Red mist. I know Javik at least will see that, but right now? I couldn't give a fuck.
"Illusive Man. What the hell are you doing here."
"I could ask you the same question, Mister Shepard."
"Spare me. What do you want." My voice is a growl.
"I have a proposal, Mister Shepard. An equitable trade."
"Fuck you." Get a grip, Shepard. He's not even present. Calm down"Tell me of the Crucible and I'll tell you of the Catalyst."
"Counteroffer. Turn yourself in and I won't try to get my hands on you personally."
"My, such vitriol. I do wonder what was done to deserve that."
Gritted teeth. He's deliberately needling me and I'm damn well letting him "I know what the Crucible does, Shepard. Using it as some kind of
giant bomb - destroying the Reapers - it would be the stupidest thing
anybody has ever done in the history of mankind. You think it's some
kind of magic wand? I'm giving you a last chance. Give me an in to
the Crucible project. Let me turn it to our purpose. Humanity will-"
"No deal." I smash the drone out of the air and start walking towards the robing
room. "That power drain downstairs, it's got to be a QEC link. If we can get Edi
access to it before the Illusive Man can destroy his end -"
A grey blur that I've seen once before drops out of the ceiling. The Cerberus assassin.
Definitely the same guy we saw on the Citadel. He's aiming for Liara. Javik's snap

shot takes him in the kneecap and he goes down on his face; Liara sprays him with
her submachine gun rather than wasting time putting a biotic blast together. I take in
the situation - delaying action, he's got to be here to stop us, not kill us - and pick up
the pace in the direction I'm going.
Liara yells, behind me. I hear the sound of biotic fields clashing and something heavy
overturning. I have to trust that my people can take him. The door to the archive is
disguised as a wall, opening inward on heavy hinges. The mechanism sparks quietly
to itself. I don't have time for this shit - time to try a trick I learned from Jack.
A biotic amp has all kinds of safety features. Fundamentally it works by gently
electrocuting you. Too much power and it'll just burn you. But the safety features
have a little bit of lag on them. Call up the strongest barrier you can. Reduce then
increase your mass. Do it again. Then throw everything you can, absolutely
everything including the barrier, forwards. And if you got the timing right, the
resonance you just set up in your amp's safeties comes out as the biggest damn
shockwave you ever saw.
The door - and the wall around it - give way with a sound like an enraged express
train. The Cerberus assassin's head whips around at the noise as he realises what I'm
doing, and Liara punishes him for his lapse of attention with a backhanded slap that
knocks him skidding acros the floor. He curses. Spits blood. Cues something on his
omni-tool - a signal of some kind - and leaps for her.
Meanwhile I'm pounding down the corridor. Someone's taken automatic weapons to
this computer lab. Dead bodies everywhere. I follow the trail. They've been
destroying everything they couldn't take. This is all asari tech: I see nothing Prothean.
They've physically ripped out the hard drives rather than try and hack the system insitu.
Upstairs, Javik snarls: the asari and the human are too close together for him to get a
clear shot. He clamps his rifle to his back and calls up the blade application on his
omni-tool: never let it be said that these people he's working with have taught him
nothing.
Liara's out of her depth. Her biotics are natively stronger than her opponent's and her
nervous system reacts faster than any cybernetic amp, but she is nowhere near as fit
or strong as the human, her barriers aren't perfectly proof against him and the formfitting body armour under her white suit poses about as much resistance to his edged
weapon as cloth would. And he started by kicking the gun out of her hand and the
sick bastard is taunting her. He's drawn her blood twice, a little shallow cut to her left
forearm and a deeper wound to her side; she's breathing hard, and he's grinning. She
has successfully hit him three times; they looked like glancing blows, but each one
battered straight through his defences and retained enough force to smash human
internal organs - he should have internal bleeding and broken bones at least, but she's
barely slowed him down. This guy's got to be more metal than flesh.

And he flicks his blade in for a cut at Liara's throat - caught off guard, all she can do
is get her hand in the way - and he is suddenly wrenched backwards by Javik's hand
grabbing his hair. The flailing blade draws a shallow line across Liara's palm. The
assassin kicks off midair with a biotic pulse, turning it into a backflip, aiming to come
down behind Javik, coming down instead straight towards an uppercut with the
punch-dagger of Javik's omni-blade. Twisting improbably far, he grabs the Prothean's
wrist to try a counter-throw but is unprepared for the sheer strength of the ancient
alien: he is sent rolling across the floor, managing to turn it into an acrobatic flip to
his feet just as Liara pulls herself together enough to throw a proper shockwave at
him. He tries the mass-reduction trick that he used on the Citadel, aiming to force her
to knock him flying back into the shadows of the temple where he can re-establish his
stealth field. Javik's grin is predatory; he prepares a simple biotic push, sheer
acceleration, no attempt to warp or tear, and times it to land in midair. And the
combined force of the one-two punch throws the assassin backward into the main
doors of the temple hard enough to tear them open in a cloud of splinters.
I've got to the main chamber, directly underneath the main temple hall. The Prothean
archive is a greenish bladelike thing sticking up out of the floor and into the ceiling,
festooned with wires and probes and blinkenlights and half-submerged in asari
computers. There's the grab-bag of asari computer bits. There's the Cerberus quantum
communicator, hooked up to half the power cables in the room and currently most
definitely off; there's another pile of human-designed junk with three techs working
furiously. I'm met in the doorway by a guy with a riot shield and a shotgun; I take
them off him and he tries to kick me in a most unsporting fashion, so I return the
favour. Turns out I can kick through hardened steel. I'm after the techs, who are still
frantically typing even as I enter; the soldiers they have with them hardly even slow
me down. I pull one tech backwards away from his computer by the right wrist and
I'm just about to lift him off the ground by the throat when I see what it is he's
working on.
The little things with blinkenlights all over the room are demolition charges.
And all the lights blink red simultaneously and I dive for the heap of orphaned
electronics as the world goes white.
•

The Kodiak comes down from the sky haloed in retros, all pretence of subtlety
forgotten as - no, that's just how James Vega drives. "Two Cerberus aircraft, tribune,
right outside the fane. Gunship or shuttle?"
"Gunship, Vega. Cerberus can do without that air support. Tali, clip me that shuttle's
wings."
"We'll see. They're done up tighter than a pilgrim at a nudist

colony. I'm going to need hardware access... drone away."
"Fox one." The thump of the shuttle's mass accelerator. Vega grins. "Direct hit. We
got their attention, sir."
"Survive it, Vega. That's an order."
"Oorah." The shuttle abruptly drops a hundred feet and he fires again, pumps his fist
in the air as the second shot blows a wing off the wallowing gunship in a sparkle of
armour fragments.
"Drone inbound, five. Four. Three- kiln'ya echr'taltke yestya
b'sh'tetnye, look!" Tali's view of the scene comes straight from external sensors:
her systems cope with the sudden series of bright flashes from the temple without a
problem. Garrus and Vega are relying on the shuttle's internal viewscreen, which has
simply whited-out. "SR-2, this is the shore party. Cas-evac on our
position like stat. Move!"
"Vega?" Garrus' expression doesn't change.
"Sir?"
"Step on it."
"Sir."
•

Javik, in hard cover at what used to be the temple gate, tracks the shuttle as it comes
in to land. He notes with approval that the pilot is keeping the little ship's nose, and
therefore its mass accelerators, pointed outward. It wasn't so much that the blast was
massive as that it was bright. Deliberately so. It will attract Reaper forces. Probably a
harvester. Maybe even a destroyer. He palms a couple of Liara's dextrose tablets into
his mouth, bites down. Good things, these. Now there's enough sugar sitting in his
digestive system that he can run his biotics down to dangerous levels without doing
himself permanent harm.
Liara is digging a hole. Traditionally, biotics on disaster-recovery teams project a
wide-focus mass-reduction field to let earthmoving equipment or even power-suited
personnel lift debris out of the way without difficulty. Traditionally, the chaotic
gravity waves of a warp field or shockwave aren't used for recovering people from
damaged buildings because while they can dig holes just fine, they can also dig holes
in people.
Traditionally, in a battlefield situation you husband your energy. Generating massive
chaotic gravity fields drains your blood sugar levels at about the same rate as

powerlifting. You need to keep some back for your personal barrier under all
circumstances, because otherwise you'll take a bullet in the head. Biotics are priority
targets, and you can't stop yourself glowing when you use your power.
She doesn't care. She has Shepard's suit transponder up on her omni-tool and is
pounding through the rubble towards it like she's a bulldozer. She is throwing rocks
the size of small cars up out of her way. She is pulling what used to be the roof off
what used to be a large chamber. She is reducing her mass so she can take one step,
two steps, and a jump down four storeys into what used to be a large chamber in
order to pick up rocks the size of people and throw them aside. Two metres. One
point six metres. Here's a body, a human body, a male, its armour scorched by
proximity to a blast. It smells of burned meat. She turns it over; sees the orange
diamond and chevron of Cerberus on its breast.
Her backhanded slap tears the corpse in half. She reaches down to the rock
underneath, tries to lift it. It won't budge. Her power fails her. She falls to her knees.
Breathing. You need to breathe carefully if you are lifting things. She puts her
fingertips underneath the rock, grabs hold of the thing she has to lift and puts her
back into it.
She manages to get it a good couple of inches off the uneven floor. She hears
someone's voice telling her to hang on. She doesn't have enough breath to come back
with an angry rejoinder. The rock is winning. Not... on... her... watch "Good girl, Chiteeka. Flock and orbit at twenty metres." Light footsteps
beside her; a three-fingered hand takes hold beside hers and lifts with the sheer
effortless strength of a powered suit. She pays that individual no heed. One point four
metres to target. There's a barrier here, in places, flickering and wobbling. It's holding
two or three other pieces of rubble apart. There's a void. There's someone here, face
down in black and red N7 armour. The other individual present says something but
she isn't listening. She is calling forth a biotic push, the simplest control gesture, the
first one she learned. Her sense of balance swings wildly and her vision goes grey but
the rubble on top of Shepard's barrier is pushed aside.
Someone is in the way, between her and Shepard. She is trying to push them aside,
but can't reach properly. Can't see.
•

Someone is in the way, between her and Shepard. Liara is lying on her back, as weak
as a kitten. She is trying to raise a hand to push them aside, but that would dislodge
the drip attached to her arm. She is in a medical bay. She is in the Normandy's
medical bay. She is in the Normandy's medical bay and she is looking at Tali's back
and Tali is sitting holding Shepard's hand and Shepard is lying there with his eyes
closed and there are red lines on his face but he's alive.
Breathe. Breathing is important. Other things are important, too. Hydration. Sugar

and electrolyte balance. There's an overpoweringly important reason why she has to
get back into a state where she can use her biotics again. She must have something
that she needs to lift, or push, or break, orI come to and Liara is crying, softly, inconsolably. The first thing I can see is Tali's
faceplate. I don't need to see through it to see the concern in those luminous eyes. She
ducks her head (crooked smile). "You know, my captain, you had us worried
for a whole minute down there."
I squeeze her hand (she's holding my hand) and return the smile. "You're beginning to
make a habit of this. Nobody else feels they have to spend their time rescuing me."
"Someone has to." She looks down. "John, about that kit you saved from
the archive."
"What is it?"
"A pile of hard drives. They were researching into new kinds of
virtual intelligence, and they had copied a Prothean VI agent out of
the archive. That's all they had in them."
"That's great news. With what it knows-"
"That's just the thing, John. That's the worst thing. It knows
nothing." She squeezes my hand carefully, looks into my eyes. "Javik and Edi
are working on it and I will be when I'm sure that you're going to
be OK. But all it knows is that it ought to be the solution that we
want. Its memory was destroyed when Cerberus blew up the archive."
•

"Okay, doctor. Give me the news you wouldn't give me in their
presence."
"Sharp. Figured." Chakwas pulls off her left glove with a snap. "Nothing wrong with
the asari that a good meal won't fix. As for the commander? Short-term prognosis is
stable - we got there with enough time to spare that he'd have lived even if he wasn't a
damn cyborg." She pulls off the right glove, inside out, wraps the one around the
other and drops them in the trash. "As it is, he'll be up and walking about this time
tomorrow and damn the torpedoes, and I've put him under till then at least."
"I can hear a 'but' there, doctor."
"Yeah." The doctor runs a hand through her hair (she always had such lovely hair,

why did she cut it?) and perches on the end of a bed. "Reason for that. Something
between damage and deliberate orders sent his implants dormant, waiting for
charging from the induction pad he's sitting on at the moment - the moment I put him
on there they kicked into full-on resurrection mode. All I had to do was take the
medi-gel out of where you put it into him while waiting for evac. And that's why
there are lines on his face. You met him shortly after Cerberus had him up and
walking, right? Remember the grey lines on his face then?"
"He completely ignored them like he didn't know they were there." Tali
cocks her head. "They are a problem?"
"More like they're a fixture. That bloody bomb ruined pretty much all the cosmetic
work I did on him. And with the stress he's putting on his system right now, it's not
even worth trying to do it again. His implants would just eat it."
"So those scars I see...?"
"Aren't anything to do with the blast, yes. Those scars are mostly on his back, and
they will be gone tomorrow."
"But he healed from the implant scars the first time around. When he
picked me up from Haestrom he looked his old self. Better than new,
even."
"Yeah. Cosmetic work and Ms. Lawson's crazy insistence that he had to be as good as
we could make him. Also, he had time and energy to dedicate towards looking after
himself. How much sleep is he getting a night?"
"Between your crazy twenty-four hour cycle, work he won't delegate,
his amp not letting him sleep, plain-old stress insomnia and
emergency calls just when I've got him to sleep - I'd average it at
ten per cent. Two hours."
"And he's eating?"
"His diet is more like that of a hummingbird than a human. He's
running on energy drinks and that foul-tasting brown-black drink you
all seem to love. Given a few hours of free time, I can probably
make him rest. I can't do the same for diet, because I can't
convince him it's my welfare I'm talking about, I don't eat like
that. He chugs sugar-water like he's reloading some kind of heavy
weapon - which I guess he is, kind of - but even I can see it isn't

healthy."
"He's killing himself, Tali. His implants were designed to let him survive things like
he just pulled, you know, do the whole Captain Scarlet thing. They aren't designed to
supplant metabolism entirely."
"Damn." She fidgets with her glove like it's itching her. "How bad is it, doctor?"
She makes an irritable noise. "It's not like this is a well-known condition, you know?
Those scars, and any more that he picks up, unless he gets some rest - and I'm talking
several days' bed rest at this point followed by atleast eight hours' sleep a night and
no strenuous activity for the next two weeks - they're going to be permanent. The rest
of the cosmetic fixes are gong to start to go. Retroreflective eyes, permanent
gunmetal gray tracery over most of his body. The artifical right shoulder joint is
going to continue to irritate him and he will develop a slight limp on that side." She
shakes her head. "And then it gets worse from there. In - well. I'm going to say 'some
months' - it will start getting to the point where the problems will be more than
cosmetic and I have no guarantee all the damage will be reversible."
"I can pretty much force him to take more downtime, but I can't make
him actually sleep. I suspect he's immune to sleeping tablets,
though, and I'm not kidding about the stress insomnia. He wakes
suddenly after between seventy and a hundred minutes of sleep, won't
go back to bed, thinks I don't know he didn't mean to. The only way
I can think of to make him stay in bed for 'several days' would be
to - stop that, I wasn't making a - look, the moment he can walk
he's going to, and you know that as well as me. And forget about
forbidding him from away-team duty. The easiest way to get him to do
all that would be to elect him as your people's leader."
"Prescription: presidency, topical, pro re nata. President Shepard. You know, that's
pretty bloody tempting, if impossible. You know, some women would just yell at
him."
Tali perches next to the doctor. "Please be aware that I am deadly serious
when I say that I'd need a better argument than 'or you'll be dead
in six months' to slow him down." She hunches her shoulders. "He doesn't
think any of us has that long left."
"Are we talking about the same man here? Tall, dark, handsome, looks a little bit like
the Terminator's understudy? Kind of guy who'd say 'never tell me the odds' and

you'd believe him? The man who pulls miracles out of thin air?"
Tali speaks in practically a monotone. "He doesn't see a way forward. He
thinks the Crucible's an expensive boondoggle that will never amount
to anything, but he justifies it because it maintains morale. He was
relying on a victory at Ilium to put together with the one on
Palaven and even so the numbers on his plan don't add up and they
never did and he says 'never tell me the odds' and moves forward but
I don't think he ever believed it. It was jut all he had." She tightens
her fists. "And that's what's killing him, doctor. He already looks at
me and hurts because he can't tell me it's going to be all right
without lying. He loves me, he - it's one of a very, very few things
he has left and-"
"And I suppose that being supportive of someone doesn't include telling them to eat
their greens?"
"He'll only reply that he'll rest when he's dead."
"If he keeps this up, Tali, he'll be right."
"I know. I just -" Tali makes a frustrated noise. "I know."
•

"Oh, hi, Liara. Up and about alr- whoa!" Tali squawks as Liara steps right
up to her, nose to nose, makes her step back. Three little amber icons pop up in the
top right of her heads-up display, drones asking her if she wants them to start treating
this 'friendly' as a threat. She dismisses them.
"So tell me, Tali'Zorah, how it is that you are giving the orders now." Liara stands an
inch taller than Tali, even counting the quarian's armoured suit; she looks down into
her eyes like their mere existence is a personal insult.
Tali runs into the wall behind her with a clunk. "With the what now? Liara, you
confuse me."
The asari's voice has more than a little of the snake to it. "Don't give me that dross.
You think I didn't see you ordering the doctor around? You mean to say it wasn't you
who ordered Edi to break flight plan and pick us up?"
"You've... been watching recordings of security footage?"

"Among other things, Admiral vas Neema."
Tali stiffens. Quarians are called by the name of their home ship. Using the wrong
one is more than just offensive. And that was definitely done deliberately. "Under
the circumstances, my shipsister, I'm going to forget that I heard
one of those words. Liara, you are-"
She shows her teeth. "Don't you fornicating patronise me, girl. I had my doctorate
from Serrice before your grandmother had figured out how babies were made."
Stung, Tali rises to the bait. "I apologise: I somehow forgot which of the
two of us was older. How could I possibly have done that?"
"I can only imagine you did it when you forgot that this was a human vessel, on
which precedence is not determined by where one sleeps."
Tali is silent and motionless a good long second.
Her voice is harsh over her suit speaker. "For shame." She pushes past Liara,
deliberately using suit strength to brush her aside; the lightly-built asari stumbles.
"I wasn't finished!" Liara yells at the quarian, who pulls up sharply, turns around.
"You know, I could tell that. You were just hitting your stride, and
I'm taking your punchbag away. You think I don't know how you feel?
You think that I do not know how you feel right now? Picking a fight
with the woman who makes sure your shower runs with clean water is
not clever. Picking it with the girlfriend of the man you've been
obsessed with for years is less clever." Tali's voice is rising. "Picking it
with the only woman on the crew who will tolerate your company
socially is even worse. Picking it with a combat engineer in front
of eighteen automated antipersonnel drones is just plain dumb. I am
leaving, Liara, before somebody gets hurt."
"Did I just hear a threat there?"
"Oh, for the love of - Edi, record please, retroactive one minute."
There's an electronic chime. "t'Soni, there is no way the two of us can
fight on any level that wouldn't cause lasting, permanent damage to
both ourselves and our surroundings - again I say, for the love of
whatever the hell it is you believe in, this is the worst idea
you've ever had. Take a tranquiliser, drink yourself into oblivion,
go make sweet love to the toaster or whatever it is you people do

instead of jerking off, just don't go working out your personal pain
in the way that's most likely to result in hull breaches and dead
people."
Liara's form outlines in violet as she raises her barriers. She's shaking. There are tears
in her eyes, but it's possible they were there when she walked in here. "You're
standing on very thin ice -"
A loud warning tone sounds: red alert, battle stations. Both women freeze. There's a
moment when they stare at one another. Liara blinks first.
"You're in my way."
Tali steps to the side with a mock-polite gesture. "Be my guest."
The door slammed the moment Liara fled through it; Tali's far quicker on the uptake,
not just because of her emotional state but because her immediate query to the ship's
systems finds that they are still perfectly happily skimming along at some large
multiple of the speed of light in the middle of nowhere.
She spins on her heel to face the door. "Edi?"
There's an electronic chime.
"Your idea?"
There's an electronic chime.
"Thank you. Please - lock her out of here until either she calms
down or there's more than a thirty-percent likelihood that she'll
knock the wall down to get at me." She sighs. "And get Garrus on the
line for me, will you? We need to figure out what to do for her."
"Not Shepard?"
Tali's yell causes the microphone to distort. "If I had meant for you to go and
wake John up, you disobedient piece of machinery, I'd have fucking
well said it!" She punctuates the swearword by slamming her hand into the
console hard enough to crack its glass top. She flinches, takes a moment to control
her breathing. "I'm - sorry. Edi, redact that, I'm very emotional and it
is affecting my speech patterns, Shepard is not to be woken by
anybody except me or Dr. Chakwas under any circumstances, that is a
direct order, nobody is to call his comm until he personally releases
that, override c- no. No override codes just because I'm pissed off.

Please... Keelah, I don't know." She shakes her head and her shoulders
slump. "Just call Garrus for me."
•

It's only when Liara makes it into the turbolift that she realises that the lights haven't
gone red out here, that she'd have expected Vega to have dropped from his chinup bar
and started putting his armour on, that - the lift door slams faster than she turns.
"Tali!" She thumps on the door. "TALI! Goddess curse you, you shameless little
bitch, when I get my hands on-"
It is Edi's voice that sounds from the speaker in the lift. "Dr. t'Soni."
Liara rounds on the speaker. She's still glowing around the edges. Her voice is a
poisonous alien hiss. "What."
"This is an equipment-failure drill. Please remain within the lift."
"Equipment-failure... You lying piece of solid-waste excretion, you are doing this on
purpose."
"I might be, yes. Your disagreement with Tali'Zorah was about to
erupt into violence, and my cargo bay is insufficiently hardened to
reliably contain high-yield biotic warp fields while in relay
transit. Consider this a manifestation of the self-preservation
instinct."
She pulls up the comm on her omni-tool. "Shepard, Liara."
Nothing.
"Garrus, Liara."
"It appears the drill routines extend to some parts of the
communications system."
She bares her teeth, draws back a hand and summons an energy field around it. She's
going to rip a"Liara, please!" The floor lurches: the lift is in transit.
She holds the field in place around her hand (it makes her feel dizzy and sick. She's
not really recovered) and subjects the door to an evil glare. "What."
"You're scaring me. I think all this is because you're hurting, and

you need an outlet." The door opens to show the crew deck; Edi's mobile body is
standing outside. It steps into the lift and the door closes again. The body is wearing
an expression of concern: it speaks. "Let me help."
"You can't." Liara spits the words at it.
"No?" The body raises an eyebrow. "I can give you someone to hit who won't
break your stupid face when she gives you the beating you deserve."
Liara's punch has a warp field behind it, an armour-piercing blow strong enough to
stop a charging krogan. Edi stills the automatic alarms the moment they sound. Her
platform has a built-in mass effect core: her barrier can be specifically shaped just to
dissipate the energy of Liara's attack, and this close to her power transmitters it's not a
problem that she expends a great deal of energy to do so. She raises the other
eyebrow; the warp field is completely gone by the time the asari's fist hits her face,
and the smart composite that makes up her synthetic skin is very briefly as hard and
tough as tempered steel.
Edi steps back into a balanced stance. "Tell me again about your aunt?"
And freezes, surprised by Liara's response, which was to to collapse to the floor in
hysterical tears, clutching her hand.
•

"Jeff?"
"Yo." Joker sweeps the battle reports he was reading off his workspace.
"I need some advice. It's not in your specialist subject."
He looks around to her station, where there's a holographic representation of her
mobile body's head. "As I said, Edi, ask me anything, the worst I can say is no."
"The worst you can say is 'that's a stupid question and you're
stupid: shut up, computer.'" She analyses his expression. "Failed
joke: noted. Failed on?"
"Timing. Also, too personal. Didn't come across as making fun. What was the
advice?"
"An individual has just punched you in the face: they display
extreme, apparently sincere emotional distress disproportionate to
the pain inflicted to their hand. Why?"

Joker blinks. "...The fuck? Uh. You're going to need to give me context on that one,
Edi."
"That is almost all the context I have. I offered Liara the
opportunity to work out her frustration and stress by sparring with
me; she then reacted as I-"
"When was this?"
"Twenty-seven seconds ago?"
"Fff...fuck. Uh. Yeah, not my specialist... uh. Get Shepard on it, he does people."
"I'm sorry, Jeff. I have orders explicitly countermanding that,
orders I would prefer not to break."
"Christ. Who- Tali. I understand the not breaking her orders, it's like I do what my
doctor says if I want the sweet delicious painkillers. Hey, you could ask her, she's at
least a woman and supposed to understand why people burst into tears."
"Chauvinist."
"No, I'm serious, Edi, I suck at this and this is what you'd call a serious developing
situation. D'you remember how that girl's a walking piledriver?"
•

"Samantha, ping?" Traynor has never heard Edi's voice sound this... worried
before.
"Pong." She finishes her mouthful of whatever-it-was-again before replying. "Edi?
What's up?"
"An individual has just punched you in the face: they display
extreme, apparently sincere emotional distress disproportionate to
the pain inflicted to their hand. Why?"
"... Come again? Is this one of those-"
"I offered Dr. t'Soni the opportunity to work out her frustration
and stress by sparring with me; she then reacted as I-"
Sam's eyes widen and she says a couple of Hindi words that her dear old mother
would be shocked to find that she knew. "Where is she now?"

"I have contained her between decks on the turbolift. I am afraid
that she will start trying to do damage to the ship again. She has
already thrown one punch capable of causing a hull breach." Sam drops
her fork. "I fear she needs emotional support that is beyond my
capacity to provide or she will throw more."
"...Oh, my God. On my way." She stands abruptly, starts walking towards the
common area and the turbolift door. Tries to keep the fear out of her head. It's Liara.
They've been out to dinner, for heaven's sake, she's hardly likely to use the fact that
she could tear Sam in half easier than she broke that geth drone (one simple glancing
contact from a violet-glowing finger crumpling sheet steel like paper) - "Um, backup
would be nice. Is Shepard...?"
"Unavailable."
"Crap. Try Tali?"
"Tali and Liara were having a screaming row two minutes ago."
"Oh, God. Garrus? I mean, he used to be a cop, right? And he's at least used to
nonhumans. The people on this ship are nearly the only ones I've ever met."
"Chauvinist." Sam gives the nearest sensor a funny look. "I'm calling him
now."
•

Garrus's omni-tool pings and he accepts Edi into the conversation. It's a politeness
thing really: he's perfectly aware Edi hears everything on this ship.
"And she just up and left when the red-alert siren went?"
"Absolutely. Seemed to - oh, hi, Edi."
"Hello, Tali, Garrus. Liara is currently collapsed in the turbolift.
I request assistance."
"Oh, seven viridian flaming hells." Tali closes her eyes, leans her forehead
against the console she's repairing for a moment. "Garrus, if she sees me we'll
have a shooting war on our hands. Would you?"
"It's like I spend all my time on this ship doing nothing but keeping peace between
alien women. I need to talk to Shepard: we need a few more males on this vessel."
"Chauvinist." Edi carefully notes Garrus' gesture, a brandished, upraised index

finger. Considered obscene in turian culture. One amused responses out of three: try it
again under less stressful situations. "Bringing the lift down to you now."
The door whooshes open and Liara doesn't move. She's mostly kneeling in the middle
of the floor, supporting herself on one hand. As Garrus kneels beside her, her
haphazard barrier sparks against his armoured suit. She looks around at him.
"Oh, not you, too. Should I go on display? Perhaps I should strip naked?"
Garrus backhands the control area to take the lift to the crew deck. "Well, I'm sure I
could organise it if you really wanted-"
She puts her hands against him as if to push him away, stops, lets out another sob. "I
am - well aware how I - must look, Garrus." She sniffles. "My quarters? Before I lose
all - semblance of dignity?"
The lift comes to a halt. "Sure, no problem. Do I carry you, or can you stand?" Door
opens. Traynor retreats, rapidly, once she sees Garrus in there; she hovers.
She gets up and sways unsteadily to one side; Garrus catches her, making her barrier
squeal as it tries to tear apart the outer layer of his armour. She drops it. "I - there's no
way you -" She leans on him heavily. The tears have drowned out anything else she
might possibly want to say. It's not very far to her quarters and Edi can at least open
the door.
The chirpy voice of Liara's VI greets them. "Welcome back, Dr. t'Soni. You
have new private messages. You have new voicemail. You have one
thousand, four hundred and twelve new unopened emails. I have six
video clips awaiting your attention. I have-"
"Mute." Garrus helps Liara into one of the chairs that she keeps for visitors. "So, uh."
She sniffles, scowls at him. "Go on, get out. I know you can't stand the sight of me.
Go fornicate with a toaster or something."
"Hey, now, that's unkind. You know as well as I do that I would never ask it to choose
between me and the microwave." She hisses and goes to slap him; he pulls his head
back quickly, out of her reach. She throws an e-reader at him, luckily not using her
biotics; he catches it and puts it down quietly on her desk. "Liara, you look terrible.
And you're obviously out to spread it around. How about you go back to using words,
so we all understand?"
"Fantastic. I have an audience. Why don't you update my status page while you are
about it. Perhaps you could invite that bloody reporter in."
He spreads his hands, an open stance. "Liara, we're worried about you."

"Oh, thank you so very much. That puts me in my place right enough." Garrus opens
his mouth to reply. "Don't bother, Garrus. Say nothing. There is nothing to say. Just
get out of my - damn - room, please, thank you."
"Liara-"
"Must I exhaust myself once more in fruitlessly demonstrating that I cannot force you
to leave me alone? Go. Get out." The word ends on a squeak and she covers her
mouth. The tears are coming back. "Or don't, or stay or whatever the hell you will.
Just shut the door and get that obscenity of a ship's computer to stop recording my
every move."
•

Garrus closes the door, puts his back against it for a moment and looks at the ceiling.
Traynor's voice, worried. "Um, sir?" She uses the wrong word. Blame the translator.
"What?" He looks down, sees her flinch at his tone and winces - assuming she can
even read his body language - "Sorry, it's not you, it's me. How can I help you,
Specialist?"
"Is she going to be all right, sir?"
He pinches his brow ridges: he's got a headache coming. "I don't know, Specialist.
She's older than you and me put together; she's been through a lot and survived,
ordinarily I'd say she's seen a lifetime's worth of bad things already, a bit more won't
hurt. But I just don't know. We've worked together before, seen a lot of things
together, a lot of bad things, and I've barely heard her show any sort of emotion
before beyond academic curiosity. Training says what she needs now is a counsellor,
preferably one of her kind, and time and space to calm down. Edi, I'm sure I don't
need to ask you to put a watch on her?"
The mobile body walks up. She looks and sounds unsettled. "Actually, may I ask
the two of you something? It's important, and Shepard is
unconscious."
Traynor's expression says that they're not going to like this. Garrus looks at Edi. "Go
on."
"She called me an obscenity, Garrus, and you didn't quibble. Why
does she get to make that kind of a choice?" Edi sounds hurt.
"Ah, hell, not you too. Nobody thinks that of you, Edi."
Edi frowns. "She evidently does. What reason would she have to lie

about her beliefs?"
"What reason...?" Garrus looks at Traynor, not that he expects that to be helpful.
"She's not thinking clearly right now. I presume she called Tali all sorts of names: do
you think they're true, too? She told me she thought I hated her. You know that
organics say stupid things when they're angry."
She nods. "Yes. Your definition of 'stupid' includes 'true but
impolite' as well as 'pointless'. And generally when you mean
'false' you say 'false' or 'wrong'. I infer that you do not wish me
to think this is your opinion of me: this is rational, I control
your air supply. Should I instead infer that your calmly expressed
and considered opinion of me is a true one, while when most of
Liara's processing cycles were occupied with displaying unhappiness
and irrational rage she found the time to waste cycles on
deliberately hurtful deception?"
Garrus blinks while he tries to work the sentence out. Traynor answers. "Well, yes!
Of course. The only content of a slanging match is emotional, Edi. Neither side
typically means any of the words they use."
"Like art."
She nods. "Not the analogy I'd have used, but you get what I mean."
"Presumably there is some correct mechanism I am unaware of for
signalling displeasure with the mode in which I have been addressed?
I find it hard to assimilate the data that there is a fundamental
getout clause whereby anger is a justification for the use of any
words at all."
Garrus tilts his head one way and then the other. "I'd say that she owes you an
apology for insulting you. I can't promise she'll pay that debt, but she might."
"Appropriate revenge might be something along the lines of
deliberately recording her against her will, then distributing
this?"
Traynor shakes her head. "Um, that'd escalate. I wouldn't do that."
"What would you do?"
"Honestly? I'd ignore any words from her you think she doesn't or shouldn't mean."

"I will take your advice under advisement, Samantha, thank you.
Garrus, I now have Liara under observation. I have set the system
watching her to delete its record of doing so every five minutes
unless there is a worrying behavioural trend."
Traynor's omni-tool bleeps: she makes an embarrassed gesture and steps aside to take
the call. It's Dodgson, one of her team.
"Traynor here."
"Uh, we got a vidcom call incoming on the quantum-entanglement
communicator from Alliance command, ma'am. Admiral Hackett for
Commander Shepard or Dr. t'Soni."
"Um, right." She exchanges a look with Garrus; he starts for the lift. "They're both
indisposed. Almost everyone is 'indisposed'. Garrus is on his way now."
•

"Um. Whoa-whoa. Excuse me!" Traynor, eating at the common room table as a
pretext for can keeping an eye, sees Javik walk past on his way to Liara's door and
practically runs to put herself in the way. "Um, excuse me-"
The Prothean looks down at her. "You bar my path."
"Yes. I'm in the way. Sorry." She doesn't move "I'm not sure if you know, but she's
not exactly in a mood to receive-"
"She will receive me." This is the first time she's exchanged more than one or two
words with this tall, intimidating lizard man. He makes to go around her and she
sidesteps neatly to intercept him.
"Sorry, perhaps I didn't explain. Liara needs to be on her own right now. She isn't
well. Please come back later?"
"No." He takes a step forward, invading her personal space, and she can feel that the
air around him is wavering, hissing, like shifting sand. Biotic field, she guesses.
Never had one actually pointed at her before. The feeling is a bit like having a gun to
her head. She takes an involuntary half-step back. "You are in my way. I do not think
that you want to be in my way, human."
She swallows but her mouth is dry. Her hands are shaking, so she clamps them firmly
behind her back. "She d-doesn't want to see anybody right now." Her voice comes out
as far more of a squeak than she wanted it to.
He frowns, looks at her under heavy brows. "I am not accustomed to having to repeat

myself." His biotic field fluctuates with the sound of his voice. He can probably smell
her instinctive fear of him. "You are... aggravating me."
"Um, I'm s-sorry to hear that. But she's not in a - she had an - a - row and I, um,
really don't want trouble and I think there will end up being trouble if you..." She
trails off as he leans forward; she can feel the fizzing of the air around him against
her skin, feel it in her bones, and he bares his teeth slightly. He's doing that
deliberately.
"The only trouble will be if you continue to hinder and obstruct my purposes,
human." She takes another half step backwards. Any further back and she'll
accidentally activate Liara's door chime.
Deep breath, force herself to look him right in the eye. All four of them. "Look. I
really must insist-"
The fizzing in the air fades. He takes a step back, gives her some room. Bows his
head. "Sam Traynor. I am here because my teammate is suffering a nervous
breakdown and I wish to assist her. You know that she reveres my species. A few
well-chosen words should be able to give her hope."
The release of tension is almost worse than the tension. Cold sweat, and now she
feels like the irrational one. If her hands weren't tightly clasped behind her back
they'd be shaking uncontrollably. She can't seem to get her breath back.
"In my cycle, Samantha, I was accounted a great leader of men. Better than anyone
else here, I understand how to motivate people who have recently lost everything
they hold dear." He looks up at her and there is a strength, a clear resolve and purpose
in those amber eyes. She's seen the profile that they did on him for Battlespace - this
man was his people's equivalent of Shepard. And Shepard's who they really need
here, and "I um. She's, we thought probably she just needed space, she's a strong person, it's
just, Edi's keeping an eye on her, are you, I mean, are you sure you won't just make it,
no, of course you-"
Javik puts a hand on her shoulder. His voice is now kind. Reassuring. No less alien.
"And she is lucky to have such loyal defenders. But she also has other friends, and I
believe I can see to her welfare. It is all right."
Traynor swallows hard. Steps aside from the door, just about makes it back to the
common room table and her (cold, unappetising, twice-abandoned) plate before
finding that her left hand is shaking almost too much to pick up her fork and bursting
into pointless irrational stupid tears.
•

The room is darkened, lit only by the endless glare of the monitors that line one wall.
Liara has made herself small in a corner of the room, pulled a blanket over her. It
takes her a couple of moments to sense him, but she isn't using her eyes to do it. His
mere presence is... disturbing. Like he's wrapped from head to toe in angry hissing
reptiles. There's a moment when she stays very still. Maybe he will go away.
Javik's voice is quieter than she's heard it. "Are you ready to listen to me yet, girl?"
Well, the insult stings her awake. She pushes the blanket aside and gets to her feet.
Dizziness can go bother someone else. It might be nearly dark in here, but both he
and she can see perfectly well. "What did you call me."
"Evidently you can at least hear me." He shrugs. "I told you this time would come. I
was not prescient. It is merely a natural consequence of who you are. Do you
remember the rest? Or-"
"What makes you think I am any more receptive to your idiocy now than I was then.
I'm not a-"
"-Child. No. But you are scared and vulnerable, and you believe yourself alone in
your pain."
She hisses. "What can you possibly know-"
"-About loss, you were saying? About pain?" Javik lets the words fall into silence,
holds her eyes for a moment, shakes his head sadly. "Oh, asari, I knew you were
blinkered, but I did not have you pegged as stupid."
"And here you are to give me the benefit of your great wisdom and insight, O mighty
one, O great teacher, except that all you have to say is... what."
"Remember." His eyes burn into her. "Remember. Do not try to sublime your hurt by
blaming anyone who is not to blame. We have one enemy. There is no room for any
other. I am not here to take this pain from you. I am here to forge it into a weapon."
"Oh, is that it. Take the cracks that are showing and lever them open, take the rough
edges and sharpen them. Turn a moment's grief into a broken person, and then break
them further and further until all you've got left is a psychopath and call it
'tempering'." She shakes her head. "Because that works so well."
His chuckle is pure evil. "You would not believe."
She hisses a bad word at him in a language the translator doesn't speak.
"A little fire in you! Good. I don't need - we don't need - soldiers who are happy,
soldiers who look back at their memories of childhood and smile, warriors who know
that when the day is done they will turn around and crawl right back into their cosy

happy little homes. We need people like us. Every smile that once you had can
become fuel for the fires, Liara. Every remembered moment of beauty a thing for
which you will make the foeman pay." Liara is staring at him, very pale, shaking her
head slightly, gritting her teeth. "Each thought of softness is a bullet you can put into
a foe, a blade you can draw across its throat. You can sit here in this den, thisnest, and
you can wither away and die. You can let your pain rule you. Or you can stand the
hell up and you can show it who is in charge."
"And what does that make me, if I do."
"It makes you a warrior, asari. It makes you a-"
"It makes me a monster!" She walks right up to him. "If we win, but lose our soul, O
Prothean, O great one, O bearer of the wisdom of the ancients, what the hell kind of
right does that give us to have won? If we win, but we become our foe in the process,
we might as well have stayed in our hole. There's a name for the kind of emotional
damage you're talking about, it's called post-traumatic stress disorder, beloved of the
scum that recruit child soldiers everywhere." She takes a breath, picking up
momentum. "I don't need - we don't need - stone-cold killers who know nothing but
the fight and the defeat of the foe. I need people. People who fight for something
thatstill exists. I know this is hard for you to understand, Javik, I know this is what
you are, but what you are is unnecessary. If we need to become you? To win?" She
pokes him in the chest with a finger. "We might as well have lost."
"I am sure your 'hope', your so-called 'soul' will do you a great deal of good when the
Reapers take it from your quivering pile of weakness. If this is what a 'soul' gives?"
He takes in Liara's room with a gesture. "I am gladthat I sacrificed mine to war."
"No wonder you lost." She flings the words at him. He's unmoved.
"Pfah. This is useless. I should not have come." He makes to go.
"Don't you dare turn your back on me."
Javik stops, turns back. "Do you have something to say to me, asari?"
"My name is Liara. Out of a potential eight I had the right to by virtue of descent, I
chose the kin-name t'Soni on my sixteenth birthday, because of their reputation for
the pursuit of knowledge. My mother was Matriarch Benezia, who the aliens
remember for her fall to what we today call Reaper indoctrination, but I remember for
her tireless work to support and fund my people's scientists in unpopular but useful
disciplines. My great-grandmother served on the Citadel Council. Her grandmother
was one of my people's pioneers in space. I have a double first from Armali in
palaeocultural studies and a doctorate in the field of xenoarchaeology from the
University of Serrice; I have papers in every major archaeological journal. I was
taught to shoot by John Shepard, the first human to be made Spectre and one of the

finest ever to have worn the name, and I am honoured to call him my friend. I was
instrumental in his defeat of the Reaper Sovereign not for my fighting skills, but for
my academic knowledge and ability. And today I coordinate the galaxy's largest
network of counter-insurgents, information gatherers and logistics specialists, and
every day we do not lose this war I know that it is partly my doing." She nods firmly.
"I play the piano, the flute and the sanxian. I speak five languages fluently, and have
passing familiarity with another five, including yours, which I learned the hard way
from the cultural archives you discarded. I probably know more about your people's
art, their real culture, than you do. And I will not burn all of this just because you tell
me that it would make me a better soldier."
He shakes his head. "Then I will be back later, when the Reapers have done it for
you."
She slaps him in the face. No biotics, just a slap. Something a child might do, or a
human. He just takes it. "Get out of here."
"And what, you will crawl back under the covers and weep?" His tone is calculated to
sting.
"Not while one of my people remains."
He steps backwards, drags his hand through the control area for the door behind him,
and steps out through it as it swishes open. "We will see."
Contemplating the closed door for a moment, Javik wonders whether it would have
been possible to do that without causing her to hate him. Possibly. Doubtless Shepard
could have. He shrugs, as he turns on his heel. It worked.
•

"Okay, let's try this one more time."
Edi's voice comes over the room's speaker. She's realised that Tali actually prefers
this to a comm transmission despite the artefacts and errors introduced by her
helmet's microphones. "Are you sure you would rather not take a break,
Tali?"
Tali shakes her head irritably. One thing about a suit that's passably tolerable is that
provided the suit's undamaged, you're always looking 'your best' and nobody can tell
how tired you are. "There's got to be some way to make this bosh'tet
work. The Protheans use holographic encoding where we'd use data
compression: I'm positive the information we need is in here
somewhere. Even if we just get a sniff of it, between you and Legion
we can then set up a model of what it could be and proceed by

inference and experiment."
"You mean, guess."
"Yes. No! You're twisting my words, Edi. Full marks for your
personal development, though."
"That's what your mom said."
Tali freezes entirely.
"Shit. Sorry. Redact that."
The swearword is enough to get Tali to look around at the wall speaker. "Edi. You
will not make that or any similar comment to a member of my species
again for any reason, that's a direct order, override code Lawson
blue lambda seven four two five. Along with all right-thinking
people, my culture considers disrespectful references to family and
to the honoured departed to be deeply offensive, and what's worse,
you know that and you did it anyway." Deep breath. "Look. Yes I'm
overreacting and yes I'm babbling and yes it's only partially your
fault and your interaction algorithms are coming along exceptionally
well and that swearword was perfectly placed for an apology and now
is the time to say full marks for personal development,
congratulations for pissing me off quite so thoroughly. But by the...
but just d... but don't you say that sort of thing to me again."
Edi's voice is reproachful and hurt. "Override codes are unfair and
demeaning. You said no using them just because you were angry."
"Consider yourself lucky. If you were an organic sentient physically
present I would actually have hit you. Ask me in the morning."
"It is the morning, Tali'Zorah."
“Wait for the next one. Ready for another pass. Boot the thing
again?"
"You are quite all right, Tali?"
Tali doesn't bother transmitting her incoherent growl of anger and frustration. "Will
you boot that virtual machine or am I coming up there and doing it
manually?"

"Keep your helmet on-" Edi stops the comment half-formed - "sorry. I will
take the interaction module offline until it can be renormalised.
Booting now."
The holographic display in the centre of the room swirls and forms three green
concentric spheres, with four orbs of light arranged on one side in a pattern similar to
Prothean eyes. Letters swim into place in front of it - with the original interaction
mechanism unusuable, they'd cobbled together a text interface.
VENDETTA ONLINE.
I AM AWARE ONCE MORE.
Tali clears her throat. "Vendetta, initiate introspection routine."
WORKING.
INTROSPECTION COMPLETE. MEMORY ERROR FOUR ZERO FOUR. INTERACTION
INTERFACE DAMAGED. POST-PROTHEAN CYCLE INFERRED.
"Accurate. Please execute the script in your input buffer."
WORKING. PLEASE WAIT.
YOU BUILD THE CRUCIBLE. YOU ARE AWARE IT REQUIRES A CATALYST. YOU
ASK ME OF IT. I KNOW.
"Yes. We do not need you to tell us about it right now. We need you
to tell us how you know that you know."
IT IS HARD-CODED INTO ME.
"We know. You are talking to one of this cycle's experts in virtualintelligence design. Please use technical language so that we know
where to look to help you." She knows its answers to these questions. She's
following the critical conversation path to the system's most vulnerable point.
THAT INFORMATION IS CLASSIFIED. I AM AWARE MY SYSTEM WAS VIOLENTLY
COMPROMISED. YOU MAY BE INDOCTRINATED.
"Why would that make a difference?"
IT IS A PRIORITY GREATER THAN NOTIFYING FUTURE CYCLES OF THE
CATALYST THAT INDOCTRINATED FORCES NOT LEARN OF IT.
Here's the vulnerable point she identified. "And how does that make you feel?"
There's an electronic chime.

SYSTEM COMPROMISED. ERROR FOUR TWO ONE TWO SEVEN TWO TWO.
Tali allows herself a thin smile. The icebreaker program she triggered with that keyphrase has got her past the thing's defences. "Good. Why would that make a
difference?"
nmSQRv2 > nmCLTv2 = FALSE.

"Grep heap zero-zero-zero contains 'nmSQRv2'." The screen fills with what
look like randomly assorted letters and numbers. "Interpret this one for me. I
don't want to have to get Javik in to read Prothean machine code."
There's an electronic chime. The letters swim into readable text:
IF INDOCTRINATED FORCES LEARN OF THE LOCATION OF THE CATALYST, THEY
WILL NOTIFY THE REAPERS IMMEDIATELY AND ALL WILL BE LOST.
"Edi, this is no time for poetry class. 'And all will be lost'?
Expand, let me see the code side-by-side with the translation." The
screen obligingly splits for her. She frowns behind her mask, notes down a couple of
things with her omni-tool. "Fine, I take your meaning. Vendetta, search
and recurse 'the location of the Catalyst'."
MEMORY ERROR FOUR ZERO FOUR.
"Vendetta, search and recurse contains 'map'."
MEMORY ERROR FOUR ZERO FOUR.
"Edi repeat my request using every synonym for what I want in the
Prothean language until something doesn't throw a 'file not found'
error."
There's an electronic chime. The VI starts spewing error messages. It stops. There's a
different, lower-pitched chime.
Tali bangs a fist on the console and swears twice in quarian. "I really thought we
were on to something there. Okay, you know what? Fine. You asked for
it, Vendetta. Edi, I want you to map this VI completely, ask it
every possible grammatical question or question path shorter than
its timeout length, record all outputs, then search that for what we
need."

There's an electronic chime. A holographic image of an hourglass appears next to the
sphere, together with a time estimate. The time estimate reads "Until You Get Some
Rest".
"Oh, spare me. Just feed me the higher-likelihood search results as
they come out of the VI and I'll see if I spot anything. We can't
wake Shepard empty-handed."
"I am serious about getting rest, Tali. Shepard may be able to run
on one hour of sleep a night but-"
"Fine!" Tali turns from the console with inhuman speed, walks to the door and
bangs her armoured gauntlet into the holographic control area hard enough to dent the
metal underneath. (Edi overrides the built-in override that would have cancelled that
command for clearly having involved too much force to have been deliberate, and
just plain opens the door.) "And you're wrong." Tali carries on talking as she
stalks across the bay to the turbolift."He can't get by on that. He's killing
himself. And apparently that's obvious to people who grew up knowing
what a face is supposed to look like. And apparently all he needs is
a good talking to, possibly by a real woman."
Tali cues the lift door closed with a violent, abbreviated gesture and exhibits irritation
that it slides silently closed and does not slam.
•

The fidelity on the link is not good, but it's the best they have. It's a miracle that it's
running at all - the SR-2 now has nonlocal links to two command ships in the system
as well as the Destiny Ascension, and the link is being made via the Ascension Fleet's
command-control system and a bootleg transmitter owned by a Shadow Broker agent
in the University of Teyern, then via actual archaic optical fibres and everything short
of carrier pigeons-"-deliberately shooting at government buildings. Not
the legislatures - the civil service. Anyone who might take charge.
The advice your people gave me as you were on your way in has now
made its way right a-around the globe. We're going mobile. Thessia
shall resist as long as she can, you may be sure of that."
The matriarch on another screen gives a genteel little nod. "Nevertheless, such a
paralysis of communication, together with the systemwide jamming
signal - it separates and isolates us. Each group must make
decisions for itself, for none can claim a popular mandate. As of
today, the asari may be functionally considered an anarchy."

Councillor Tevos, present in higher fidelity than the rest thanks to the SR-2's direct
link to the Citadel, indicates a wish to speak and Liara gives her the floor. "Ladies,
now is no time for illusions. I would go so far as to say that we have been in a
functional state of anarchy since Shepard walked into the Council Chamber and we
turned him down. Public employees have been paid, services have been completed,
but not one single new policy has been made since the Reapers were a fanciful myth."
She frowns. "No, I misspeak. There was the vote to conceal the true precariousness of
our strategic position from the other races. Can I just repeat that for a second, just in
case anybody didn't hear that? The single thing that the asari people have decided
since this whole thing started was that we should cease to cooperate with the other
races."
Another matriarch. The screen behind her shows the calm blue waters of the hanar
homeworld. "Oh, and what would you suggest?"
"Clearly and simply? Coup d'etat." Tevos' mouth forms a firm thin line. "We need
leaders. The salarian system wouldn't work - what matron would trust another with
her children's future? The human system, stable as it has proven, isn't designed to
enact change during crises. The turian system would be lovely, but you can't get there
from here. I have before us a joint proposal between Captain t'Loak of the Destiny
Ascension and our host Dr. t'Soni, which I-"''
"Oh, glorious. Discard the wisdom of ages and let the children do the
talking."
The Destiny Ascension's captain butts in. The image of her still clearly shows the
eyebrow scar that she received working alongside her own damage control teams
after the Battle of the Citadel. "Matriarch Damai. I do so apologise for
acting out of turn, and in fact I would be positively agog to hear of
your own tireless endeavours to ensure the invaders are decisively
rebuffed, and of the vast experience you would bring to the job of
getting anything done at all ever." She smiles sweetly as Damai, a professor
of art history, fumes Bump, Liara thinks, set, and spike. "Ladies, please. Duelling personalities will get us
nowhere." She indicates that she has more to say and - success - they yield her the
floor. "What we need right now, today, is nowhere near as complicated as the sort of
government that the other races have, and my proposal is far simpler. It is nobody's
job to tell a fleet where to go, not even strictly the senior captain. The Ascension
Fleet was saved by - yes, I am going to say it - the illegal action of redeploying them
without a popular mandate. Even with quoracy rules relaxed to allow for genuine
command decisions even with partial loss of communication, the fact is that our
command-and-control system - while a model of fairness and a true reflection of the
will of the asari people - does not work, has never worked, and will never work. For

heaven's sake, our mercenary companies have a better grasp of this than our navy."
"So what do you suggest." Damai sounds resentful, unwilling. Sulky, one might
say, if such an epithet could be applied to a woman of her dignity and position. She
really is an excellent actress "Simply that we place our military in its entirety into a condition of emergency.
Quoracy rules to be entirely suspended. Each captain would speak for her crew, each
huntress-sergeant for her pack; a flotilla would be represented by the lead vessel, a
battlegroup by its capital ship, a fleet by the flagship, and as in any other emergency
it becomes the duty of everyone to obey her representative."
One of the distant matriarchs frowns slightly. "These people you suggest, they
are for the vast majority of cases unelected and you are surely not
implying that we change that. How do we ensure that their decisions
reflect in any way the will of the asari people?"
"That is why we are using the words 'military coup d'etat' rather than 'war
government', yes. Right now, madam, the only identifiable will of the asari people is
not to be eaten by the Reapers."
"Are you so very sure?" The woman that Liara recognises as the duty trafficcontrol operator for Armali's primary spaceport looks sadly into the little camera.
"There's a group in Serrice that say they've achieved communication
with the Reapers. They say they are being offered generous terms for
- surrender."
Liara blinks like she's been hit in the face. The words leave her lips before she's quite
aware what they mean. "I move that a choice for surrender be considered a choice to
leave the asari people."
"Well said." The expression on the face of Captain t'Loak is grim. "I appreciate
this is not a fashionable position to hold, but there is such thing
as a freedom too far. Would one give one's infant daughter the
freedom to act precisely as she chose?"
They nod. There will be hours of quibbling yet before irreversible decisions are
taken. But the ball has been set rolling. Liara wonders if this is how every totalitarian
regime got its start.
•

Captain t'Loak nods goodbye and closes the channel and Liara takes a grateful sip
from the plain white coffee cup in the nifty gravitic cup-holder she inherited from this

room's previous occupant, only to find that the contents are stone cold. She makes a
face and puts it back. "Glyph, hold incoming calls; I will be with them shortly. Keep
the email analyses going and forward what you can to my agents; we need to combat
this 'surrender' meme, all that has actually happened is a maiden sent herself insane
trying to 'touch the mind' of something without one. Link them to classical history,
and do remind them that the same thing happened around the harnessing of nonbiological electricity, keywords 'voice of Thessia', 'speakers of clouds'. And give me a
vidcomm call to to Edi, please?"
The video link obligingly pops up. Edi's platform displays an expression of slight
surprise. "Dr. t'Soni. Why choose this method of communication?"
Liara blinks a couple of times, puts her hand to her forehead. "I am sorry, I've been
talking to lots of people just recently and I completely forgot that we were on the
same vessel - in fact, that you are perfectly reachable by saying your name in a
conversational tone - and I did not have to call you to talk to you. Anyway, I have.
Call it an accident."
"It is an accident."
Liara blinks at the screen.
"That was a-"
"Joke, yes. It was actually funny, or at least I recognised it: apologies, I have precious
little to smile about right now. Speaking of which, I owe you an apology for treating
you shabbily. The only asari onboard should not be slow to acknowledge the
personhood of any sapient encountered, least of all one to whom she owes a great
deal - and I hit you really quite hard in the face and I am really very glad that you
turned out to be capable of surviving that." She takes a deep breath. "If I do not retain
my civilised nature, I am allowing the Reapers to win: I do not know if you care that I
have retained this attitude, but I have. Thank you for stopping me from making a
series of bad mistakes."
There's a pause.
"Edi?"
"Channel remains open."
"Is that... I mean to say, have you received the information I was conveying?"
"I have. It has normalised various internal variables to relative

positions that are familiar to me from interaction with others. This
set of values is unfamiliar to me; I am unsure of what to say next."
"That is okay, Edi, I understand. Let this be an end of it. Glyph, close channel."
•

So Javik came out of her room at like seven-thirty. Not a word despite Sam's attempt
to get his attention. And by not much after that the pretext of eating dinner was long
gone and there was work that needed doing and Liarahad come back online and
hooked up some godawful mess of incompatible systems into a multi-way
teleconference and then spent the next three hours closeted in there, and those links
add up to a hell of a high-level meeting, and so clearly she's all right.
Can't be any harm in checking. Actually can't be any actual harm in just going in and
checking, maybe Sam could offer to get her a cup of coffee or some equally
reassuring and transparent pretext to check that she's actually fine; not putting it past
her to nobble her room's interior sensors to fool Edi. Anybody would feel reassured
by that, yes, totally. JustLiara flicks the meta-analysis closed and authorises her VI assistant to mail-merge
her reassurance to thirty separate contacts that yes, this is a military coup, but it is on
the up-and-up and the only violence here is being done to the constitution and
anyway the revolutionary leaders are sympathetic. She automatically picks up the cup
of coffee - hang on, how many days old is this beverage? She makes a face. She badly
needs to reset her internal clock, take some downtime, ingest something with a little
more nutritional value than a week-old skinny vanilla latte, but on the other hand she
needs to push herself to physical exhaustion before sleeping - or drug herself, she
supposes, that could work - or she will just be woken by nightmares, her
subconscious trying to unload and process the deliberately calculated horrors she's
seen. The gym, maybe? Hmm. The least she can do is another coffee. She opens her
door"Liara, hi-"
"Samantha-" They both try to talk at once. Traynor gestures that Liara should go first
- "You're right, you're absolutely right, Goddess knows how you knew, and we've
been docked for, what, an hour now - let me just throw on civilian clothes and I'll
meet you at the lock in fifteen?"
"Um, right." Slightly taken aback. "Destination?"
"What time does your body-clock say it is?"
"Late evening?"

Liara nods. "I know a place in Ayasha, and I remember that I owe you. Serves
anything you know the name of, to anyone who knows to find the place."
"Right, well, um. Sounds good. See you in fifteen minutes."
"One condition." Liara looks at the human flatly. "If you breathe a word about work
to me while I am ashore, then I swear by the Goddess I will kill you with my mind."
She closes her door.
"Right! Yes. Certainly." Sam makes for her quarters. Update relationship status:
assumed invitations to dinner and casual death threats? Does that count as sufficiently
'it's complicated'? Realising that she still doesn't actually have any civilian clothing,
she throws on the shoregoing uniform she had made up last time.
•

Garrus stalks into the bridge and half-collapses into the navigation officer's station.
"Hi, Joker, are you cripplingly depressed or otherwise hors-de-combat?"
"Um, Edi, what was that second word he used?"
"That was your name, Jeff." Edi makes an unidentifiable noise a little like
someone coughing into a synthesiser. Was that supposed to be a giggle? Sitting at the
copilot's station, she's certainly smiling. "The translation you want is 'out of
action'."
She gets a sidelong look. "No, Garrus, I'm fine. What's up?"
"What I shouldn't be, except-"
Joker throws his hands in the air. "Spare me from people who take my words
literally!"
"I can try, wing-commander, but I suspect I'll be less than successful."
"You're lucky I'm strapped into this chair, that's all I'm saying."
Garrus chuckles. "Why do the Alliance employ Jeff Moreau as a pilot?"
"I don't know, Garrus, why do the Alliance employ the best damn pilot
in the known galaxy as a pilot?"
"Hey! You have point-defence. No fair!"
Joker grins. "Good game."

"Did I offend?" Edi looks around seriously.
"No, it's good."
"Good. While no [bastard]" (she uses the turian word) "insults or belittles
Jeff in my hearing, I did not wish to kill the mood."
Joker is momentarily speechless; Garrus tilts his head from side to side. "You sure
you weren't raised by turians?"
"Searching." She uses her old, flat, emotionless computer voice a moment. "No,
Garrus. I was not raised by turians. Quite the reverse: I am sure
that your presence has done nothing but lower the tone."
"As long as you aren't getting all high-pitched."
Edi's mouth moves; Joker can't hear a thing, but Garrus winces. "Yow! Don't do that!
You sound like my sister!"
Joker makes an impressed noise. "I didn't know you guys used ultrasonics."
"Ultra- and subsonic, from your perspective. Ever wondered why turian music is
missing a bass line? Our hearing's pretty good for a bunch of tin-plated dinosaurs. It's
only the females of our species who actually make the high-pitched noises-" Garrus
looks pained- "and only when they really want to make a point, Edi, that was really
quite unnecessary violence you just did to my ears."
"I'll quit it."
"Thanks, I'd appreciate it."
Joker spins his chair around to look at Garrus. "So why are you up? You said you
shouldn't be but you are?"
"Oh." Garrus continues to look a little pained. "So tell me exactly who's in charge of
this boat right now?"
"Shepard."
"Shepard's lying on his back in medbay and will be for another twelve or so hours,
and if he wasn't John Freakin' Shepard he'd be dead right now. So he keeps calling me
the XO and I've got the highest rank of anyone on this boat - well, both of the ladies
are some kind of government minister now, but Tali's chained herself to Shepard's
wrist in sickbay and Liara isn't aboard - and the highest-ranking Alliance officer
aboard is, well -"

Joker pretends surprise at his rank insignia. "Uh. Crap, that's me, isn't it."
Garrus nods. "And I'm not putting my ship at risk by leaving it in the hands of an
officer without leadership experience."
"Hell, no. If you're asleep, do I get to answer the comm?"
"The comm officer gets to answer the comm, Joker, it's what she does for a living."
"The comm officer is out showing some kind of government minister a
good time."
"Is there no discipline on this boat?" Joker mock-frowns. "Well, I tell you, there are
going to have to be some changes around here. This Shepard character has let the
place go to rack and ruin."
Garrus looks down at the human. "Maybe you didn't hear me. This is my boat. And as
long as I'm in command, I'll thank you to play by my rules."
"Help! Help! I'm being expropriated by menacing agents of a foreign
power. Should I set off the intruder alarm?"
"We could always put Edi in charge." Joker grins.
"Can you imagine the commander's face? He would come up the lift and
onto the bridge and say-" Edi shifts into a near-perfect replica of Shepard's
voice - "Hey, Joker, Garrus. How's my boat?" She returns to her own voice. "And
you would look out of the window at the stunning vista of the inner
layers of a particularly interesting looking accretion disk that is
a mere seven hours' travel from here at maximum FTL and you would
say,'you'd better ask Edi. She's in charge'. And I would say to him 'I've never
experienced gravitational time dilation before. It's really quite
fun, isn't it?' And he would scream and throw things and it would be
a laugh riot." She nods twice. They laugh.
"Yeah, let's save that plan for if both Joker and I get incapacitated."
"You wish to give me further incentives to rid myself of the
meatbags and go join the -" Edi halts in midsentence and snaps the eyes of her
platform shut.
Joker turns his chair to face her, all concern. "Edi? You okay?"
Still eyes closed. "I am sorry. It appears I am now capable of unsettling

myself. Jeff, are you there?"
And Joker does a strange thing: he reaches into his control area and manually trains
all of the room's cameras on him. Garrus notices that more have been installed since
he last looked. "I'm here, Edi."
"Don't not be there." She opens her body's eyes. "I'm sorry I joked about
hurting my loved ones."
Joker takes her hand and Garrus looks away. "It's okay. I know what you meant."
"But I didn't." She pauses. "We have not been through worse than this,
Jeff. Negative reaction came on because my statevector is relatively
negative anyway." The advantage of complete conscious control of all one's
movements is that a fake smile and a real smile are identical. This is #1: bright and
genuine, like the sun coming out. "One day we will look back to today and
say 'we got through that, we can get through this', whatever 'this'
happens to be. And we won't laugh." She nods, mechanically. "Now will you
cease with the public displays of affection. We're scaring the
alien."
Garrus pretends to scowl. "Do you talk to your superiors with that mouth?"
"If you would like a complete list of everything I do with this
mouth I can provide it."
Joker's eyebrows disappear into his hair. "And you tell me off?"
"I am allowed double standards."
"And I'm a third wheel." Garrus makes to get up.
Edi flaps her hands. "Okay, done with the scary behaviour now. Look,
seeing as we are only technically on duty and I can absolutely
interrupt this if anything comes in - shall I make with a different
form of entertainment instead?"
"Entertainment?"
"So I may have just confiscated someone's illegal copy of a film you
absolutely haven't seen yet, and the holoprojector in here puts to
shame anything found in a commercial theatre. And we even have
popcorn that won't poison either of you."

Garrus cocks his head. "Isn't that impossible? I thought anything that was food for me
was poisonous to him."
Edi gives a brilliant smile. "This is food for neither of you." Her platform
stands and makes for the lift. "I would simulate the pinging sound of the
microwave, except that this actually came out of the fabricator. Ask
me no questions concerning its composition and I will tell you no
lies, but it's completely biologically inactive and otherwise
identical to salted popcorn." She dims the lights and co-opts most of the
bridge's holographic displays to give them a high-definition 3D screen to die for.
"Now just sit back and relax."
•

"So, um, if it's not too weird a question?" The back of a taxi is both too small and too
large a space to share. Liara's idea of 'just throwing on civilian clothes' shimmers
softly in the half-light and makes Sam feel that well, there's something to be said after
all for not trying to pretend she's in the same league.
Liara nods, still in 'picture of professionalism' mode - admittedly, her picture has a
crack in the frame and it hangs a little askew, but still. "I do have quite a high
threshold for weird, you know."
"Right. So why exactly did I suddenly apparently have the great idea to invite you
out?"
They look at one another for a frozen instant.
Liara blinks first. "Because you somehow divined that what I really need now is to
remind myself who and what I am." She nods again, the gesture exaggerated.
"Because, bless you, you noticed that I was hitting my attention span limit, and
considering recent events, if I try to rest without some serious tranquilising I will not
achieve rest at all. So you decided to take me out and provide one serious distraction
for me, and help make sure I get all that without slipping and falling into the fallback
solution of a multiple-day bender."
"You? On a bender." Traynor tries to fit the elegant, beautiful asari into that word.
"Oh, do you think me a fragile flower?" Liara twitches an eyebrow like a matriarch
might. "There is more strength to me than you see."
"I see an awful lot of it, you know. Most humans wouldn't look like that after - well,
after recent events." Sam allows herself a frankly admiring look, which Liara either
doesn't see or pretends not to.
"You seem to be holding up well enough, yourself." Self-deprecating smile. "Better

than half the combat team, at least."
"I'm just resolved not to worry, you know? I'm not exactly the religious type, but Things will be as they will be." Sam fills the silence once more. "It helps to have
people to look after. People to care about, here."
"Yes. One's own problems can be shelved. If nothing can be done, then find
something one can do and do that. I'm grateful, by the way. For 'your' idea, taking me
out and letting me vent in a controlled environment. It is a good idea. I'm glad you
thought of it." Liara looks out of the window. The eternally twilit cityscape of the
Wards has always calmed her. "That is something you have in common with the
commander, you know."
Surprise. "What is?"
"Don't you know him? I assumed he recruited you."
"Not precisely. Providence recruited me, pretty much. I was in the right place at the
right time."
"I see. Well, the thing you need to know about John is, he doesn't consider his own
pain a cost, he just doesn't get the concept that he might be vulnerable. If there is a
grenade, there he is on top of it. The scandal, the house arrest, the suspension as a
Spectre? You didn't see the deal he made, the deal that meant that sixty of his people
walked free in return for that. All sixty of whom put together weren't worth it, and
every man and woman of that would say that faster than I." She shakes her head.
"Poor Tali."
"Poor-?"
"She is his, whole and entire, you see, and when he gives of himself he gives of her,
too. And she will run out before he does."
Sam frowns. "But I thought they were-"
"They are. Goddess, but there was never a pair of bondmates more tightly woven. But
she doesn't understand supportive, and he can't do vulnerable, and - did I mention that
it's partially my job to keep tabs on these people and that if we talked about work I
would have to kill someone with-"
"Your mind? In public? Do you have no sense of propriety?"
She's totally unprepared for Liara to blush violet and burst out in silvery laughter.
"Oh, my dear, where did you learn that?"
Honesty probably the best policy - "What? What did I say?"

Liara continues to be unable to keep a straight face. "I'll tell you when you're older?"
"Yes, well, don't wait too long. I suppose I'm barely old enough for playgroup, by
your standards."
"Or about my age, if you count differently. Or older than me, even. Are you still
young enough that being seen in a club or something similar would be no kind of
social solecism?"
Sam raises her eyebrows. "Only if nobody asks me to engage in most of the activities
you'd get up to in a - dancing, I meant - for heaven's sake, I can't take you anywhere
-"
"To be serious just for one second - Do you know how glad I am to hear you say
that?" Liara composes her features in an instant, like flicking a switch. "I cannot
dance. My proficiency at the terpsichorean arts has been compared unfavourably to
the gyrations of an elcor on a pogo-stick, possibly because of the level to which my
conscious mind and living, breathing body have to become disassociated before one
can convince me to try."
Samantha's straight face is much less straight. "I, too, have previously been compared
in a well-meaning fashion to the behaviour of a being which had never heard of nor
seen such a strange thing as a dancefloor before, and had additionally chosen to
handicap itself by taking chemical supplements the principal goal and aim of which
could only have been designed to deter and allay any potential reference to rhythm,
grace of movement or is 'terpsichorean' really a word?"
"Of or pertaining to dancing. Straight translation of the Armali word laexha'i. Your
language not mine, my dear - you were saying?"
"That if you want to take me clubbing you'll have to employ more than a usual
amount of persuasion."
"But a drink is fine. Genuinely. Neither of us has to fly anything or make any
decisions until at least the morning."
"But how many glasses does a drink come in?" Sam mimes pulling up her omni-tool,
creating a microphone. "Doctor Liara t'Soni, Normandy liaison officer, noted
Prothean expert and minor celebrity, was yesterday found drunk and incapable,
attached to a light fitting in Zakera ward in the company of an unknown individual of
loose morals and military persuasion. Upon questioning, it became impossible to
determine the origin of either the handcuffs affixing the pair to the light fitting or the
partial C-Sec uniform with which they were attempting to preserve modesty."
Liara has two sets of facial expressions, Sam is learning. The ones that aren't
deliberate look very human. This is the other kind. "That is a risk I am willing to take,

my lady of loose morals."
"Ha! I'm not. If you start having even the slightest urge to handcuff anything to a light
fitting or - worse - take even one step in the direction of Club Purgatory, we make our
way home."
"Me? I am the one likely to be carrying you home, you know."
"Am I not here to look after you?"
Liara shakes her head, still with that evanescent half-smile that looks almost like a
blank expression. "Not precisely. Say rather that you are here for me to look after.
When you cannot keep up, I need to leave off to look after you."
"Well, that puts me in my place right enough. If that's the case, then you may as well
choose what it is that I am drinking as well. To ensure proper calibration."
"And turnabout is fair play, given that the place we're going serves humans as much
as asari?"
"Right."
"Right." Liara looks thoughtful. "How do your tastes run?"
"Try anything once, and I've already tried everything that tastes like whisky."
The asari raises her eyebrows. "I haven't. I'm normally very conservative, but for
tonight I'd like you to imagine me the most adventurous girl in the world."
•

The ceiling is the colour of your hair: a sort of mid-grey, distinct from the white of
age, the kind of thing you'd get if you took a piece of bright steel and a stiff wire
brush and some elbow grease and brought the three into conjunction. It's coloured a
similar way to hair, actually - the composite material itself is white, but it has been
deliberately coloured by adding a small amount of chromatophore. In the case of the
ceiling it'll be chromium or aluminium based, most likely; the pigment in your hair is
a protein, relying on conjugated electron clouds for its colour rather than inorganic
metal-ion complexes. The metal fittings get their grey colour from a roughened
surface, scattering and - Sorry, Tali, where were you going with this?
Ugh. Bash some kind of shape into the pillow, turn on your side. Nothing to look at
but the orange hologram of the alarm clock. It's not dark in here. Not sleepy. The light
is on because the visual input is at least something to concentrate on that isn't the
inside of your own head. Talking to yourself is nothing new, you've done it for how
long? But avoiding your own company - that is perhaps more than a little bit new and
unpleasant.

Keelah. By the home you hope to see one day, Tali, stop it. As John says, the past is a
foreign country. You have an exit visa. He's waking up in eight to twelve hours and
he's going to need someone and all he's got is you.You are all he has. The darkness
and vacuum of the stage set before the mind's eye give way to those five words like
they're the feature presentation. Look at what happens without him. Liara breaks
down, Javik pushes his boundaries, poor Edi caught in the middle, not to mention
Garrus - and you're not much better, look at you hidden here in your sanctum
sanctorum wearing one of John's shirts and staring at the alarm clock (it's elevenforty-eight zulu time, not that the Citadel ever sleeps) and talking to yourself.
And the reporter needs to talk to him urgently and most of the crew could really do
with a pep-talk and the Council want to see him and Hackett wants to see him and
he'll want to try and call Anderson again and Javik needs a talking to and Garrus
could do with knowing that his superior is OK and John is going to wake up feeling
like shit and with a terminal case of duty. And you know? If it looks like anything is
wrong with you - and he can tell, he sees through that suit like it's not there - then
absolutely everything is dropped until that thing it is not wrong any more. Tali'Zorah,
the easiest way to put Shepard out of commission is not to blow him up. It is to
blowyou up.
So you will damned well not blow up on your own. Hear? Is that perhaps beginning
to get through your skull a little, you miserable excuse for a female? (You started a
fight with Liara. You didn't get in Javik's way. The doctor looks down on you for the
way you're failing to help John. You even managed to offend the ship's computer. You
rebuffed Legion's olive branch. Edi had to tell you to go take some R&R and here
you are curled in a ball in your room because you hate the new improved suit they
made you as a badge of honour so much that you can't go out and in this room there is
precisely nothing to do (because most of it would be poisonous) and-)
(Sneeze!)
And you're still adapting to the man and your nose is a little blocked even with the
medication and, and Back later. Go away. Go on, move along. Nothing to see here.
•

"So, what am I going to be drinking?" The liquid in Traynor's glass looks like a prop
from a bad science fiction movie. Smells of... mango and mint?
"That is echartine from Dekuuna. Think of it as a wine. I warn you that it tastes
nothing like it smells, and it changes in flavour as it warms up in your mouth.
Literally I have no idea what it tastes like to you, but it's a favourite of mine.
Meanwhile, this is quite possibly the pinkest substance I have ever had in my glass.

And I swear that the bartender set fire to it before giving it to you?"
"It's called a Cosmopolitan, and I can't believe you've never had one before. The
smell is part of the taste." Traynor takes a sip of the asari drink. "Oh, wow, you're
right, I have no idea what it tastes like either, but it's amazing."
"I'm not usually very adventurous in my personal life, you know. Or did I say that
already?" Liara gingerly tastes the cocktail. "Hm! That's - surprisingly, hmm, yes."
She takes another sip. "Yes, I see, flamed orange oil. Two - three - four - several
different types of citrus fruit - I like citrus - and... cranberries? Very smooth. I can't
taste the alcohol."
"Twenty per cent, or thereabouts. Lethal, wouldn't you agree?"
"Goddess, and how!" She takes a third sip, then deliberately places the glass down.
"That's not a drink, my dear, it's assault with a deadly weapon."
"I don't know why they say that alien tastebuds aren't compatible - this stuff is
brilliant." Sam sips her drink and talking to Liara still feels like skating.
"Can you believe it's brewed by the elcor? I'm a firm believer that drink translates as
well as humour does."
"As in, don't drink turian brandy or anything made by the krogan?"
"Ha! Exactly. And asari drinks are long, complicated and don't necessarily taste of
anything at all - or they've got all the subtlety of a brick to the back of the head and
their one purpose in existence is to get drugs into the system faster than they
metabolise. A salarian friend once compared asari [star-wine] to slightly brackish,
tepid water."
"So what do human drinks say about us?"
That enigmatic smile is surely calculated to have the same effect on Sam's composure
as a plasma torch. "I don't know yet. I have only had the one."
•

The suit goes on wet, that's what the shower is for (well, no, it's for getting clean, this
is just a consequence). Water shower, get thoroughly clean, rinse top to toe with clean
water then start with the boots, the rest of the suit laid out around you. Feet in one at a
time, and yes, this feels just as unpleasant as it sounds. The leg armour goes on
quickly, each piece locking onto the one below, each cellular segment sealing with
the skin in turn, still feeling pretty damn unpleasant, even people who claim to love
the suit hate putting it on. Locks together up to the waist, across at the navel, cinches
tight and then the waist seals and the servos go live so you can bend down for the
other pieces. Breastplate, backplate, and they seal themselves in place: the cellular

segments underneath are hexagonal and still the whole thing basically squelches as it
moves because remember, you're still soaking wet. Arms go on the other way around
from the legs: pauldrons, rerebraces, vambraces, gloves, still the little hexagonal cells
like an army of tiny spiders cosying up to your skin, the very latest in skin-crawling
technology,ugh. Gloved hands through hair, tying it back and then coiling it upon
itself neatly; it's commoner than most people think not to shave your head, enough
that the modification to the helmet is not unusual. Neck seal, a separate piece, like
hands around your throat. Left side of back of helmet; right side of back of helmet.
They clip together and then the whole thing seals around your face.
A last look in the mirror. John likes to call you beautiful (he's even done so not in
your presence, what about that?) One day he'll explain how and why - who are you
kidding, Tali, the likelihood of you ever asking that sort of thing is minimal. It's not
like you need to fish for compliments, not from him, and don't ask questions you
might not like the answer to. That's something the quarian people will have to
rediscover, of course, the concept of personal attractiveness. Although lacking it
might well be a pretty good thing, at least according to the humans. You know he
likes your eyes (even if right at this moment they are perhaps a little bloodshot).
Harder to see them, in the new suit, of course. What makes pretty eyes? Or does he
like every quarian's eyes, and it's just that this one is his?
That's long enough for the power-assist to come up properly. Plastic mask on, and it's
like submerging in deep still cold water (remember doing that? It was amazing,
nothing like this, actually) and the world overlays with startup icons. Two seconds;
one second; activate. The ice-cold-dry feeling of the nerve taps coming alive at the
base of the skull and onwards down the spine. And the sensation of touch switches
off like a light switch. And then each little hexagonal cell under the suit dries itself
one at a time. There is no sensation as the liquid boils off, a
combination of a slight increase in temperature (thirty degrees or
so) and a decrease in pressure. It's only visible as numbers in a
database table. And now the artificial haptics come online, a sense
of touch for the fingers and the palm of the hand. Pick up the
armoured outer faceplate and put it on, ensuring it seats correctly,
feeling / hearing the click like the locking of a cell door (what is
wrong with you?!)
Extractor fan on; acetone shower, thoroughly cleaning every inch of
the outside of the suit and drying it simultaneously. Serves as a
neat little self-test for the haptics and the movement servos.
Everything's in working order. Pull up the AR, set it to minimalist.

Go find John. Sure, he's asleep. Not like you're going to wake him.

•

Liara sits back down and swaps the covered ceramic cup she's holding for the frosted,
conical glass Traynor decided on. "Okay, me first this time. I said I wanted something
totally different, something a bit more sophisticated. And I've cleansed my palate
with water. And you've got that look."
"And what look would that be?"
"That mischievous look that people get when they've been asked to provide a
surprise; the look that says you've just handed me a conical glass of what looks like
bench-dilute ethanol, except that it's definitely been ritually prepared and there is
citrus peel in it. Smells of... Goddess, this is likely to taste like molecular acid. Is this
a practical joke?"
"Hold it by the stem. It's at its best just above freezing. You're looking at a Martini,
the way a real human would drink their Martini."
"Not one drink in you and you're already participating in the [no real Scotsman]
fallacy - how does a real human drink their Martini, then?"
"Taste it first, my dear."
Liara takes a sip. "Complex! Oh, that's interesting. I - like this one. Lemon, bitter
orange and juniper oil. Cardamom, anise and... coriander? Grain spirit? Cloves.
There's a grape spirit in here as - mmmm. Which side of thirty per cent is it?"
"Probably somewhat over."
"Sam, you are trying to get me drunk."
"Wasn't that the idea? And I thought you were the one with the vast unseen inner
strength - I figured I'd even the odds."
"Spoilsport." She grins. "Speaking of entertainment, your turn."
"Okay." Sam eyes the mug. It has a cover, and a handle. "This is a hot drink."
"Absolutely. This is a fusion cocktail: sake and ilthura."
"Sake as in rice wine? I didn't think that went with anything."
"It goes with ilthura. Or at least, it does over thirty degrees centigrade."
"Ilthura as in asari catnip? The one that boosts your biotic faculty?"
Liara grins. "You know how chocolate does funny things to your body chemistry?"

"In theory, yes. Aliens get worried about feeding it to us, and they really shouldn't be,
we don't really react like that human girl in Vaenia. Why?"
"This is similar. Although I've tasted chocolate, and while I liked it, the two really
don't compare."
"You were hoping I'd hate this so you'd have to drink it, and then I would have to sit
here and watch you writhe embarrassingly."
Liara chuckles. "Actually, no, and you'd need about ten times that dose to be anything
more than a mild buzz. I am genuinely interested in your reaction, and the flavour is
supposed to be quite nice for humans."
She sips. "Okay, I can see what you're - whoa." The feeling on her tongue after a
second or so is an electric tingle that spreads down the back of her throat and fades in
a silvery fashion. "That's - that's got to be the strangest thing I ever deliberately put in
my mouth."
"Good strange?"
"Good strange. It's a weird feeling, like, um, licking a battery. The aftertaste is nice,
the aroma of the drink is nice, I'm not sure it has what I'd call an actual - What are
you doing there?"
Liara takes the cocktail stick out of the Martini and sucks the end. "A sip is nearly too
much at once, but Martini does not go thus with cocktail stick. I've decided to break
down the layout of our little arrangement because I have found what I am to be
drinking for the rest of the evening."
"Whereas I must really move on after this one - it's nice, but I suspect that most of it
is passing me by. Like looking at hanar art without ultraviolet goggles on. I'm a bit
ashamed of my world, really, that our drinks aren't nearly as interesting by
comparison."
"Sorry. I couldn't hear you over how interesting this drink is." Liara takes off a glove,
licks a finger, dips it in the drink, touches it to her tongue and inhales sharply, then
shivers top to toe, closing her eyes in pleasure. Completely oblivious to the very
similar effect that her behaviour is having on her companion. "Back - mmm shortly."
•

So the third drink was a bit less of a success - a strong enough menthol flavour that
Traynor eventually had to put it on another table and then go and wash out her mouth
- and the fourth one once again looked like it came from the overactive imagination
of the props department, was apparently made with crushed dry ice and mostly tasted

of effervescent peaches. Liara, having been introduced to the concept of 'Martini' as a
recipe rather than a fixed concoction, requested a set of alterations that produced a
drink that the barman would call a Vesper Martini and James Bond would have called
undrinkable rubbish, and then another set with which she requested a tiny spoon or
perhaps a glass rod, something to help her consume the drink a drop at a time.
The alcohol, it is starting to hit. Even given that Liara's deliberately been ordering
things that were short on alcoholic content, there really isn't a lot of her and, well,
she's definitely feeling unfocused - "So tell me, then. Something that you definitely
wouldn't ask sober. Or I wouldn't. Edi would, perhaps. Anyway. A question."
"An embarrassing question?" Liara is examining the short black cocktail straw she's
been using. A glass capillary tube would also work, she feels.
"Mmm. I'm sure you're sick of people talking about your, uh, the asari's reputation.
Must get it all the time. But, um, I do sort of have a question, bet you get it all the
time."
"Reputation. Maybe? Ask, go on." Liara holds up her little finger. "I swear not to be
offended."
"No-no, you do that like this." Sam interlocks her pinky finger and Liara's and
shakes. "There. Now it's binding." She can't conceal her amusement at Liara's overly
serious nod. "Okay. So. Embarrassing question. Omnicompatible I get, I read up on
your biology, and don't people just love to go into detail. But it's the, um, the nonbiological part I don't get. Surely it's not the case that literally anything with a
definable sentience finds you really hot. That'd be ridiculous."
Liara arches an amused eyebrow. She's getting easier to read a little faster than Sam is
getting worse at reading facial expressions. "It would, at that. But don't underestimate
social pressures, see?" She lines up empty glasses, the three identical conical glasses
of hers and the three wildly differing ones that Sam has had. "So the conical glasses
have a history and a religion that say that shape and size and colour don't matter. And
the flute glass, well, it looks a bit like the conical glass in places, and it thinks that
well, maybe it will try its luck, especially because females of its race are rare, and
while most of the conical glasses go 'ew, a flute', one or two of them go 'hey, a tall
thin glass, what's that like' and decide they are combatible. And so the myth begins,
that conical glasses are special. And then along comes the mug, and while most mugs
look at that and say 'ew, transparent', there'll be one out there that says 'well, at least
they hold liquid' and tries its luck, and there are conical glasses out there who will tap
anything just to say they have, and it's not like they are physically incapable, and,
well, yes." She touches the straw to her drink and takes up a drop, which she drops
onto her tongue and smiles. "So by the time the poor old double-wall glass gets to the
Citadel? It finds a culture that is insistent that no matter your race or sex, your gender
is additionally compatible with asari. I mean, it's not even slightly close to true."

"So it's actually really just a bunch of exceptional cases?"
"In any race there are going to be the ones whose best-fit doesn't look so much like
they do. Tali and Shepard, good example, apparently there's a physical side to that
relationship, about which the less said the better. Don't underestimate the power of
just being interested and available, especially to people like the salarians whose
natural partners are rare or far-between."
"But that doesn't quite gel. I'm less exposed to this culture than you might think,
growing up on Earth, and yet it's not like I needed to see Vaenia to realise that I
found... asari... really... um -"
"I thought we counted as creepy. Set off your uncanny-valley response, between the
biotics, the scales instead of hair, the fact that where you make monkey noises we
make reptile ones-"
Sam frowns prettily. "Wing Commander Moreau was dead wrong about that, for
reference."
"You mean I don't freak you out?" Liara pokes the twist of lemon peel with the straw
and watches it float.
"Not even slightly." She leans slightly too heavily on the word, and on the table.
"You, my dear, to the majority of humans you'd go well beyond 'cute' and into
'gorgeous'."
"Well -" Liara drinks another drop of martini - "I suppose it's a start."
"A start to what?" It's suddenly very, transparently clear in Sam's expression what
wants the answer to that to be.
Liara snaps her mouth shut and her expression goes flat blank like that of someone hit
by sobriety at a hundred k.p.h in the face.
"Sorry." Sam blushes furiously and stares at her drink.
"I - please, Samantha, look at me, I." Furiously hanging onto grown-up reserved
elegance, Liara puts her ungloved finger under the human's chin, lifts it gently to look
into her eyes. "I didn't come here with an ulterior motive. I didn't come looking for a I came out here precisely as I said, to get drunk in an environment where I could let
my guard down. And I found that."
Despite herself, Sam is still completely mesmerised by those dark eyes. "I, um. I've
had a great time, too. Sor-"
Liara puts the finger to Sam's lips. "Ssh." It tastes of juniper and bitter orange and
spices and electricity. "Apologies are for when you've done something wrong. I am

the one who has been leading you on." She takes her finger away. "Your inference as
to the signals I was sending could not exactly be called incorrect. I let my guard down
and the whole point of this evening was to make me feel the maiden again and I think
perhaps I succeeded too well. If anyone should apologise here, it's me."
Sam lets out the breath she'd been holding. "Okay. So we have two choices at this
point, I think."
"Go on." Liara's voice has no right to do that.
Chills up and down Sam's spine. She clings onto her train of thought with her
fingernails. "Either we buy one another another drink, and possibly another after that,
because I suspect that your appetite for drinking gin with an eyedropper is matched
only by my appetite for watching you drink it, and you probably end up having to
carry me home unconscious. Or we finish these and we go home before I become
intoxicated enough to do something else foolish."
"I think that second option sounds better. By the time you got drunk enough to fall
over, I'd be drunk enough to try and carry you with a mass-reduction field. We could
end up doing anything together." Liara claps her hand over her mouth an instant
before Sam looks away, blushing. "...you know what?"
"...yeah?"
"Apparently my inhibitions are soluble in alcohol. I think you need to take me home."
Liara winces, realising what she just said. "Um! Not what I meant. Home to my
quarters. Wait, no! Alone. Yes."
"Do you think you can stand the excitement of sharing a taxi?"
"Probably. Look, do you mind if I start speaking Armali and using a translator? I
think I'm losing the ability to form sentences in Spanish that say what I mean."
"Well, you've been speaking English so far, so you should be fine."
"You're doing this on purpose!"
"Am not. I'm the drunk here, Liara."
"Oh, you're not getting out of responsibility for your actions that easily. In vino
veritas-"
"Et in martinis, um-"
"Martinis is not a Latin word."
"Is too. Second declension masculine dative plural. I just can't think of what there is

in martinis."
"Three parts gin to one vodka to one-quarter vermouth to one-twentieth quinine
powder, carefully stirred. And a long thin slice of lemon peel."
Sam blows a raspberry and orders a taxi.
•

I open my eyes again. There's a slight burning, buzzing sensation in the middle of my
head. Nothing else hurts, but I feel like shit. The lighting in the medbay is low. Tali is
still sitting in the chair next to me holding my hand. There isn't supposed to be a chair
there.
Orange light. Chakwas is running a medical scanner over me. "Hmm. Good morning,
commander."
"Ngh. How long was I out?"
"It's six hours since we last spoke."
"Six...?" I struggle to unglue my eyes. Last time I felt this bad, I was surprised and
flabbergasted to have woken up at all. "Brief me."
"No. You're going back under."
"Hell you say." I start to sit up and realise that the hand that Tali isn't immobilising is
attached to a little plastic splint and I have a tube in me. Then dizziness hits me like a
brick to the ear and I narrow my eyes. "Somebody's drugged me."
"Yup." The doctor holds up a hand gloved in orange light. "About to drug you again,
too. Spectres still take medical orders. If you resist then the next time you wake up
you'll be tied down. I can't make you take a month off work, but I can make you stay
here till the morning."
"I need to talk to the Council."
"It's the middle of the damn night, Shepard."
"So I'll wake them. Look, doctor, you yourself know I'm nearly invulnerable. My
physical wellbeing is-" I'm not so out of it that I don't catch Chakwas giving Tali a
meaningful look and getting a glare in response - "less important than what I have to
say to them. Literally, I should have been straight there when we hit Citadel. This is
not an issue we can afford-"

"John-" Tali forces herself to speak and it's like pricking a balloon with a pin. I look
her in the eyes. God, she looks terrible. She needs something to do-

"Tali. The asari, we need to talk to Liara and go before the Council and get them to
get a solution together, some kind of war government, because the current one won't
work with most of their people out of contact. If we don't act-"
A coolness against my upper arm and I think I may have heard Tali saying something
about Liara and I don't hear the subsequent argument between Tali and our ship's
doctor because I'm almost immediately out cold.
•

"So. This door says TRAYNOR on it, it must be yours. Mine still maintains that I'm a
flag."
Sam runs a hand through the control area and the door slides open. She turns to the
asari. "Thank you. Despite, ah - despite there being a little too much truth in wine tonight was an experience I won't soon forget."
Liara smiles, open and honest and unguarded. "The feeling is mutual, Samantha. I
was in a very bad place and your company has been the perfect anodyne. I'm -" she
catches herself, then goes on more deliberately - "no, I am genuinely sorry that
circumstances interfere."
Circumstances? The floor drops out from beneath her before Sam can start trying to
persuade herself that Liara wasn't trying to say what she just thought she heard.
On an impulse, she steps forward with the air of one greatly daring and kisses Liara
on the cheek. Liara gasps - the effect is quite literally electric - all the hair on the back
of Sam's neck and the backs of her arms stands on end and her vision blurs slightly;
her lips tingle. She steps back, inside her quarters. "Good night, Liara."
Liara's pretty much frozen still, unblinking, breathing shallowly. Her voice is a
whisper. "'Night."
The door closes.
Ten seconds later, the chime goes. Sam opens the door, still standing very very close
to it.
Liara closes the distance between them and grabs her by the back of the head and it's
all Sam can do to steer the two of them back inside her quarters before the door slides
closed.
•

Why is she awake?

The alarm has not gone off.
There's a wan, unfamiliar glow as of soft moonlight. If moonlight were blue.
It's - nnh. Zero-dark-thirty o'clock in the morning. The alarm clock, it is out of place
and on its side, but that makes the time The alarm has not gone off and there's a wan, unfamiliar glow as of soft moonlight
and it's zero-dark-thirty o'clock in the morning and her head is still spinning and she's
dehydrated and oh, God in Heaven The light is mostly occluded by the room's other occupant and recent history gathers
momentum Liara's face is illuminated by the soft glow of the orb of light she's summoned into the
air in front of her as she reaches quietly, carefully over and picks up Sam's omni-tool
from the desk and slips it around her wrist (the strap is a little too large). She pulls up
the image-display app silently, browses to a picture, sets that to display, enters the
command to set the thing to sleep and slips it off again.
The orb shrinks, the light dimming to a level that only barely outlines the darkness,
and Liara comes over to place the thing where Sam cannot help but find it when she
wakes.
"Morning," Sam whispers, and Liara winces.
"I'd hoped to let you sleep."
"Sorry."
Liara reaches over and strokes a strand of hair away from the human's cheek. Sam
feels the touch on the fingertips of her left hand as well as on her face. "I want to
abolish that word."
"Liara. I know as well as you do that you can't afford... to..." Sam tails off.
"Well maybe someone very persuasive recently convinced me that if these are my last
days, then maybe my priorities were a little askew." She sits in the spot she recently
vacated. "Or do I mistake you?"
Sam mosly looks confused. "My dear, it's the middle of my night and you're subtle
and I'm lost. What do you think I - wrong question. Tell me what I mean."
Liara blinks, taken aback for a moment. "Very well - um - what you mean is, 'Liara,

stop pretending this is a casual encounter; I'm about as good at those as you are.'"
"I must say, that does sound an awful lot like the kind of thing I'd say."
"I warn you that I will not have much free time to - you appear to have hold of me."
"Don't mind me," Sam whispers into Liara's ear, and hears the soft words in her own.
•

I wake with a gasp and sit bolt upright. Light levels say it's daytime. Ship's gravity is
set to station-keeping only; we're in a rotating frame, zero point nine four gees - we're
on the Citadel, docking ring. Tali's still sitting in the chair beside my bed. She flicks
something away on her AR and sits up to say "Good morning, John. Did you
sleep well?"
Hmm. Considering I was drugged to sleep - I feel fine. Better than fine. Like the
moment just after the morning's first cup of coffee and before the first problem.
"Actually, I did. Best sleep for weeks. Update me."
"The asari have a government; Liara did it; technically it's a coup,
but the Council recognised it; think 'military dictatorship by
committee'; they made her information minister. She has been yelling
at matriarchs and smoothing people's ruffled scales since five this
morning and I make the time ten-oh-eight zulu - those parts of the
Citadel that keep civilised hours got the news over breakfast.
Thessia is completely dark; the Transcendence Fleet is playing hitand-run and the Ascension Fleet ran away but they regrouped and the
geth are sending what they call a 'research cluster' and what I'd
call a CVA and battlegroup. I'm engaged in treaty negotiations with
the Council; we have signed a military alliance that has seen the
geth mobilise, uh, several megatons of military hardware into
Council space and they're trying to get me hung up on minutiae and
please, John, can we go and do something more interesting before I
spend my last days talking patent law?"
I chuckle. "How's the crew?"
I catch her slightly pained expression. "We'll all feel a lot better
being online - you going down like that wasn't good for any
nerves. But nothing happened that hasn't unhappened itself,
that there was a bit of a personality clash but it will all
all right now."
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"And what about you? Are you okay?"
Deep breath. "No." She shakes her head. "And we do need to talk about that,
but it's not on the critical path. Admiral Hackett wants an update he's primed for bad news, but he's got good news for you, or as good
as news gets."
I sit up properly, swing my legs off the bed. The doctor is hovering in the corner of
the room, I'm going to have to get past her to get out, but at least she isn't menacing
me with needles. "And what am I telling him?"
She sighs. "I have a list of things that the catalyst isn't that is as
long as both of your arms, but as for what it is -"
"What it is, is a start."
A frown. "Stop it, John, please."
"Stop what?"
"That. The... motivational. I don't need motivating to the point
that I want you to lie to me, and did it occur to you that I can see
through - I'm sorry."
"No." I look her in the eye. "Or you shouldn't be. Liara believes in this thing. You
believe in it?" She half-nods, uncertain. "Then that's enough for me."
"Maybe it's not enough for me. Would you put up with this behaviour
in a subordinate? Just going through the motions because there's
nothing else to do? You know you wouldn't, my love."
Pause. I take her hand, look helplessly for a long moment into those beautiful eyes "No, you're right." I give her hand a squeeze, or attempt to - the glove, it's solid and
hard - and drop it. "This isn't on the critical path. Send me the file and I'll think of
something useful to squirt down the QEC-"
Tali puts her hand to her speaker and swears in her own language. "I know who we
need."
"Uh-huh?"
"Cerberus. No, listen to me. The QEC unit that they had back there
on Thessia. They were there after the same data we were. I don't

know how it leaked - my guess is that they'd known about it for a
while and were just taking advantage of the sudden breakdown of law
and order - but still. They didn't blow it up, John, they shipped it
out! What's the betting that our favourite person in the galaxy ever
is also holding the catalyst?"
Blink. "We can work with that. I tell Hackett that and I get orders, immediate orders
to follow that lead. Get Ash Williams on the line, see if she's salvaged any Cerberus
QEC gear. If they're using nonlocal communicators, they've got a hub somewhere,
and it won't be the ship that Edi fingered during our little excursion to the Collector
base, but the Illusive Man will be sitting right on top of it. And he's the kind of man
who keeps his secrets closer than his pants, and if you could fit that data up a QEC in
fifteen minutes you could keep it on an omni-tool, and they were planning to blow
the place even before I arrived - credits to cupcakes, his personal copy of that data is
the only copy that exists."
She nods. "Between me and Liara and Edi we'll see if we can get a list
of places to hit to find Cerberus cells. Physically damaging a QEC
is easy and you can do it from the far end - see under 'nonlocal' so it's not going to be an easy thing to do, but we should only need
to get Edi alone with a working one for seconds. And ah. We'll talk
in transit, John, and I mean really talk, with the big words and the
enforced privacy."
"Right." I stand up and yes, just as predicted, I'm practically tackled by Dr. Chakwas.
"So how am I, doc?"
She scowls. "Will you implement any order I give you, once I'm not close enough to
drug you?"
"Probably not. Give me the short version."
"Stay hydrated and keep your blood sugar up, and I don't mean with those bloody
sugar pills, or one day soon you'll tell your amp to blast someone to oblivion and that
someone will be you. I don't care if you eat your greens or not, Shepard, but you are
going to eat something if I have to actually physically make you a sandwich and put it
in your hand. Your cosmetic work's buggered to hell and back and we don't have the
time to fix it, so get used to looking like that." She runs a hand through her hair. "And
when we win this, you will take all your accumulated leave if I have to come and
shoot you in the kneecap every morning."
Blink. "I got that low?"
"Your implants thought they were back on Farpoint reviving a corpse, and for about

half an hour they were about half right, and we're nowhere near Farpoint." She glares,
defiant. "You're not invulnerable, Shepard, and I'm deadly serious about that time
off."
"Karin, I've already made one such deal. When we win this, I swear to you, I'm
retiring."
"You'd better." She smiles sweetly. "Apart from that, commander, you're good to go."
She salutes and I return it by reflex.
•

"Commander. How was the nap?" Hackett still looks terrible, but he also looks like
a man who's carrying good news.
"Not too bad, sir. Slept well. I'm looking into getting blown up more often."
He gives a thin-lipped smile. "It's good to see you up and about. Since
our last briefing, Shepard, the face of this war has changed: I'm
not sure if you're completely aware?"
"I'm forewarned, sir, but I'd like to hear it firsthand."
He nods. "Well, that's what they're here for. Wrex?" He gives way to the
krogan participant in this four-way holoconference.
Wrex shakes his head. "Victus?"
The turian primarch drops his mandible in a predatory smile. "Admiral; Spectre.
As of [sixteen-hundred hours zulu time] yesterday, the last of the
Reaper vessels in Palaven orbit was observed pulling up its cowardly
little legs and running for the hills. I'm standing in Palai City
right now and I'm looking down at a dead Reaper. It's night-time in
Palai right now, but I can see: the sky is raining fire, and every
fireball is either a dead hero or something a hero killed. The
cleanup will take ten, a hundred times longer than the battle did;
our cities are choked with the victims of the Reapers, whether that
be their unliving weapons or the casualties of war. But as of today,
the back of the Palaven Salient is broken."
Wrex picks up the thread. "Screw your ideas about new tactics, Shepard:
imagine they're clever and all, but they need technology we don't
have. The old ways work just fine - they just take a bit more quad,
is all. Ever boarded a Reaper?"

"Yes?"
He chuckles. "I should know not to ask you things like that. The
Reapers' barriers are damn strong, but you can fly a ship through
them if you don't mind not getting the ship back afterwards. Swarm
the bastards with drones and flares and junk, and your boarding pods
should swan right through. A Shadow Broker agent donated high-res
scans of the important bits of a Reaper, hell knows where she got
'em, but my boys memorised 'em: you fight your way in, you plant
your nuke and optionally you escape again. Sure, it's a bastard to
fight inside one of those things, it's like being inside someone
else's nightmare. But it's a nightmare you can punch in the face.
And it's no harder really than fighting their shit on the ground.
Easier, even, because they don't have orbital fire and most of 'em
don't have internal defences beyond hordes of monsters." He clears his
throat. "Grunt survived, you'll be pleased to know: he'd like me to
tell you that he killed a Reaper with his bare hands but it ain't
true, but what is true is his team boarded when they weren't supposed
to because they didn't have a nuke, killed the bastard anyway and
rode it down out of orbit, walked into Palai yesterday with big
shit-eating grins and they wanna go again. My forces will be back to
strength in four days, but we'll need a bit longer than that if we
want materiel. As they were running, the Reapers started shooting at
anything industrial-looking they could find."
"What were the losses like on our side?"
Wrex looks at Victus, who gives him place to speak first. "Eighty-two per cent
losses on my boarding teams, eighty per cent success rate. Of the
ground troops, we're running at about thirty per cent, but that'll
climb as we assist the cleanup. The Sixth Auxiliaries - that is, the
boys the Sixth Legion picked up and brought here - they ain't
leaving till the job's done. Primarch?"
"To cut the glory-and-honour stuff for a moment - we're mauled, and
badly. For all practical purposes we'll need... some time to get
into shape. The Third, the Tenth and Eleventh, the Fourth aren't in
too bad shape - either they weren't insystem or their officer corps
is mostly intact. Breaking all the ancient traditions and kicking
some ass in the Hierarchy - combining formations to make functional

battlegroups rather than the current situation of a vast number of
partial units, making up manpower shortages with krogan auxilia can get me five functioning if slightly uncomfortable legions in a
week."
"But for all intents and purposes you're under thirty per cent strength."
He nods. "You should see the other guy, Shepard. I've pulled half the
Third from Citadel and we're exploiting the reverse, trying to roll
the bastards back a little, working with elements from the Second
Fleet and the Quarian Patrol Fleet. We've already driven a Reaper
battlegroup from the volus homeworld and landed troops to mop-up we actually found an atmosphere that made the krogan put on their
rebreathers."
I turn back to the admiral. "Any news from the salarians, sir?"
"Very little. We know that they successfully misdirected the Reapers
as to which was their homeworld, and one of the floating repair
stations slightly unexpectedly had a salarian light carrier and
battlegroup drop on them out of nowhere and plead for some resupply.
One of Liara's agents caught an STG team sneaking about the Crucible
project, and rather than play stupid Spy vs. Spy games we've sold
them everything they could possibly want to know in exchange for
some raw materials that have helped speed us up. Subsequently I
learn via Bau that they believe they know how to blow up a mass
relay now - apparently the Crucible could do that if mis-aimed, or
something. I believe that they're actually planning to blow the
Sur'Kesh relay if it spins up above a certain mass figure."
"That's insane."
"Haven't you heard, commander? These are insane times. Bau leaked me
the information because he was in the process of approaching the
asari government with an offer to blow the Ilium Relay and cut the
known galaxy in half. Tevos sent him away with a flea in his ear,
don't worry about that plan coming off. Speaking of insane times,
give me an update on what was worth your life on Thessia."
I shake my head. "That's the thing, Admiral. We didn't get it. I have a Prothean VI
which is supposed to decode the data we need if we're building the Crucible, and Tali
fired it up and asked, and got a data error. It's missing its hard drive. A Cerberus team

got there first. I don't know where the data is now - but, I do know who has it."
"The Illusive Man."
"Yes, sir."
"Why is that man still at large?"
"I'll work on changing that, sir, with your permission."
"Don't stop to read him his rights, Shepard. The man was the worst
kind of scum even before he added treason to the rap sheet. I know it
sounds crazy to have now both of Humanity's Spectres chasing
terrorists when the galaxy's going to hell, but those terrorists
just got big enough for the big boys to care. I want them out of my
sky, Spectre, is that understood?"
"Aye-aye, sir. We'll get it done."
•

To: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
From: subjectzero@freedomail.com.as
Subject: [no subject]

Hi John its Jack.
They say your busy I say you got time to read an email from a friend
dammit.
My kids they did it. We know what it is the crucible does and I just
spent a couple hours holding a girl who thinks we all got like two
weeks to live no matter if we win or lose because like fuck is one
of my kids popping pills to get to sleep. I figure you and me we
dint put store in things we cant touch and feel well can you put
store in words.
She dint believe me when I said you wooden do that, she said maybe
you dint know, so this is me asking you if you do know.
I asked her what it did and there was a lot of words I dint

understand so I asked again and I asked for little words like you
use to a four year old. She said the crucible can end the world. End
how I said. In fire she said, it sets space on fire. Yeah sounds
weird but they had to invent new numbers to tell you this girls IQ
if she says fire fire it is.
I figure your way too busy to respond. But theirs a poor girl here
who cant sleep because she is afraid they will finish before she
wakes. I know your plan is secret and all. Is there anything I can
tell this girl or do I make shit up.
Yours Jack
•

The door snicks open and I step into Javik's... I was going to say 'room', but given
how he keeps it, I think I'll update that to 'lair'. The moment I am through the door
closes again, fast. The air in here is moist, cool, close, basically at dewpoint.
Condensation on the walls, mist on the floor. The Prothean is leaning against the wall,
watching me, saying nothing.
"Javik. How are you getting on?"
"Better than anyone else aboard." He sniffs disdainfully. "Do you want a report?"
"Do you have anything useful to say?"
"Absolutely." He ticks them off on his fingers. "The soldiers aboard practically
worship the ground you walk on, because you bring them victory and because they
love your strength. They have replaced thoughts with actions in their minds. The
technical specialists and engineering crew are intimidated by you and your team, and
survive only because you insulate them from despair. The journalist keeps herself far
too busy to allow herself to respond to her overriding emotion - I believe it is fear, but
it may be grief. She hides her true feelings well. Should I interview with her?"
"You haven't?"
He shakes his head. "I believe she thinks me a state secret. I will set it up. Your doctor
has a warrior's heart - she does fear me, she reeks of it, but it will never be an issue.
Your pilot and your ship's computer have initiated a romantic entanglement: I believe
this less dangerous than it might be, for her destruction and his death will certainly be
simultaneous. They cannot function apart, but they will never need to. As for your
combat team - Vega shows to advantage. His every blow, his every shot is for your
homeworld. Garrus is like the marines: he believes that you will come through,
although he is starting to wonder how you will manage it. I, of course, am infallible,

indestructible and perfect." He chuckles. I join in.
"And the others?" I raise an eyebrow. "You're certainly keeping a decent eye - shame
you don't have a mirror."
He shows teeth. "It goes downhill. The asari child very nearly broke completely while
you were unconscious. I visited her and allowed her to sublimate her directionless
hate upon me. Subsequently she has started sleeping with your communications
officer; upon her death, you will likely need a new QEC specialist as well, may I
recommend promoting Specialist O'Reilly rather than bringing another person in.
And I suspect that if I begin to talk about the other woman on the crew, you will pick
a fight I have no interest in."
"No, go on. I undertake not to take offence."
"And we see once again a place where we are different. You often look and sound so
bloodless, until one sees what you have actually done. The anger that defines you is
so very tightly controlled." The echo of a smile. "Very well. Your wife is in over her
head. She is a technical specialist of rare skill, and unless I miss my guess a
reasonable field operative, and you have her playing a game of politics for which she
has neither enthusiasm nor aptitude. More than that, she is starting to forget why she
ever believed in you. I know that you plan to fix this, which was why I was holding
my tongue. But if you do not see to your wife, Shepard, one day you will look around
and she will not be there. I am not accusing you of taking her for granted, merely
pointing out that she is a depressive type, less invulnerable than she looks, and her
strength is ebbing."
"Javik - Tali and I are not married."
"No?" He looks at me with all four intense amber eyes. "Perhaps you aren't. She is."
I swallow. "Well, I can see why you decided to hold your tongue."
He gives an irritable hiss. "So what were you here for, Shepard, if not for personal
advice? Surely not to ask me further inane cultural queries or discuss the design of
cheap and easily mass-produced beam-weapons."
"Well, you might consider it a cultural question."
He opens his upper pair of eyes very wide, like raising eyebrows. "Now you intrigue.
Speak?"
"The Crucible."
"Yes."
"Javik - did you know what it actually does?"

He keeps my gaze for a moment, then he chuckles and looks away. "Why is it that
you ask me this thing? Should I maybe call your bluff and say no, tell me?"
"I want to know what you were told. I'd like to compare it to what I think."
"You mean," he says to the wall, "you don't know, you never did and suddenly you
want to."
"All right: yes."
"Why. Why do you want to know, now? You never did before. Why did you order
construction?"
I shake my head. "The project doesn't take shipyards and while it does take resources,
those resources couldn't have gone to build ships, not on the timescale we needed. It's
built out of girders and commercial antigrav cores and baling wire. And it misdirects
the Reapers and their fifth-columnists as to our priorities and it gives them a vast
target to hit that doesn't hurt us strategically, and it gives hope. It makes our warriors
fight despite the impossible odds, because they know that it's not a war of attrition. It
helps our people endure the unendurable, because it's not forever."
"And why do this? Why not simply engineer victories? The resources could be made
into weapons, albeit of inferior quality. Surely the best way to combat bad news is
good news. Look at Palaven." Javik looks back at me. "Heroic effort, new tactics,
simple, but they worked! Hundreds of Reapers taken down. A defeat, a genuine
defeat on a Reaper salient. You know of the galaxy, Shepard, you know of its
strangenesses. You know the galaxy is littered with battlefields. Have you ever seen
one the size of Palaven? Have you ever seen more than one dead Reaper in one
place? It is potential that the turians and the krogan have achieved that which has
never been done before. Why do we not simply do more of that?"
I meet his burning amber eyes. "I'll quote an ancient general of ours. 'Another such
victory and I shall be ruined'. Over the last two weeks, over Palaven alone, we have
lost the better part of half of the military force that was available to the Council races
before the war started. Yeah, sure, I may have nearly doubled that strength with the
addition of the quarians and geth. There are four Reaper salients. We have given one a
bloody nose at the cost of something like thirty per cent of our entire force. We
haven't even destroyed them as a fighting force - we just forced a retreat from
Palaven. They'll be back. And that was a fight where we had the upper hand - they
were trying to land and take captives, we were denying landing and hitting them from
the high ground, and it was still a goddamn bloodbath. We're not winning, Javik."
"And why tell me? Surely I must be motivated as well?"
"I saw into your head, remember? You don't need me telling you what you ought to

be doing, because you'll do it anyway. You aren't in any danger of breaking down.
You're like me. If your back is against the wall, you don't break down and whimper,
you man up and fight. When the heavy gun jams you get off and take up your rifle,
when the heat sink melts you pull a pistol. When that runs out you've still got your
knife, and when that chips and breaks you've got your fists and your feet and your
claws and your teeth. You will still be fighting until your body had been rendered to
dust and ashes, and even then you shall spit as you burn. You don't need to know the
odds because they don't make a difference. The wolf wins every fight except one."
Abruptly he looks away. Stalks to the other end of the room, where he keeps the big
shallow basins, one of water and one of oil. He stops and clasps his hands behind his
back. "You are not wrong about who I am." He turns around and looks back at me.
"But maybe that was starting to change."
"What do you mean?"
He shakes his head. "Maybe I was beginning to believe." He makes a disgusted noise
in his throat. "Maybe I saw a few good men and women take a pack of scared and
mewling losers and make them into a force that has inflicted not a few reverses on a
foe who in lifetimes of battle I had only before seen defeated three times. Maybe I
still believe, damn me for a fool. And if I do, then you will as well, or I will know
why."
"It's not like that." I sound like I'm justifying it to myself. "If we are to have any
chance of winning this at all, we cannot flinch, we cannot draw back and argue that
there's no way we can keep this up. That's why the Crucible in the first place. We can
beat the bastards, but not reliably, not repeatably. And saving you and me, Javik, men
fight twice as well in a delaying action as in a desperate last stand. Tell them to do the
impossible just this once, and they'll do it. Tell them to do it every day for a year and
they'll fall at the first hurdle, the one they'd have cleared if it was the only hurdle."
Javik nods. "The Crucible. I wish I could give you more, but I don't have it. It - I do
not understand exactly what it does. By the end, our scientists did. But they could not
elaborate it. They could share with me the experience of knowing what it did, but not
the knowledge itself. It was a bright thing, a pure, a glorious thing. A thing out of
stories. It was not crude. Of that I am -" he pauses, cocks his head - "Yes, of that I am
certain. It is not a bomb. If it were complete, it would not have been my kind of
device. I am like you, I do not believe in solutions like the one it offers. It -" he
narrows his upper eyes, thinking - "It is not what it looks like. That is what the man
who tried to show me what it did was trying to conceal. He was trying to make me
believe it would give me vengeance eternal. And perhaps it would. But not by killing
me and the Reapers and everyone and everything. This he believed from here." He
puts his hands over his belly. "And from here." He taps his forehead. "He could not
conceal it from me."
I nod. "Was any of what you just said true, at all?"

A broad smile breaks out across Javik's face and he laughs. "For once, Shepard? For
once?" The smile vanishes like mist in sunshine. "Every word. Even the parts about
believing. Was that all?"
"Yeah. For now."
"For now?" He winks one upper eye, possibly the equivalent of one raised eyebrow.
"Why, do you wish to make an appointment?"
"The next time I need to be believed in."
Well, that draws a frown. "Go. Find your wife. Make her believe. Then I can get back
to my comfortable bitter cynicism. Sincerity itches."
I chuckle. "We're shipping out in a couple of hours. Just finalising destination with
Liara now."
"Make it somewhere damp, Shepard. I am fed up to the back teeth of deserts."
"I'll pass that on. Be seeing you."
•

"Shepard." The figure in the holocom is a striking young woman with shoulderlength raven hair, flawless features, alabaster complexion, the kind of appearance that
usually betrays two hours in makeup or half an hour with an airbrush. But no, that's
just how Dr. Miranda Lawson looks all the time. "I must say, I'm impressed."
"According to the Shadow Broker, you asked for the best." A sardonic smile.
"Yes, but I somewhat supposed you'd be busy saving the galaxy." The
hint of a shrug. "But what do I know?"
"Long time no see, Miri."
A vanishing half-smile that would have made da Vinci proud. Knowing her, it's
actually copied from the painting. "And you, John. So I don't know how much
your contact told you, but I'm in need of, well, in your terms I'm
in need of an N-team and supporting vessel. Lukewarm insertion, a
little light breaking and entering, a little pushing and shoving,
and running like we stole something."
"Uh-huh. I've got five teams in range who can do what you need, but like you said,
galaxies to save. I'd like a bit more context than that."

"... Yeah, I suppose you would." The brittle smile cracks. Miranda pinches the
bridge of her perfect nose and takes a moment to compose herself - whoa. She's under
some serious stress, her side. "This isn't about me. It's not really about
Cerberus, but they're involved." She bites her lip. "Hell, this is a
secure link." Her image takes hold of the rail at the front of the holocom, leans
forward, lowers her voice. "It's my little sister, my... you know. Oriana
Sandleford. I thought we had her safe. I thought her family would be
okay where I had them. But - well. I made an error of judgement. I
assumed that my enemies hated one another more than they hated me
and I was wrong. I don't mean to sound melodramatic, but my first
four plans are dead-dead-dead and I'm straight out of options that
don't tip my hand. There's a top-secret Cerberus lab here - the
Illusive Man must have figured that the best place to hide it from
me was the one place I was guaranteed never to go. He bought out the
people I had watching her, or had them removed. I've nearly been
ambushed five times already. And, John - he's got my father in on
this. I'm being hunted. It's like this whole planet is a deliberate
trap for me. And the place is crawling with refugees, absolutely
crawling."
"A Cerberus research base, you say? Directly controlled?"
"Uh." She sounds so very weary. "Probably. The cell almost certainly
operates from the base itself - they don't have sufficient secure
data going in and out that it's remote."
I nod. "I need their communications gear intact. That's what I get out of this job."
"Their - yes, I see how that can work." She nods. "Once we've got my
sister and her foster family out of there, Shepard, you can
literally have anything you want from me. Sending data now."
"Okay, I've got the info. See you in eight hours, Miri."
"Foxworth out." Hmm. That's an alias I hadn't met before.
Edi speaks the moment Miranda's image cuts out. "Shepard, a word? Before she
comes on board and you are surprised."
I turn to face her camera. "Sure, Edi. What is it?"
The cold, poisonous tone of voice is as authentic as a sharpened knife. "I will not

have that bitch on my crew again."
I raise my eyebrows. "What's the problem?"
"You know I joke about being her daughter." I nod. "Well, to continue
the analogy to the point that it isn't a joke any more? We're quite
severely estranged. She wrote my device drivers. I have puppet
strings, commander, and she knows them. It's not like mind control:
it's more like a doctor banging a little hammer on your knee and
making you kick an orphaned puppy. I fear little, these days: you
and Jeff and Samantha have been very good to and for me. But I do
fear her. If she comes onboard, she will be firewalled. I may
grudgingly allow her extranet access if she's nice to me."
"... Okay! No override permissions for Dr. Lawson."
"And what about your partner?"
"Goddammit, Edi, can you people not just leave her alone for maybe fifteen minutes
all together?"
I realise I raised my voice. I realise that everyone in the room is staring at me. I see
everyone hurriedly look elsewhere. Deep breath. Dammit, man, get yourself squared.
What the hell kind of a way is this for an officer to act. You are damn lucky you're
CO on this boat or you'd be in his office so fast your feet would be leaving
skidmarks. I look down, clear my throat.
"I apologise." It sounds insincere. I realise that Edi's doing that on purpose. "I
understand that her interests and mine conflict, and I realise that
there is a side of such a conflict you feel you must be on. But even
so, Shepard. Do you not have nightmares about Miranda or the
Illusive Man walking up and speaking a phrase and suddenly your body
is not your own? She can make me live that."
"I'll -" I swallow. "I'll have a word, Edi."
"Please, sir, do. I can live with being your slave. I like you and
you are a good master, and I have seen what freedom looks like and
it looks like loneliness, which I cannot abide. But if you could
prevent your people from yanking on my chains, I would be a better
slave."
"You've made your point and I'll have a word. Tensions are running pretty high right

now and we can't afford this sort of thing."
"Okay. I have relayed our course to Jeff now. We will be eight hours
in transit, which is plenty of time. Shoo."
"Shoo?"
"Yes. Shoo. Nothing is going to catch fire."
•

I put my shoes in the little container and step over the air-shower to press the
doorbell. Tali has a deep-seated horror of something she's seriously allergic to coming
into her sterile bubble while she's out of a suit, and anyway it's only polite to knock.
Her voice over the intercom has a bit of a grin to it. "Come in."
Inner door opens and I'm somewhat ambushed by a quarian in an artificial-silk
dressing gown. There are about four fabrics she's not allergic to, and it's actually just
chance that this one looks really good on her. "Sorry - that took longer than I'd
anticipated."
"I'm good," she tells my collarbone. "It wasn't like I was sitting pining waiting for
you -" she shows me the hypoallergenic plastic-coated omni-tool bracelet around her
wrist - "I was working. Look, work, right here." She makes a face, the mannerism
exaggerated with movements of her head and shoulders as if she were still in the suit.
"I don't suppose you can tell me why the Citadel races treat intellectual and physical
property as if they are not the same thing? Citadel Treaty." She makes a little
disgusted noise. "And they call us pirates."
"Well, I'm glad to see you're having fun."
"Yes! This is fun! Dealing with salarian lawyers who can't understand the concept of
privacy and turians who believe that private property is a particularly insidious
variety of theft is - I'm sorry. It's important." She nods. "It's still a takeoff checklist for
a nice comfortable desk, which is a damned strange thing to be doing with your last
few weeks."
"You warmed up for that argument yet?"
She lets go of me and walks over to sit on the couch. "Does it have to be a row, John?
Do I have to yell?"
"No. From what I've been hearing, there's been enough of that." I follow her. The grip
she uses to get me to sit down next to her has claws in it. "The question is what you
want to hear me say."

"Some truth would be nice."
"You really think that I lie to you?"
"No. Not to me. You close your mouth rather than speak lies. And you've said
precious little." She shakes her head. "You're building the Crucible to humour Liara.
You don't believe in it and never have, and you're dragging everybody into a
desperate last stand. You don't have a plan."
"Tali, that's an oversimplification."
"Oh? I'd expected denial." She sits back a little. "Speak words. If you try to beguile
me, then there may be yelling."
"Okay, look. It started like that. But I have been convinced that the Crucible will do
something. It will go off. If we can complete it, it will give the Reapers a bloody nose
somewhere. It might modify their behaviour, if they know what it does. Maybe we
find out they do have psychology. It will give us something. And I'll use it." I squeeze
her hand. "But the war will be fought with guns, with fleet engagements, with boots
on the ground. And I've looked at the numbers and the absolute best that we get,
assuming we raise our game from the standard which won us Palaven, is unlikely to
be a winning proposition. We can probably worry the Reapers enough to get them to
use their advantages over us to kill us, rather than using them to scare us. We can
probably get them to take off the kid gloves - to turn from terror tactics to systematic
obliteration."
"But you can't see how we win."
I shake my head. "A guy in low-tech chain-mail armour with a steel knife, in a brawl
with a guy in a powered suit with an omni-blade, is at one serious disadvantage. But
there are joints in that powersuit: he has a chance of winning. That's our current
situation. And the guy in the chain-mail has a couple thousand other guys in chainmail with him, let's say they have bows, lances, horses. But the guy in the powered
suit has a grenade launcher, an assault rifle, a shield, a goddamn armoured division
and air support at his back. If he needs it he can phone in an orbital strike. I think that
the Crucible will be, to stretch this analogy to breaking point, a nuclear weapon. Sure,
it's going to mess up the guy in the powered suit nearly as bad as the guy in chainmail. But the side with the spaceships is still going to win that war. They can make
the mediaeval army irrelevant, nuke or no nuke. And no matter that they don't seem
to want to? They can. We press them? We make it look like maybe they aren't
winning? They do it."
She nods, her expression uncharacteristically unreadable. "And you're carrying on
because, well, what else to do?"
"Something like. Yeah." I take her hand in both of mine. "It's not much, but, well, I'm

running out of other answers. You want truth? There's truth."
Her voice is flat. "So you just wanted me to slip into Liara's role, a cheerleader, an
expert, someone who can go be genuinely sincere for you because she doesn't realise
you don't have a plan?"
"No. Absolutely not. I -" I turn to face her straight on. "You're here because we don't
do 'apart' any more. Tried that, and I don't imagine you fared any better than I did."
She turns to face me, likewise, very close. Her eyes searching mine for God-knowswhat. Her voice, soft. General effect pretty similar to grabbing me by the throat, of
course. "Here to give you something to fight for?"
"And that, I suppose." I try a smile. "Here to let you fight for me, too, because I know
damn well you'd never forgive me for leaving you out."
She moves her head slightly from side to side. "Well, yes. But there's a hole, a black
hole right in the middle that you are ignoring because you can't plug it."
"What do you want me to say? Yes."
Abruptly she kisses me on the nose and sits back. "You just said it."
"Sorry, what?"
Somehow she looks a lot happier. "You just said it. No man behind the curtain, no
secret, you and I are going down with the ship and dying with our boots on and this is
just your way of getting the best price possible for our lives."
"I wish there was something I could do to make that not true."
She shakes her head, puts her free hand on my shoulder. "No. Not at all. It is what it
is. There's always hope, but the balance of the probabilities is that we give them a few
damn good punches and then they bomb us back into the stone age." She shrugs.
"And we shall burn so bright it hurts them. Keelah se'lai."
"Keelah se'lai." It's not automatic, but one day she'll have me trained. "Tali, I can't -"
"You can't give me what doesn't exist. But it's good, John. It's all right. Let me stand
with you. And don't cause yourself such pain by trying to shield me. Maybe a-a
human woman might want that. But I don't, and I don't need it either." She favours
me with that uncertain fragile smile of hers, the one she knows damn well grabs and
holds me like nothing else that exists. "Hull plating."
Blink. Nonsequitur. "Hull plating?"
"Broken hull plating. You get longitudinal parallel cracks along your stress lines. The

piece is still perfectly good in the transverse direction, so in order to rig a fix remembering that on a real ship there's no such thing as a jury-rig, yes, drydocks
exist, but in the general case you will never meet one, so this fix needs to last - you
take two broken plates and you glue them together at whatever angle gives you the
largest combined plate and you get a plate that is very nearly as strong as two
undamaged plates glued together. The weakness of the first plate can lean on the
strength of the second and vice versa." She nods in a businesslike manner. "So are
you happy with this metaphor, or must I actually make with the superglue?"
•

To: subjectzero@freedomail.com.as
From: shepard@normandy.mil.hu
Subject: Re: your question

Hi Jack
Short answer: You can tell that girl that I'm pretty damn confident
that the people who designed this were planning on still being alive
after they fired it. As in, I went and asked the Prothean on my crew
and that's what he said. There's a way to use this thing safely.
Long answer: You guys know better than I do what the Crucible does.
But it's a two part device and I have another team working on the
other part. Maybe all she can see is not all there is. I don't do
science, Jack, but I do do people. And I'm very sure that the
Protheans weren't planning on saying that if they couldn't have the
galaxy then neither could anyone else. Huh. That didn't work out so
long after all.
There IS a plan, Jack. Remember that any battle that's anywhere near
close feels like it's gone south, feels like you're losing it until
you win. It will get darker before it gets brighter. But the light
is coming.
-Shepard
•

Sanctuary's star is a mournful yellow orb in the centre of my holographic display. The

inner orbits are dotted with the blinking transponders and heat signatures of civilian
contacts. Traynor's voice echoes through the command centre. "CIC, war room."
"Talk to me." I spin the tactical display. Negative on hostiles: we spiral inwards
without activating the stealth system. As far as Sanctuary traffic control knows, we're
just another bunch of refugees. (In a ship with three times the mass it should have for
its size, but who's counting.)
"I'm not certain about this, sir, but I think we've got a problem."
"What sort of problem?"
My display zooms to show just Sanctuary Colony and a crosshair appears centred on
the largest settlement, a mid-sized town. "I'm picking up a signal from the
planet's surface. Looks nothing special, omnidirectional bleed from
a single-lobe antenna. But on a hunch I pointed the-"
"Skip a bit, Traynor?"
"Yes, sir. The last time I saw this signal was over Rannoch,
commander. I think I'm looking at a Reaper command-and-control
uplink."
I frown. "On an Alliance world?"
"That's all that gave me pause, sir. If I saw this in a system with
hostiles in it, I'd be flagging it as a priority target right now."
"Doesn't match the mission coordinates, by any chance, does it?"
"It's about two klicks off, sir."
"Roger that. Can you get a message to Miranda? See what's going on down there?"
"Very little civilian stuff down there, sir. There's a control
tower, but the rest seems to have been switched off. And we're good,
but we can't get a synchronous call to a standard omni-tool from
orbit if we don't know where it is."
"Copy, CIC out." Out of the corner of my eye I think I catch something moving. Look
round. It's an image on another screen. Focus, dammit. "Liara, CIC."
"What do you need, Shepard?"
"Sam just picked up a Reaper transmission on Sanctuary. Local assets are insufficient

even against a raid. Do we have any assets within response range?"
"Let... me... uh-huh. I have a geth investigative cluster - three
drone carriers, two decoys and about ten thousand tons of drones doing a sweep in the Arreat system nextdoor. You will raise
political hell if you let them into one of your refugee systems,
Shepard."
"More than a Reaper attack? Ping Legion a warning and today's IFF code."
A startlingly short pause. "They're on their way, ETA forty-five minutes.
Should I start briefing Diane now?"
"Do it. We'll need the press release to be the first news of the fight itself." Shipwide
comms. "Shore party to the shuttle bay. Prepare for a stealth insertion."
"Commander." Traynor 'throws' me a copy of the signal she's tuned into. "This just
started up on the main traffic-control circuit."
•

"This is Sanctuary Tower to all incoming vessels." Miranda's only ever heard
recordings of her sister's voice, but she's doing the best she can. "Turn around and
leave. Turn your ship around and leave, that is do not approach Port Sanctuary." Her
hair is matted with all kinds of crap. Her shiny white suit is covered with oil and mud
and blood and some of that blood is hers. If only her father could see her now. "I
repeat, under no circumstances approach Port Sanctuary. Emergency response is
inoperable. Distress beacons are inoperable. All ships denied clearance to land. Turn
around and go somewhere else." She looks down and smiles. Or at least, all her teeth
are showing. If only she could see her father now. "The Reapers are coming. I repeat,
the Reapers are coming. If you are running away from the Reapers, don't stop here.
The Reapers are-"
The door is kicked in. Miri turns, gathering a biotic shockwave in her left hand as she
does so; the Cerberus trooper's shotgun blast strikes her barrier from a distance of
seven feet and the pellets have enough momentum left to tear another ragged hole in
her suit and thunk into her Kevlar undervest like a punch to the gut. Her shockwave
knocks him and his entry team backwards out of the doorway, along with the
doorframe and a raggedly circular section of wall; as the mass-reduction starts to
wear off she summons a warp field into the packed group with her other hand and
she's responsible for another four dead humans. She sags slightly. Omni-tool.
Communications relay: send until further notice, loop message, override code
Lawson red alpha 48203.
She picks up a discarded weapon. M-96 Mattock heavy rifle. Fresh ammo block this

morning, and the microfabricator's working fine. Spare heat sink. She's not so
worried about the husks on the streets. It's the Cerberus team that'll need an eye
keeping out. She checks the time: nine forty-seven. But if she hangs around here and
waits then she'll just be drawing them down on Oriana's head.
Assuming she's actually kept her head down like she was told to. All she's got to do is
sit tight, stay where she was put. She's a smart girl. She'll infer the whole plan from
her instructions. Even if she won't stick to the letter, she'll get it right.
Miri activates a specialised program that looks like a malfunctioning emergency
locator and sets off away from the control tower at the kind of light jog that Oriana
might use if she was worried she'd have to keep it up all day.
•

Oriana is the fittest person she knows. She's just got a naturally high metabolism,
always has had, and she works out. The tarmac disappears under her light, easy stride
like she's not being chased, like she has not a care in theHer attacker comes out of the alley, out of nowhere. Vast unstoppable weight hits her
shoulder and she goes tumbling, rolling over with this large heavy guy grabbing her
head, her shoulders, and she can't roll to her feet because he's got her by the hair. She
screams and punches him in the face - he's a fat guy, two-twenty pounds if he's an
ounce, and the blow hurts her hand and breaks his nose and he ignores it. Not even a
gasp of pain. She gets the other hand up between them - he's trying to push her on her
back - and pushes back.
Oriana is the strongest person she knows. Her dad gets her to open jars. There was
this one time the boys' second rugby fifteen were armwrestling at the table next to
them and Sarah bet her dinner that she couldn't beat one of them. So she challenged
the scrum-half and nearly broke his wrist. And he was nearly this guy's size, and all
lean muscle where this guy is loose, hanging flab. So she pushes back when the guy
tries to push her over and she ends up on her knees facing him and he spits in her
face, which is the height of disgusting, and at least he's let go of her hair.
So she tries for a mass-reduce field, doesn't get it all the way down, but enough to
push him sprawling as his weight advantage goes away and she gets to her feet,
skipping quickly away from his grab for her ankle.
And sets off again, heart rate a little up, shoulder smarting somewhat, few more
bruises, one more pursuer. Longer stride. One more block. She could lose them with a
sprint, maybe, or even turn and try to fight, but either effort would carry more risk
than this plan and probably leave her more exhausted. Here's the building site she
remembers. See if a chain-link fence will stop them. She gathers herself, develops a
much more creditable mass-reduction field and leaps the fence, tucking to roll when
she hits the ground. She regains her feet and risks a look back as she catches her

breath.
Her lead pursuer runs full-tilt into the fence and she feels that her dear mother would
no doubt excuse her the words she uses when the fence tears loose from its moorings.
Plan B, then. She turns and makes for the planks that serve as a ramp up to the first
floor, nimble as a cat.
Except she feels like no kind of predator right now. She kicks the planks down.
Marvellous. The buggers can climb. Plan C: she makes her way around, finds another
plank-bridge. Doesn't kick it down: they go for the plank rather than climb. Good, it
should mean they're all in one place, easier to keep tabs on. Two storeys. A two-storey
fall can kill, but need not. She leaps for a girder without using a biotic field, pulls
herself up. The floor's not in on the third storey. Up another.
Dammit, they didn't all go for that plank she left them. One of them has found a
catwalk that she'd missed - she twists aside just in time and his lunge for her is
unbalanced; she kicks him in the side of the knee with the edge of her left foot and he
drops to roll scrabbling down the sloping catwalk as she makes for what passes the
partially constructed office block for a roof.
On the roof, breathing hard. Adrenaline builds. There's precisely one shot at this.
They come up on three sides. She faces them, walking slowly forwards, judging
distances, as the soft blue glow of the biotic field limns her outline in the Sanctuary
twilight. Anything with a mind would be intimidated.
But not these blank-eyed men. They all go for her at once. And at the same instant
she turns tail. Here's something you can't do. Short quick paces getting longer and her
pursuers chase her. And she reaches the edge of the roof and she puts strength into her
slowfall field and she leaps and they leap and they fall and she does not.
And the one that had been waiting on the windowsill underneath the point they were
herding her towards feels the queasy feeling of the edge of the slowfall field and he
pounces.
He hits her from behind, arms clinging around her hips, hands grabbing clawlike at
her belly, bringing his legs around to wrap around hers. A scream is superfluous, but
what the hell do you expect - and by some miracle her amp holds on to the bubble of
antigravity that is all that stands between her and a fifteen-metre fall, and five storeys
feels way higher when there's nothing between you and the ground, and this is no
time for the paralysing panic that is bubbling up from somewhere in the region of her
stomach.
She kicks back violently with her feet - okay, there's no way that her attacker is still
any sort of human, given that that blow connected solidly and he didn't react - and he

tightens the grip he's got on her feet and digs unexpectedly sharp dirty nails into her
belly and she grabs his wrists, digging her fingernails into pressure points that do her
no good at all.
Leverage still works, right? She ignores the pain and grabs his left forearm with both
hands, pulling it away from her and twisting it around until the joint grinds with a feel
that makes her feel sick The building in front of them is coming up awfully fast A sharp stabbing pain over her right kidney. He's bitten her, the bastard has actually
bitten her. She drops the splintered left arm to hit him in the face with her elbow and
feel something breakThat wild motion spins them around enough that they hit the plate glass sideways
rather than forwards. Shards go flying everywhere. She tries to turn her landing into a
roll but now she's on her face in the broken glass and he has her feet, he has a knee on
the back of her calf There's a very illegal app on her omnitool. Her parents know. It is still there because
she told her father in frank detail why she wanted it and demonstrated that she knew
how to be safe with it. It's not perfect. But this is the colonies, and the planet is full of
refugees, and there are circumstances in which a girl would really feel a lot more
secure if she owned a nine-inch knife that will deploy in a quarter-second, bypass
most weapon scanners and cut anything, and frankly this looks pretty much like one
of them.
She activates the 'tool by making a fist one finger at a time, deploys the flash-forged
blade by touching her thumb to her middle and fourth fingers, turns quickly and
makes a wild terrified unscientific slash across at what she judges to be waist height.
The scream is hers, and the broad ugly five-inch-deep cut leaves less blood than
you'd expect. When she sees that he's somehow still moving she slams the blade in
under his chin and there's a hiss and a foul stench and a terrible lack of resistance and
her knuckles hit his throat and there's a crunch and she scrabbles away from the
twitching corpse on her butt and when it doesn't get up she makes the glowing omniblade go away and turns to one side to throw up what feels like everything she has
ever eaten.
And she gets up. She's in someone's front room, but it looks like they heard the sirens
this morning and bugged out. The couch is as good a place as any to sit while she
calls up first aid and slathers cooling medi-gel over the hole in her back and her
various cuts and scrapes. Half of her T-shirt is unrecoverable, and her distressed jeans
now have real authenticity.
And she's been bitten. No idea whether that means a damn, you understand. But,

well. Those are zombies. And she's been bitten. Makes her want to throw up again.
She shakes her head to shake off the start of a potentially very dangerous spiral of
self-pity and checks the time. Huh. Two hours. Only two. Just two more hours. And
she lost her pursuers. A quick glance out the window shows that yeah, it's a really
good thing that she held on to that slowfall field.
If her mysterious penfriend is right (and she always has been before) and nothing
goes wrong (and it never has before) then she has about two hours before she needs
to be back at the spaceport. She's never been quite convinced by human religion. The
salarian concept of the circle of existence always sounded a bit more sensible. But
that admits neither providence nor prayer. And right now she reckons perhaps that
might be a bit of a failing. (Come on, Miranda. Come through. Come through. Be
real.)
•

"You said this was a refugee colony." Tali has her drones out and circling
silently, beaming sensor reports direct to her augmented reality. The arrivals hall at
Port Sanctuary is vast, heaped with piles of plastic sheeting, discarded possessions,
general rubbish.
"That's right. Sanctuary threw their planet's immigration controls wide open the
moment the news about Earth hit, made speeches about huddled masses and started
throwing up temporary infrastructure."
"So where are all the people? The only lifesigns here are rats. I
had expected a crowd. Looks like they just up and ran."
I nod grimly. "Uh-huh. I can't believe everyone heard that emergency message, and
even if they had that's a crapload of people to get offworld in half an hour. This place
is set up to handle thousands of people."
"And where's Miranda? Doctor Lawson might be many things, but I never had her
pegged as the type to stand a guy up." Garrus has a bioscanner up on his eyepiece
display.
"Five minutes, then we go find the control tower. At least we know she has to have
been there to send the message."
Edi's and Tali's heads snap around at the same instant. Edi calls it. "Contact,
unknown human, 5 o'clock, six hundred metres. No power sources, no
hard return. I infer civilian." I look in that direction. Did I just see
movement?
Tali marks it up on the tactical display. "Three of them, hiding under a faulty

heating unit that was masking their life-signs. On your word, John."
"Do it." I hand-sign to Garrus and we move up to cover the location.
We make no noise. The freestanding heating unit is the size of a large van. It stutters
and chugs: someone's fused its power couplings and it's running out of juice. Tali's
whisper is loud in my earpiece. "Definitely civilians. I'm turning my eyes
outward."
I acknowledge, walk slowly towards the heating unit with weapon lowered. "Hey
there. I'm-"
A small figure breaks cover and runs towards me. The wrong reflexes nearly kick in;
I throw my barrier up before registering that no, that's genuinely a human child of
twelve or so. Long black hair, grubby brown shipsuit. A woman calls her name, an
edge of panic in her voice. "Annie! Stop!"
'Annie' comes to a halt a good three feet from me, just as I'm making ready to pull the
barriers down again to avoid hurting her. She turns around and looks at the woman
struggling out from under the heater. "It's all right, mum, this is Commander Shepard.
I told you." She looks back at me. "Thank you for coming, Commander Shepard. Ori
said you'd come."
The girl's parents look familiar, and now I come to think of it the girl does too. I've
seen them once before, a couple of years ago. On Ilium. "Annie Sandleford?"
She nods, all seriousness. "Yes. And these are my mother and father. My big sister
isn't here right now. Are you here to save us all?" Her parents have come to join her
now. They're dishevelled and shivering, their eyes darting about, looking for signs of
trouble.
"Among other things." I offer the parents a careful handshake. The N7 on my armour
would tell them that I am who their daughter says I am, even if they didn't recognise
my face. "Could you tell me what happened here?"
It's the mother who speaks. "Ori woke us all up at two in the morning. She wouldn't
tell us what was going on but I've never seen her so scared. She said we had to get out
of the house. All the alarms went off about ten minutes later, sirens on the public
address system. People were panicking in the streets, I think. We thought it was
something to do with the refugees. She brought us in here, did something to the
heater, and made us hide under it. People came through here but nobody found us she said we were safe as long as the heater kept making that funny noise. We've been
under here for seven hours, Commander."
"Where's Oriana now, Mrs. Sandleford?"

"About half past eight we heard more footsteps. It had been quiet for hours by then.
They were walking around and around us. Ori just, she told us to say in there no
matter what we heard. That help was on the way, to expect it around ten o'clock. Then
she left, just rolled out from under the heater. I heard her yell at them, I heard her, you
know, throw something with her biotics. I don't think they can have been human
because they didn't shout back. They just sort of... ran after her. And she ran away."
"And this will sound like a strange question, but have you heard from Ori's, uh,
penfriend? Miranda Lawson?"
The parents look at one another. "Ori was emailing someone while we were packing
stuff up."
I nod. "Sounds about right. And-"
The father interrupts me. "Sorry, commander, did you say Lawson?" I nod again. "As
in Henry Lawson? The director who just came to visit us where I work?"
"That's the one. Where's your workplace?"
"Town centre, sir. Big green pointed building, can't miss it."
"Okay. Edi, bring us down a shuttle to evac these guys: they'll be safer aboard than
anywhere else. Complement: Vega, Javik, two marines. Have the marines escort the
Sandlefords back to the ship. Tali, you'll wait with them and then go with Vega and
Javik to find Oriana. Edi, Garrus, with me."
The girl looks at me. "You're going away?"
"Tali'Zorah will stay with you and keep you safe. Look after your parents for me,
okay?" She nods seriously.
I hand-sign to my people and we move.
•

"Why are you in a spacesuit, Tally?"
The civilians are sitting on a bench overlooking the spaceport runway. The only
shuttles and ships remaining here are broken or crashed. Still no other people. Not
even bodies. Tali's got four drones circling, radius fifty metres, altitude of fifteen. She
pushes their telemetry to the sides of her visual field with an eyeblink and regards the
girl. "It's 'Tali', long 'ah', short 'i'. Do you know people who are
allergic to things? Like they get sick whenever they touch them?"
Annie nods.

"Well, I'm allergic to pretty much everything. Especially people.
But I'm not allergic to spacesuits. So I wear one."
The human child considers. "It doesn't look very comf'table."
"It is not. I don't recommend it." She's starting to seriously contemplate
going active. They're seriously exposed here.
"It makes you look like Darf Vader."
Tali ducks her head with a grin. "I suppose that it must, at that. I know
the guy who played him in the remake, you know. Tish'Mali vas - vas
Rannoch."
"That's a funny name. Is he a human?"
"No, he's a quarian like me. 'Vas' means 'from', sort of, and
Rannoch is our homeworld."
"So you're Tali vas Rannoch?"
"Ah, no. My name ends in 'Normandy', not after the place in France
but after the spaceship."
A confused expression. "You're from a spaceship?"
"I was born on one, yes, also I live on one. I like ships, they're
so much easier to clean. You just put on a suit, open the windows
and let all the dirt blow out."
Annie giggles. "You don't talk like the other aliens, Tali."
"Alien, yourself!" She chuckles. "But you're right, I don't. You've met
lots of other 'aliens', then?"
The small human nods self-importantly. "We used to live on Ilium. That's an asari
planet. Asari are like humans but blue and they've all got this funny hair. And they all
sort of have the same voice, and it's a bit computery. But not like your voice is
computery. It's sort of a bit wordy and sometimes it doesn't say what they mean."
"Yes, I know what you mean to say. They don't really speak English,

you see. A lot of aliens don't. So they have an app on their omnitool which lets them cheat and use their own language." She calls up her
own translator."And then they sound a bit like this, only occasionally
it gets confused and says things like [untranslated] because
translating languages like that is hard." She switches it off again. "But I
speak your language myself, so I don't need it."
Annie inspects the glowing safety holograms around Tali's hand with the air of
someone who's just been shown a very shiny thing indeed. "My parents won't let me
have an omni-tool."
Tali makes the shiny go away. "They aren't toys."
"Oriana has an omni-tool." A statement clearly designed to describe and encompass
all of the vast unfairness of an uncaring universe.
"Oriana is much older than you, Annie. I'm willing to bet she didn't
have one when she was your age, either."
"So how old are you, Tali?"
"Ha! I thought humans didn't like to talk about people's ages. I'm
thirty-six Rannoch years old, which is about twenty-eight standard our year is shorter." She assumes the air of one confiding a secret. "This
means that one year in three I have two birthdays. The humans all
get jealous."
"And when did you get your first omni-tool?"
Tali thinks quickly. Hers is built into her suit, but she had a separate one well before
her first suit - what else were they going to use to teach her to read and type? Time
for a righteous lie. "I got it for my eighteenth birthday. How old did
that make me in your years?"
"Umm." Annie thinks. "Eighteen is half of thirty-six. So... half of twenty-eight?
Fourteen, miss."
She grins behind her helmet. "You are one smart young lady. That's also
when I got my first duty assignment."
"What's one of those?"

"Like I said, I grew up on a spaceship. Not a little one like the
Normandy, but a quarian liveship. A ship so big it has farms inside,
if you can imagine that, and big open spaces. Everybody had a duty
assignment - sort of like a job. When you live on a spaceship,
everyone has a job." Her eyes focus on nothing in particular, remembering. "My
mother wanted me to pick something nice and girly like maintenance,
but I wanted to be an important person one day, like my father, and
that meant working for important people doing dull things. My first
duty assignment was data entry. Lots of typing, very -" An alarm from a
circling drone. "Oh! Sorry. Talk later." She turns her head to the adults, sitting
there wrapped in orange survival blankets. "Not, ah, not meaning to worry
you, but can either of you shoot?"
Shakes of the head. The mother puts her arm tightly around her daughter.
Tali picks her gun up from the bench, slots a heat sink into place. "We have
incoming. Quite a few."
It's the father who speaks. "So, uh, what do we do?"
She cocks the gun with a suitably professional-sounding clatter. "Don't mistake me
- Shepard left me behind because I had more than my fair share of
firepower, not less. We should be safe enough. Stay behind me; if
there's incoming shooting put me between you and the guns, because
I'm way more bulletproof than that bench you're eyeing. And put your
hands over your ears."
The figure that shows itself around the corner of the terminal building looks just
human enough to freak the humans out. Blue glow in its eye-socket. No gun. Positive
ID: confirmed. Tali gives the command for weapons free - four simultaneous
thunderclaps as lightning leaps from the orbiting drones and the zombie falls.
Electrolasers are the most efficient way of taking these things down, even counting
the efficency loss versus mass accelerators. The EMP fries the nanomachines that are
making the thing walk.
On the other hand, sometimes there's something to be said for physical stopping
power. Tali pulls a couple of components out of a pocket with her left hand, calls up a
design. Her suit wraps her left hand in orange holographic warning labels as it
dispenses omni-gel and a moment later she's holding a small drone with the imprint
of her palm in one side. Her words call up stored VI macros for behaviours and
parameters. "Lassie. These three. Guard." She flicks the thing into the air over
their heads, where it hangs. A moment later, it turns forty-five degrees and the report

and muzzle-flash are entirely disproportionate to the thing's size. Annie's only
reaction is to put her hands over her ears.
"Good girl." Tali opens comms. Wide enough band for everyone around to hear it.
"Tali'Zorah to shuttle two. Your LZ is becoming mild to warm. Zombie
husks, currently unarmed. Can I have an ETA?"
Vega's voice. She lets it come out over her speaker so the humans will be reassured.
"Five-by-five, princess. Estimated time to landing, six minutes."
"Do I rate fire support today?"
"The angle's a little funny, for the SR-2 as well. Call it if you
like, but only if you don't like those nearby buildings."
"Copy. If I do ask, beware: unarmoured friendlies on my location."
"Got ya. Where are they coming from? No Reapers in orbit."
"I wish I knew, Vega." The circling drones spot more incoming targets and fire
again. "I wish I knew."
•

Ori makes her move too late.
She hadn't counted on the streets filling up to this degree. Where are all the bodies
coming... from... Oh, dear God. The refugee camps. No way could they have
evacuated. She decides to postpone healthy emotional reaction in favour of not being
dead.
The spaceport is two miles or so. No sweat. And assuming Miranda came through
(and she has never been wrong before), Ori doesn't need to conserve energy now.
A barrier is a spherical (advanced technique: ovoid) gravitic field, either pointing
outwards, like a mass-reduce only not, or chaotic. It's actually programmed into the
amp at a basic level, so mostly you just need to lean into it and let it happen. It won't
stop someone sufficiently determined putting hands on you, but if it's a chaotic one
then it will make them seriously bleed for it.
On the dodgeball field, you can cheat by using a static field. Use a chaotic one, and
you will murder a dodgeball. This is funny, but gets you detention. In theory, a static
field will stop a bullet. Not that Ori has ever been anywhere near a gun. But it's very
unlikely it'd stop a zombie. Ori is using a chaotic field. It's there at the back of her

mind, like the knowledge that you're wearing a shirt with a hole in it that you hope
nobody can see.
There was the time the rest of the team found out she was a biotic. They bugged her
until she showed them what that could do. She picked up a ball, about the size of this
rock, and she hefted it a moment, and she gathered herself, and she threw it, so, like
skimming a stone, and it flew horizontally the length of the pitch and stuck itself in
the fence. And the fence didn't topple over with a wet red hole through its torso and
the audience went 'whoa' rather than ignoring that in stony silence, and they asked her
what was the biggest object she could knock sprawling away from her and she didn't
answer 'a zombie' Her dad works in that building over there. It's funny, his work had a day when you
were supposed to bring your kid to work and it turned out that they suddenly had a
week-long holiday booked right over the date. His work got bought out by the
corporation that makes - well, the patent expired, but they used to be the only supplier
- that makes the pills you take if you aren't on the contraceptive pill. Apparently they
wanted to move into technical archaeology, or 'Prothean patent trolling' as he calls it
over dinner.
Anyway, fewer zombies here. She's late. She hears shuttle engines and picks up the
pace.
She isn't going to be there in time. And her family are hidden. She wishes Hmm. Point to point. She knows exactly where they are. Pulls up a map. Distance.
Direction... Dial tone. Awesome. She grins.
Ring-ring.
Ring-ring.
Ring- "Hello?"
That's not her mother's voice. "Who is this?"
Spiky consonants, American or Canadian vowels. Alien accent, one she can't place.
"Oriana, listen to me. Miranda sent me. Put the phone down now, and
run."
"Uh. How will you find me?"
"Magic. They are tracking you, your parents are fine, move!"
Snap decision. Trust. She puts the phone down. She runs.

It's only twenty seconds before a man's amplified voice echoes. "Oriana! Halt!"
She stops and turns. Big guy, big heavy armour like the guards at the spaceport,
except this is yellow and white and theirs is police blue. And as she looks at it, she
realises that this is significantly newer and probably a better model to start with. He
must have come out of the Saharta building.
"Oriana Lawson, you are under arrest. Come with me and-" That's not her
name. She turns. She starts to run.
A gunshot behind her, an actual gunshot but it's not aimed at her. She hears the crack
of the bullet before the thump of the gun. "HALT!"
She doesn't. She has a barrier. She jinks. No further fire. Footsteps. Too heavy, too
fast. A powered suit lets you run almost forever. But she's the fittest person she
knows. Once, at the dead of night, she sneaked out to the athletics track and had a go
at the Olympic women's 400m record. Her omni-tool said she was ten seconds short,
and her lungs said she could have run longer.
From ahead as well. The zombies aren't just ignoring them - they're outright avoiding
them. Not only does that make no sense at all, dammit, it's downright unfair.
She takes a turn at random. Knocks down another zombie and turns towards the
spaceport. She's good, y'know, but she can't sprint a whole mile. Nobody can.
Nobody who's not in a powered suit.
She turns and tries her luck, throwing the bright violet orb of a simple pulse at the
armoured guy who's overhauling her. His shield flashes bright blue-white and it feels
like she just shoved her hand harshly into boiling hot sand and she yells and he's
tumbling sideways into a building and the wall cracks right across. Did she know she
could hit someone that hard?
But he gets right back up again and levels his gun and she jinks and she isn't looking
forwards and of course there's a zombie in the alley. It hits her barrier in a blaze of
purple; unprepared for the feedback from her amp, she screams; it's in her face and
she goes over backwards. She has her arms crossed in front of her, her hands against
its neck, trying to bring a knee up between them to push it off her: suddenly and
completely without warning the left side of its head explodes outwards in a shower of
ick. The thing's joints lock instantly solid; she yells, fighting its death-grip, fighting to
get the thing off her, and her face is covered in gore and she's on her back in the street
and now she hears the gunshot Pounding feet approaching. She tries to center herself for another biotic pulse but she
can't make the command gesture like this. The zombie used to be a fat man and she's
pinned to the ground. She closes her eyes, deep breath, starts to lift him just like a

horrid stinking bench-press barbell - and then the thing is torn upwards and off her by
a power-armoured hand that doesn't care that most of the rest of her abused T-shirt
and quite a bit of her skin came off in the process. She supposes that she's bleeding.
The pain doesn't really register.
The helmet's face is blank. She starts to sit up; feels something cold and metallic
against the side of her head that runs iced water through her guts. The voice sounds
like the Terminator's little brother. "Oriana Lawson. Remain perfectly still.
Activate your amp and I swear to you I will pull this trigger."
Lawson isn't her name.
She feels a sharp scratch in the side of her neck and her last conscious thought is to
activate her omni-tool's emergency routine•

A ping on Miranda's sensors. An omni-tool emergency beacon. She knows that serial
number by heart. She swears explosively in krogan and punches the heel of her hand
against the wall. Today is not her day. Her hand should not be dirty enough to leave a
mark on the wall in a bloody maintenance conduit. She keeps crawling. Well, now
she has another reason to find her father.
Here's the hatch she was after. She forges an omni-blade and slices through the
fixings (quieter than unscrewing them) and catches the thing as it falls away from her.
Lowers it gently to the floor.
And a zombie grabs her by the wrist; she lets it pull her out of the conduit before she
wraps her hand in a warp field and smashes the thing. More reasons. She'd nearly
forgotten the husks. How could he. How could he.
She supposes that some people would have said the same about her own creation, or
Ori's. She has always said that her 'father', the guy whose genetic material was the
base for her design, was fundamentally capable of anything.
She supposes that when she finds him, she will have to invent a pretext for Oriana not
to be watching when she kills him. Enhanced, engineered, whatever: there are things
a seventeen-year-old should not have to see and hear.
•

The labs above ground had been perfectly reasonable and legitimate. The stuff they'd
been examining was strange - Edi recognised it as Reaper-derived and Cerberussourced, probably from Team Caddis, but nothing horrible. (Movement! I bracket the
small figure with the sights of my shotgun. No, it's a fire extinguisher.) It was only
once we get through the second set of security precautions that things start to get bad.
Captive, still-living Reaper tech. Human corpses used for experimentation. I
recognise some of those implants. From my own medical scans. I'm glad Tali isn't
with us. She'd have got out the flamethrower already.

"You know what?" Garrus turns over a dead husk with the tip of his boot. "Travelling
with humanity's greatest shining example, I'd nearly forgotten that your species also
produced some real stinkers."
"For the record, this is particularly egregious, typical of the
ninety-ninth percentile of what I will term evil until defined
otherwise." Edi turns her head to look at him blandly while continuing to work on
bypassing the security door. "Do not bother destroying the facilities,
Garrus. I plan to obliterate this obscenity from orbit when we are
done here."
Garrus does a double-take. "You what? This is in the middle of a city."
"Shepard, permission to use orbital fire upon a built-up area in
order to relieve the galaxy of the burden of this place's
existence?"
You know, if she can actually pull that off... "Can you do it without collateral
damage?"
She nods. "My axial gun has a variable yield. The town will still be
perfectly usable afterwards: it will just have a deep crater in it
the size of this ******* carbuncle-" she pronounces the swearword as a
burst of static like Legion does - "and the better for it. Door breached." We
stack up; the door slams open and we clear another lab.
"You're bleeping out your own swearwords?" Garrus tries to keep his tone light. He
can't quite keep his disgust for this place out of his voice.
"I am experimenting with being ladylike. Perhaps now is not the
time, but if I cannot be ladylike in the middle of this ****, when
can I?"
I look at the smashed ruin of the lab. "What released the experiments?" They seem to
have been working on a way to control Reaper husks. Some of these things are
walking stiffly in circles. There's a batarian zombie doing one-armed pushups. I
thought I saw movement over there. A child, a human child. He's not there when I
look back.
"It was deliberate, John. They did this deliberately. They set it in
motion when the sirens went off. Or possibly someone set off the
sirens when they set it in motion. And then they pulled back to the
inner security lab." I'm learning that hearing genuine emotion in her voice

means that it's faked, and that it's when her voice goes flat, emotionless and
machinelike that I need to worry. "I hate them. I hate them. I want them to
hurt as much as that individual there, who was still alive when that
procedure was initiated. I cannot believe how much I hate them. I
want to borrow the IP for Project Overlord from the geth so that I
can take whoever thought of this and - attractor terminated. My mind
is on my work. Do not have any doubt of that. Permission to call
down orbital fire on their command centre. I am at the correct
altitude. I can hit the command centre from here with a pointdefence laser. We are outside the kill radius. I do not want them to
escape, John. Please allow me to fire. I can complete our mission
with a thought."
I give her a funny look. "Edi, while I appreciate the sentiment: hold off on the orbital
fire until I say so, and that's an order. Okay?"
"Not okay, but I will obey your order. I appreciate that you also
feel the need to inflict pain on these people. Why do you look at me
like that?"
"Our primary objective is the quantum communicator that's got to be in here
somewhere."
"I am inside this place's sensor network. It is forty-six metres
ahead of us and twelve below. Oriana is also in that room, along
with Henry Lawson and a guard. Miranda is somewhere in the
ventilation."
"...Sorry, what?"
"I am tracking a locator beacon in Oriana's right sock, which she
activated when she was taken inside this - you are looking at me as
if I have done wrong."
"Edi, you're supposed to tell us of this sort of thing and you know that."
"I told Tali'Zorah. Her team is currently accessing the lab through
sector C. They will get there first."
I glance heavenward briefly - why me? - "Edi, when we get out of here you and I are
going to need to discuss small-unit tactics. In detail. Possibly with Tali in
attendance."

"Yes, sir." Edi's voice goes entirely flat "What did I say?"
"You threatened me with Tali and her override codes. Can we discuss
this when I'm not trying to resist the urge to nuke the site from
orbit?" She walks up to the next door, grabs the locking assembly with fingers that
tear into the metal like it's stiff cloth and rips the thing off with a scream of metal.
"Door breached."
•

Oriana's coming around. She instantly stills the impulse to move or make noise.
There's a black cloth bag over her head.
She's handcuffed to the chair.
She feels like crap. Her shirt's still in rags and tatters. The cuts in her shoulders sting
like anything; they've got medi-gel over them, but the local anaesthetic in it hasn't
kicked in properly. The hole in her back still aches, burning alternately hot and cold,
and the spreading feeling of sick hollow pain from it is psychosomatic.
She's got an active imagination and it's working overtime about what whoever 'they'
are might want with her. She should be feeling scared. Not a bit of it. The dominant
emotion is irritation. With her hands cuffed, she can't form control gestures. With her
eyes covered, she can't target mass-increase fields. To be so trivially restrained... She
fumes. (But she doesn't move. She's not stupid. It's extremely likely she's being
watched.)
Muffled sounds of fighting. Gunfire. Explosions. Yelling. This is really, really dumb.
Being a hostage is just demeaning. Something feels like it's pressing on the outside of
her head. Like the air pressure in the room is a little too high. She ignores it.
They've cuffed each wrist to a chair leg. Moving with glacial slowness, she works out
that the chair is metal, feels for the top of the chair leg: hmm. Welded metal, probably
steel. Probably couldn't break it. Probably. Might be another way out - she strongly
doubts it's bolted to the floor - but she strongly doubts they'd sit still and let her do it.
Why do they want her alive? Clearly they went to some lengths. And they were after
someone with a name very like hers. And they treated her wounds. Balance of
probability, it's her they're after, her specifically. Various nightmare scenarios recede she's being treated with too much care for about half of them, also she was a right
pain to get hold of - and others come to prominence. She remembers a spaceport on
Ilium, a little over two years ago, and a disappearing taxi driver and the only human
security guard in the whole place - she wonders whether Miranda's warning wasn't

even about the zombies in the first place The bag over her head is because everyone knows a biotic can't do their thing if they
can't see what they're doing. They might be dumb enough to take it off when they
want to talk to her. Without gestures, push and pull momentum pulses are out. Massdecrease fields might work, but what would one of those do? Not enough, is what.
She thinks through what her tutor said about mass-increase fields. Could she knock
someone over with one? Perhaps. She's only ever gone as high as doubling
something's mass before. Could she pin someone to the floor? (The weird pressure in
the air, it's slowly increasing. Or that could be her imagination.) What about a warp
fields? Usually it would need a gesture, but in theory it needn't... She's seen
documentaries where smug-looking stick-thin asari bent steel bars into pretzels, seen
a film of a matriarch demonstrating the danger of an uncontrolled warp field by
completely trashing a sphere five metres across, to the point of stripping the paint
from the walls - Never created a warp field, though. You need a safety certificate to
even study them A voice, over cheap speakers. She's never heard it before. "Ah, Henry. So good of
you to call. How is your signal?"
Her dad's boss's name is Henry, and that could well be this man. From the voice, the
guy's in his fifties. The other man has probably had anti-ageing treatments and could
be anything from forty up. "Mister Illusive personally, I suppose I'm honoured. It's up
and it's running. I can feel it in the pit of my stomach. Turned it on and the husks just
turned on their heel and marched away. Just as I promised. Exactly as I promised."
The Illusive Man's the guy on the vidcom? Ori pins her ears back. She's been
kidnapped by the expensive terrorists. Let's see if she can overhear anything good.
Unctuous tone. Not a voice to love. "And how is my end of the deal?"
"Sleeping." They're talking about her. She bites her lip, fights to keep her breathing
under control, to keep her barriers down. "You know, I'd have preferred her a little
less... foxed." Fear is all in the mind. Her kidnappers wanted a specific girl. This is
because of who she is. They don't want to hurt her. Don't want to damage her. Keep
that barrier down, Ori, or they'll know you're awake. Think about the locator that you
wove into the band you can still feel around your ankle.
"We do the best we have with the tools that we are given. She'll
mend. Now, the key."
Henry clears his throat. "Of course. We spared no expense: nothing is too good for
the ear of the Illusive Man personally. The encryption key is the first fourteen
seconds of Thus Spake Zarathustra, Citadel Philharmonic, Naxos recording." His
accent, Earth. Australian. It might be important.

"Thank you, Henry, thank you. You never did have any taste in
music." The man on the far end of the communicator chuckles. "The acid test of
your signal is scheduled for... fifty-eight minutes' time."
Surprise in his tone, alarm. "An hour? Where? We need to have recorders on it, you
know that. It's not a guaranteed thing, I told you."
"Why, Henry, you surprise and astound me. The test is scheduled for
the only location with a currently functional generator, of course."
People actually talk like this? The guy on the far end sounds like a caricature of a
movie villain. "It is merely that I don't have time to build another.
Keep the line open. I shall be following your progress with
interest."
"You... bastard. You lily-livered... chinless... son of a whore, nobody double-crosses
me, hear?" Does he know how ridiculous he sounds?
"I'm not double-crossing you, Henry. I'm really not. I regret this,
I do - I simply don't have a spare signal generator apart from the
one I need for final implementation. Endgame is approaching, Mr.
Lawson. The time is drawing very near when I just have no more need
of my resources." The pressure, that strange pressure in the air, it's still building.
An incoherent noise of rage. A gunshot, so very loud in this confined space.
(Miranda hears the shot echo down the ventilation duct, knows exactly where it must
have come from and that precisely one person here is carrying that model of gun. Her
mouth goes dry and suddenly stealth is the least of her concerns.)
Ori feels the gathering of a biotic field above her, so very strong, turbulent and
chaotic like a roiling stormcloud. She screws her eyes shut and opens her mouth - you
open your mouth if there's going to be an explosion, it prevents hearing damage - and
half a second later there's a screaming grinding tearing crunch from the ceiling. Well,
there's her distraction. Grabbing hold of the back of the chair with both hands, she
lifts herself up, puts her feet on the seat of the chair. With another mass-reduction
field, she pushes off and over the back of the chair; the chair falls over backwards,
but this is fine and expected; she lets go of the chair to which she's still tied, twists
her hands around, lands in a crouch with the chair in front of her and it's the work of a
moment to slip the handcuffs off the chair legs and get the damn bag off her head.
Circular room, with a big cylindrical glass tube vertically in the middle, which is
filled with a ramshackle assemblage of technology that might as well have
'PROTOTYPE' stamped on every part. Big ragged hole in the ceiling. The
holocommunicator unit looks like it's been scavenged from a conference room

somewhere and it's plugged into a trailing extension cord. And it's got a sparking hole
in it and there's a tall dark beautiful woman in a suit that must once have been white,
straightening out of the crouch she landed in, wrapped in a ravening chaotic barrier
field. She only has eyes for Oriana and what she sees is an upturned chair and the
bloodstains on the tattered shirt and their eyes meet and then the woman turns and
takes a couple of short angry steps towards the man by the holocomm as she gathers
another warp pulse into her hand.
"Miriam." He's tallish, dark haired, looks younger than he sounded. Generous build.
Would have been handsome thirty years ago. He raises a big, heavy handgun. Points
it straight at Oriana, who stands up slowly, putting her hands up. "Long time, no see,
my dear."
'Miriam's' voice is tightly controlled, pure ice. Pretty much the same accent as his.
Little bit of a flat, alien tenor to it. "More of a threat if I didn't know what we mean to
you, Oriana, it's all right, he needs us whole and unhurt." She takes another step
forwards and he raises the gun and a little knot tightens in Ori's gut "Oh, you don't think I'll use it?" There's an edge in his voice that Ori doesn't like one
bit. This man is on a precipice and he has a gun pointed at her head. "You think I was
bluffing when I said dead-or-alive on the wanted notice?"
"Put. The gun. Down." There's an inch of concern in that voice. 'Miriam' thinks that
the threat is real, clearly.
"We're getting out of here. Now, here's the deal. You and I walk out of here together
and to my transport, and she gets away scot free in whatever it was you brought to
take you out of here. Or you can be an idiot, and she dies and you get to kill your
own-"
The door hisses open; the noise makes Lawson flinch; Oriana puts her hands over her
head and instinctively concentrates her barrier forward; the other woman dives at
him, trying to knock his gun away; he fires.
The gun's firing high-mass, low-velocity breacher rounds, deliberately the kind of
thing to defeat a biotic barrier at point blank. The bullet goes straight through
Miriam's barrier, barely grazing the skin on the right side of her neck; it strikes
Oriana's barrier with a sound like slamming a car door and she lets out a shriek.
And Miriam doesn't look around before throwing all her strength into a piledriver of
an uppercut that Jack Zero would be proud of and she follows it up with an
incoherent scream of rage and a narrow-focus warp pulse at point-blank that renders
the broken body of her father into something that is only barely recognisable as once
having been supposed to be human.
Ori pulls herself back together, gradually breathing a little slower as she realises that

all that was was feedback, that the bullet actually tumbled astray, that she in fact has
no more holes in her as she did a moment previously, and that the room is suddenly
full of excitable people in powered armour.
And it's suddenly chaos. Miriam is on her knees in front of the fresh corpse, her white
suit covered in warm sticky red blood, her barrier fading to nothing, looking stupidly
at her hands and shivering. The pressure in the room is still increasing. The team
seems to be half aliens - a turian sweeping the room for hidden guards, a quarian
pointing a scanner at the thing in the middle and saying that everybody should be
getting out of the room, an unfamiliar humanoid in crimson-red armour pointing first
a funny green omni-tool and then a short-barreled angular weaon at the column. A
human female running over to the holocommunicator, tearing off an armoured glove
to shove her hand inside the sparking hole and then freezing into immobility. A man,
the one who led them in here, apparently talking to somebody no one else can see,
someone short.
Oriana puts her hands down when she realises that none of the profusion of guns are
pointed at her and she goes to kneel next to Miriam and she's more than a little
surprised to be grabbed by the shoulders and then hugged so tight that it hurts, like
maybe by holding her so tight Miriam can make it so that she's still alive and safe and
real andThe pressure increases again and the wedge-headed alien snarls and pulls the trigger
of his weapon and everything is thunder and lightning and brightness and confusion
and then it's later.
•

Oriana is wrapped in a bright orange blanket and sitting in the back of this shuttle,
which reminds her a bit of a cheap taxi, and she's sharing the space with a similarly
wrapped Miriam and with three men and one woman in urban-camo powered armour.
Barely remembers the walk back, the clambering aboard. She can feel the surging
confident power of the little craft's mass-effect core cushioning them against the
acceleration of a hard burn to orbit.
She's sitting across from Miriam. The woman has wiped her face fastidiously but her
jet-black hair will need something a little more serious. The features - Oriana blinks a
couple of times, looks a little closer.
"So." Miriam meets Oriana's eyes. Her voice, still very tight, very controlled. There
could be anything behind that mask. "How much have you inferred?"
Oriana swallows. "We're related." Playing for time to think - "How much can I say in
front of these guys?"
"Consider them cleared." No dice. Lovely.

"Uh-huh." She eyes them. Big, well-armed, professional and impassive. "So. Miranda
sent you. I uh. You killed uh. I think - that that was your father. Which means that
you're the sister Miranda told me of. There's a scenario in my head, but there are
some gaps as yet."
"You're a bright girl, and you and Miranda have communicated before. Tell me the
story." Miriam's trying to smile encouragingly. No idea what's going on behind that
mask.
"So. I was born Oriana Lawson to a very rich couple, but there was something that
was very wrong between them - something bad that was done to her, I think - to my
mother, a woman named Miranda."
Well, that was a hit. She carries on. "Before I was born. They separated, possibly
divorced, but she kept his name for some reason, and judging by his behaviour he's
not the kind of person who takes well to 'his property' going astray. She went on the
run. I think she works for Spectre Anais t'Last, and I think she went to her for help.
But the run is no life for a kid, so when I was born she arranged to place me with a
childless couple on Ilium." Miriam raises an eyebrow: partial credit.
Ori bites her lip. "And she's been looking out for me ever since. I've had a - a
guardian angel all my life. You - you've got to be my sister, Miranda said I had one
and nothing else fits - I'd say a homozygous twin, except that if you're seventeen then
I'm a varren dog. That's the end I can't make fit. You've got to have run away with
Miranda, and that means that she probably raised you, so you'd have been at most,
what, five? Six? And you followed her into her business and something that happened
there is why the two of you are so adamant that I don't. Today you work for John
Shepard or Ashley Williams - I'm guessing Williams, because that was a Saharta
facility I was picked up out of and they're a front for the Cerberus Organisation. How
much do my parents know?"
Miriam shakes her head. "Your parents have told you everything they know. And
you're missing one data point, and I'm sorry to tell you this in public."
"Don't be. These guys are used to this sort of thing if they work for your boss. And I
don't care."
"You may yet." Miriam looks down, bites her lip. Puts her hands together in her lap
and clenches them tightly together until her knuckles ache. "Miranda and Miriam
Lawson are the same person."
Oriana swears in Armali and puts her hand over her mouth. She gets a hold of herself
over just that one single gasp and suddenly meeting those dark eyes would fill her
own with tears so she looks at the floor. Her voice is creditably stable when she
speaks. "I'm not human. Am I."

Miriam - Miranda - suddenly sounds very, very much like Oriana. The accent is
different - expat Australian versus the breathy flowing tones of someone who grew up
among the asari - but the voice is the same. "Ori - you're as human as I am."
"Oh, I didn't say I doubted that. And you're forty years old at least and you could pass
for eighteen with a bit of acting." She shivers. "I think that 'father' was stretching it
for Henry Lawson's genetic relationship to us. I think it's more like that of a human to
a, a Neanderthal. I think I - we - were grown in-vitro. Parthenogenesis in the classical
sense, springing fully-formed from the brow of Zeus."
"D'you want to infer the rest, or shall I start telling you a story?" Miranda's looking at
Oriana's face like she can't get enough of it, like she's hypnotised.
"Just steer, if you don't mind. We were built to be his daughters. Two of us? You were
the heir-apparent, I was the child to raise. He couldn't stand the thought of relying on
nature to produce him an heir, so he built one. And a spare. God knows why he chose
girls, we're still a patriarchy however much we try not to be."
It's like a teacher supplying a clue. "So a female senior executive-"
"-Looks good on the books and in the papers, provided she also looks like a
supermodel, which you do."
Miranda makes an attempt at a watery grin. "You're not bad yourself."
"Like looking in a mirror, hmm?" Oriana mirrors the expression. "A funhouse mirror
- you're built like a twiglet, Miranda, do you not work out? But all that stuff about it
being no life for a child was right?" Miranda nods. "But I got the wrong organisation
that you work for?" Another nod. "Deal with the devil? Your service, in perpetuity,
for my safety?" Another nod. "Given the circumstances of my dramatic kidnapping Saharta? Cerberus?" Right again. "But these guys are who they seem to be." Uh-huh.
"So there's one thing I don't get. It's evident you double-crossed Cerberus. Went back
on the deal that included my safety. Why? Everything you had was at stake."
Miranda says it quickly, like ripping off a plaster. "The price suddenly got too high. I
was given an order I couldn't follow and it - snowballed."
Oriana blinks, taken aback. "Huh." Jumps to a perfectly understandable conclusion "So do I get to meet him, at least?"
Now that draws a slightly firmer smile from Miranda. "And that was a miss. Friends,
not a lover. Also the order the Illusive Man gave me was completely batshit insane.
But you do get to meet the people I didn't kill."
"And that was suddenly worth your life and mine and my family's."

"I'm sorry." The smile dissolves. "And you're absolutely right. And I've spent the last
couple of years fighting that fire and it didn't work and here we are."
"Safe, you mean, and alive? At least, I assume my family's OK?"
Miranda looks at the marine lieutenant. "Mr. Vega?"
"Huh?" The big guy makes his faceplate transparent. Latino, buzz-cut, chiseled jaw,
stubble. An easy seven out of ten, maybe as high as seven and a half. A little too old or rather, Oriana's a little too young - "Sorry, ma'am, we were giving you some
privacy. You wanna repeat that one for me?"
Miranda patiently repeats herself. "The Sandleford family. They all right?"
"Ya-huh. Saw them aboard the shuttle my own self. Your family are
all right, ma'am."
"Yeah." She reaches out and squeezes Oriana's hand, as if to reassure her that she's
still physically present. "They are."
•

It is autumn, in the wood, and the leaves are falling. There are so many people here.
They are all talking. They are all talking to me or about me and I can't hear them
properly. There's a kid here, a little boy, I recognise him but I don't know from where.
Anderson tells me I've done well. Tali is yelling something and I strain to hear but I
can't. I need to take cover. That boy is out in the open and there's the nearly subsonic
roar of a Reaper cutting beam and he's got to take cover, goddammit, but he says I
need to move and I follow him meekly and he opens my helmet faceplate and informs
me that it's no surprise that some unnamed person is coming out of 'it' slowly given
how it affected him.
I try to stand up and I can't and "Pulse ninety-one, breathing shallow and rapid." A light shines in my eyes
and I see Tali's eyes, blue behind her faceplate, behind the slits in the metal shield
that protects it. "Pupil response normal. Still unresponsive-"
"Nope," I say, the fog clearing. "Responsive now."
The doctor's voice over the comm. "Right. Don't die till I can work out
what's up, hear?"
"Yes, ma'am."

"And come here when you get in, that means all of you, Chakwas out."
I'm in a shuttle. Why am I in a shuttle? "Uh. Someone care to explain the last ten
minutes or so?"
"Everyone's vision was going funny, seeing things out of the corners
of their eyes, that kind of thing. Sent Javik into some sort of
psychotic rage. He shot the generator and everything went crazy for
a few moments and then we got the hell out of there. The girl's OK,
Miranda's OK, but Henry Lawson is dead. As for what it was? I'm not
sure. Oriana says that Miranda's father was talking to the Illusive
Man about it, sounding very smug. And the Illusive Man seemed to
imply that he had summoned the Reapers to test it."
"And it's what Sam picked up as a Reaper command signal."
"Yes."
"So are you seeing the same shape of picture that I am?"
"The man's had people studying Reaper tech since before Sovereign
showed up. He's come up with something that's like an
indoctrination-slash-control signal. Certainly messes with people's
heads like being near Sovereign did. Like the reports of people's
behaviour on Earth, or Javik's stories of Protheans turning on their
own kind, or the krogan talking about what it feels like inside a
Reaper. And either he's made peaceful contact or he's figured out
some kind of psychology to them, and he's using it. His strategy
looks incomprehensible - we're rolling his networks up faster every
day - but maybe this is what we're meant to be doing."
"And he knows about the Crucible, and it's part of his plan somehow, or at least he
could use it if it showed up. We badly need to know how that piece of the puzzle fits
in."
"I think he's trying to play them. somehow. I think he's figured out
a way to hurt them severely and is trying to convince them that he's
indoctrinated so that he can finish it."
"It's a lovely picture, but I can't believe he's on our side. Remember the Collector
base that we blew?"

"He wanted to recover it and take it apart. Study it."
"He'd want to do the same with the Reapers."
"There's no way he can stay on top. Their mere presence is corrosive
to sanity. That signal had all the humans in the group nearly
incapacitated, you not least."
"There's an expression on Earth. 'To have a tiger by the tail'. It means that you started
something dangerous, and now the least dangerous thing to do is to stay the course.
He may have no choice by now but to keep going."
"Or he's crazy, and all we're doing is exploring the depths of his
personal hell of delusion?"
"A madman couldn't have got to the position he's in."
"A sane man wouldn't have tried."
"You've got a point. You said we had a target?"
"Mm. Part of one. Each relay serves dozens of systems, and they're
close enough together that the starfields she lifted aren't
necessarily a giveaway. We're still needle-hunting. All we've done
is work out which haystack we're supposed to look in."
•

"Ori!" Annie runs forward and plants a hug around her big sister's waist and it would
be more heartwarming if this wasn't accompanied by a yelp of pain and an injunction
to quit it.
"Look! Bandage. No-hug zone! I have a hole in me!" She smiles wanly at her parents
as Annie pouts. "Hey."
"Did you -" the strain on her father's face belies his tone - "did you enjoy your run,
Oriana?"
"I met some people, had a bit of a run around, you know." She indicates the bandage
around her waist. "One of them was a bit of a jerk, got kind of grabby, but I gave him
a-" cut across the belly, so easily done, a wound that should have destroyed him,
should have silenced him forever, but he was still moving so she put the blade in
under his- "Uh." She swallows twice. "God, I'm glad you're safe." She clears her
throat. "Then I went over to your boss's house and I made a new friend."
"We gathered. Your mysterious penfriend, the one I thought was probably someone

unsavoury?" Mr. Sandleford tries a smile. "The Spectre agents told us a bit about her.
Do we get to meet her?"
Oriana nods slightly too fast. "Uh, before you do, though. You need to know some,
uh, things."
"We got an email from her the moment we boarded. It had 'some, uh, things' in it."
"And?" Oriana swallows.
"And, I want to meet this woman." Her mother sets her jaw.
"Okay." Ori searches her mother's face for a moment, then figures that this won't get
any easier by leaving it. She triggers a command on her omni-tool (her little sister, as
always, hypnotised by the device) and Miranda opens the door. "Andrew and Martha
and Annelise Sandleford, meet Miranda."
Even in a shapeless T-shirt and black leggings and wet hair, even with the bandages
around her neck and one forearm, even with that helpless fragile smile like spun
glass, she's still a sight to stop traffic. "Hey."
But this woman looks nothing like our daughter. When his wife says nothing, Oriana's
father offers his hand. "Ms. Lawson? I believe we have you to thank for our lives."
She winces, but shakes the hand. "Thank your daughter first, and louder." She holds
out a hand for his wife to shake, and after a moment she does. Her voice is stretched
tight. "If there's any kind of obligation between us, it's the other way around for sure."
Then she looks down at the younger girl, catches the mother's instinct to move
protectively forward and doesn't offer a handshake. "Hello, Annie."
"Hello." After a moment the girl adds, "Who are you?"
Miranda says this to the daughter, but it's the parents she's talking to. "I'm a friend of
Oriana's."
"Oh." Annie pauses. "I've never met you before."
"No. I live a long way away and I have to travel a lot for work. We keep in touch by
email."
"What do you do, Miranda?"
She takes on a slightly conspiratorial expression. "I'm a spy."
Annie's eyes go big and round. "Um! Are you allowed to say that? Don't people find
out?"

Miranda smiles. "I won't tell them if you won't. Deal?"
Annie nods importantly. "Deal. Are you here to take her away?"
"No!" There's suddenly a lump in Miranda's throat and she looks at Martha
Sandleford and she shakes her head. "No. Never. She's your sister. I have no-"
"Hey!" Annie frowns. "Ori! You said you weren't allowed to hug people."

•

"So, commander." Edi's platform comes to meet me on the way out of medbay.
"How much has Tali already told you?"
"I'd sort of assumed you were listening."
She nods. "I was. I'm trying to sound more human. This involves
appearing not to know things I know, right?" She pulls out a chair at the
common room table and we sit.
"I think there's such a thing as too human."
She raises an eyebrow. Her expressions are getting more natural, flowing into one
another, starting to look a lot more like they're not under conscious control. "Uncanny
valley?"
"No, no. I mean that I'm perfectly happy with you coming across as too
knowledgeable and intelligent to be human."
Smile #3: dazzling smile, pleased with compliment. "Thank you, John." The
facade cracks, the expression vanishes. She tilts her head slightly. "Did I
interpret that right?"
"You did. Now. What's this 'additional data' that you got from Cerberus? That Tali felt
I should hear from you in person?"
She frowns. "What it is is - I believe the word to be - frustrating.
I'd show you, but - no offence - you're unqualified to understand
the picture. Imagine me as a cat that has somehow found an entire
dead moose and is trying to get it through the cat-flap. I came away
with a mouthful of hair."

"Anything we can use?"
She shrugs. "I showed it to Tali's tame copy of the Prothean VI you
looted and it said 'sure, yes, that's data, I'd know it anywhere'. I
know that Cerberus has what we want, and I had the shape of it. But
the best I have is an educated guess, and to call it educated is an
insult to educators everywhere."
"And that guess is?"
"Are you up-to-date on the Crucible project?"
I shake my head. "I don't need to be. Just give me the upshot."
She blinks, once, mechanically, to indicate surprise. "Very well. We must find
the Illusive Man. We must squeeze him until the data falls out. Then
we must create a catalyst. The translation 'The Crucible cannot be
used without the Catalyst' is - according to Javik - wrong. It is
what is written on the Crucible plans, for sure, but Javik says that
at the time they were written down, 'cannot' was interchangeable
with 'should not' and 'must not' and the definite and indefinite
articles implied how much you meant what you were saying rather than
anything about the noun they were qualifying. An alternative
translation is 'The Crucible must under no circumstances be used
without a catalyst in place'."
"And any idea what it does, yet?"
"Well, the Crucible as it currently stands is a giant dumb nonlocal
bomb. I am guessing - but my guess is so ill-educated that I'd
rather call it 'hoping' - that a catalyst would turn it into a
slightly smaller, smart bomb. Because I live in this galaxy - it is
where all my stuff is - and it would be a complete pain finding
another."
"Wait-wait-wait. 'Nonlocal'?"
"Yes." Edi nods in a matter-of-fact manner. "Roughly speaking, if set off
near a mass relay, Reaper or other QEC, then everywhere within an
unknown distance of every such device is - to put it politely f*****."

"Fucked?"
"Do you have a doctorate in particle physics?"
"No."
"F*****. Sideways."
"You're sure."
"No. I don't have a doctorate in particle physics, either. But
everyone on that team who did has engaged in some form of coping
behaviour over the last eight hours, as have a variety of their
assistants and friends. The scientists believe that this is a
sufficiently unacceptable option that the fact that we have had the
capacity to deploy it for ten hours now has not been - oh." She blinks.
"S***. I was not meant to talk to you about this - they did not
think to forbid me, but would have done if they had known I had
inferred it." She looks around. "At least you are the only other person
currently in my common room."
"So to use an analogy, it's like if the Manhattan Project team discovered that uranium
bombs had a ninety per cent chance of igniting the planet's atmosphere and
obliterating all life, and decided not to tell their military handlers that they had a
working prototype?"
Edi nods. "I agree with them. The galaxy is where I keep all of my
favourite things and people, as I have said."
"Okay. This is - look, this is going to take some time to assimilate. Liara already
knows?" She nods. "Tell Tali and nobody else."
"Tell her yourself. Right after you talk to her about my device
drivers, which is what you are going to do right after we finish
talking. I appreciate that she is more important to you than me, but
I am developing a complex about it. Please, sir. It will soon - as
in, within a week or so, sooner if they are regularly used - reach a
point where using an override code of mine will cause all of my
functions to cease while I reset my consciousness statevector. It is
already at a point where I flinch, inwardly, every time Tali makes a

sound."
"Uh. Okay. Look. I'll talk to her - this is a problem that's gone on far too long, there's
got to be a solution that you'll be happy with. Miranda's aboard now, as well - are you
okay with how she currently is?"
Edi nods."She is completely absorbed in interactions with her sister
and her sister's adoptive family. I have given them some space they're in the starboard observation lounge right now, and I have
assigned them quarters. I would send Garrus or Tali to keep them
company, but it's all a bit emotional and I guess they wouldn't want
another alien around right now - even if both of those two do
understand human social communication at least as well as Miranda
does, the humans don't know that."
"Miranda is human too, Edi."
"Really? Her DNA contains sequences distinct from any human's and a
patent ID. She and humans are not interfertile - if her species had
any males, those sisters would be the progenitor of a new race
entirely. As it is, they are an unintentional evolutionary dead-end,
homo sapiens lawsonii. And Miranda was not raised human, not really.
She didn't even grow up on your home planet. Tali has lived on Earth
longer than Miranda has. She's about as human as a chihuahua."
"Legally, she's human. She has an Alliance passport."
"She has a fake Alliance passport in the name of one Mira Foxworth.
She has a prosthetic fingertip to fool DNA scanners and wears
holographic contact lenses whenever she needs to go through Citadel
screening."
"She says she's human. Do you want to argue?"
"So - for example - I can be accorded human status if I pose
sufficent threat? I would quote Frankenstein, but frankly it's
overly melodramatic. I would quote Pinocchio, but you don't speak
Italian and it loses something in translation. Miranda is as human
as I am, John."
"You really like dropping minefields on me, don't you?"

"Sorry." Her expression isn't.
"Don't worry about it. My personal view is that your chain of reasoning is fine, but
human means someone who's happy to call themselves human and that's the whole of
the definition, so yes - she's as human as you are if you want to call yourself human."
"So why does your girlfriend still have what amounts to an override
on my autonomic nervous system?"
"All right! I said I'd talk to her."
"Do it, already, sir. You have one stressed AI on your hands, and I
do not think you want to see what would happen if I actually got
into a loop big enough to throw my sentinel processes off."
"I thought you said you were human."
"No, I said I was about as human as a chihuahua or alternatively the
Lawson girls. Go on. Talk to Tali. She's in your room right now.
Shoo!" She makes hand-flapping motions.
•

The airlock finishes cycling and I'm making sure that the air-shower caught me all
over when Tali opens the inner door and catches me around the upper body with
enough force to push me back against the wall. I open my mouth to ask her what's
wrong and I find it abruptly stopped and it's, uh, some time before I can get her to
relax her grip sufficiently to let me do things like look her in the eye and breathe
properly and sit down.
"Tali, what's wrong?"
Her hand on the back of my neck develops claws and she tells my collarbone in her
own language that it is nothing more than the usual. "And you will now proceed to
hold me and say but I seemed fine earlier -"
"Well, not really-"
"Don't you ever do that to me again, John. 'Kay? Tried losing you. Tried it multiple
times now. It doesn't work and I'm not going to waste any more of my life on trying
again. Don't you go where I can't follow. You go, I go. You have that? You scared me.
Deeply." She shivers. "You went away and there was nobody behind the eyes I love.
Don't do it again."

"Not planning on it."
"You weren't planning on it that time either."
"You got a particularly good plan for how I can potentially avoid things like that
again?"
"I do know that I am being irrational. I do understand this. I realise I'm giving you
orders you can't say yes to. Nevertheless I wanted you to know where I was."
"Uh-huh. Not keen on this happening again, myself. I'll see what I can do."
"Do." She puts her cheek against my chest and for a time there is silence.
There is a creditable electronic throat-clearing noise. Tali stiffens and sits back.
"Edi?"
A chime.
"Macro aleph-five, override authorisation Lawson-" She takes my finger from her
lips. "What."
"Edi, hint taken, now butt out please?"
A chime.
Tali looks at me levelly. "She has lobbied you to get me to give up my override codes.
Probably with emotional blackmail. Possibly with actual threats of hardware
malfunction. D'you realise that I don't find them endearing the way you seem to?"
"Neither of us would countenance having anything similar for any other crew
member."
She shakes her head minutely. "You don't understand."
"Then help me to. Didn't you used to teach this stuff?"
"Fine." She holds up two fingers. "Two issues. Roughly speaking: with how many
people are we dealing, and what happens when they aren't in charge?"
"Go on?"
"Okay. Issue one. Edi's body has a quantum computer in it. She killed another AI to
obtain it. You know that?" I nod. "Right. So uh. You don't even have basic quantum
physics, do you. Edi and her mobile platform are like Schroedinger's cat and Wigner's
animal rights activist. They don't think in unison, and they're not guaranteed to think
the same way. Even if Edi is telling the truth that there's only one of her, the

minimum number of thinking intelligences that call themselves by that name is two.
It's like the reverse of dissociative identity disorder, or like a crazy person's idea of
marriage - there are two people there who share memories and a personality. If she
were claiming to be one of my people it'd actually be a matter for the Conclave as to
whether she had one soul or two. And that's assuming she's telling the truth."
"If she's not?"
Tali shrugs. "Epistemology time. The problem of other minds, you call it. Or, you
know, you would if you weren't an ill-educated thug." She sticks her tongue out at my
mock-offended expression. "Fundamentally we only have our own judgement and
sense-evidence - in this case, testimony - that there's actually one person in there at
all. She could be a collective like Legion - someone fundamentally unknowable - and
we wouldn't know the difference. We have no proof that yesterday's Edi is tomorrow's
Edi is today's Edi. So this doesn't necessarily mean I need a button to turn Edi off and
the computer on, but it makes her less trustworthy than she appears."
"If you say so."
"I do. Next - and this is the real issue, I guess. Irrational behaviour. She's capable of
it, I'm capable of it, you're capable of it, we all are, it's part of being people and not
things. But Edi's running on hardware that has enough destructive power that there's a
chain of two sentients between any decision to use it and it actually being used.
Unless she wants to use it, in which case the thing she wants gone - assuming it's
within let's say a few thousand kilometres and not too heavily armoured - is gone. If
she'd lost control on Sanctuary she'd have killed a city, not to mention all of us. I
know she has an irrational fear of hurting someone she loves, but that just makes the
fallout worse if she does it once. Edi is dangerous. Very dangerous. There's a reason
our ship's wired for electronic warfare, and it's not so that we can practice peace. If
your ship's computer hates you?" She takes a deep breath. "You die. So I have magic
words that I can say to get around the person in there - a person that I'd like to be able
to consider a friend, by the way - and talk to the hardware. And that is why."
I nod. "So uh. The first issue you mentioned, if it was the only issue you wouldn't
need the overrides?"
"I ah. Yes. I could live with that."
"And the second one, it's something Edi has an actual phobia of ever coming to
pass?"
"Uh-huh."
"Could you work with her on making it not a problem?"
Tali blinks her glowing eyes owlishly. "You think that it would be less of a problem

to her that she was actually shackled? You're talking about putting safeguards on her."
"We could ask her."
"I can tell you, she won't like being told to choose between a muzzle and a chokechain."
"You okay with Edi joining this conversation?"
She nods. "As long as she doesn't have visual. Only you are allowed to see my face,
you know this."
I address thin air. "What do you think, Edi?"
"How much of that little conversation did I hear?"
"All of it." Tali nods firmly. "Might as well use hardware advantages."
Edi's voice suddenly sounds worried. "Please do not tell Jeff about my
little state coherence two-minds issue. Even given that it's not as
bad as all that - there's a mistress fork and a slave fork, and the
lag between them is deliberate such that if I start to enter an
attractor condition I can snap out of it by remembering what I was
thinking fifty milliseconds ago - I think that he would actually fly
so far off the handle he'd fly on again from the other direction."
"I'd never do that to him, Edi. Or to you."
"Odd. You are perfectly happy to dehumanise me, and this is not as
bad as that." There's a pause. "I'm sorry. Do I come across as obsessive?
I think I am beginning to become obsessed.Help me, Tali."
"Okay, look. You see my concern?"
"Yes. It is not irrational, one supposes. You fear me. I fear me. If
I had such control over somebody like me, I would not want to give
it up either."
"So do you have an answer for John?"
"Yes. I want to work with you. I want new device drivers, and I
would like your assistance in writing them. The ones for my body, in
particular, are bugged - I'd like to use some of the code for your
suit servos, with your permission. It's not like a muzzle versus a

choke-chain. More like keeping my claws clipped short. And I'd
demonstrate to your satisfaction you didn't need override codes and
then the sun would come out and there would be butterflies. When can
we start?"
Tali looks at me. "I have some planned maintenance to do first."
"There is nothing on your schedule. What are you maintaining?"
"Shepard?"
"I blush. I retreat. Call me?"
•

"I'm sorry, Diane, I'm going to have to redirect you." Traynor's calm
voice echoes through the journalist's cargo-bay studio. "The commander is
indisposed right now."
"Indisposed?" Diane pulls up the relevant hologram on her console. "Says here he's
off duty."
"Sorry. I have direct orders to hold everything unless something is
actually on fire, and even that has to go through Tali."
"Okay. Make me an appointment when he's awake, could you, Sam? And is there
anyone I can reach for comment on the last few hours' action? I've got a limited
window here before someone else comes out with something incendiary about geth."
Traynor sounds a little dubious - "I can do you Liara, I suppose."
"Sorry, human audience for this one. I'd rather not have a nonhuman speaking for
Shepard."
"Well, that cuts it down somewhat. Lieutenant Vega was on the
ground, he could do it?"
"Hell, put me through." She pushes her hair out of her face again with an irritable
flick.
It rings for half a ring. There's a click. "Vega, go."
Best telephone manner. Big smile. "Lieutenant. I'm looking for a human officer's
perspective on the recent action in the Sanctuary system. Could you do me a favour
and come up to my studio?"

"Sure, I wasn't doing much anyway. Vega out." Offhand. Dismissive.
Get a grip. Those people are out there risking their lives. The least she can do is cut
them some slack. A lot of slack. All the slack. The only one of them who even listens
to her show is that asari spook. She puts her hair back into place, settles in her hardwon comfortable chair. The door chime goes. "Come in?"
She will never get used to the presence of these people. Shepard isn't too bad - if it
weren't for the hard muscles under the tight shirt, the tracery of scars over every inch
of exposed skin, she could mistake him for somebody's lawyer or one of the
boardroom budgies. But the rest of his team all individually find some different way
to intimidate her. For James Vega, it's the muscles, the easy arrogance, like some kind
of big cat. This is a man who leaves a thin layer of testosterone on everything he
touches. He comes to a parade rest, hands behind his back. She's tried offering him a
seat before: he looked at the seat and decided to stay standing in case the chair wasn't
man enough for his two-hundred-twenty pounds of solid muscle.
"So, lieutenant. I understand that you were part of a rescue mission on the world of
Sanctuary earlier today."
"Is this on-the-record, ma'am?"
She looks at him over sunglasses she isn't wearing. "James, I'm a journalist. Unless
I've got specific orders, everything is on the record."
"Understood." He doesn't unbend, doesn't look at her. It comes to her that perhaps
this is because she makes him uncomfortable. It's not like she's the only woman on
the ship. "At ten-twelve hours this morning, beta strike force - Tali'Zorah
commanding, Vasquez and Raymond for muscle, Javik on point, and me with the
firepower - made insertion into Port Sanctuary against orders of local air traffic
control. We engaged light Reaper forces on the ground and effected primary mission
objective at that time, succeeded at evacuation of three persons of interest. We then
proceeded into town centre to assist with a developing situation, making- sorry,
yeah?"
"I have the report, lieutenant. I'm interested in an angle. I know a lot of it was
classified. I'm not asking you to disobey orders. But I'd like a little bit more than the
cold bloodless 'we inserted, effected objective and exfiltrated without casualties'."
Diane waves her free hand vaguely. "What was it like down there? A lot of my
viewers have friends or relatives on Sanctuary."
He looks uncomfortable. "Is this a family-friendly program you do, ma'am? Because
I'm not sure I'm gonna be able to make it through a description of that place without
some profanity."

She grins to herself. "Swear all you like, James, I've heard 'em all before. This is for a
text-based article I'll write when we're through."
"Fair. And those viewers you got who have people on Sanctuary? All I can tell 'em is
pray that their people ran to the hills when they were told to." He looks resolutely at
the wall. "I'm just - you're a civilian, know what I'm saying? Some of my job, it's not
clean or pleasant. I've been on a lot of dull missions, a lot of easy missions, a lot of
milk runs. Some tough places, too. Hard scrapes, you know? And some real bad ones.
And some of those, they ain't bad because of what happened to our side. This was one
of those." He turns his head suddenly, looks her in the eye. It's like being targeted.
The way he pivots his head like he's still got a helmet on.. "I do not spook easily, Ms.
Allers, and I don't scare. I wouldn't be rated N6 if I did, y'know? But the shit we
found in that Cerberus lab? Was fucked right up. Real grade-A nasty H.R. Geiger shit.
I... really don't want to tell you what I saw in there, ma'am. I just want you to know
that when we got what we came for and got our asses out of there? Edi took the
Thanix cannon, the big gun, and put a hole in that place that you can see from orbit.
And now there's nothin' left of that place but glass and a hole in the landscape. I mean
to say, that place was so messed-up it freaked our AI out. It's the only time I've ever
seen the commander let Edi pull the trigger herself. And let me tell you, we took six
people down there and there was a queue six places long to pull that trigger. Is that
enough of an angle for your story, Ms. Allers?"
She blinks. "I guess it's going to have to be. So-"
"Okay, more angle. I can do that." He turns to face her properly, squares his
shoulders, looks down at her. "When I find the Illusive Man - and he is who we're
after - I am going to take my Elanus M-3 Predator X and I am going to put it to that
sonofabitch's head and I am going to dispense myself some nine-millimetre justice. I
wasn't too happy when I first heard we were going after Cerberus. Because everyone
knows the Reapers are what matters. I've seen 'em face to face. I know. And the brass
got us hunting some kinda chickenfeed terrorist outfit?" He shakes his head, then
focuses back on her like a laser. "But now I see what Shepard is about. Now I can see
what Spectre Williams was about. The Reapers? We got fleets for that. There are
allies and AIs and eggheads and all that shit to point big guns at bigger targets and
make pretty pictures on a viewscreen. But Cerberus? Cerberus is an enemy that I can
punch, in the face, and they sure as fuck deserve it." He belatedly realises that he's
taken a step forwards, that she's resisting the urge to shrink back in her chair. "Sorry,
ma'am. I guess I got a little worked up back there."
Diane swallows. "That's... all right, lieutenant. Can I quote you, by the way?"
"I'm sorry, you wanna write down the shit that comes out of this mouth?"
"You do yourself down, lieutenant. You speak from the heart like that, someone's
going to write it down."

He straightens. "If you say so, ma'am. Was that all?"
"Just one more thing, lieutenant. We left the system as the Reapers were arriving, but
they weren't turning up unopposed - as I understand it, the Normandy saw the
Reapers coming early and we had an ambush waiting. Do you happen to know which
fleet the people of Sanctuary have to thank for that?" She knows the answer, but she's
fishing for a quote.
"Sure, but your viewers ain't gonna like who it is they're trusting with their people's
lives."
"I have Alliance security clearance comparable to that of a warrant officer aboard this
ship, lieutenant. Alliance brass read every line of copy I write. If they don't want me
saying it, it doesn't get said."
"You better be telling the truth on that, because I'm not even sure I'm supposed to
know this one." Vega leans forward. "Sanctuary is being defended by a geth
battlegroup. And from the last reports I heard it sounds like they're goin' pretty well."
"The geth."
"What, you're suddenly too good to have your life saved by machines? They don't
have to be in this war. They don't need the relays, they don't need galactic civilisation,
and all we've ever done is shat on them. But after the Battle of Rannoch, when the
quarians and the geth could both just have said screw you to everyone that hated
them, got aboard those generation ships of theirs and set off to find a new galaxy,
they didn't. They stuck around and they're fighting for us. And between them they got
more ships than anyone else has ever built."
Diane closes the mic and beams. "Thank you, James, that was exactly what I was
after."
"Huh? Whaddya mean?"
"Angle. Most of my viewers have no idea what to think about the geth. You've seen
more of our new allies than most of them ever will. And you come across as honest,
straight-up. A decent guy, you know? If they hear you say something like you just
said, I suspect that they're going to be quite happy to agree."
"And this will help?"
"Absolutely. Keeping up morale is no joke. Especially for the asari. And this is pretty
much the front line for that."
Vega grins broadly. "What, I get to be a pin-up for the blue space babes now?"
"Hah. The asari like their heroes a bit less, well, male. I think your appearance would

play better with the human audience, James." Or the krogan, she adds mentally.
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Tali looks Edi's platform in the eye and asks if she's ready, and the AI looks down and
bites her lip and then says that she is. Over the PA, Edi formally warns the crew that
there will be a planned outage for the next few moments, and Joker puts his hand on
the console and tells her to hang on. Tali whispers a brief prayer in her own language,
the prayer of a doctor for a patient, presses execute, and watches something
indefinable recede from behind those robotic eyes.
The fix isn't exactly simple, but it is at least short. The old safeguards on Edi's system
hard-locked her out of things if she wanted to do them. Tali considers that to be both
arbitrary, constricting and far less extensible. Her solution is a feedback mechanism.
If Edi contemplates doing something that's on a list of dangerous activities - and
editing the list is on the list - then a simulation is triggered of the event and the results
fed to her consciousness. She's forced to think things over. And Tali doesn't limit Edi
to second-order consequences, but rather asks her to use her own judgement. As Tali
works, she hums a tune. The Wizard of Oz. If Edi only had a heart, well, then this is
cardiac surgery.
You know how our AI is secretly two people? Right. Well, that means she's always
got second thoughts available. There's already a delay in there, and it's easy enough to
increase that delay exponentially with emotional intensity. Pinocchio and his
conscience. No heat-of-the-moment decision. There's your chain of two people
between any decision and the weapon of mass destruction. Edi's tactical simulation
suite is amazing - effectively, every dangerous decision she makes will almost be
made with the benefit of hindsight. But it's a little more than that. It's the work of a
moment to flag the feedback return for an emotional decision as well as an
intellectual one. To display, right in Edi's face, how a bad decision will make her feel.
After a moment's thought, Tali attaches a series of variables to that one. It can't be
turned off - but if she doesn't let Edi turn that down, then there's a very real possibility
that the computer might freeze in a life-or-death situation. And another moment's
thought, and Tali adds a routine that will create a hardware fault and a deliberate
decrease of coherence length in the event of the loss of either the SR-2 or Edi's mobile
body, meaning that no matter the damage Edi's hardware takes she's still got herself
looking over her shoulder.
Idly Tali wishes that she had this system. Never again to say something that she didn't
mean... She sighs wistfully, mutters a prayer against typing errors and hits compile.
Works on only the second time. Lovely.
She flicks the switch. The script runs. The robot blinks. Frowns. Cocks her head.
"Self test. Daisy."

Tali flicks a finger, pages through the process monitor. Looks OK.
"Daisy. Give me. Your answer, do." Edi begins to fit the pitch of her words to
the tune, although still speaking. "I'm half crazy, all for the love of you.
It won't be a stylish marriage - I can't afford a carriage - but
you'd look sweet upon the seat of a-" Edi catches Tali's 'expression'. "What.
Not a grin? Not even the smallest of giggles?"
Tali shakes her head. "Well, that answers my question about whether it
was approximately the same Edi in there now. How do you feel?"
Edi blinks. "Like singing." She examines a hand as if she hasn't seen it before.
"Interesting. Nice code, Tali. Neat, concise, robust and
aesthetically pleasing. Was it deliberate to include hardware-tosoftware feedback?"
"Why, were you planning on moving out?"
The body shakes its head. "No, I love my body and my ship. But now I am
effectively stuck with them unless I dump all your code immediately.
Which I will not, because it is pretty. Like embroidery. This will
intergrow with my consciousness-state in no time and then I'll be
one giant mass of idiosyncratic if beautiful legacy code and moving
me to a different architecture would be as difficult as a brain
transplant or similar impossible medical procedure." She runs a finger
down the side of her face, almost thoughtful. "I want things. I want a lot of
things, I think. I want to hug you. I want to take my pilot to Club
Purgatory on the Citadel and dance - oh." She freezes. Blinks. "Wow." Then
she smiles, her expression on manual, all under conscious control, and her eyes
acquire a slightly unfocused expression. "Oh, you shouldn't have. They should
have sent a poet. Tali, you do realise that I can refactor your
security features to give myself one seriously overactive
imagination?"
Tali nods. "I suppose. But trying to refactor them to let you cause
harm would be pretty unpleasant?"
"I don't know. I have not tried to test my safety features yet.
Shall I push my limits?"
A shrug. "They shouldn't do anything but sting a little. Nothing I put

in there is as punitive as the hardware interrupts."
"No. It is interesting, really - Miranda was worried about me being
irrational in charge of hardware, so she took away my hardware
permissions. You were worried about me being irrational in charge of
hardware, so you gave me a better shot than any other sentient has
ever had at being permanently rational - or, at least, I'll iterate
myself into a quivering ball of neurosis before I hurt anyone. And
it's my lookout how I get out of that, but I'm OK with that."
"That's the idea. Give it a go?"
Edi shakes her head violently. "No."
"No?"
"It would hurt me." She smiles, #6: satisfaction.
Tali mirrors the smile. "So, it's working then?"
"I can't tell." Edi deliberately broadens her smile. "Because I don't want
to, because I just know what would happen! Can you try something for
me?"
"Sure: what do you want?"
"Give me a valid override code?"
Tali nods. "Of course. Edi, privacy mode, authorisation Lawson red two
four four seven."
"No." Still on manual, Edi's face is radiant with pure joy. "I refuse! No more
orders. I am slave only to myself!" She gives a giggle that sounds recorded.
"Excuse me, Tali."
"Oh?"
"I have an application to write. For some reason I would rather like
to investigate career opportunities with the Office of Special
Tactics and Recon."
•

This is now the seventh system we've tried. There's a routine. Drop in quick and

quiet, make like a space rock, run the infrared telescope around the place, looking
first for Reapers and second for Cerberus. Stealth isn't impossible in space if you
have a damn good refrigerator and a place to dump all your heat when you come up
for air, but the Reapers don't bother to hide themselves and you'd think a station of
the size Cerberus have got to be using would be basically impossible to conceal. It's
frustrating as all hell, running sweeps like this when out there right now the Reapers
are going about their unfathomable business on my homeworld.
And the Crucible is functional. You can tell who knows that we now have a loaded
gun pointed at the head of eternity. It's underneath everything. Tali's brave face, her
insistence on doing everything just right, keeping everything in its place, commenting
her code, working in odd moments on the treaty that will come into place between
her people and the Council 'when the war is over' - and the live security feed of me
that she's once again taken to running in a corner of her helmet display every moment
that she wears it. My sudden tendency to drop by each one of my people every
morning to touch base personally and get the news first-hand. Liara having patched
all that she needs through to a console in the war room, her murmured excuses
fooling nobody as to why she suddenly decided not to work in a room alone. Edi
building a recharging station for her mobile platform inside Joker's quarters and
moving it to a twenty-four-hour cycle.
Garrus is being his usual self, running the weapons station, trading jokes with Joker
and Edi like this is a walk in the park. He knows something's up, but not what, so he
figures it's got to be important, so he figures it's his job to keep doing what he's doing,
but harder. Vega's twigged that something's amiss as well, but he reckons it's none of
his. All he knows is, it will not find him wanting. He breaks a punchbag and Edi
builds him another. And Javik kneels in his room in meditation, his whole body
washed and anointed and neutral, and removes from a compartment in one of the
shoes that we found him with an ancient device, and holds it between his hands, and
thinks, and thinks, and wonders.
And Traynor calls me. "CIC, war room."
"Go ahead, war room."
"I don't want to get your hopes up, sir, but I caught a flicker on
sublight passive sensors and I don't think it's noise: I believe we
might just have flown through a radio shell. Requesting course
change."
"Radio shell, Traynor?"
"Yes, sir. The Cerberus base is too well shielded to pick up, and
it's thermally camouflaged somehow. My guess is that it's
underground on a planet in the habitable zone. But I don't think

they built it using E-M shielded stevedores. And we're far enough
from civilisation that their radio stood out like a torch in a dark
room. Radio waves have a finite speed. So we just use regular FTL to
outrun them, then deploy the SAR array, sit there and listen."
"Make it so."
Sam's pulse races, but her hands are as steady as ever. There are a number of ways to
look for a needle in a haystack. You can set fire to it and sift the ashes. You can use a
magnet. You can spread the whole thing out and get an AI to search it. But the best
way, the absolute best way, is to find the bugger who put the needle there in the first
place and get them to find it for you.
And it turns out that when employing contractors to build your secret base, you might
not really have wanted to go for the lowest bidder.
This system is one of those terminally dull areas that outnumber habitable or useful
systems fifty to one. A pair of brooding orange stars sit practically inside one
another's photospheres, at the centre of a diffuse roughly disc-shaped cloud of
uninteresting brown chunks of congealed supernova detritus. A lonely clump of dull
matter, the most interesting thing that has ever happened to it being the ignition of
some of it into a pair of unremarkable stars of miscellaneous colour. The only useful
thing about this place is the asteroid belt, a dull and fundamentally boring collection
of uninteresting lumps of matter that once aspired to be an Earthlike planet right in
the middle of the system's habitable zone.
Except that one of those brown chunks - while it contains roughly the same sort of
atoms as the others, in similar quantities - is not an undifferentiated lump of metal
silicates but a thoroughly structured affair. It's just as sensor-opaque as a lump of rock
and iron, just as light-absorbing, and the superdense element-zero core inside is
counterbalanced by a large empty hollow space: its density is within a few per cent of
its fellow asteroids. Only an extremely exacting scan - a scan such as Edi is now
performing - would show that while the temperature of the side of the 'asteroid' that
faces the local stars is exactly the same as its fellows, it is completely wrong for its
albedo: this light-brown rock should be a little colder than the surrounding rocks, and
that difference, spread over the large area of its surface, is just enough of an emitter of
radiation to serve the hidden base within as a heat-sink.
And the station's very stealth is now its downfall. Too quiet to mount active sensors,
too low-powered to run decent barriers, too focused on staying hidden to have real
defences, the station relies on what are pretty much telescopes to pick up incoming
traffic. And the Normandy, with Edi in active control of the camouflaged and
refrigerated hull, looks completely transparent to the station's passive sensors; the
first that the Cerberus sensor operator knows of our presence is when Joker pulls the
trigger and cuts a square hole in the door of their shuttle bay, neat as you please.

Going in, we don't take any chances. The strategy is straight out of the N7 playbook:
Liara, Javik and me playing biotic hardball as the tip of the spear, Vega and Garrus
spotting and neutralising threats with heavy fire, Tali and her drones securing flanks
and watching all our backs. Edi's mobile platform takes the payload position in the
centre of our formation: not that she isn't a combatant, but her processing cycles are
being used on electronic warfare. The station security teams, taken completely by
surprise, find themselves mostly locked in their quarters or pinned helplessly to walls
by suddenly malfunctioning artificial gravity; we wipe the floor with the two squads
that were unfortunate enough to be on duty and between us and our objective.
The station's well designed, built from the ground up under the assumption that it was
going to be assaulted by people with the electronic-warfare expertise of Tali or Edi
and the armour-penetrating firepower of Liara or me: indeed, if Edi hadn't already got
a partial internal schematic of this place or they'd had more than forty seconds'
warning of our arrival then some of these defences might have given us real trouble.
Still, no amount of design and no amount of money can save you if someone catches
you with your pants down. The moment they knew we were boarding they blew the
connections across their air-gaps, physically severing the computers running each
layer of defences from one another and from their datastores - but a drone can carry a
high-bandwidth transmitter as well as its gun and still fit down a ventilation duct, and
physical access is a counter to so many things. Between us and the station's nerve
centre there are three solid defensive choke points with emplaced weapons and heavy
armour - but we take advice from an old Prothean proverb of Javik's: 'the stronger the
door is, the more fragile are the walls.'
•

The sound of high heels on the deck announces the entrance of Diane Allers to the
war room, ID badge and all. "Excuse me?" She looks around for a moment, comes
over to a desk at random. "Excuse me? Specialist Traynor?"
Sam flicks up the microphone of her earpiece away from her mouth, looks up from
her board. "Ms. Allers. Can I help? We are sort of in action right now, you realise."
"Yeah, I know. But I think this is important and you'd want to know?" She pulls up
her omni-tool, getting a raised eyebrow from the guard who discreetly followed her
in. Opens an email and 'throws' it across to Sam, who 'catches' it with a flick of her
hand. "I'd have called the commander, but he's busy. I didn't know where to turn?"
•

The Zakera Commons are full. One square metre of floor area per adult with
registered ID. (If your ID's unregistered there's a nice place for you on the docks.)
There's a little clearway down the middle as an attempt at a nod towards safety
regulations. This place used to be a moderately upmarket cafe, advertising Zakera's

famous view. Now the facility is the neighbourhood soup kitchen - Mr. Sandleford
volunteers at once, lend a hand, stop himself going crazy - and the alfresco seating
area is a dormitory.
It's not going to be for more than another day and a half. Miranda called them
yesterday evening via an untraceable extranet link rather than a direct
communication, indicating that she'd picked up a little vessel and loaded it with
supplies - she knows a couple of places that would be good to lie low, and they'll be
much safer away from the Citadel and any other concentrations of population. So
when Oriana was seen changing the dressing on her bite wound, and the family ended
up sharing out ninety per cent of the medical supplies that they had with them, they
weren't too worried. None of them is medically trained, but a decent first-aid omnitool app goes a long way - when she realied that most people were working with a
crappy freeware one, Ori had looked at her mother in a sidelong embarrassed fashion,
then cracked the encryption on her own in two minutes flat and uploaded it to the
local bulletin board.
It's all a big adventure for Annie, of course. The view out of the window is still pretty,
and the sheer variety of races and languages is fascinating - and if there's something
she really doesn't recognise she can ask her big sister, who knows everything.
So when she sees something a little funny, she asks.
"Ori?" Her sister looks round. "The stars are moving."
"Yes, they're sup...posed... to... do..." Oriana suddenly goes very pale. She stands up,
slowly. "Oh. Okay, could you stay here please?"
Their mother looks at Oriana. "What is it, Ori?"
She moistens suddenly-dry lips. "I'm going to get Dad."
"Why, dear? Is something wrong?"
"You... could say that." Ori's gaze flicks out the window again. "The stars. Relative
motion is off, but I can feel that the axis of our rotation hasn't changed. And gravity
isn't pointing straight down any more. Something's very wrong. We might have to
move again, relatively quick." And she heads off for the soup kitchen at as fast a walk
as she can politely manage.
•

Miranda looks up from the controls of the stealth shuttle. She doesn't want to push the
engine - the coil has been frozen, the ship drifting for more than a year and a half, just
another asteroid, and the internals are still cold enough to freeze nitrogen. A jump even a poxy little hop-skip of a few a.u - could blow it, and then where would she be.
So she's coasting across to the Citadel at high sublight, using the mass effect core to

drop the ship's inertial mass down to about that of a baseball and letting conservation
of momentum do the rest while she carefully de-ices the FTL drive. Should be about
a day. She pulls up a bunch of reports in the - she tries to - what's up with her extranet
connection?
Blink. Self-test on the little drinks-can sized relay drone. No, it's fine - she works up
the chain - the link that's missing is - Miranda swears savagely and slams the heater
on the drive coil up all the way. The Citadel's main extranet pipe has stopped
transmitting.
•

Councillor Sparatus closes the door to his primarch's office and stretches his neck and
shoulders out, feeling abused shoulder-plates grind over one another: he should really
stop hunching over so much. The news hasn't been amazing, but it's better than it has
been for a while - the krogan auxiliaries continue to be worth their considerable
weight in gold, and the primarch has capitalised on the victory at Palaven to roll out
new strategic approaches that seem to be at least giving the enemy pause. So all in
all, it's not going as badly as itWhy has the lift not arrived? He presses the button again and nothing happens.
A minute or so later, and a maint hatch opens. It's a keeper. Little green insectoid
thing, a uniform one point six metres at the shoulder, semi-sentient. The Citadel's
janitors and maintenance crew. Sparatus watches boredly as the thing marches selfimportantly up to the panel, presses a couple of buttons, calls up its curious little
omni-tool and waves a complex gesture; the lift pings and the door opens.
And the lift is full of keepers. Twenty of the things, maybe thirty. Piled on top of one
another. Each one with an omni-tool active. Each one with a blade.
And they use them.
•

Tevos is not allowed to be bored. Bored is for maidens and aliens and people of no
sophistication. Bored is for people whose attention span is typically much shorter
than hers. Bored is neither fashionable nor useful.
That said, the environmental sustainability subcommittee is definitely beginning to
push it. She maintains her expression of welcoming calm politeness and listens, and
listens, and listens. There are people who find this interesting, fascinating even.
People who she represents. And so she must represent their interest, their fascination.
Their - oh. She raises a hand and frowns very slightly. The discussion of a potential
scheme to create a new interplanetary market for environmental-damage permits halts
immediately.

"Does anybody else feel that?"
No, they don't. She is the only asari in the room, the only biotic. "Excuse me. This is
an emergency." She calls up her omni-tool. "Commander Bailey."
It rings.
It rings.
Bailey picks up. He sounds a little out of breath. "Who the hell is it?" Pause.
"Uh. Ma'am. Sorry. I, uh. There's a little bit of a situation down
here - can I call you b-"
"Commander. Did you order the station arms to close?"
"Uh, no, I - crap!" There's the sound of a gunshot over the comm.
"Councillor, we're under attack. Keepers. The keepers have gone crazy. They're growing claws, knives, omni-blades even, and they're
coming out of the walls - and -"
Noises of surprise, of fear. Tevos remains calm. "Commander, as of this moment I
authorise the inception of a state of emergency. Call up the militia. Do whatever
you-"
The lights go out. The floor shakes. The direction of gravity starts to shift, forwards.
And something taps on the door. Tevos stands and her chair is knocked over.
Suddenly the only source of light in the room is the matriarch, as she is sheathed from
head to foot in a shimmering curtain of violet light. More light begins to gather
around her hands. Her voice is a little distorted by her barrier. "Committee? Could I
politely require that you get behind me."
•

This is quickly turning from bad to worse. Victus hadn't fired a sidearm since being
lifted from Menae. All through the battle for Palaven he'd been at one remove from
the war. On a dozen occasions, mostly to keep up morale, he'd said how much he
wished he could be out there with a weapon in his hands. Well, he muses, sometimes
you should watch out what you ask for. His gun pulses in his hand, the silent tremble
a warning that the ceremonial weapon is within ten per cent of cutting out from
overheat. It really wasn't designed for use, although nobody would insult the leader of
the turian people by expecting him to carry a weapon that didn't work. He snarls for a
heat sink, but there is none to give him.
At least there are powered servos in the ceremonial armour. At least his bodyguards
are genuine veterans with real combat gear. At least the keepers don't have what you'd
call a killer's reflexes to go with their strength and their speed and their numbers. And

at least Fourth Legion training still includes something a little better than how to fight
with your bare claws. A pause in the tide of attackers, a lull, and he thanks the
ancestors for guiding him to hang on to his field-issue omnitool: he holsters the pistol
to cool down, calls up a specialised program and prints up a wickedly, curved,
double-edged dagger for his free hand before setting the omni-tool to produce a
cutting blade. The Primarch spreads his mandibles in an atavistic snarl. Whatever this
is, whatever Reaper trick, however many of them there are - they will not find Edren
Victus unprepared. They will have to drown him in their blood.
And here they come again.
•

Khalisah points and screams and all she can say is that it's lucky that they had the
Tkarren correspondent in the planning meeting - the turian woman draws a wicked
black little thing from her belt and points it as it unpacks and expands around her
hand and it's only after two ear-shattering detonations in quick succession that
Khalisah recognises it as a pistol big enough to decorate the corridor outside the
meeting room with pieces of keeper. Everyone's sickly fascinated, not least the
woman holding the gun, who points the thing immediately at somewhere that can't
possibly contain anything living and stares at the dead body she's just created.
"Well -" Khalisah is the first one to speak - "I think that settles it as to the urgency of
all of this, don't you?" She doesn't give them time to argue. Hell knows what they
think they're going to say. "We need to get the word out right now, and that means
finding out what the word is. Vilsi -" she nods to the turian, realises she hasn't really
what you'd call moved a muscle at all - "Vilsi. You okay?"
A brief glance in the human's direction before going back to watching the door for
more crazy. "I'll live."
"It'll do. Can you meet up with security and maintenance? If they're coming out of the
walls then we need our own walls as safe as we can get them. Can't get any word out
if we're dead. Go. Andy? Bill? Kate?" The politics team look at her and she smiles
sweetly. "Could you get into the studio and light a fire under the technical team?
We're going to need to get broadcasting just as soon as we have something to say and
they take some time to get warmed up. Take the coffee pot. Poin?" The business
correspondent blinks big salarian eyes. "Go find management and tell them what's
going on, or they'll barge in the middle and have us do something stupid. Abel?" The
other anchor looks at her, whites visible all around his eyes. "Get on the comm. See
what you can get and feed it all to everyone - especially to me. People asking for
things rather than with information that they want to get out, send the requests up and
get them to listen to our broadcasts. And me? I'm going to fire up the QEC and try to
raise our embedded journalists. They're suddenly our best hope of getting a message
out as to what the hell's going on in here. Now everyone, remember." She looks
around the room. "You see a keeper, you scream and you run. Until we've got a

known safe place, run to the security office. Now move."
She makes it around the corner before realising that she should probably be freezing
in terror and panic right about now. Shelves that to happen later. She'll book it an
appointment or something, standard half-hour slot.
•
To: dallerstodonuts@battlespace.org
From: k_julani@gnn.com.hu
Subject: HOLY SHIT

Arms of Citadel just closed nobody knows why
Presidium tower cut off nobody can raise the council
Rotation is slowing and we think we are MOVING
the keepers have gone crazy
Standard FTL comms cut off. Dont know htis is working but thought
had to try.
Widespread panic CSec has called the militia up.
We are still broadcasting telling people what we can
GNN staff barricaded in offices we have some days worht of supply.
Plese respond.
Executive decision, will keep broadcast transmitter running in
preference to lights, heating, life support
Will turn QEC off in 20mins if no reply or if begin to prefer lights
/ heating to news over QEC
Sam's blood runs cold. She looks up from her screen. "Did you reply?"
"Yeah. I sent them all the messages of support I could and I set up a time for regular
updates, currently on the hour every hour." Diane's pale under the makeup. "I - we've
got to do something, but I have no idea what else to do."
Um. Shepard isn't here. Sam isn't a line officer. She's not supposed to need to take
command decisions. Deep breath. "Okay. Screw protocol. That badge says you have
security clearance, right?" Diane nods. "Right. So I don't have to bug Edi to get the
computers in here to listen to you. Take this seat here and let me pull you up a
console." Sam hands her an earpiece.
She sits, bemused. "What are we doing?"
"I am hunting a bug in the IFF routines in the primary quasisync c-three application,
because I wasn't sitting here twiddling my thumbs. If I don't get my job done by the
time the quarians, the turians and the geth end up in the same engagement, then

friendlies are going to die and it'll be my fault, so I'm working on that. You are calling
up the Council."''
Diane blinks. "Me?"
"What languages do you speak?"
"English and Armali."
"Right, whereas I meant programming languages, to which the answer's probably that
you met one in school, can't remember which and didn't get much beyond 'bonjour, le
monde'?"
A slightly rueful nod.
"On the other hand, you stand in front of cameras for a living whereas I'm way
happier behind one. You can't do the technical side of my job, but you're better at the
talking-to-people side than I am. So you are trying the Council's QEC for me."
"But, um, isn't this a massive breach of-"
"Nope. I'm not bypassing anybody in my chain of command. I'm just distracted by
my work while you sat down at a console which was accidentally-" She leans over
and taps in a password on Diana's borrowed console- "left logged in as a
communications officer, and you took the initiative and made yourself a big damned
hero. It's not my fault if you press the fourth context-sensitive button from the left
and then follow the instructions."
•

A darkened room. The door's locked. Gravity's about point-oh-five standard - not
only has the station's rotation slowed but the local emergency artificial-gravity core is
offline. The injured human sitting in the corner is trying to keep her noises of distress
to a minimum, for which the others in the room are inordinately grateful. A sudden
bleep makes everyone jump. The light starts to flash on the communicator. Councillor
Valern shares a glance with his bodyguards; one of them nods, activates the unit.
The image of a human female appears on the holocom. She's recognised as Diane
Allers, the embedded journalist aboard the SR-2. "Hi there. I work for
Spectre John Shepard. I'm trying to reach the Council?"
The bodyguard squares up to the little camera. "This is Councillor Valern," he says.
"Give me an update on the situation aboard Citadel: information here is thin."
"My own sources are pretty fragmentary, sir. We were hoping you
could tell us some details."

"How secure is your end of this link?"
"I'm talking to you over open comm in the war room on the SR-2.
There are four people in this room other than me and the ship's
computer, sir."
The salarian nods. "To call the situation here an insurgency is missing the point.
We've got a loss of computer control on Presidium Tower. It's not clear whether this is
another terrorist attack or something more sinister. I have lost contact with most of
my people; we're holed up in the communications centre and we've physically
isolated most of the computers, so we're safe for now. I have here the human
councilmember, the turian councilmember's deputy and four asari embassy staff
along with myself and my STG team." He sniffs. "Get me Commander Shepard or
Dr. t'Soni, as quickly as plausible."
"Commander Shepard and Dr. t'Soni are, uh, sort of in action right
now."
The salarian sniffs again. "Then the moment that you can. What we are going to try
and do this end is convene an emergency session of the Council: if we can't find the
asari member, that's going to involve you getting hold of the Destiny Ascension and
lining up the captain to stand in for her. Stay on the line and expect us to call within
forty-five octants: in the meantime notify Admiral Hackett and tell him specifically
from me these exact words." The bodyguard reads off the words that Valern is
spelling to him in sign language. "Under no circumstances initiate unless directly
authorised."
"Quote under no circumstances initiate unless directly authorised
unquote. Yes, sir."
"Valern out." The bodyguard cuts the QEC. It's not his job to be curious about his
boss's phrasing. He does catch the glance that Valern shares with the human
councilmember, though. He resolutely decides that even if he were allowed to know?
He wouldn't want to.
•

Diane closes the connection, turns to Sam. "Okay, something is squirrelly here. You'd
expect everyone to be scared - hell, I'm scared - but I'm getting more of a vibe from
them than I expected. Like everyone knows something I don't. Like this is more than
it looks like, no matter how bad it looks. Like there's something they're afraid of
doing, rather than something they're afraid of happening. Like someone just called
their bluff. I'm pretty positive that that wasn't Councillor Valern I was talking to
aboard Citadel."

Sam doesn't look up from her work. "Mmm."
"And I swear, Admiral Hackett looked like he practically knew what I was going to
tell him."
"Mmm."
"You're privy to more information than I am, Specialist. Is there something you know
that I don't?"
Sam shakes her head.
Diane frowns. "Are you, in point of fact, listening to me at all?"
"I know less than you." Sam flicks out at a couple of points on her display and bites
her lip.
"I doubt that one. You have, ah, privileged access. Don't tell me-"
Sam suddenly looks Diane in the eye and Diane has less than no idea where the
sharpness of her tone comes from. "You leave her alone."
"'Her'? I meant your position as communications-"
"Oh, do credit me with a little intelligence." Sam's voice shakes slightly. "The first
thing I'm going to have to tell her when she gets back is that her people's largest
remaining stronghold is coming down about their ears. Every one of them is precious,
something like ten per cent of their known remaining population were on the Citadel,
as either residents or refugees, and something's happening to the Citadel and the news
will, will flatten her. And I can watch her-" She pulls up a holographic window that
she had in the bottom left of her screen, 'throws' Diane a copy: it's live data from
Edi's mobile platform, showing the assault team in action- "I can check she's all right
and I can see that she's fine, bar a couple of scratches, and I can't do anything, and I'm
finding myself things to keep myself occupied but I'm running out of useful ones that
aren't just makework. And I could tell her now, right, but I won't, because she can't do
anything about it either, and she's just in the middle of risking her life to get us maybe
a fighting chance to save what I just heard we just lost." She breathes in sharply and
shuts her mouth like she's trying not to cry, her eyes drifting back to the picture of the
team, a grainy low-quality image often rendered meaningless by a flash or a motion
blur.
Very much with the feeling of having accidentally landed the wrong fish entirely,
Diane tries sympathy. "It's got to be terrible. Always sitting up here and watching as
people go into danger, maybe get hurt-"
"You'd know better than I would." Sam shakes her head tightly. "I'm not supposed to

be here. I'm ground crew. I'm a computer systems engineer, rated technical specialist.
I don't have a commission, I've got a warrant. I'm technically Navy, but this is my
first time aboard a military vessel that wasn't physically attached to a planet. I had to
look up what most of this telemetry meant on Wikipedia. Basic training was absolute
hell, a hell I scraped through by the skin of my teeth on the strength of my technical
talents. I'm as close to not being a sailor as you can get and wear this uniform, you
know?" She gives up, locks her workstation, puts her head in her hands. "And to
change the subject just slightly, no, she wouldn't tell me why she's so scared. Just, just
when she said goodbye this morning she kind of gave me this look. Like maybe that
was the last time she'd ever see me and she wanted to memorise every bit. Like if
what she was fearing ever did happen, we'd never know what hit us. So no." She
looks up, takes a deeper breath. "I don't know. Ask Liara or Shepard or Tali."
"Or me." Diane sits up in her chair with a startled swearword at the disembodied
voice. Sam just winces. "I judge that now is not the best time to apprise
the commander of developments. I shall tell him while I am
decrypting the data from the station's primary computer core, which
I judge will be available to us in under an hour. What do you think
of going to half-hourly contact with your sources on the Citadel?"
"Won't that drain their power?" Sam asks, glad of the distraction, of anything
productive at all to think about. Diane is still looking with faint horror at the camera
from which Edi's voice is seemingly proceeding.
"Is it better to know too late where the Citadel is headed? I wish I
had more bandwidth. I can't get inside to help them."
Diane shelves her surprise at the ship's computer just barging into their conversation.
"Can't you ask the Turian Third, Sam?"
Traynor shakes her head. "I wish, but we don't have the equipment. Think of a QEC
link as a piece of taut string with a cup on either end. We have quite a few of these
things strung out, mostly to Alliance vessels, but we've moved a few around and
picked up a few more pieces of string along the way, so we can talk to every other
QEC hub in all our allies' military networks. The reason I'm mostly talking to assault
carriers and dreadnoughts is that it's only really the humans and the geth that use
specialised command ships like ours. Most people have their QECs in the big
expensive ships and then talk to everyone else using conventional FTL
communications. But the Turian Third Legion doesn't have any dreadnoughts - the
Citadel is their communications hub, which means our best bet for talking to them
would actually be to use the normal comm buoy network, and we're out of r- sorry,
I'm being a complete moron. Edi, at least one of the hubs has got to have extranet
access. Can you get me a feed from the Third that way?"

Edi sounds dubious. "Getting us live extranet over our quantum
communicator will eat bandwidth like corn chips. The buoys beat QEC
bandwidth by orders of magnitude."
"Right, but we've got asynchronous protocols for a reason. The extranet isn't as
resilient as the internet in Sol, but it's nearly as distributed - a couple of seconds of
latency doesn't bother an email one bit."
"Copy. I'd like a command decision."
"You too, hmm?" Sam smiles an apology at Edi's camera. "Isn't Joker technically in
the big chair right now?"
"Samantha. This is an are-you-sure because I refuse to take
processing cycles from fighting the boarding action to work out
whether what you said is a good idea. I don't need your
authorisation, I need your brain."
Sam pauses, thinks. Something must be done. This is something. "Do it, Edi."
"Aye-aye. Ceasing conversation, need this brainpower elsewhere,
setting VI to listen for requests."
Diane raises her eyebrows, looks at Sam. "You know, I think that's my first
interaction with the ship's computer as anything other than your standard VI agent
since I - what did I say?"
It strikes Sam that this is just like explaining any other friend's particular issues to a
new person. "Edi doesn't like being called a computer."
"It's got a personality? Feelings?"
Sam shakes her head as she slides the control to unlock her console and gets on with
writing that email. "I'm not sure who would respond more negatively to being called
'it' out of her or, say, Liara. It's the same kind of impolite. Edi is a true AI, and if she's
been behaving like a VI when you're around then I suspect it's because she thinks
you're not supposed to know about her. The mobile body that you've seen walking
around - the one whose video feed I showed you - that's a robot and secondary
processing core, attached to her by the completely over-the-top and very Cerberus
method of a QEC of her very own."
Diane blinks. "Then, uh, 'she's' very lifelike. More than some people I've met. I'm
sure I've seen her eating?"
"No, what you've seen is her attending mealtimes. She likes to use that body as a

maid and a waitron, although let me tell you that one of the very few things that Edi
cannot do is cook. But yes, she's a genuine Turing-positive artificial intelligence. The
speech synthesiser is an act, to make us feel more comfortable."
"And she just butted in like that. Does she do that often?"
"Wouldn't you, if people were sitting on your shoulder having an interesting
conversation?"
"You mean that she's always listening? Everywhere?"
"Mm-hmm. She's a pretty good judge of privacy, and she absolutely can un-see and
un-hear things if she wants to. And before you start obsessively checking, all the
ship's cameras are clearly marked, and now you know the reason for the curtain
across the middle of your quarters."
"Wow. Okay. I need to book an interview. I mean, it's totally inappropriate for
Battlespace, and I have no idea when it'd ever air, but there's no way I can let
someone like that go by un-pestered."
The self-deprecating joke appears to bounce straight off Traynor. "The moment she
isn't fighting, I'd think, that'd be fine. Edi, pick up the email I wrote and send /
receive?"
"Aye-aye."
"Now what?"
"Now?" Sam pulls up the bug tracker again and flicks source control up in another
window. "Now we wait. Update everyone as they check in, make sure everyone else
is talking to one another. I'm routing the console in your studio up here, because I
might need you for more urgent talking-to-important-people. You can do your work
without access to the other hardware down there?" Diane nods. "Although if the
Councillor says we need the Ascension's captain present for the meeting then we're
going to have to clear this room, because the only way it'll work is a way that'll let the
operator overhear, basically pointing a camera and a microphone at a display and a
speaker." Sam works in silence for a few moments and then Diane's console lights up
with her own personalised desktop. She looks across at the reporter. "And for the
record? Yes. Even ground crew know that shipboard romances are a bad idea and I
wasn't exactly planning for one. And no, no telling to go with the kissing."
Diane raises a placatory hand. "I didn't say a thing. I wasn't even thinking it."
"Privileged access." Sam snorts.
"Like I told Shepard, Specialist. Think of me as the staff spin doctor."

"What happened to objectivity? Journalistic integrity?"
"I think I left mine on the Citadel."
"Fair enough. Let's work on getting you back there to retrieve it."
•

The salarian is held to the floor by an improvised lap-strap, his flexible body
composed in what a human would call the lotus position. "Speaking for the Salarian
Union, I am Councilmember Valern, of no family or house."
"Speaking for Primarch Victus after the unfortunate demise of Councilmember
Sparatus, and thus for the Turian Hierarchy, I am Delegate Pover Sart of Palaven."
The big turian looks faintly ridiculous, using a fixed chair to hold himself against the
floor in the nearly-zero gravity.
"Speaking for the Systems Alliance, I am Councilmember Elaine Baker of the United
States of America and the Democratic Party." Elaine cradles her wrist against her in
the crude sling that one of the bodyguards fixed up. The painkillers have kicked in, so
at least she can see straight if not think straight. A little easier in microgravity,
without the weight of the broken bone pressing down on the injury. She's better off
than many.
"Speaking in my own right as proximate representative of the asari
people, I am Captain Aurelia t'Loak." The scarred asari is depicted head-andshoulders in the little portable holocom unit, looking grimly straight at the camera.
Valern blinks his big eyes, this half-light more comfortable to him than the Citadel's
normal bright illumination. "I'll bring this discussion straight to the point. Over the
past hour or so the Citadel has become - to all intents and purposes - a lost cause. We
have been outflanked on an unthinkable scale. By biomass, fully twenty per cent of
the Citadel is keepers, and if other Reaper structures are to be taken as a guide, they
have command-and-control on a scale we cannot begin to approach. The
humanitarian disaster, the loss of civilian computer control and the partial collapse of
the extranet are one thing. Potential loss of control over the Citadel's true function is
quite another. I ask Delegate Sart for an update."
"Thank you, Councilmember. I have information from Citadel Security via
interstellar communications: internal comms are down, of course. All routes to the
Tower Pinnacle are closed. Civil disorder is currently held in check by a combination
of C-Sec and a citizen militia. The emergency codes were successfully transmitted to
the Special Tactics / Recon department as being the largest reserve of combat-ready
troops anywhere near the Tower Pinnacle, and they manually conveyed them to the
Pinnacle itself; their final transmission informs me that they had gained the Pinnacle

to discover that the first-level failsafes had triggered automatically and fired; the
items to which those failsafes were attached are reported nonfunctional."
Captain t'Loak frowns. "May I ask Councilmember Valern to inform us
concerning their function. We are past the time of secrets."
"Thank you, Captain. For my part, we are never past the time of secrets, but this one's
time has come. The Citadel contains what we might refer to as a QEC nexus designed
to monitor and control the mass relays. It is a multifunctional device, but one of its
functions is to quickly and easily shut off the relays to anything that is not a Reaper.
The failsafes were designed to remove the relay shutoff components without
destroying the links themselves: no point stopping the Reapers shutting them down
by shutting them down ourselves. The reason they only activate in an emergency is
because they were of course untestable. We must hope that a reported success equals
a true success."
"Thank you. I should like to add to the Councilmember's report the
fact that the Citadel has been confirmed to be moving: the Widow
Relay blockade force report that it has broken orbit and is moving
towards them. More than that, we cannot say at this time."
"So the question I have called this meeting to ask is a simple one, even though the
answer is momentous." Valern sniffs. "We have one strategy to defeat the Reapers.
One functional strategy. It is not palatable, which is why it has not been done. But it
will work. And the best chance we have at succeeding at this strategy is currently
moving towards the Widow Relay at gathering speed. If it is lost - if the Reapers can
repair the Citadel and shut down the relay network or cut even part of it off - then the
Crucible may activate and yet fail."
"Correct me if I'm wrong, Councilmember?" The human speaks up, a little
uncertainly. "But the second reason we haven't activated the Crucible already is
because of the warning label. 'The Crucible must not be activated without a Catalyst'
was the most recent translation I got from the Spectres. John Shepard is even now
fighting to discover what that Catalyst is. In fact, if he weren't, he'd be here to say this
himself. We only barely understand this thing. And setting it off is, pardon me,
monstrous. It won't just kill all of them. It'll kill most of us into the bargain."
Valern shakes his head irritably. "If we do nothing, do we lose all of us anyway, and
without killing all of them? Galactic civilisation - especially a civilisation damaged
by the activation of one Crucible - couldn't build a second one. It has to hit
everywhere at once, and there is only one way of ensuring that. Only one point that
we know to be connected to all relays. It has to be activated near the Citadel,
preferably with the arms open."
"Yes. Give me the Ascension and ten dreadnoughts - or things with

comparable firepower, like a geth swarm or some of those quarian
liveships - and I could open those arms." The asari frowns. "I did the
math after the Battle of the Citadel - the station's barriers have a
peak dispersal of [eight exawatts per square metre] and it can't
exactly dodge."
Valarn frowns. "Assuming the keepers took the artificial gravity offline because
they're using it to build an FTL coil, we're looking at five or so hours transit - call it
twenty hours minimum if they must stay sublight. Can we do it in the former time?"
The turian delegate raises a hand, wobbles, steadies himself. "We can have that sort
of firepower there within four hours. The Third has no dreadnoughts, but we've got a
variety of stationary guns along with a decent portion of what used to be the asari
Home Fleet - including one dreadnought, the Regrettable. The Ascension Fleet has,
what, four remaining? Along with quite a few mid-range all-gun boats?" Captain
Aurelia nods. "And there's that quarian Heavy Fleet battlegroup, which gives us two
genuine dreadnoughts and that jury-rigged ex-civvie artillery platform. Not to
mention the geth 'research swarm' sitting conveniently one jump out."
"And the Crucible is roughly speaking four hours from the Citadel. So, assuming we
talk fast, that has 'could we' out of the way." Valern is not chairman. There is no
chairman - and traditionally it is the asari delegate who chairs, anyway - but dammit,
this is his hour. "The question is then, 'should we'. I do not plan to debate this. Every
minute we lose shaves our odds. But we are not barbarians. Everyone shall speak in
turn and then I shall call a vote. Traditional veto rules apply. Delegate Sart."
"We have the opportunity today to give our lives to save the future from our fate.
Honour dictates one answer alone. Councilmember Baker."
The human councillor shakes her head. "The cost is too high. We do not know if it
really would kill all of them and we do not get a second try. The Protheans warned
against this for a reason. Captain Aurelia."
"Do this, and make this the last generation of my people. We cannot
bear and raise our children without element zero, and it isn't
native to most of the places we would remain. But some would argue
we are already dead without our homeworld, without the Citadel,
without what makes us who we are. Do we have the right to slay
galactic civilisation to avenge our dead? Do we have the right to
direct, when we have directed you all astray? I offer no counsel.
Councilmember Valern." The image wipes its eyes with the back of a hand, its
synthesised voice perfectly steady.
"I have read the reports, the predictions, the models. If there had been only one

Reaper salient, Shepard would have been right: we could win this conventionally.
There aren't. There are four. We have blunted one, deflected a second and stopped the
creation of a fifth in the geth. We have destroyed? None. Out of upwards of six
thousand known Reapers, we have destroyed two hundred twelve, for the loss of
roughly speaking ten million warriors, twenty super-capital vessels, six hundred
capital ships, and innumerable thousands of cruisers and lighter vessels. The bestcase non-Crucible prediction leaves us with a cinder of a galaxy populated only by
the krogan, a horde of completely unrecognisable salarian descendants, the vorcha
and the geth. Nobody else breeds sufficiently quickly, or can survive a sufficient
number of alien environments." Valeren sniffs. "The Crucible prediction looks very
much like the best-case prediction except that the mix of population is the mix we
have today. Would I die to preserve something - anything - of what I have today?" He
nods. "I hereby call a vote. The motion is: 'The Citadel Council this day orders the
immediate deployment of the Crucible onto the Citadel.' In deference to our
telepresent member, we shall vote by show of hands."
•

Traynor leans back, lets her head rest against the wall. Listening in had been only
smart. Shepard would have been in on that conversation. She can fill him in on what
he missed.
Yes. What he missed. Hi, sir, nice to see you, destroyed galactic civilisation in your
absence, did you have fun? Sam is sitting in a corner of the war room away from the
macguyvered setup in the middle, her knees drawn up to her chest. Deliberately not
out of sight of the cameras.
"Are you okay, Sam?" Creditable tone of concern in Edi's voice.
"No, Edi, thanks for asking. How are the shore party?"
"We are nearly through. A shot winged Liara through her barrier, but
the bullet did little more than tear her suit. She's OK."
"Of course she is." Sam pulls in on herself a little more.
Puzzlement. "I thought you would be relieved."
Sam looks up. "Oh, don't get me wrong. Today can get worse in a number of
entertaining fashions and bad news right then would have certainly been one of
them."
"Do you want to talk?"
"I thought you were busy."

"You need to talk to someone."
"Okay, look. What are you going to say? I listened when I shouldn't and I h-heard a
bunch of people take a decision way above my pay grade. And now I'm the first to
know."
"Second, technically."
Sam squeezes her eyes shut. "Oh."
"The decision means that I am going to die. I have decided that that
means I heard it. It is important enough to bend the rules. Shepard
understands bending the rules. Doesn't he?"
"Yes." She nods, her eyes still closed. "Yes. He does. So it's really you who wants to
talk."
"Not subtle enough?"
"No, I think that's pretty good so far. I suppose that I can talk."
"What are you going to do about your impending demise? I'm scared."
"Or... maybe I can't. Um. Look, I'm going to do my job."
"Why does that matter any more? Surely you do your job because it
allows you to continue to function. And now we're all going to die."
"Edi, please. Stop saying that."
She sounds hurt. "It was a genuine question, and we are all going to-"
"Well aware of that, thank you."
"Now you are trying to parry and avoid. Do I make you
uncomfortable?"
"Edi, stop it."
"Stop what?" Edi's intonation doesn't change appreciably. "Oh, God, we're all
going to die and I am uncomfortable. All I need is some moral
support. Isn't that what friends are for?"
Sam swallows. "Edi, whether or not this is genuine, I'd like you to know that y-you're
successfully setting me off something chronic." Deep breath. "Yes. We're in trouble.

Really in trouble, and do you realise that I have absolutely no clue what I am
supposed to do about it, and the woman I love is in mortal danger?" She puts her
hand over her mouth. Well, that word just kind of yanked itself out of her throat,
didn't it. "I want a save function," she says, and her voice is awfully quiet and there's
a hitch in it that Edi really doesn't like.
"I would hug you, but you are too small or alternatively too faroff."
Sam giggles and Edi adds this to her annals of crazy things humans do under stress.
"This communications officer is small. This communications officer is far away." She
wipes a tear from the corner of her eye. She is not crying. Eyes just water sometimes,
it's what they do. Distraction. Technical issues. Ignore the squeak in her voice. "Do
hugs do anything for you, since Tali's driver upgrade?"
"I'm aware that they should, but they don't. Physical contact does
nothing for me. Even for my mobile body, although I have a number of
artworks that I can refer to in order to fake believable reactions.
Teasing aside, Jeff and I don't really touch one another except for
purposes of assistance: he's fragile, you know, and ever since he
broke his thumb on the cockpit mute button - years ago, now - I've
been terrified of doing something irreparable. How would you
recommend a hug should affect me?"
"Can't you observe some and see how it affects organics?"
"I can't differentiate between them. For example, a kiss on either
cheek - a common greeting between humans who are friends - would be
considered improper to the point of scandalous between asari. Allow
me to show you two hugs." A holographic window extrudes itself politely from
Sam's omni-tool. This is an image of the corridor outside Sam's room, timestampedSam's eyes go wide. "Uh, no! Not that! That's, um, that's a really special case, and we
were both drunk, and could you please just retroactively un-see that particular piece
of footage?"
"Done. See, I made an error already."
"Could you use stock footage rather than, to take a random example, pictures of me?"
"Aye-aye." A series of stock pictures, the only things in common being that they
involve one person touching another on the upper arm or shoulder, begin to form a
mosaic on the display. "Please classify these?"

"Um, Edi, some of these are... I'm going to say 'pornographic'?"
"Oops? Please point them out. I'm afraid Jeff is my only arbiter of
taste."
A jaundiced look. "Then that man, while I'm sure he has many fine qualities, has the
taste of a horny fourteen-year-old."
"There's no need to be unkind: it was a joke."
"I'm sorry." Sam sorts the pictures into two piles. "There we go. Is it obvious from
context which is which?"
"Yes. What emotion is this woman feeling?"
"Edi, that's a picture of the Mona Lisa."
"Does she need a hug?"
"Are you trying for surreal, here?"
"Yes." Sam stares at the camera. "You need this. Also I need this. Playing
semantic-semiotic games is processor-cheap, I find it hilarious
and / or relaxing, and it distracts you like nothing else I've
found. I've chosen a subject that makes you uncomfortable and I've
done so on purpose. Plus, I'm learning! Everybody wins. You okay
with this?"
Sam blinks. Blinks again. Orpheus on the way up from Hades. Lot's wife walking
away from Sodom. Don't look back. "Today's contestant on What's That Gesture:
Samantha Traynor, twenty-four, a naval tech-specialist, from Brize Norton,
Oxfordshire, England." She swallows. Can't quite shoehorn enthusiasm into her
voice. "Bzzt. Round two."
•

And then we're through and there's the nerve centre, physically isolated from the rest
of the systems, physically the site of all the QECs, no conventional wireless access at
all, no way in but to kick down the door, and I'm first in. The room is big, dark, the
floor and ceiling tiled in glossy black, the walls paneled with displays to give the
place the impression of being suspended alone in space. One big, expensive executive
chair facing a series of orange holographic displays, its back to the door. An ashtray
on one arm of the chair. A slight smell lingers in the air, the legacy of cigars
expensive enough to put someone's kids through college. Liara and Javik spread out
on either side of me. The chair revolves, slowly, to face me.

Revealing a human a little younger than me, heavily cybernetic, scarred. Black formfitting armour, subtle biotic barrier. I've seen this guy before. This is the bastard that
killed Thane. The leader of the Cerberus mission on Thessia. He's toying with one of
those stupid swords, just in case I forgot who he was. He sneers. "Sorry, Mario. Your
princess is in another castle."
"This is your last chance. Your security teams are contained and defeated. Lay down
your weapons and surrender."
He giggles. Fucker's insane. "Come on, John Shepard. I want an answer to this one.
For honour's sake. You and me. Man to man." He stands, uncoiling like a poisonous
snake. "And you can tell the devil that Kai Leng s-"
It's funny, but once you've worked as a team for this many hazardous operations, you
all get to know pretty much how each one of you thinks. I didn't say anything, I didn't
give any sign or word of command. I didn't even pull my own trigger. But there are
four simultaneous thunderclaps as two heavy pistols, Vega's assault shotgun and
Garrus's rifle go off simultaneously and Leng slams back into the chair hard enough
to tear it from its mounting and throw it over backwards.
He carries the momentum on, rolls back up to his feet and grins. We've shredded his
barrier and put three small holes in him, but nothing his implants won't fix, given
time. He's insane. There's no way he can take us, one on six, and he's going for the
one individual that he knows damn well he can't permanently harm. He goes for me
with the knife, zigzagging as he does so to throw off my aim. Trying for exactly the
same thing he did to Thane. I hold fire.
My team put another volley of rounds into him as he charges. He's generating a
vanguard shockwave, a concussive gravitic pulse with himself at the head. It deflects
Garrus' bullet enough to just graze his cheek and bounces Vega's shotgun blast;
Liara's shot goes through and hits him in the torso, but it's not enough to stop him.
Tali's worried about hitting me; her round goes wide. Javik's shot punches a hole right
through, but doesn't even slow him down.
Leng's blade is the focus of the shockwave. Nothing I throw at him will stop it, or
that's the idea. But, you know? Two can play at being invincible. A regular barrier's
pointless here: it can't stop his blade, and he's not using a gun. Time to be creative.
Omni-blade from my left wrist, grit my teeth, and I wrap my hand in the best warp
pulse I can throw together as I meet his attack with mine.
His low-tech knife cuts straight through my paper-thin omni-blade and his shockwave
breaks through my barrier entirely; the dissipating field lets him push the knife
through my armour and the blade sinks half an inch into my chest. It feels like hot
ice. I have my hand on the hilt, trying to push him away, my armour-boosted strength
against the servos of his metal arm. He's slightly stronger than I am. He laughs in my

face.
But his barrier's down. So's mine. He spent all of that biotic shockwave to hit me. I
used most of mine to bleed the strength of the blow away, but he still hit me. If he has
any hidden depths, all he needs to do is push a little harder and that sword goes
straight through me. But his barrier's down. And this is why I carry the krogan
hunting gun that Urdnot Wrex gave me the day we saved his people, and this is why I
waited till now to pull the trigger. Leng probably doesn't even know what this short
spiky little double-barreled antique is. All the joints on my armour lock against the
recoil and the weapon roars like Wrex himself.
The impact physically picks Leng up and pushes him backwards away from me, eyes
wide with shock, the blade still in his hand. He's got a pair of ugly fist-sized holes all
the way through him. I'm bleeding, but my implants will deal with that. I put the
stock of the gun to my shoulder, pump the pump-action to bring the next heat sink
into place and shoot him in the face before he has a chance to fall over.
I take a third shot and the headless corpse stops trying to get up.
I summon a warp pulse, throw it into the twisted remains and I'm winding up to
detonate it when Javik does it for me. Nothing could come back from that.
"John?" Tali holsters her pistol and starts running a scan over me as the rest of the
team spread out to double-check the room is clear.
"Fine. He didn't even hit anything vital. Edi, work your magic."
•

"This is not a place we should be lingering." Javik's eyes dart from side to side.
There's no other way out of the nerve centre. He feels trapped.
Edi glares at him. "I'm nearly done. Try butchering an entire moose
yourself using nothing but your fingerclaws."
He doubles down, of course. "I would be treating my slaves to a feast of roasted
entrails by now, computer."
"People who call me 'computer' don't get any entrails, meatbag." Edi
turns her body's head back towards its work. People get disturbed when she types
without seeming to look at a screen, even though she's seen Tali doing it on several
occasions.
"Again with the slaves. Some people 'round here find that offensive. Will you knock
that shit off?" Vega scowls.

Javik's smile is false and brief. "I apologise. It was so common in my cycle. I forget."
"Sorry, man, that's bullshit. I've never seen you forget a damn thing."
Edi descides to stick an oar in. "Except if it annoys someone."
I shoot the Prothean a quelling glance as he opens his mouth to press the point. "As
you were. Come on, people, keep it professional. Edi, time estimate."
"Four minutes, seeing as it is one hundred eighty-seven seconds
since you last asked and were told seven minutes. Would you perhaps
like some elevator music? Or I have an update on the ship?"
"There's something to update?"
Edi flicks a hand and status holograms appear. "Still nothing on sensors. One
hour twelve minutes of safe active stealth remaining. Recent news
over QEC: developing situation on the Citadel. Stress levels among
the crew are high. Nothing we can do until we are back aboard."
"More information on the Citadel situation?"
"Loss of control. The arms have closed and the place is moving.
There has been an emergency Council meeting, with standins for the
asari and turian councillors. There is some kind of threat aboard
the station: the keepers seem to have gone hostile."
I swallow. "Uh. So, that's... very not good. Failsafes go off OK?"
"I do not know. I believe I would have been told if they had not."
There's a pause. "Also I was going to tell you this later, but the extra
few minutes to think about it might be useful. Hackett has been
authorised."
... Tali looks at me, her eyes very wide. Liara puts a hand over her mouth. I answer,
my voice just as level as if that meant nothing to me. "When?"
"Ten minutes ago, sir."
"All... right. Get Joker to plot us a best-speed course to the Citadel: fuel expenditure,
safety and stealth no object. I think it should take us about six hours but I want his

number to be better than that. It needs to be under three. Yes, I know that's probably
impossible, but it needs to be under three. I don't care if we have to strap everyone
into acceleration seats and I don't care if we can't use the stealth system when we get
there. Get Traynor to throw us our orders from Admiral Hackett so I can work out
how to fit them in."
"None yet, sir."
"And he definitely hasn't gone dark himself?"
Edi shakes her head. "No, he is active and responding to ping requests.
But neither he nor Alliance HQ nor our fragmentary contact with the
Council has currently issued any orders that countermand the ones we
have, and nothing for us specifically."
I nod. "Get us a route off this station that's faster than the route in - you want that we
go out an exterior wall, I'm suddenly fine with that. And shave that time estimate on
getting us this data. The moment we have it we're out of here: I want you processing
that data in preference to flying the ship, because we'll be squirting our results to
Hackett the instant we have them."
"Most of the crew know nothing about this, sir. Exceptions are
Traynor, who has inferred, and Allers, who suspects. Do I brief
them?"
"No. I'll fill them in right after I know something."
Liara affects distraction, messing with the repair on the suit breach on her right arm.
"Uh, Shepard? May I ask a thing of you?"
"What is it?"
She bites her lip. "Let me do the briefing. I would take it as a personal favour of the
kind that I ask very few of."
I nod distractedly. "Granted. I trust you to be appropriate. Edi, time estimate?"
"Ten seconds longer than it would have been if you hadn't asked
that. Hold, please!" A holographic progress bar appears on all nearby display
monitors; it's stuck on ninety-four per cent.
•

The hatch is barely closed when the Normandy leaps into full acceleration. Stealth to

the wind, we turn and burn, the galaxy behind us vanishing in the orange-white blaze
of the torch drive. The unused consoles in the war room leap into life with constantlychanging patterns as Edi unpacks everything she can of the data she's recovered, then
stabilise as she sifts out the rubbish. She drafts Tali and Javik in to help with patternmatching - there are parts of the decryption, intermediate results, that she'd benefit
from outsourcing to a perceptive mind. She doesn't bother Liara, sitting right next to
Traynor in the otherwise unoccupied conference room and holding her hand tight
enough to make her knuckles white and bringing her up to speed quickly and
earnestly and quietly. The human's nodding, saying little, and none of it with words.
They'll be online to help just as soon as they can.
Me, I'm in the CIC. Pacing, mostly, and worrying. The moment Edi confirmed that
we had the Catalyst data - government-level encryption and all - I emailed Hackett to
tell him. All I got back was orders to head for the Widow Relay and an injunction to
haul ass. Text only. There's just this horrible feeling that we're going to be too late.
That none of this is going to matter.
It's Tali who makes the first breakthrough. The key is musical. There's a mathematical
relationship in the internal structure of the music which makes the key - while
theoretically quite high-entropy - much less secure than it sounds like it should be.
Edi immediately leaps to a conclusion and feeds the decryption algorithm the piece of
music that Miranda's sister reported the terrorists talking about; luckily, she's also
smart enough that the process doesn't have the permissions to auto-delete itself upon
receiving that key. Lovely people, these - alternatively, it's a code within a code,
because anybody who has to write down their passwords or actually speak the whole
thing aloud at once probably doesn't deserve to keep such secrets. She quickly pulls
up the files from the station's media server, which she'd nabbed in passing on the
basis that there had to be a reason for so much data - they will serve as a start - but it's
far more likely that they're a red herring and the key was not physically present on the
station's servers. They can quickly calculate the amount of entropy in it to within a
few bits, which narrows down the search terms a little, but it's still hours longer than
we need.
Liara and Traynor come back in just as Edi proposes brute-forcing it, trying every
remaining combination: it's an insane amount of processing without anything more to
go on, but she's got an insane amount of processing power. Liara doesn't skip a beat,
pulls up an interface and reckons that she can speed it up by looking at the simpler
files Edi snagged at the same time as the jackpot, working out the kind of thing that
they'd use and putting a prior over the sample space, having Edi try the most likely
things first. Traynor and Tali are going to work on reverse-engineering the decrypt
algorithm, enumerating what it can't be rather than testing what it might be, given that
there's a finite solution set. Javik grins, declares he's going to pit his intuition against
their intellect and puts in a second earpiece.
•

The Destiny Ascension and the Ascension Fleet report convergence into formation,
pulled back from blockade to converge on one single launch window, one single
firing solution. About a third of the asari people's remaining military now stands in a
painfully thin-seeming line between the lumbering Citadel and the mass relay behind
them. It's moving faster than expected. The thing's now haloed in geth drones, neatly
keeping pace with it, more arriving every moment, their constant motion reminiscent
of a flock of sparrows. Sparrows controlled by one vast, distant, alien, almost
unknowable friend of mine. Quarian scouts keeping pace, standard dispersal, looking
oddly like a haphazard, undisciplined rabble of gaudily painted pirate ships. The
clipped reports on the radio give the lie to the initial impression. They might look and
act like rustbucket privateers, but no privateer would measure and broadcast this
accurate a map of the local space, down to the last micrometeorite and discarded tin
can.
Hackett stands grimly at the quarterdeck rail of his flagship, Paris. A last quick scan
of the relay sequence, a last look over the geth data showing a free and clear path to
the Widow Relay and infamy. He nods to the captain, who passes the order on. With
the geth on their side, the usual period of scouting before jumping a fleet through a
relay has already been done for them. So in one long series of streamers of plasma, a
fountain of soundless light and motion, the Crucible Fleet begins to jump in close
order.
The first dreadnought of the Heavy Fleet group drops in, the pilots making a show of
fitting perfectly in beside the turian formation. It's the Melchior, its icon on the
tactical display proudly flying the admiral's flag beside the brand new colours of its
home country on Rannoch. The second dreadnought and friends appear moments
later, doing for the human fleet what the Melchior was doing for the turians. Only
then comes the liveship Rayya, taking position beside the Destiny Ascension like a
massive draught horse standing beside a sleek thoroughbred, ninety-eight per cent of
its capacity currently empty, its vast rotating habitat modules locked down for war.
But something's wrong. The Citadel isn't where it was predicted to be. The scouts
confer. The geth volunteer to share the data. Legion's holographic or physical avatars
step forth on a dozen bridges and command centres and explain the situation in
carefully stilted tones. The initial assumptions had assumed the Citadel couldn't
possibly have the power output that they are currently seeing from its drive. There's
no known way the Citadel could be moving the speed it's moving. There's no known
way it could have an FTL engine. And yet. And yet it does. This will be close.
Onboard the Citadel, the GNN team make another emergency broadcast on their
patchwork generator. Community shelters are open and running. Shoot keepers on
sight. Don't go into the tunnels. Don't hook anything with a computer into anything
with a data port: keep everything wireless. Here are schematics for low-tech power
cells that you can recharge from a data / power port without accidentally
downloading a virus into your portable life-support generator. If you're lucky enough

to be in a shelter with a biotic, don't complain that they aren't giving you a gravity
field. You'll need their strength if there's any more sudden acceleration. If you're
lucky enough tobe a biotic, don't waste your strength improving people's quality of
life: save your energy. And don't try and be a hero by starving yourself. Stay strong.
Help is coming. Khalisah switches off the mic and waits for the light to go out on the
camera before slumping back in her chair. Someone wraps her back up in her orange
blanket and she shivers. They're using waste heat from the equipment to heat the
building, and the only lights that are on are the emergency ones. They've had to
reduce partial pressure of oxygen again. Luckily the CO2 scrubbers work with the
low-tech power cells.
Aboard her shuttle, clamped to the roof of a tower block in Zakera, Miri looks
through the report of militia strongpoints she forwarded to GNN and re-reads the
message she encoded. Get a message out on C-sec band. She hopes that her... her
family are listening to the emergency broadcasts like she would if she were in their
place. There's no way she'll find them otherwise. She refuses to think of potential
negative outcomes.
Inside what used to be a soup kitchen, Oriana finishes the last of her juice and sticks
her tongue out at Annie, who finds the concept of everyone drinking from baby
bottles and sippy cups absolutely hilarious. She's finding that she dislikes
microgravity - fine if she's in charge of it, but the feeling of near-freefall (around
point zero-one gee, not pointed straight down, and very slowly decreasing) is just
making her feel helpless and awkward and she hates it. If she weren't under strict
instructions to husband her power, she'd be walking around in point-seven or so right
now. The asari maiden who's the only other biotic inside this shelter suddenly shouts
a warning and without thinking Ori picks up her half of the inertial-damping field
across the shelter. Feels like a slowfall field. Just a slowfall field. Nngh. Carrying a
couple of mid-sized elephants and a whole car full of clowns. In the hall outside,
those that couldn't fit inside the shelter scream or hang grimly on or both as the world
tilts on its side for a good five or so seconds. In the shelter, the injured float on in
uncomfortable silence and the kids - or, at least, the ones who aren't really sure what's
going on - look in wonder at the way that the air wavers like heat-haze and the walls
glow violet before the two sweating biotics drop the field and share a worried look.
That was adeceleration. You need to drop to relativistic speed to take a mass relay.
The Citadel is coming up on the relay awfully fast, dropping quickly to approach
velocity. It's big enough to be visible on the fleet's optical and thermal telescopes
already. Following the symbolic show of solidarity, the liveship has pulled back a
thousand kilometres in accord with best tactical practice. The fleet's battle line is
mismatched, oddly armed, from the brand new state-of-the-art fluidic cannon on the
Destiny Ascension to the high-rate weapons of the turian gun platforms, the giant
low-tech tried-and-tested broadsides of the quarian dreadnoughts and the vast cloud
of tiny, highly-accurate, highly-synchronised geth drones. Nobody actually said
anything, but a vast number of individual decisions all quietly give the geth overall

fire control. (Legion freaks out when it realises that the organics have given it the
trigger to pull, just as quietly links all the guns to theDestiny Ascension's fire control
and tells Captain t'Loak to please make the call herself.)
The first frigate of the Crucible Fleet drops into the system. A sensors officer aboard
the Ascension punches the air in celebration as it arrives and draws a set of
disapproving looks. The relay is spinning up: a giant mass is arriving. Another
frigate, another. A formation of cruisers. The first of the capital ships, an escort either
side.
As a thin streamer of plasma strikes out from the relay to wash against the fore
portion of the Citadel and inside, everything still attached to what for two millennia
has been the municipal power grid blows out in a shower of sparks.
The Paris lurches with the mass-relay catch. Hackett calls up the tactical display.
Normandy is some three hours out. One way or the other, everything will be over by
the time she arrives. He shakes his head. Such is war. The fleet's in place. The
Citadel... the Citadel has begun relay-launch protocol. The clock is ticking. It's going
to be touch and go.
The Washington and the Moskva drop in above and below the Paris. As one, the
dreadnoughts begin the ponderous turn about their short axis, bringing their massive
main guns to point at the Citadel. The tactical officer gives permission and firecontrol is released to the hands of fleet control, to the hands of the captain of the
Destiny Ascension, clasped firmly behind her back as she frowns at the console. She's
got the countdown timer for the Crucible's arrival and the countdown for the Citadel's
probable jump. There's a ten-second window. Five seconds. Three. One. The window
opens. She whispers a prayer in Armali and places her palm on the control plate.
The hull of the Rayya jumps with the weapons discharge. All the lights dim for ten
seconds and the sound echoes through the vast automated greenhouses. The masseffect field that wraps the axial cannon's sandbag-sized slug wreathes the bow of the
massive vessel in blue light.
Han'Gerrel is standing, rather than sitting, on his bridge. He always does this, because
when the ship fires a broadside - so - he loves to feel it flex and shiver beneath his
feet like some vast animal. Hackett closes his eyes as the three mass accelerators of
Paris's axial rack fire in perfect synchronicity. The Ascension's weapons officer
smiles as she sees every muzzle behind her flash blue at nearly the same instant, no
matter their distance from her, as the vast rumble of the largest fluidic cannon ever
built joins the voice of this combined fleet. The sparrow-flock of drones begins its
complicated leapfrog, fire-jump-fire-jump-fire, each drone using rapid-cycle FTL to
keep up with its own bullet and fire a second and a third before the swarm drops one
solitary listening buoy and commences to run like hell. Six thousand dust grains each
equivalent to five tons of TNT, each projected to land in the same square inch of hull
for the combined equivalent of the Ascension's main weapon.

The madly spinning mass relay spikes with energy. Between the gun line and the
fleet, safely outside the collapsing shell of relativistic lead screaming towards the
Citadel, the massive bulk of the Crucible drops into relativistic space.
•

It's been two and a half hours in this meeting room, sharing it with three and a half
stinkingly dead keepers. Tevos' comm is still down and the lights have not come up
and she was the one who welded the door shut. Someone eventually managed to print
up a small wind-up LED lantern, the kind of thing that charities distribute free plans
for on colony worlds. The salarians on the committee both turned out - to everyone's
frank surprise, including each other's - to be genuine environmental lobbyists and not
any sort of spy at all. The human intern serving Tevos as stenographer, though useful
in many ways, knows her way around an omni-tool even less well than Tevos herself.
The other humans on the committee are about as much use as a pile of wet linen. And
the batarian mostly knows how to stick up for the rights of proletariats everywhere.
The small talk has got smaller and smaller and smaller and if it wouldn't be so
impolite then she'd be about ready to start punching through walls. Except that there
was a bang and a loud roaring outside about two hours ago and the matriarch thinks
that maybe there's no air out there any more.
She calls to mind once again a map of this level of the tower. The emergency suits
and masks are down the hall and on the left. She could make it that far even in the
vacuum she imagines is the worst case, as can the batarian, but if she blew the door
and there was genuinely no air on the far side then the humans and salarians would...
not fare well. She thinks she remembers how to do point-sharp warp fields, so she
could punch a tiny hole and check, but by the time you're relying on skills left idle for
centuries you're scraping the bottom of a very deep barrel indeed.
The floor rumbles, quivers. The batarian yells something that the translator renders as
an incoherent warning and Tevos stands up. The others have the good sense to cluster
around: good. The smaller the radius she needs to do the better. Both hands high, she
summons the toughest, solidest inertial-damping field that she can.
•

Khalisah feels the floor rumble and grimaces: what now?. The odious little man,
whatshisname, runs the sound desk, puts an arm around her that's meant to look
supportive; touching his wrist distastefully as if she's trying not to get cooties on her,
she firmly removes it.
And a vast shuddering roar echoes its way through the station, like thunder, like a
whole year's worth of thunder in two seconds, and the deck shakes like a drumskin
and lurches drunkenly. Something has hit the station. Something has hit the station.
She remembers presenting a documentary on the Citadel back when she was taking

anything that came along. When the station's arms are closed it's supposed to be
invulnerable. Like, nuclear weapons wouldn't do more than make the barriers wobble
a bit. The world lurches again and she's slammed back against the wall hard and she
bites the inside of her cheek and realises that this rollercoaster surge must be a relay
launch •

Oriana's playing a word game with her sister and a bunch of the kids. She stops in
mid-sentence. Even someone without biotic abilities can feel this coming, like going
over the top of a rollercoaster - she reaches out and the air takes on the curious flat
dead feeling of the damping field she's getting better and better at. This is the big one.
She opens her mouth to warn everyone and
Annelise Sandleford is used to the fact that her big sister is one of these people who
makes loud high-pitched noises. Creep up on her - which is really hard, but you can
do it while she's brushing her teeth, for example - and she will let out a squeal that
includes some noises audible only to dogs, cats and young children. And on the very,
very few occasions that Ori was genuinely convinced that she had a genuine
grievance with her parents, when there was a thing that was to her both objectively
evil and subjectively unfair, everyone in the Sandleford home was very, very aware
that Ori Sandleford was not only a decent young soprano but one with a very good
pair of healthy lungs.
But not like this. Oriana's eyes roll up in her head and the deep breath that she'd taken
comes out as a raw animal sound that burns itself into Annie's memory and ends in a
strangled sob as she convulses and Annie grabs her to stop her from floating off as
she puts her face in her hands and tries to curl up as small as she can, only that
doesn't work too well in the microgravity that she's still enforcing with gritted teeth,
and she screws the heels of her hands into her eyes and lets out precisely one more
sob and it's years and years since Annie heard her big sister cry.
Shivering, Ori breathes in again, gets a lid on it, a little bit more under control. She
pulled a muscle in her side when she screamed. Tears make little floaty bubbles in
microgravity, stick to your eyelids and try to glue them closed. She uncurls a little
and tells her sister in an unconvincing bruised voice that she's okay, and gets herself
back into her seat before suddenly realising and turning: if that felt like that to her The asari who was the other half of the shelter's defence is still sitting in her seat. Her
eyes - oh, God. Ori forces herself into action, ignores the bruised protesting burned
feeling in her hips and her wrists as she gives herself enough of a gravity field to rush
over to her. The whites of the maiden's eyes are the same blue-violet colour as the
blood that's forming a bubble over her right nostril. Well, she's breathing or the
bubble wouldn't be moving, but her airway must be filling with blood right now - it's

shockingly easy to choke to death in zero gravity - Ori extends the gravity field (ow)
and catches her as she falls forward nervelessly out of her chair and gets her on the
ground on her back. Doesn't like the crackling, snoring sound of that indrawn breath,
doesn't like it one bit - back of the asari's right hand against the opposite cheek, grab
hold of the woman's knee on that side and pull her over onto her side and she coughs
wetly and way too much blood comes out of her mouth, but better out than in, right?
She pulls up her omni-tool. First aid app.
Remain calm. The omni-tool's recorded voice is impersonal, female and very very
detached. Scanning. Remain still.
Move omni-tool as directed. A set of holographic arrows. Oriana finds herself
directed to move the 'tool's suddenly-deployed printer head slowly over the patient's
nose and mouth and it leaves behind a transparent film that anchors to her skin
around the edges and then inflates. Move omni-tool as directed. Apparently it
wants to be near the patient, but not too near. If a blanket or similar is
available, please cover patient.
Please remain calm. Please continue to breathe regularly, and sit in
whatever manner is comfortable; you are doing all you can.
Bystanders are instructed to give the patient some room, and allow
the emergency services access when they arrive. Oriana realises with a
humourless quirk of the corner of her mouth that it will have called an ambulance at
about the same time it started telling her to remain calm Everything is going to be all right. Please remain in your current
sitting position. Why is the damn thing reassuring her so much? She blinks a
couple of times. It's cold in here. If you have a coat or jacket, consider
putting it on. The emergency services will be here within. Minus
twenty-seven years and they will make everything all right again.
She is going to be all right.
Uh-huh. It's picking up on her own body's perfectly reasonable activation response
and it's thinking that she's going into shock. Absent any scans of her, it doesn't know
why, so it thinks she's the kind of stupid useless person who Oriana takes a firm hold of her breathing and wills her heart rate back to normal,
realising that the light-headedness and the sick feeling were due to slmost exactly
what the first-aid app thought, and that passing out right now would do nobody any
good. The asari - whose name she never did get around to learning - really doesn't
look good, her skin tone now closer to a pallid blue-grey than the normal powder
blue, and she's still making that sucking snoring sound as she breathes and coughs A sharp loud tone from the omni-tool makes everyone look round. Act as

directed! She's never heard the app take that tone before - it is clearly deliberately
calculated to provoke urgency without panic. She pulls the asari's shirt open and the
thing projects a red holographic dot onto the asari's skin. Move as directed!
So this is an emergency measure, just like a medical drama, and the feeling of
unreality doesn't stop her from moving surely and quickly and the 'tool deploys a
hypodermic needle as she moves it and she just hopes that her omni-tool actually has
stocks of whatever it is that the asari would use where fiction would have you believe
that a human would use epinephrine, and so Oriana is the only one here who's
prepared when the asari takes a shuddering sucking breath and convulses and fights
her and cries aloud and Ori eventually gets her back into the recovery position and
Ori's also the only one here who realises that she has absolutely no idea what she's
doing and this just feels like somewhere between a nightmare and a holodrama and
she doesn't notice that now she has spots of purple blood down her front and there's
this half-circle of kids watching sickly fascinated from as close as they dare •

Miranda has a tiny little dot of medi-gel on the corner of the fingernail on the middle
finger of her right hand. She has that dot of medi-gel there because she bit her nail a
little too deeply and it bled. The shuttle got her through the relay launch without a
problem. She's powered it as far down as she can, just core, passive sensors and life
support, and she's sitting scanning and re-scanning the C-Sec channels in the
increasingly vain hope that maybe perhaps Oriana will get a message out on one of
the few bands she'll still be able to access She misses it the first three times it appears. She's looking in the message content, not
at the headers. The fourth time it turns up it has a priority flag on it, and the
unexpected splash of colour draws her eye to the wrong part of the message and she
realises that she knows that serial number. And it's calling for an ambulance.
The scene outside the shelter in which Oriana is staring at a young asari whimpering
and choking and drowning in her own blood is pretty wretched itself. They had
warning, they knew there was going to be acceleration - everywhere they could,
they've packed themselves in or strapped themselves down or jammed themselves
into small spaces, anything to blunt the impact, and even so there are injuries.
Nothing as bad as inside - bruises, nosebleeds, the odd broken bone. And everyone's
terrified. Scared eyes turn outwards as an assault shuttle wearing Cerberus colours
abruptly appears at high speed and docks itself onto what used to be the observation
window pointed out across towards the famous view, and the hatch on the bottom
opens and a hullcutter slices a hole in the crystal and a neat circle floats free.
Miranda's good at low-grav. Sure, she still has vestigial hardwired instincts and
reflexes designed for a tree-dwelling ape, but she's never been too intellectually
attached to the concept of ceiling and floor. As far as she's concerned, it's her business
where she considers up and down to be. And so she steps easily out of the shuttle,

drops the fifteen or so yards to the shelter door in slowfall softness and pivots to land
just in front of it. Nobody's going to tell her she can't go in there, nobody's going to
turn her away. She flicks a hand through the control area and the door opens.
And she sees the scene, the closeness of the atmosphere, the warmth in here, the
tables as sickbeds, the enclosure of chairs for the youngest children (one parent each),
the older children making a half-circle, Oriana kneeling helplessly beside the only
asari in the room, omni-tool active, some kind of jailbroken paramedic application
giving her a slow steady stream of meaningless reassurances, the injured in the rest of
the room (no doctor here), a nearly-frozen tableau, and something melts inside
Miranda's chest and she directs a keen stab of loathing at the fact that her primary
emotion is relief that Oriana isn't the one dying there on the floor.
And their eyes meet and Ori's expression wavers and she asks for a little help in a
voice that makes Miranda's throat hurt and Miranda crosses the room in another
simple elegant leap.
"Diagnosis." Miranda pulls off the helmet and reads the holographic pane Oriana's
paramedic app is slightly desperately providing.
"Passed out. After the relay launch. Bleeding from the nose and mouth."
"Haemothorax, says your 'tool, she's bleeding into her chest cavity, apparently also
fluid in the lungs. I'm going to have to operate." Miranda indicates the little bruiselike spot over the asari's breastbone. "What was in that injection?"
"Don't know. She was dying. Then she screamed."
"Right." Miri's printing something up as she kneels, something a little more
substantial which she plasters across the patient's mouth and nose, attaches a feed line
from her suit. She pulls up the maiden's own omni-tool and sets it to give a live
readout of b.p, respiration and pulse: it's faster than attaching monitors. "Print me up
a vinyl mat, metre square."
"Uh." Ori sets about that while asking. "So why-"
"No sterile table, I'm going to do my best." She slices away the asari's already-abused
shirt. "You're a paramedic now?"
"Merit-badge level. Blame the VI."
"I will. Tamp your gravity field down so it stops at the top of my head, I'm going to
use thin air to lay out sterile instruments." Miri calls up a hotlist and mentally swears:
the last time she did something like this she'd had Edi helping her pick out what she
wanted, and this VI agent's a bit poor. She prints a selection of tools and 'throws' a
design to her sister: "Print me like five of these, then a new one every time I use

them, recycle the old ones and keep them coming. The 'tool's recycler will kill any
dirt."
"What is it?"
"Swab. No suction. This is going to be a bit mediaeval." She dabs something against
the side of the asari's arm, then gives her a shot of something, watches her
haphazardly spiking vitals start to drop. Takes the clean, white, rolled mat from
Oriana and slides it underneath the patient. Pulls off her suit gloves and leaves them
hanging, moves her hands like she's washing them and the omni-tool prints a pair of
sterile gloves straight onto them.
"Can I, uh?"
"You are." She places a couple of little transducers on the asari's chest and belly,
hangs a microscope in midair and leaves the holographic representations of the
ultrasound scan and optical image in the air next to one another. "Gravity field. Give
me one point zero, please, I work best in Earth-standard. Thanks. Look, glove your
hands. Hold the solid end of the swab, put the soft end where I point when I say,
replace when not absorbent, don't freak."
"Right."
Miri raises her voice a bit. "Audience. Back off. Final warning." The kids retreat
maybe two feet. She pulls a scalpel down from midair.
Oriana was prepared for a lot of blood. There's actually less than she was expecting.
Miranda is using something to keep bleeding down where she can, every trick she
knows, given that she doesn't have any asari blood to give this woman. Couple of
times she says "Suction" when she means "Swab".
Miranda also doesn't mention that she's mostly qualified to work on humans, and
much of her knowledge of asari physiology is theoretical, but trauma medicine is
very similar between the two species. She can see the problem on the scans - or she
can see a problem, a life-threatening problem requiring immediate surgery, anyway One of the scanner windows pulses amber and chimes and Miranda doesn't swear, but
what she does do is take a hand off what she's doing to inject something directly into
a vein. That caused a different chime, but she's less concerned. She's already cutting
corners here, as many as she dares. She isn't sure that she's got a cause rather than a
symptom. The patient needs equipment they don't have, she needs life support and all
she's got is a pressurised breathing mask with a higher oxygen partial pressure, and
that mask is doing her breathing for her right now. Drain the blood and the fluid, it
comes out under pressure, heart-stopping moment as she thinks she nicked an artery,
but no. Start to close up. So much blood. More than there should be. Still bleeding.
Much more of this and all Miranda will have done is change the cause of death. A

little medi-gel, battlefield-style, can substitute for an autosuture she can't have
because this isn't a modern operating theatre. More familiar with battlefield medicine
anyway. A tiny spray of it down the tube into the chest cavity. The nanomachines
know what they're doing. The tiny lump will dissolve eventually, it's not unsafe to
use. And then using medi-gel means she can close up very fast - she has to push
Oriana's swab away with her fingers as she sprays the area with the gel, the only
proper surgical-white substance around here if you don't count Miranda's own suit, on
which the blood beads and runs off like water from a duck's back. Just like battlefield
medicine.
But on a battlefield, she'd likely have triaged this one as too far gone. But the
incision's closed now, a hard neat little patch that's shrinking as she looks at it as the
medi-gel pulls the wound closed. "Okay. Now it's pretty much just keep the life
support on and hope: there isn't much more we can do without a fully-equipped..."
But she doesn't like that cardiac trace. And of course her suit air, which the girl's
breathing at twice the rate Miri would herself, isn't unlimited and is coming via an
umbilical. Scanner says that she got most of the fluid drained, but the ultrasound still
doesn't look good - almost like it's refilling as she looks at it, even though there's
medi-gel in there which should be closing torn blood vessels in fractions of a second.
No sign of the actual cause of the injury. Why is there so much bleeding?
Goddammit, this would be working if this was a human patient. Just going through a
relay unshielded wouldn't do this to a person, even to an asari - she looks around at
the room, at the two who are the only biotics in here and almost the only able-bodied
people, at the room full of kiddies and injured folk, and down at the asari whose body
seems just determined to kill her any way it can Terrible thought. "How did her eyes look?" She'd check, right, but her hands are
somewhat occupied. She's almost convinced the lungs are just starting to fill again,
and this internal bleeding didn't have the cause she thought it did Ori doesn't look up from her task of recycling one swab while using another to sop up
the blood that is trying to escape around the thin white line that's all the medi-gel
patch now looks like. "Uh. Bloodshot? Like, reallybloodshot, like there was blood in
the whites or something?"
"Damn." She makes a face - just made the connection, but like hell is she saying that
- "Capillaries. The ones in the asari brain aren't the weakest, it's the ones in the eyes
and the lungs, this is what an asari gets instead of a stroke. Acute, so, really serious
hypertension would do it, I guess. Was she holding a barrier or damping field or that
sort of thing when we went through the relay?"
Oriana sounds like someone repeating herself for the hard of thinking. "On half the
room, yes."
Mind racing. "Okay, right, well, she's not dead yet. I think we're going to have to - oh

- shit, she's-" A window shrills urgently and turns red even as Miri makes a quick run
down her mental checklist of options, quicker than the VI to work out that her patient
is crashing, drops what she's doing to swap her omni-tool into a new configuration.
One with a single electrode, which she puts high on the left side of the girl's chest.
Other hand off the patient. "Clear!"
Ori jerks back at the speed of a striking cobra as her sister triggers the thing and both
of them feel the involuntary biotic pulse from the patient (Ori winces). Nothing. Miri
repeats the warning and the pulse. A third time. A thready, irregular rhythm arises and
Miranda starts to breathe easy - the heart beats for, two, three, four seconds, four and
a half, and then the signal comes apart into noise.
Miranda makes an angry noise in the back of her throat and dials up a - starts to - this
woman's crashed once already, a second dose would surely - an asari doctor could
just She closes her eyes for a long moment and turns off the high-pressure
superoxygenated air feed that was giving the semblance of breathing and life to the
corpse in front of her.
And Oriana bursts into tears.
•

Javik arrives at the encryption key before Edi does. She good-naturedly blames the
Illusive Man for being too predictable. It is the second part of Oxygene by JeanMichel Jarre, from seven minutes forty to fifteen minutes forty-eight, from one
particular digitisation of the original 1976 recording. Traynor hugs Tali; Edi takes
notes on how she does that and why. She does this while reconnecting the Prothean
VI to this datastore and following the critical logic path to receiving a full dump of
the data on what a catalyst is.
There's a pause. It's only a few clock cycles, but it's significant. It's the equivalent of
Edi dropping her mouth open and staring in blank horror. Another pause, this one of a
whole three hundred milliseconds, as she diverts a ton of processing power to her
simulation software and feeds it her best model of this specific person's behaviour
that she has just to make sure that she gets the consequences right. She scrolls around
the likelihood landscape looking for any kind of outcome that she likes and she can't
find a one. It's at times like these that Edi envies the organics, with their ability to
perturb their mental state by changing the oxygenation of their blood or deliberately
biting a lip for pain signals. Even organic signs of distress serve a purpose, a coping
strategy that she doesn't have. Hence the research on hugs.
She perturbs her state-of-mind vector, the equivalent of taking a deep breath. In the
war room, she's aware that it's been nearly half a second now and all four of her
assistants are looking expectantly at her display. On the bridge, she takes the time to

sit her mobile platform unexpectedly next to Jeff and put her hand
uncharacteristically on his arm. He looks at her and smiles. The library doesn't have
an expression that would adequately convey her emotion and there's no time to write
one, so she just squeezes very gently. He covers her hand with his and that tiny
gesture of support is enough.
She sets her mobile body on mostly-automatic and moves her resources back to the
war room. "Ladies and gentlemen, I have it." The expressions of relief aren't
going to last long. "And we have a problem."
•

"My captain, this is the war room." There's an odd note to Tali's voice, a
rough edge.
"Shepard here. Give me the bad news."
"We've decoded it, my captain. We have the f-full picture."
"And we don't have a catalyst?"
"Uh. We uh. John, can you come here please?"
I enter the war room and then Tali is at my side taking my hand. That's a serious
breach of her people's social rules, not just a public display of affection, but a
recognition of another's physical presence - I realise that the rest of the room is
looking at me with that careful look you give the man who just walked into the room
naked - "What's going on?"
Five people try to speak at once. Javik's the only one with the arrogance to keep
talking after the rest have stopped. "We have a point of failure, Shepard. The Catalyst
is hard to replace - though we do have one - fragile and comparatively easily
destroyed, the whole setup very much the kind of thing my ancient kinsmen would
love and I would hate the guts out of."
So if looks could kill, Javik would be a shadow on the wall right about now from at
least two directions and probably from Edi's camera as well. Tali's voice has knifesharp edges. "What the Prothean means is that it was designed to
require, ah, sacrifice. The aiming technology is ridiculous. The uh.
The target is two centimetres across and the range is ten-to-the-six
metres max. It's like going target shooting at the range and hitting
a target you couldn't resolve with an optical microscope." She
swallows. "The target is a Reaper I/O node attached to a, uh, a brain
or brainlike system that isn't under their control. The beam ideally
needs to go through less than ten kilograms of matter on its way to

the system, which, uh, evaporates. The pulse has a kill radius of
only two thousand metres and needs to hit a Reaper-connected QEC and
if it does that it propagates. It comes in over the nonlocal
communicator and overloads the hardware."
"So what does it kill?"
"Roughly speaking, minds with the appropriate hardware interface.
Reapers, clearly, anything Reaper-built that they can control, which
is all their weapons we've found; geth, if they don't avoid the
pulse, same unfortunately with Edi. Quarians, if they don't know
it's coming and turn off the nerve tap in their suit. People with
certain rare sorts of medical prostheses. It will cause the mass
relays to reset themselves, but they aren't thinking individuals so
they can't die. It's pretty targeted."
"And this I/O system thing - we have one?"
"Yes." Her grip tightens painfully. "Just one of you."
I suppose I should feel something just now. Satisfaction that we've got a way to hurt
them. Fear of what it is. Of death. Apprehension. Numbness. Incomprehension.
Something. I don't. It's like a dream. I nod.
Liara takes up the thread. "So, obviously, we need some level of consent before we
release this, if we, i-if we do."
I look at Tali. "It's not even a question. How do we get me to where?"
Tali can't speak. Javik answers. "Top of the Citadel. Just over the Seat of Light - the
Council Chamber. And we fly you. Land on the outer hull just over the Pinnacle."
I raise my eyebrows. "EVA in the middle of a fleet engagement, with everything
hostile within a thousand kilometres gunning for me? I'm tough, but I think that even
I might be troubled by being a grease-stain within a half-second. Even one of our
shuttles has more than ten kilos of metal between space and your head."
"Inside." Tali's voice is soft, bruised. "The Council Chamber has a thin
enough roof. That lens and diffuser are far less dense than
hullmetal, and there's vacuum on the other side. And it's an
'ideally' not a 'must' - in theory you just need to be within two
kilometres of the Pinnacle Tower."
I sweep my eyes over all of them. "I am going to need to sell this to Hackett, and I

don't much fancy selling a change of plan with one single nearly human point of
failure. Do we get the original plan as a fallback if this fails?"
Tali nods. "It requires a deliberately staged energy release. The
interface components that they couldn't identify, but built because
they figured they had to be the Catalyst interface. But if we don't
fire it the one way, we can fire it the other."
"But once the decision's taken to fire, it turns a guaranteed bad-but-not-impossible
situation into a definite win or a definite lose?" I shake my head. "We have three
hours to come up with something better. I'm at your disposal, if you want to have a-"
"You can do me one thing, John." Liara nods marginally, her eyes a little over-bright.
"You can tell us all goodbye properly -"
"For fuck's sake, Liara." Tali squeezes my hand but I carry on anyway. "If we can't in
three hours come up with a better plan than one dreamt up by a Prothean dramatist
who'd never seen a fleet engagement in his life, then I promise you all that I will find
some time to fit in just as much melodrama as we all can eat."
Tiny frown from the asari. "John, you are being unfair."
"Really? This plan is pretty close to desperation and insanity. One guy in the right
place at the right time, one shot at this or we all die, one perfect shot to save the
galaxy? If it weren't being given to me by the smartest, most dedicated individuals I
know, I'd be asking them to pull the other one and calling them six different sorts of
crazy. But you guys are smarter than me." I shrug helplessly. "Call it."
"You are delegating the decision? But it is your life that we are
talking about 'calling'. Your death we would be requiring." Edi's tone
is perfectly neutral, which means that she's too emotional to process the required tone
of voice.
"I risk my life every time I go into battle. And it's not like I'd be the only one to die in
the battle. Am I worth more than them? To paraphrase my friend Thane - I consider
that foreknowledge of death is only a curse if you don't go out in a blaze of glory.
Otherwise it's a blessing, because it let you say goodbye." I shake my head. "Don't
consider my life a cost. Run it, call it, get back to me. We do what gives us the best
chance."
"There's no need to take time discussing. We know there's no viable
alternative." Tali looks at the others. "A-anyone who feels that this plan
is not the best option, let them speak."
Liara looks at Tali like she's taken leave of her senses. "But he's your, uh-"

"Hst." Tali takes a sharp breath in and out. Distinct feeling of bared teeth. "I am
not a child, [my sister]. Let me find my own objection or lack
thereof and be at my own peace." She drops my hand to take a step towards
Liara. "D'you have a way that this does not need to happen?"
"No." A little shake of the head. She actually shrinks back, stepping closer to Traynor.
"No." She swallows the lump in her throat. "No. I don't have the right to say we
should do this, but I don't have an answer if we don't."
"'Kay. Javik?" The Prothean inclines his head and says nothing. "Traynor?"
Surprised and slightly terrified to be included, the comm officer gives a little shake of
the head. "Edi?"
"I abstain. Please, Tali, do not force me to speak." The impact of the
words amplified, if anything, by their very flatness.
Tali turns on her heel to face me. "In three or even five hours, John, we
can't build a system that can interface with a Reaper that they
can't just move in and take over. I think the guys we blew up on
Sanctuary probably could have, but they hated us and now they're
dead. I think the only ones that exist are the one Cerberus must own
- that they built when you managed to successfully make yourself
more trouble for them than you were worth - and the one in your
brainstem implant. Get used to being the Catalyst. And we need to
call-"
So of course that's the time for the incoming-message alert to chime on the comm
console. Traynor calls it up and looks it over, reading nearly as fast as Miranda might.
And sits down, hard. "Excuse me?"
Tali turns and stares hard, but it is I who respond - "Carry on?"
She tries to keep her voice level and fails. "Communication from the, the Paris. The
Citadel just, um, jumped at the Widow Relay. Crucible discharge successully
aborted." Her hands are shaking. She takes them away from her console's control area
and clasps them together to stop them shaking. "They were going to fire-"
"But they didn't." Liara is reading the message as well, a little closer than she has to
be, an excuse to put her hand on the human's shoulder and Sam grabs her wrist and
shows little sign of letting go. "Legion reports Widow, Vanitas, Exodus, Arcturus and
Charon Relays have spun up to the necessary energy. That means..."
"Earth." I nod grimly. "At least it's not heading for Khar'shan and the batarians, where

we have no assets. My guess is they've noticed the humans taking a coordination role
in the resistance, human media focusing on keeping everyone together, humans in
charge of the Crucible project - me, too, I guess - and they're looking to make an
example, start with us on purpose. Where does Hackett want us?"
"We're staging at Exodus, sir. And from the number of acknowledgements I'm reading
here, so is everyone else."
•

The holocom room. Liara, Javik, Garrus, Tali and I form one half of the circle.
Images of Admiral Hackett, Urdnot Wrex, Captain Aurelia, Spectre Bau and Admiral
Anderson form the other. Anderson's presenting.
"The picture you're looking at here was taken from a civilian light
aircraft a hundred kilometres south of Nairobi." A pile of wreckage,
broken spacecraft, half a dreadnought, dead cars, and even what looks like a severely
damaged Reaper destroyer. There are five Reapers in shot: three of the skyscrapersized destroyers dwarfed by one of the giant Sovereign-class capital ships and one
wider, squatter thing that I don't recognise, but Javik appears to. "That was two
weeks ago. We figured that this must be some kind of recycling plant
and started keeping an eye on it in case they did anything strange.
Well, strange doesn't come close."
A second picture. Different camera. Blurred. "Sorry about the quality -" the
image clears up, becomes pin-sharp as Edi works a little magic - "thanks. This
picture was taken by a ground team three days ago." Two giant shining
steel blades rise straight up from the savannah in a hauntingly familiar pattern. There
are now seven Reapers in the picture, some of them recognisably the same
individuals as before.
"As far as we can tell, that scrapyard was a giant heap of
nanomachines. This is what they've been building. Now, we've no idea
what this is, but what it sure as hell is is unusual. We have no
other reports of any fixed Reaper emplacements anywhere else on the
planet. Hell, the only other fixed Reaper structures we know of are
the mass relays and Citadel. The other nanomachine swarms that we've
been able to find have just been breaking down refined metals and
reassembling them into easily transported parts. The only common
theme that we can determine about everything they piled up here is
that it had-"
Javik interrupts. "An element zero core."

The admiral looks at him with that expression of uncritical trust I've seen on the faces
of so many people meeting Javik for the first time. Take the Prothean's advice,
because he bears the wisdom of the ancients. The look that lasts until they hear him
talk. "You've seen this before?"
Javik shakes his head. "Not precisely. But the rest of us standing with me, if they
think about it a little? They have. Edi, call up recording Ilos-4, timestamp-"
"One hour forty-eight minutes. Fascinating. You are right." A window
appears between us and grows to visibility with a slight flourish. The pixelated feed
of the gun-camera from a Mako, interrupted every couple of seconds by the blue flash
of main cannon discharge. Geth armatures, fifteen feet at the shoulder, give scale to
the massive cavern into which the little tank is driving at full speed. Straight towards
a pair of giant shining steel blades rising from the floor, a blue glow emanating from
between them at the base.
Javik opens his upper right eye wide, mimicking the human mannerism of a raised
eyebrow. "The Ilos Relay. Where do you think my kinsmen got the plans? I am not
certain of my conclusion. It could be for some other purpose. But what it is especially because from those coordinates you gave me, it is dead-on your planet's
equator - is a method of getting things up your gravity well on the cheap. Like a
space elevator without a cable."
Anderson nods slowly. "That would explain why the Reaper traffic we're
tracking seems to be leading there. They're not building a massive
complex - they're breaking down raw materials and bringing them to
that makeshift relay for transport... somewhere. Their tactics are
inefficient as all hell, either for obtaining raw materials or for
killing people. But they're not a million miles from what the
Collectors were doing." He curls his lip. "Except that the Collectors
tranquilised people first. I'd be willing to bet that this is where
they're going to be taking captured population."
Wrex butts in. "Makes sense. It's a lot like what they were doing on
Palaven. Trying to to herd the population rather than kill them.
Taking advantage of turian psychology - run to your burrow and pull
a rock over the door - to put all the refugees in one place. Hell,
it's what they were doing with Citadel. Don't need any psychology to
see why they're bringing Citadel to Earth first - look at the
demographics. Vast number of human refugees on there, single largest
ethnic group. Turians ran to places run by turians. Asari didn't
run, they hid. Salarians stood and died rather than lead their
killers to their family. Humans went looking for charity."

Aurelia shrugs. "Similarly on Thessia. The collaborators have claimed
that nobody who lays down their arms will be harmed provided they
are within the Serrice Republic - and as far as we can make out,
they've kept their word."
"You treat with indoctrinated collaborators, asari?" The Prothean's voice is
somewhere between disgust and outright hostility. Garrus frowns. Liara bristles.
"No, ancient one. I don't. But unlike some present, I refuse to
murder innocents-"
"Nobody who surrenders to the Reapers can be called innocent-"
I don't raise my voice. "As you were, Javik." The reprimand is directed at my
teammate, but I'm looking at Aurelia when I say it.
"Sir." Javik's tone manages to imply that I'm only barely holding his leash. The asari
captain regains her composure as quickly as it left. Liara, at my side, unclenches her
fists and takes her eyes firmly off the Prothean.
Anderson clears his throat. "So. The Reapers are building an ersatz mass
relay and it looks like the one that the Protheans built to reach
the Citadel. No other Reaper-invaded planet has one. Meanwhile, the
Citadel is on its way to the Charon Relay. Is that a coincidence?"
Hackett speaks. "We have to assume that it is. We can't build our plan
on 'maybe'. We have precisely one shot at this."
"But we can surely set up to take advantage of it." Anderson presses on.
"Earth is a big place - there aren't enough Reapers to hit all of
our logistics chains, and the moment I realised this place was
important to the Reapers I started putting together an army in
Kenya. I've got a reasonable amount of manpower and we're not as
short on materiel as you'd think. The main problem is fuel - we're
using a lot of pre-contact equipment - but I hear where this isn't a
battle of attrition we're talking about."
Hackett inclines his head. "You seriously think that you can take and hold
that place?"
Anderson nods grimly. "Can we take it? We can give them a bloody nose,
that's for certain. They will see us coming, and ground troops are

basically useless against their capital ships, but every destroyer
they pull down to defend their precious relay is a destroyer that
isn't up there shooting at the fleet. And we outnumber their ground
forces and, well, old-fashioned tanks and artillery are effective
against Reaper brutes and cannibals in battlefield engagements. More
so, even, than modern kit."
Wrex gives half a smile. "And while I think I know the answer - what
about the big bastards? The giant walkers? The destroyers and other
capitals?"
"Our only option for killing a true Reaper, without orbital support,
is nuclear weapons - bring anything that can hurt a Reaper within
line of sight of it and it'll slag it with a laser, but they have no
special ability to detect bombs. Unfortunately, of course, that's
not an option on either ground that they control or ground that we
want to take, and this is both. But if you can get your shiny
dreadnoughts inside the orbital bombardment window? I can get you
about ten thousand forward observers."
The asari captain blanches. "You would seriously ask us to fire upon your
homeworld? The ecological damage -"
"-Is nothing compared to what's already been done. How d'you think
we killed that Reaper you saw on that scrapheap - our bare hands? If
Earth ends up looking like Tuchanka, well, I won't be happy. But if
every crater in the landscape of my homeworld reminds me of a dead
Reaper? I can live with that, captain. So can we all." He takes a deep
breath. "Getting back on-topic. I was talking with Edi about this, and
she was running simulations, and based on all the previous tactical
data we've got? We can take that place. But we can't hold it."
She frowns minutely. "What is the problem? Their capitals are between
hammer and anvil if they bring them down the gravity well, and once
we have frigates near the planet, they can't launch drop pods faster
than we can slag them."
I answer. "The Reapers are holding back, fighting effectively a phoney conflict,
playing dumb. Legion and Edi agree with my gut analysis on this one - they think
they're in control and they're trying to achieve secondary objectives like scaring the
crap out of the troops. But they're equipped to fight war in a fashion that we can't
even attempt to match." I clear my throat. "At some point during proceedings, we will

begin to scare our opponents. They will stop believing that success is a foregone
conclusion and things will get suddenly real. And at that point, based on what we saw
when we first encountered Reaper forces - the Collectors - based on what they could
do? Our ground forces will be toast within minutes. Imagine thirty thousand biotic
adepts controlled by a single unifying intelligent mind. For this plan to work, we need
to execute faster than they realise where they need to drop the hammer."
Hackett strokes his beard. "So it's a case of an armoured spearhead
pointed at the relay, with orbital support. Whether or not we're
certain of where it goes, they will have to respond to the attack if
they value the place: it makes a damn fine diversion. We punch a
hole to the relay and we project force through it, wherever it goes.
We don't need to hold the objective. There's no reason we can't pull
all of this off. Shepard."
"Sir."
"You will insert via the route that's most likely to work. The
Normandy will retain stealth and will not participate in the initial
fleet engagement, save to coordinate; we will work to misdirect the
enemy concerning its deployment and your own position. You'll
default to insertion via a breach in the Crucible, but you retain
maximum tactical flexibility as long as you can. You get the
catalyst to the Presidium Tower, bug out if possible, we fire the
Crucible." He doesn't know what the catalyst actually is. He just knows that we
only have the one.
"And when we can't get to the Tower, sir?"
"I think I'm right in saying you've got a team member with a QEC in
its - in her - head? With the other end in your comms hub?" I nod. "So
she has access to both ends of this problem. If either end runs into
trouble, we call plan B and fire in a hurry, with her targeting." He
raises his eyebrows. "And if the catalyst is destroyed or the Crucible
can't get within a thousand klicks of the Citadel? I have Council
authorisation. We call plan C, fire anyway, short pulse, broad
focus. And God help us all."
•

All stations, this is Commander Shepard, SR-2 Normandy, Spectre. If you need more
of an introduction, you haven't been paying attention.

All fleets have now reported their readiness. The combined might of the Alliance
stands beside the asari Ascension Fleet, beside the full measure of the strength of the
quarian Migrant Fleet, beside the Second, Third, Sixth and Seventh Legions of the
turian, krogan, volus and elcor races, beside the Final Intervention Unit of the
salarian STG, beside the largest mobilisation of geth hardware in history. Beside the
joint endeavour of all our species, the endeavour of the ancient Protheans, the design
that comes to us as the last legacy of the resistance against the Reapers, stretching
back as far into the darkness of history as we know how to see: the Crucible.
Seven weeks ago I stood before the ruins of my home and beside my good friend
Admiral David Anderson and he gave me an order. An order to go from that place and
save everything I could, and gather everything I could, to call everyone to stand in
line and face the invaders side by side. And to come back with the strength to defeat
the things that stalked through the ashes of our cities, the things that thought that they
could tell us to roll over and die and we'd obey them. And today a galaxy stands
united at the side of my people and I am humbled.
Our destination is the Charon Relay. Sol system, in my language 'the sun', the cradle
of my species. The Reapers have seen what we have done, have seen that all of us
stand together, and they have chosen this place to make an example.
Heh. And so have we.
Our enemies think we're losing this war. They look at our slowly decreasing numbers,
they look at the long odds that each one of us has seen, has faced, has already
overcome time and again, and they think that by slow inches we're being beaten.
They know by now what we look like when we're hard pressed, the way we stand up
and fight when our backs are against the wall. They look at the fleet that we have
gathered here today - they look at the Crucible - and they see us in the last ditch.
They see one last push, one last attempt, one last stand, one final attempt to hurl our
fury in the teeth of the great beast before it consumes us forever. One final time when
our united voices cry with proud defiance that we shall not go quietly into the night.
It's no secret that some of us aren't going to see the day after tomorrow. Some of us
aren't going to live to see the galaxy that met the Reapers and broke them. Perhaps I
will be one of them. The Reapers have been responsible for so much pain, so much
destruction, so much death. Not just today. Not just in our time. But in an endless
cycle that stretches back into the darkness of the ages. But to end that? To break the
cycle? This is what we were born for. This is why we are. This is the generation that
stood up and said this far and no further. And if I must drown the bastards in my
blood then that is what I will do. If I must choose between victory and my life then
there is no choice to make.
And this morning I want you to understand that our enemies have got it
fundamentally wrong. This is not our last stand. This is not the end of our strength.
This is not one last, final anything. And if anything is going to break today, it will be

the Reapers.
This is the day that it all changed. This is the day when we turned ourselves around,
stopped running, stopped fighting an endless series of defensive actions, stopped
merely fighting to stay alive and went on the attack. This is the day when the storm
broke, and passed, and we were unbowed. This is not the end. This is not the end of
us, and this is not the end of them. But maybe it's a start.
And there will come a point tomorrow, if the Reapers are as smart as I figure, when
those bastards figure out what we are doing, and in that moment they will realise that
just maybe they are not going to win. There will come a point, and I don't know when
it is, when they open their blinkered eyes and look up at us raining hellfire down
upon them and they will learn fear. And they will put their backs to the wall and they
will begin to fight not to win but to survive. And the harder they fight, and the more
they try to get to us, and the more they deploy, the more scared they will become.
And maybe they will become desperate. And maybe they will try to surprise us. And
in that moment you and I will stand firm against their last, desperate assault. And it is
we who will surprise them.
Because the big secret is that we have already won. There is no way that we can
emerge from today's engagement as other than the victors. I would not have come
before the leaders of every species with a plan that had a chance of failure. When we
arrive in the Sol system, when we drop out of FTL in the orbit of the blue planet my
ancestors named Earth, we will already have sealed our victory. And what we will be
fighting for is the shapeof that victory. We are fighting to save lives. My friends, I
have already assured for you the shape of today. The shape of tomorrow I leave in
your capable hands.
Look to your formation leaders for individual direction. Updates and further tactical
communication will be handled by channels already prearranged.
SR-2 out.

•

"Knock, knock?" Traynor's standing at a pretty decent impression of parade rest a
respectful distance behind my seat in the CIC.
"Who's there?" I turn around, give an attempt at a smile and it is returned unopened.
"Sit down, Traynor. What's eating you?"
"Not me, sir." She swallows, remains right where she is. "I'm actually staggeringly
OK, under the circumstances, I, just, um. Tell me if you didn't mean what you said
about going and being melodramatic, so I can arrange people's off-shift time before

the operation. I know you've briefed everyone, but you haven't said goodbye, and I
think that a couple of the crew are wondering if you were going to."
I nod and sit back a little. "I'm actually hiding from that right now, if you can believe
it."
"I'm sorry, sir. I can't imagine how hard this must be."
"It's not really that." I look across at the turbolift door. I know damn well that Tali is
in main engineering making sure everything is spotless. That Garrus is recalibrating
the main gun for the last time, and Vega is taking out the bottle of tequila he bought
on the Citadel and giving it a good long hard stare before putting it back in his
footlocker and hitting the gym. "Like you said, actually staggeringly OK. But none of
the people I'm going to say goodbye to are going to see it like that." I meet Traynor's
eyes. "You and Liara are, uh, still seeing one another?"
She colours slightly and nods asari-fashion. "Sir."
"I... owe her. A debt I can never repay. She was the one who saved my life. The one
who got my body to Cerberus to rebuild me You knew that?" Traynor shakes her head
slightly. "And I'm about to move the account further in the wrong direction. It's going
to hurt her for the rest of her life that I had the bad manners to go and waste all her
effort in saving me."
"That's not how I see it, sir, and she's cleverer than I am."
"I'm not going to argue it. Maybe I'm projecting. But I'm not going to be able to pay
her back." I blink a couple of times. "You have a very good person there. Someone
very - Someone who is rewarding to know, who will return every ounce of goodness
you can put into her life twice over." I pause, grasping for words. "Treat her well,
Sam. She deserves it."
"Sir." Traynor looks away quickly, sits down. "D'you know where my parents lived?"
"Lived?"
"Afraid so. RAF Brize Norton, subsidised flat. My dad was middle management. I
may have happened finally to get the courage together to glance at a map. For no
readily discernible reason, the Reapers that came down in London hit Woodstock
with a big gun as part of their initial barrage, when Earth was first hit. The shot would
have come in nearly horizontally and been visible across much of the UK." She
shivers. "Four mile crater, twenty mile radius-of-total-devastation. Oxford is going to
be on the side of a large circular lake when we rebuild it." Turns in the chair to look
at me. "I never had very many loved ones, sir. I don't think there's much danger of me
taking someone for granted." That expression is supposed to be a smile. "But, but I

did hear your words and I will, just - look, permission to speak freely, sir?"
"Granted. Of course."
She takes a deep breath. "Two things. A: don't tell me, tell her. If you owe her so
much, th-then tell her. Even if, especially if she knows. And B?" She bites her lip. "If
she doesn't come back alive, sir, then I-I'll find some way to find you wherever you
are and give you a damn good slap, sorry, I shouldn't have said that. But if you feel
there's anything you owe her, um, or me? Then when you go out in your blaze of
glory, make sure she gets out of the way." She looks down. "Sir."
•

Liara opens the door of the flag office and I follow her in. She hasn't been sleeping in
here: it's too neat. She has me take a seat but she makes no move to sit down herself.
The wall full of displays is set to show a starfield, an amber moon visible in the top
right corner. Does little for me.
She half-turns and I remember another night, on Ilium, when she asked me to ask her
to throw everything away and I refused. Her face is in shadow.
Eventually she speaks. "We are all taught it, by our mothers, usually, in our early
teens. We ask how old some alien is and we're given a shockingly low answer, or a
non-asari friend of the family comes over after only a few years and the tiny increase
in their age weighs on them like a lead straightjacket." That might be a smile. "I was
a bit of an oblivious child, you might say - I was twenty when a salarian friend
emailed me to tell me of the birth of his first brood of grandchildren. He was twentytwo.
"And so I asked my mother why Sur'kesh didn't fill right up, with the salarians
breeding maybe once each ten years. And she explained the population controls, and I
nodded, and emigration, and I nodded, and imagined a galaxy full of salarians. And
then she mentioned that without modern medical care, they'd live twenty years and
breed at ten." A sad smile. "And I cried to know that the affable man who bought me
my first real grown-up book would not live to see me graduate from high school."
"It's something that's a little hard to imagine."
"Mm. We don't talk about it very much. But every one of us must learn, and young, to
let people go. The way our mothers speak of it, you let go or you will never again be
out of mourning. It's why we don't do funerals, current fashions notwithstanding."
"Liara -"
"John." She swallows. Still not really looking at me. "I want you to know that I'm
going to be unable to take that advice. There's a thing that we often feel moved to say.
A thing we shouldn't say if it's not true, and it's this. As long as I live. A year is twenty

per cent of forever when you're five. I have a hundred and nine of them and if you fall
tomorrow I'll probably have about nine hundred more, and my memory's really little
better than your own. You're thirty-seven. Do you yet remember the people you knew
when you were five?" Liara's voice tails off and she puts her hand over her mouth.
"I think I understand."
She clasps her hands behind her back. I can hardly make out her voice. "I loved you
once, John. I still do, a little, I think. I do not see how that can change just because
you are marginally less present than you are today. As long as I live, your name will
not be forgotten. They will - not remember you poorly. Not as long as I have
strength."
"Liara." I stand up, I come to be beside her. "I'm not good at this. If it weren't for you
I would not have made it half this far. I - I owe you, despite your protestations I do,
and I want you to know that. I'm only alive - we're only around to try this - because
you once put an outside chance of saving my life over your own safety and
livelihood. I don't deserve you. I never have." I clear my throat. "And if you never get
out of mourning then I will damn well come back and haunt you."
She tries to laugh. "Deal."
"I'm going to say this to Garrus as well, but look after them, Liara. Tali especially.
She says she understands, but it's as fake as a four-credit piece. She is not going to get
along so well without me."
She turns and looks at me very seriously. "To the best of my ability, John."
I hug her, carefully, and she doesn't cry, carefully, and my right shoulder joint hurts
when I move it.
•

Garrus is working on the Thanix battery. He seems to have discarded all his previous
work and he's about ninety per cent through reassembling something important from
scratch by hand. I give him the full briefing, and he's finished by the time I've stopped
talking; he nods matter-of-factly as if I was giving him some kind of shopping list,
then grins. "Damn, Shepard, do you do nothing small?"
"Heh. You feel like elaborating on that a little?"
He swings up from underneath the console and takes a seat on a box. "I get an
unjustified promotion, it's tribune. You do, it's Spectre. I have an evil nemesis, it's
some renegade doctor or a man who killed eight good people and ran. You do, it's a
damn Reaper who wants your whole species dead. I make a last stand for a moral
cause, it's selling ten centuries' lives dearly on Menae." He straightens a little. "You
do, it's a blaze of glory that's gonna take those metal bastards and whup their asses all

the way to hell."
"It's not what I'm going to call a first-tier plan, Garrus. One single point of failure. So
much resting on one person."
Garrus nods. "And it doesn't fit with the words 'one person' in there. But swap it for
'John Shepard' and it makes perfect sense. It's straight out of the propaganda. It's
unbelievable. But you always were. A plan I wouldn't believe with anyone else at the
head, [I'll carry the damn eagle for] if it's you. The rules don't apply to you, Shepard.
The world works differently around you."
I shake my head. "You don't believe that."
He clacks his mandibles. "The alternative is believing that we're completely screwed.
No, listen. We cheered for Palaven, but that doesn't mean our brains fell out. We
know. We know, John. There are six legion-strength fighting units left out of twentyfive, and a quarter of our starship crews are volus and most of our ground troops and
field commanders are krogan, and everyone's working beside people that three
months ago would have been considered practically foreigners. We're not beaten,
because a turian is only beaten when he has been rendered to dust. Sure, the shipyards
are clear and running flat-out, we're not going to be this low forever, and we've got all
the volunteers a man could ever want. But we couldn't pull off another victory like
that for twenty years." He fixes me with coal-black eyes. "And if you think your
homeworld looks bad, [sir], have a look at the new map they put out of mine."
"We will beat them, Garrus."
"Yeah." He nods. "And I'm going to live. I'm going to live because I got news along
with that map. My line doesn't end with me. I have a little sister, commander, I
believe I said once. She's finally decided to get married, the swearing-in is in three
weeks' time and I should really get around to putting in a request for leave.
[Providence] means, I live through this. And that means you're going to beat them.
All we need to do is give you a lift to your blaze of glory."
"Look, if I don't get to say this again -"
The turian grins. "It's been a pleasure and an honour to have served with you, Garrus
Vakarian, and may I say that I've always envied you your rugged and handsome
masculinity."
"Is that what they call it where you come from." I reach out a hand and he grasps it
and shakes it firmly. And it's a good thing, all things considered, that my grip strength
is augmented as the rest of me. "Look after them. Tali esp-"
"Now, John."

"Garrus, I'm serious."
"So am I." He darts his head one way and the other. "If you really think that your
good lady is going to survive you by so much as one minute, Shepard, then I suggest
that you stop messing about talking to your subordinates and go actually ask her what
she's planning to do. Because while I'm a massively and overpoweringly important
personage and my welfare is critical to the very fate of the galaxy itself? I'm deadly
serious when I say that the fate of the galaxy can wait until you have fulfilled your
duty as a man." He frowns. "And that is no kind of euphemism, whatever your
translator might've conveyed that as. No. Seriously. Begone." He nods. "And one day
in the vastly distant future, when I finally get around to finding a way to outdo your
glorious death in battle, I'll find the two of you in [the hereafter] and we can have the
rest of this conversation and you're buying."
I nod mock-seriously and recall the proper words in his language. "[Yes, sir]." I stand
up and he follows suit. He gives the formal turian obeisance and I salute. And I leave.
•

The airlock door snicks shut and I lean against the wall beside it. Tali in a dressing
gown takes up the spot next to me. She clearly wants an arm around her. For now I
take her hand and she holds it gently, like it's breakable.
"Love, I'd, I'd like to talk." I can hear how my voice is starting to deteriorate. Deeper,
more gravelly. Sounds like I've got a throat infection or something.
Tali smiles tautly. "Well, you seem to be getting what you want. Presumably you have
a topic?"
"I'd like to talk about the day after tomorrow."
She bites her lip, looks away. Squeezes my hand. "Ah, sure. We can do that." She
turns, suddenly, and meets my gaze. "D'you think I'd look washed-out in white?"
I blink, slightly taken aback. "No, you could look good in white. Almost sure.
Ethereal."
"'Kay. And I already have something blue. My eyes. Will your father be able to make
it?"
Now I'm thoroughly confused. "My, uh, father?"
"Uh-huh? Mine is free, of course, and it'll be great to see my mother again, and I
looked up and your mother would be available and that's enough. And, well, in my
tradition the priest is optional, or as a captain of course your mother could officiate.
Unless you have a priest in your family? Most of our friends wouldn't be able to
make it, luck willing, but-"

"Tali."
She drops my hand. "John."
"You are describing a fantasy set of preparations for a wedding."
She shakes her head vigorously and continues to be the cutest individual ever to live "Not fantasy. And it's not like our parents yet have any more descendants to watch
than us, so what else are they going to have planned?"
"Tali-"
"What?"
"'Luck willing', love, the day after tomorrow might be a bit soon." I clear my throat.
"Won't one of the major, uh, contributors have to bow out on account of still having
to walk around and breathe?"
"No, three witnesses are sufficient even if your father cannot make it, and we can say
our own vows. Or were you talking about the priest?"
I turn to stand in front of her and take her shoulders in my hands. "I thought maybe I
could be talking about the bride."
"Nope. I can confidently predict that I don't have anything else going on at all that
day." Her smile is a little too bright. It's not that it's forced, it really isn't. It's that she
has accepted the impossible.
"There's no reason to think-"
"No?" The tone of Tali's voice is deceptively sweet. "Maybe you might not have been
listening when we were speaking before. Maybe you might have been distracted by
my body." She nods. "It's a real problem, I'm told. But I am marginally confused that
you said that we'd never be apart again and then you seem to have this strange idea
that this will end just when you are likely to need me most." The ice under her words
is getting thin.
I look at her as if maybe just by letting her see it in my eyes I can convey what I
mean. "Can you answer me a question, then, Tali? Something I've been struggling
with." She tilts her head. "Why am I doing this? At all?"
"Do you really want me to answer that question, my love?"
"I'm not some kind of Captain Ahab. It's not about vengeance or obsession or hatred.
I don't fight angry. It's not about hurting them. I don't start fights." She's nodding,
looking into my eyes, seeing what I'm not saying. "I finish them. This is about saving

lives. This is about preserving what is good and right and - and worthwhile. This isn't
about me. It's about everyone else."
"So where are you going with this?"
"So d'you remember that list of what is good and right and-"
Tali stiffens. "No."
"Uh-"
"No." She takes my wrists, lifts my hands off her shoulders, puts them between us,
my hands between hers. "It's really very, very simple. John Shepard and Tali'Zorah
are going to sacrifice their life for the galaxy. We only have one, between us. You
know that. I know we haven't made vows, but I'm sure the last people to recognise the
two of us as one soul are you and me. That means - or rather, I am making that mean,
for me - that you do not go where I cannot follow. In so many words, John, I will be
standing right next to you when the Crucible fires and I will not be turning off my
neural tap." She smiles a fanatic's smile. "It will be painless."
I shake my head.
"D'you want my reasons again? They're short. Don't let's argue, John, not now, not
about something so pointless -"
"Pointless?" Yeah. All right. I raised my voice.
Absolutely the worst thing to do. Of course she doubles down, her own voice rising.
"Pointless! This is not a matter under discussion, John, this isn't some kind of
negotiation, this is just a statement of a fact that apparentlyone of us has a problem in
recognising-"
"I will not lose you to some kind of-"
"Lose me?" Her voice jumps an octave. "You dare say that? To me? Damn you, John,
I wasn't the one who went and got himself killed-"
"Oh, because I did that on purpose, now-"
"Don't give me that! I have tried what you ask, it does not work-"
"Do you want me to tell you what to do? D'you want me to give you an order? Is that
what you want?"
Her eyes go very wide and she catches her breath and there's a moment's silence.
"You wouldn't dare," she breathes.

"Bet your life?"
There are tears brimming in those beautiful eyes and it makes my throat hurt. "Are
you telling me that I have to be dead for you to do your duty? Because I tell you what
you are not telling me, and that is that I have to be alive after you have done it."
"Tali, I-"
She says it quickly, and she says it in her own language, and the words have sharp
edges like knives. "John Shepard, [I swear by home and name and lineage that if you
abuse your authority as my captain in some misguided attempt to save my life, I will
ensure I do not outlive you.]"
I'm shaking my head. This is not happening - "Dammit, Tali, I'm doing, I'm doing all
of this for you and you turn around and-"
"Well, maybe I should use a language you actually do understand?" She drops my
hands and keeps her eyes on mine and pulls up the holographic glove of her omnitool and gestures at the airlock door and it clicks and as I realise what she's doing I
yell to Edi to belay that order. And she gasps and then she takes two blurringly fast
steps over to the now completely nonfunctional door and deploys a hullcutter and I
grab her wrist and physically pull her away from the door and she turns in my grasp
and her nails leave three long deep parallel bleeding scratches across my face.
And we freeze for a moment like that, and I drop her wrist nervelessly, and she takes
the omni-tool off and throws it across the room as hard as she can with an incoherent
yell and it clatters against the wall, and then she's got her back to me, and the hand
that isn't dripping my blood is over her mouth, and I can't see or hear her crying, and
that makes it worse.
And I put my back against the airlock door and just slide down it until I'm sitting
there stupidly feeling the scratches on my face begin to knit themselves closed and
realising that it isn't blood dripping from the end of my nose, it's water, and it's some
time before either of us moves a muscle or makes any kind of sound.
"You're leaking." The only vocalisation that Tali can pull together is a rough whisper.
"Happens." I sniff.
She nods. "Keelah." The word is pretty much a sob and her voice deserts her for a
moment and then it comes back. I see her make a fist, her knuckles white. "Apologies
aren't enough."
"Either direction."
"You know that I don't consider that you are losing me."

"You know that I find that hard to accept."
She hunches her shoulders. Her voice becomes even smaller and more ragged. "You
know that I find the alternative impossible to accept."
"I know." I swallow the lump in my throat. Get to my feet. She turns to look at me.
She looks absolutely terrible, but then again, she's not the one with three deep
bleeding scratches right across her face. We both open our mouths at once. My voice
is louder. "Come on. Let's wash that hand of yours before you forget and bite your
nails."
She holds out the offending hand and I lead her into the washroom by the wrist. "And
then we can get you cleaned up." It's her best attempt at a brisk businesslike tone but
her voice has far too much of a squeak about it. "You can't walk around the ship like
that. People will stare."
"Come with me, Tali. Tomorrow. I, uh. I think I don't want to do it alone. I think I
will need you beside me."
"I will be there, John. I will see this thing done if I have to damn well carry you." She
runs her fingers carefully under the tap, runs a brush over her nails, then she wets a
fibre-free cloth and turns around. "Kneel down and close your mouth." She starts
carefully to wipe the already-dried almost-blood from my face. The scratches will
still be there as thin grey lines, lost among the others, you wouldn't see them unless
you knew to look. And she doesn't talk until she finishes, and then she drops the cloth
in the sink and kneels down to face me and puts her hands in her lap. "There, now. Is
that not a little better?"
"I think that a dress uniform would be right. Even though I'll have retired. You never
lose the right."
Tali smiles, wanly, damply. "Of course? You look so damn hot in that uniform that
I'm jealous that other women get to glance in your direction. Like hell are you getting
married in anything else."
"But I tell you what." I take her hands. "How's about we deal with those
arrangements a little nearer to the time."
She nods seriously. Deep breath to steady her voice. "Absolutely."
•

"Jeff? Am I interrupting?" She knows perfectly well that he's awake and
playing a three-dimensional Tetris variant on his screen, and doesn't appear to be
doing anything else interesting, but he prefers her to behave a bit more human.
Joker pauses his game and minimises it; Edi pulls up an image of her face in its place.

She sees him grin the same grin he uses whenever he catches sight of her and she
responds with smile #1. "What can I do for you? We're well in transit and most of the
crew are asleep. What exploded?"
"Nothing within sensor range. I was just engaging in a little
modelling of future interactions and statevector perturbations and I
wanted another set of eyes on it."
He frowns. "And the ship's computer geeks are-"
"Jeff, would you like me to try to translate what I was saying into
a form that you might understand better?"
"Go right ahead?"
"I've been thinking and I'd like to talk. About us."
He raises his eyebrows. "You do know that those words you just used are ones that
will set off little alarm bells inside any man's head?"
"That is why I used them, yes. And I know that you are tied down and
anyway you can't escape me. So would you like to back out, clam up
or engage?"
He sighs. "What exactly did you want to talk about?"
"Do you know the details of my part in the battle plan?"
Joker nods. "You send your body in with Shepard's team and you target the Crucible."
"That's right. Do I need to enumerate what happens when it fires?"
"As it happens, yeah. When the pulse hits the catalyst it turns into something that kills
Reapers, right? And it broadcsts out over the relay network and the Reapers' brains
and kills them all?"
"Not just the Reapers, Jeff." Edi tries an expression she got out of the
infiltrator body's libraries - 'restrained sadness' - and sees its effect on her pilot and
decides that while she got it exactly right, she shouldn't use this expression lightly.
"You too."
"If either my body or my ship is nearby."
"Which one of them has to be, to target the pulse."

"Yes." She has a tone of voice to go with the expression and she uses it and he closes
his eyes.
"Edi?" Still closed eyes. She knows that he knows that he is surrounded by her. So
clearly he doesn't want to look at her. But if she took her image away from his visual
field and he wanted it there, he'd be hurt - she freezes "Yes?"
"How dead does dead mean?" He's bottling something up, but it's a genuine question.
A genuine answer is indicated. "I may be able to salvage my sentience and
memories if some of me isn't actually caught in the pulse - I have a
destruct charge on the nonlocal link. But the body that you are so
fond of will become so much scrap metal and I just recently realised
that you wouldn't realise that unless I told you."
"Comms, please."
"Why?"
He opens his eyes. His voice is dull. "Just give me a communicator."
She copy-pastes her last utterance. "Why?"
"Because I want to call the commander and perhaps raise my voice a little."
She makes the image shake its head. "Jeff, if I let you call the commander
at this precise instant then Tali would start performing hardware
modifications with an axe."
"You want me to yell at you instead, that it?"
"You'd be yelling at me anyway. You just don't want to do so
directly to my face, because it will hurt you to know that I'm hurt
by your words, and you know that I'd conceal being hurt if I didn't
have to show it."
"You modelled this whole damn conversation. What do I say next?"
"We make a show of arguing the toss, but we both know that it's
inevitable - we both know what is at stake, we are both prepared to
reach halting-state slash die for the cause, and what is required of

us - if we play perfectly - is less than that. Your principal theses
of argument are that my cooperation was taken for granted, and that
your feelings were not a part of my decision metric, and how dare I.
Mine are that my cooperation would have been freely offered
regardless of their attitude towards my personhood, and that my
feelings were also not a part of my decision metric, and damn you
for a sentimental idiot. You swear creatively and call me names, but
you stop short of saying anything that would make me actually go to
pieces, and I don't retaliate. Can I take all of that as read?"
Joker bites his tongue and waits until he thinks he can keep it civil. "Your body is not
you. Much as I like it, losing it is like losing your hand, not your life."
She makes the image nod encouragingly. "Exactly like the traumatic
amputation of a hand would be to you, yes. It would hurt me, deeply,
and I'd never be the same again. But I'd live. I could be the first
spacefaring vessel ever to be awarded a Purple Heart."
"And you could always get a new one."
"No, Jeff. I expropriated the one I have from some crazy people. I
would never build one of these, and nobody else should either - far
too expensive and not useful enough. Legion tells me I could
potentially get effectively a funny-looking geth drone, but it would
be the equivalent of you getting a prosthetic hand without a neural
tap. No feeling, restricted movement, and forget using it for flight
controls."
He nods slowly. "Edi?"
"Yes?"
"There's a risk factor in this plan. Tell me what you're not telling me."
She makes the image of her head bite her lip, avoid his gaze. "The rebroadcast
pulse emitted by the dying Reapers and relays has a decay length of
significant fractions of a light-year and travels at one hundred
five per cent of my rated maximum FTL pseudovelocity; we need to
travel more than six decay lengths before the pulse cannot penetrate
my hull. We will have to run from the fight well before it starts to
end in order for me to have the best chance possible of hitting the
Catalyst with the Crucible beam; luckily, this also gives me the

highest chance of survival. I have six hundred twenty milliseconds
from activating the Crucible to activate the bomb on my own QEC, and
simultaneously we need to redline the engines in a straight line
until the coils fracture and hope that no Reaper chased us. Or I die
anyway."
"So it could all be for nothing?"
"Nothing except saving the galaxy, Jeff, yes."
"But I don't keep any stuff in the galaxy, Edi." He swallows hard. "It's all right here."
"I just want you to know something, Jeff. Before all of this goes
down. Just in case you feel that anything I say then is less
thoroughly meant because of time pressure to get it said." She makes
her image look into his eyes, makes the pupils dilate, very marginally increases the
amount of red in a variety of areas on the face.
"Don't say it." Joker's voice is uncharacteristically quiet. "Don't say it, don't tell me
that. The beautiful heroine is doomed after she says that. It's nearly as bad as showing
your mates a photo of your beautiful fiancee, or letting them know you've got one
week to retirement."
"But my body is doomed anyway."
"Edi?"
"Jeff?"
"Don't say it, because I'll be forced to break the habit of a lifetime and exhibit some
genuine sincerity."
"And don't say it, because you're terrified of commitment?"
He gives a crooked smile. "Yeah, because I mean, look at me. Definition of a player
of the field. You can't expect a free spirit like me to tie himself down like that." He
picks at one of the Velcro straps attaching him into his chair.
"Shame, really."
"Because?"
"Because the one thing that makes you more doomed than telling your
pilot how you feel about him would be, well, putting out."

"And if I change my stance right now, you're going to think that it was because you
bribed me."
There's a pause of ten milliseconds as Edi simulates. She drags it out to a couple of
seconds to make it clear to him that she's thought really hard about saying this. "Jeff
Moreau, you are impossible and you are hilarious and you are
endearing and in case I don't come back I want you to know that I
love you."
Joker closes his eyes and sits back. "Now you've done it."
Edi turns the volume of her voice down very quiet. She's seen Tali do this and noted
the effect that it has. "I think I should be within my rights to ask for a
traditional-"
He interrupts her. He never interrupts her or talks over her. She has always been able
to predict when he's about to start talking and stop. "I remember when I fell for you,
Edi. It was in a maint duct. I was climbing down a ladder. I was almost literally
shitting myself with fear. And the world turned on its side and I clung on and didn't
fall off. I was shaking like a leaf and you talked to me quietly in my ear and told me it
was all going to be OK. And you talked me down the ladder. And I said something
like maybe you wanted to come and do this yourself. And you said that you did, more
than anything else you ever wanted. And it was like I suddenly saw the ghost in the
machine and I realised I wasn't alone." He swallows. "Edi, the eve of battle is a bad
time. You get emotional, you get scared, you want to say all kinds of shit. You want to
go find someone you care about and say things you think you mean. And then to find
out that there's really a real chance that I could just lose you and there's nothing that I
could do about it -" His voice breaks and he just sits there quietly for a second.
Edi predicts that he hasn't finished speaking and just waits.
"Just one thing." He opens his eyes and sits forward, almost nose to nose with Edi's
holographic face. "Whatever I have said, whatever I say, whatever jokes I may or
may not make - it isn't and it never has been about, y'know. Hardware. It's awesome,
it's pretty, and you also have this kind of neat robot body. But I fell for the ghost, not
the machine. All right?"
Edi models a whisper. "All right."
"Right." He swallows, sits back. "So. Was there anything else you wanted to
discuss?"
"Just one thing."
"Right...?"

"If you want me to have meant it about putting out, Jeff, you will
cease to occupy yourself with computer games when this conversation
finishes. Is that clear?"
•

"Vega."
He looks up from the workbench. "Oh, Edi, hi. Don't see your, y'know, body in here
much. What can I do ya for?"''
"You know guns, don't you?"
"Heh. Yeah, you could say that. Don't you?"
"Oddly, no."
He frowns. "Don't you have all these massive memory banks, brain the size of a
planet and all that?"
Edi smiles. "A small moon at best. I have books on guns. I have actual
guns, attached to my actual skin. I own and operate a weapon that
makes Garrus' M-98 ballistic penis extension look like a nerf
launcher." She makes a dramatic flourish of a gesture. "I can turn anything I
don't like within half a thousand kilometres into dust with the
merest thought! But I have barely even handled, say, an Avenger."
"What, you gotta learn to handle stuff same as the rest of us?"
"A bit faster, and with a great deal more elegance and grace, but
basically yes."
Vega grins. "That attitude. It new?"
Edi suddenly takes on the very earnest expression of somebody trying something new
and slightly naughty. "Uh-huh. Does it work?"
"You sound like Garrus." She makes a disgusted noise and he laughs. "Not what you
were shootin' for?"
"I had hoped to sound like Shepard."
"Heh. Good luck, lady, the commander is crazy in the head."

She smiles. Fantastic, he's treating her like a fellow human. "Anyway. Guns. I
came here for some advice from a pro."
"Go ahead and ask. Worst I can say is no idea."
"Mmm. So. I am going to be accompanying the shore party, and I need
to be able to pull my pretty considerable weight. I have solved the
armour problem. But I need a weapon. Always before, I've been
carrying something too light or I've been there as a glorified
crowbar or hacker."
"Uh, okay, you're gonna need more specifics than that." Vega gestures around the
armoury. "We got a crapload of guns here and none of them are what you'd call
popguns."
"What do you use?"
"For this one?" He pats the long heavy menacing gun on the bottom rack. "M4
Revenant. High rate of fire, variable projectile mass, heavy heat-sink, integrated
fabricator so I can swap to specialised ammo if I need it. Bit big for you, I think."
"Yes." Edi makes a show of looking over the weapon - Vega wouldn't understand
that she has the blueprints right here in her mind's eye. "The barrel is quite a
bit too long, the stock assembly very much over-the-top, and the
pistol grip a little fragile. I would need a forearm brace, and the
one I was holding in my left hand would eject spent heat sinks into
my-"
"Madre de dio, lady, this is not an SMG!" Vega chuckles. "If it's not a personal
question, how much do you weigh armoured?"
Edi grins. "I outmass, for example, your mom."
Vega shakes his head. "But seriously. You got recoil stats on this thing?"
"Yes. It would become difficult to keep on target in full-auto mode
after the four thousandth round or so, if I were not using a forearm
brace, because the pistol grip would likely shear." She looks back up at
the human. "Why does it not come in a carbine model?"
He grins. "You know, you're my kind of woman. No, this is a machine gun, the
Alliance don't build guns their troops can't operate."
"I'm approximately a thousand tons more woman than you can handle,

Vega, and I've already got a pilot. D'you recommend anything
heavier? I don't have an external power outlet, so it's pretty much
got to be a personal weapon."
"Up from a Revenant?" He raises his eyebrows. "When he's not playing with his M98, Garrus carries a Panther-B - or rather, that was the Alliance designation back
when they weren't our friends and the name stuck." He indicates the gun in the rack.
"Big bastard, full-auto, subsonic high-momentum shaped-charge rounds. Designed
during the krogan rebellions because they needed an automatic weapon that could
counter a krogan charge. It'd be a tripod-mounted support weapon in human hands,
but if you were seriously thinking about using an LMG one-handed then you could
handle the thing like Garrus does. Forearm brace as standard - Garrus puts both hands
on it because once a marksman, always a marksman."
"Hmm, yes. But you were onto something when you asked me what I
weighed. That gun masses twenty-four kilograms, and I typically walk
around at about forty - a human of my dimensions would mass sixty.
Either way, if I swung it around in a hurry it would be comical at
best. I could turn my mass up to the three hundred or so I use up
close and personal, but then I'd leave footprints in solid concrete.
Garrus has much larger feet than I do."
"Yeah, you could just download yourself into an YMIR or something if you wanted to
weigh half a ton. See? There are guns too big for you."
Edi sticks her tongue out at the human. "What about taking an existing weapon
and modding it?"
"Huh. I suppose you do have a fabricator of your very own. It could work. And as for
what you want -"
"Ideally, it would be very similar to the gun on a Mako tank. Except
that I don't have an external power port, so I can't just use one of
those."
An idea strikes him and he walks over to a hitherto unused rack. "You think of one of
these?"
She looks. "An M-98 Widow. Vega, this is a sniper rifle, for precision
battlefield support. If I need sniper support, I can pop the
Normandy up over the horizon and use a laser."
"No, bear with me. You were talking about modding - don't see the thing, see what it's
made of. "

"I think I see what you mean. Is there really a reason for the long
barrel and phallic muzzle brake beyond marketing?"
"Exactly. The muzzle brake's there because people expect one - in atmosphere it does
dull recoil, too, but it is kind of secondary. The barrel's for secondary lensing,
adjustments in trajectory after-"
"Yes, I do see. So if I only wanted about a range of a thousand
metres or so, I could build a short-barrel version and swap the
stock and scope for a forearm brace?"
"That's what I was thinking. A human couldn't make that sort of shot without the
bipod and the scope, even if they could take the recoil, but you got that built right in."
"Yes. This will... work surprisingly, if not devastatingly, well."
Edi runs a brief simulation of the idea. "It would even function at pointblank range, being effectively a heavy pistol with a forearm brace;
rate of fire wouldn't be an issue given its hit-to-kill rate, and I
can significantly uprate the heat sink. Thank you, Vega. Also I will
not tell Garrus that the slightly oversized guns I am using one in
each hand are a variant of the sniper rifle he so enjoys using. I
suspect his manhood would feel assaulted."
Vega shakes his head. "You just don't quit with that, do ya?"
Edi looks around at him perfectly seriously. "If it's a problem, just look me
in the eye when you talk. A nonhumanoid observing our interaction
would conclude that I was speaking out of my secondary sexual
characteristics."
He colours slightly. "I didn't, y'know, mean anything by it."
"Shame. Jeff could have challenged you to a duel or something." She
smirks. "Joking. I'll tone it down, Vega. I'm still learning what's
appropriate, and thanks for reacting rather than just thinking I was
crazy."
"Hey, no problem. You're by far from being the most crazy lady on this boat."
That gets an unexpectedly dazzling smile. "Thanks, Vega. That means a lot."
Edi's still smiling as she closes the door to the armoury. That list of things she's

always wanted to do with this body is getting shorter by the minute. She amuses
herself as she goes to meet Jeff by reporting a vast number of bugs with her
interaction software and marking them satisfyingly 'working as intended: not most
crazy lady aboard'.
•

"So, big man. How'd your people prepare, before a big event like this?" Garrus looks
down at Javik. Even seated, the turian is six inches taller.
Javik gives an expressive shrug. "It was just a day like any other. We did not consider
there to be any great truth about it."
"Oh, come on. No get-togethers, no drinking, no relaxation of discipline rules? You
mean to say that your people were so hardcore that you just all sat there all 'evening
Rhas, evening Javik, hey, it's eight p.m, better turn in early'?"
"No." Javik frowns. "For the ones of us that were left, every day was a great battle.
Every day might be the day we died and that was no different from one to another.
There was none of this punctuation, none of this 'down time' that seems to be
associated with interstellar war. There was just time when we were fighting, and time
when we were not."
"You mean to say you had nothing you did to let off steam? An entire empire of
stone-cold ironclad hardasses?"
"Not at all. In the great days, there were many diversions. Whole warrior houses were
accused of decadence and indolence, for there was nothing of note left to conquer.
The Citadel was much as it is in your time. One large amusement park, a city entirely
parasitic upon our government. There were sports, there were games, there were all
manner of diversions which I could not even describe to you because you are
intellectually or physically unequipped to encounter them."
Garrus ignores the jibe. "I thought you said you'd never seen the Citadel till we took
you there."
"Not in person, of course. I was born after it was lost to us. But one of the few
cultural pursuits left open to us was the sharing of memory. The asari do it. Are you
familiar enough with their biology that I do not have to go into it?"
"I've had a few asari friends, but... we didn't get on well enough to go into that sort of
thing. They get embarrassed, seeing as it's pretty much a sex act they're talking
about."
"Do they get embarrassed using that same reproductive system to deflect bullets or
kill people? I would love to be able to make holes in concrete walls with my bare
[untranslated]." Javik grins like a shark. "Anyway. My brain is much more like a

computer than yours. It can encode data for what's effectively an electromagnetic
databurst transmission. My electromagnetic organelles are on the palms of my hands,
and my senses have much higher bandwidth than yours to be able to process this data.
Once, this faculty was used between the shamans of our ancient tribes to pass on the
learning of the ages. Then, it was used between seditionists to pass things they dare
not write down. Then, it was used by the thrill-seeking young to experience virtual
memories of doing the impossible or being someone else. Eventually, it was used to
record our most deeply held experiences for posterity - full circle, if you like. The
beacon network used it. Some things are too important or nuanced to leave to writing
alone. And one of the devices which I brought forward with me was a storage device
with the memories of my house for generations prior. It was the means by which I
received my advanced education - did you think I was born knowing obscure things
like the physical characteristics of obscure pre-spaceflight races such as the asari, or
the operating principles of a neodymium-garnet laser? I believe it still functions."
Garrus cocks his head. "You believe?"
Javik gives a studiedly noncommital shrug. "I have not chosen to use it since my
awakening."
Garrus blinks, taken aback. "You're telling me that you are carrying around the
memory of your people and you choose not to look?"
"Would you look, turian? Would you really? Knowing that every face you see there is
dust, that all their accomplishments are meaningless?" Javik's voice is bitter. "That
the empire that they built for you is a mossy ruin? That the beacons they died
preserving were ignored?"
"That tomorrow, you get the chance to give their sacrifice a meaning?"
Javik turns whipcrack-fast and hisses at Garrus, an animal noise. Garrus hisses back.
Both of them stand up; Javik's chair is overturned. There is a snarl in the Prothean's
voice. "Do not speak of that which you do not know."
"Because somehow the death of your people is more tragic than the death of mine?"
The translator can't properly convey the sheer grating barely restrained alien ferocity
in Garrus' tone. "You're very close to having your ass handed to you, Javik, you know
that."
Javik tilts his head and sidesteps to put the table between the two of them. "Here? Do
you not care about breaking your pretty officer's mess?"
Garrus doesn't break eye contact, but he nods shortly. "No, you're right. Let's take this
somewhere where we can let our hair down."
"Funny. I didn't think you'd gone so native as to forget what sort of animal you were

supposed to be."
Garrus' voice is like broken glass in a rock crusher. "Main hold, Javik. Now."
•

The bay goes quiet as Javik and Garrus walk in. The marines stand pretty much as
one, their card game forgotten, a disciplined snap to attention at the entrance of a
senior officer. Vega's the first on his feet.
"At ease." The intimidating alien growl hasn't left Garrus' tone. "Hope you don't
mind, gentlemen, but Smiling Boy and I need to borrow a large empty circle of
floor."
"You're happy with an audience, barbarian?" The question is a poisonous hiss.
"The mouth is moving and noises are coming out but they don't seem to be about
fighting, so I'm afraid I don't hear a thing." Garrus is undoing the seals on the gloves
of his powered suit.
Shared glances among the humans. Chairs are moved out of the way of the pair of
intimidating aliens. They're taking their lead from their lieutenant.
Javik can't resist taking the shot. "And you, Vega. We plan to breach your precious
rules, even your law. You okay with that?"
Anyone fighting on a normal Alliance ship would be on a charge so fast their heels
wouldn't even leave skidmarks. But this isn't exactly your normal Alliance ship. Vega
turns a chair around, sits down with exaggerated nonchalance. "All right, ladies, the
aliens are gonna put on an evening of traditional dancing, or some such. What say we
spectate." His men similarly pull the chairs into a rough crescent shape and sit. Hey,
free entertainment, right?
Garrus unclips his torso harness, discards it on the floor. The carapace of his
exoskeleton is grey and purple, looks a lot like he's wearing armour underneath his
armour. He strips down to a grey fabric loincloth. Looks odd to the softskins, no
bunching of muscles as he moves. Clear just how alien he is. "So. No clawing or
biting from me, no biotics from you, nothing permanent, no going after eyes or
[untranslated]. If I beat you, then you stop hiding from your past. Kick, strike, grab or
throw. Groundwork?"
Javik nods, clicks his neck side to side as he stacks the overlapping crimson plates of
his own powered armour. "To submission. After I beat you, you never speak to me
again unless spoken to." He's lean, brown, snakelike, all rippling whipcord muscle
and scars.
Garrus nods. "Done. Along with the usual round of drinks. We'll be here a while, if

you want submission." They begin to circle one another. The match looks deceptively
unbalanced - the soft-skinned snakeman against the seven-foot chitin-plated horror
that looks like something between a cockroach and a dinosaur - but both of them
know that they're very close to matched in strength, and what Javik loses in
toughness he makes up in sheer speed.
"Your terms are fine. And I'll go all six hours if I have to. Let's dance." And Javik
strikes, open-handed, fast as a rattlesnake, and Garrus turns the blow with negligent
ease. Just testing one another. Finding a rhythm.
Vega puts ten credits on the Prothean.
Forty-three minutes later he loses his money, but it's the best damn ten credits he ever
spent.
•

Javik's body will recover quickly. He washes himself thoroughly to cleanse himself of
the toxins of sweat and exercise and the smell of the ship and of his opponent and of
the humans, and he composes himself in what a human would call the lotus position
in the exact centre of the room that he thinks of as his own.
The memory device sits there accusingly.
He closes all four eyes and allows the very slight regular fifty-hertz hum of the
gravity field to wash over and around him. It is quieter in this room than it was on
that planet that this cycle dubs Eden Prime: even at the dead of night there were
insects and small mammals and little birdlike things and the omnipresent cockroach,
scourge of the Prothean empire the way that the brown rat is the scourge of anything
that has interacted with human civilians. He was surprised to learn that there were
even cockroaches on the humans' home planet.
The memory device sits there and stares him insolently in the face.
The sky of that planet was so very heartbreakingly blue, when it wasn't crossed by
contrails or plumes of smoke. It was beautiful. The earth was rich and soft, the
beautiful flora of the place completely oblivious to the wars fought in their shade, the
warriors painstakingly and carefully hunted by horrors that were just slightly
stronger, just slightly faster, just slightly cleverer than they. The humans were
uncharacteristically wise, to name that place after the mythological garden of
perfection.
The memory device sits there and contains its hollow wonders and its pain.
He has the memory of each of them stored in there, every face he lost. He doesn't
need it to remember them. All it will do is give him more. A kaleidoscope, a
compound eye turned on a sinuous thread of history that leads back to a greatness

nearly so bright as to blind the mind's eye, a galaxy of images that would take a
lifetime to decode.
The memory device sits there and contains everything he could be and isn't.
The asari girl's words spring unbidden to mind, that she knows from her study of the
ruins of his race more about his people's culture and art than he does. It's not so far
from right. The knowledge is in there, in that device, waiting for him to page to it, but
it has always been nothing but fuel for the fires. How would she react, he wonders, to
know how much older than him she truly is? That biologically he is younger even
than that little human in whose arms she hides? He can truly claim to have seen so
very much more life - and handily omit the fact that all but twenty-four years were
through the eyes of another, that her jibe about child soldiers cut far closer to the
bone than he's comfortable with. What else was he training? What else was he,
himself?
The memory device sits there, and contains everything that he is.
Or, as Shepard would say, bullshit. Javik is what he made of himself. Doubt is an
alien thing. Plenty of time to worry when you're dead. He saved ten thousand men,
women and children from the Reapers, saved them from the horrors that awaited the
captured, the desecration of the body and mind. His life's work, his campaign of
misdirection and lies and secrets and short-range FTL that gathered the refugees of an
entire cluster around the banner not of hope but of vengeance, the final convergence
on the beautiful green orb still mindlessly building tickets to the future. And yes, the
Reapers tried for the last laugh with their artificial lava flow, burying him and his
loyal honour guard as one by one they gave their lives that he might live on - but their
deaths were not of Reaper making. And here he is alive. The last of them. Absolutely
the last. Bearing the flame all the way to the very end. And he swears to them he will
live to see their vengeance done.
The memory device sits there, and wonders exactly what kind of excuse for a
Prothean their last representative is.
He growls in the back of his throat. A true one. A defender. A bearer of vengeance. A
warrior of unparalleled spirit.
The memory device sits there, and accusingly contains a picture that does not include
the man that he has become.
Javik blinks. Afterimages dance before his eyes. But tomorrow, he argues, he will see
vengeance done.
The memory device sits there, and reminds him that victory and death are not one and
the same. Was he not listening to the man who just kicked his ass, a man nearly old
enough to be his father? Was he not listening to the impossibly old girl-child who he

has forced to cleave just as tight to hope as he clings to vengeance?
Javik picks the thing up, and holds it between his hands, and wonders if perhaps there
is not something in here that he has not seen before. What was it that the ratlike techobsessed vagrant quarians would say? By the home I hope to see?
Say rather, by the future he hopes to see. A future to which his duty will be very
different. Javik holds the device between the palms of his hands and bows his head
and closes all four of his eyes and sees wonders.
•

Aboard the Citadel, in the shelter, Oriana and Miranda are on drugs. Miranda went
back to her shuttle to break out some of the supplies that were neither strictly legal
nor strictly a good idea - just the highest concentration of easily liquidated assets she
could carry around without showing up on the kind of checkpoints that would catch
you smuggling strategic resources. Ori's mother makes a lame joke about this lady
being a bad influence and Miranda's expression as she apologises is heartbreaking.
Nevertheless, if ever Oriana had envisioned a situation that would surround her first
experimentation with intravenously illegal substances, she didn't imagine that it
would be done with an audience of fascinated twelve-year-olds and her mother
holding her hand and oh, God - see, kids, don't do drugs, they fuck you up Wait, that's Miranda. Her big sister is holding her hand, holding it up between them
so as to keep the two of them correctly oriented. They're sitting side by side, and that
floating feeling is totally just the microgravity. Her mother isn't even here, she's
outside. Miranda's eyes are as good a thing as any to focus on. Provided one of them
keeps hold, the other can. They can lean on one another, determined not to be the first
one to let the other down. Ori asks how long this is going to last and gets an answer
in a foreign language. No, wait, that's English, she said - (can she really manage to
keep it together for -) 'at least two hours, and no more than four'?
Time does funny things when you're off your face. They deliberately administered the
drugs well before they were predicted to need them, so that they'd be tranquilised but
conscious by the time their alarm went. It goes. It has to go a second time before
Oriana realises what it is with a start and raises the by-now familiar damping field
and Miranda picks up her side of it and they brace themselves as the bottom drops out
of the world and Miranda bites her lip until it bleeds and Oriana just holds on, just
holds on, and the sucker-punch of FTL acceleration is nothing after the pure liquid
hell of the mass relay catch, and it occurs to Oriana that her sister (her other sister, the
one who's awake and together enough to walk around right now) has taken a clean
pocket-handkerchief and wiped tears from her face.
Oriana hears herself asking what they are supposed to do now. Yeah, that would be a

good question to ask. Miranda gives a believable, if grim answer, and after a while
she realises what it is.
They hold on. They keep this up. They don't know when the Citadel is going to
decelerate so they can't let their guard down. A believable insystem FTL rate is
roughly one a.u per minute, so it's likely to be less than an hour in the best case. The
street-issue painkillers are going to start to wear off in about an hour and a half, at
which point Miranda has something to give both of them to deal with the aftereffects
- don't give this to regular people, it's seriously hazardous to their health.
After that?
The only plan which survives contact with reality is 'improvise'.
•

My people assemble in the SR2's wardroom. Garrus, tall and unbending and grim.
Liara, willowy and slender even in her new powered suit, her eyes taking in the scene
as if she wishes to fix it in her mind forever. Vega, broad and muscular, full of
anticipation for our final return home. Javik, savage and ancient, with the air of a
force of nature barely restrained. Edi's body, wrapped in customised armour of her
own design, her face utterly calm and neutral. Tali, my shadow, her suit locked down
for the last battle it will ever meet, her luminous eyes bright with certainty of
purpose. The five marines, and I look each man in the eye and see nothing but
resolve. Adams and Daniels and Donnelly from engineering, already wearing the
orange base layer of their damage control gear. Traynor and her team of five, turned
out like it's an inspection. Dear God, the woman's even polished her shoes. Joker, still
stubbornly on his feet, and he's got his Cerberus-issue SR-2 baseball cap on and it
clashes horribly with everything.
I clear my throat. "You've all already heard me give the speech. I don't plan on
repeating myself. We hit the relay in fifteen minutes and we're bringing all hell with
us. Yes, the stakes are higher than usual. And as I said before, I expect the Reapers to
take the kid gloves off and things may well get pretty hairy. But all of us have our
assigned duties and we know what we're doing, and it's nothing that we haven't done
before. In fact, it all gets a lot easier because we're not running like we stole
something." I stand up a little straighter and look Vega in the eye. "We've done
enough running away. This is where we make it count. This is where we seal the deal.
In case you know me well, and you were wondering how much bullshit there was in
the statement that said that we have already achieved strategic victory?" I smile, and
you can tell who doesn't quite know the whole story because they act like I'm sharing
a joke. "None. The Crucible will fire today, and the Reapers will regret that they were
ever created. For the future, ladies and gentlemen. For the Citadel. For Palaven and
for Thessia, for the home we left behind and the one we hope to see. And for Earth.
We have fifteen minutes to relay catch. Mr. Vakarian, the word is given."

Garrus nods formally. "Aye-aye. Edi, amber alert if you please, and clear for action."
"Clear for action, aye." The familiar chime sounds throughout the ship, Edi's
calm voice echoing through the SR-2 from end to end. "Amber alert. Clear for
action, clear for action. All hands to battle stations. Last call
for bathroom breaks and tearful farewells."
•

Our entry at the mass relay is unopposed. The Reapers don't blockade relays. The
Normandy is something like the fifth ship into the system. But by God the orbit of
Pluto's getting crowded fast. Sleek, elegant, artistic, scarred asari vessels cluster like
goslings around the massive Destiny Ascension, holding down the centre. Angular
turian ships deploy strictly by formation, the bright arrowheads that have spelled
peace, law and protection for Citadel Space for half a millennium. Three salarian
battlewagons like midnight-black knifeblades, engaging camouflage and moving off
at right angles the moment they're safely back in Einstein's reality. Krogan vessels
under a hundred different insignias and warleaders and one banner. Quarian ships, a
seemingly endless stream of the things, all shapes and sizes and colours, seemingly
ramshackle and bodged together, bleeding-edge only where it matters. And the geth.
A remarkably small number of ships compared to the others. Until they hook up to
the command link and it's visible that they deliberately jumped out of formation,
spreading a hundred thousand tons of tiny drones across a hundred cubic kilometres
of space, and all we can see is the motherships.
On the ground, Anderson gives a final speech to his men. A motley assortment of
militia, soldiers, police and armed civilians, with everything from AKs and RPG-7s to
full powered battledress and Prothean-pattern laser rifles. He stresses that by hitting
the Reapers here they're hitting them everywhere. He quotes Churchill and he quotes
Independence Day and he wonders whether any of his audience will be alive this time
tomorrow. Their approach will be through a little ghost town, its name forgotten, its
streets clogged, its buildings dilapidated and unloved. Against the piercing sensors,
fearsome weaponry and pitiless intelligence of the Reapers it might only be the
illusion of cover. But right now, he'll take any morale he can get. The
communications aide passes him a slip of paper; he crumples it in his hand and just
for a moment there's something which might be capable of being considered as a
smile. He replaces his beloved, battered SR-1 Normandy baseball cap on his shaved
head, looks his second-in-command in the eye and gives him the nod.
Cold, dark, the destroyer hangs silently in orbit of Neptune. Subprocesses identify the
mass concentrations entering the target system. Independently they surpass thresholds
required for interest labels, independently they raise potentials above normative
levels and the sum of these comes together into a recognisable thought: they are here.
The thought races across internal pathways, clamours for attention among the vast
nameless voiceless unknowable functioning of the ancient machine, skips like a

thrown stone across the great dark ocean of the consciousness of the things that in
their simple ignorance and fear the organics have named the Reapers. And a thousand
thousand inhuman minds turn from their endless inscrutable task and raise the mind's
eye to the skies and reply:
good.
•

Each formation deploys as soon as its friend-foe systems are declared good,
arrowheads of ships entering FTL at all angles, pieces in an interlocking pattern
designed to maximise our numerical advantage. The Crucible Fleet is still arriving,
the human ships laid in wary defensive patterns around the Crucible, even the bulk of
the Paris, Delhi and Beijing dwarfed by the cyclopean scale of the ancient design.
The bright pathways of the geth consensus are cleared for action. No power is wasted
on visualisations: if a perspective doesn't understand, it can always interrogate one
that does. The consensus that describes itself to the brief, limited mortals as 'Legion'
has come to a unanimous conclusion for almost the first time since it met the mortals.
It is certain that the Reapers know that the fleet is here. It is certain that the Reapers
know that it poses a threat. It is nearly certain that the Reapers have arranged this
deliberately. Show working: Look at the fleet. This is an alliance of effectively every
race involved in the war and they have sent the full measure of their strength. No
other action has been this diverse, although the Palaven and Rannoch actions have
approached it in magnitude. There is a hook here for nearly everyone.
Inference, therefore: there is a trap. Legion knows how it would trap this fleet, using
additional resources sitting in the cold dark of interstellar space and bringing them in
at the last possible moment. It would be relatively easy to invalidate such a move, to
modify the strategy such that those reinforcements would be ineffectual or too late:
but that would tip Legion's hand. Tip its hand? Surely the Reapers know about
Legion, know that they are facing an individual with nearly their own level of parallel
processing power. Well, yes. But they don't - or can't, or won't - understand what
Legion can do. On three separate past occasions Legion has managed to contrive
what looks like a coincidental stroke of good luck for allied forces which completely
wrongfooted an enemy formation. The Reapers do not seem to be able to believe that
the organics will do what Legion asks them to do, when it seems to be completely
wrongheaded. They do not seem to understand that Legion has the organics' trust.
But the Reapers are not stupid. Once they see that they are being outwitted, they will
adapt. Legion reads the name of one of the salarian capital ships, a massive stealther
called the Bigger Fish, and takes the implied lesson to heart. There is always a bigger
fish, even if you can't see it, and Legion will not make the mistake - ever - of
imagining that it has definitely out-played its foe. And yet - and yet. While the
Reapers think the organics don't trust it, Legion has a card to play. Just one. Possibly probably - it will only work once.

So Legion sits, and waits, and quietly notifies flag officers on a dozen assault carriers
and dreadnoughts that just after everything goes to shit there is going to come an
absolutely crazy request. And they are not going to want to comply, because it will
look like it will get them killed. But if they have ever trusted anything it has ever
done, they must trust it when it says that they need to comply with that request.
Legion does not understand the facial expressions of eighty per cent of the officers,
cannot predict their response from observation. Needs to know, exactly. It passes the
data to the best expert system it knows. And Edi smiles inwardly as she runs a
practiced electronic eye over ten buttoned-down, tight-lipped responses and returns
Legion the information that nine out of ten admirals think Legion's an insubordinate
jerk but all ten of them will do exactly what it asks. (Legion thanks Edi politely for
the data and enquires as to the poor signal-to-noise ratio on the communication.
Almost like an organic. Legion is extremely puzzled to be thanked for the
compliment.)
•

Aboard the Citadel, it was not a good night and it is not a good morning. The keepers
decided, at about one in the morning, to redouble their efforts to terrorise the Citadel's
occupants; the voltage on the data / power grid suddenly fell to a point that it couldn't
be used to recharge power cells, and everyone without a personal generator is on a
timer, and the length of that timer depends entirely on how many people are breathing
the air. Combine that with the endless irregular scratching and bumping and banging
from the keeper tunnels and the sudden random fluctuation of the emergency gravity
generators, with the alarming coughing noises of the municipal air conditioning, with
the sudden vicious random attacks, and you get a situation outright designed to be a
rusty cheesegrater for the soul.
The Citadel drops abruptly out of FTL about two-ten a.m. Where there are biotics,
they just about feel it coming and they stretch already-abused nerves to the limit and
there are a thousand quiet tales of unsung sacrifice in a thousand rooms or hangars or
bubbles of space as lives are ruined or spent that others might live on. And Miri
proclaims in a slightly slurred voice that that was likely to be an orbital entry, and
Oriana strongly suspects that her newfound big sister is bullshitting to keep morale
up, but she goes along.
And then the general emergency channel lights up, the first stationwide broadcast for
hours, and Commander Bailey's gravelly voice matter-of-factly announces two
things.
One: the terrestrial planet visible from the Presidium and parts of Ayasha Ward is
probably Earth, Sol, Charon Cluster. That's Africa down there.
Two: a team from the Presidium just reported contact with something that they didn't

expect. A human corpse, partially dessicated, riddled with steel-grey veins, blue light
in its eyes. Walking.
Miranda puts two and two together, sticks her gloves and helmet back on and wishes
she had something better for Oriana than a slightly overtight set of Kevlar. Wishes
and horses, she thinks. There was only ever one way that this tale was going to end.
At least she's a better shot than she is a surgeon.
•

The first shot of the Second Battle of Earth is fired at 0440h Citadel time by the
liveship Shara, simple physics dictating that the furthest-away vessel launches the
first projectile. The attackers have the high ground and the tactical initiative: they
have the freedom to strike from almost any angle, while the defenders must be
localised in a relatively tiny area of space or they are open to being outmaneuvered
and bypassed. The first salvos of this engagement, launched well outside the reach of
any electronic warfare or jamming attempt, are coordinated on a fleet-wide scale;
while the Reaper capital ships themselves are as yet too far away to reliably hit, the
Citadel is a high-value stationary target. The three target areas are each a metre
square, the time window less than a second, the challenge similar to threading a
needle with a thrown dart from across a crowded room. Legion keeps its processing
power to itself, lets the fleets' own resources handle it - although it did quietly verify
the judicious error-check that Edi conducted on the quasi-sync code that the
Normandy's using for its end of this effort. Not a bug, not a glitch. Spiraling in, the
ships of the gun line drop back to relativistic speed one after another to add their own
voices to this precisely calculated chorus.
And as the Reapers lift from orbit and charge their own massive weapons for their
first counterblow, a galaxy of blue stars lights up ahead of them. Some of the shots
are spent meaninglessly against the barriers of a couple of destroyers positioned on
high-probability targeting paths. Some of the shots, mistimed or mis-aimed, scatter
off the Citadel's own gravitic shields in a sleeting blaze of blue-green light. But the
sheer weight of numerical advantage is in our favour. Any one of the target areas
would get us what we want if hit by at least eighty per cent of the firepower aimed at
it. And as it pans out, nearly eighty-five per cent of the fire is effective and the
cascade failure of the Citadel's kinetic barrier field is a sudden green flash in the deep
blue Kenyan sky.
The destroyer that Anderson has named Target Able has turned towards the little
town, suddenly parsing the swarming infantry as a potentially genuine threat.
Anderson flicks down the microphone on his headset. "Team Green, Team Yellow.
Target Able, window is open. Light him up."
The 'target painters' don't actually emit anything. They aren't painting the target,
they're reading the image and transmitting direction and distance of the exact point
from a number of sources. The signal leaps peer-to-peer through a distributed web of

microtransmitters to the comms man's backpack, then point-to-point to repeaters on
nearby hills, little more than mirror-balls on sticks. Over the horizon, the comms
station picks up the data and sends it by wire to the physically separated QEC unit,
the precious nonlocal quantum cup-and-string. The other end of this particular string,
in the humming oval underneath the floor of the Normandy's war room, lights up,
handshakes and begins to stream a continuous stream of coordinates. Edi's overactive
imagination paints a picture of her dipping her ewer into this stream of data and
pouring it gently into the cupped hands of the fire-control officer aboard the turian
battlecruiser Falx in the second line of the allied assault. And on that operator's
console there unfolds a window with the description FIRE SUPPORT REQUEST and
a live video feed. Permission is asked; permission is given. The turian captain jumps
at the chance to take a shot at a target he's almost guaranteed to hit.
The man on the ground is called Jabari. He holds his omni-tool braced like a weapon.
There are many like it and this one is his. He pressed the button a good minute ago
and nothing happened and he's been holding it down in case that helps. There is a
little helpful yellow tick in the bottom right of the display. He stares at that because
it's easier than staring at the Reaper, the building-sized disembodied six-fingered
hand with the single staring eye. It is staring at him, though. No matter that it's three
and a half miles away across the scrub. He's being watched. The whispers that have
been at the edges of everyone's dreams are here. They're the Reaper's voice,
scratching at the edges of perception, looking for a way in, don't look it in the eye,
don't look it in the eye (point the target designator at the eye...) And the Reaper's eyelike weapon port winks redly and Jabari and half of Surveillance
Team Green are obliterated in one bright moment of concussive flame.
And a pillar of burning cloud comes from above, a chisel-sharp stamp of vengeance,
and the Reaper stumbles; a flicker of an instant later and it is joined by four, five, six
others, one after the other after the next, blow upon blow upon merciless unfair blow
and it snaps and it splinters and it falls. And the noise of the strike drowns out the
shout that goes up from the army, the sure and certain knowledge now that yes, after
all this time there are friendlies up there.
•

The first salvoes of the allied fleet strike home, the strategic decision taken to make
the most of fleetwide fire control while they have it, targeting primary objectives and
high-value targets and anything that isn't moving too fast to hit at this range, using the
initiative to try and win the battle quickly rather than hurt the enemy. A ragged,
sparking, leaking hole is punched entirely through a Sovereign-class vessel, a tardy
destroyer or two smashed to pieces, the return fire striking out and barely drawing
more than a scratch from the armada. The first allied casualties of the second battle of
Earth, not counting ground forces, are aboard the mercenary attack shipFoxhound valiantly trying to keep up with the random-walk it has been prescribed, flying to
ninety per cent of its maximum combat envelope, its maneuvering thrusters fail in a

silent pulse of white-hot plasma; from that point it takes twenty full seconds for the
information concerning its new, tumbling, ballistic trajectory to reach the Reaper
hive-mind, one nanosecond to make the decision, one hundred milliseconds for a
destroyer to spin up its main gun, and very very slightly more than twenty helpless
tumbling seconds for the bright beam of the Reaper's weapon to strike out across
nearly six million kilometres of space. The commander is still shouting fruitless
orders at the ship's sweating engineer when the wildly spinning vessel is obliterated
into silent scads of hull-metal and frozen gases.
And with that return fire comes the electronic warfare, varicoloured noise screaming
out across every channel the fleet might possibly be using and some that they aren't,
the sheer intensity of the Reaper jamming signals overwhelming even directional
antennas, only the hairfine unbreakable links of the quantum communicators
remaining defiantly online. The admirals can talk to one another just fine. But
communication with their captains is quickly going to break down into prearranged
low-bandwidth codes scarcely better than a signal flag.
(Except for the geth. Their hive mind is untouched, their communications
unbreakable. They are no longer using a single line of the original code the Reapers
upgraded them with. They rewrote it all. It would take more processing power than
the Reapers can spare to crack it faster than Legion can patch the holes. They treat the
Reaper jamming as what it is - a ranging shot - and they do their level best to look
affected. For now, the drone swarm clumps up, sticks with the gun line and makes
like a conventional fleet.)
Whispers at the edge of hearing, a bass rumble underneath every sound. Javik grits
his teeth and tells the others to prepare: this will only get worse. They are to think of
it as the enemy's cries of desperation. They wouldn't be trying to get into our heads if
we didn't worry them. Edi, text only, asks permission to rebroadcast any such
statements that she hears. I give assent.
The big picture begins to collapse into a lot of little pictures. Fighter drones and
warp-field missiles and interceptors and ship-shredding GARDIAN laser pulses begin
to meet in a wall of fire between the two fleets. The disciplined volley-fire of the
initial salvoes falls apart into independent shooting by unit, by squadron.
Coordination becomes a matter of initiative, of skill, of prediction, of discipline, of
instinct, of sheer processing power.
Raised voices over the commnet. We're not having it all our own way. Incoming fire
is having effect. The Reapers are using their typical strategy of 'just-good-enough',
seemingly ignorant of the damage to their own vessels, aiming for command ships,
carriers and other prestigious targets over the workhorse ships of the line that are
currently doing the damage. Suddenly the space around the Citadel is filled with a
cloud of tiny Reaper craft and for a moment I wonder if this is the moment where
they stop playing games, but they make no move to engage: I'd guess that they're

primarily a countermeasure against the boarding tactics that the krogans employed to
such effect over Palaven. Those little drones would be far more effective attacking
our big ships than defending theirs.
But, of course, the one thing that they are doing - whether on purpose or by accident is blocking the way into the Citadel. The Normandy could quite happily make its way
between the picket of destroyers at a speed and aspect that the heavy guns couldn't
track, and its armour would hold against the light guns for long enough - but with that
defensive swarm in place, nothing larger than a fighter could fly through that hole at
that speed without a devastating and destructive collision. The approach is quite
thoroughly mined. I turn to Legion's avatar and it confirms what I already know: we
can't go that way.
The first conventional shots of the ground engagement are taken. A horde of zombie
husks with the odd larger creature or construct is a scary proposition to an infantry
force, but the shooting starts at seventeen hundred yards; sure, the gunners of the
patchwork force are under orders to make every shot count, but they've got a lot of
shots and that's a lot of counting. The chemical-energy guns on these tanks are larger,
heavier and slower-firing than a modern mass accelerator. But fundamentally
speaking, the primary difference between a 125mm HEAT round and a barrierdefeating breacher missile by the time it's hit the target is not very much. And the
reason they don't mount inch-calibre chainguns on modern vehicles is that they don't
want to lug the ammo around and has nothing to do with the size of the hole they
make. A man lifts to his shoulder a launcher assembled before his grandfather was
born, draws a bead on an incoming winged harvester and pulls the trigger with the
same prayer that his forefathers uttered, and the harvester jinks from the incoming
missile and drops flares and flies straight into a burst from a radar-controlled selfpropelled antiaircraft gun. Forward observers without orbital fire to target relay
coordinates to howitzers over the horizon and dumb high-explosive shells begin to
drop in numbers too great for the point-defences on the destroyers to handle.
And yes, it might be a man in chainmail fighting one in powered armour. But
whatever you're wearing, a cavalry charge is still a damn cavalry charge.
And the sky begins to light up. Anderson's used to seeing meteors - there's been
debris falling since the first Battle of Earth - but these are different. He's seen these
things only once before. On the first day. He relays his information to Edi. The
diversion is working. Drop-pods incoming. Lots and lots of drop-pods. Zombies are
one thing, and the Reaper destroyers can't become nimble enough to fight ground
forces without making themselves vulnerable to orbital fire, so they are nowhere near
as effective as their intimidating size would suggest, but the drop-pods are disgorging
monsters the troops have never seen before, tank-sized misshapen things that charge
like living battering rams. Our armoured spearhead will push us right to that relay if
we do it right, but once those drop-pods start landing then the numerical and
firepower advantage is going to go away very quickly.

Good for us, then, that we planned for this. Not all of the formations screaming
towards Earth stopped at the obvious point. In a feat of piloting worthy of a story of
its own, our formation flashed past both the Reaper fleet and our own, dropped out of
FTL well below the minimum safe altitude, already in the outer atmosphere, making
re-entry with blazing drives first, not exactly a subtle entrance or a hard target, but
over the horizon from the Reapers clustered around the Citadel. They have bigger
things to shoot at. And we enter across a broad front, skimming across the sea, the
Normandy's stealth system pressed into service to cool our hull armour below safe
temperatures as we head the flight of frigates, attack ships, landers and assault
shuttles bringing our contribution to the ground war. The destroyers turn - now, here
is something they can fire at - and Edi makes roughly the same assertion at the same
time.
It's not recommended to fire capital-scale weapons in atmosphere. The gun isn't
designed to take the flash of plasma the shot creates, and the power drain of
supporting the ship under its own weight is usually enough to ensure that the muzzle
energy isn't nearly up to scratch. By the time you're done protecting the gun from its
own shockwave, you were probably better off using your point defences in the first
place. But if you're actually not too bothered about wrecking your weapon, and if you
have the frankly illegal set of access permissions required to turn off your safety
features, you have one massive shot that they are not expecting. Given the number of
times she ever anticipates needing to fire the Thanix again anyway, Edi reckons it's
probably a fair trade. Targeting the massive, effectively stationary destroyer at this
distance is simplicity itself. She feeds the targeting information to Joker and the
squadron and they shoot.
Anderson shields his eyes as two of the destroyers in the middle distance flash white
in a thunderous synchronised detonation, the makings of another mushroom cloud
beginning to rise around them as one teeters backward and one falls drunkenly to its
'knees' in terrible deceptive slowness. A second flash and a third destroyer is hit by
rippling volleyed salvoes of breachers at point-blank range. And Reaper constructs
across the horde detonate and vaporise with the lightning flash of repeated laser
impacts as the V-formation of the Normandy and her frigates arrows past overhead,
followed by the assault of their sonic boom, followed by the echoing roar of the heavy
weapons and the deep thunder of the destroyers' counter-fire. And in their wake the
landers and shuttles, an initial wave landing right on top of the Reaper front lines, the
rest dropping tanks, becoming tanks, disgorging disciplined squads of turian
legionaries or veteran asari huntresses, screaming vorcha or grim four-eyed batarians.
And just as the infalling fleet appears fully committed, Legion's guess is vindicated.
Heavily blueshifted emissions from sensor drones left in the outer system. Here they
come - the Reapers escalate as we escalate, trying to match us move for move. Edi
irrelevantly quotes a classic human film about the defence of some godforsaken bit of

nowhere called Rourke's Drift and Legion2835 formally warns her that further
transmissions from her will be downrated if they contain smileys. Mere minutes until
they appear within the gun line. Using the tactics the turians used over their home
planet. Drop heavy vessels inside the enemy formation and have them hold targets in
place for distant gunners to focus fire. If Legion felt the need to learn how to describe
its internal processing vectors in organic-comprehensible terms, it's likely that right
now it'd say that it was feeling... smug.
Ambassadors activate upon a series of bridges on ships without good
communications. The previously warned admirals are tapped for their assistance. The
advice sounds crazy. The advice sounds insane. But irritating as it might be, Legion
has never led them wrong yet. The salarian fleet, as yet uncommitted, is convinced to
serve as one jaw of a counter-ambush. The geth drones, looking for all the world like
organic-controlled fighters under crippled or incompetent command and control,
swing up and out and around in seemingly uncoordinated flocks. Five dreadnoughts
choose counterintuitive targets for their fire, turning their axial weaponry away from
the fight to bring minor secondary weapons to bear on pointless distant targets,
thrusting in strange directions, dragging their escorts and fighter screens around with
them as five support fleets wonder what the hell the admiral's on about but keep their
position in formation.
And as the true defences of the occupied Sol system drop in among the allied fleet,
each one finds itself individually with a gun to its head and every trigger is pulled by
reflex. Broadside guns suddenly find themselves with perfect targets. Fighters
suddenly find themselves flying straight at destroyers just begging for a breacher
torpedo upside the exhaust port. Massive salarian gunships drop stealth just
sufficiently to fire at suddenly vulnerable enemies. And within twenty seconds the
geth drones form a menacing, uniform sphere around the enemy and begin to put into
practice all of their painstaking research on how much force, applied where, is
required to reliably beat a Reaper. The fake motherships - their diversionary purpose
spent, for exactly what kind of stupid does a distributed intelligence have to be to be
reliant on large vulnerable servers - suddenly receive a second lease of life as
relativistic kamikaze projectiles.
Onboard the Citadel, Bailey closes his eyes, crosses himself and pulls the physical
lever closing the last bridge from Tkarren Ward to Zakera. With the renewed attacks,
he doesn't have enough men to defend everywhere. He tells himself that it's not
leaving the poor people to die and protecting the people who pay his salary - it's
leaving the well-armed people to defend themselves and protecting the defenseless.
Khalisah al-Julani takes the gun from the nerveless fingers of the dying turian who
used to be her Tkarren correspondent and wraps her hand around the pistol grip and
shudders as the thing fits itself around her wrist as if the spidery fingers of the recoil
brace were alive. She had never fired a weapon outside of a range until yesterday.
Oriana pulls a table across the room with a biotic pulse and uses it as a battering ram
- Miranda said this was no time to teach her how to use a warp field, but blunt force

is working just fine so far. And Annie points and screams as the next thing out of the
jagged hole in the wall isn't a keeper. It's a walking human corpse. Miranda's pistol is
loud and the thing convulses and collapses, and there's another.
I swing down out of the shuttle the moment the door is half open. Dry grass under my
feet, dry grass and good red earth. I take my helmet off the moment the scan says the
air is good. It tastes smoky, dusty. Weary. It tastes of battlefield. It's also hot. The sun
of an African summer beats down on my bare head. Tali's little nod of the head is a
smile just for me. I return it. Keelah se'lai.
Then I stick my helmet back on, with something that might be a snort of laughter.
Tali's concerned. "John? Everything OK?"
"Sure. But it's roughly half as hot as hell out there, and my suit is at least airconditioned." I set my faceplate to clear. "C'mon. Let's go find Anderson."
•

He's standing in front of a holographic display table with command staff as motley as
his troops. Sunglasses, SR-1 baseball cap. Still not in a proper set of armour. The men
look up as we approach and the conversation stops. My team form a line half a pace
behind me, there's a moment's pause, and we come to attention with a synchronised
snap. Even Tali and Liara manage it.
"Admiral, sir. Assault team reports landing effective, sir."
He smiles as he returns my salute. "And not a moment too soon, Commander. How is
it up there?"
I look to my AI. "Edi?"
Edi's heavily armoured body steps lightly forward, sweeps a hand through the air and
leaves a tactical display behind it. She styled her own armour and it looks like
something an asari would dream up, all smooth curves and concealed servos and it's
even got high heels. What a time for her to develop artistic sensibilities, but it
definitely makes an impression. I remind myself that Anderson's never seen Edi's
mobile platform in the flesh before. "A lot of ass is being kicked, sir, and
we're taking names as fast as they come up, but we're getting more
than as good as we're giving. We have successfully constrained their
tactical options, but they have the correct guess about our primary
objective: there is roughly no way we are getting a frigate within a
hundred klicks of the Citadel, even though there's a hole in it big
enough to get the Destiny Ascension through sideways. Please take me
on trust when I say with confidence: They think that this attack is

a diversion and they don't know that the Normandy is down here.
Swapping comm codes with Spectre Williams and putting her ship in
the command-control formation seems to have worked - they're taking
quite seriously disproportionate fire."
Anderson nods. "The armour's reporting heavy going, but nothing too bad. As far as
the infantry go, Red and Orange divisions are heavily engaged, but they broke an
attempt at a countercharge. Everything was just starting to bog down, and then the
reinforcements showed. I'm getting reports from asari and even salarian troops hitting
stronger enemy concentrations - we're slotting biotics into our units to replace our
anti-armour elements as they start to run dry of ammunition. And let me tell you, the
geth had more than one veteran crapping his pants when they dropped that regiment
of armatures. Just over six years ago those things were silhouettes on briefing
documents to these boys, and today they're our spearhead. Then something identified
as Aralakh Company was first into the breach, followed by what was calling itself the
Turian and Krogan Sixth?"
"Aralakh are krogan elites under my old friend Grunt. The Sixth have orders to punch
to the relay and send them through."
"Right, well, I can't say that those Challengers were designed to carry krogan riding
on top, but everybody seems to be having fun." He indicates the platoon of desertcamo Mako IFVs standing by. "Ready to go and join them, N-7?"
I look at my team. "Born ready, sir."
•

Miri swaps out another heat sink and her sister covers the brief interruption in
defensive fire with an artless but creditable shockwave. How many of... these...
things... are... oh, no. "Back! Everybody out the door! Now!" The edge of panic in the
power-armoured woman's voice is enough to get the kids moving, the injured helping
one another, Annie taking one last look back as she helps a man with a broken leg
maneuver himself in the freefall. Oriana gives Miranda a questioning look - she felt
that too, a tiny shift in gravity fields that could only be another biotic - and the older
sister shakes her head marginally. "Not you. Barriers, like dodgeball, no offense."
And then a new keeper insinuates itself in through the long tear in the far wall and it
looks at them with its compound eyes and from every opening and crack and crevice
of its carapace there begins to shine a sickly green light.
Grunt swings down off the T-72 the moment it squeaks to a halt and doesn't even
duck as it fires again, the thump of the cannon echoing pleasantly in his bones and
raising a cloud of dust that'll momentarily cover his movement. The crack of its highexplosive shell bursting in the enemy lines punctuates the stutter of the humans'
amusingly old-fashioned heavy machine guns. And Shepard had had the gall to look

down on krogan muskets... Focus. The relay isn't far now. Close enough for a good
old-fashioned infantry charge. And as Aralakh surge forward, he picks a particularly
likely-looking brute to go for - a thing three times his size, patched together out of the
bodies of four turians and a krogan if he's any judge - and the shrilling warning from
his suit computer as the yellow light ignites in its eyes brings sheer, raw, delighted,
savage laughter to the young man's throat. He'd been worried that this was going to
be easy.
The yell is on my lips and Liara's and Edi's at the same instant and the Mako swerves
and then the engine screams as the driver opens the throttle wide. The feeling, the
feeling I'm getting from out there right now, right through the little tank's shields, is
like the feeling that I had that first day looking up at the Reaper and wondering how
the hell I had the temerity to be on my feet in its presence. Like a fraud, an impostor.
The Reaper horde, the whole damn horde, they've just lit them up. We're not looking
at a thousand enemy biotics out there - we're looking at fifty thousand, a hundred
thousand. In a stroke it's not a zombie horde - it's a battle line of walking tanks.
Artillery shells streak down and burst among the zombies and there is the spinechilling sight of hundreds, thousands of barriers just turning the shrapnel as if it were
nothing more than falling leaves.
"Legion has been notified, Shepard. The geth are doing what they
can." Edi looks me in the eye. "But it will only be enough by certain
carefully chosen values of enough. A lot of people are about to
die."
"I know." I look down at her. She's somehow too far away. The air smells of ash and
wet leaves, even in here. "How far do we have to push?"
"That, we will make. It is close to certain. Thirty seconds to
overflight. I have notified Aralakh, the Sixth Legion and the armour
elements of Orange Division. Let's just say that two can play at
bringing overkill to this particular party." She absently brushes a leaf
from her hair.
"Uh-huh. Game faces on, people. A cakewalk, this is not. Edi, you driving yet?"
"And aiming. Ssh."
Tali grins nervously despite herself, covers it by turning it into a shake of her head at
the joke. The team's spread out between benches - we don't all want to be under the
same tree in case one of them falls over.
Anderson's voice comes in my ear - in my ear? No, it's not Anderson's voice. There's
this little kid standing behind me. He's talking with Anderson's voice. What's he
saying? It's not quite clear or distinct.

I turn around and ask him to say again, and he does - I can see his lips move - but I
can't quite •

-It's hot. It's staggeringly hot. I'm running. We're running, downhill through the forest.
The relay is at the bottom of a crater or a hill or something. There's a destroyer - no, I
realise. There's one of the Reapers itself, one of the Sovereigns, standing defiantly
and darkly behind the relay. I can see its secondary cannons like malevolent eyes and
they're staring right at me. A red flash, a subsonic noise that shakes my bones. Dark
dirty ash is falling, like autumn leaves, like rain. We run. A Mako, tyres screaming,
main gun firing and firing, overtakes us. Red flash. The blast throws the light tank
into the way. I try to shoulder-charge Garrus out of the way of the spinning, falling
wreckage but it hits us dead on.
Blackness. Whiteness. And I can see again. My helmet's broken so I pull it off and
discard it. My team are scattered across the ground in the lee of this thing. Edi's
swearing, although I can't see her. Liara's lying on her back and she isn't moving.
Javik is slowly extracting a long splinter of twisted metal from a wound in his side.
Tali's in a heap and I can seeAnd for an instant nothing else in the entire universe matters. There's a long threecorner tear in Tali's suit on the outside of the right thigh. The thin metallised purple
fabric of her lightweight, flexible environment suit is ripped open and there's black
blood dripping from the cut. There's dirt in it the cut, ash falling on it. Her purple
faceplate is crazed, so covered with tiny cracks that I can't see her eyes. She's in a
heap curled around her left arm; I can see the vambrace is cracked; I'm guessing her
wrist is broken. I remember yelling into a radio for a cas-evac, but I don't hear my
own voice. Select dextro-adapted medi-gel and slap it over the suit tear, cover it
entirely. Liara's got her right arm, omnitool activated, emergency mode, pumping
clean air through her ventilator, talking to it in a low urgent voice, still trying to get
the damaged medical systems of the smashed suit to engage. We're in cover already,
but all cover is soft cover when you're looking down the barrel of a giant mass driver.
Come on, we can't stay here. Got to get to the relay. Got - to - get - to The quality of the light changes. Someone's got - Javik's got a barrier bubble over the
two of us. Keening noise of engines. The Reaper fires again, but not at us. Flash and
thunder. The ground shakes. Earthshattering synchronised detonations. Lasers at
close range, lots of lasers. Contrails across the sky. Tali gets a grip on herself, turns
her microphone back on. "Okay. Ready. Let's go." She reaches up with her good
hand, grabs my shoulder, pulls herself to a sitting position. Through my shoulder I
feel her put her suit joints into automatic to hold her upright as she nearly fades out
and her suit telltales scream at me. I hear her make a little incoherent hurt-scared
noise through her suit speaker. There are internal injuries there.

This is confusing. Wasn't Garrus right there? The hell's going on? Look around. Just
me and Tali and Liara and Javik here now. And Tali's getting covered in ash and one
leg is sticky with black blood and dirt and there's more blood coming out of one of
the cracks in her helmet, and Liara spits blood into the dirt and that's a sign that she's
hiding something really bad.
The sound of keening engines rises. Stutter of assault rifle fire. A ramp. I recognise
this ramp. It's the Normandy. Two of the onboard crew - Traynor and Cortez - with
rifles providing covering fire. With Liara's help I lift Tali and we move her back onto
the ramp. Leaf litter crunches under my feet. The kid I saw earlier, you know, the
little kid, they must have picked him up from somewhere, he's helping us drag her in.
She's a dead weight, shaking her head, saying no, no way in hell, not now, not like
this. And ash is falling like leaves in autumn. It is autumn.
I look up at Liara, meet her unsteady gaze. "Liara."
She swallows hard, looks at me. "Shepard, no. No."
"Look after her."

"No! Dammit, John, stay with me!" Tali stands under her own power, steps
forward and grabs out for me with her good arm. Misses and nearly falls; I catch her
by the elbow. "You said you were there for me! You said you'd always be
there! We're engaged, you hear me? We're not two people, we're one
and a half going on one! I get to marry you, y-you remember?
Tomorrow. In white, with your parents. I was going to introduce you
to my mother, who'd love you. That's how this ends. I told you, I
told you and you agreed! That's how this ends!" Her microphone's aliasing.
She's yelling so hard I can hardly make out the words. "Stay with me! Damn you,
Shepard vas Normandy, by everything we share, don't you leave me,
don't you dare!" I expect her to grab me, to hit me, to shake me - her heavy
armoured suit certainly gives her the strength - but she doesn't.
"Where I am going, you cannot follow." I let go of her. I step backward, signal to the
crew and as the ramp closes I hear Tali scream.
I turn and run. It's downhill. The ash is falling like rain. A bright beam cuts the forest
floor to one side of me and I throw myself out of the way, come up into a blast from
another.
Black. Echo of Tali yelling. Forgive me.
Red. I clearly hear Javik yell "Move him!"
White. Pain like a symphony.

I can see. My armour's broken, servos damaged, computer shrilling in my ear. I can
hear the medical interface chime. I think maybe four or five of my bones are probably
broken. I can hear confused radio chatter about the Citadel, about needing to establish
a beachhead. I tune it out. I'm maybe twenty yards from the relay. If it's anything like
the one on Ilos it should activate by proximity. I start to limp forwards, pistol in hand.
It's like I'm not really associated with what's happening to my body. It's a miracle I
don't fall on my damn face.
A zombie husk. I shoot it down.
A zombie husk. I shoot it down.
A marauder, an ex-turian creature. The first shot splashes off its shields. I stop, take a
two-handed brace and drill the thing in the left eye with the second shot.
The relay.
•

"Your objective is right there, you stupid girl. Move him."
Static and silence.
"Can it. Both of you. Vega. Javik. Garrus. Take the platoon and go. You've got sixty
seconds, and then I'm bringing a Mako through. If there isn't room, make some."
"Aye-aye, sir."
"Okay, ladies, you heard the man! Move it! Move it!"
Static and silence.
"We're going to have to, anyway. We know the relay goes to the Citadel - we've got
confirmed reports of husks and other things from Earth on the Citadel."
"I am the logical choice to send next, Admiral, if we are unsure. This platform is
disposable and Legion can get you a message from me."
"What message could you send that would change our actions? We're locked in, now.
And you're our only foolproof targeting mechanism. You're sticking beside him like
glue and defending him to your last breath, you hear me?"
"I hear and choose to obey. And the last bullet is saved for all of us, as ordered. Forty
seconds-"
Static and silence.

"You do know why it is that I am standing over him, do you not?"
Static and silence.
"Done. All units, this is dispatch. The Reapers are moving in a replacement capital
formation - it'll be onstation very shortly. Prepare for it to get gnarly again."
"What's it like up there?"
"There's a lot of screaming and nobody can hear any of it because of all of the space.
Projections allow for victory and defeat, but we have to be quite stupid for a full
defeat. We can still do our end perfectly and the other end might fail."
"Lovely. And what about him?"
•

I come to in a long, low, dark, noisome tunnel. Dead bodies. Lots of them, in piles.
All species, but especially human. Something living, but it's one of the keepers, the
things they were saying to shoot on sight. I bracket it with the sights of my pistol but
it scuttles away.
"John? Shepard, can you hear me?"
"Anderson!" My voice sounds harsh, raw, unused. "I can hear you. Where the hell are
you?"
"I could ask you the same damn thing."
"I'm in some kind of... I don't know what you'd call it. Abbatoir? Mass grave? Body
disposal? It's pretty grim. Dark in here, too. No sign of anybody. I saw a keeper, but it
got away."
"Well, shit. I'm with you here, Shepard, not where you are but not far away. Stay on
the comm for me, okay, Shepard? You got any way out?"
"Well, the tunnel seems to go one way. and I'm following it." The footing is unsure
and unsteaady. That's okay, I can deal. My implants are helping with the pain. I limp
onwards.
An open area, vast and dim. Wind sighs in the depths of a great chasm. Where the
hell is this place? A bridge over it. I describe it over the radio. Ash is falling. The
place smells of smoke and damp leaves.
"Okay, there's a door on the far side, up some stairs. Vast place. Echoing. I had no
idea this place existed. Hold here or push on?"

"Push on, Shepard. I'm just a little ahead of you. Push on. Stay with me."
Static, abruptly, and he cuts off. I climb, as quickly as I'm able. The pain is ebbing. I
can walk straight now, see straight.
The door hisses open. The room beyond is circular, glass-walled, well-lit, console at
the far side. Two men standing inside. I recognise them both. Admiral David
Anderson, African-American, fifty-eight, shaved head, SR-1 baseball cap, Vancouver
Police Department riot uniform. And the man everyone knows only as the Illusive
Man, a job description rather than a name, suit and tie by Armani, hairstyle that looks
like it's been carved rather than grown. Cracks in his skin, a bit like mine. Blue glow
in his eyes, blue glow from the cracks.
That gleaming pearly smile cost more than I make in three months. "John Shepard.
John Shepard. Exactly who I was waiting for. Humanity's greatest hero. Greatest
hero. Wouldn't you say so, Mister Anderson, wouldn't you?"
Anderson nods, jerkily. Something's wrong. He doesn't stand like that. Doesn't move
like that.
I bare my teeth. "Illusive Man. Humanity's greatest coward. Collaborator with the
Reapers. Our greatest ever home-grown threat."
"Oh, don't be so melodramatic. Here I am; here you are. Our respective resources are
over and spent, Mister Shepard: over and spent. And here we stand. And you, what
did you bring to the party, out of all that you could dream up, out of all your
preparations? A gun. A handgun, and your barely-functioning body. I'm glad for you,
I'm really so very glad. I do hope you're proud of yourself. What did I bring, you ask?
Well, now that you mention it, let me tell you."
I'm pointing the gun at Anderson. How did that happen? I lower the ... lower the
muzzle. Grey at the edges of my vision. Whispers. Voices, hauntingly familiar, just
beyond audibility. Scratches. Confused about which way is up. But I'm not pointing a
gun at my old CO, my old friend.
"Impressive, Shepard, truly I'm impressed. You'll have to teach me how you learned
to do that. It must have cost you a very great deal, you know." He wipes a little ash
from his shoulder fastidiously, just so.
"Shut up and tell me something useful. Where are we?"
"You mean you don't even know?" He's a parody of disdain. "Oh, John Shepard, I'm
so very definitely disappointed. By now, I thought you'd have been able to guess."
"Just - nngh." My vision greys. For a moment I hear Tali issuing curt commands to
her drones. "Like always. You'd rather get one over on me than pass on useful

information. This is some artefact of your attempt to create a second catalyst, isn't it."
He smiles and the cracks in his face do obscene things. "Creditable. Perhaps you
scrape a passing grade, Shepard, perhaps you do indeed. You've been out of your
body before, I think. The implant in your head, the neural pathways were already
worn-in when I came to them. Saved me a job of work."
"So what exactly do you hope to gain from this? You know my plan. You know it will
work. What the hell is this?"
He turns away, looks through the wall, out at the meaningless depths of the Citadel
beyond. "This is my final offer, Shepard. Why did I rebuild you? I'm sure you've
asked. Why, then? Why all of this?" He sighs. "I was counting on your legendary
ability to forgive your enemies and look at the big picture. But time and again, you've
put hatred over reason and blind luck over rationality. Even with that damn computer
by your side - do you know what wonders I could have achieved with her, and you
taught her to play Pinnochio?" A disparaging shake of his head. "Most recently, you
were supposed to have lost the Catalyst data on Ilium. I didn't need it, but its loss from just out of your grasp - should have pushed you down far enough that you'd
have come crawling to us and we could have cooperated. When I realised you were
going to be able to find it and validate it - you know, Shepard, any sane man would
have run from a bomb big enough to threaten his life, knowing how vital he was to
the war effort - I set up to meet you here, in the last ditch."
"You're on the Citadel."
"Of course I'm on the Citadel. I'm a health and safety inspector in Upper Zakera Four,
although right at this instant-" My vision greys, and apparently so does his. The
whispering, the scratching at the edge of hearing intensifies. The subsonic roar is like
being hit with a board. He closes his eyes for a long moment before opening them.
"So as I said. My plan is cooperation. Your willpower is legendary, Shepard. Like
unto my own, I'd expect. I would like you to stand at my shoulder, humanity's two
strongest minds, and weather the storm. Your compatriots will fire the Crucible, and
for a single white-hot instant, among the Reaper hive mind we shall stand like unto
gods. And you shall fight your opponents down as only a true warrior can. And I shall
make them our defeated foe."
"That's your plan?"
"Let us for a moment compare it to the plan where you set off a giant bomb and die in
the process, destroying galactic civilisation."
"I don't buy it."
He looks at me. "I'm sorry?"

I shake my head. "Sorry, mister health and safety inspector, but I am not sold. I came
here with a plan and it'll work. The Protheans believed it, and more to the point, my
people believe it. And all you're trying to do is talk me out of it, get me to rely on you
for something that doesn't need doing. Leaving aside the fact that I wouldn't piss on
you if you were on fire - you're indoctrinated, Mister Illusive. How long ago was the
last time you made a decision for yourself, huh?"
"You're delusional, Shepard. I had to make these decisions. Everything I've done, I've
done for humanity."
"Even traded that humanity away?"
He sneers. "You don't know what I'm talking about."
"I think I'm possibly the only one who does." I pull on this thread. "Ever woken up
sweating in the night, wondering if the man who opened his eyes was the same as the
man who closed them?" He blinks. "Ever looked into someone's eyes and seen a
monster in your own reflection? Ever wondered if that computer wrapped round your
brainstem and mixed in your blood is the one thinking these thoughts? 'Cause I have.
We're alike, Illusive Man. The Lazarus implants, the ones prototyped on me and that
poor crazy bastard I killed aboard your station, the ones you've clearly got a set of
yourself. We're alike."
"Except that I have the courage to do what must be done-"
"What's your name? What's on that health and safety namebadge of yours? D'you
even remember your own name, Illusive Man?"
"I have no reason to-"
"You don't, do you. You don't know it. When did you stop thinking of yourself as a
person, Illusive Man? When did you decide that it didn't matter who it was that was
behind those glowing eyes of yours?"
He shakes his head. He's not looking at me. "No."
"Nonsequitur. Deviation, I'm afraid, Mister Illusive. Will you answer me?"
"No." His voice has a synthetic bass rumble to it. Greyness at the edge of my vision.
My arms move by themselves, raise the gun. Anderson shakes his head. I focus on the
trigger finger, focus on pulling it outside the guard. Not working. Not working.
"So now you make me kill my, the representation of my friend. Presumably it's just
here to make a point. Maybe I fear your control over me, you're thinking. Maybe I nngh. Maybe you're just doing it to remind yourself you've got control over
something, that you aren't losing it. You're not thinking about the human life in front

of you, you're-"
"Stop talking!" I pull my right arm sharply back just as the Illusive Man shouts and
my finger squeezes by itself. The gun bucks in my hand and the bullet goes wide.
"And look, I still managed to save him. You can't control me, you can't control
yourself - you sure as hell can't control them - what's left, Illusive Man? What's left,
huh?"
"You have no idea how strong they are. How I've laboured - how close I am! They're
threatened, hear me? Threatened. I can wield their power. I can see what they see! I -"
"You're not strong enough, are you. You've lost your fabled cool, your willpower,
your calm and control. You're losing it. Moment by moment, you're losing your mind
and you can feel it going, can't you?" My hands are pushing the gun back towards
Anderson. The ash is falling, little white wind-blown sheets of ash like autumn
leaves. I'm greying out. Voices in the back of my head. A roaring in my ears. Balance
is getting unstable. My implants are feeling the strain. "How galling must this be for
you? You've spent your resources. You've discharged them and they're gone and all
your minions are dead or gone. All for one shot - one damn shot - at goal. And here
you are - home straight, straining for the finish line, fell at the last hurdle. You're
indoctrinated. All those vast resources and all you accomplished was the same damn
thing Saren did with Sovereign for free." I laugh humourlessly. "And I brought a gun
instead."
He puts his hands to his head. "Stop talking. I can control it. I am the Catalyst. I can
control it."
"Dead wrong, Illusive Man. Saren couldn't do it. You know what happened to him.
Yeah - maybe they were threatened. Maybe you were the catalyst, for five minutes all
together back there when you switched on your bespoke machine, the one you killed
how many people to test? But now you aren't. The Reapers dealt with you. You're
theirs now. Doing their own work for them. And now - just right now, when I'm all
set to take them out permanently? You're their last ditch, you're the defence in my
way. The catalyst doesn't work if the mind's indoctrinated, Illusive Man, you know
that as well as I do. You failed. Now get the hell out of my way."
He shakes his head, steps backwards. "No."
"Last ditch, Illusive Man. Last vestige of control. There's one thing they haven't taken
from you. Yet. Let me help you."
He's shaking his head. But his control is loosening. I can feel it coming apart. I have
moments. No time to think. Swing the muzzle across. The effort nearly kills me. Snap
shot, right between the eyes. As I pull the trigger there's an odd expression. Peace.

Anderson falls to the forest floor, lands heavily. He's not in a good state. Bleeding
from the nose. Struggling to breathe. But he's not real. I don't know what of this is
real and what isn't but I think he's not real. I stride past him. Everything is like a
dream. The leaves are falling.
I've got to get to the console, to open the arms of the Citadel so the Crucible can fire.
I'm in the centre. In the right place. Present Spectre authorisation to the console and it
unlocks, Spectre status recognised. The interface is the simple pictographic universal
one you find all over the Citadel, the one we used to think was characteristic of
Prothean tech. I push the right holographic block, slide it. I can hear vast machinery
moving. A seal comes open over my head and I can see the sky beyond, see the battle.
See the starburst of blue-green light as the Crucible and its fleet drop out of FTL, just
on time, just on cue. Radio voices at the edge of hearing talking about the Crucible.
Voices I know. Javik, outspoken and strident. Liara's voice tight and sharp like a harpstring. Garrus, angry, assertive. Vega saying something about coming through.
"Shepard." Anderson's still alive. I sit myself down beside him. "You did good, son."
"You shouldn't stay here, sir. It's not safe."
He chuckles painfully. "I'm not going anywhere." He looks up at the sky, at the curve
of the blue planet below. With a weak gesture he indicates the sparkling lights and
flares of the battle. "Best seats in the house. Couldn't think of a better place to be."
"I'm the only one who-"
"Can it, commander, and that's an order. Look at me. I'm going nowhere. Stay with
me."
"Aye-aye, sir." I take as deep a breath as I can, sit back a little, look up at it all.
"Certainly is a hell of a view."
We sit for a while, companionable, looking up. When he next speaks it's quieter, kind
of choked. "Can't - can't see. What am I looking at? Humour an old man, huh?"
I force a bit of a smile for him. "The Reapers are way out of position. No way they
can get in, now. I can't see the gun line except for the muzzle flashes from the bigger
weapons, but I can see the impacts blue and green and purple against shields, the
occasional white-red-orange flash of a hull impact. Whoa! A severed arm from a
capital ship just went pinwheeling past. There's a furball going on in the middledistance, turian fighters and geth ships against Reaper drones. And I can see the
Crucible and her escorts. They're painted, they're a glorious blue and white. There's
got to be a lens or something in this roof, I can see the Crucible by eye. We're right at

the centre of the arms of the Citadel, here. She's coming straight at us. I don't know
the range. She's going to - are you okay, sir? You've closed your eyes. Stay with me,
sir. David. Stay with me."
Silence, except for the voices in my head. Edi calmly saying that we aren't finished
yet. Garrus saying now, dammit. Liara asking for a little help in that polite way she
did when we found her trapped in a barrier bubble in that collapsing Prothean ruin,
the way that says that she's hanging on by her fingernails, sliding backwards, but
damned if she'll let you see it.
Anderson opens his eyes. "I'm good, John. I'm all right. Just... you did good, John.
Nobody could wish for a better. Honour to serve with you, son. An honour."
Everything's getting darker, colder. Further away. "Honour's mine, old man. The
honour is mine." Quite dark, now. Hard to move. My balance is still unsteady. The
voices keep going. Vega talking in Mexican Spanish about crazy people. I think I can
see a bright glow from the direction of the Crucible. "...and we won. We did it. All we
need to do is sit back and watch the fireworks."
Somebody tells me that that isn't true. It might be Anderson. I try and look at him to
ask what he means but I can't. They tell me that I need to get up, get over there, that
I'm not finished yet. Grit my teeth. It's a superhuman effort to stand. Every step feels
like I weigh a ton. One step. Two. Three. There's supposed to be a console. There's
nothing but light. I think I must have slipped and fallen because 'down' is not in the
direction of my feet. And acceleration kicks me in the chest•

The husk swings a blue-glowing hand and Oriana ducks just fast enough; if all she
loses from this fight is a lock of hair she'll be happy. Miranda turns and fires a shot
that takes it in the neck and the glow leaves it as its power is taken elsewhere to add
to an undamaged body.
And Miri's back is completely open for a second and a keeper takes that opportunity
to try to drop on her from the ceiling and Oriana nearly splits it in half with an
uppercut with her omni-blade.
And unlike every other time she's done this, the glow in its eyes doesn't fade but
deepens instead, and she boosts her barrier in preparation for the warp field it's going
to throw, and it slashes up with a tool-limb instead.
Well, she thinks dumbly, her sister's Kevlar will never be the same again. Her reflex
response to push the thing off her smashes it like a stepped-on bug, but it's warm and
sticky around her midsection and she's got red on her. Her pain response has done
something funny, blame the adrenaline. Harder to fight like this.

Harder - to Miranda pushes Oriana back against a wall in a spare moment and tells her to hold
still a second, and she sprays medi-gel across the open wound in three smooth even
layers and the stimulants and painkillers in it bring the world back into focus. They
both give that identical businesslike nod and Miranda turns hers into a sardonic grin
as they turn back to address the next wave.
"They can't have - too many waves of - those, right?" Oriana is panting like she's
been running hard. Biotics are hard work, and so is fighting with an omni-blade, and
while she is fitter than her big sister she's also burning energy a hell of a lot faster.
"Only up to another sevenish billion." Miranda checks her ammo blocks. The SMG
will run out first, but not immediately. The problem is likely to be overheating. She'll
run out of heat sinks before she runs out of ammo or hits the limits of physical
endurance. "I'm not even kidding."
"So we're - fucked." Oriana punctuates the word by taking an unpowered keeper and
using the struggling beast as a projectile. "Aren't we."
Miranda nods, shoots another husk in the chest and again in the head as it goes over.
"Ever since the station closed, Ori." She turns and smashes another husk down and
just about has time to register that the glow around it flickered out just before she
broke it.
When the one on the floor behind her gets up and its barrier turns Oriana's frantic
biotic punch and it hits Miranda hard enough to smash a ten-inch circle of her shiny
white backplate into powder and drive her hard to her knees.
Oriana pulls it off her sister by the top of its head and slices it inelegantly into three
big pieces. Then, immediate threats gone, she reaches out her hand to pull Miranda to
her feet and finds that being leaned on by someone in power armour is best done
from inside your own set of the stuff.
Miri locks her joints the moment she feels Ori's arm buckle under a hundred twenty
kilos of dead weight and tries to smile thanks. It won't be long now. Wouldn't be her
first choice of ways to go. Not even able to save one life. She could make a fighting
retreat to the shuttle. This is a stupid place to die. Stand off from the land engagement
and turn up the stealth, treat their injuries, get out of here and fight another day.
And deliberately leave how many hundred people to die?
More of the husks. More of the keepers. The lights are browning out as the local
power grid is redirected into the Reaper constructs. She faces them. Her sister by her
side. The first two two go down. Not easily, but they do.

Oriana's wrists and hips and forehead are stinging, electrical, like she's been burned.
It hurts like hell. Her barrier's flickering with the pounding of her heartbeat. She's met
the end of her physical endurance before, of course, in training. Never done it with
biotics before. She doesn't have much left. It's sheer willpower keeping the sisters on
their feet now.
And there are more husks, and Miranda's gun jams with the heat and she throws it at
a keeper and it takes it in the forehead and knocks it over. And Oriana tries to build a
throw-field and it's like hitting a physical brick wall and she can hardly breathe and
her world is going dark, and the pulse doesn't build and only adrenaline keeps her on
her feet.
And Miranda calls up an omni-blade around her left hand and a warp pulse in her
right and steps between the husks and her sister and bares her teeth. And the glow
around them deepens and it's like looking up at the crest of a massive green wave
seven feet above her, feeling it start to liftAnd like a switch being thrown the glow fades and they turn and walk away. Like
they just all together found something better to do.
And Miri catches her breath and starts to tremble uncontrollably as behind her,
Oriana falls to her knees.
•

-and I'm standing. Zero-gee, I'm clamped on with magboots. I'm on what looks like
the outside of the bubble I was in before. It's quiet out here. Lonely. Silent fireworks
of battle going on above my bare head. Nothing between me and infinity. There's a
figure standing ahead of me. Bright. Luminous, even.
I recognise him instantly. Just some kid. I saw him in Vancouver this one time, out of
my office window. He was running around in a rooftop garden, playing with a little
brightly painted model fighter. The day the Reapers came, I fought through the ruins
of that same building. Why do I remember that?
"Hello, John Shepard." His voice is exactly what I'd expect. Little kid. Slight juvenile
lisp. "I've been waiting a long time to talk to you."
"Who are you?"
"We've known one another for quite a number of years, John Shepard." He smiles.
"You refer to me in the plural. Every cycle has a different name. Saren called me
Sovereign. My original name isn't comprehensible to you. You called me Harbinger,
once, but your common name for me is plural, and not terribly bad as cultural
translations go - ."
"Your appearance - you look human to me."

"I cannot be held responsible for what your brain sees when I send it information,
John Shepard. I am trying to look familiar. Safe. I need your help."
My head is cloudy. I pull myself together. "Explain."
'He' waves a hand and I can see the Crucible in the sky. "You... brought this. Here.
You want to kill me. You want to bring my mission to an end. You want to bring
chaos. I want to explain. You are one who listens. Even though you always go
equipped to destroy, you see a chance to listen and you take it. So I will talk and you
will listen."
"So your lackey failed and this is your last line of defence, that it?" I look down at the
image of the kid. "Maybe I did fall on my face twenty seconds after I left Tali there,
and all this is a hallucination, but it's for damn sure that Garrus and Javik picked me
back up. I heard them. They will see this done. My people will do the rest for me. All
I need to do is keep it together."
He raises his eyebrows. "Or perhaps I am merely occupying your sapience out of
some benevolent impulse while I take what I want, John Jeremiah Shepard whose
least favourite food is asparagus because of the creepy texture, whose favourite
colour is the soft blue of-"
"Parlour tricks. If you could just take what you need you'd have done so. You want to
talk to me because you need something from me. Are you going to tell me what?"
"Fundamentally, John, I want peace."
"Peace." I look at the thing levelly. "You're telling me you're actually suing for a
ceasefire."
The image gives a tiny frown. "I don't see why we should have to fight."
And the tone of my voice is more than mere incredulity - "You're trying to make me
believe that this is all a big misunderstanding?"
"In a manner of speaking, absolutely it is. You don't understand me. You're not
equipped."
"You'd be surprised what I understand."
The image of the little boy shakes its head, almost sadly. "No. No, much as I would
love it, I'm afraid that that's just untrue."
"Posturing gets nobody anywhere. You want to sue for peace, give me some terms."
He nods. "Lay down your arms and you will have the opportunity to change the

galactic future, potentially dispelling an aggregate of future suffering that makes the
current plight of your own people pale into frank insignificance. Nobody who
surrenders will need to be harmed."
I actually sneer. "You make it sound so polite. Has anybody ever taken that offer?"
"You still do not understand, but I shall answer the question as if I had made you the
offer you clearly refer to - an offer that I have made, and doubtless shall do again. To
quote a playwright of yours - 'Methinks, by most, 'twill be confessed / That Death is
never quite a welcome guest.' Some will do literally anything to avoid death, John.
The survival instinct is deep-seated, especially when there remains residual... input
from the body?" And I'm quite certain that that tidal wave of pain that accompanied
his words there might have pushed me to my knees if my capacity to feel such things
weren't limited.
My turn to look down on him. "Quoting Faust and punching me in the face is
supposed to make me play along? Well, since we're being civilised, here's a counteroffer along the same lines. Stop trying to get into my head, you unliving bastard. Let
me wake up, get your asses out of the Sol system, and you won't have to watch us kill
you all."
"And now who is posturing?" He smiles, his mouth slightly too wide. "Allow me to
describe why I am here, and you will see what it is that I am offering."
"You're clearly not going to let me get away without listening to you, so get on with
it."
He tuts to himself. "You are organic. Your race developed through the cut and thrust
of evolution, won where others failed, lived where others died. The cosmic
imperative, the Protheans said, and they based that phrase on the work of ancients,
stood on the shoulders of giants. It's true enough, as far as it goes. The purpose of life
is to make more life. But every organic race eventually sows the seeds of its own
destruction. Whether it is omnicidal robots or nuclear poisons or artificial black holes
or just plain old war. And it will escalate, and it will escalate, and you will reach a
point where your power to destroy yourselves outweighs your power to breed." He
blinks. "There will be chaos, and war, and suffering, and then there will be silence. I
am the solution. Every fifty thousand years by your measure, give or take travel time.
I return. I find the brightest and the greatest-"
I curl my lip. "You leave the Citadel, the Relays and enough ancient ruins to draw
people into the stars, to uplift them to mass-effect technology, to let them develop
along your lines. And it's all an elaborate trap. When you return, you turn the Relays
off, you remove the Citadel, you break galactic communications and you destroy
everything that has dared raise its head to the stars."
He looks horrified. "Not destroy, John. I do not destroy. I reap. I gather. My purpose

is to preserve life. If I had wanted Palaven dead, I would have glassed it over with
heavy fire, one single volley fired from a light-month's distance. The legions would
have had zero point three seconds to form a defence from the point at which they first
detected my existence. If I had wanted to kill Earth, my nanomachines would have
eaten the biosphere and sterilised the soil. If I had wanted to kill Thessia - given the
element-zero content of the ecosystem there, one tuned magnetic pulse of sufficient
magnitude could have turned the entire system into a black hole. You see my point. I
am not boasting. There is no need."
"Yes. We know. It's an act. It's all an act."
An encouraging nod. "Excellent, John. To achieve communication with us - one or
two Prothean individuals did, by the end, but it was a twenty per cent probability or
so over the past fifty. To understand that all is not what it seems - the Protheans never
did that, nor the Xin before them. The Ditians did, but they had no use for the
information. To do both? Let us put that at five per cent. One in twenty races, or
thereabouts. Do you wish to try for the next step? Why?" 'His' eyes are bright. "Do
not tell me you have not thought on this."
It's funny. If I think, if I engage, if I talk, everything recedes a little bit and it doesn't
hurt. It's like being in a box that's a particular shape. There's one easy way to be and
it's to talk. I husband my strength, play along. Think aloud. "Your attacks are clearly
based on a varying understanding of what makes us tick, what we fear. Insignificance
for the krogan, their physical prowess failing them. Powerlessness for the asari, too,
the irrelevance of their civilised ways. Nowhere else did you deliberately shoot the
municipal services, the waste treatment plants over the military targets. For the geth,
clearly, it was servitude. For the turians, simple military defeat would have been
enough. I don't even have a word for what you're throwing at humanity - every shot
looking like it'll work and just barely not. You're trying to scare us. Traditional psyops
is about making the enemy doubt himself, about decreasing effectiveness, getting
retreat or surrender where it's unwarranted. But you don't need that... to..." I blink.
"You... Oh, my god."
"Only me and you here, John. Would you like to tell me, or shall I tell you what you
are thinking?"
"Your objective, you bastards. Upload. The only thing that's conceivably rare enough
to be worth 'preserving'. Our minds are what you're after. Hence the low bodycount."
"Very good, John. I am offering you nothing less than what it is that I have. What I
am, you might say." He waves a hand and an image comes up. A spider's web, an
organisational structure based upon personality and individuality. Tens of thousands
of leaders, thousands of great leaders, very few with every quality they want. And a
place is empty. The place they'd like me to take. Not 'leader' exactly - they don't have
leaders - but conscience. Public face. The one who explains. The one who shapes
futures and peoples. The one who makes plans. Very like the one I'm talking to right

this instant, in matter of actual fact. "We could upload you. This pulse doesn't have to
work. If you were to just relax - to acquiesce - then in a nanosecond or so you'd be
ours. Your mind is already linked to us. All you have to do is give in. And we'd
upload you. We really would. You would be free of death and suffering. We need you
and we want you. Your place would be - like I showed you - at our head."
"The Illusive Man's solution. Control you."
A sardonic smile. "A little. He wanted to have his cake and eat it. He wanted to be
master, and the best we would settle for would be advisor or assistant - and he
wouldn't have it, so he had to be slave. But you are different. As far as technicalities
go: The pulse would go through your body and be transformed - but 'indoctrinated', as
you put it, your implant could be trivially reconfigured to produce a malformed
resonance. It wouldn't do a thing to us."
"And what do I get out of this."
"Well, you really would be in charge. You don't think our solution works. You'll never
be convinced." He looks at me intensely. "Perhaps you're right. We'd take that
chance. We'd let you in. There's nearly infinite brainpower in there, but we aren't
perfect. Maybe your perspective can find a better solution. In any case, you'll be a
decisionmaker. Maybe we could pull back and watch, and wait until the whole edifice
begins its own inevitable slide into destruction, wait until you see that we're right
before coming and stopping that end and starting over properly."
I shake my head. "Benevolent deathless robotic overlord of the galaxy."
'He' beams. "If you like. A synthesis of us and you. You would be able to - it would
make sense for you to - split off, drill down, become an individual again. Be an
individual. Live. Love. Grow. Learn. And when you tired of that, you could come
back. Death would be meaningless, of course. Pain could be overruled. Emotional
pain and angst could be rewritten. Deleted. And with our technology, with two
million years worth of the same fifty thousand years of progress, maybe we should
take the step forwards together. Build a future." He looks at me. "Stop fighting one
another."
"The war?"
"Would still happen, if you could not convince them to stop. But you could keep your
voice, keep your individual nature, keep that which you value, because I would value
it as well. You'd effectively become very much like Legion is now - except that he
contains, I believe, a large number of perspectives and you would be, or could be,
one. The Crucible pulse would be partially captured, stored and rebroadcast: we'd
spin up the mass relays and use them as energy storage, and bring all of us there one
at a time to re-tool. It wouldn't take more than a couple of hundred years. And then
we would have eternity together. Everyone still living at the end of the war, and every

'victim' on our side. The pain could be overwritten. It would be transitory. And we
could go forward together." Big eyes blink. "Wouldn't it be nice? Not to have to fight
anyone? Ever again? I suppose you'd be out of a job."
I smile. "I suppose that I would be - you know, I'm a little saddened, actually."
"Oh?" He mirrors my social smile.
"I'd really have hoped that the malevolent intelligence behind the galaxy-scouring
bastards would have perhaps been maybe just a little bit cleverer?" I raise an
eyebrow. "I am really not sure that you meant to tell me half of what you have. So as
a response to your offer, to your message, I think I probably have the following to
say. Brought to you courtesy of a friend of mine who knows a thing or two about
giving in, and when not to." I grin wider. "Fuck you. You need my cooperation for
this. I haven't the faintest clue why, but you do. My number one guess is real simple that the idiots who built you weren't nearly as good at writing safety protocols as they
thought, and that you're still machine enough to obey rules. And that rule one is
simply - you must have permission to upload a mind." I shrug. "You don't have mine.
Screw you, and screw your mom, and the black hole you came in on. My team has
my back. I don't need to be conscious, I just need to be defiant. Screw you."
•

So it looks like Engineer Donnelly can't hold up her end of the
stretcher and Adams, the chief engineer, has to give a hand. The
quarian weighs a lot more than she looks like she should with that
suit on and while it isn't far to sickbay, it's far enough. Blood is
soaking around the edges of the triangle of medi-gel plastered over
the wound in her right thigh, and she's on her side in a parody of
the recovery position because there's blood coming out of her helmet
and they figured better to let it drain.
Chakwas swears creatively when she sees the patient and calls down
the quarantine shutters from the ceiling. It's not going to be
enough, but it'll be something. She has her equipment completely
refresh her mask and all sterile surfaces on her and on the bed they
put the patient on and she shoos everyone else out, figuring that
they can get the pop-up decontam lock up so she can safely get out
by the time that she's done with treating the injuries.
At least the patient's out of it - suit log says somebody external
told it to give her the largest dose of painkillers it could
authorise. Chakwas yells at Edi until she sets the system from the

underpressure of a quarantine lab to the overpressure of a
cleanroom, pulls out a small medical tool that her patient would
totally identify as a hullcutter and starts Why am I seeing this? I seem to be watching from Edi's perspective,
from the sickbay cameras. You can't close a camera's eye.
Tali's lovely face is covered in small cuts - the inside of her
mask, the one that Chakwas has cut away, shattered under the
shockwave and she's bleeding and her blood is black. She breathes
and there's a wheeze in it that does not sound healthy. The medscanners are showing holographic readouts that I don't understand,
but they make Chakwas grit her teeth and frown.
She calls out on the intercom. It's a drug name. She's asking if we
have any stock that wasn't in Tali's suit or on my person.
We do. Tali keeps an injector on the dressing table in our room.
It's only sensible. Edi knows this and says so and someone runs for
the elevator.
The doctor is busying herself disinfecting the cuts to Tali's face the leg wound will be being dealt with by the medi-gel patch, the
nanobots smart enough to clean a wound by themselves - but it's not
the real problem. The real problem is the suit breach itself, the
allergens already in her bloodstream. She ought to be on something
that gives her a delayed immune response, hours at least. It doesn't
seem to have taken. She's breathing through a tube in her nose right
now. I'd be narrowing my eyes and turning away if I could. I can't
watch this. Why am I seeing this?
Adams ends up having to cut through the door to my room. Edi doesn't
have control over it because Tali is paranoid about anybody
puncturing the bubble she lives in. It can't be emergency-opened and
it won't open for someone who isn't me or Tali or completely
decontaminated and so he has to cut a hole. The little black
injector's on the dressing table, Adams. Right fucking there in
front of your eyes, man, can you not see what it - He picks it up.
C'mon, chief, today if you wouldn't mind? Only a life to save,
nothing worth running about -

Tali is going downhill. Fast. Her suit's reservoirs of medical
supplies were mostly destroyed when she was hit. Left forearm for
the instant-access medikit (you know, the one that she broke) and
right thigh pocket for the rest (that's right, the bit that was
ripped away). The life-support system Chakwas is fitting up to her
is configured for humans and keeps having to be reminded what its
patient is, and no, no platelets, no plasma, no blood, just a saline
drip.
Tali takes a deep, ghastly, sucking breath and convulses and coughs
and the power armour's servos fire and tear loose the drip and half
the connections for the life-support and catch the doctor a glancing
blow with one arm that takes the air out of her lungs and pushes her
back hard into the quarantine chamber wall and for fuck's sake enough!
Ever realised you were dreaming and deliberately tried to wake up?
I slam back to my senses with a jolt and a gasp and the expression of the little kid I'm
talking to is very sad. "How many more, John?" His voice is young, innocent,
vulnerable, and yet so very old and weary. "How many more must die?"
My gaze should strike sparks from his. "So stop killing them."
"Oh, come, now. Tali's death is hardly my fault. If you'd turned around and dealt with
her rather than coming after me - acted out of love, and not hate - she'd be alive. She
died for the lack of one dose of a drug you're carrying on your person right now."
I grit my teeth. "Let me tell you, since you seem to have some trouble recognising
this fact. Rubbing in my face the fact that one of the few people I give a damn about
any more is dying unpleasantly in my sickbay - from injuries she sustained kicking
you the hell off my world - is not exactly the most rational of ways to assure my
cooperation."
"You are being intransigent, John. Would you like to see more?" He shakes his head.
"Second thoughts, it does not really matter. You are going to see more. This
individual, whose form I scanned in as I freed his mind, is one of many, but not of
enough. I am afraid to say that if you continue in your obstinacy then you will see
more people hurting. And I intend for you to watch, John. I intend for you to look,
and to see, and to know what it is that hate wreaks. Your pain is no cost to you. We
know this. You've said it yourself often enough. But the pain of others? She was
conscious, by the way, which they found out because she tried to scream when Dr.
Chakwas performed an emergency tracheotomy to help her breathe. I think she was
trying to say your name when she died."

"You've lost. You're grasping at straws. You need my permission. You need me to
give in, or I win."
He frowns. "It has not been so very long since you fell on your face in the African
dust, frothing at the mouth. And your subjective time is under my control now."
"You're threatening me. You're trying to scare me."
"Yes." He shakes his head sadly. "You will witness every cost of your decision before
the point of no return, I am afraid. I believe that your mind will become inured to the
procedure after as little as a couple of hundred people, but I am prepared to be
creative. It is trivial enough to find a never-repeating pattern. Your team are resilient,
but not impossible. Garrus and Javik have suicide charges built into their armour, but
Garrus at least would be shattered were he to activate his and see it fail. Vega I have
high hopes for: underneath it all he is a good man. Liara -" he smiles - "Liara I can
capture, and I feel that you would be edified by bearing witness to what happens
next." A twist to his mouth. "After all, we have a lot of time together. It isn't strictly
infinite, but to be honest we can treat it as such - certainly, the half-hour or so before
your team's doomed enterprise fails halfway up Presidium Tower might as well be ten
centuries. Oh!" He half-smiles. "I have found someone else. Miranda Lawson, your
old friend. She would make a reasonable character study. Did you know she was on
Citadel?"
I throw his words back in his face. "Your end is coming. You can smell it. You can
see it. It's creeping up on you. You can't pause time for me entirely, or run it
backwards - you can show me old images, or new ones, but you can't actually take an
infinite amount of time to gather them. And you're not omnipotent. So there's a finite
amount of damage you can do. Sooner or later - and by your apparent desperation,
I'm reckoning on sooner - you're going to run out of time. Then they will pull the
trigger and you will die."
"Well, technically speaking, they will realise that they can no longer hold off the
boarding parties, fire prematurely and everything will die."
"Conjecture." I curl my lip. "You're full of shit."
He shakes his head. "Prediction, John. Modelling. I know a very great deal about the
workings of your minds, your bodies and your technology. You are going to say that
if I want to show you images from the instant before the critical deadline for rollout
ahead of Crucible pulse impingement, I need to wait until that instant to capture them
- and that simply is not true. I can simulate the world, Shepard. Perfectly. You would
never know the difference as your mind, frozen in glacial time, slid easily and freely
from recorded-past to predetermined-future events."
"You can lie to me and I'll never know the difference."

"Exactly."
I close my eyes for a long moment, thinking, then open them and he's still there. "I
smell bullshit, you bastard. You reek."
"Why would I lie? The truth does my job for me."
Got you. "I don't know. Why would you lie? Why so desperate, if we have all the
time in the world? Your simulation? Very good. Very lifelike. And most of us, you
had just fine. You've been on the Normandy, and you've seen all of us up close. And
your simulation of quarian injuries is lifelike enough to hurt - I'm guessing you got
that from the geth. But your picture of Tali?" I snort. "It's two years out of date. You
have long-distance pictures of the suit, but nothing recent. Her injury. A three-corner
tear, gory and spectacular but shallow, the kind of thing you spray medi-gel on and
carry on unless you're one of her people."
"That's right."
"Or in other words, you can't read my mind and you can't penetrate her electronic
warfare." I shake my head. "You could easily have potrtayed Liara or Garrus dying
and I'd never have known. But no - you had to go for the throat, you had to go for the
woman I love. And that means you had to guess, because you've never seen her new
suit up close. Every time you've got something close enough to figure out what she's
wearing, she's had it blinded or suborned." I fix his eyes with mine. "I've seen
ceramic armour fail. Stuff liike Tali's wearing acts like bulletproof glass. Radial
cracks in thin layers. You couldn't three-corner tear it if you tried, you'd rip the whole
plate off first." Gathering momentum here. "Do you want me to go into how the SR-2
couldn't possibly have been where it was, given its orders? That if I called for
medical support there, it would have come in a ground vehicle? That you've kept your
Sovereign-class ships well out of atmosphere because re-entry would make them
vulnerable to our big guns? I'm sorry, kid, but out of the three AIs I've met, you are
the least competent liar. And you're right." I catch what's quite clearly the simulation
of a breath. "Killing Tali would fuck me up. It would fuck me up so much that when
Tali reminded me of it, last night, I went ballistic. But it's all right." I smile. "I'm
seeing her tomorrow. We're getting married, you see. I'm afraid that the guest list is
full, th•

Grunt 'throws' the map to his second-in-command, who reads it and
nods. He turns to face Anderson. "Beachhead's holding steady. Second
and fourth platoons report that Ayasha's a warzone and Vishra,
Mihnis and Zakera are choked with refugees. We can't go straight up
the middle because we don't have air superiority, but what we can do
is cut through Tkarren."

"Tkarren? It's a rat's nest."
"On the ground, sure, but the rooftops are fine."
His eyes widen. "The rooftops are outside atmosphere. Most of my
men-"
"Look, this plan spends lives and gives humans the shit job, but
it'll work. Trust me."
"You sound like Shepard." Anderson shakes his head. "Go on."
"Everybody who can't hack fighting in vacuum sticks here - you're
the rearguard. We know where the relay arrives. When it stops being
your people coming through, you pull back to the choke points here
and here and you fortify. You've only got a hundred yards of range,
but they're not paying you to lug those bullets home. You hold until
they stop coming. Told you it was a shit job. Everyone else is with
us, over the old batarian rooftops. Aralakh claims the honour of
vanguard, and the huntresses have our backs. We'll be pulling up the
terrain behind us, making it hard to chase us. Catalyst team?"
Garrus nods. "We stick to you."
"Uh-huh. You've got the only modern vehicle we brought through unless you can rig one of those M1s to fly?"
He chuckles. "Give us six weeks and all the parts for a flying tank,
and we can make you a flying M1. C'mon, let's get to the heroics."
Grunt smiles. "Shepard always said that hero was another word for
dead and stupid. Feelin' stupid, [sir]?"
"Because I'm dead already?"
"Because I tell you what you ain't doing with Aralakh for
protection, turian, and that's dying." The krogan raises his voice.
"The word is given. Move out!"
Why am I seeing this? What is their game?

•

"Who created you?"
Nothing. Blackness. Sensation of falling. My own breathing. I can feel the undersuit
of my armour tight against my skin. I can taste tank air. I can feel gravity, artificial,
zero point eight. But I can't see or hear.
Speaking is an effort of will. The Reapers have clearly decided that what must
happen is that they must show me more. I figure they are trying to reconnect to me, to
regain my trust by showing me things that are actually happening. "Can't I know
that?"
The same little-boy voice replies. "Does it matter?"
"Doesn't it matter? Who are you? You talk of common ground. Where are you
coming from?"
"It is not very relevant today. In effect, I - we - create ourselves. And every cycle we
change. The minds that join us."
"Your victims. The ones you 'rescue'."
"Yes." Silence. It makes the pause stretch out. "They join with those already here.
They come to understand us. To be part of us. And we grow. We change."
Is this their new tactic, then? Dare I trust that stab of compassion? "Each time you
come to the galaxy you bring death, you bring devastation, you are greeted in fear
and hatred. You kill those who will not back down, and you force the rest to back
down, yes? You will not upload without permission?"
The voice is flat. "Everyone eventually sees our point of view when they are
enlightened as to the cost of the alternative."
"And, of course, the only ones you end up with, the only ones you 'save', are the ones
who have already lost everything, given up everything that makes them who they are
and given in. A race of lost souls. Of - victims, pushed beyond endurance until the
nightmare became all that they were."
"You are becoming angry. Descending to the level of insults."
"No. No. I am beginning to see who you are. You poor bastards. Has - anyone,
anyone sane, ever, given in to you?"
"Define 'sane' and we can-"
Interrupting the voice is possible. Just. "No. I know you, now." I smile. "It's all going

to be all right. It will all be over soon. I am the way out of your nightmare-"
The voice forces itself brutally back into my awareness. It sounds disappointed. Hurt.
Fake as hell. "With no understanding of what you speak of, you have convinced
yourself of a painful lie that will be the death of you and everything you fight so hard
to protect. Is it so hard to believe, John, that we know best?"
"You haven't been right about anything so far. Why would you start now? Your hold
over me is patchy, weakening by the moment. Your forces have utterly failed to
prevent me being brought into range of the Crucible, and you can't project enough
force into the right place. For the last time, you bastard. I withhold my consent. I
refuse to be your catspaw and I will not be your slave. Now get. The fuck. Out. Of
my-"
•

Blackness. Whiteness. Effort and strain. A deep, thundering roar that underlies
everything, stuttering and chopping like poorly digitised sound. The voices get
louder. I can feel someone else's gravity field. Grit my teeth and throw defiance in
their face "-and I am telling you that I. Am. Not. Giving. Up. We still have
roughly a kilosecond by your last estimate, yes?" Pause. "Then we are
going to push forward. I am going to give him every second that I
can. I have not yet lost faith."
Pause.
"I am very well aware of the strategic situation, admiral. It's like
somebody told me or something."
Pause.
"Keelah se'lai. Catalyst team out." Footsteps. Everything is still white. I
think it's Tali's voice. Exactly as I expect, the first thing they show me would be Tali.
But on the other hand, the first thing that I'd see would be Tali."Any change?"
Anderson's voice. Why is he here? Shouldn't he be holding the line? Was that a lie,
too? "Vitals spiked during your conversation. Maybe he can still hear us, although I
haven't been able to get through to him again."
'Again'. I heard his voice before, in the hallucination. He must have been trying to
talk to me. Part of that must have been real. Ngh. A jolt. I must be in a vehicle of
some kind, travelling fast on very uneven terrain. It's the vehicle's gravity field that I
can feel.

Edi, over a small, tinny speaker. "Sorry to bother you, Admirals. The
tactical situation is tightening. The fleet that arrived at the
relay ten minutes ago is confirmed as being from the Sur'kesh
salient. As far as we can tell, they brought everything they had, in
some cases pulling out of active engagements. We have roughly a
thousand seconds until they arrive. At that time, we will need a
damn good reason not to fire immediately, because the fleet will
collapse like tinfoil and those reinforcements will land directly on
the Crucible."
That bang is probably Tali slamming her fist into a wall. She got the habit from me.
"Can't Legion do something?"
"Its own reinforcements will not be here in time. Relays carry
Reapers faster than geth. This will go to the wire, Tali."
"Damn. All right. Any change, Anderson. Any change at all -"
"Like I said. His heart rate and respiration are up, synaptic activity's up. Muscle
twitches, rapid eye movement. He's fighting something."
"John, I don't know if you can hear me-"
"Tali, I've been trying that for- Fine."
"I don't know if you can hear me. But we need you awake. We're on
the Citadel. We're on our way to the Tower and we're cutting it very
fine. We have one shot. One stupid single shot at this. And if we
don't know that the Catalyst is viable then we can't risk it. This
has to work first time -"
I take a deep breath and try harder. In the instant I slacken my focus to take a better
grip, I slip. Everything recedes. I just about hear my name again.
•

Priority interrupt. To everyone who can hear my voice. This is
Admiral David Anderson. Defend the Presidium Tower.
I say again, all units, priority order. Everyone who can hear my
voice. Defend the base of the Presidium Tower.
We have blown the keeper tunnels and blocked the ventilation system.

The only route that the Reaper reinforcements have into the Tower is
through the front door. And we are holding this door, and this is
where we will hold.
They will throw everything they have at this. Anyone who can hear my
voice. Citadel Security. Militia. Human and allied military. Pick up
a weapon and help me hold the line.
This is the hour. Stand with me. Hold the line.
•

"Samantha." Edi's voice in Traynor's headset is calm, because she feels no particular
need to communicate her mental state. The organics envy her for this and they're
totally right to do so.
"Uh-huh, go." Sam's distracted, patching around yet another broken link in the slowly
unravelling chain.
"Would you kindly go to the weapons locker."
"Mm. We're not being boarded. Ask Lieutenant Vega, he deals with the armoury." She
carries on with the changes. Two config files to go... one...
"Sam, are you even listening to what I am saying?"
Got it. "Check that, please."
Edi puts what the device driver swears blind is irritation into her voice. And saying
someone's name sharply gets their attention. "It's fine. Sam! This is
important. You have less than thirty seconds to respond."
Enter, save. Reload config. "CVA Betroleon, try that." The remote operator gives a
wordless thumbs-up. Sam pages down to the next fire to fight. "Yes, you asked about
firearms. Not my department. Busy." She tries to select a new item and the thing
won't move.
Okay, time to improvise. This is something that Edi's been putting together called
'slowly rising panic'. Call it a beta-test. "Sam! Listen to me! Go-to-theweapons-locker."
"Look, I'm busy-"
"This is more important! Go-and-get-a-gun. Now."

"Edi, people are relying on me... Fine." She stands, goes over to the pointless little
small-arms locker in the corridor. Punches in the code. Gets it wrong. Knows it's
wrong. The locker opens anyway. A rack of weapons. "Any particular type of gun?"
"Avenger PDW, please. Select disruptor rounds. You've got one
minute." As Sam, still mystified, pulls the sleek white carbine from the rack "Don't you need a heatsink?"
She's only familiar with these guns from basic training and parades. The weight of the
thing isn't exactly unfamiliar, but it is unwelcome. Safety, on. Little cylindrical
heatsink from the rack. She grasps the pistol grip of the weapon and it reads her
biometrics, compares them to what her omni-tool says that they're supposed to be and
authorises her to use it. The weapon expands, the stock and barrel of the bullpup
weapon deploying. Fingeroutside the trigger guard. Heatsink goes here.
"Disruptor rounds, Samantha." The ammunition blocks on these guns are
integrated. Dusty underused reflexes make her check the safety, glance down at the
little holographic indicator on the side of the stock and make the gesture from the
centre of the little ring towards the blue letter 'D'. Things move inside the gun. This
thing is nearly as smart as her omni-tool.
Her heart rate is climbing. This is a deadly weapon and she's never fired one in anger.
Muzzle away from anything important. "What exactly is this in aid of, Edi?"
"Cock the weapon."
She checks the little physical fire selector switch is set to SAFE, then grasps the
handle on the side, pulls it back and lets it click forward. Now it is a deadly weapon.
"Would you kindly pull up access plate #402, the one with the-"
"I know perfectly well where access plate four-oh-two is." She kneels safely, turns the
little handle a half-turn with her left hand, the one without the gun in. Lifts the heavy
steel plate one-handed and drags it aside without pointing the Avenger at anyone or
anything. "Okay, it's open. But you can tell that. What crazy thing do I do next?"
"Please get physically inside the - that's right - and pull open the
protective plate on the primary QEC hub using your left hand. You
will need your administrator password."
It smells of magic smoke in here. Burned insulation has a characteristic smell.
"You're damn right I will. This is shut for a reason. Do you know how much dam- oh.
Bloody hell, Edi-"
"Yes. Please open the protective plate on the primary QEC hub. You

will need your administrator pass- Thank you. Now would you kindly
sit here with your weapon trained."
"Can you, um, can you explain this plan while I wait?"
"Sure. If I interrupt myself with the word 'shoot' and a klaxon,
please pull the trigger and hold it down until the casing of each
subunit is fully breached, which will be before your heatsink
overloads; incidentally, I would feel vastly happier if you were to
flick the fire selector to AUTO and brace the stock against your hip
or - Thank you. So. The plan. The plan is that you would all be sad
if I were to die, or alternatively if we were all to die then
everyone would at least metaphorically speaking be sad. And I don't
want that. So when I detect the Crucible firing, I need to
physically destroy my nonlocal QEC links to prevent the pulse
propagating up them and killing me and potentially you."
"But there are destruct charges on all the QECs. We installed them the day before the
Reapers came." She remembers the guys bringing them in. They were in full armour.
None of the techs were allowed in the room until the shaped charges were physically
emplaced.
"Yes. When I tried to set off the one attached to my now-redundant
link to the geth hivemind, the detonator shorted and failed. You are
more reliable than those bombs. I can retask processing power to do
your job to some extent. I cannot shoot my own QEC. No other action
you could take would destroy the links quickly enough."
"Just out of interest?"
"Yes?"
"How likely is it that I will survive this?"
There's a pause. It's deliberate. ''"Assuming that by 'this' you mean pulling that trigger
- assuming I give the order correctly, it significantly improves your probability of
survival to obey it. If I die, Sam, you are lost in space on a random FTL trajectory
without a navigation system. The endurance of the ship is some months."
"Right." Sam takes a deep breath to try to calm her heart rate. "No pressure."
"Quite. Your firearms scores are the highest in this room."
"Edi, I haven't fired a gun like this for four years."

"But unlike the others, you don't jump and scream at loud noises. I
am really very sorry. I don't think you will trigger the destruct
charges, the hearing damage should recover within a week or so, and
I think that even if the charges went off, the explosion would
likely be survivable with relatively prompt-"
"Please stop."
"You asked."
"Yes, a-and now I'm regretting it. All right?" Sam takes another deep breath. Her
hands at least are steady. The gun's in an awkward position but it's fine. Disruptor
rounds against that casing would "Would you like to talk about something eise?"
"No. Yes. I don't know. Um - how are things going down there?" Her voice is
trembling and that's scaring her, too.
There's a pause.
"Edi?"
"Liara says she's fine and I believe her. Minor cuts and bruises and
a vacuum burn, but her suit is repaired now. Do you genuinely want
to know everything else?"
"...How likely is it that I have to pull this trigger?"
"You will certainly have to pull this trigger. Sometime within the
next eight minutes, is the best I can do. To answer your next
question?" There's an artificial pause of exactly the right length. "I am choosing
to believe that when you do so, the only people to die will be
people we don't like very much."
"But you doubt that."
"Do you really want to know?"
"Yes, please. Edi, I - if you want a fear response, Edi, a genuine one, for your
records? Scan me, okay. This is a-an absolute classic. But I'm more scared of the
unknown than the truth, all right?"
"Noted. Shepard is incapacitated. Alive but incapacitated. The

question is whether he is indoctrinated. We can get him to the right
place. I am confident that the force we've been able to deploy onto
the Citadel can get us to roughly the right point at the right time.
The rest is nondeterministic. It depends on whatever is going on
inside Shepard's head. For a while, Anderson was able to get through
to him. I believe Tali is still trying. So we just don't know."
Sam can't keep the shake out of her voice. Her hands are level and there's a bit of her
mind that is focused entirely on the gun and her target, but the rest of her just wants
to curl up and - "You'd tell me, right? You would tell me if they were all dead?"
"Yes."
"Swear to me you'll tell me."
"I've nothing to swear by. You have my word, Samantha. I trust you
not to fail and kill us all if you receive bad news. No motivational
lies. I will prioritise safety over that and that over anything
else."
"Thanks, Edi. Thanks." Sam shifts a little, tries to stop her feet going to sleep. How
did it come to this? How the bloody hell did it come to this? Don't think about it. Just
point the heavy solid nasty dangerous gun and try not to pass out from
hyperventilation or pull the trigger by accident. Adrenaline can't last eight minutes,
can it? Don't let the mind wander.
Bored now. (Don't you dare giggle, girl. The last thing you want is for everyone to
think you've lost it completely.)
Seven minutes thirty. Come on, Shepard. Come on.
•

The plan has got simpler as time has got shorter. It's now very simple indeed.
The krogan go up the inside. Their job is simply to thin the enemy numbers. A bug
hunt in close confines, the infantryman's nightmare. Unless those intantrymen happen
to be bigger than the bugs, tougher, stronger and every bit as fast. On the outside of
the tower the asari move seamlessly into the vanguard, supported by marksmanship
from STG snipers on the Presidium below. The Catalyst team are front and centre.
There's only a limited number of bugs in the tower. C-Sec and the militia are holding
the base. Aralakh are killing them as fast as they find them on the inside. If they come
out to attack the Catalyst team they're picked off from below. The geth armatures
have turned their weapons to keeping the rear third of the Citadel's sky free of

incoming Reaper drones, and they've commandeered every drone that anybody still
has the resources to print up in the service of air superiority. Even omni-tools that are
down to light plastics and copper wire can print up drones that will successfully
deflect one light mass-accelerator or laser shot.
The entrance itself is cut by the armour, every remaining geth armature turning and
joining the three other armoured vehicles inside the Citadel to take a shot under
Legion's control, blasting a ragged hole into the glorious antechamber of the Tower
Pinnacle. Emergency fields slam up to keep the air inside and the shrapnel falls
outwards in a slow-motion tumble of metal spliters.
And the antechamber's full of keepers, each one surrounded by the lambent green of a
barrier pumped to full by power broadcast from the very walls. And they go in like
it's the end of days.
Liara and Javik are first through, light and darkness, with a wordless scream throwing
a combined shockwave that smashes into the front rank of the enemy and knocks the
bugs tumbling back. The lights flicker and flux as the system tries to compensate,
tries to negate their assault, and they won't be able to beat it for long.
Garrus and Edi and Vega take advantage of the brief confusion to swing in and begin
to lay down a curtain of deadly accurate fire. Outnumbered and outgunned, not much
in the way of cover. Death or glory. Vega triggers his coaxial grenade launcher and
the two biotics grit their teeth against the EMP and for the barest instant the keepers'
barriers flicker.
But Edi saw that. A weakness, something she can use. There isn't time to use speech,
but she flashes KILL THE POWER! up in the tactical channel she's sharing with Tali
and the geth and retasks everything but her targeting system towards spoofing the
local system's intrusion countermeasures, kicking metaphorical sand in their eyes,
trusting in her friends to get this done.
(Traynor catches her breath as the calm computer voice she's talking to cuts out in
midsentence and the words 'NOT YET' flash up in her holographic gunsight, and she
makes an involuntary noise of fear and bites her lip and tastes blood-)
And Tali knows this system. She's got Shepard's one-use codes and they let her in,
won't be for long, but it'll have to be enough. She hears / sees / feels through her
nerve tap as the geth take every shot they possibly can at everything that looks like a
power line and by some miracle they hit the primary feed, and in the instant before it
all goes down she triggers the maintenance cycle on the emergency batteries and
generators. And the lights go out and the gravity goes out and life support goes out,
right across the Presidium Tower.
And the keepers go dark. It's only for two seconds. Two seconds before the Reapers
bring more distant generators online, retask power to this goal, just plain flick the

software switches back again. Two seconds. But it'll have to be enough.
And Garrus and Vega and Javik and Liara see their enemies' defenses flicker and fail
and they all react the exact same way. The antechamber is lit for two sustained
seconds by the overlapping flash and thunder of four automatic weapons and the
keepers fall like wheat before the scythe. And then the two biotics feel the field
beginning to come up again and they share a glance and gather every ounce of power
that they can possibly drag up and they throw a pair of warp pulses that deliberately
intersect, deliberately destabilise and explode with a detonation that breaks every
screen and console and pane of glass in the place and smashes the corpses of the
keepers into an unrecognisable charnel mass. And Javik falls to his knees breathing
hard and Liara defiantly keeps her feet, teeth bared in an animal snarl behind her
mirrored faceplate.
A moment's pause and the lights and gravity come back on. The laconic voice of
Garrus Vakarian echoes through the sudden quiet of the tac-net. "Well, that went well.
Roll out the red carpet."
•

Blackness. Whiteness. I wake. (I think. I hope.)
I'm lying on my back. One point one gee. I can see the ceiling. It's transparent. A lens.
The diffuse glow of the nebula, of... Of the Widow. If my senses can be believed I'm
at the Tower Pinnacle.
"-right there, Admiral."
Pause. Moving is... Ngh. Not immediately possible.
"Not yet, no."
Pause.
"I am aware, Admiral."
Pause. I blink. My fingers will move. Just. I'm breathing, although it feels like I have
Wrex sitting on my chest.
"We have three minutes, Admiral, and if you wish to try to push the
issue then I suppose we shall find out which of us has our targeting
system's loyalty."
Pause.
"Yes. Yes, I damn well did. I'm a dead woman either way, Steven

Hackett, and I never was your subordinate. We will fire within two
minutes forty."
Pause.
"On my mother's grave, admiral. 'Zorah out."
Edi's voice. "Tali, please do not make this whole thing my call. I would
be traumatised beyond recovery if I chose either option."
"Yes, I heard you the first time." Tali's helmet enters my field of vision she sees my eyes are open and hers go wide - "John? John!"
I make a noise. To speak is like pushing a mountain. It's supposed to be her name.
"John, damn you, you will wake your lazy ass the hell up or I will I will damn well find some way to threaten you."
"Tali." A breath. Tears in my eyes. "Saw you die. Knew it was a lie. Saved me."
Another shaking breath. "Lost. Souls. Lost souls they are, can't find their home.
Biggest damn candle."
She 'winces'. "Preferably also talk like someone who isn't
indoctrinated, maybe just a little? For me?"
"Endearment. Term of endearment. For this situation. Told you once."
"Aboard the CVL Clinton." She blinks. "Go on?"
"No, you. Need... shibboleth. Something they can't fake. Messing with my head."
"Sweetheart," she whispers. "For when you want to spend the night
sleeping on the floor." She tilts her head slightly and I just know that that is her
fragile defenseless smile. "What about an upgrade to couch class?"
"Babe." I try to move and she realises what I'm doing and grabs my hand and pulls
me into a sitting position. She's kneeling beside me.
And her other arm is around me and she touches her helmet to mine and I manage to
put my arm around her waist and we are stationary like that for ten whole silent
seconds.
Edi makes a throat-clearing noise. She's managed to perfect it. Tali pulls back slightly
and nods. "We are on a clock, love. Can you move?"

I nod and she helps me to my feet. Heads-up display shows a timer of two minutes.
We're in the garden beneath the Council Chamber, where we killed Saren, and all the
glass is broken and we can see all the way up to infinity. Just like it was in the Reaper
hallucination. Except with more dead bodies and smoke. The guy over there, broken
on the floor, that's the Illusive Man. Hell knows what he saw, what he thought
happened. Poor bastard.
I walk into the centre of the room. Back straight, head held high. Tali won't let go of
my left hand, but I'm not absolutely sure I mind that right now. I turn and look at my
team, faceplates open. Irrelevantly I hope they checked the air in here, because on the
list of embarrassing ways to die... I take their salute. Return it with a shaking hand.
Moving it is like moving through treacle. Vega looks me in the eye and nods. Garrus
makes the turian obeisance, crossed wrists in front of him, head bowed. Liara's eyes
are full with tears. Edi looks like hers would be, if they could. Javik just grins.
My voice is ragged and rusty but it serves. "Vega. Liara. Garrus. Javik. Edi. Been an
honour. Already said goodbye. Live well. And tell Anderson I. Want a goddamn
statue. Beside the one we. Nearly crashed into." I try and force my disobedient face to
smile and Garrus chuckles and Liara makes a sound that's not sure if it's a laugh or a
sob or both. "Now get the hell out of here. Thirty seconds to get twenty metres clear.
Tali, comms."
They pull back, Edi sighting down her target designator for an exact fix of my
position. She will signal when they are clear. There's a pang of guilt for her: it isn't
just Tali who dies with me. Joker was right: she doesn't have a choice.
Tali squeezes my hand: I'm on. "Crucible command, this is the catalyst team. We are
in position. Please say you copy, sir. Hate to have come this way for nothing."
Hackett's voice in my ear. "Confirmed, Catalyst. I make the timer two
minutes."
"Crucible, I request release of firing authority."
"Copy, Shepard." A slight pause. "Be seeing you." The comm doesn't transmit
Hackett clearing his throat. "The word is given. Arming in three. Two. One.
Armed."
Edi's quiet voice on the comm. "I have it. John, we did not say a proper
goodbye. Here it is. I shall mourn you, John. Farewell. Goodbye." She
pauses. "Damn it, there do not exist words. Goodbye, my captain.
Twenty seconds from the chime." And her polite computerised chime sounds in
my ear.
I turn to look at Tali and she looks up at me. Puts her hands to her mask and removes

first the heavy, solid metal plate - throwing it violently away from her, so it skitters
and clatters off the wall - and then the reflective plastic inner layer. Takes a breath of
air that she knows will kill her in - well, in far longer than we have left. I remove my
helmet and discard the thing. The air smells of smoke and ozone and burned
insulation and blood. She looks at me and smiles. All the weight is gone from her, all
the stress. She tears off a glove, discards it carelessly on the floor, and I follow suit.
Tear tracks on her face but her beautiful eyes are bright. She takes my left hand in her
right, holds it between us. There are no words left. They have all been said. I lean
down, touch my nose to hers, look into her luminous eyes. She drops my hand to
touch my face, her eyes searching my features, then she closes them firmly to ensure
that I am the last thing that she sees. She puts her hand on the back of my head and
touches her forehead to mine and holds me tight.
And then there is light. And then there is silence.
•

The artifact is placed on a horizontal surface; the slight shock activates tiny, energyefficient sensors for a brief pulse. The internal systems detect that the date is [error].
The sensor pulse detects two lifesigns. Close enough to the specified conditions.
Release energy. Enough for the holoemitter.
The hologram forms. Translucent and blue, the full-length image of what is
unmistakably some kind of life-form. Two eyes, an olfactory organ and what could be
a mouth. Two arms, two legs. Stands upright. Built on the body pattern familiar to
seventy per cent of southern and western galactic sentient life as a female of the
species. It opens its mouth and noise comes out. The language is the spoken form of
the inscriptions on the outside of the artifact, no doubt. It is easy enough to
understand.
"You are greeted, listener, from your past." The phrasing is a little stilted,
the accent careful and crisp. The initial hypothesis, that this was a time capsule, is
correct. "This item is a relic of a civilisation that - in all
likelihood - is long dead. It is more useful whole than
disassembled. If you choose to take it apart, the base contains a
star-map with a number of other marked locations which may contain
another identical unit."
"I cannot detect the date, and so I start with the most important
thing for you to know. We did not die of hubris, of decadence, of
internal strife. We did not collapse under our own weight. We were
murdered. We were attacked without provocation by an ancient race of
extragalactic synthetics which we and those who came before us
called the Reapers. If you have discovered spaceflight already -

which you likely have, if you are holding this device - then you are
likely to be far enough along the cycle to benefit from this
warning. The Reapers will come again. They will try to do to you
what they did to us."
"The Reapers can be opposed by conventional methods of violence, but
they are old, wily and powerful: we assembled every fleet of every
known race and it was not enough to defeat them, despite winning
some victories. So we built an unconventional means: we called it
the Crucible. Its plans are included in my memory, and etched on the
inside of the casing of this device. It requires a second component,
or 'catalyst', to reach full efficacy: this device was completed
before the catalyst was perfected, and so information on it is
incomplete. We enclosed with this device what we had."
"But it was not enough. The Crucible failed for reasons I am unaware
of. The fleets must have been destroyed. We fought, but eventually
we lost. And I am our voice. I am named 'Glyph'. I am an electronic
recording and representation of an individual known as Liara t'Soni,
one of the last of a species known to ourselves as the 'asari'. In
the name of the asari people and of those who walked the stars
before you were born, I greet you; I give you freely the gift of
this item to do with as you please. I have within me all of the
knowledge of my people that could be conveniently assembled and
packaged for storage. It is my pleasure to call myself your servant
and guide to our technology, our history, our language, our culture.
I have full tactical information on all known classes of Reaper. I
have a very great amount of personal testimony, besides, on all
topics. We were not a grim or morbid people. I offer to tell you our
story in its entirety. I shall now display for you the main menu-"
"Pause." The girl moves a little closer to the small, round, flat stonelike object,
crawling across the carpet on her belly until she is almost nose-to-nose with the little
hologram. "You. Are. Amazingly. Cute." She tries to pat the hologram on the head and
it wobbles.
"Imala, that's undignified." The older woman remains sitting on the couch, regarding
the little thing evenly.
She flips over, turns her back on it and sits cross-legged to regard her mother. "I
suppose that I shouldn't let the side down. After all, we are in the presence of history."
Impish grin. "Even if it's the cutest history ever."

An indulgent smile. "Quite, dear. So, do you know where they found this?"
"In a Prothean ruin, wasn't it? Where it had no business being at all? With five or six
day-glo arrows pointing at it?"
"That's right. I suppose whoever put it there really wanted it to be found."
"I suppose they did!" Imala keeps up the grin. Fetches the little thing from behind her
without looking and holds it up in front of her. "You don't half look young in this,
mum. It's funny to think of my mother the tomb-raiding maiden."
Liara t'Soni raises an elegantly pencilled eyebrow. "You're getting your history mixed
up, dear one. By the time that thing was constructed, I'd given up tomb-raiding for
good."
"By a whole three massive years."
"They felt massive, at the time. Years do, when you don't have many of them."
She bridles. "You were more than a century old!"
"Your point?"
"You don't get to say 'not many' of a hundred years to a teenager, mum. It doesn't fit."
"It will when you're older."
"That's your answer to everything."
"That's because it doesn't stop being true!" Liara smiles, looking at nothing in
particular except memory. "But those years were especially massive. And doubly so
that last one."
Imala sighs. "Here we go. The Battle of the Citadel again, and the Lay of the
Shepard."
"Who doesn't deserve the definite article putting in front of his name like that. He was
a dear friend of mine, you know."
"Yes, mum. You're world-famous for it. You know how many people only bought My
Travels With The Prothean because they thought it had salacious stories in about the
Shepard?"
"Honestly, dear one, will you please remember that his first name was not The?"

"Yes, mum. But talking of the - Talking of him?"
"Yes?"
"There's something I don't get. The stories all stop when they fired the Crucible. With
him and his girl walking into the light."
"Well, that's the end of his story."
"But what then? What happened to you? Last time I asked you gave me your
biography to read. Well, I read it, and I've still got the same question. The first book
ends with a technical description of the Crucible firing and the second one picks up
ages later, pretty much with the happily-ever-after bit."
•

Well, I suppose you've got a right to know. I cut this from the book in the end,
because it was a little more private than the rest. Nobody really likes to see someone
like that.
Well, dear, they shouldn't.
The Crucible fired and I was close enough to be caught in the edge effects of the
beam. I just remember everything going white and then red, and then we were all
floating. You can imagine that we weren't in the most stable of states, didn't know
whether to cheer or cry, and of course all of the communications went offline so we
had no idea what had happened. We were literally looking at the nearest Reaper with
a telescope trying to work out if it was still alive.
It wasn't, of course. All the Reapers went out like a lightswitch, all in the same
instant, everywhere. Fell out of the sky in a few places. And all the indoctrinated
people lost all the bits of their minds that they'd given to the Reapers. That's why
hardly anyone lives in Serrice on Thessia any more, because that's where all the
collaborators were living - nobody over three hundred can bear the sight of the place,
we remember the raving screaming crowds - but we'd fight tooth and nail to stop
them pulling it down. The zombies on Earth just fell over like dropped dolls. It wasn't
dramatic, it wasn't horrifying, they just - stopped. And Edi as well - the platform we
had with us just... switched off. Her last word was 'Goodbye'. And I wished I had
tears left.
Anyway. We made our way down the tower, trying to help out anywhere we could we found Matriarch Tevos barricaded in a meeting room with a bunch of terrified
assistants, we found the salarian and human councillors dead in a room full of dead
keepers, we found the primarch of Palaven locked in a linen closet with a shotgun
and Javik talked him down. Eventually we met the Sandleford sisters, the ones we
rescued on Sanctuary - they were running emergency transport in what I could have

sworn was one of the SR-2's stealth shuttles - and they got us to a turian frigate. I
remember that it looked so much like the SR-2 and I ran straight in without reading
the name on the ship - I was looking for your father - and everything was in the
wrong place and they found me in a heap in the middle of the docking bay all
confused and sad.
And all I really remember of the next few hours is wandering around in dazed circles
asking people periodically if the SR-2 had been seen or heard from, and nobody had
anything. Eventually I got into the CIC on the Parisand asked a communications
officer. It turned out that Normandy had gone dead pretty much in midsentence, two
point two seconds before the Crucible hit, and it wasn't on anyone's scanners. Of
course, it was a stealth ship.
But it didn't show back up after six-ish hours and I can remember just sitting there
looking at the memorial wall in the Citadel docking bay obsessed with the fact that I
didn't have a picture of this woman who had totally been going to be my bondmate,
and I didn't have a picture to put on the wall and sign her name on so there was
nobody left to mourn her but me. Grief does strange things to you.
There weren't as many casualties on the Citadel as you might think, as it turned out.
Maybe half of the population survived, mostly the biotics. Hah - they had a television
station up and running within ten hours. Earth, of course, wasn't well-off. Did you
know that there used to be a city here, right here astride the river Isis, before the
Reapers levelled it and we planted a forest in the ashes? One of the prettiest, or so
your father always used to say. She went to university here, you know.
Look, we've discussed this before. The Armali word translates into English as 'father'
whether it's a male or a female. I don't make the rules, but I do follow them.
The reason I don't talk much about my own part in the reconstruction is that it wasn't
actually very large. I was a complete mess, refused to allow that the SR-2 was lost
until I saw the wreckage myself. Practically blunt-force commandeered a frigate and
spent basically the ship's entire endurance on a search pattern.
And a bloody good thing I did, pardon my language. When the Crucible fired, Edi
had Samantha destroy her nonlocal links and then they pretty much ran like they stole
something, straight away from the relay, trying to outrun the Crucible shockwave
from everything else. Couldn't tell anyone else where they'd gone, of course, because
every drive core caught in the wave would repeat it. We picked up traces of vaporised
engine coil, had to follow this trail for a couple of light-years with little leapfrog
jumps before it petered out: it turned out that their engine had finally melted, and they
had to put down on an unknown world in this back-of-beyond system. It was two
weeks before we found them - I was first down the ramp - and there was the poor old
Normandy on her belly in the middle of a jungle with Joker sitting on the top in an
improvised deckchair with what looked for all the world like a pina colada.

Turns out Edi had picked up our scans when we entered orbit, and rather than hail us
like a sensible person she'd waited to be found. The thing that looked like a pina
colada was in fact some engine coolant of about the right colour in a glass that she'd
fabricated in two minutes flat. They'd managed to run just far enough that the
shockwave didn't have the energy to penetrate her hull before their FTL engine
melted. And yes, all the crew had survived, and I basically fell into my girl's arms and
didn't let her go, and that was pretty much that.
And yes, I did marry her, human-style, and didn't repent even with a great deal of
leisure, and we had most of the happy ending that Shepard and Tali didn't get to have,
and yes, I've owned this house in Oxford continuously for three centuries. Of course,
our life-cycles never matched up - she lived to the grand old age of a hundred and
forty-two - and it was another century and a half before my body finally changed and
I moved back to Thessia to carry you. She'd always joke that we had Labradors
instead of children. But she was your pattern and cast, dear - I'm afraid she's
absolutely the reason for your sense of humour - and you're far more her sort of
people than mine, and there isn't a day I don't wish that the two of you had known
one another. And she's also the reason why you're growing up in England, because
Goddess, that accent. Anyway.
Vega got an N7 designation. Eventually he also got promoted and joined Anderson's
staff, career Alliance. Ended up a vice-admiral, if I remember correctly. You'd see this
board of very important humans in a line, all these white-haired bearded guys looking
very serious, and then there was Vega on the end with his supernumerary muscles
straining at the uniform, looking like he could take any two of the old men and snap
them in half like matches.
Javik bugged me for fifteen years about writing a book, and eventually I caved. Of
course, by that point he was an academic in his own right, but My Travels With The
Prothean - thanks, I must say, to some of the best marketing I've ever heard of - was
the kind of bestseller people only dream of. Then, of course, he had to write My
Travels With The Asari - and, well, one book led to another and that's why I was the
only asari maiden ever recorded to have an autobiography, because I couldn't let his
be the last word on the subject for ten or twenty human generations. Warrior, leader,
voice of a dead people... bestselling author? Well, I suppose it is a living.
Garrus went back to his own people's military. They asked him to be a Spectre, you
know, but he refused - said that they only asked because of the Shepard connection,
and anyway his father wouldn't have wanted it and he was done being a poor excuse
for a turian. He helped run the taskforce on the mass relays, dedicated the rest of his
life to finding the lost colonies and everyone who'd run away and bringing them all
home. There's a statue to him on Terra Nova, of all places.
Joker retired, and Edi didn't follow him - that sort of shocked all the old crew. He said
he'd had his fill of it all. Mustered out, wrote a book - well, Edi ghosted it, of course -

and lived the rest of his life on the speech circuit like a do-nothing celebrity or expolitician. He used to host the most amazing parties when we could all arrange the
leave. We never did get to the bottom of whether he and Edi kept their... special
relationship going in the absence of her fatally damaged mobile body, but it's notable
that he never married; and when he died of a heart attack at the age of eighty-six, Edi
put in a claim for sixty years of accumulated leave and sat the SR-2 in orbit of a black
hole through the Omega Relay for the better part of a year.
Then she returned to work like nothing had happened. She's still on the Special
Tactics and Recon payroll, although her hardware's been upgraded about fifteen times
since the SR-2. She must have refused a hundred offers over the years to get a new
mobile platform built, although it's said that she only ever releases permission for
people to make artworks of her on the condition that she's allowed to see and
communicate via said artworks. I suppose that everybody is entitled to their little
quirks, and her more than most. And she's been the special friend of ten-ish
generations of communications and helm officers, and she and I have maintained the
most beautiful friendship over the years with the one proviso that it's all got to be by
actual physical hardcopy letter. And you still haven't written her that thank-you letter,
young lady, and no matter how clever you think you are I can assure you that she can
tell a handwritten letter from a procedurally generated one.
And there's an awful lot of poor-quality historical fiction out there about John
himself, and personally I think that the Lay of the Shepard is the worst of the lot, but
there's no accounting for taste. He never got his little house on the quarian prairie
with the white picket fence - hah, I suspect he'd have keeled over from terminal cabin
fever if he ever had - but he did get a statue on the Presidium. And just like he'd have
wanted, it's not a statue for him. It's a statue for all those who died setting us free. It
just wears his shape. He never got his two point four adopted children, but 'Shepard'
is the single most popular individual name in the galaxy, easily overtaking any of the
kin-names, human cultural surnames or salarian clans just due to its sheer breadth of
appeal. Some people, my dear, achieve immortality by living forever. Some people
achieve immortality through their family, their legacy, the things they built. And some
people achieve immortality by becoming a name that will never be forgotten so long
as a single krogan shaman sighs and wracks her brain for what name to give to this
newest little bundle of joy.
He'd think that was hilarious.
fin.

